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     “A map of the world without utopia on it  is not worth a second glance”  
                                                                                                                      Oscar Wylde 

                                                                                          
“…It was in the theater that the Greek citizen saw himself and obeyed the Delphic maxim: Know 
Thyself. Best of all,  in the comedies…he learned  to see himself, wryly , as others saw him, 
chastened by their painful laughter. And in  the tragedies he beheld , in the larger figures of 
heroes and gods, beckoning potential selves whose imitation in moments of crisis would help him 
overpass the mediocrity of the safe and the habitual” 
                                                                                         Lewis Mumford (“The City in History”)  
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OVERGROUND 
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”  

William Blake («America») 
In the America of another universe which was  parallel to ours, in the time of the (parallel)  
Clintonian  liberalization, they tried out the idea of hiring as astronauts persons that were less 
close to our familiar model of technocrat astronaut. Thus,  one of two satellites on their way to a 
rendezvous in space  was manned , or rather both womanned and manned, by a hipstress  along 
with two boy friends, a drummer and a wanted but non-spotted fugitive from justice,  
and the other satellite was manned by a  old karate master and self taught philosopher of  
far-eastern  (chinese?) origin and appearance. The pre-satellite lives of all of them  had  become 
raw material for characters of their times’ creators, of course with pseudonyms and with all 
changes of their personal data necessary , on the one hand, for their(mainly the runaway’s)  
protection and, on the other hand, for the poetic license the creators needed   to create 
continuations of their stories with things that had not already happened in ways  independent  of 
the still open questions of how they would take place in  their universe’s real world. We will  be 
following their real story in their universe but will be calling them the pseudonyms given to them 
by the creators of both our own universe’s America and  the parallel universe’s America. The trio 
will be Amanda , “Amanda’s drummer” (this had become his name for most  readers and also for 
most friends) and Plucky Purcell of Tom Robbins’ book “Another Roadside Attraction” (Of 
which Tom Robbins? Of our worldmate or of his parallel? Let’s not overdo it in distinguishing all 
the time between the two worlds  or we will even run the risk of  giving the impression   that the 
origin and nature of the parallel universe idea we’re talking about lies in some hesitation of ours 
(or of some editor) to call a  spade a spade and not “a parallel spade”, whereas  the parallel 
universe we mean is exactly the one that some poets are looking into when they want to find 
parallels of which to set good examples to emulate or bad examples to avoid in order to inspire  
improvements in our own real world in our own real times) And the old karate master will be 
Miyiaki of the film “The Karate Kid” and  Chink of , again Tom Robbins’, “Even Cowgirls Get 
the Blues”(or rather the real person on which these characters were based, etc.etc. Let’s not 
mention this all the time either. But let’s do mention that the same was true for the trio too). The 
fact that they were already “famous” had played a role in their having been selected as astronauts. 
Their own motives in applying to become astronauts were rather artistic and psychoanalytic 
(more precisely, they were artistic and psychoanalytic in the “California dreaming” style): 
Miyiaki wanted to “see the world from above” just in case this experience inspired in him some 
poem that would sensitize and motivate people to stop earth’s destruction or, in case it was too 
late for that, a poem that would lament the earth in a way that would help people, when  dying 
with Her, preserve amidst chaos their solidarity and mutual respect. Amanda was wondering 
whether “seeing the world from, so much way,  outside could help her see their trio through the 
eyes of a child , not even conceived in her yet, and understand if she would create a problem for it 
by her wish not to know, if possible, which of her two lovers would be his/her father. Such were 
the concerns and the rationales they had as they were applying for astronauts.  
   In their  satellite period, they first lived “lost in a paradise”, then they  lost the paradise they had 
found and then they found  a way to regain it , that is they lived like some of the characters of the 
parallel universe, mentioned above, frequently live to help some of those poet creators  we were 
talking about, point toward the improvement of their world and their time.     
   Then they landed  on the  earth of the facts parallel to the facts that we all know (Mohammed 
Ata, Twin Towers, firemen, mourning, Bush crusade, videotaped messages from Bin Laden, 
Guantanamo, Ariel Sharon’s initiatives, Iraq war…In an island of the Aegean  Plucky (the 
runaway) learned that he had been spotted and in reply he made love to Amanda on a fertile day 
of hers and then went and set himself on fire in front of the American Embassy of Athens.  
For this account of the so-called  “tragicomix” we can just say , like for some soap operas too, 
that it mainly has interest for the historians of the future who, instead of reading newspapers of 
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our age to get in our climate, will be seeing our soap operas and will be removing whatever refers 
to their characters themselves. Let’s now go to see the same tragicomics rephrased in a way  that 
will  attract  (in the future or also in the present) another kind of interest:  
   In their paradisiacal period in the satellites the above characters experienced in an ideal and 
absolute way all the advantages and disadvantages of the educational part of that opportunity  
called “right to idleness” which, if  it were equally ideally (and absolutely) experienced by all the 
young men  living on scholarships provided by the state or by their parents , would make life on 
earth very different. The Paradise of these characters was a paradise of overinformation  since by 
going around over the earth’s surface and hearing , in concurrent translation, the news, the music, 
the celebrations, the poetry, the wars, the refugees,  the traditions, the stories, the myths, the rock 
codes, the love codes, the erotic codes, the joy codes, the mourning codes etc.etc. of  every 
country and of every people, their souls became universalized in a way that did not exactly 
remind “globalization” which to all brings the familiar associations of  the bald  smoothness and 
razedness of classroom globes and of plastic balloons and has made many people call it 
“globebulbization” to remind that the inspirers of the ideal of  homo globalis were frequently 
“bald on the outside and on the inside”, as the saying goes, and  not anything like  homo 
universalis (let alone anything like  the homo multiversalis which frequently is encountered  
among both poets and quite simple minded persons that live in countries where different 
civilizations are in real everyday conversation) 
   To their satellite and to their trip itself  the trio had given the name “Overground”, maybe  for 
reasons, finally,  not very unlike some of  the reasons Kusturitsa had given the name  
«Underground» to one of his films: In that film the characters’ perception of the world had 
become  blurred to apes’ levels because they lived under the earth, in  underinformation and 
thinking the big  war was still going on while our astronaut friends’ perception of the world had 
become blurred to angels’ level because they lived  over the earth,   in permanent overinformation 
and thinking that all big wars were over. OK, in their overinformed paradise they forgot for a 
short while the colorful worries and concerns of their  silly optimism and Miyaki went  a little 
further and  wondered if  activism is not driven or created by poetry but just reflected in it. And 
he also wondered whether it was rather premature and irrelevant  to try to imagine  the feelings of 
future refugees going from earth  to other planets because of ecological catastrophes  more than 
he tried to see the fate of  present refugees coming from displacements of national borders not at 
all reminding the ideal falls of national borders which, on behalf of globalization,  he had thought 
were already in sight. So, OK, they finally could see things more realistically, yet even the worst 
pains of humanity seemed to them like those pains  which poets, as has been said about them, 
place “behind a protective mist, out of their tenderness towards the eyes of the readers to whom 
raw facts  are revealed”. Still, OK, they were not as self-blindingly naïve as not to know what 
pains were referred to by e.g. a poet-and-bomber-of-a-tyrant,  mentioned by an Italian feminist 
journalist, in his verses going something like “Let mount Golgotha start inside the stable’s cradle, 
let the three magi bring the  nails instead of gifts…”,and  also an obsession of Plucky (the guy 
that  we said set himself on fire later) with a film on Giordano Bruno (who, after  having 
conceived the bright idea that if he returned to his country (out of responsibility towards the 
propagation of his ideas)  the Pope would grant him the opportunity of a public discussion  in 
which either one of them would publicly convince the other in all matters of mutual 
disagreement),  OK  an obsession of Plucky with a film on Giordano Bruno who finally returned 
to his country and was burned on the stake with a nail through his tongue just in case a more 
usual gag could be burned before his tongue got burned and thus give him the opportunity to talk 
to the spectators about his ideas (while he was being burned and thus was free from the 
inquisitors who would not , of course, want to kill him and interrupt his burning), OK that 
obsession of Plucky was not  unrelated to the fact that when he set himself on fire he had realized 
that the trial he was going to have would not give him any opportunity for an oration on whatever 
he wanted to give an oration on since he was only summoned for a most ludicrous mix-up of his 
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in which , an unknown person had died through his inadvertent hand , he was a karate expert 
among other things, but the inverse could very well have taken place, the other guy was a karate 
expert too.  
   Like the killing of the , well known to most, paradise called “summer” takes place  with the 
well known “first drop of rain” as poetry calls it, just likewise, their own “being  lost  in Paradise” 
was abruptly terminated by the first bomb of parallel NATO dropped on parallel Yugoslavia. And 
went on to become to them, even if just to their self-taste,  their “being lost in a hell” trip when, 
on the one hand  some silly/jolly things said by Amanda during their paradisiacal period were 
used in a way indicating the trio supported the bombings (like some rockers had openly supported 
them) and when, on the other hand, in a school the bombings were  mentioned as an application 
of the beliefs on peace and militant tranquility that master Miyiaki had  instilled in the karate kid.                     
(More specifically, concerning  the actors of  a porno-soap-opera , called “Swept in Space” and , 
supposedly, re-enacting their space love-makings , Amanda had said that she wanted to thank  
them  for all the parts where they represented them faithfully and also to equally  thank them for  
the parts they wouldn’t know how to represent them faithfully yet  had equally effectively turned 
the love of the public to their direction. Well, could the trio  ever claim, after such an 
endorsement,   that “we and the actors are not one and the same thing” when the journalists asked 
the actors and not them themselves about their opinion on the bombings of Yugoslavia? And 
Miyiaki’s disaster came when some American Nazist teenagers celebrated the birthday of parallel 
Hitler by killing some fellow students and some teachers and then committing suicide (just like 
the event , that is, in our own universe  later analyzed on film by  Michael Moore) The parallel Al 
Gore in the funerals did not only say, like our own universe’s Al Gore,  that kids should follow 
the “good example of the grownups” (this did not sound like an outright  contradiction since the 
grownups had said they had intervened as peacemakers stopping Milosevic. The kids , at least, 
did not know about the Rabouillet Treaty etc) but also added that in America the kids received, 
already since quite a tender  age,  the correct philosophy in such matters since everybody learned 
Miyiaki’s philosophy of non-violence through “the karate kid”. Miyiaki felt he was losing his 
mind feeling that all three of “The Karate Kid”, “Rocky 2” and “Rambo” had been played to 
small kids that by this time had grown up to be the pilots whose superiors made feel they 
represented military virtue by falsifying both his ideas on peace and Nietzsche’s ideas on war, 
mixing them with unmanly ideas like “a good war is a war without losses” and “a just war is a 
war promoting the interests  of whoever happened to live in a state which provided for more 
advanced war industry”and all felt pissed seeing the nonCNNrunYugoslavian TVstation bombed) 
   After a not prolonged depression both the trio and Miyiaki reacted using the instruments of their 
satellites (the space rendezvous had already taken place and they could all  decide everything in 
person to person talk) to brief their CNN-briefed compatriots on what the dissidents within US 
were writing at the time of the bombings  e.g. they read on the air  parallel Chomsky’s  (more or 
less like our own Chomsky’s) analysis saying that  Americans consider  correct,  like the mafia  
of  the neighborhood does, too, to bring a message  home (by breaking  some arms like mafia 
does to people who resist blackmailing or do not express joy upon encounter) that International 
Law is an obsolete concept and that on global scale (here they differed from local mafias) there 
has now been installed  around  the earth an umbrella that can shoot  lethal thunderbolts and does 
that in the style of an unpredictable, revengeful and  unjust  Jahveh who has no inhibitions, 
hesitations or compunctions, and also to brief their compatriots on what the newspapers of the 
rest of the world were writing e.g. they analyzed a theater play on the collaboration of scientists 
with the Army played in London at that time, they read  a poem that was read by parallel Pinter in 
a demonstration in parallel England (going like “We are the Americans and we are sensitive 
people. If you don’t kiss us on the ass we will be hurt and we will napalm you. We do want your 
love. So kiss us on the ass”. Parallel Pinter’s poem  was not exactly like the  poem by our own 
world’s Pinter which only said something like “we  tread on people with horses…Now I want you 
to kiss me on the mouth” but it contained things like old poems from the demonstrations against 
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the Vietnam  war going like “We are  the Americans , the coffin makers…” but anyway Pinter’s 
poem, according to google,  did not arouse less angry and hurt responses and protestations for its 
level than parallel Pinter’s poem which equated horses with napalms and mouths with asses) and 
they read a statement made by an old French general  of the parallel NATO who exactly like a 
general of our own world’s NATO in ’99 said “I don’t understand this  concept of war without 
casualties. What sort of soldier agrees to kill for a cause in which he does not believe enough to 
risk getting himself killed? In my cadet days this used to draw   the  line between a soldier and a 
criminal” Miyiaki from his satellite commented on this statement of this  general at length and 
also presented his own philosophy on these matters not only in his own wording, rather than in Al 
Gore’s, but also in a way that fitted it on the news  then  current: “Suppose  a people has the 
misfortune of living within the range of operations of some people led by some impersonator of 
the so called “permanent war economy”, like e.g. Genghis Khan or Hitler, that says “why do we 
need to learn how to cultivate the land or to raise cattle or, in more recent times, why do we need 
several industries,  at the moment where if we just perfect ourselves in martial arts or, 
correspondingly, if we just develop weapons industry, we can subjugate others and make them 
cultivate the land or raise cattle or work the factories that do not produce weapons and give their 
products to us and keep for themselves only what they need to just keep themselves alive and 
reproducing to give us new slaves and so on?” If such a barbarity  attacks a people then what can 
that people  do? Should they establish a similar war industry? If they do that then they have 
already committed suicide since they used to live with values that did not define life as war,  
while they now have to live with values chosen by others. Should they call themselves cowards 
for not having the weapons with which they could face the enemy instead of just wearing a 
painted target  upon their hearts and joining hands to form chains of human shields around the 
facilities,  industries and monuments they want to defend, like the Yugoslavians are doing right at 
this moment we’re speaking?. Of course it is not them who should feel cowards! Cowards  is 
what   the pilots should call themselves on the one hand for bombing all that instead of landing 
and fighting like men fight with their peers defending it with conventional weapons and not with 
target-like badges,  and on the other hand for having the cowardice of not disobeying superiors 
who order them to fight in such unmanly way and for a cause that may expose them like criminals 
to veterans of other wars of their own country. How have such encounters ended up in history? 
Biologically, phyletically, etc, usually and unfortunately but inevitably, the people under attack 
was extinguished and the aggressor survived . But  from the point of view of civilization, and also 
ethically, the aggressor committed suicide and the other people survived , in the following sense: 
Just like part of imposing the usual “woe to the defeated” is the trial of  the criminals of war 
among the army of  the defeated , likewise  another part of imposing the same  is the plagiarism 
of the so-to-speak “ethical property” of the defeated , that is of their life values. Namely: 
Ashamed to tell their children (or even to themselves) the way and the goal of their war , they 
pictured as  belonging to themselves and not to their enemies the values and the valor of the 
people whom they extinguished (or dispersed through slave-trade etc  to far-scattered  lands 
separating from each other completely and forever even persons of the same family, even 
children and infants from  mothers). And of course the defeated had no reason whatsoever to be 
grateful to them for this falsification  of history but life, evolution, optimization, whether 
Darwinian or Nietzschean etc.etc, had every reason to be grateful to them for the way they had 
committed   existential suicide, each along with his similars and along with their  shared values  
and goals and archives of their deeds and along with their example and their economic patent of 
permanent war which their descendants  might  rediscover from scratch in the future but would 
not obtain directly from their parents and grandparents who, as we said were too ashamed of 
themselves and transmitted to their offspring only the values and deeds and feats of the people 
they had plagiarized. The novelty of our times, the times of  bombings as brazen as the present 
ones , is that  the barbarians explore the possibility of daring not to commit ethical and existential 
suicide, they test whether this time around it’s possible for them not to reject themselves on 
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behalf of their girlfriends, their children, their wives, their mistresses who supposedly value valor 
and fall in love with it, they check whether they can afford not to hide themselves from their 
questioning eyes by renaming the mere “no casualties” with names like  “victory”, “valor”, 
“martial virtue” etc.etc. To do this they try to  change the tastes and criteria of people so as not to  
have to be ashamed anymore, and in order to accomplish this they show films to kids when they 
are still too young to have  judgment, this is  the long way that was  covered  in a 12-15 years 
period from the “Karate Kid”, “Rocky 2” and “Rambo” up  to the present times, when these kids 
have become pilots receiving from Clinton tax deductions to boost their martial incentives and 
initiatives. This  attempt to overcome shame and circumvent existential suicide  is not, of course,  
something for which life and evolution would have much to be grateful about to them because it 
simply optimizes lifeless entities,  like war industries,  while their live operators do not become 
optimized but on the contrary are reduced to vile nonentities which little by little become not live 
users of lifeless instruments but half-live instruments used by lifeless mechanisms just like the 
stock-market  experts who do not produce anything but just become the half-animate  instruments 
of the inanimate market.  If  what they now dare turns out successfully, if they do manage to 
change the traditional taste of whom to admire and whom to despise, then the optimization of the 
lifeless and the reduction of the live to vile , starting with the decision makers  and  followed  by 
their non-disobeyers, will stop only when the “users” of weapons killed by these mechanisms 
remain rotting  side by side with their rusting masters and real users, that is the machines,  after 
having drawn to their death by blindness  the whole life on earth. The only reason the 
optimization of weapons will stop if we follow  this kind of chain of events  is that they do need 
their “users”  alive for their maintenance, service and improvement”. Concerning the term 
“optimization” Miyiaki had three objections out of which he mentioned publicly only one: “It is 
not possible that the competition which has optimized life all the way from the megamolecules of 
the bio-soup to the organisms with the nervous system of man is like the competition that 
optimizes weapon systems  for the very simple reason that such a competition would have not 
even led to one celled organisms but only up to viruses, since only viruses contain just weapons. 
Actually it would not even have led up to that stage  since viruses are parasites needing live cells 
to parasitize on  and without cells not even viruses would have existed.  So don’t be convinced by 
ludicrous analyses saying the competition of mega-viruses , like war industries and stock-market, 
is at this very moment promoting and advancing the complexity, enrichment  and proliferation of 
life’s forms  and that the misgivings felt by your own humanity are obstructions holding life’s 
plan to backwardness”. (Miyiaki  mentioned his other two objections  only to his fellow travelers 
and not in public because they were inappropriate for the necessities  of the moment. One of them 
was not at the height of the circumstances and also would not be convincing since it was also 
based on an argument/witticism (against presidents, profiteers, generals, soldiers etc) that was 
emotionally charged and thus, maybe,  potentially not lucid: “With what argument or rationale 
does your mirror tell you every morning that it will be an optimization of life’s forms if what 
survives on earth are people looking like you? Could it be that the only rationale of your mirror is 
that you are optimal  merely because you will survive? Ask some evolutionary biologist to learn 
in which sense “survival of the fittest” is not a simple tautology as it would be if as fittest one 
defined merely the survivor. And if someone among you did not understand what I’ve just said let 
me say it in simpler terms fitter to his ears: If life’s future belongs to the optimal then where do 
YOU think you’re going? Take a good look at the mirror and spell out what you think is optimal 
about you”. The other objection , which had to be postponed because in the middle of bombings 
priority belonged to seeking immediate movements and not changes to be implemented in the 
long run, was addressed  to that part of the public opinion which did not see the aforementioned 
(presidents etc) like buffoons and clowns and went like “We all want  those deciding for us to 
have some problem in their lives like we all have , so that they have some  point of identification 
with us. And we all want  their specifics to be a little better than ours so as to make us wish we 
were in their place , to admire them  and to respect them enough to try to become like them and to 
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feel that we improve ourselves in this effort. OK, they do have a point of identification with us : 
They, too, are puppets in the hands of their employers and so they are buffoons OK   when they 
call themselves a government. And they do have a point worthy of our admiration: They are 
millionaires. But what would be the profile of the  government and the profile of the earth and of 
life if all these people had as identification point with us the similarity of our income and had as 
point worthy of our admiration their not being puppets like we are? Would you vote for such 
people? Don’t take seriously the clowns’ excuse that their lack of  influence on their own 
employer is due to the fact that this employer is the world market and not some definite person. 
People who have   influence on scientists who , in their turn, say they have influence even on 
biological evolution itself but on the other hand say they have no influence on the market are 
either liars or are clowns to the second or even higher degree. Seek specialists for whom it’s you 
who will  vote  and ask them to ask the politicians those questions that will decide if they deserve 
your trust and respect. The representatives you have been voting for so far either don’t want or  
don’t know or are not free to represent your questions or to show you questions you don’t have 
but you would like to see addressed if you learned about them. Let any citizen propose the 
questions he would ask them and let everybody vote which “askers” he would like to see asking 
those people we’re talking about”) 
   Now let’s rush a little  because we have to make a long story short, at least, for the time being: 
After  the part of Miyiaki’s speech that he did  deliver (and while some columnists  considered it 
merely delirious and unworthy of even  refutation, through the argument that is usual  in such 
cases and goes like “if we cared to refute  such things then we would also have to refute whoever 
believed  that our not refuting his proof  that 2+2 =5 makes his argument right”) the  parallel 
NASA announces  that something has  happened to the satellites and they are  losing height  and 
some small robots are sent off to repair the satellites through remote control  from the ground. 
The mind of all four of them of course turns to the possibility that the nice  little robots might 
well be cute  little bombs  but, even more than to that,  their mind turns to the possibility that if 
they say things like “People support us” etc. they will have given all the evidence needed to have 
their persons diagnosed as lunatics and as megalomaniacs and to have their views  diagnosed as 
merely delirious by the majority, and thus to make the detonation  of the robot- bombs just 
unnecessary and the proof of their mental disturbance complete. So they decide that it suffices 
them to play two videotapes that only in retrospect and only in case they’re really blown  up  
can be considered as messages referring to that (Miyiaki plays Eliot’s “Murder in the Cathedral” 
and the drummer and Plucky play the film “Public Virtues, Private Vices” , the version of  
Micklos Janczo  for  what happened to the Mayerling lovers and is rather different from the more 
well known  version played by Omar Sariff and Catherine Deneuve). Amanda who, if not 
anything else, feels now that that the porn star who so badly represented her politically must not 
anymore be considered as adequately representing her  erotically either, and thus  feels  that she 
ought to give her own version about her  style  in this issue, records on tape the sound of some 
particularly inspired erotic moments with her lovers (without them two knowing so as not to lose 
their spontaneity. How she herself did not lose her own spontaneity too is a long story and now it 
should be skipped because of  the gravity  of the circumstances of the context) Her goal is to 
broadcast them having as introduction music “Let’s spend the night together”and as background  
“Great Balls of Fire” and to make them sound as if  being broadcasted  live  and with all due care 
in the timing of their erotic explosions so as to make them sound  coincident  with the bomb 
explosions, while the optical signal to their audience will be an explosion at  the satellite’s  site on 
the sky at that moment (visible from the earth in her hopes or her wishful fantasy) and on the 
screen , along with the  message to go out and spot the satellite in the  sky while hearing the rest,  
there  will be the famous naked photograph of John Lennon’s  and Yoko Ono’s hind views.   John 
Lennon  and Yoko Ono are in front of a bed waiting for them to  jump on it and  make love. 
Amanda has added  on their asses little round targets like the ones Yugoslavs pinned on their 
hearts’ positions and the drummer has written as title to the optical message “Give Peace a 
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Chance” but has crossed out the word “Peace” and has written “Bill” in its place and Plucky 
completes the phrase to read overall “Give Bill a chance and he’ll fart your balls” (to use an   
idiom he had heard  while over the Aegean in all that overground perambulation and referred to 
explosive threats that after all and ultimately are quite harmless and  innocuous) after he takes 
license from Amanda who  first must be convinced that nobody will take it as a belittling  
reference to Bill’s recent legal adventures  with the parallel  Monica-Gate scandal (which had 
absolutely no difference from the  corresponding scandal of our own universe)  
(This is the least they consider they can do in order to say to the young in Yugoslavia in which 
way they felt the verse “my heart gets bombed in Yugoslavia” at the moment they heard that the 
youths who in the daylight demonstrations were singing “killing me softly with your bombs” and  
who at night did not go  to underground refuges for anti air raid protection but remained in their 
usual houses and made rock parties and love,   also played  the trio’s porn video just changing its 
opening acoustic signal , which was “Lucy is in the sky with diamonds” to another song that went 
like “Start fucking for we are perishing” (Also, the youth of Yugoslavia had exquisitely flushed 
down the toilet  those rockers who had offered public support to the bombings, by answering that 
rock does not belong to those who  hit it on guitar strings , beat it on drumheads or blow it down  
saxophone pipes , not even to those who compose it or write its verses but to those who support it 
as music of  defiant dissent , that is support it for what it had always been, and that if rockers kept 
on saying such bullshit then after a while they would not even belong to the rock that they 
thought as even belonging to them. They also said that they , of course , would not boycott those 
particular rockers but on the contrary would play their songs even more, exactly to make the point 
that they belonged to the ones who supported their meaning and not to their formal creators) Also 
it is the least they can do to be able to consider they are still represented by , or rather that they 
can still represent,  a compliment that had been said about them and they had loved it, namely that 
their satellite was a contemporary analog of Apollo’s chariot carrying not the light and warmth of 
the usual sun but of the sun of the joy of eros since the appearance of their satellite as a lighted 
little point on the sky of any country over which they happened to be passing signaled the 
beginning of teases like e.g. “do you care to do with me what’s being done up there right now?” 
which much more frequently than not did lead to the desired and suggested results. So the least 
they can do to feel  that this chariot of theirs moves above and not under the deadly umbrella of 
that kind of Jahveh that  reminded a mere  mafioso as Chomsky had  put it, the least they can do 
to express  their personal defiant dissent to the idea of  installing such a lethal cover over the earth 
is to do what they have decided) After a goodbye party to also say goodbye to Miyiaki and to 
their satellite which by now feels animate to them and like a pet that has become a member of the 
family, they go out in space in their space suits to wait for the little robot-bombs (possible bombs) 
so as to be able to see them in order for Amanda to coordinate with the remote control how many 
of their sighs and moans or groans  to use and how much “great balls of fire” soundtrack so as to 
achieve the timing we were talking about. But the bombs (if they ever were bombs at all) do not 
explode and after they go back inside they see on the TV screen of the satellite the parallel Twin 
Towers burning with the airplane known from our own universe stuck into them (So the timing of 
the parallel universe is not completely parallel to ours. There the Tower events happened 
immediately after the events in Yugoslavia but they were still planned  by parallel Mohammed 
Ata and not by some parallel Yugoslavs) Our astronauts suffer collapse on a thousand fronts at 
the same time: They feel , on the one hand , like Americans under a chillingly cruel attack and are 
shaken down to ground by the sight of people jumping to death hand in hand like all  humanity 
around the globe was shaken seeing it on TV , and they feel that this cruel  death is even more 
cruel   because nothing had prepared them  for anything like that, a preparation like their own had 
only taken place in Ata’s company, and naturally , on the other hand, they also feel  infinitely 
silly and ridiculous for their performances on the screen just a while ago which, of course must 
have been watched only by an audience of  autistic sex freaks who would be watching porn even 
during nuclear holocaust and, of course, they also feel, at the same time and automatically, they 
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feel the joy and elation  of an unhoped for  and narrow   escape after  having had  to really be  
prepared for the worst (but they will never learn if they were really were going to die. Either the 
little robots were not bombs or they just were not ordered  to explode because it would be a 
horrible  feeling for the nation if  people thought, as indeed they would, that Bin Laden had been 
able to blow up the Twin Satellites at the same minute he was blowing  up the Twin Towers) 
Also , our astronauts are the last who would have the right to say that US puts people to sleep 
through TV since by their broadcasts even before their last performances they sure had occupied 
the attention of even CIA people who , instead of looking for terrorists as they should have been, 
would be looking for unAmerican  ideas in their orations and in the videos they were playing for 
people. They land on earth. The Clinton government has resigned for symbolic reasons and also 
by way of saying that at this difficult moment double forces are needed and a new government 
must come but the old government will keep working  equally hard even after resigning. The ex 
astronauts , amidst  utter coldness of everybody towards them, start from the easiest spot of the 
big as a mountain  mess of entangled threads of unfinished business inside them and outside 
them: Amanda and the drummer  go for a short while to their (two different)  villages in Nebraska  
to complete an omission in their preparation to die , an omission which they remembered  when 
they heard so many people saying goodbye to their families by telephone calls from the Towers 
or from planes and Miyiaki passes from the house of our well known “Daniel-son” to explain in 
person to him and to his mother where he stands. After this they all decide  together to go find 
Bin Laden and tell him : “Osama, we do think we did a lot to you people, you did a lot to us 
people, too, however. So what about putting on your explosives and giving us similar sets to put 
on and then going to that soccer field where Talibans use goalposts as gallows and we all, you 
and us,  blow ourselves up together, after some public self-critique of us on behalf of the West 
and of you on behalf of Islam? We don’t say  that in this way we will convince all Westerners not 
to  want to attack you , nor that you will convince the whole Al Qaeda to disarm but nevertheless 
it will be a beginning. Here’s what our self-critique on behalf of the West will contain…bla-bla-
bla…, we will also add the following  point about a novel policy  recently inaugurated by the 
West: While in the 2nd World War , e.g. Churchill would send commandos to help local  fighters 
against Hitler now we beat up each dictator’s victims telling them that if they don’t revolt against 
him and  overthrow him we will continue to beat them up. Admittedly they could well answer: 
“But if it is possible for starving and weak people like us to overthrow a particularly cruel 
dictator, why is it not possible for you, who are neither starving nor weak, and who have 
democracy , to convince your non cruel leaders not to do to us what you yourselves  do not agree 
we deserve,  e.g. have our children die by embargo on medication?”On their astronauts’s wages 
they go Afghanistan, they say to some Talibans what they want to say to Bin Laden, and some of 
them take them blindfolded to him in one of his caves,  he listens to their point very carefully and 
tells them that personally , as Osama, he does appreciate what they are doing, but, let’s face it, 
they and he  are not exactly the same to their peoples, they have made asses of themselves in US  
while to his own people he’s a hero, and it’s not just the case that they don’t have the power to 
convince any Westerner about anything whatsoever, but also  the case is that even people who 
under normal circumstances would be convinced by him, will stop considering him convincing if 
he agrees to do what they propose to him, because every Muslim will think that if he blows 
himself up with them he will have “thrown the holy to the dogs and the pearls to the swine,  to 
borrow an expression from Jesus Christ Himself” as he put it,  since they have made asses of 
themselves, especially in the particular way they have made of themselves asses. So they feel 
once more silly and ridiculous and as if  another explosion not only stood them up in a date but 
also farted at their face through the way it again did not take place.  After that, all four of them go 
to an island of the Aegean where they have been invited during the satellite days  by an ex 
boyfriend of Amanda and he belabors their ears with cassettes of  musical versions of the poetry 
of Odysseus Elytis to bring his poetry home to them in its natural habitat even if it also is  
universal.  Then an official slip notifies  Plucky that he has been identified and that he must go on 
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his own accord, if he does not want to go escorted, to jail and serve some years  of sentence, 
Plucky reads the article of an American Congressman who does not exactly complain that 
Guantanamo is better than  American jails but that American jails are worse than Guantanamo  
since you can enter them for a parking ticket and  on your exit you may have been raped by 
fellow prisoners, clubs or broomsticks, or have been mutilated, he realizes that he will never give 
in court an oration on what he learned during  his trip on Overground or from Miyiaki or from 
Elytis or from his fellow travelers and on the contrary he will become a living proof that his 
country does has free speech and does not make life hard for political dissidents since it is not any 
of his fellow travelers  but only he, who also had other unfinished business with law,  that has 
been summoned and also realizes that he will encounter as many clubs and broomsticks as he 
would encounter if his country did pay its  dissidents all  tribute  due to an American Taliban, he 
weighs up the pros and cons of to be and of not to be in his own concrete and specific case by 
also weighing up, among other things, which differences exactly surviving would have from  
living for him, he also weighs up all things related to his posthumous name among his 
prospective guards who might consider that some form of self-euthanasia in his case might mean   
a fear for their clubs and broomsticks, he makes love to Amanda on a fertile day of hers and then 
sets himself on fire in front of the American Embassy in Athens. Amanda , after the initial shock, 
and while looking at the open sea, among  lilacs and daisies which inevitably bring about, at least 
subliminally,  the obvious free association, and right by a spot where at a sunset they had made 
love for their  last time and where by mere coincidence (or rather for the sake of the view again) 
his friends had buried his ash, OK looking at the open sea and at all the trees and flowers and also 
feeling the sea  of hormones inside her  happy at being host to two  blissful and playful little seals 
(the twins were Junior Plucky and Junior Amanda as if Life wanted Plucky and Amanda meet 
again under better and more hospitable circumstances) she feels as if the breeze coming from the 
sea and caressing her also sings to her “I open my mouth and open sea rejoices and shines and 
brings my words to her remotest farthest caves speaking with whispers to her playful little 
seals….. I pass the razor over my veins and dreams turn red and in the children’s street games 
they turn into balls to play…..I was sprinkled with the splashes of love’s blood…..I was oxidized 
in the southwind of men’s land…..Someday in July I felt she started to open up  her two large 
eyes inside my entrails just to shine on the virgin life for a short little moment. Far and Distant 
Mother, my Unfading Rose…..  I  now take again my home’s form, my earthly and heavenly 
home’s,  on cosmic stones out of flesh and sky I flower, and  I grow on ground. And the blood of 
the killers I pay back with light only. Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose” More 
composed now she dedicates to the cowboys in general and to Bush in special, all of whom she 
did not consider as killers of Plucky even in her shock (but , like so many people, she only 
considered them murderers of thousands of Afghan civilians and of tens of thousands of non 
combatants , especially children, in Iraq through the embargo of food and medicine  if, of course,  
it makes any sense to use the  word “only” for mass murder of genocidal magnitude and not use it 
for the loss of Plucky that only gave her  more pain  because he was her own Plucky’s death , but 
was not  even a crime but a suicide) OK more composed now she dedicates to cowboys and  to 
presidents (“presidents in belated adolescence” as she put it)   an “ode to  a biker” of  the country   
she’s  now in,  going like “Right here and now you’re really surfing, you’re really riding space 
and time, I stay behind and your exhaust pipe grins at my tumbled peace of mind… You’re flying 
over trees and houses, you’re flying over TV wires, over terraces and antennas, over my 
orchestra’s guitars…You’re flying on roads of death and passion, you dive in our life’s clearest 
lakes, you turn me upside down and look back, laughing, but just to snub my brakes…You visit 
every open window as bright as sun at noon and lunch, and your right hand keeps on displaying a 
sword of fire and  an olive branch…Your hair stands up electrifying ready to charge small 
walkman sets, your every look turns on my feelings for races, stakes and  cockfight bets… Your 
faults you’re wearing like a necklace, your threats run smooth like verse in rhyme, you spring up 
forth just like a fountain and change the color of the sky…With all that speed you have been 
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gaining how can we meet on any road? Are you a cricket in the attic or are you a weasel in a 
pond?... Well, will you lead me to the meadows or down deep wells and pitch dark caves? Are 
you a star guide for my heavens or want my heart shut, mourn and rage? …Your boots have spurs 
that keep on stinging the whole world’s people on their ribs, your blood keeps running like a river 
under your ever spinning wheels… With  all that speed you are in danger whether you agree or 
disagree, death nods to you around the corner and blinks through moon for you to see… A wind 
blows through your proud nice hairlocks, a wind that blows strong and blows tough, your army 
service is in business, stop short your words you talked enough… Training and service, MP, 
pushups, bootcamp, guns, rifles and one-two, and then a highway paved and open will bring the 
orders to you, too” The drummer who now feels like a kind of  “dad Joseph” to the kids of a 
Plucky   that has entered the firmament writes a ballad about him and has a quarrel with 
somebody that finds similarities between Plucky and Mohammed Ata: “Ata prepared himself  for 
being burned , he took a U-turn and  nailed the plane into the Tower to create death, Plucky 
prepared himself  for being burned, and before doing that he took a U-turn and nailed his body 
into Amanda to create life.  So why does that make him the similar of Ata and not of the Towers’ 
firemen who were burned trying to save lives? Given the fact that he ruled out the notion of ever 
having to make his kids ask themselves if their father suffered rapes in the jail , didn’t he save his 
kids from non-existing at all  in a similar way, the fireman’s way? Or you think the firemen too 
were fanatics? Or self-destructive and suicidal types? Or psychotics? Or some mixed up kids who 
wouldn’t have died or wouldn’t even have become firemen if they had attended psychotherapy 
workshops? If  Plucky’s CV was not, at first sight at least, so unique looking and so inimitable, I 
would  say we all needed a statue of him in the size of the firemen’s statue and right next to 
theirs. And , by the way, with or without Plucky’s , the firemen’s statue must substitute the statue 
of Liberty for quite a long time. That one should either be turned towards the side of US to give 
its light to Americans. For the time being the only luminous example America has to give to 
others is its Firemen. And Plucky is the first, and admittedly very weird,  example  inside 
America that when freedom has no torch she can make a torch out of her body. Other peoples say 
it differently: E.g. a poet from Turkey wrote “If I don’t get burned, if you don’t get burned, then 
with what fire  will darkness go away?”” Also the drummer finds on the island (through their 
friend called “the nerd”, the friend who had also showed them Elytis’ poems) an article by one of 
his youth’s idols, Henry Miller,  titled “The Gigantic Sunrise” referring to a Greek poet whom 
Amanda had also discovered through a different chain of events when still in their satellite 
paradise. However he doesn’t read it immediately  because his mind is catapulted by its  title to 
the image of another  gigantic sunrise, the last scene of  “Tommy”,  the rock opera of Ken Russel 
and  the “Who”, where the protagonist, swimming a river from sea to source, reaches a 
mountain’s crest from which he sees the sun rise in direct reversal to the first scene where in the 
same crest his parents , at a sunset, had made love and Tommy was conceived, these things of 
course touch him so much not only as free associations of  a cinephile rocker but also as still very 
fresh memories of Plucky who had set himself on fire at sunset, and who also had made love to 
Amanda at sunset, a sweet and not fiery sunset  though. Miyiaki hears more about this poet, 
Angelos Sikelianos, from  the nerd too (first things about him he had heard from Amanda in the 
satellites, she had ended on him through a google chain going from Gibran to Blake to 
Whitman…) when he asks him (the nerd) what is the song alternating with Carmina Burana  in 
the election campaign of one party’s candidate for mayor on the island . When he asks  for some 
prose translation of the verses he is reminded of Plucky and of the firemen and asks how come 
the song does not depress its listeners  and gets the answer that this poet, as Elytis has put it,  was 
very tender to the eyes of the beholder of his images and so not all people see behind the 
metaphors unless need be,  e.g.  in a crisis.  
9/11/2002 is approaching, Miyiaki, Amanda, the drummer, are increasingly moved and upset like 
all Americans, they decide to spend the memorial night together, they all  write and rewrite things 
about the occasion  to read to each other, Miyiaki’s views  (among which one could find  the two 
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objections which he had not publicized during the Yugoslavian crisis because , as we had seen, 
they lacked priority for that then, but really analyzed and answered  some vulgar but common 
current views on what optimization  means for life and evolution) and in general all of Miyiaki’s 
“words of a sermon that no one will hear” would feel to a third party  lonely to an uncanny degree 
and in an uncanny sort of way because they  might   be addressed  not only to his friends but also 
to a wider American audience if he had not become the persona non grata he has become (The 
uncanniness consists in, among other things, the care with which Miyiaki has written everything 
as if  it were going to be widely read, also it consists in one’s not knowing whether   it was 
Miyiaki who was made lonely by the lack of readers or the American readers that were made 
lonely, or even orphan,  by the lack of Miyiaki. By the way, Miyiaki  has noticed the nerd has 
something like his own body language in exactly the aspects he has diagnosed in himself to be 
due to being a persona non grata among  some people  whom one has migrated away from)The 
nerd tells them he’ll be joining them  that night but asks them not to make dessert because a 
friend of his with his wife will be waiting for all of them to see what the TV will be presenting for 
the day and some fruit collected in September for some kind of candy had already become 
dessert. He introduces to Miyiaki and to the drummer  this friend by saying, when Amanda went 
to another room to put the babies to sleep,  that it was this friend who had made the  singable  
translation they had seen  of  a Greek song that he dedicated to Plucky when he heard that 
Amanda  had dreamt she was dancing this song some days before Plucky’s suicide without 
knowing how nightmarishly close to Plucky’s act those verses  were in Greek. And  it was that 
friend  who was referring to the drummer by the name “the different drummer of the proverbial 
expression” or  just  by “different drummer”. Amanda did not hear those introductions but 
anyway his wife  had introduced herself both to Amanda and to her babies at the grocer’s joint 
right across their house.   
OK, some pages ago we had said we had to rush because we had to make a long story short, for 
the time being at least. One reason to make a long story short…aaah, to explain this does not add 
to shortness, if adding anything ever does. But one reason to slow down and  to go to  the rest of 
the story, or even to pick  again some of the  things already said, with a different speed is that it 
starts with things said over dessert, and this naturally is done at a different pace…   Amanda 
finally read to the others , and to every American and every friend of Americans who would listen 
to her that night if their complete and total self defamation had not completely and totally 
estranged  every American from all of them, a translation she had done of an epitaph poem 
written by a Greek poet on behalf of a mother talking to her dead son (she knew that poem from 
the satellite days, the drummer had fallen  in love at first sight with that poet when he first read 
him and was talking all the time about him to her and to Plucky, but now she did not have that 
translating gadget with her so she had asked the nerd to translate it for her in prose and word for 
word and then she changed the wording so as to fix rhythm and rhyme and also to make it 
singable in the melody of the Greek original which she had loved in the nerd’s cassette player. 
The drummer’s talent for rewording, paraphrase and transliteration  and his immense enjoyment 
of  them had both been contagious in the satellite and both she and Plucky had learned these jobs 
quite well  through his constantly forthcoming samples and examples of that art or para-art as 
Plucky called it) Anyway…Her translation’s audience were the drummer , Miyiaki and the nerd: 
                        
                           HAIR’S TOUCH LIKE LOVE’S 
Hair’s touch like love’s in my palms every time I stayed at your side 
to fill my soul with your sleep’s smile in darkness filled with your sight. 
 
Eyebrow like supple twig, like arc, eyebrow like drawn by painter 
carved arch in which my eyes could nest in warmth and rest forever. 
 
Calm drowsy eyes that inside them could mirror clear blue sky 
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to keep tears’ spears far I would fight, for such eyes shouldn’t cry. 
 
Precious lips full of flower scent, your chirp made flowers blossom 
made blossom stones and dried up trees and songbirds danced and stopped songs. 
 
The nerd had brought with him one piece of  a newspaper page writing a Greek translation of a 
song by Bruce Springsteen about the Towers’ firemen which he translated back to English (word 
by word and in prose of course. But let’s read here the original in English which they were going 
to see after half an hour later anyway because having heard  about it,  the wife of the nerd’s friend 
had already asked friends in Athens to spot it and send her the lyrics by phone or e-mail. It was: 
 
INTO THE FIRE 
The sky was falling 
and streaked with blood 
I heard you calling me, 
then you disappeared into dust 
Up the stairs, into the fire 
Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you 
someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, 
into the fire 
 
May your strength give us strength 
May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope 
May your love give us love 
 
May your strength give us strength 
May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope 
May your love bring us love 
 
You gave your love to see, 
in fields of red and autumn brown 
You gave your love to me 
and lay your young body down 
Up the stairs, into the fire 
Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need you near, but love and duty called you 
someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, 
into the fire 
 
May your strength give us strength 
May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope 
May your love give us love 
 
May your strength give us strength 
May your faith give us faith 
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May your hope give us hope 
May your love bring us love 
 
 
 
It was dark to see, 
you held me in the light you gave 
You lay your hand on me 
Then walked into the darkness of your smoky grave 
Up the stairs, into the fire 
Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you 
someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, 
into the fire 
 
May your strength give us strength 
May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope 
May your love bring us love 
 
May your love bring us love… 
 
OK let’s follow the  friends we were talking about to the house where  they would have dessert  
etc)…  
They knocked, entered, thanked both their hostess and their host, the nerd’s friend,  for the 
invitation, Amanda  told him, after her friend the hostess had taken the babies to her arms from 
their mother’s,  how they were all moved by the choice of the song he had  dedicated to Plucky, 
the drummer rushed to shift the emphasis from the contents of the song (which could be  very 
heavy, although very dear, to Amanda) to the technical part by congratulating nerd’s friend for 
the translation and to that he answered “The compliments are due to you, I mean to  the 
proverbial different drummer who spares no explanation about the secrets of his art  and makes it 
contagious even through intermediaries like our friend the nerd right here, with that  translation  
I had terrible problems whose source I could not even identify and my translation kept  sounding 
like burlesque while the original sounded like manly obituary but then the nerd mentioned to me 
your remark that wording should be chosen so as not to change the vowels accented by the 
melody of the original because it is them that carry and also convey to us  the emotional content 
of a song since e.g. one can’t weep with eeee’s  but only with aaaa’s, and from that point on the 
translation was piece of cake, oh, let’s talk  some other day, since tonight  it’s a different 
occasion, about a conjecture of mine about you that has made me call you “a different drummer” 
for the time being let me tell you a mere preamble to it that is very short, I very much admired the 
concept of genteel beggar’s fee through which, as I heard,  the rock groups you drummed for got 
paid for their concerts and records, a  straightforward  extension of  both  the “throw in the hat 
according to your  pleasure” policy of the sidewalk and subway  singers as simple as Columbus’ 
proverbial  egg and of the progressive taxation policy by the state, since paying for  records and 
tickets according to one’s  pleasure refers not only to the pleasure they received from your music 
but also to the pleasure that remained after paying  the bill and the latter depends on how much 
money one can afford without feeling that pleasure turning sour, quite an advanced idea, but what 
am I talking about? I must first of all give you the lyrics of the best song for the occasion, Bruce 
Springsteen’s, hot from the printer, my wife just spotted them through a friend, soon we’ll have 
the CD, I think it’s called “The Wake” or something, like Finnegan’s I guess, the wake for the 
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dead, wait”…., “no it’s “The Rising”, does this also mean the all niter for the dead?” , he said 
coming back from the kitchen where he went to ask his wife who was there with Amanda helping 
each other with the babies and the plates to serve the dessert on “read it and I’ll be checking on 
various channels, it’s a pity you weren’t here a while ago for something fantastic, I’ll try to 
reproduce if I can’t find it replayed on another channel now or later” Finishing this long  sentence 
of no periods and hardly any commas which he had  accompanied with wide gesturing and 
walking back and forth  he grabbed the remote control and sat still on a sofa as if finishing one 
and the same long and continuous gesture. Miyiaki  did not exactly diagnose in that body 
language some  overdose or even full dose of  the Hollywood archetype/stereotype of the 
gesturing outgoing Mediterranean, and neither  did he diagnose, or possibly just mirror, as in the 
case of the nerd any body language of a persona non grata except possibly, and if it was not just a 
self-mirroring of his,  a body language saying “you take me for an autistic person just because I 
go on and on with my own thing as if  not listening or responding to others? If  I managed to hear 
about these things concerning the drummer  even not being myself around when they were said 
what would prevent me to get interested in them and hear them in my presence? And did I not 
respond to them? And aren’t autistics proverbial for monomanias? Do  I sound like a 
monomaniac about one subject  only that by some coincidence was the drummer? If I am as much 
of a monomaniac about many other subjects too then what does that make me? A 
manymonomaniac? Isn’t multimonomania a contradiction in terms?”(Here Miyiaki,  to listen to 
something more interesting that was being said, interrupted this internal  monolog of his which 
was obviously based to a larger extent on his own internal answers to criticisms he had heard or 
sensed about his own manner ever since he was at the age of this new acquaintance of his or even 
younger)…(More or less we all have seen what the TVs  of the world were showing that day so 
let’s just focus on what drew the attention of Miyiaki so especially)… The wife of the nerd’s 
friend was saying what a pity it was that they didn’t have a video to tape for them and for all 
people, American or not,  the story about an American who said to his secretary in the Towers to 
go away and then called his sister or wife, it eluded her attention whom exactly while seeing it, to 
say goodbye and that he wouldn’t be back because he felt he could not go away and let a 
paraplegic colleague, whom he couldn’t help go down the stairs,  die alone in the Tower. Her 
husband had just caught the story on another  channel , so they didn’t miss it after all (the 
paraplegic had kept telling him to go away because he had a family but  he had called his sister to 
say he would not be back, it was she that was speaking on the news, her last name was Lazar) the 
nerd’s friend himself had also missed it first time around because had gone out to get 
refreshments and got carried away in some chat , and probably some of the couple’s friends must 
have missed it the first time because immediately after the replay the telephone started ringing 
with calls going like “Have you seen that? So people like that still exist!” etc. as the nerd’s  friend 
translated just in case their guests felt rudely left out (he himself ,  when he first heard it in broken  
voice from his tearful wife became not tearful but just watery and with voice that almost broke 
like his wife’s but suddenly became angry and then immediately became roaring laughter he 
jumped and pounded his open palm onto  the  ceiling, as if “giving five” to another palm (a 
ceiling that was not all that high! He was no basketball player, but a mere regular nerd like his 
friend) and shouted “Are you still there you  lousy survivor game? And big brother? And weakest 
link? Stick this up your ass if you read me!” and then told his wife that this reminded him one of 
their most beloved Hollywood films and she said she had made the same thought at hearing the 
story (they meant a film with Spencer Tracy and Frank Sinatra in a similar story happening at a  
sunset, very fiery through a volcanic explosion,  the weakest links during the evacuation of the 
island being a black convict who was wounded while helping in a rescue mission of  children 
with leprosy,  Spencer Tracy playing a priest sitting as company to  death to the convict , and 
Frank Sinatra, another convict  who,  besides seeing off the children he had helped rescue, also 
saw off a blind young nurse whom  he had met on the mission  and had already made dreams with 
her of what to do together after he received grace for  his participation in the mission, and after all 
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were aboard he, like Springsteen’s fireman, went someplace higher, that it is he went back to be 
blown up or be burned by lava along with his friend and the priest. When the nerd’s friend saw 
his wife knew what film he meant he continued: “Haaa! The firemen as children had not watched 
“survivor game”  but films with heroes of World War and with such convicts. Would the 
generation watching “survivor game” produce firemen?” “Maybe it wouldn’t but it will because 
there are sure going to exist films about the firemen, and above all this generation saw the 
firemen themselves” “Aa! Such boosting of morale by one’s wife  sure calls for a kiss. And also a 
discussion about that poem of Ri-..” “OK, I know which one, but isn’t this the sound  of  your 
friend the  nerd’s  steps? And isn’t this baby talk in English?  OK, Amanda it’s open, just push, 
come on in, welcome…”)…OK, as we said let’s better skip what is just representative of what we 
all already know since we’ve all seen it on TV that day and let’s only say how our guests here 
felt, or at least how Miyiaki felt. He was ecstatic right from the moment he heard on the TV a 
phrase that showed that all he was writing was obsolete and unnecessary and that all his fears and 
concerns had been proved to rely on exaggeration. That phrase was that in America a new kind of 
hero is being born. The heroic model is being leaving   the  stock market adventurer and the 
yuppie  and is landing on the fireman and ten films about the firemen are already on their way. 
That phrase was so fulfilling to  Miyiaki that he said that it was OK with him if others wanted to 
see some other channel talking about other things. Greek commentators when referring to 
American news emphasized and re-emphasized Juliani’s phrase one year before that the firemen 
entering the second  Tower had already seen the first one collapsing so they knew that they would 
not come out alive and that what they were after was to enter  and be cool and do the most correct 
actions possible so as to keep on saving lives until they themselves would be dead, yet they all 
did enter it (A fleeting association that occurred to him at that reminder was that Angelos 
Sikelianos was the same Angelos with  whom Kazantzakis, that he had read many many years 
ago like so many people all over the world, once had the following conversation: S: When I was 
leaving the island here last time  the boat I was on crossed   another  boat on which I saw some 
fishermen from around here coming back from the front. One of them, you sure know him, the 
one who’s a gardener too, asked me as if people like you and me who are learned etc could judge 
better the following question when the boats came to within hearing distance: Mr. Angele, do you 
know why they brought us back? We had already taken Holy Communion before we left for the 
front” So what you conclude from that?” K: “That fishermen and gardeners are not to be taught 
but to teach”) Miyiaki was so moved and beside himself with joy  that he could hardly speak so 
he didn’t communicate to others his inner monolog that repetitiously went on and on like e.g. this: 
The joy of every American and every human being on earth about all this could be put in words 
as follows, even if all words are poor to describe it: “I don’t know if I myself  could do something 
like that but still I do feel joy I have something in common with these men , even if this common 
thing is that they and I just lived in the same place and time. But even if we didn’t live in the 
same place and time I would still be very happy to have something in common with them just 
through the fact that e.g. we belong to the same animal species, in other words every human  feels 
joy for being a human  because these men made a great honor to the human species showing it 
was capable of doing something like that. In brief I feel infinite joy because I an infinitely proud 
of the valor of these guys”  So it was that with all that joy and pride he felt so full that he wanted 
to turn on to other news so that other people don’t think that it was only the US news they cared 
about, even though it was such a special day and even though this day had made him so proud of 
America in special and of man in general and also of our age (he felt and re-felt the same for 
more and more reasons) but also for all other ages since today too like in any other time man does 
know at depth why he should prefer as models those who exemplify love for life and not 
achievement of money through which to satisfy silly or non-silly needs coming from deprivations 
of life that came about either  through lack  of money or through pursuit of money that led to 
postponement of life…His internal monolog  ended like  “GAAAD! What am I talking about? 
What does all this have to do with money or even with contempt  for money?What a killjoy I am 
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to myself thinking of such bullshit at such a  fantastic moment! Let me fully enjoy and take pride 
in these guys today, a less involved  and cooler analysis can well  wait until tomorrow. Beau-eau-
tiful! Beau-eau-tiful! Let all those who think Americans are full of shit see all that! But how 
beautiful all that is! How beau-eau-tiful!! GAAAD!!!” So out of fullness he wanted to talk of 
other subjects too, even of food recipes, or better..suddenly it occurred to him to ask the nerd to 
remind him the melody of a song in his cassettes with lyrics written by, was his name Ritsos? He 
remembered it right? Anyway he meant the guy who had written the verse “When they tighten 
their hand, sun feels sure about the world”(This tightening of muscles  he had not considered as 
forming a fist. It could as well be replaced by “when they rub their two hands and each hand’s  
flesh  feels how warm and solid the other’s flesh is, the sun feels sure about he world”) “Yes, the 
name is Ritsos, you remember correctly” the nerd answered “Well, I dedicate to the firemen the 
verse “As long as men who think like them exist, the sun is sure of the world” although it’s not 
equally poetic, or even as short, or even a verse at all. And what is the title of this song?” 
“Amereekness” said as if with one mouth the nerd, his friend and his friend’s wife,herself adding, 
as if anticipating Miyiaki’s  forthcoming “Whaaat? “, “Amereekness” like one says “Greekness” 
which was the original title, do not think that we see it as a  matter of which  people has this or 
the other DNA, and do not think we are some pompous nuts meting out nobility certificates or 
accreditations. All we mean is that when this song was written the Greek people  was  one of the 
peoples in which some percentage did handpick some chestnuts off the coals as the saying goes, 
right now in the Towers it was Americans who did the same and in  quite a literal way one might 
add” The nerd intervened “DNA and bull! Who is the person who knows his origin? You have a 
face  as far-eastern  as any Jap’s or Chink’s and are ecstatically proud of your fellow Americans, I 
am as proud of Greeks and a friend of mine from New York who has read “Finding our fathers or 
forefathers or something” tells me my name,  shows I’m the descendant of some Jews whom their  
Rabbis allowed to eat pork so that they are not betrayed to prosecuting  Spanish inquisitors and 
thus possibly they lost their roots. By name I don’t mean my nickname “nerd”, this just declares a  
feature, a property,  or state of mind, nerdness. Or make it geekness, for sound’s sake” The  wife 
of nerd’s friend said after a short pause of the others “The poem’s Greekness  refers to people 
who “with their every step they gained a stripe of sky to give away” and  I do not think that this 
has ever in the history of humanity applied to anyone more literally than to the firemen who went 
up the staircase step by step to save whom they saved. And a few verses further along the poem 
says “when they get killed , life continues to strives  uphill” which also…anyway,  for example  
they weren’t using the elevator but the stairs”.Amanda and Miyiaki were looking at her not as if 
wanting to kiss her with their eyes but as if their eyes were already full of kisses for her (the 
drummer felt like that on behalf of Americans too but since  Ritsos happened to be the poet he 
had fallen in love at first sight in the satellite days , a love whose depth would need hours to 
explain,  he felt even more of  those eye kisses for her  rising  on behalf of Ritsos lovers and so 
just turned his eyes to the direction of Amanda’s babies who were sleeping in parallel to the 
direction of the eyes of the wife of the nerd’s friend) Her husband said “Wow! That’s the  hell of 
a   free association” and the nerd ‘s eyes expressed such kissing feelings but towards the eyes of 
Miyiaki  and Amanda, not towards  her or towards the babies. Anyway, we have more or less said 
how they spent that night. Suddenly Miyiaki, as they were saying their goodnights etc standing 
up, asked the nerd’s friend (maybe in order to see how the two of them would feel if they 
discussed something on which they would probably disagree widely) to tell him both his own and 
the public’s opinion about  the 17th of November , the Greek terrorist organization that had 
recently been dismantled and arrested and waiting for trial with additional details about its action 
showing up all the time as the zapping from channel to channel all through the evening revealed. 
The nerd’s friend, also standing up, answered him with phrases that were so directly and quickly 
linked in their succession that again they gave the impression of a single phrase or even of an 
answer in a single word. Miyiaki considered it as so complete an answer that he felt they had a lot 
to talk about and asked if it was too late to  resit,  at which suggestion the face of the nerd’s friend 
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shone and he said as his arms opened as if to embrace him “Aaa! My joy and my honor, whoever 
wants to go to bed is free and the rest, you and I are two for sure, let’s remain here for the wake 
or,  better put, let’s implement the poet’s word going like “we walk even when the earth sleeps 
and no dawn finds us where the sunset left us”, to our own measures of course, I don’t mean we 
are like Gibran, sorry I only meant that I myself am not any Gibran”. Khalil Gibran was the most 
favorite poet of Amanda already before the satellite days and even after the satellite days that she 
had also known so many other terrific poets, and this showed up in the body language of the way  
in which she said she herself was going to stay but the nerd’s friend assured her that the rest was 
not going to be at the height of Gibran’s phrase which he had only said by way of a gag about 
staying up, but if she wanted to put the babies, that since long were sleeping in her arms,  to the 
bed in the next room she was more than welcome, a thing that also showed up in the eyes of his 
wife, the nerd said he was staying , the drummer said that the nerd is a live cassette player and 
next day he would replay  for him the whole thing in full detail when asked to,  the wife of the 
nerd’s friend said she more or less  knew what they were going to say, and in case something new 
came up the other live cassette player, her husband, would replay it to her anyway even if not 
asked to and said to Amanda to please wait a minute and coming back took her aside and gave 
her some old handwritten pages and explained in lower voice, on the pretext that it was late and 
they might disturb the neighbors, that  they had been written by the nerd many years ago and 
asked her to read them and also judge by herself if they would interest Miyiaki and that what they 
were about was indicated by the their title “Long Hamletic Monolog of Sinatra” but Miyiaki’s 
voice was heard, even lower,  saying “OK, the decision  of the paraplegic’s friend reminded that 
movie to me,  too,  I guess those pages  concern some dialog Frank Sinatra had with himself as he 
was taking those kids and his future wife, their nurse, to safety, before he decided to go back and 
die with his friend and with Spencer Tracy. Of course they interest me and if Amanda does not 
plan to read them before dawn please hand them to me instead and I’ll give them to her first thing 
tomorrow morning. Is the title an allusion to “The Long Night’s Journey into the Day ” or is the 
omission  of the article “The” an allusion to something else too?” “It’s also an allusion to a 
zeimbekiko called “Long Zeimbekiko for Nikos”, a Greek convict. Its  lyrics explained  how he 
ended up stabbing a group of people, some of whom died, because they took his brother’s  turn on 
the dancing floor when his song was played” answered the nerd in a way  that suggested that the 
explanation was given to end the new subject and not to begin it at cost of the previous. The 
nerd’d friend said, looking absent-mindedly at the manuscripts, and then looking at his wife 
“where’s my mind wondering today? How come I forgot that? Fortunately, for you hosting and 
thinking at the same time is not, as it is for me, as hard as walking and chewing gum at the same 
time , as the saying goes”. Also , Amanda before leaving asked the wife of the nerd’s friend if she 
happened to have the famous photograph that Ritsos had seen in the newspaper-a mother in a 
street weeping, kneeling over her son just killed in a demonstration, among running people, 
demonstrators and policemen,  dispersing as police has opened fire-and  had written in a flash  all 
those “Epitaphs” one of which was the one Amanda had translated and shown to her friend when 
they were in the kitchen. She added that of course the dead demonstrator  now may be not in 
Salonica but in e.g. Genova, like Juliani (or was it Giulliani? Anyway not the same Juliani as the 
one in New York)  but she wanted to see the original anyway. Her friend went back inside the 
house , was heard typing and printing something and, right off, came back with one page and said 
“Wha t you mean is not one photograph but two. The dead son was put on a door and taken in 
front of her mother’s house, so  the scene did not take place among the crowd dispersing to take 
cover. However it will take me one or two days to find hopefully both of them, I have some clue 
whom to ask on the net, but  I typed  a  photograph from something that happened in a very  
recent demonstration in Hebron, and came to my mind when I saw the title and first line of your 
translation which literally shook me all over as I am sure it shakes everybody. That why I  made it 
a title to the photograph too. The caption below is from another of those epitaphs. Then she 
showed her a mother seeing off to burial her little daughter killed by a tear gas cartridge.     
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Hair’s touch like love’s 

Your faint last breath  still on my cheek 
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Amanda , as moved as everybody, and possibly…said “Thank you, I think what shook you was 
not my translation but the photograph it brought to your mind” (next day she also saw the scene 
of’ ’36 she had asked for but the scene accompanying it was not the dispersing crowd but  the 
well known scene of ’70  in Kent State University: 
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So Miyiaki, nerd and his friend went back inside the house and resat: Suddenly, after all these 
preparations Miyiaki realized that the answer he had heard had been so complete for his taste that 
he had nothing further to ask, he repeated this loudly to this new friend of his and stood up again, 
also standing up again, this new friend  of his said that still his answer had not been complete but 
he preferred Amanda not to be around when any morbid detail related to physical pain could be 
mentioned just in case it brought  to her mind the pains Plucky had sure felt in his way of suicide, 
it might  freak her out, yet  the only reason he thought his answer was incomplete was that he did 
not know that Miyiaki did know the detail he wanted to add, and also the reason that Miyiaki had 
considered  his answer complete was exactly the fact  that he  knew that the nerd’s friend only 
wanted to add that particular detail, anyway let’s come back to all this confusion only after we 
hear the complete answer from the beginning (when they were standing up outside the house) to 
the end (when they were standing up inside the house) : The beginning was  “With all the killings 
of the 17th of November except the killings of torturers I completely, absolutely and flatly 
disagree.  In order for me or for any other Greek, I guess, to answer to you or to any American 
about  whether we  also disagree or we consider legitimate the killing in cold blood of torturers 
instead of letting them have a fair trial , it’s you yourself who  must first tell me if you agree for 
US to be among the nations which do not sign that torture should be condemned everywhere and 
always and thus do not sign that torturers should always be led to court. How can one blame 
anybody for not giving a torturer a fair trial  when he does not agree with leading him at all to a 
courtroom,  unless he implies that he has already tried and acquitted him without even giving the 
floor to his victims? Watch it, don’t take me for a lunatic by thinking  that I am implying that the 
US representatives who don’t sign against the existence of torture anywhere at all are so crazy in 
front of US public opinion that they officially allow torture on American ground. So let me 
repeat: Do you believe that a country which does not  believe that torture should be prosecuted in 
some other countries has the right to call “terrorism” the killing of torturers in those countries and 
at the same time claim that it does not support terrorism , as exerted by the torturers? And do its 
citizens like you have the right to even think of asking citizens of other countries like me the 
question you have just asked me before they themselves , you yourself in the case at hand, answer 
what they personally believe of the stance of their government in this issue? Which questions and 
in which way you either ask your government about this issue or you ask the representatives you 
elected to ask the government and they don’t? You do ask about issues like prayer in school , why 
not also about the way they tell you that praying  does not contradict the tortures which your 
government agrees with? And aren’t we, both you and me, total assholes for not mentioning the 
legal patents through which there are no rules in Guantanamo? Do you have more questions like 
this one you had?” The end was “To complete the answer I must tell you that I also disagree with 
the killing of torturers but not because I had the right to disagree but because I did not have the 
right to agree after I heard that Alekos Panagoulis,  whose bomb failed by some fraction of a 
second to kill the  Greek junta’s leader, disagreed with the killing of torturers without trial 
although the tortures he experienced reached beyond morbidity, and obviously it is us who should 
ask him if we have the right to have opinion on this matter and not vice versa. …” (Then he 
mentioned  what e.g.  this morbidity  consisted in, but let’s rather speak about it in through the 
complete chain of links than had already informed Miyiaki about it and  not through the one 
single, and even short (unlike his usual habit)  phrase through which  the nerd’s friend told 
Miyiaki the same: We had seen that the nerd’s friend would prefer Amanda not to be around 
when he would complete the story but he could not forbid her to stay and hear the complete story 
as if she were a kid in a movie needing parental guidance or even being an X-movie  and, even 
more, he could not behave as if he were a host chasing a guest away but finally all that story 
Amanda already knew but only the nerd knew that she had already read it during their satellite 
time (probably in Oriana Fallaci’s book “A Man”) and also Plucky had said to the nerd he had 
read all that in the satellite , and also Plucky and the drummer had said it to each other but not to 
Amanda and neither had she said it to either of them, and also both  of them had said it to Miyiaki  
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by e-mail between satellites already before the space rendezvous , so OK that’s why Miyiaki 
considered the answer of the nerd’s friend complete but he himself didn’t, and possibly Miyiaki 
just wanted to stay around for a little longer until  Amanda went away, because he too protected 
her from such stuff knowing what dream she had seen before Plucky’s suicide, and possibly 
thinking he knew why that dream in particular (OK, let’s leave that for another time, things got 
overloaded and confused even without that dream, let’s not disentangle everything at the same 
sitting) and also maybe that’s why the drummer wasn’t all that eager to stay  but preferred to take 
Amanda and walk out , which he was trying to effect by looking at the sleeping babies as a signal 
to her to focus on them and go away with him, in brief everybody knew what the nerd’s friend 
considered  locked with  seven seals,  as the saying goes, yet it was not exactly what they call an 
open secret, since most of them thought that not all knew,  and all of them did not want Amanda 
to know (but also all spoke freely about it to the nerd who was eyeing them,  with a look that 
possibly meant surprise,  for the coincidence on the one hand of him hearing all  of them , even 
Amanda,  tell him about it and for the coincidence on the other hand of all insisting  on Amanda 
never ever hearing about it and Amanda insisting on Plucky and the drummer  never ever hearing 
about it (For Miyiaki she made an exception, but she had always postponed it) Anyway it’s not 
due to any sudden madness  that we cited  all this confuseum of mutual  illuminations and mutual 
obfuscations,  that did not even exist in the first place (i.e. these hesitations  did not exist  in the 
persons directly involved in the event that we will mention right here and now. Panagoulis was 
completely direct and explicit when he testified  against the torturers in court. But in his poems he 
too would protect the reader’s eyes by only mentioning images like e.g. “Let mount Golgotha 
start inside the stable’s cradle, let the three magi bring the  nails instead of gifts…”) we only 
mean that one of the first victims of the 17th of November was a torturer with very creative 
imagination, initiative and  temperament in his job and all knew about him, from the trials of the 
junta people after its fall, some details like e.g. that he inserted a metal wire into Panagoulis’ 
urethra and then heated the other end of the wire with a cigarette lighter(which Plucky had said to 
Miyiaki (on the satellites through e-mail as we’ve said, already before the space rendezvous) ) 
OK, he used to consider him “a crazy old man and something like the drummer at a future age of 
his”, and he would write at all to him “just because as a karate expert he admired his technique 
and his style”, OK, who would believe he kept writing him  for such reasons?) he had told him 
that he imagined Panagoulis’ face  as a Jack Nicholson’s  with a moustache (maybe  he identified 
the two due to the shock therapy they were giving Nicholson in the role of Mc Murphy in 
“cuckoo’s nest” and added the moustache as a Greek stereotype. He had not seen a photograph of 
Panagoulis , he only had read his poems and read some biography of him) Also he had written 
him that he imagined him to give heart and to encourage other prisoners  in the same position as 
him with verses, on the one hand, like “Let free  the proud sobs of your pain  but clench your 
teeth to the questions of the   interrogation, complete your offer, continue to feel pain” and on the 
other hand  with shouted orders  like “don’t tell them anything” , all mixed with shouts of the type 
“Hold strong! Stand it!” (even his poetry he imagined pronounced  like these shouts). And   he 
wrote him that he imagined that when Panagoulis himself needed encouragement he would take it   
by imagining a reflection of his own self , as in a mirror, shouting phrases like these in the way he 
(Plucky) had heard a Greek coach of  the winner of the weightlifting Olympics shout to him as he 
was holding the weightbar over his head “Stand under the baaaar!”Plucky had also written him 
that when he thought of this his eyes were so  watery that he thought that he would be in sobs if 
he didn’t want to keep what he was reading a secret from his other two satellite-mates, or at least 
from Amanda, something that Miyiaki didn’t quite understand until much later when, himself 
now in sobs but in private , realized that all that may have already been  Plucky’s preparation for 
what to do when the police eventually identified him and that to imagine a midwife or surgeon 
shouting to Amanda “Push! It’s coming!” and  shouting to their kid “Push baby! You’re out!” he 
should never see the kids, if he was identified before  their birth, so to set them on their way in 
their mother’s body  (them? their? well, he never knew there were going to be two of them , this 
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was Miyiaki’s hindsight) he too would probably have to imagine a reflection himself in a mirror  
inside him  shouting to himself orders mixed with calm phrases to be heard by the  inner side of 
his eardrums and going like “Stand it to the end! Stand it aaaaall! If you don’t burn completely 
and the kids want to come to the jail and see you then they must not be born. But they must be 
born and live because they did  want to see how you and Amanda and the world felt  like, they 
did want you to invite them to exist, they did  want you to make love on the right day, so burn 
down! Burn completely down! Even if you want to retract now it’s too late! They’re on their way 
now. So complete your push.  Continue to burn. Stand under the baaar!” When all upset and in 
tears Miyiaki was thinking of  these things he also thought “Fortunately he considerd me crazy 
and was not influenced by my theories, aaah! could a Plucky ever be influenced by anything?! , I 
mean those theories that peoples under  genocidal attack  don’t so much want to have preserved 
their own biological DNA but their values, i.e. their cultural DNA so to speak,  I only meant it on 
the level  of  trends of  collective mechanisms, but even that collective mechanism would have no 
result if on the level of  individual resolve and determination some people did not love life and 
their on individual DNA so hugely and so ravingly that they would  step on heated coals to go 
meet their wives”. Then this calm and , at least at fist sight, detached tone left him and all too 
upset and in a new burst of tears  he realized what could  have been the meaning of that dream of 
Amanda  before the suicide in which she was dancing zeimbekiko (which she had no idea or 
intention to dance in waking life) at the sound of  song  he had asked the nerd to translate to him 
in prose etc and was going like  “Sunset was in flames, when they had you nailed on the cross, 
they had you nailed by your hands, they had me nailed by my entrails, they tied a black band 
around your eyes,  they tied a black band around my soul. Sunset was like me and you when they 
broke me in two, when they removed my sense of touch, when they removed my vision, and only 
left my two eardrums and only I could hear you”. What brought  him to tears was not of course 
any lingering  on whether it was telepathy or some more mainstream theory  that explained  how 
without her understanding of the lyrics her sleep had chosen  for her dance this particular 
zeimbekiko that was so attuned to Plucky’s thoughts nor whether at least the choice of this dance 
was related to a heated  argument drummer and Plucky once had on the satellite about a 
zeimbekiko rock song  whose lyrics referred to Greek rock as being a staircase to heaven by  
being background music for the steps of that  dance that can be danced by the crucified in the 
void and to the drummer this was fantastic because it also reminded Zen and  Henry Miller’s 
“Rosy Crucifixion” while to Plucky such an interpretation was as  ridiculous as Zina’s adventures 
in globalized/pulp-ified myth-scape on TV. What brought Miyiaki to tears, and to meticulous 
overprotection of Amanda regarding any stimulus prompting her dreams to delve deeper into 
these ideas, was the realization that somebody that is being burned progressively but in an 
unpredictable order  loses, one by one his sensory organs e.g. “aah, there goes my sense of 
hearing so my eardrums must have finished  burning, now there goes my vision so both  my eyes 
are well done….” Anyway,  to get back to normal and away from morbid images that may be 
traumatic to us, too, and not only to Amanda, let’s finish this by referring to  the drummer’s e-
mail to Miyiaki about the same. Its somewhat “merely intellectual” flair will, for our present 
purposes at least, be not a shortcoming but a saving grace. He related Panagoulis’s story to 
Braveheart Wallace’s , adding that it was very fortunate that Wallace had been played by Mel 
Gibson the way he was played, i.e.   without any  overallusion to hanging/quartering  because if it 
had been anything like “The Silence of the Lambs” we would have analogs of the same side 
effects that Hopkins’ rendition gave rise to, probably with the modification that instead of  
sending some of the lunatic sadists buy  a van it would make  some of the lunatic suicidal  
masochists  streamlining their  ads on the net so as to attract  prospective sadists to quarter them. 
So it would not be a surprise to learn that the drummer later so much disliked the way Mel 
Gibson filmed Christ that he didn’t even go to see it  but maybe it would be a surprise to know 
that the tearful point of his own e-mail  to Miyiaki was  a reference to Thomas More (the person 
about whom was the film “Man for all Seasons”) who, although the regular penalty for him 
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would also be quartering, “got away” with decapitation because the King liked him and did not 
mean that much harm to him, but there’s an additional reason why films should  not stick around 
such parts for very long, if they  don’t explain at full length what the ideas of all these persons 
were we may end up thinking that the reasons they were heroes or men for all seasons etc was 
some Guinness record in some scale of pain units, while the truth is that  no one would hustle 
them so much (at least not more than any contemporary of theirs would be hustled by the 
authorities) if they didn’t have those particular ideas. E.g. one idea of Panagoulis , who was  a 
soldier at that time and considered  that to serve his country he had to desert and considered as 
real deserters from their duty to their country the soldiers that did obey  junta’s orders, was that 
bombing policemen or the dictator himself etc doesn’t help because they are all immediately 
replaceable and the only thing that could disarm a junta would be for soldiers to massively  
disobey orders, but to that effect one had to show that one could stand the consequences  for the 
first disobeyers which would, of course, be very painful in order to discourage imitation by others 
and, as he said, he was glad his bomb had missed the dictator because he wanted to be a fighter 
not a killer. Anyway, maybe the best way to  end this discussion  is by saying  that it  obviously  
was no coincidence that the ballad the drummer wrote about Plucky was in the melody of a song 
of the days when the New York Rock Ensemble had collaborated with Hatjidakis and later  a 
poet, whom he had first heard of through Henry Miller, had fitted on it lyrics about a Middle 
Eastern Braveheart , half archetypical like in myth and tale, and half historical as in heroes 
recurring in time and in geography, and along with his translation (during their overground time) 
which hardly contained  any  paraphrase , the drummer added a complete paraphrase of the initial 
title which was  an oriental sounding name (“Kemal”).  

 
MILK AND HONEY, HEAVENLY AND EARTHLY 

 
In Oriental times and places, they say, once upon a time 
people hardly filled their hunger and to drink they stood in line. 
 
And a young man of some lineage, true descendant of Sindbad, 
doesn’t think that what they suffer is a punishment from God. 
 
Bedouins look at him with sorrow but their hopes begin to flare 
and he takes an oath before God that to help change times he’ll dare. 
 
In Mossul, Baghdad and Basra  all built ’round an old palm tree 
people  pray and are preparing to fight, to die, and to live free.  
 
When the nerve of the young fellow reached the ears of sheikh and lord 
wolf-toothed thugs and lion-skin bullies left to pass him chain and ball. 
 
Overwhelmed by dogs in fury with no leash and pitch-dark look 
to the caliph he’s now brought to have him fixed upon the hook. 
 
It was black milk and black honey that he swallowed and he drank 
till his last breath on the gallows left him when he rested hanged. 
 
Hand in hand they now are walking and the sky is dark with clouds 
but the company of their prophet as a star they feel around. 
 
In a month or in a year they reach Allah their true God 
at the side of whom the brainless sees his kin captain Sindbad. 
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My defeated mocking smart-bird what is changed is not the times, 
the world was, is and always will be lifted through such flames and knives. 
 
The melody sung with these words sounded like oriental. Whether paradoxically or expectedly 
the same melody sung with the words about Plucky sounded like something between country and 
road music. Let’s better hear it, even with no  soundcard, and even missing some biographical 
details about Plucky which would explain some of the wording (OK, let’s just passingly mention   
that he was adopted as a baby by a couple who hid from him, and from everybody,  that they did 
have a son whom they kept hospitalized , let’s mention that he had a theory about the difference 
of a mix up from a mess and he thought messes should be avoided at any cost while mix ups were 
frequently necessary to avoid getting into messes, and above all let’s say here and now, for people 
who may not have already heard his story from Tom Robbins,  what the crime he was wanted for 
was: He had an affair with the wife of a baseball coach who upon hearing of it  ran after him 
along with some players of his team holding  baseball bats to break  some ribs or other bones of  
him, as he was running a karate teacher disguised as monk thought that Plucky had realized he 
was a false monk and was running after him to harm him and so he used his karate reflexes to 
defend himself from Plucky’s non attack, this defense was itself an attack on Plucky who used his 
own karate reflexes to defend himself, the false monk got killed in as accidental a manner as 
could have killed Plucky, the baseball team was approaching so Plucky wore the monk’s apparel 
to hide himself from them, but at the moment he escaped  there showed up the people who waited 
for the karate teacher to teach them karate, they were some secret violent  group of convictions 
ranging from the extreme rightist end to the fascist part of the spectrum, out of curiosity and out 
of having no other choice Plucky didn’t reveal he was not the teacher they expected and gave 
them some lessons for some days and when he realized they had identified who he was  (or rather 
who he was not) he fled but the other guys had said to FBI that he had killed whoever he was that 
that he had killed and during the new and escalated manhunt he had a flash for a movement  to 
escape at some moment and that movement brought him to the countryside hot dog canteen of  
Amanda and her drummer, the escape and escalation of manhunt reached up to the satellites’ sky, 
to Afghanistan and to the Aegean and…OK, the rest we’ve all seen) 
 

THE BALLAD OF MESSLESS PLUCKY 
 

Messless Plucky was adopted to replace a crazy son 
when he found the mess he signed off and went out to get some sun. 
 
Some tail chase and his karate mixed him up with FBI 
and he thought some greater mixup could help get him off their eye. 
 
So he mixed up with Amanda and her drummer and hot dogs 
and together they decided to apply as astronauts. 
 
Overground they met Miyaki and then mixed up NATO bombs 
then they mixed up with Bin Laden and just closely missed their tombs. 
 
For a while to catch their breath back they found shelter with a nerd 
village squares became their classrooms till the day the news was heard. 
 
He was summoned to serve sentence for his somewhat sinful past 
this he saw like food for thinking up solutions that would last. 
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Having known no messless parents of his own DNA 
for the mess he asked his own heart if some mixup cleared the way. 
 
Clear and loud his heart responded and she showed him the way out 
straight and messless not quite painless in our years much talked about. 
 
Left his kids inside their mother and he gave the cops his ash 
for he thought this was less messy than to kiss goodbye his ass. 
 
Junior Plucky and Amanda have two daddies and one mom 
one is earthly like dad Joseph and can teach them how to drum. 
 
I have known their messless father of their own DNA 
so they ask their heart or ask me when my beat is not their way. 
 
What were we saying? Oh! We were talking about whether Miyiaki agreed or disagreed  about 
US’s policies on terrorism with his  new friend. Let’s  clinch it by saying that somebody who , 
like Miyiaki, would want to propose voting for “askers” to conduct  public discussions with 
politicians on TV, was bound to immediately agree with the way that friend asked  back  Miyiaki 
why a citizen of a country where such askers do not exist feels he has the right to ask  a foreigner 
such a question as Miyiaki  had asked him. So let’s just say that it was with the greatest zeal and 
enthusiasm these two friends collaborated on a  project they started almost immediately after that 
night. But to see the content of that project,  on the one hand  needs us to say that  Amanda , the   
drummer  and their  babies disappeared for a while because they went to Athens to receive at the 
airport the brother of Amanda and the brother and sister of the drummer who were coming from  
the States and to show both  them and themselves around the rest of Greece for a while (also the 
nerd had to be away a little after their departure. He did return before their return but the  project 
was over by then so he didn’t collaborate) and on the other hand  needs us to , literally, turn page: 
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So let’s go to the result, and to some of the stages, of the collaboration of Miyiaki and the nerd’s 
friend in translating the poem  “The March of the Spirit” that was written by Angelos Sikelianos 
in the ’40s and put to music by Mikis Theodorakis, more than twenty years later, during the junta 
years……………………………………………………………. 

(Let’s postpone it for some other point and go on to to parts of the narration more pressing  
in the present context, i.e. in the context of an appendix to “Mount Bushmore”)  
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Pages 401-402:…As we had said Amanda’s mother was a widow with an only daughter and had 
married a widower with an only son. As  adolescents Amanda and her cross-brother fell in love 
with each other but at some point he had a psychotic episode and some doctors said that although 
they were not brother and sister  in incest, the fact that  as kids they had grown up together and 
did feel brother and sister  had made the patient feel as if he had  really committed incest and this 
destabilized him mentally etc etc. at which Amanda  suffered multiple traumas (as girlfriend, as 
sister, as guilty, as victim, as girlfriend of a person hit by disease, as sister of a person hit by 
disease, as someone imprisoned by guilt and disease, as someone abandoning someone in order 
not to be imprisoned, as someone who should go away forever, or at least for years, by doctors’ 
advice, as someone who shouldn’t abandon a boyfriend or a brother in a crisis, as someone who 
had to believe doctors and science, as someone who should defy doctors and science, as someone 
stigmatized by relatives and social circle for any of the above or for its opposite etc etc. So she 
just ran away and went from Nebraska to California and became a kind of Ruby Tuesday running 
from Los Angeles to San Francisco. A mirror image to her from another small town in Nebraska 
was the drummer, the only child of a widower  father who had married a widow mother of a 
daughter and of a somewhat older son, our familiar drummer’s brother (and future Spring’s lover 
and husband). As adolescents the drummer and his cross sister fell in love with each other but at 
some point she had a psychotic episode and some doctors ….etc etc . In the hurricane of the same 
multiple traumas as Amanda’s above, the drummer too got “on the road”, “estranged from 
family” as the latent schizophrenia showed its symptoms that as we saw made the guts and liver 
of his cross sister’s blood brother feel like a flaming but not burning bush (this is what the verse 
“..I kept walking holding in my two hands my lighted liver in Your Caucasus” reminded to 
drummer’ s brother when he heard it, and  the above “Your Caucasus” to him referred to his 
sister’s Golgotha. But the continuation of the pictures that follows was also his, as he was 
speaking to Spring) OK, her symptoms burned the intestines of her blood brother and the 
shoesoles and feetsoles of her cross brother who hit the road, either walking or changing bus after 
bus, and taking to the letter the ad  “Go Greyhound and leave the driving to us” he literally left 
the piloting of his life to Greyhound and to any other of its  analogs on which he traveled to 
nowhere in particular, and without  remembering where in particular was his previous stops 
either, with a body language and vibes like the ones of that weirdo in “Paris Texas”, i.e. with the  
body language and vibes of  a man under the well known shock resulting when a hand grenade 
explodes over his  head  without killing him (and leaves him incapable of believing he still lives) 
and gradually starting to listen to, as to the sound of a vision of liberating hope (and mainly from 
the inner side of his eardrums), any song reminding him of Kerouac and roads,  any song from 
“hit the road Jack” to “keep on trucking” , a process which eventually took him to a hotel of 
Telegraph Avenue in Berkeley, and made him finally decide not to leave maybe because in a 
nearby café he saw croissants which also reminded him of  Kerouac and also because in a cinema 
on University Street he saw Kusturitsa’s “The time  of the gypsies” which nailed him on his seat 
even when he nearly went writhing when he folded in two (ignoring those sitting next to him who 
heard him bellowing, or rather not ignoring them but just hoping that his bellowing also echoed 
their feelings like other people in the darkroom with eyes sure watering  sure echoed them too, 
you see he was a beatnik of bourgeois origin and he had no particular preference to play impolite 
or rough e.g. to appear more grassroots nor thought  that more grassroots meant more impolite or 
rough) OK, he folded in two seeing the adolescent newlywed gypsy bride who had just died 
giving  birth to  her baby just after wedding,  follow the car which also had hit the road to carry 
her younger brothers to town begging in street lights,  flying in low flight behind the car like a  
ghost not needing bedsheets for a disguise since she was still wearing  her white wedding gown 
which she didn’t have time to change before bearing her baby and dying after church, all in the 
music of verses like  “…Why such little favors you had postponed for me/madness driving me  to  
skybound destiny/ I might as well just forget to come back to healthy sane world/in gypsies’ time 
on the road/you can’t bear such heavy burden/Fires, hearts, junk , rust for just and unjust and let 
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God take proper care of that/leave me on a gas station overcloud/for my unfair star I now am 
bound…”, verses  which he half heard with the outer side of his eardrums and half with the inner 
since he didn’t even notice he was paraphrasing them because he only  felt his cross sister’s 
madness hurling him himself to the sky , since this scene sent  him to the chills of attraction and 
terror that he used to feel as a kid when, having heard that sometimes in the dark a kid’s guarding 
Angel may  want to become visible  to him, and having heard that his mother became an Angel 
when she died, and having imagined that his mother would have naturally  asked from God to be 
appointed  as her son’s guarding Angel when it would be the time for such appointments , in 
order to at least have an opportunity to see her son even if she herself would be invisible to him, 
and thus with the prospect that his mother might show up in a dark room he became terrified 
because he would have to finally decide if he preferred the company of the dead and of the 
Angels or the company of the living (meaning his cross sister and cross brother) and also became  
terrified that his hesitation might hurt his mother and also became terrified because if these secret 
fears of him really became unbearable not to mention to anybody and if he did mention  them to 
somebody they might lock him up in a nut house and then he would again lose the company of 
his sister and brother, thus in order not to face such dilemmas, when somebody told him  to bring 
something from a dark room he went there with eyes shut and didn’t open them until after he had 
groped for the light switch and turned  it on so he wouldn’t see the Angel spook even if she had 
made herself visible for her son, not resisting her need to be seen by him even if she caused him a 
heart attack by the scare. Unbelievable though it sounds, neither Amanda had said that story of 
hers to the drummer nor the drummer  to Amanda (he had opened a conversation with her after 
watching her for days in a rock festival, by rising giving his drums to the singer of the group for a 
while to take the mike himself and sing to her “Ruby Tuesday” and when he afterwards 
approached her she asked him “what’s the  sweetest caress you think we can give each other?”  
and he said “rearranging each other’s pieces to see how the puzzle looks or feels” and that was all 
the reference to their shattered souls they made) OK, there was a part of each one’s  vibes that 
would make the other  wonder or even bet that something so similar was in the past of the other 
but  they had some fear of asking further  not because the other might say “ are you so obsessed 
with this that you see it everywhere  around you? Can you see me at all?” but because the other 
might say “Bull’s eye. And now that we know we are that much two of a kind , we must also ask 
ourselves if what brought us together and kept us together so far was such a morbid and crippling 
similarity and not some pure and simple chemistry and thus…” After they met Plucky and Plucky 
got to know them better he did notice  the existence  of some common vibes  and did notice that 
those vibes didn’t concern something they kept secret for him more that they kept it secret from 
themselves but took it for something that sure connected them deeper than anything connected 
Amanda to him… 
Pages 492-494:…OK after hearing enough Spring  said: “But what are all these family  stories of 
your brother and Amanda? Let alone the escalation of Plucky’s story  from foster parents to 
studying karate and midwifery and from being a valentine to his fellow students and future 
midwives to having a adulterous relation with a cinephile wife of a baseball coach who tried with 
his team to break his bones and to escape he killed unwillingly  a karate teacher of a parastate 
organization who was disguised as a monk and then the organization’s thugs and the FBI were 
added to his suitors and he escaped through and towards  adultery with  a happily married couple, 
Amanda and your brother, selling hot dogs in the middle of nowhere and then the whole Ibsenic  
triangle going  to space  to read about the future of their still unconceived  kids by palm reading 
the earth’s globe from high enough and then teaching kama sutras to the globe to defy their 
possible being shot down like sitting ducks in space and then, to escape guilt and shame for the 
fact that all their  kamasutra lessons ended up being given  while all other channels were showing 
the Twin Towers burning and collapsing,  finding themselves in Afghanistan  chasing bin Laden 
to convince him to commit suicide with them through self bombing in a Kabul soccer  field which 
Talibans  were using as execution place hanging people from goal posts and when asked why 
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they used like that a field built for them by the West for athletics they said “OK, then build us an 
execution place too and we will use this for soccer” and then Plucky to also, finally, escape  from 
the possibility of traumatizing  his future children through future rumors about his future past 
with jail anus-rapers of males,  setting himself on fire and becoming, due to the flames, as 
untouchable as a convict who had greased himself with shit and inspired him some  emulation, 
and also attacking like a flaming karatist  some persons who tried to approach him with fire 
extinguishers, all this sounds as one of those stories for which they must have made those sayings 
going like “the only reason it’s not a farcicomedy is that it’s a farcitragedy”,  OK maybe I’m 
oversimplifying, especially since I’m not  wondering why a reasonable person like Miyiaki , or so  
he has looked so far to me,  followed all  the way in  all this, otherwise I would consider all  this  
as a killer joke which could not even be conceived without  somebody who had made some big 
abuse, like a drug overdose or something,  but Miyiaki had never taken  drugs ….hmm, neither 
had  Plucky, but if I’m not oversimplifying then all these stories,  even despite their  factuality,  
look to me even more implausible than those Mickey Mouse stories my daughter reads where e.g. 
that  Ludwig von Drake character of  the  strip cartoons with Donald and Cyrus and Mickey  who 
to confront some weeds that had multiplied too much in his garden got some worms, then to 
confront worms which had multiplied too much  he got mice, then to confront mice which had  
multiplied too much  he got cats, then to confront cats which had multiplied too much he got dogs 
who also multiplied too much but when he called for a dog catcher the ecology movements 
intervened because he would disturb the equilibrium of the whole ecosystem that had been 
created and  worked quite independently of his own plans and needs… (Spring, being a foreigner,  
didn’t know that she had just rediscovered one of the  polite ways to describe people of 
convoluted personal lives at the time of first edition of those Mickey Mouse stories, or rather  a 
few years later when their  readers had grown up enough to have love affairs)…OK, your sister 
and her boyfriend have a very simple reason  not to hang around Amanda and the drummer too 
much. If somebody is terrified that because of their ailment they would do everything either as a 
result of that or as an effort to go against its results, and similarly if one gets  stuck to a form  of 
blindness thinking that they do everything to either play Amanda and the drummer to themselves 
or to go against playing that, then one will become something like a racist and he will not see that 
he  would react the same, or that he would be himself crazy if he didn’t react the same :  If I were 
your sister then OK I would take my boyfriend to take a look  at my old boyfriend to form a more 
complete  opinion on me , first of all, and on my ex too secondarily, and I would not have my ex 
around for a long time, not necessarily in order to not to wake things in myself but mainly  in 
order not to wake in my new boyfriend the impression something is burning with my ex love, 
especially if nothing was burning. And I suppose that you would do something similar with your 
new love in relation to your old love. Isn’t it quite probable that your sister is doing this quite 
reasonable thing regarding her boyfriend and the drummer and that her boyfriend is doing exactly 
that too regarding your sister and Amanda? And all this has nothing to do with craziness or with 
their medication. And nothing to do with the mere coincidence that their exes are currently having 
a relation.  OK, they saw each other’s exes,  they saw their babies , or rather the babies of one ex 
and the foster babies of the other ex which happen to be the same babies, they left, they saw their 
island and they left again, what’s more reasonable and more natural than that?  I don’t know if I 
am the criterion and the definition of reasonableness and naturalness but I would do the same, 
too. Anyway since I don’t take medication the only thing I proved is that this decision of theirs is 
not a result of medication... And all of these things about imaginary incest are a little true, a little 
bullshit and a little crazy in themselves, but they lack one word: Affinity, or whatever you call in 
English the bond of people who are relatives but  don’t have a blood bond like mother and child 
or like brothers or sisters  from same mother, or like husband and wife, OK husband and wife 
don’t have a blood bond, they haven’t shared their blood like mother and child in her womb, nor 
have they shared a womb like brothers or sisters have, but they share so much that feels like all 
that when fucking, that they are a blood bond, so by “affinity bond” in my language, I don’t know 
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about yours , we mean relations between mere  in-laws  and also the relations of stepmothers and  
stepfathers to  children, the sister’s or brother’s relations  to each other if they aren’t even half 
brothers or half sisters  to at least share one of the parents, like you shared with your sister while 
you  had neither a common father nor a common mother with the drummer. Maybe to sensitive 
children all this creates a feeling of being strange to others or others being strange to them, that 
confuses them, e.g.  saying “no matter what I do and how many years pass I’ll never feel one of 
them  like these people who were  born blood relatives  feel among themselves”, I mean it’s like 
we immigrants feel that no matter what we do or how many years pass we never are part of the 
foreign country. OK, in your sister’s case she had you to feel a real blood bond brother with, but 
maybe she felt bad on behalf of the drummer who hadn’t and she may have thought “OK, then 
the sweet and deep love he and I feel for each other, is what? We’re on the one hand supposed to 
feel more stranger and foreign to each other and not like I feel to  my real brother, yet I feel 
equally close or closer so it must be erotic love , then …” OK, it is possible that she got confused 
like that, it is also possible all that is just a projection from an immigrant feeling discriminated 
against yet also feeling loved and loving in her new country since I have so many loving friends 
in Greece many of whom you too know…” 
Pages 495-496:… After skipping this goodbye we can just go mention the church, the wedding 
(with the nerd as best man, of course…)… and the airplane trip  to US, first stop Athens:  
In Athens they spent quite some time, waiting for their “kid couple” (that’s how Spring’s  
husband called the soon to be married couple, his sister and Amanda’s cross brother, who had 
remained for only a little on the island and had gone a trip around non-island Greece too on a pre-
taste of the wedding gift of their rich big brother) so that  Spring and her daughter and the kid 
couple   get to know each other, before parting again (the “kid couple”(the quotation marks 
persist because they were both older than Spring) would finally end up in the island  to finish off 
the Sabbatical year that their  big brother was giving them off their future job in his show  
business company), but finally they didn’t say goodbyes but all left for US together, more 
precisely they left as a big family, if not for any other reason at least for the following: They were 
dining together and Spring, just for kicks or teasing, asked  her daughter “Now that you’ve seen 
Athens, where would you prefer to live? In Athens or in the island? We don’t still ask you for 
America because you haven’t seen it yet”. The answer, in fluent half pantomime half speaking 
(the  speaking part in fluent  half Greek half English)  was immediate: “Wherever uncle and aunt 
live. Where do they live?” and  uncle and aunt,  equally immediately, in equally fluent half 
speaking (in equally fluent half English half Greek) half  pantomime, and  even more fluently  
through their eyes and their laughter, answered in one voice “we live wherever our little niece 
lives” (in other words Spring had hit bull’s eye (not that it was difficult to guess)  in her feeling 
that the kid couple felt quite differently with their blood brother and brother in law, her husband, 
than with their affinity brother and sister, the drummer and Amanda (and how differently they felt 
with Spring’s daughter from how they felt with their twin niece and nephew , most probably had 
more to do with how they felt with the corresponding grownups than it had to do with the fact 
that half the baby’s  blood was Plucky who was affinity of affinity and Spring’s daughter  was 
affinity with their blood and in-law brother while the babies were blood relatives with their 
affinity sister and sister-in-law (Amanda in other words)  ….it’s no use elaborating on this  family 
tree, it won’t explain much anyway) anyway, on the plane, the drummer’s brother , OK, Spring’s 
husband, was so glad that he even let himself, drowsy and with a blissful smile,  make thoughts of 
the type “we might even have a kid with Spring, after all  our little angel is going to be giving us  
the hell of a nagging  pretty soon for not making her a baby brother or sister, this Mickey that she 
carries around with her everywhere and she tells him everything happening in her life in every 
detail, and she puts him to sleep and watches he doesn’t catch  cold by throwing off his blankets, 
the only thing in which this Mickey differs from us the live, is his being silent, he has become by 
now a living presence and family member for all of us, well, who knows…” 
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Pages 499-501: “… OK, you know what I feel as our big family’s national anthem? I mean as the 
song which each of us five sings to the each other and all to each and each to all  and all to all etc   
A song going like “Now just imagine it was summer, fancy  the weather being cool / me being a 
kite, you being a fresh wind, being a caress and being a pull” With you all  I’m so crazy about 
America, already before I step my foot on her, that I feel that for quite a time, even when I see 
her, it’s going to be as if I don’t see her at all , I mean that for quite some time whether I’m 
looking at Disneyland or at the statue of liberty, what I’ll be seeing in front of me will be our 
family, … Mylove-mylove-mylove I feel so happy that if I don’t come out of the plane I’ll 
explode, and if I come out I will fly to America faster than it. America we’re coming. By the way, 
my love for a long time from now, I don’t want to hear a thing , a word, may God forgive me for 
what I’ll say, about your drummer brother or about Plucky or about Amanda, or about the nerd, 
maybe not even about Miyiaki, we’ve got all our relatives with us, all those others seem to me , 
maybe for the time being only, as a bunch of lunatics...if Amanda is my twin sister once then your 
little sister is my twin sister one thousand times, and not  a single word for Overground either, our 
satellite is the overcloud where we are  right now, and not a single word  about my own country, 
nor about Greece, the only thing I want to keep from Greece with me is that song with the kite 
and the wind in summer,  and its lyrics are completely international, Greece is only a step-mother 
for me , not a  bad step-mother  but good step-mother,  but still  step-mothers are affinity bonds, I 
want blood-bonds like I had with my country and my country is finished, sunk, over, period. No 
way back to my country , my country is you and my daughter and your sister and whatever blood-
bond you and your sister  have, and if America is your mother and blood-bond then she is the 
country I married  even if it was she that sank mine, I haven’t looked into it, I didn’t want to 
know if they sank us because we attacked somebody or to save us from others that attacked us, I 
didn’t want to be influenced against your compatriots,  and you know what I would say to my  
compatriots if they considered me an apolitical  brainless plant or a traitor or a whore? I would 
tell them a line from Kazantzakis’ Columbus about America. No, I’m not violating my oath not to 
say a word more on Greece. OK, it’s about America, I saw it in a book of the nerd, but it’s 
Kazantzakis’ not the nerd’s, the line was “if that land doesn’t exist then I will draw it up from the 
depth of my heart where it does exist and I will put it myself on the surface of the sea so as to 
make it exist. Because if that  land doesn’t exist them why was I born?”. I’m going to the 
America that I loved through my own Nicholson and through your goodness and through your 
fucking and if that America doesn’t exist so much the worse for everything that I will not touch in 
America , because everything that I will do touch will become like the America that I loved. Oh! 
Let me not forget to put an upshot too: America I’m coming to you”. Hearing the word “upshot” 
he woke up… (maybe her daughter knew better! Not about his waking up to only hear the upshot 
but about the way of talking of her mom putting him to sleep (with  a joke as she thought)  like 
mom’s tales did put her to sleep…)… and suddenly realized that the melody of their own  
overground/overcloud  ballad was not the one of the drummer’s overground/overcloud  ballad nor 
the one of the ballad the drummer had written for Plucky, but none other than , what else?, the 
melody of the “ballad of Andrew the hunchback” since…he was daydreaming about having a 
tented boat ,  just like Andrew the hunchback, about taking it up to some lake in Yosemite and 
dozing off on it, like old Andrew,  while little boys and girls, having Spring’s daughter as their 
leader , would be diving in scream and laughter and would climb back on the boat to dive again. 
He rose to his feet  to stretch out, laughing heartily (they were, all five,  in the middle row where 
you don’t have racks for blankets over you head, he next to the corridor to be ready  to get  for 
everybody anything they wanted, then Spring, then their youngest, then her aunt, then her uncle, 
neat the other corridor) “Fit as a fiddle. Some jokes can resurrect even the dead, not just wake the 
sleepers” he said still laughing as he was looking at everybody as if he was embracing and 
hugging everybody with his eyes. The eyes of everybody  were warm and laughing as if all of 
them were being moistened in the same  calm, cool and transparent lake which mirrored all of 
them, refreshed them, caressed them and united them like in so many families. The youngest did 
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not only turn her look from one to the other  but also kept turning  her whole head  to see them 
all, maybe because she was sitting at the center. The first to break the love-filled silence (with 
even more love) was of course the youngest:  “Mom, you know what we all forgot?” “What?” 
“You were all saying you were going to get souvenirs from Greece and you got none” First there 
was an astonished pause and then the laughter of all, except the youngest’s who sat listening to it, 
first astonished and then wondering, came out in wild streams and until it brought tears of 
laughter “A strange joke it must have been, the one mom told you all, in your ear. First it makes 
you laugh regularly, and then you understand it better and you laugh even more. If it’s like that 
joke of Pepe that made you laugh the other day, don’t tell me. Not quite a joke I’d miss!”. Have 
we mentioned that joke? Maybe yes,  maybe not. But Pepe himself would say for it  “not quite a 
joke you’d miss”,  himself being an adorer of a mom and a daughter and exactly the kind of 
Andrew of that ballad whether in an island or in a town without boats, so, before we give an 
upshot to all that, let’s repeat the lyrics of that ballad: “Andrew was sleeping rocked by sea /cool 
in the shadow of his tent boat / breeze just caressed him and his dream/was full of sun and full of 
girl’s talk./Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey/Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie/ oh how this 
life is full of joy/ you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry /you dance and beat, poor heart, with 
hurry. Hot summer noons Andrew and we/a crazy bunch in scream and laughter/ we dived and 
swam in open sea / never as glad before or after/ Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey/Jennifer 
junior, Jacqueline and Erie/ oh how this life is full of joy/ you dance and beat, poor heart, with 
hurry /you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry/Then came old winter’s bad long face / our 
crazy team went back to city/ something pushed your heart out of pace /hold on, old Andrew, 
what a pity/Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey/Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie/ oh how this 
life is full of joy/ you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry /you dance and beat, poor heart, with 
hurry (Upshot: Two lives that could proceed toward being  smashed and crumbled and shattered 
etc and broken down to  smithereens, and two persons whose existential spine had really and 
already suffered all that if not further ovegrinding of the bits and pieces down to pulverization 
had, all four, seen the bits and pieces of the puzzle rearrange themselves in the field of their vibes 
for each other and remember, or just re-member for the first time,  their form and shape in 
complete health, and that form’s reminder was the best souvenir from the island and, in flesh and 
blood, it was Spring’s daughter) Let’s now turn page and (little by little) go to that part of a night 
with the nerd’s friend and his wife that Miyiaki had considered as a memorial service to Plucky: 
(Why do that exactly now? If not for any other reason, because Spring’s husband and Plucky 
were so similar and so antipodal at the same time: In the name of sacredness of family and of 
children the one had started going  through (mental) hell to avoid having children and  the other 
walked on (literal) hot coals to have children. 
Before turning to Plucky and then returning to Miyiaki…OK, here let’s just turn page to do turn  
to Plucky’s story which  finally  started on page 633 (and ended on page 665): 
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…Let’s first go back , or maybe for the first time, to some vibes of Plucky we may have forgotten 
or not emphasized at all. To real start from the beginning let’s see some reminiscences from the 
satellite of  the time when, first the drummer  and then the other two who picked it from him, 
were paraphrasing the songs that made some impression on them:  
  

FIVE BY FIVE, TEN BY TEN 
 

Five by five I skip stairs, ten by ten I’m flying over walls and floors 
for two fires of magic, your two eyes of fire, 
one look from them into mine ten stabs of desire. 
 
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore, 
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door. 
 
Five by five my kisses, ten by ten all over I will give to you 
and after I have drunk you and my kisses made you drunk 
lullabies I’ll make for you with my happy song. 
 
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore, 
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door. 
 
Five by five stairs skip me, ten by ten they’re flying me over walls and floors 
immigration’s here and I have no choice 
and don’t cry for me, they say, they’ll find you better boys. 
 
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore, 
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door. 
 
Plucky and the drummer did this together and dedicated it to Amanda, accompanied by a co-
authored “mental videoclip” (with a plot story based on these lyrics which of course was just 
narrated not filmed). Let’s hear it: Plucky as stuntman of himself in an imaginary screen (he 
really was able however to do the stunt if he had a chance, his karate was very acrobatic even in 
earth’s gravity, not only in the satellite’s weightlessness) made the verse “Five by five I skip 
stairs, ten by ten I’m flying over walls and floors” include leaps from terraces to terraces or to the 
streets below (like those the previous generation had seen performed by Burt Lancaster as the 
“red corsair” or heard on the news performed by the  international  terrorist “Carlos the jackal” 
(in his youth) and the new generation sees in documentaries on off studios imitators of Spiderman 
who, when filmed,  don’t make use of special effects like in “the tiger and the dragon” added by 
computer-screen specialists). But before the videoclip reached the stage of passionate kisses with 
the stuntman appearing jump-flying into Amanda’s apartment   by the open balcony-door and 
catching, while in the air, a balcony flower pot to offer to Amanda by way of bouquet and by way 
of visual allusion to the verse “flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door” the scene 
changed and the drummer came into it the scene as a colleague. Why? Couldn’t Plucky get rid of 
him even in his fantasies? The reason was the following: When Plucky  started describing to the 
drummer the videoclip scene and he was ready to boast about his ability to both fly in through the 
open door and pick a flowerpot on his way in, he asked as a rhetorical question “but how would 
this acrobat both pick  “a flowerpot in the balcony and a flowerpot by the door?” to remind the 
verse. To this question the drummer (without even thinking, and just focusing on the flowerpots 
by the door , not out of some extraordinary inventiveness, as Plucky thought, but merely  out of 
his not having the option of  flying like Spiderman that Plucky had. He even thought that the 
stuntman would just do the same) had answered as follows: “He would come by the regular door, 
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he would pick a flowerpot  by the door and would chivalrously offer it to Amanda while entering, 
then he would immediately and with continuous motion  take it back from her hands and would 
go to the balcony and, before Amanda had started answering her own question about whether he 
thought he was being cute or he was a miser or just penniless, he would bend and stretch   from 
the balcony to the front door to put the flowerpot back in place and would return from the balcony  
to the room to offer the bouquet he was hiding under his jacket”. Maybe out of a fear that the 
synchronization of movements required from such an acrobat had more chances for blunders or 
damages and repairs in the balcony than the less ambitious alternative proposed by the drummer,  
maybe out of a fear he would seem a show-off even if all flying went well, maybe the 
bewilderment at himself for not having thought of bringing a bouquet of his own under a jacket 
(the hindrance it would give to flying being no excuse since where there is a will there is a way. 
He hadn’t thought of it. Period. He was a mature personality, not a kid, as all this proved. He 
could have at least thought of borrowing some flowerpot from some other balcony in the 
neighborhood to show off some cute little dose of delinquency and start singing “I’m not a 
juvenile delinquent” when Amanda would oblige him to put the flowerpot back in its proper 
balcony. But all these, too, were guilty afterthoughts, he was not an immature person to appeal to 
them) anyway , out of something among  all these, or something similar made Plucky just ask all 
too impressed “What  ever brought to you such a brilliant idea?”. And he remained speechless 
and nailed and frozen motionless when he heard the answer “It’s not my idea, didn’t Kevin Kline  
as the loony CIA agent do something like this in “A fish called Wanda” when  to pass a pistol 
through an airport monitor he threw it in the air up and forward and passed through the monitor 
without it just to catch it one foot further  down before it fell and the policemen didn’t see it 
because they were looking at the screen of the monitor?” “Oh, my God, why, especially this, had 
to be thought by you? I, too, have seen the movie! Yet…..That’s awful. You scored a goal not 
just from the opening kick spot but already from the locker rooms as the expression goes” So 
maybe something completely child-like or probably Plucky’s sudden unshakeable belief that at 
least the present patent of the drummer was better than his, and above all his need (immature or 
mature need ? Doesn’t sound like an all that interesting (to him or to us)  issue to reach a verdict 
or even agreement on) to make Amanda do feel all the joy and all the laughter this whole thing 
would fill her with, OK this need above all was what  was leading him to the, traditional for such 
duels, stance “we stand aside for you, poet, to pass in front”  (as a great national poet once wrote 
in a stanza about young Ritsos and many writers of anthologies wrote that he had written  it 
ironically , but we don’t have to believe then unless we want to) OK, so all this  (plus the fact that 
plagiarism was out of question for him, as it also was for the drummer who, let’s notice, won 
such a devastating victory over Plucky exactly through not being a plagiarist either, since it was 
his  mentioning of Kevin Kline as a reference  that had completely swept away his rival)OK, OK, 
so all this had as a result the inclusion of the drummer as a  colleague in his videoclip about 
Amanda. And in what did the presence of the drummer consist in the videoclip? In the following: 
The full refrain was “Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore, flowerpots in the balcony and 
flowerpots by the door” The boat that was rocking for reasons easily going without saying 
besides any other reasons, and in one singing of the refrain it  had Amanda and Plucky as its 
passengers and in the other it had Amanda and the drummer. So this was the final form in which 
they presented the song to Amanda, sometimes narrating, sometimes playing the original cassette, 
one of them  singing the main song and the other the  refrains  then the other way around, the 
stuntmanship narration was all left to Plucky as also was left the stanza about immigration since 
the deportation  anxiety of the song (which had inverted  the Greek original  that referred to two 
lovers breaking up because the young man had to immigrate and not to two lovers one of whom 
was an immigrant being  deported) referred, of course,  to Plucky’s  worry that one day he would 
be identified and located , something that had accompanied them already since their onground 
cohabitation  in the trailer which during daytime was a hot-dog canteen as we all know from the 
way it was  immortalized by Tom Robbins. The anxiety of that stanza had  rather served  to make 
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even more precise the analogy with their onground cohabitation  and thus even sweeter and even 
more   nostalgic their reminiscences from that period, so when they narrated and sang that to her 
it was almost as if they had lived it with her, filming was not even felt as missing (the only things 
they didn’t have with them in the satellite were flowerpots but they remembered the ones they 
had in their trailer and when they looked at their photos they had taken along they almost felt 
their scent too) The title of the following song, “I have a love,  she’s all for me” created an ironic 
oxymoron with the fact that they had translated  it together, and the fact that this was noticed only 
by Amanda made them both even more graceful and lovable to her , her own oxymoron just felt 
as even more love but was not noticed by her (and was noticed  only by the nerd when he had 
heard their satellite stories)  was  like on earth: When she was hose-watering their plants around 
their trailer , they followed her around , presumably in order to help her but actually not helping 
her  but just discussing whatever they would discuss anyway, absent minded towards  her but 
enjoying her presence, she being absent minded towards  them  but enjoying their presence too. If 
they had been filmed and her presence could be removed , one would see two very manly 
presences. With her on the film one might see two kids following her like two little cats all over 
the place. The oxymoron consisted in this being no contradiction. The love between her and each 
of them had nothing childlike, it was completely love between husband and wife, yet they also 
were like little kittens  to her, at least in their satellite period. In brief the only mother-like 
element between them and Amanda was that there was nothing that felt oxymoron-like in their 
still feeling “I have a love,  she’s all for me”  when they knew they were sharing her, just like 
brothers don’t feel something oxymoronic in their analogous situation (Of  course brotherly 
rivalries of the most childish form existed, as we’ve seen just a while ago, but this doesn’t have 
anything to do with an oxymoron)   

 
I HAVE A LOVE SHE’S ALL FOR ME 

 
Ι have a love she’s all for me, 
my star my dawn my rose my sea, 
one thousand men would not be able 
to rock you as nice as I can rock you in my cradle. 
 
Your eyes inside are full of flames 
flaring at nights and sweet in days, 
flaring at nights and sweet in days 
your eyes inside are full of flames. 
 
When on your lips I feel I’m flying 
I can’t care less if I leave dying, 
when in your arms you set me cradling 
then aye-aye lady in your sea I’m going sailing. 

 
Without a boat and without sails 
the world is mine with all details, 
the world is mine with all details 
without a boat and without sails. 
 
You wear the sun like just a hairpin, 
moon is a button of your apron, 
your breast is home for singing crickets 
that for all concerts of the world give us free tickets. 
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And from your kisses birds have learned 
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend, 
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend, 
right from your kisses birds have learned. 
 
And weren’t the lyrics of the following two songs true for any woman in the world in the eyes of 
a man who loved her? 
 

MOUTHS FULL OF KISSES 
 

With your mouth full of kisses and love 
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove 
you fly and whistle your greetings to sun 
every morning, 
with your mouth full of kisses you bring 
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring 
your hair, your eyes, your lips and I drink 
your wind blowing. 
 
And at night, yeah!, 
warm, dark night, yeah!, 
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire, 
and you burn me like a twig, yeah!, 
till next dawn my burned ashes retire. 
 
With my mouth full of kisses and love 
I feel just like those birds high above 
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five, 
yes, I’m flying, 
with my mouth full of kisses and scent 
that enwraps me the days that we spend, 
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad, 
as if dying. 
 
And at night, yeah!, 
warm, dark night, yeah!, 
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire, 
and you burn me like a twig, yeah!, 
till next dawn my burned ashes retire. 
 

INSIDE YOUR BLACK HAIR, LADY 
 

In the well-known night neighborhoods of moon 
I went out for some strolling 
to see the eyes of sky and try 
to kiss its lips and body. 
 
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars, 
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs, 
of spring birds that fly me on their wings. 
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Inside my heart just see that bird, 
how much it longs and suffers, 
suffers although it chirps and sings 
and although its wings it flutters. 
 
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars, 
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs, 
of spring birds that fly me on their wings. 
 
You’re a real princess, a real queen, 
your eyes are such a dowry, 
nobility does not reside in 
mansions of gold and glory. 
 
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars, 
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs, 
of spring birds that fly me on their wings. 
 
And suppose one was not a poet to speak through skies and stars, still hadn’t each and everybody, 
whether on the island or  in Nebraska , or  any island or any Nebraska with or without sea and 
trees etc etc , OK hadn’t each and everybody everywhere on earth felt what verses about Saturday 
nights meant , whether in John Travolta terms or in terms like “neighborhoods fragrant with 
whitewash and flowerpots with basil/ teenagers playing clandestine love behind corners and 
fences/…/ Could all life be Saturday nights and death come Monday morning?” The following 
song had been reworded to be singable (after asking the nerd for a prose translation) by Plucky 
after going out together for some “strolling in the neighborhoods of moon” each thinking of 
Amanda and getting the Saturday night vibes of all the village youngsters from high school age 
on, moving around thinking of their own Juliets.  
 

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER AND COOL 
 

Saturday night is coming, say, mommy, 
did I hear you say my white shirt had been washed and cleaned, 
my friends that you know are already there and phoned me 
to say that my Juliet at her balcony was seen. 
Flower scent is coming from the balconies, 
flower scent is coming from the yards along the streets, 
flower scent is coming from love that’s all around, 
love, wave by wave, fills up the oceans, sky and ground. 
 
We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found 
                                    and rowing we will soon be really out 
                  and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht, 
                                      shipowners will be jealous of our lot. 
 
Saturday night is coming my princess, 
tonight I’m a prime minister, a prince and a tycoon, 
mine are all riches of the world and also mine are 
sky, sea and heaven and the city’s best saloon. 
Mine is your balcony and your doorstep, 
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mine are your flower pots, your flowers and your plants 
and if you look into my two eyes, 
right away your faithful slave and subject I become. 
 
We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found 
                                     and rowing we will soon be really out 
                  and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht, 
                                      shipowners will be jealous of our lot. 

 
Here end the common dedications of songs by Plucky and the drummer to Amanda, the last song 
Plucky dedicated to Amanda was called  “Rose in the hair”,  some days before dedicating it to her 
he had said to the drummer “These days don’t do anything that would leave Amanda pregnant” 
and the drummer immediately understood what was next , that is he understood all the follow up 
that we know and also that  neither could he, nor should he, obstruct it. But before we see that 
dedication we must see a few other things: Plucky, by way of a  message  with instructions to the 
nerd that would become understandable in retrospect (only to the drummer it was understandable 
from the beginning and every instruction would be omitted as redundant) did the following: He 
told him he needed his help to write a song which “did and did not come out so far”, as a letter to 
Amanda if she were a habitant of the village Guantanamo (a “Guantanamera” that is, which 
means a woman from Guantanamo)  which he pictured as an idyllic island village like the one 
they were on. Then he pictured himself dressed in the world renowned now outfit,  orange 
uniform, stickers on the  eyes, ear-plugs, rubber sole shoes and imagined that he had been  taken 
there  and on the way his eye shades , which hid his whole face had fallen and their eyes crossed 
with the passing Guantanamera, or at least he thought that she too had seen his face, and by the 
time the guards put on the  mask on his face again he had taken this input image and had started 
to cultivate in his mind  the possibilities, probabilities  and ways for the existence of an idyll 
between them like the one that had had the margins and the time to really unfold between them 
(in their  trailer, their  satellite, and  their  island) and give him the input from life that he  had 
taken the way he had lived, and thus cultivating  the idyll in his mind he saw that it would 
become the unnatural antipode of everything he had had the time to live. The nerd, as if he had 
not heard the melancholy tone of all that concentrated a while and wrote him a song singable in 
the melody of the  wedding dance rhythm  of a sailor bridegroom announcing to his bride the date 
of his arrival on the island, the date of the  wedding and the date of joint departure , and  Plucky 
said “Great! But can we  do it in the melody  of the world renowned song “Guantanamera”?” And 
they wrote it again. Let’s see both versions: 

 
GUANTANAMERA 2002  

 
Guantaname-Guantanamera to Guantanamo I’m coming, 
black stickers hide my eyes and face, my beautiful, 
so please keep yours in hiding. 
 
Keep your eyes covered and don’t see the sight I’ve been reduced to, 
filled up with sedatives to start, my beautiful, 
some fucks I wasn’t used to. 
 
Assfucked with broomsticks and with clubs, assfucked with cocks and dildos,  
and if you ask about my poise, my beautiful, 
ask of old junkie weirdoes. 
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Guantanamera please just find a guy my face reminding, 
I promise if he looks like me, my beautiful, 
I really won’t be minding. 
 
And if I ever come out of here as healthy as everybody, 
we’ll fight for you like you deserve, my beautiful, 
to come and taste your body. 
 
But first of all there’s someone else I’d like to give some fucking, 
whoever put us in this mess, my beautiful, 
needs shooting, not just talking. 
 
There’s only one question to myself that needs a little talking, 
Guantanamera do I do the shooting first 
or do I do the fucking? 

 
GUANTANAMERA 2002 

 
Guantanamera, dreamt of you Guantanamera, 
Guantanamera, dreamt of you under black stickers, 
black stickers over my own eyes, 
please cover your own eyes, too, 
just give me a chance for our next time 
today is the worst for me and you, 
I’m just too drugged and unfit for romances, 
I’m only fit to get assfucked, 
assfucked by broomsticks and copclubs, 
assfucked by asshead jailmates, 
assfucked by fuckheads and shitheads, 
assfucked by judge and by law. 
But if you caught a glimpse of my face under stickers 
and if it turns out you, too, dream of me, 
then save your kisses for a lover 
who has a face like that face, 
tell him to save my place near you, 
tell him to hug you the way I would. 
You, too, give him your best hugs and best kisses 
and tell him that if I come out 
we’ll fight for you like two rivals should 
we’ll fight for you as hard as you deserve 
though he and I should so much love each other, 
God am I getting insane? 
Is it their drugs or is it only their own shit? Τhe shit that made things be this way, 
I guess I shouldn’t complain though, 
here others are in worse shape, 
so what’s the shit I’ve been singing, 
I’ve never been a complainer, never, ever…Shit! 
 
Also, in the same discussion with the nerd he told him to keep some verses and to tell him if he 
has any idea about improving a kind of reconciliation he planned to do with his foster parents 
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(whose address he left in  very conspicuous positions and in many copies in his personal objects 
in the house they lived with the drummer and Amanda) The verses were written as to be singable 
in the melody of “Seasons in the sun”:    

 
 

FOSTER 
Hello  the kind-of-foster-kin-not-to-be 

you’ve been the red cloth for the bull in me 
you feared you had something like your kid 

this hardly justifies the crap you did 
yet I’ve felt you were human indeed. 

Hope you tried to give all your love and fun 
to your own blood, your real son 

if I heard you’ve done that, 
I’d love again what we three had. 

 
He also had included the original “just to show that he only meant a paraphrase of the second 
stanza applicable to fit his own specifics”. 

 
SEASONS IN THE SUN 

 
Goodbye to you, my trusted friend. 

We've known each other since we're nine or ten. 
Together we climbed hills or trees. 

Learned of love and ABC's, 
skinned our hearts and skinned our knees. 

Goodbye my friend, it's hard to die, 
when all the birds are singing in the sky, 

Now that the spring is in the air. 
Pretty girls are everywhere. 

When you see them I'll be there. 
We had joy, we had fun, we had seasons in the sun. 

But the hills that we climbed 
were just seasons out of time. 

 
Goodbye, Papa, please pray for me, 
I was the black sheep of the family. 

You tried to teach me right from wrong. 
Too much wine and too much song, 

wonder how I got along. 
Goodbye, Papa, it's hard to die 

when all the birds are singing in the sky, 
Now that the spring is in the air. 

Little children everywhere. 
When you see them I'll be there. 

We had joy, we had fun, we had seasons in the sun. 
But the wine and the song, 

like the seasons, all have gone. 
 

Goodbye, Michelle, my little one. 
You gave me love and helped me find the sun. 
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And every time that I was down 
you would always come around 

and get my feet back on the ground. 
Goodbye, Michelle, it's hard to die 

when all the bird are singing in the sky, 
Now that the spring is in the air. 

With the flowers ev'rywhere. 
I wish that we could both be there. 

We had joy, we had fun, we had seasons in the sun. 
But the stars we could reach 

were just starfish on the beach. 
 
 
Also, two days later he gave the nerd a rewording, as to make it singable in the original melody, 
of  a song he had asked the nerd to translate for him  in prose etc etc , adding that he gave it to 
him  to thank him “just because the first stanza gives everybody a free association about 
reconciliations etc that one may have delayed too much”(and of course he must have wanted, 
among other things, to imply in retrospect  that his hello to his foster parents  would be meant for 
real, and  could be meant for real,  only mean at a time it would also be a goodbye) 

 
LIFE’S TWO DOORS 

 
Tonight I’m passing my last night, tomorrow I’ll be leaving 
people who gave me pain and grief 
now that my future is so brief 
I feel like all forgiving. 
 
Everything’s as light as dreaming as wind’s air, as our own breath 
we’re like flowers in a garden  picked one dawn by someone’s hand. 
 
Where I now go, there never pass grief, bitter spite and strife 
world will be here but I’ll be gone 
no pains with me I’ll leave alone 
they’ll stay back here with life. 
 
Everything’s as light as dreaming as wind’s air, as our own breath 
we’re like flowers in a garden  picked one dawn by someone’s hand. 
 
Our life was created with two doors, one opened with no bother 
I stepped in, took a morning walk 
evening came soon without much talk, 
and stepped out by the other. 
 
Everything’s as light as dreaming as wind’s air, as our own breath 
we’re like flowers in a garden  picked one dawn by someone’s hand. 
 
Amanda , with quite some tears in her eyes as one would expect, spoke about all this to Miyiaki 
but she was also glad that Plucky had felt, be it for once in his life, the way we’ll immediately see  
he felt. OK, his joy and his cool were of the desperado type, like Richard Gere’s in “Breathless” 
but this doesn’t mean they weren’t most gently and tenderly human (like Richard Gere’s were 
too) So let’s go to the song that we said he had sung to Amanda on the bench they made love for 
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their  last time and then he went and set himself on fire in front of the American Embassy in 
Athens etc etc (Hatjidakis had not just written the melody but also the lyrics, Plucky had heard it 
from the voice of Arletta  in  the house of  the nerd (who had once used a verse from it as a motto 
in a chapter in a book of his)  and had asked from him a prose translation etc etc. Here’s how he 
sang it:   

ROSE IN THE HAIR 
 
The Vesper bell had just tolled, I remember 
suddenly birds filled all the sky, 
as you were standing by my side, remember 
I held you and I lifted you real high. 
 
Clouds roll in sky and then my voice just follows 
to reach your ears and to remind, 
I leave my body among the garden flowers 
hidden in grass  for you to seek and find. 
 
This garden finds me every evening here returning 
waiting for you, with every wind, all over burning. 
 
In my apron I pick some roses, a rosebud opens 
I want  my hair to have its scent when I’m in your hands. 
 
See how tonight our garden’s air is full of flowers 
as the wind keeps singing that song we feel is ours. 
 
It was really after the Vesper toll that he had taken Amanda to that bench and they had made love 
on the grass nearby, but they stayed until late. He had then sang this song to her, and he had really 
lifted  her  high and kept lifting her again and again, on the one hand like he frequently did to put 
her, standing up, on the bench and kiss her feeling her taller than him, on the other because every 
time he lifted her that evening he felt he was also lifting their kid in her belly along, and 
sometimes he felt he was lifting only their kid (when he imagined their kid was a girl he felt that 
he was lifting their girl who had grown up and had become almost like her mom  (also her mom  
had grown down a little, or so it seemed to him when he was lifting her imagining their kid was a 
girl) and when he imagined their kid was a boy  he felt he was lifting mother and child since their 
little boy was in her belly. He told her all this, he retold her, he lifted her, he relifted her, he 
enjoyed how it would feel to be lifting their kid, he reenjoyed it, particularly knowing that he 
would anyway feel all this only that unique time, then he talked about a few other things. At some 
point he started something like “I don’t know how literal are those things that some people say 
about us recycling our parents, but I really wish to my parents that they had conceived me on 
such  a sweet night, within such a gentle nature, and being so loved between them like we are, 
and that whatever had happened to them afterwards, a traffic accident? some imprisonment? they 
suffered it as calmly ….(he stopped short of saying “as I , too, will suffer what I have decided” 
and just joked:)…Of course in the first stanza the song must have been talking on behalf of a 
man! Imagine you lifting me?! And, ..haha!..imagine the second stanza talking on behalf of a 
man, me leaving  my body hidden in flowers for you to seek and find!” (Inside himself, of course, 
he could not avoid , nor was it necessary after all, to avoid, making the free association 
“However, whether we like it or not, that’s how it’s going to be when I’ll be “pushing up the 
daisies”, “seeing the radishes upside down”, etc etc” Also, a free association that was not avoided 
(inside him again, but the reason he didn’t mention this one was not the protection of Amanda’s 
ears but that it was so much less interesting than the magic and the miracle they were feeling 
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everywhere around them and inside them) was: “And even if  those things about recycling our 
parents or about  them feeling  like me are not true, the fact that I do feel like this whether it 
recycles them or breaks out of some mess of them, is as fine as me not recycling the mess of my 
foster parents either”. They felt so happy that they even said goodnight to their  bench when they 
finally left, feeling they were also saying goodnight to it on behalf of their kid who in some years 
would be saying goodnight to the bench too after playing around it in the evenings and, even 
later, would say “hello” or “goodnight”  to it when passing in front of it after having learned  that 
he or she had said “hello” to the world  there, and also they felt on behalf of their “already on its 
way and growing” kid the phrase on the wooden slab on a branch of the tree that was giving 
shade to  their bench earlier during sunshine, the phrase saying “Don’t look at me in wonder, sit 
and rest before going yonder” (the bench was not made by the local authorities, but by a gran’pa 
who still lived and had some olive trees around there, and who had made up both the elementary 
construction from two planks and the lyric, with two sentences). Now  let’s see again the poems 
the nerd’s friend’s wife, thinking of Plucky, had sent the drummer: 

 
WITH THE STAR’S LAMP 

 
WITH THE STAR’S LAMP I went out in the heavens 
In the frost of the meadows, the world’s only shore 
Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 
Now my girls are in mourning, they’re mourning for our ages 
My boys hold guns and rifles, they don’t know what to tell me 
Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 
My entrails feel the touches of hundred-handed nights 
They are stirred throughout heavens, the pain of this is burning 
Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 
With the star’s lamp I’m still roaming the heavens 
In the frost of the meadows, the world’s only shore 
Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 

 
 

SPRINKLED WITH THE SPLASHES OF LOVE’S BLOOD 
 
I was anointed purple red in love’s own sacred blood 
I was offered cool and shade in joys not to be seen 
I was oxidized in the southwind of men’s land 
Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose, my Unfading Rose 
 
Far out in the open sea they awaited me 
Sailships filled with cannonballs waiting to unload 
My sin was that I too would have a love 
Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose, my Unfading Rose 
 
Someday in July I felt she started to open up 
open up her two large eyes inside my entrails 
just to shine on the virgin life for a short little moment 
Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose, my Unfading Rose 
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My figure has become again the land where I was born 
Through stones around me now I’ve flowered, I’ve flowered and I’ve grown 
And the blood of the killers I pay back with light only 
Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose, my Unfading Rose 
                                              OR 
My home’s form now I take again, my earthly and heavenly home’s 
As on cosmic stones of flesh and sky I flower and grow on ground 
I pay with light all world’s thugs, they might get cleansed, they can’t soil it 
Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose, my Unfading Rose 
 

TO A FAR AND UNWRINKLED COUNTRY 
 

I’M ON my way now to a far and unwrinkled country. 
Now I’m followed by dark blue girls 

and small stone horses 
with the sun’s tiny wheel on their wide brows. 

Generations of myrtle have recognized me 
ever since I trembled on the water’s sacred screen 

crying holy holy. 
He, the conqueror of Hades and the savior of Eros, 

he is Prince of Lilies. 
And I saw myself painted for a moment 

by those same Cretan breaths. 
So that the crocus might be vindicated by the skies. 

Now to lime I enclose and I entrust 
my true Laws. 

Blessed, I say, are the potent ones who decipher the Undefiled. 
For their teeth the intoxicating nipple 

on the breast of volcanoes and the vines of virgins. 
Let them follow in my steps! 

I’m on my way now to a far and unwrinkled country. 
Now it is the hand of Death 
that grants the gift of Life 
and sleep does not exist. 

The noon bell chimes 
and slowly on the scorching stones letters are carved: 

NOW and FOREVER and PRAISED BE. 
Forever forever and now and now the birds sing 

PRAISED BE the price paid. 
 

I OPEN MY MOUTH 
 

I OPEN my mouth and open sea rejoices and shines 
Αnd brings my words to her remotest farthest caves 
Speaking with whispers to her playful little seals 
Αt nights with the tears of the sufferings of men 
 
I pass the razor over my veins and dreams turn red 
Αnd in the children’s street games they turn into balls to play 
Αnd turn to bedsheets for the sleepless young girls 
Staying up secretly at nights to listen to loves’ miracles 
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ONE SOLITARY SWALLOW 

 
ONE solitary swallow and it’s been a costly Spring. 
To help the sun start turning again, we’ve got to get up our steam. 
Thousands of dead have got to be sweating at the wheels. 
It also takes the blood of the living given on their own free wills. 
 
God master Builder of worlds and me you built me in your mountain crests. 
God master Builder of worlds and me you closed me in the waves of your sea. 
 
May’s body has been taken by magicians coming from afar, 
they buried it in a sea tomb no one knows who they are. 
They sealed it up in a deep well, deep well not to be found. 
Its scent filled up all the darkness, wonder if it can come out. 
 
God Master builder of worlds and plants You too among the Easter lilac flowers, 
God Master Builder of worlds and Spring’s grass You smelled the Resurrection 
                                                                                                              just like us! 

 
 

PRAISED BE 
..... 

PRAISED BE the hand returning 
from terrible murder knowing now 

which the world that is really superior 
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”: 

 
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal    Now the cry of May 

FOREVER the utmost conscience    Forever the full light 
 

Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep 
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel 

 
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera 

Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries 
 

Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion 
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence 

 
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness 

Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation 
 

Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number 
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye 

 
Now the humiliation of the Gods    Now the ashes of Man 

Now Now the zero 
and Forever this small world the Great! 
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That’s the version of the letter to the drummer that the nerd’s friend’s wife had written thinking 
of Plucky, but then she made a few changes and additions to make her letter respond  to the  
drummer’s DJ-ing letter and not be “part of memorial to Plucky”, but now let’s proceed to 
exactly that, i.e. to completing the memorial to Plucky that had already started quite some pages 
ago with the things Amanda had said either to Miyiaki or to her. ( Let’s first comment, though, that 
her translation of a stanza by Elytis in two ways (let’s see them again: 
 
1)My figure has become again the land where I was born 
Through stones around me now I’ve flowered, I’ve flowered and I’ve grown 
And the blood of the killers I pay back with light only 
Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose, my Unfading Rose 
2)My home’s form now I take again, my earthly and heavenly home’s 
As on cosmic stones of flesh and sky I flower and grow on ground 
I pay with light all world’s thugs, they might get cleansed, they can’t soil it 
Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose, my Unfading Rose                       )                
 
OK, her decision to translate it in two ways (OK,maybe this is called indecision) was a result of her love 
and admiration for a  poetress who had written among other things two of her most favorite books, an 
analysis of Elytis’ view of the world  and a book on her house in Asia Minor from where her father , still a 
teenager had left with other refugees. The second translation was a  tribute to the cosmic, biological, and 
preSocratic idiom and tone that her book “My house of Asia Minor” had introduced. Her love and 
admiration for that poetress (whom Miyiaki had discovered (through his Eliot interests) already  when in 
the satellites) could only  parallel the drummer’s love and admiration for Gatsos. Oh, and the inability of a 
thug to soil light was  reference to a story with Gibran that Amanda had told her , we’ll see it sometime) 
OK, let’s go to that part of a night discussion of that couple with Miyiaki that he called a 
memorial to Plucky (a memorial that caused him, both by its human everydayness and by its 
preSocratic vibes on refugees and fugitives,  the (fleeting as expected, but repeated) comment (to 
himself) that if his daughter had not been killed as a baby she would now have her age). The 
nerd’s friend was mentioning to Miyiaki, half as a joke half seriously, that he had imagined  the 
following videoclip on the verses “May’s body has been taken by magicians coming from afar 
they buried it in a sea tomb no one knows who they are etc”: “As these verses are sung you, the 
drummer and the nerd appear with black suits and black glasses on the one hand for the funeral 
and on the other to remind Blues Brothers  but unlike them you don’t wear hats . All in all , your 
unknown-ness is exhausted in your black glasses  since, as you are going in step to the port to 
take  the flying dolphin  everybody you meet on the street exchanges very ordinary goodmornings  
with you, at the very moment that “no one knows who they are” is heard about the Magi that 
came from a distant land, then with dolphins and buses you go to Athens and they give you a little 
vase with Plucky’s ashes, then at the moment we hear “ they buried it in a sea tomb” you three 
are shown to gesticulate pleadingly to the captain of the dolphin to make a small detour towards a 
spot in open sea to sink the vase or to scatter the ashes to the winds  and he gesticulates refusingly 
that he’s going to lose his job and you look at each other and give up and as the verse becomes 
“they sealed it up in a deep well, deep well not to be found” you are found at that bench among 
the trees just outside the village , because after all the reason you had chosen that spot in the open 
sea was because it was the most beautiful spot visible from  this green site, well, you know which 
site I’m talking about, the one where that gran’pa who’s had that surgery  and speaks with that 
mike he sticks to his throat , has put those planks made into a  bench and has written on that small 
board he hang from the branch over the bench “don’t ask yourself in wonder/ just rest before 
going yonder”,  anyway at the time we hear the verse “they sealed it up in a deep well, deep well 
not to be found” you dig  a well about one foot deep to just take the vase and some  earth back 
over it, all this being one of the possible interpretations of how come we have both a  
deep well and a sea tomb for the same body in the poem. When we hear the verse “its scent filled 
up all the darkness…(or abyss as it was in the original)… wonder if it can come out” you become 
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drowsy by the flower scents around you (and by fatigue and  by noontime) and leaning on each 
other , as you are sitting on the bench, you all take a nap as if you were doing not a wake for a 
dead but so to speak a wake for a dead whose eternal sleep is  siesta-like. You wake up by dusk’s 
cool but even then you sniff nightflowers or breathe deeply to inhale down to your gut all this 
grandness of this  night nature too,  thus the scent coming out from abyss never leaves you. Then 
during the instrumental part of the song Amanda shows up with the two babies one in each arm, 
walking out of the maternity clinic with you walking around her as Mafiosi  body guards. 
You’re all walking in step and with decisive looks as if you know perfectly well your  direction 
and you indeed go to this bench, and you three ask each other with the eyes so as to all agree on a 
spot and not to be betrayed to Amanda that due to recent grass growth you don’t remember where 
exactly you had dug the ash-vase little pit. Amanda goes to where you all tell her and lays the two 
babies on the ground, while in the meantime the verses being heard are “God Master builder of 
worlds and plants You too among the Easter lilac flowers /God Master Builder of worlds and 
Spring’s grass You smelled the Resurrection just like us”. Amanda then lifts the babies from the 
ground and feeling their daughter is wet sings to Plucky in the same melody and  looking in the 
direction of  him underground and with lips shut (in order for us viewers  to know her  song is in 
her thoughts) “Master magician of all locks and keys, pushing up Easter lilacs under trees/master 
οutsmarter of every cop around see if you can sniff your daughter on the ground”, then she adds 
in prose, not melody,  another verse “light’s bender and misleader of rays and  bedroom sorcerer, 
mountebank  and knower of future, where can I  find my soul, the four-leaf tear?” , paraphrased 
into “…bla-bla-bla…where can you  find your body, the four-leaf tear? ”,  later on however she 
says again in prose , not melody, “OK,OK, no hard feelings master Houdini, no complaint”, if 
I’m not mistaken that was the name of that magician who untied himself of any lock and he could 
extricate himself from straitjackets, break out of safes thrown to river bottoms and was played by 
Tony Curtis and who, dying when he could not get out of an aquarium in a public performance he 
said that he would find a way to break out of wherever he was going to. Then we hear the verse  
“God master Builder of worlds and me you built me in your mountain crests, God master Builder 
of worlds and me you closed me in the waves of your sea”, but Amanda also hears in the same 
melody a men’s choral going like “Quite a master builder, that you are, God you built me into 
these fucking mounts/Quite a master builder, I agree, God you surrounded me with all your 
fucking sea” and also the men’s chorus adds,  in prose and not in melody, a “OK,OK , no hard 
feelings mister Creator, no complaint”. Amanda almost loses her brain because being so  upset by 
this she also thinks she heard it from the inner side of her eardrums and this upsets her more, the 
fact  that it was  her own thought feeling different from the way it usually felt is spooky. But it 
was only coming from the outer side of her eardrums, from you the three blues brothers who sang 
that standing put like poles a little farther from her spot, she turns to see you and make sure it was 
you and come to, but you think she wants to give you hell for the bad joke and pretend you’re just 
whistling unaware or you look at each other in the style “not me , him” and so her being upset 
escalates to optical hallucination, she sees in the upper right corner of her optical horizon, with 
eyes closed of course, the eyes of Plucky  not on a body with flesh and bones but on a skeleton 
that is fleshless and very elementary, more precisely it’s that cartoon little man who is an eyed  
page clip that Word of Windows has been displaying after some chronology in the upper right 
corner of the PC screen , Amanda thinks, that is, that he heard Plucky singing to God from Hades 
where he  lives in a very downgraded form of embodiment, she comes to immediately however 
because she remembers having  dreamt the nerd too in some related form of embodiment once 
that she was upset about him for some reason, and this was long before Plucky’s death. All this 
time she had lifted from the ground to her arms only her daughter, she lifts her son too, she 
goodbyes Plucky from her inside, just looking at the ground, then with the kids almost under one 
armpit each she nods to the body guard poles who start moving again as if instantly defrozen back 
to life by a Mafia boss’whistling, and you all four, or rather six,start back toward the village. That 
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Miyiaki, was the videoclip, let’s get serious or my wife will kill me, let me start her theory about  
Plucky in my words , not in her idol poetress’ Presocratic idiom that would see Plucky, Amanda 
and the drummer as divine fugitives, divine refugees and  divine bums dual to bums of the 
Beckett type or would see them with Eliot idiom, by the way that poetress  knew Beckett in Paris 
and when he died she wrote a fantastic article on his heroes showing how Jacques Lacarriere  
could see these idioms not only as dual to each other but also as being  unified, but ask the nerd to 
tell you more , they’re part of what he anthologizes…..OK,OK, I think that I have exhausted the 
attention span of you both and you both have exhausted your patience and self restraint … 
Miyiaki’s giving me that  wink-less look of his , OK, OK I cut it out: Plucky,  doubly traumatized 
in comparison to the other two members of the triad, I mean traumatized by the big bangs of two 
family universes, the explosion of the family  that gave him to the orphanage and  the explosion 
of the foster  family who did “teach him right from wrong” but applied their teachings to their 
own life in a way unacceptable and unforgivable to what Plucky believed in , whether through  
his DNA or through their  teachings, you see the  verses he sent them through the nerd from 
“Seasons in the sun” were focused on that issue, he didn’t send them verses about the sunlit 
period he lived in the island nor did he use anything sounding like caption for tourist postcard, 
anyway they were three inconsolable fugitives from the universe of family relations and until the 
three of them met they would  have also been fugitives from the universe of personal relations in 
general if Amanda had not met the drummer and vice versa and if Plucky had not met the 
cinephile wife of that baseball coach, I don’t mean they would have been hermits or depressive, 
their vibes were not of the unhappy  type, Amanda was a Ruby Tuesday type of girl when she met 
the drummer, the drummer was an active fan of Henry Miller’s books, on his way to his own 
“Rosy Crucifixion” type of personal mythology which he would live as “a happy rock” with 
Amanda if Plucky did not show up, and Plucky was a guy as much in demand as would be 
someone that girls would identify with Jack Nicholson and  Richard Gere and William Hurt, and 
as all their combinations in pairs and as all three  too, anyway I don’t know how to gauge  the 
weight of  the vibes of American actors in American women, here I would do know how to hear 
phrases about some man like “from my neck on I want him like I want e.g. Papamihail and from 
my neck down I want him like I want Kourkoulos” but I haven’t heard the corresponding phrases 
from American women about the American actors I mentioned or about others American actors, 
and anyway if we do go into that too much we’ll end up, as the nerd would put it,  with some 
combinations of percentages and body areas and different faces that will remind Frankestein’s or 
Picasso figures’ dismemberment and not any re-member-ment into an  archetypical erotic 
symbol. Anyway a very common component that did exist, but did not of course exhaust the 
reality of Plucky for Amanda and the drummer nor vice versa, was that Amanda and the drummer 
did have, and they did suspect  it, but  were not yet ready to face it, so many common  elements 
that made them two of a kind , that Plucky was also symbolize an exodus from a too-closed-
family-like, almost incest-like, universe”. He turned to his wife: “OK, what was not exhausted by 
all this I leave to you to tell us, you’ll  say it so much better than I’ll do it on your behalf, but as 
you see my overtalking did rid you, at least,  of the easy parts of the picture” “OK, I don’t have 
much to add and most of the things I’ll say will be just redundant review for anybody who did 
know Plucky or, at best, I’ll just a compare  notes with Miyiaki. So, OK, Amanda , the drummer 
and Plucky,  were three  heartboke fugitives or rather runaways from their houses, and then three  
bums, tramps, roamers, wanderers. In the psychological sense at least, they were three shattered 
worlds, each one in pieces but two of them smashed in the same way, the third one differently and 
twice smashed. Our three vagabonds had some “lack of personal identity” as the expression goes, 
the two had it in the sense that they didn’t want to ask themselves or to be asked about the 
emotions they felt about their families , just in case the pity for some of them clipped  their wings 
flying them to life in the terms they believed and longed for and also because they really didn’t 
know what they should have done to avoid having their hearts shredded or having the hearts of 
the others  shredded, and they continued their relations for as long as they could postpone the 
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dilemma whether their movements or the promptings to movements they felt from inside them as  
enlivening them and not as  deadening them were the ones they followed or their exact opposites. 
Maybe all this was because they had seen someone they loved getting crazy and the society, 
science, ideology, and culture of the time when this had happened in their lives didn’t know to 
say for  sure what madness was nor to say how medication keeping hallucinations away really 
worked or at least say  in a convincing way if it just worked even in the absence of such 
explanation, and the only thing it emphasized was the traumatic effect of all possible influences 
and the only thing it managed was either the neverending guilt feelings of every member of the 
same family or the cynic decision of some of them to continue to be  traumatic  assholes and  
going on with whatever they were doing instead of just living in fear of guilt etc etc. Since 
nobody could answer the questions carved in them by their beloved’s madness,  neither the 
psychiatrists, nor the antipsychiatrists, nor the rationalists, nor the romantics, nor the religious, 
nor the irreligious, nor the revolutionaries, nor the conservatives, they had both, separately, 
decided to believe only in themselves and what it was  tangible, or anyway sense-able with their 
own five senses, and after certain of  their   experiences   with psychedelics they had thought that 
the time was coming when they should believe only experiences  which they could doublecheck 
through more than one sense , since sometimes their sense of touch and vision did not agree. 
Overall they, each, had felt sort of shipwrecked and swept away to a desert  island and even when 
the two sweptaways found each other they still felt not exactly like habitants of some “continent 
of  personal relations”, as the expression  of some inspired psychiatrists goes, they still felt like 
just being together  in a desert island, like so many people feel in our days anyway,  and are quite 
lucky to have a chance to, because the other options are absolutely autistic…(By the way, the 
expression “continent of  personal relations” was a reference of her to the doctor the nerd had 
done LSD sessions with, but this particular expression (“continent” for the universe of personal 
relations) had nothing to do with LSD or with the theories of that doctor. It just had to do with her 
appreciation of his view of personal relations which he shared with both many colleagues of his 
and many (or most) everyday people . She had seen him calling personal relations a “continent” 
in the detailed  pages the nerd  had written about what they were discussing both during LSD 
sessions and outside such sessions. But let’s say that she did not read poets with a view to apply 
to their verses insights from books with such sessions etc, and if she did any reductionist  sport at 
all it was rather reducing LSD sessions that she was reading to poetry’s insights she had a first 
hand feeling for, than the other way around)… Plucky differed both from habitants of the main 
continent and from sweptaways on islands, in having a monomania to find out which among  his 
promptings for movements in life (frequently coming in showering numbers) were promptings 
from his own DNA and not from the DNA of people like his foster parents who damaged him in 
making him mistrust even the things they taught him as parents and felt OK to him  since they 
were such assholes in the way  they applied them in their own lives. Thus he did look a little  like 
the other two members of the triad  in not trusting whatever good dawned on him as something of 
his own or as something not crooked but also he differed a little since he had not felt the pain of 
seeing a mad person’s delirium from a close distance and feeling the person one  knew as absent, 
and also he didn’t have the suspicion that something he was doing wrong  was the reason that 
caused this  madness of  that person, anyway the only madmen he had seen were latent ones, his 
foster parents,  and he would not even know that this is what they were but he agreed when the 
nerd told him that the crazy way they had abandoned their crazy child just meant they were afraid 
they themselves were crazy and felt destabilized by his presence. But when Plucky sees Amanda 
and he immediately falls in love with her as he would fall in love with her no matter what past he 
was coming from, he also trusts this couple, Amanda and the drummer, as parents, almost like he 
would trust his  DNA he was in search of(hoping to  hit on it only by luck, and at most wondering 
sometimes whether he really was so lucky or he  just thought he was because of his need for the 
existence of such a couple making him think he was in front of it when he saw some analogies it 
had with what he would expect it to be, but his attraction to Amanda was the kind any normal 
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person in love has so all such doubts evaporated upon showing up at all) But there’s another thing 
too: Plucky is not   the type of man who considers himself a beatnik, an eccentric, a sui generis, a 
person with some particularities, etc, etc. His self concept is that of a family man (it does seem 
obvious that family was what he was missing, doesn’t it? Doesn’t it?) and as a matter fact he 
considers as an absolutely  insane, unhealthy and unfit environment for a kid to have a family  
with a touch of “originality” about them (e.g. homosexual men or women adopting children) 
possibly thinking that more than enough originality had been perpetrated by his own foster 
parents, so his own kids being born to an original family is out of question, what if the other  kids 
at school ask them if they have two dads, maybe in a thousand years from now society will be  
different but right now he wouldn’t be a pioneer but  a pompous nut who just wouldn’t have 
given a chance to the kids to say if they liked the situation, so between him and the drummer the 
one who would become  a father first would leave and leave his kids growing like the kids of so 
many divorced parents, but not with monkey family business with two dads and such stuff. 
Overall we might say that he felt so bad about being not once but twice chosen to be invited to 
become  part of a family for the wrong reason that he wanted to choose a family himself and be 
reborn and was not just content to invite a kid to him and  a woman. And the way to do that was 
to have a kid with a family that he did like. Apart from that particularity also he loved Amanda 
like any man who has loved a married woman.  So let’s see it from the beginning: Three errant 
runaways, literally like pilgrims and literally with the star’s lamp went out in the heavens on a 
satellite to ask “where they could find their soul , the four-leaf tear” as the poem goes, meaning 
among other quests their question of if they could have a kid in a non phony way. The rest of the 
verses we do know, the one pilgrim did know that “far out in the open sea they awaited him” 
ready to shoot , he did think “why? My sin was that I too would have a love”. But he also thought 
that the “southwind of men’s land” had  “oxidized” him with much worse, that is with such foster 
and such physical parents,  yet nothing of that had overcome him in a way as to keep him from 
being oxidized the other way too, no rust had managed to make him unable to inhale and feel 
men’s southwind down to his gut, or unable to feel the cool and fresh of the shade of the 
unsayable joys offered to him , first “in the fetes he had been to in the arms of the young girls” as 
another song goes,  and later with Amanda whose big eyes he felt opening and looking at him 
even inside his guts and he would like to have felt them looking at him like that already when he 
was still “a little virgin life” that felt being shone upon by the light of the  eyes of his Unfading 
Rose, a far and distant Mother looking and  shining upon him through her bowels…OK, let’s 
catch it from the beginning again: Three shattered worlds, three inconsolable heartbroke 
vagabonds, fugitives-refugees or rather three wandering Jews irrespective of  nationality, not  
vagabonds, if a vagabond has  the connotation of somebody who has any evil plans or any record 
of attacking any real or hypothetical happiness  of anybody else, nor inconsolable since their 
existence as a triad not only consoled each one separately but also  the couple who in a while 
would be inconsolable again ( the triad could postpone the coming of their inconsolability for a 
little longer but as we had seen the onset of this impasse too had already begun, Amanda had 
already started some erotic fantasizing and writing under a new role, the role of her future identity 
as an older childless woman chasing, and being chased by,  young lovers, fantasies that is 
reflecting the inability of either  man to do decide to become a father) nor were they fugitives–
refugees since they were not leaving from earth to earth but for the space void, nor were they 
shattered and heartbroke since the heart of their triad was still beating unbroken,  and (until made 
necessary by future new impasses to be each heartbroken down again and get detached from each 
other and from their triad, against the reluctance for this and against their infinite nostalgia for 
their wholeness), each felt like having become whole again since instead of their own individual 
hearts each heard  the triad’s still unbroken heart. So: Three shattered worlds, three dismembered 
selves, three wanderers with an identity problem, ready and willing for any pilgrimage, no matter 
how long and strange, to find out whether a miracle could  save their one still unbroken  triadic 
self  from being itself shattered too, and ready , like humble pilgrims again , to say to Love “let 
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thy will , not mine be done”, ready to  say even for that will of their triadic self   the verse of 
Mick Jagger “you can’t always get what you want”, that was the state of mind in which they 
followed Amanda to applying as astronauts to see the earth from way above just in case this could 
help them decide  if they  should  try to download a baby soul into her body, and also the state of 
mind in which they stopped that quest to become antennas for the Yugoslavs when their TV-
stations were bombarded. It was not accidental that Amanda’s favorite verse of   her favorite poet, 
Gibran, was “Love grinds you to whiteness” from that famous speech of his “Prophet” on Love 
which  I’ve heard had become a song sung by the most beloved Lebanese singer , I can’t 
remember her name right now, well is speech the right word? I mean is “speech”, the English 
word for Christ’s talk in the Mountain of Olives? Any way I mean the  speech going like  “Love 
threshes you to make you naked, sifts you free from your husks, grinds you to whiteness…all 
these things shall love do unto you that you may know the secrets of your heart and in that 
knowledge become a fragment of Life’s heart…When you love you should not say “God is in my 
heart” but, rather, “I’m in the heart of God”…But if  in your fear you would seek only love’s 
peace and love’s pleasure, then it is better for you that you cover your nakedness and pass out of 
love’s threshing-floor, into the seasonless world where you shall laugh but not with all your 
laughter and you shall weep but not with all your tears”. OK, three wanderers literally like 
pilgrims and literally with the star’s lamp went out in the space on a satellite to ask “ where they 
could find their soul, the four-leaf tear”. The rest of the verses you all know, let me not repeat 
them aloud , just think them to yourselves or we shall be interrupting with paper tissue and table 
napkins, let’s stick to mere eye-watering as long as we can afford stopping there… So OK, 
among the three  pilgrims Plucky was the one  whose identity problem was of the type of having 
no idea what his parents were like or why they conceived him at all and his only self history was 
whatever he himself felt inside him since he remembered his own actions, and  thus when he 
wanted  to communicate with anything else in his past, or “with his own DNA” had no one to ask 
so as to learn how other relatives with similar DNA had reacted in situations analogous to what 
he wanted advice on (especially since he had totally rejected  his foster parents too and thus had 
no “foster relatives”  of different but trustable DNA) but  had to silently meditate over  a coffee 
cup for hours (“to consult his heart as he put it”) and also he had a fascination with the process 
and concert of physical parenthood as opposed to the  foster and that fascination  had made him 
study to become a “midhusband”, that is a male midwife. Also  besides the happy and unhappy  
ways in which he had become oxidized in the southwind of men, that is both  being invited to the 
fetes in the arms of young girls who “stayed up to in their bedsheets to listen to love’s miracles 
with him and not with somebody else” he also was almost poisoned and asphyxiated by  being 
invited to replace a physical son  of his foster parents, besides these ways of being oxidized he 
had had also been oxidized by a very fatal  link in the causal chain of his life story, the killing of a 
human being , actually the absolutely accidental and unintended killing of a thug without whom 
the earth would not  rotate much sadder, as the expression goes,  but it seems that cosmic causal 
chains are indifferent to an almost karmic degree  to such specifics of victims and killings (and 
for reasons not difficult to understand even quite  rationally since if laws had exceptions,  hell 
might break loose, so  laws ask for the understanding of the people wronged by them), and thus  
to have kids without losing his messlessness  he had to proceed the painful way we know he did 
(but maybe, just maybe, in this cosmic and karmic justice it was not among his fatal sins that he 
not only wanted to have seen Amanda’s large eyes to open in his bowels and to have seen them  
see him like the eyes of  the far and distant archetypal mother, his (and everyone’s) unfading rose,  
but also he wanted to have seen Amanda’s eyes to have seen him from a closer distance, from 
over his cradle or having him in her arms or waiting for him at their doorstep to return from 
school,  that is to have her as his own mother like his classmates had theirs, and it was natural 
also that he wanted to share the light he felt coming from Amanda’s eyes with………(sniff)…….. 
his kids who would also feel Amanda looking at them through her bowels and shining upon their  
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small virgin lives for short little moments like a distant archetypical mother but then they would 
feel her like a nearer mother too. Both he and his kids would consider her their unfading rose 
since she would be shining on them both from their  inside and their outside , but to his own 
original mother  he would keep a long face and  would not  consider his unfading rose even  if she 
had been not  just his connection to the archetypical mother but the archetypical mother herself. 
Even if she had happened to be Life herself or even the cosmic womb who gave birth to the 
universe itself , the name “My Unfading Rose” should be addressed to her by others to whom she 
had shown herself as their near mother too, not just as a far and distant cosmic mother. Or it 
should be addressed to her by whoever wanted to  touch her only like hierophants and mystics 
touch God through prayer. He , Plucky, would show to her a cold shoulder and a long face, let 
alone what he would show to his father, from whose DNA he must have taken little or none, 
judging by how much Plucky did think about his kids’ future and how little Plucky’s father had 
thought about Plucky’s future. That’s why when he talked to his DNA , saying that he was talking 
to his heart he referred to his heart as if it was a noun in the feminine gender , not neutral gender 
like the muscle pump of blood on the left of his chest. But this way he felt only with Amanda , it 
wouldn’t make sense to say that since she was with the drummer he should go to find another 
woman to have kids, the eye-shine  he wanted to share with his kids was Amanda’s, and OK, he 
was even flexible, he could also wait patiently for Amanda and the drummer to have their own 
kids and then adopt the ones of his own and he would leave so that neither kids felt they had a too  
original family with two dads, and if Amanda’s passion for him , or even his for her, had 
evaporated by that time this didn’t mean anything because so many couples passionately in love 
and fully conquered mutually when young, only decide to have kids much later when the passion 
is abated but they still keep a great fondness for each other as a result of the unforgettable passion 
of their youth. So Plucky had really asked his heart and his DNA about everything, and we don’t 
know in what exactly way, of course less traumatic for Amanda and their kids,  he would leave if 
he did not have to also die to avoid traumatizing his kids when they would learn what their father 
suffered in US prisons, but we can imagine that  his heart told him that  it was not altogether 
impossible to catch up with the developments for a short little moment and be still around and 
present for a short time when something like  actualization in some sense would occur, for the 
meaning of verses, like he may have  felt he was present in something like that  when he may 
have felt that  Amanda would later come every now and then and play seek and find with his 
ashes buried in the grass near their bench and she would sing their song which spoke of a woman 
who played  seek and find with a woman leaving her body hidden among flowers for him to seek 
and find. His still being around for the verses “I pass the razor over my veins and dreams turn red 
and in the children’s street games they turn into balls to play” and “I was anointed purple red in 
love’s own sacred blood” was not impossible but it could be done at literally the last minute, and 
literally “with his soul on his lips” as the idiom goes, that is literally just before breathing his last 
breath with which he would “exhale his soul so to speak, as he would be already burning for 
good. Maybe, or at least as I and all of us hope, his pain nerves  were burned before his 
imagination nerves and after that he did have some moments where peacefully, like that Bruno or 
whoever in a similar condition on the pyre of that  translation of you two of  the “March of the 
Spirit”, he felt that he was “encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies” which for Plucky, our 
Plucky,  may have had the content of imagining Amanda when later, after her  shock and after 
having  understood what happened and why, she would go gaze at the open sea and feel the night 
breeze from the open sea coming to caress her face, and  her soul would sometimes communicate 
with him  by whispering  to her on his behalf the lyrics “I open  my mouth and open sea rejoices 
and shines and brings my words to her remotest farthest caves,  speaking with whispers to her 
playful little seals, at nights with the tears of the sufferings of men” and would sometimes 
communicate with  their kid who would be swimming in the sea of hormones in her belly and 
feeling it looking at her through her bowels and seen by her in the same way, they would both 
feel the rejoicing they would create to each other by shining on each other’s existence, she 
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shining on its virgin  life, it shining on her with harmonies first heard by her, and Plucky who was 
imagining all this rejoice of them would feel they had received through the breeze his love 
message like in “I open  my mouth and open sea rejoices and shines and brings my words to her 
remotest farthest caves,  speaking with whispers to her playful little seals” so Plucky was 
rejoicing too if his pain nerves  were burned before his imagination nerves or even if his pain 
nerves had not been burned before…(she stopped before sniffing again and did not utter the verse 
that came to her lips “My entrails feel the touches of nights with one hundred hands/they are 
stirred throughout heavens, the pain of this is burning/Where can I find my soul, my soul the 
four-leaf tear”, but instead of her one sniff two sniffs were heard in the room (coming from her 
two listeners. Also, Miyiaki remembered  a verse of the second song-parahrase  the drummer had 
written on the satellite where an “undownloaded baby soul” was singing to the trio “between your 
trio and me flames rise like fences” but later, when asked, the drummer said it wasn’t  a prophesy 
but an allusion to a fairly common poster where life’s  two doors  were seen as two wreaths of 
flames man entered as a baby and exited as a gran’pa, also reminding flaming hoops that  circus 
animals were trained to jump through and also reminding the leap-flight  of flying fish over sea 
surface. And it wouldn’t necessarily turn out to be a noncausal synchronicity even if Miyiaki 
knew that the last but one song Plucky had reworded to make singable was “life’s two doors” 
(which however had nothing to do with posters of Hindu or psychedelic origin or conception. 
Anyway Miyiaki’s sniff, like his friend’s too, wasn’t caused by the images from the satellite)) 
…anyway we all hope that to Plucky it was as if the open sea  brought his rejoicing voice to the 
sea in Amanda’s  belly which was also an open sea that rejoiced and also whispered his words to 
the little playful seal that ultrasound scanner screens show  and not only to its playful mother seal 
who had played so many times with Plucky, of course if he had  imagined that there were two 
little playful seals he would have sent kisses to the poet, if they have met by now  we know what 
each will be doing,since Plucky’s beloved verse there sure is the poet’s first verse in “Monogram” 
spoken  by Theodorakis’s voice to the poet’s companion who speaks  the poem’s  responses of 
the living half of any such eternal couple, that is the verse “I’ll be lamenting for you in Paradise”.  
There’s a very popular song here going like “Just like old ships battered by seas, like worn  rocks 
who won’t give in/I entered life the stranger’s way and same way I’m now leaving/My God, the 
second time I’ll come, my second chance for living/no matter how much heart desires, I won’t 
love, I  won’t give in” which one I translated for Plucky who saw somebody dancing it and 
wanted to know the lyrics. I feel that this song touched Plucky in many ways. Not only for how 
bad he had once felt about being not once but twice chosen to be invited to become  part of life 
and of family for reasons so very unacceptable to him as we said, not only for how much he asked 
himself  on whether he had the wish and the right, on his own free will this time, to enter the 
world of family relations not a second time, like all grownups, but this type of  third  time. From 
the point of view of whether he dashed in not caring if he would harm a married couple let’s just 
say that since he was the kind of person who would do say  “And the blood of my killers I pay 
back with light only” (if he at all considered that somebody had killed him or caused his suicide, 
which he didn’t) he would not be, of course, the kind of person who would say “the light of my 
saviors, as my-and-my-kids’ chosen parents, I pay back with the darkness of a marriage ruin”. 
From the point of view of whether, on the contrary, one could even say a  most trivial and vulgar  
thing like “Plucky just served fine drummer and Amanda by what he did, both getting out of the 
way and solving their anxiety in front of parenthood. Only now, after his death,  they really have 
the vibes of a real couple”, one can say that yes, they indeed  first got those vibes by giving birth 
to Plucky, but not Plucky junior.They  got those vibes by already having had a kid of theirs before 
the twins, their first  kid was Plucky himself, Plucky senior. So “The second time I’ll come, my 
second chance for living” doesn’t only mean that Plucky junior, and Amanda junior, were born 
the way Plucky thought kids should be born knowing who their parent were and that they 
beautifully loved each other, but also that he was given  a second birth by those whom he chose in 
order to have  a near mother too and not only an archetypical one, and thus without needing to say 
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“I entered life the stranger’s way and same way I’m now leaving” but only “I entered life the 
stranger’s way”, nor to say  that no matter how much his  heart desired  he wouldn’t love the 
unfading rose…. That’s where the song  touched him, I think” She rose and went to the cassette 
player, saying: Whatever else those seals meant for Elytis he wrote these verses as an allusion to a 
novelist he admired very much whose scenery is always Skiathos, the island you can see from 
everywhere here and which we  would see right now by the window if it wasn’t totally dark 
outside, he had written a short story that is in every school book about a seal crying when she 
realized the gran’children of a gran’ma looking for them on the shore had been drowned, so the 
verse may have started by seals crying at night for the sufferings of men. As you realize first hand 
Plucky’s story gets me as it gets all of us, so you will understand me if to minimize sniffing I pass 
over or rearrange any  things that I find  particularly, or even just a little, spooky. Some time ago I 
had sent to Amanda some Axion  Esti verses which I could not bring myself to let finish the way 
they end in the original, before playing after them a hymn to life that was before that end. It was 
that way before Axion Esti had been so much identified for me with Plucky. So let me first play 
that end starting with a verse that in the case of Plucky, like in the case of a Human Shield like 
Rachel Corrie , would have to change the word “murder” of the first verse to “sacrifice” but also 
saying that I do consider Plucky  as the most able and capable among all people I know, of 
fighting  and even killing  to shield and protect his children like he fought with his hesitation to 
bring them to life and like he became a human shield for them, killing  himself not to traumatize 
them and poison them with prison images of their father. OK, Miyiaki do you remember 
Theodorakis’ body language  on TV as he was conducting in that Axion Esti concert to deliver it 
to the new generation’s singers and the concert was reaching the end? OK, I’ll play that end and 
immediately after it a replay from a point much before the point we start. I have rearranged it like 
this in the cassette and also in the pages you see. Otherwise I can’t stand it because it gets too 
thrillingly, or even  chillingly divine and sublime for me”:      

 
PRAISED BE the hand returning 

from terrible murder knowing now 
which the world that is really superior 

which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”: 
 

NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal    Now the cry of May 
FOREVER the utmost conscience    Forever the full light 

 
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep 
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel 

 
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera 

Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries 
 

Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion 
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence 

 
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness 

Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation 
 

Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number 
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye 

 
Now the humiliation of the Gods    Now the ashes of Man 

Now Now the zero 
and Forever this small world the Great! 
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PRAISED BE the wooden table 
the blond wine with the sun’s stain 

the water doodling across the ceiling 
the philodendron on duty in the corner 

 
The walls hand in hand with the waves 
a foot that gathered wisdom in the sand 

a cicada that convinced a thousand others 
conscience radiant like a summer 

 
THE ISLANDS with all their minium and lampblack 

the islands with the vertebra of some Zeus 
the islands with their boat yards so deserted 

the islands with their drinkable blue volcanoes 
 

Facing the meltemi with jib close-hauled 
Riding the southwester on a reach 

the full length of them covered with foam 
with dark blue pebbles and heliotropes 

 
PRAISED BE the light and man’s 

first rock-carved prayer 
the vigor in the beast leading the sun 
the plant that warbled so the day rose 

 
The land that dives and rears its back 

a stone horse the sea rides 
the myriad tiny blues voices 

the great white head of Podeidon 
 

THE TOLLING WINDS that perform liturgies 
that raise the sea like the Holy Virgin 
that blow and set the oranges on fire 

that whistle for the mountains and they come running 
 

Beardless midshipmen of the storming sea 
runners who’ve covered celestial miles 
those Hermae with their pointed hats 

and the black smoke’s heralding wand 
 

 
Maistros, Levantes, Garbis 

Pounentes, Graigos, Siroccos 
Ostria, Tramountana* 

 
*Names of winds of various directions. Meltemi on the previous page is also a (summer)wind.  
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PRAISED BE Myrto standing 
on the stone parapet facing the sea 

like a beautiful eight or a clay pitcher 
holding a straw hat in her hand 

 
The white and porous middle of day 
the down of sleep lightly ascending 

the faded gold inside the arcades 
and the red horse breaking free 

 
PRAISED BE, on the remembrance day 
of the holy martyrs Cyricus and Julitta 

a miracle burning threshing floors in the heavens 
priests and birds chanting the Ave: 

 
Hail Girl Burning and hail Girl Verdant 

Hail Girl Unrepenting, with the prow’s sword 
Hail Girl Burning and hail Girl Verdant                                                                               

Hail Girl Unrepenting, with the prow’s sword 
Hail you who walk and the footprints vanish                                                                            
Hail you who walk and the miracles are born 

Hail O Wild One of the depths’paradise                                                                               
Hail O Holy One of the islands’wilderness 

Hail Mother of Dreams, Girl of the Open Seas                                                                           
Hail O Anchor-bearer, Girl of the Five Stars 
Hail you of the flowing hair, gilding the wind                                                                            
Hail you of the lovely voice, tamer of demons 

Hail you who ordain the Monthly Ritual of the Gardens                                                                   
Hail you who fasten the Serpent’s belt of stars 

Hail O Girl of the just and modest sword                                                                              
Hail O Girl prophetic and daedalic 

 
PRAISED BE the soil that raises 

a smell of thunder as though from sulphur 
the floor of mountains where the dead 
blossom as the flowers of tomorrow 

 
The windless calm of a night in June 
jasmine and petticoats in the garden 
the pet animal of the stars climbing 
the moment of joy just before tears 
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THE GIRLS, blue grass of utopia 
the girls, those Pleiades led astray 

the girls, those Vessels of the Mysteries 
full to the brim yet bottomless 

 
Astringent in the dark yet marvelous 
carved out in light yet all darkness 

turning on themselves like a lighthouse 
the sun-devouring, the moon walking 

 
Ersi, Myrto, Marina 

Eleni, Roxani, Fotini 
Anna, Alexandra, Cynthia 

 
PRAISED BE the unmotivated tear 

rising slowly in the lovely eyes of children 
standing hand in hand 

of children staring speechlessly 
 

Love’s stammering upon the rocks 
a lighthouse discharging the grief of ages 

a cricket insisting like remorse 
a woolen sweater left to the frost 
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PRAISED BE the hand returning 
from horrible murder knowing now 

which the world that is really superior 
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”, 

 
which the world that is really superior 

which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”: 
 

NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May 
FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light 

 
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep 
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel 

 
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera 

Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries 
 

Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion 
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence 

 
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness 

Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation 
 

Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number 
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye 

 
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man 

Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 

and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world,  
the Great! 
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After this end of the cassette she said:“OK, it’ll be a whole new discussion and a whole new night 
if we start getting into why I feel about  this ending  the way I do,  but it’s so sublime and thrilling 
and frightful and….OK, ask the nerd for more, I’ll only be borrowing from the nerd to tell you 
more about it, ask him for photos of the Gibran painting and the Doré  gravure, Amanda too has 
the Gibran painting , maybe she had shown it to you in the satellites. Besides, the things you said 
about that Theodorakis’ body language show that possibly you’re the one who should be talking 
that night, not me and not even the nerd”. Her husband said “OK, if you think that this night 
should be considered as a memorial service to Plucky, then the best way to end it is by reading 
again the drummer’s “ballad of messless Plucky” if not for any other reason , then at least 
because  ballads are proverbially masterful  of the art of  understatement so much contributing to 
conciseness and to the easier telling of their point too”……….So let’s see  some thoughts of 
Miyiaki as he was listening, let’s also see the pictures and then let’s see again the ballad. It was 
natural that Miyiaki would ask himself  about whether Plucky would agree with all that or he 
would dismiss it the way he dismissed most insights of people using chemical trips to reach, 
although in the present case the only chemical question  involved was whether the biochemistry 
of childlessness might in time produce fantasies that, coupled  with one’s background and 
thinking habits, became “phantasies of the real” (as the nerd called them in tribute to Buber’s 
term “imagining the real” (although it was not  always  clear  that such tribute was very honorary  
to Buber , since the nerd used it also for some phantasies that sure sounded a mere result of 
prolonged fucklessness. So let’s not even call it a “tribute”, since it is doubtful if  these things had 
anything attributable to Buber’s influence)), anyway Miyiaki was sure of one thing, that if all 
these things were not true about the factual Plucky but only about  a Plucky residing in the 
mindscape of pure poetry from which Elytis was downloading Axion Esti verses, they still  were  
insights in the possibilities of human nature that were legitimate, genuine and positively 
influencing anyone who had any reason to be attuned to them, thus they were relevant too (so it 
was a poor analogy to compare her trip, probably,  induced (or at least helped) by childlessness 
with the  nerd’s  trips whose influence on anybody else would be very questionable (if they could 
influence at all anybody else (which was even  more questionable))) By the way,  comparing the 
way Plucky and the nerd  were antipodes with the way Plucky and the drummer  were antipodes, 
in Plucky’s terms  referring to mixups and messes Miyiaki thought to himself: OK, Plucky’s 
concise definition of a mixup as opposed to a mess  was the way e.g. a car thief, mixes up with 
high speed as opposed to a phony situation like e.g. the kind of family happiness of his foster 
parents. In a mixup you avoid something you don’t want, e.g. arrest,  by putting  yourself   in 
some condition which most people avoid, e.g. for its danger, e.g. you get in high speed condition  
hoping a cop with fewer motives to risk will avoid reaching your speed. In a mess you avoid 
something you don’t want e.g. seeing yourself with a crazy kid instead of seeing yourself with a 
happy kid like one in the advertisements, by putting yourself in a  condition  that most people 
would avoid e.g. because of its phoniness, e.g. you lock your kid in asylum and adopt another , 
whereas most people would prefer facing he danger of being called a problematic family by the 
neighbors than giving up their kid. Getting in mix ups can help you not get in messes , e.g. by 
running fast to avoid jail where some forcing to mess can be exerted and where the  only mixup 
that can save you is some defiance usually avoided due to painful or consequences or suicide, 
which is a last resort mixup. To avoid any mess at all Plucky escalated mixups from simple car 
theft like his fellow desperado Richard Gere in “Breathless” to mixing up with the cinephile wife 
of a baseball coach, to mixing with the karate teaching  monk and his thugs and with FBI and 
with the married couple we know and with Amanda’s decision “to all become astronauts to go to 
space to see if they should have kids”and then with NATO bombings and Bin Laden, and finally 
he remained messless but reduced to ashes, rather literally (OK, in junta run countries resistance 
is also mixup and slavery is also  mess).The drummer was an antipode in the following sense: 
Plucky, besides giving the vibes of a messless person, also gave the vibes of an ever uncracked 
personality, while the only difference the drummer’s vibes gave from a person’s with “existential 
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spine” cracked to small pieces was that he sounded like someone ever feverishly occupied in 
trying to putting those pieces back together as if they were pieces of a ever unfinished puzzle. The 
nerd was a different kind of antipode. He seemed to be leading an extremely limited form of 
existence, almost like the clip-plus-eyes cartoon Plucky’s presence  felt to others like, after death, 
but the nerd felt like that to many even before death. Well, is it a mix up or a mess if you give 
such vibes to others while you still live? Since he had never driven fast any car, or even bicycle, 
most people would just say he never got in any mixup. Plucky himself, ever messless and ever 
uncracked, and only showing some “identity problem” in his not having any other way to receive 
feedback from his own DNA except regularly occurring withdrawals to confer with his heart 
while meditating over coffee drunk in solitude, never though of either of them as antipodes and 
considered as their common points with him the fact that their free associations, in the form of 
paraphrases for the drummer and scenario-like pages for the nerd, were as unpredictable as 
numbers from those random number cards that people with an eye to game theory use in their 
decision making. And this had something common with the unpredictability of Plucky’s actions. 
Another common point of the three was that they  all were quite predictable if one knew  those 
“Visconti-like drawers” of theirs as Plucky called them, that is if one knew the rest of the “junk-
paraphrases”, “ the “junk-pages” etc  that they didn’t bother others with, the trial thoughts that 
were non-communicable (as not particularly helpful to anyone else) with which they 
communicated with  their own selves, somewhat reminiscent of the way Plucky  communicated 
with his own self during his long coffee breaks. (Concerning the nerd , it was only much later , 
when with the coming of the excursionists and his acquaintance with the drummer’s brother, 
Miyiaki learned of the role the nerd had played  in untying the knots between the drummer and 
his family and between  Amanda and her family , and between the drummer and Amanda and 
between  Amanda and herself (this last untying being helped by the crazy pornographic plot 
which he carried out  in place of Amanda and helped her get out of it (Miyiaki had seen its 
beginning in the satellites already)) OK, only that much later did Miyiaki, too,  realize that the 
nerd’s balance among the  many facets, in each of which he seemed  completely absorbed, was 
much more delicate and much more stable than a Dr Jeckyl  and Mr Hyde alternation  between a 
Hollywoodian absent minded professor and a WoodyAllenian “deconstructed Harry”) Anyway, 
leaving Miyiaki’s thoughts on the body language of Theodorakis (towards the musically 
paroxysmic and delirious ending of Axion Esti as he was conducting in that concert where he was 
passing the oratorio to the new generation’s singers) for  a few pages further down where we will 
resume Miyiaki’s train of thought that we had interrupted to avoid an overdose of his vibes, let’s 
go to those photos and  paintings and gravures illustrating all the above discussion and then let’s 
go to “the ballad of messless Plucky”. In a sense the pictures themselves already, and even more 
so with the  ballad and some coincidences in the lives of all these friends, tell a complete story: 
The fetus in space that Amanda  had seen towards the end of “Space Odyssey” by Cubrick and 
Arthur Clark  and was mobilized, mobilizing also the two reluctant  prospective dads, to go meet 
in space or, more precisely, to go to space to fantasize its “out of space kind of  existence”, that 
“out-of-space-and-time fetus”, if “looked upon from a closer distance”, maybe looks like 
Gibran’s painting and the eye in the center of the palm, if  looked upon from an even closer 
distance, maybe looks like the Vision of God shown by Beatrice to Dante (the two little shadows 
at the bottom of Doré’s gravure) occurring in the illustration of “Divine Comedy” (and also 
frequently used as decoration  in books on mathematics or logic , e.g. in R.Rucker’s “Infinity and 
the mind” from where the nerd had taken it) “And I was back on the surface of the earth under the 
sky that is full of that Love that moves the stars” is the last verse of “Divine Comedy”. By some 
coincidence Blake’s painting, so favorite to Miyiaki as we have seen, that he felt would best 
conclude the ladder of the other paintings from God to a baby’s entering earth, like we earlier saw 
it concluded his favorite photos, OK, the same Blake’s painting of a neighborhood’s  life, was the 
favorite painting of Amanda already when  she was  in Nebraska and also happened to be the 
point through which she and the nerd started a conversation later in California. 
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Close up: Cubrick-Gibran-Dante 
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And I was back under the sky 

that is full of that Love 
that moves the stars 
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Blake: “The River of Life” 
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THE BALLAD OF MESSLESS PLUCKY 
 

Messless Plucky was adopted to replace a crazy son 
when he found the mess he signed off and went out to get some sun. 
 
Some tail chase and his karate mixed him up with FBI 
and he thought some greater mixup could help get him off their eye. 
 
So he mixed up with Amanda and her drummer and hot dogs 
and together they decided to apply as astronauts. 
 
Overground they met Miyaki and then mixed up NATO bombs 
then they mixed up with Bin Laden and just closely missed their tombs. 
 
For a while to catch their breath back they found shelter with a nerd 
village squares became their classrooms till the day the news was heard. 
 
He was summoned to serve sentence for his somewhat sinful past 
this he saw like food for thinking up solutions that would last. 
 
Having known no messless parents of his own DNA 
for the mess he asked his own heart if some mixup cleared the way. 
 
Clear and loud his heart responded and she showed him the way out 
straight and messless not quite painless in our years much talked about. 
 
Left his kids inside their mother and he gave the cops his ash 
for he thought this was less messy than to kiss goodbye his ass. 
 
Junior Plucky and Amanda have two daddies and one mom 
one is earthly like dad Joseph and can teach them how to drum. 
 
I have known their messless father of their own DNA 
so they ask their heart or ask me when my beat is not their way. 
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670-675 
The nerd , some time after Miyiaki’s death,  sent some of the most impassionedly anti-American 
pages of the course of their psychoanalytic argument to an electronic address of some 
chauvinistic weirdoes, not exactly anti-American nor pro-American, but just having slogans of 
the  vague and silly type  “Set Greek concerns first” and soon  he received the visit of somebody 
who killed him (the identity of his killer he was not interested to know or to unmask  more than 
Miyiaki gave a damn about the identity of the persons  he did unmask, most of the practical part 
of the  point the nerd had in mind causing that sitting duck death to himself  was to protect, as 
much as possible of course,  the immediately next persons (e.g.  his friend)  who would more 
convincingly  carry out the writing and circulation of their collective pages (he considered that 
this and other such silly but dangerous organizations rather than considering they had acted well 
by sending a threat to imitators of the idea of  upsetting Americans and causing their country 
problems, would in retrospect develop, in their vagueness and instability, an internal 
disagreement of  whether such pages served their cause or its  opposite, and finally the persons 
who would feel more threatened,  by members of the organization itself and by members of allied 
or antagonistic similar organizations,  would  be the potential imitators of the first killer). From 
this farcicomedy-like, or rather farcitragedy-like,  horrible step-floor-forum  what he had to say 
(and was not silly at all. Nor addressed to that organization)  had already been written or had 
already made  others know how to write it equally well or even better  etc etc  as we have seen. 
And for immediate, and not eventual,  goals and  purposes, some  pages he had written had 
already found some use, in the life of Amanda and the drummer.  We don’t so much mean that 
record size pornography saga  he wrote in record time to help Amanda grow up (as much as it  
was possible to grow her out of it by his carrying  out on her  behalf the childish plan of 
becoming a childless female guru teaching  kama sutras to a society that would supposedly  be 
overall liberated too if it was sexually liberated etc etc (and after helping her to finish off that 
project of hers he helped her , not by pages of course but by those person to person discussions in 
which  they went to the more down to earth   reasons behind Cubrick’s poetic astronautical  fetus 
images and her indecision between two fathers, i.e. they went beyond the apparent  reasons which 
made her  want to remain childless and to also abandon both of her husbands as long as their trio 
could not get out of the corner they had painted themselves to)). By pages that had already found  
some use, in the life of Amanda and the drummer, we mean  some (or rather quite a few)  pages  
in which he described  their satellite life, as he had heard it from them and as he imagined it to fill 
in some details. Reading them Amanda and the drummer   decided they were ready to offer their 
compatriots  something that from their satellite they still didn’t know how to offer in a complete 
form. They already knew at that time how to offer  the most difficult part, their life, but they  
didn’t have  a collection of things easily understandable and easy to propagate, that is songs, to 
leave in their place. After they had made collections and translations of such  songs, what made 
them still not go to US to deliver  in person to their audience what they had sent by e-mail to their 
future collaborators for such concerts   was of course their love for  their babies and the question 
of what  would become of them, and also what of their parents would remain with them, if 
something  happened there to these parents. The nerd’s pages answered sufficiently the question 
part of their concern , since they saw what, of even their quite controversial satellite period, had 
remained with a writer, and thus they realized more easily what would remain from the  even 
better, and not at all controversial,  things they had lived from a close distance with all the friends 
with whom  the babies would grow up in such a case. So they remained to fill their hearts with 
their babies even more, then they gave them to the care of  their uncles and aunts, all of whom 
had just returned for good from US and left for US. Of course they were arrested with all 
accompanying fanfare and image bullshit , (photos with chains and poker- face-iron pumping 
escort and all) and were taken to (separate of course!) jails directly from the airport they first 
stepped on, they met nobody except the rest of the “trained personnel” (unfortunately they met as 
well the one that gave their brains the East coast 21st century analogue  of the Esalen treatment 
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they knew about from their youth as California dreamers. But this still isn’t the cause of the 
irreparable soul  damage nobody would have the heart to tell, but we’ll talk about. To tell the rest 
of the story we need the other parallel story to unfold a little:)  Whether those  misgivings (of 
both Miyiaki and the nerd)  about the obfuscating and enslaving rather than illuminating and 
liberating  role of some of the sexual revolution’s ambiguous and controversial parts (like e.g. the 
internet’s pornography) were  justified or not,  a very prosaic danger from them came in a vulgar 
(and rather not at all  unimaginable) way from the flow of the events, a way which, indirectly at 
least,  finally ended in the  irreparable soul damage we’ll talk about: When the  drummer’s 
brother and Spring with her daughter, and his sister with Amanda’s cross brother went to US, and 
started living as a big family, they had the following harassment which made them leave the 
country as soon as possible: An erotic game the drummer’s  brother and Spring enjoyed  was  to 
download erotic photos from the Pinkworld site  and then to subtitle them with dialogs  of their 
own and exchange the erotic comics they thus created. Not only was the drummer’s brother 
summoned to be shown that they had archives of such materials exchanged between them, ready 
to use  in whichever way was judged necessary and efficient, but also, after he joined the rest of 
the family whom he immediately sent back to the island, he received  from an unknown person an 
e-mail showing he had copyrighted for himself some of their comics and was just  informing him 
that from that point on he would have to pay him royalties to use them (OK, all this just goes into 
showing some less easily imaginable part of  the disgusting vulgarity, not any real damage (they 
didn’t plan to sell their comics anyway! Not even to teach  any free of charge  kama sutras) . Or 
maybe it’s not even “less easily imaginable” at a time when genetic research companies patent 
the DNA structure of some natural  medicines they find  ready made  in India and then they 
forbid their use by the people who have been using them for millennia  as if those people  were 
plagiarists of the DNA formula whereas the companies are the plagiarists of the medicinal 
properties of those plants) The nightmare of the drummer’s brother was soon realized, and Spring 
was almost driven crazy, because some lawyer from the American embassy told her ex husband 
that they had material showing his daughter was in lewd and depraved family environment  
dangerous for her moral  development and mental health and her guardianship , until becoming of 
age , was removed from Spring. Anyway this was not, at least in comparison with another 
damage we’ll now see, the irreparable soul damage  we  were talking about (Spring went almost 
crazy and went to become a Human Shield in Iraq, and was  sought, found  and convinced to 
come back by the joint efforts of her husband, of the nerd and of another islander who had gone 
there on a similar goal and who was also convinced to come back. Her daughter did not suffer 
any such damage either, she did love , and was loved by her father whom she would see every 
summer if she had remained in US, and  who had really trusted Spring up to that time. And also 
mother and daughter would not be separated forever) But after a while, the guardianship of 
Amanda’s  babies while Amanda and the drummer were in the US jails we mentioned (and were 
fed special news only, e.g. the death of Miyiaki and then of the nerd too)  was removed from their 
uncles, on account of  their having been hospitalized for mental illness in the past and the babies 
were essentially kidnapped and given to foster parents that would never be revealed to  Amanda 
and the drummer (whose moral and possibly mental disorders were  publicly known since their 
satellite performance)  in order for  them not to ever be able to  damage the kids’ souls. Almost 
immediately after this news too, they were released and they returned together to the island were 
Amanda’s sole non depressive activity was  to see every afternoon,  with the wife of the nerd’s 
friend, the Mexican serial about Maria del Barrio , who was looking for her son whom in a 
moment of craziness she had given away when he was  a baby and who had adopted a daughter 
whom her mother had given away in a  moment of craziness too.  Of course the  irreparable 
damage was not suffered by the drummer’s brother who just went for a time into deep depression 
for  having been unable, e.g. by being listable  as a pervert  thus as  unfit to be a guardian,  to 
prevent this disaster occurring to his nephew and niece. In principle, it was not even sure that this 
was a total disaster to the babies either, whether they were also separated from each other or not. 
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Maybe they would be raised into as loving families as so many adopted  children. Maybe even if 
they were raised by such assholes as Plucky, their father,  was raised by, they would still be able 
to find their  own way as he had, or even they might find a love story like their father had,  to 
even break out of the fatal foster circle their father had almost managed to break for them, in case 
that circle was as asphyxiating for them as it was for him. So maybe they had some irreparable 
soul and identity damage , maybe not. They themselves would know if they had been damaged. 
By not knowing even whether they would be damaged or not,   the drummer and his brother 
would forever have some damage on the babies’ behalf, and Amanda would always  and forever 
would have some damage. Damage. Period. On behalf of whom? If we judge from the fact that 
the traumas she suffered when her cross brother  went crazy were as multiple as the sides from 
whose perspectives  she lived that event, and if we judge from the fact that  the reason she was on 
the satellite was  to see things from the side of even an unconceived baby and if we judge from 
the fact that she had two babies one of which had  a brother and the other of which had a sister,  
we can understand at least why , even when she came back from the orbit she  was launched this 
time into, without a satellite, she did not only cross out a return to US until  the day “when US  
would get a huge stadium filled with rockers singing  some Theodorakis-like songs for world’s 
developments, and also  filled with some Texan  weirdoes to shoot us” (as the drummer and his 
brother would put it) but until  an  event  later in eternity when US would also cover that concert 
live during the whole show and transmit her message which would be addressed to all the foster 
children of US, saying  that they had another  mother besides their foster one and their physical 
one, whether they knew her or not, and another similarly physical father , in heaven already and 
since long…since an eternity, really, since this change in US would not take less than an eternity. 
So this was the irreparable damage we meant. That was not just fifty- fifty in certainty, like the 
babies’. Amanda irreparably lost her trust, not exactly in life or in  divine providence but in US. 
To most people outside US, of course, this was not an irreparable soul damage but a state of 
repaired common sense. But to people who knew her it was irreparable soul damage. Because if 
there was one person in the world to whom if one addressed the common witticism “Not having 
common sense means  you have uncommon sense?” one would be just addressing  not a witticism 
or a question  but a truth , that person would be Amanda. She didn’t lose her trust in the pages of 
nerd that she had read when she did decide to return to US the way she did, nor did she complain  
because they had not predicted this development, nor did she say whether  she would not  decide 
the same if they had predicted it, nor that the nerd was an asshole because being childless he 
could afford luxuries like throwing his life away to weirdoes  as a sitting duck. Actually the 
irreparable damage she suffered was that she liked the title of those pages so much that she 
decided to give them a different meaning that neither the nerd , nor the drummer (who had 
thought of it for his cross sister (the nerd had just borrowed it from there)) had ever thought. The 
title was “The heavenly blues of Amanda Robbins in a parallel universe”. The drummer meant it 
in the sense of his wishful thinking about some heavenly happiness also unfolding in the  life that 
his cross sister would be  leading parallelly to what life he had found near Amanda. The nerd 
meant “heavenly” in the sense of “up in the satellite’ and “parallel” in the sense of Utopias as 
parallel worlds , which to Mumford would dedicate Oscar Wylde’s line “A map of the world 
without the country of Utopia is not worth a second glance of ours”. Neither of them would mean 
it in the sense that Amanda finally gave it and was  closer to the meaning of craziness in the 
song’s  original in the film “The time of the gypsies” which Amanda had not seen but was exactly 
the film  that as we know had shaken  the drummer so much because of his sister’s craziness and 
which had shaken all spectators, not only with the crazed ghost of the dead young  mother but 
also with the wandering in street lights of unknown cities of children  rented and cut off  from 
their parents. Amanda meant it in the sense that she did remain in the satellite in her fantasy 
(probably because in the universe parallel to theirs in the nerd’s  pages about the satellite the 
robot bombs did explode and they all got killed and never came back to earth, nor to Afghanistan, 
nor to the island, and so Plucky got killed before taking his two inseparable great decisions (and 
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the plot  stopped before Americans attacked Iraq  and so the nerd could talk to them without 
estranging them by swearing at them all the time in his pages like his friend did in his own  
pages)). Amanda would come down from the (exploded)  satellite only if that rock concert 
transmitted live was going to take place in which she would speak to her children too whether she 
and they themselves knew who they were or not. Let’s finish this most sad ending with the last 
song of her saga, the original song about the young gypsy mother (which by fatal coincidence 
was, the first song  that the drummer had paraphrased on the satellite):      
 
A gas station way overcloud  might still help me from laws on ground, 
my unfair star’s still not around, yet my heart now in chains is bound. 
Heart like junk, heart in ice and rust, safer void than the lawful just. 
 
Broken glass and bottles now give me for my sips, 
let me cut my lips, 
now I’ll get drunk for keeps. 
Why such little favors you had postponed for me,  
madness driving me to skybound destiny?  
 
I might as well just forget to come back to healthy sane world, 
in gypsies’ time on the road who can bear such heavy burden? 
Fires, hearts, junk , rust for just and unjust 
and let God take proper care of that, 
leave me on a gas station overcloud, 
for my unfair star I now am bound. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The sequel may be easy to imagine: The nerd’s friend took some months (and especially used  
three summer months (of the summer after  the decapitations trend’s year) in which he was 
almost totally free to work at nerd-like 18 hours per day schedules) to put together their pages and 
to also translate some notes of his which were in half-English-half-Greek form so as to also  write 
some  narration of  the interacting life courses he had witnessed around him, both the ones of the 
dead and the ones of the still living, he put them on a CD and then  he wrote to Emir Kusturitsa 
(of their universe, the one parallel to ours. Their worldmate Kusturitsa) the following letter:  
“Dear Emir,   
I write to you as to three Kusturitsas:  
1. The Kusturitsa of  “The time of the gypsies”, of  “Underground”(and of “Arizona dream”)   
2. The Kusturitsa who plays in the rock band “No smoking” (meaning “No flattering” I’ve read)  
3. The Kusturitsa who is currently filming a documentary on Diego Maradona.   
The CD that you’ll see can be seen as:  
1. As a book which can inspire you some images and plots which can be filmed under the title 
“Overground” in a  sense dual to your “Underground”, referring in a poetic way to how some 
progressive Americans could react under overloads of information like your film referred in a 
poetic way to how some Balkanians could react, or even did react, when deprived of information  
(and which can amend your critique of the American dream which you attempted through all 
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those toy-airplane crashes in your “Arizona dream” , but which you considered finally as your 
own toy-film’s crash). Let me not elaborate here, at all, as I elaborate in the CD, on the relation of 
“Overground” with your “The time of the gypsies”.    
2. As an extended set of rock songs in Greek or Balkanian instruments (and connected through 
plot, like in soundtracks, but also independent of any film,  and connected as in DJ-ing).They are 
a  set of universalized and contemporary rock songs, which translate Theodorakis’ songs on 
verses of (mainly) Greek poets on war, civil war, exiles, torture camps etc. The translation is not 
only a  translation that makes their singing possible in English but also a translation that makes 
them relevant to today’s world predicament, following the bombings from Yugoslavia, to 
Afghanistan , to Iraq. 
3. As a way to get acquainted with the work  and life of Mikis Theodorakis as the kind of  “man 
for all  seasons”  that, at exactly this point of history, more than at any other, is valuable for non 
Greek speaking persons  too, to know about (Zorba the Greek as a symbol  has rather exhausted 
its mission, which in retrospect, quickly became only as valuable as gigolos around downtown 
Athens also  were valuable , both to themselves and to tourists and tourism. But Zorba of the 
book was also a volunteer in Balkan  wars,  and Theodorakis himself, besides a music whiz kid, 
and a deputy of the communist party in the parliament, was a fighter both in war and in civil war, 
and one of the most enduring conscientious objectors in the torture islands set up for them.  And 
since he is still living , he is another person whose life documentaries are very needed when 
filmed in ways that touch on the current universal relevance of their example for political 
awareness of citizens all over the world,  and not only on how synonymous they are with their 
countries’ history and honor)    

With the deepest esteem… 
PS: Maybe some of the above, or all, or none, are interesting to you and compatible with your plans in the 
future. Even in the case none is,  maybe leafing the pages will leave you some interesting things anyway. In 
case you think that it is a shortcoming  of the  pages that they swear too much, or too little,  at  American 
assholes, whether in the gang or in the media, or that at times it swears even at the American people who 
tolerate them, do take into account that what I send you is not  a book about facts about me or about visions 
of mine which I must not allow to be altered or taken only in pieces, but it is an oral-like account of facts 
about other people (factual or fictional) and about visions of which I’m only an expositor, so if how much 
or how little I swear is not closely connected to the meaning of those things that you might be interested in, 
you can make your choices freely or, even better,  discuss with me your thoughts so as to reach together a 
decision based on what will best help the collective American too to “psychoanalyze “ himself and not just 
help the individual European or Balkanian  air his feelings without having any other effect.    
(After writing the letter he postponed  a little its sending to first decide if he would also send the 
excerpts from Mumford that Miyiaki and the nerd had just left as underlinings in the books, 
which if he decided  to send (to e.g. be just read by Kusturitsa as Emir or to be used by him as 
e.g. (free)  pamphlets or CDs going with a film ticket like theatre programs go with plays) he 
would have to either copy (or OCR) or to Xerox, play scissorhand on the underlinings and paste 
them and Xerox again…) 
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114-285 
For the time being however let’s remain, as we did,  with only  the upshots of the  discussions of 
the two translators about this  poem and also postpone citing the new references they were finding 
about both the American identity and the love Greek poets displayed towards their  American 
colleagues, to go see a letter, or rather two letters,  from  the excursionists, or rather from the 
drummer, one to Miyiaki and one to the nerd and his friend. Their brothers and sisters had 
arrived, more precisely the drummer’s half brother and half sister and Amanda’s half brother had 
come (even more precisely they were even not half brothers and half sisters but, if that’s what to 
call them,  “cross brother” and “cross sister”, Amanda’s mother was a widow and had married a 
widower with an only son and the drummer’s father was a widower and had married a widow 
with a son and a, younger,  daughter. Now that younger daughter, the drummer’s cross sister,  and 
Amanda’s  cross brother had fallen in love at first sight (as had been predicted by the nerd whose 
ways of “phantasizing the real”, amazingly, predicted for once something about real people and 
not only about the characters growing up along his (imaginary self’s) side  in the greenhouse 
made of pages  written by his imagination on (real or themselves imaginary) pages. The 
enamored had gone to isolate themselves on another island very similar to the island they were 
going to be coming to, as it was pointed out to the drummer by the nerd who had come  to the 
island where he was because it looked like that other island where both  he and his friend, but not 
concurrently,  had done military service. A common friend of theirs who was a tour guide by 
profession, by vocation , and possibly by birth too (or at least  half by nature and half by being 
shaped by the name “Thetour Guidefriend” like Indians are given names half reflecting their 
nature when she shows up and half shaping that nature after they’re given their name) , and who 
looked very similar to the drummer in face and body language (and in the LordGreyhawkian ease 
with which he assimilated foreign languages, European or not) and who, by coincidence or not at 
all by coincidence,  was the person who had introduced the nerd and his  friend to Tom Robbins 
and to the version he had given about the  drummer  and to the other ex- astronauts  in his books, 
OK that  tourguide friend of the nerd and his friend received a call by both the nerd (who told him 
that he should meet the drummer) and by the drummer (who was given his phone by the nerd who 
told him he should meet that tour guide) and the drummer was writing to the nerd and his friend 
in a common letter “…when we shook hands and I said my name he said in surprise “So it is not 
Amandas Drummer? I should have imagined it isn’t. My friends’ names are  not Th.E. Nerd and 
Thenerds Friend either! My name isn’t  Thetour Guidefriend . It is Liberty as in “The Man who 
Killed Liberty Valance”” I started laughing telling him “I try to imagine  the puzzled look on the 
face of a  phone operator if you give that as a characterization of L when she asks about the 
spelling of something with an L in it. She will even be more puzzled than when she asks “P as in 
Paul or B as in Bob?” and you tell her “P as in swimming pool”. Maybe it’ll be even worse than 
her  look when she hears those teenage pranks going like “D as in  dick not T as in tit””…anyway 
we’re only halfway through it because when we finally reached his last name it  sounded to me 
almost like Papadopoulos who, yes, I remembered well was the dictator who had that narrow 
escape from Panagoulis’ bomb, I asked him “so you are Liberty Papadopoulos, how can such a 
combination ever exist? Wasn’t it an oxymoron? He said that his name was not that exactly but 
the combination did exist and was a poet that had written that fantastic poem  “Poor Folks” which 
you paraphrased as “US my mom” for me (and I’ll be coming to a sequel to that in the sequel of 
the letter)…..(here “you” referred to the nerd’s friend)….I asked him if “Padopoulos” was as 
frequent as “Smith” in English and he said yes, I asked if  Papadopoulos means something and he 
said “Young priest, also priestbird, also “priest’s dick” I asked if there was a wordplay like 
“Papadick” to make the dictator sound like “Papadoc’ and he told me people had used  “Papadop” 
for that, I asked him if wordplay is the reason why his two friends (I mean you) called him “a 
different tour guide” (as you yourselves had called him saying “he is a different tour guide in the 
sense you are a different drummer”) and he told me of a cartoon in which an earthman sees an 
extraterrestrial using instruments to make  measurements   outside a spacecraft and asks him if he 
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is a spaceman and he answers “No I am a spacedog, my master is in the spacecraft”, I realized my 
foot was getting into my mouth up to the knee but before I got myself by the ankle to pull it out I 
asked two even stupider questions whose answers sent my back thudding on the ring’s floor, 
bouncing and then thudding again: “Are your snappy answers part of the sightseeing tours you 
offer?” “As an antidote to the so called tour-guide’s sickness  we here have Suzuki’s line “When 
the finger was pointing to the moon the fool was looking at the finger”” “So master Suzuki is part 
of your tour-guide’s training here?” “No this we learn from graffiti  like everybody else. Leftist 
youth writes that on the walls replacing “fool” by “rightist youth”, rightist youth does  the same 
for leftist youth, anarchists do the same for both of the above at the same time , so all flatliners of 
the encephalogram instrument have plenty of unique educational opportunities, if I may use 
another oxymoronic expression like yours”. Then quite chivalrously he grabbed me by the ankle 
and  he himself pulled  out of my mouth my foot on which  I was choking on, telling me “But I 
prefer Blake’s line from “the marriage between heaven and hell” going like “If a fool knew how 
to persist in his folly he would become wise”” And continued “By the way , your friends told me 
that you like very much Gatsos and also they read to me over the phone  both a fantastic 
translation you made of his “Kemal”  and an even more fantastic paraphrase  that  you made of it. 
And they told me you like a lot the New York Rock Ensemble’s rendition of it. So let’s start our 
tour from the joint “Magic Flute” where the bass guitarist of that band came and met Manos 
Hatjidakis and where Gatsos and Hatjidakis frequented and met, and your friends also told me 
you like Henry Miller a lot so let me tell you that this is the joint where Gatsos also used to meet 
Katsimbalis, the protagonist of Henry Miller’s “The Colossus of Maroussi”,  then we’ll go to a 
jazz concert by Dr. John who’s visiting from New Orleans , but don’t yet take Amanda and the 
babies with you , we’ll take them with us tomorrow when we go to the concert  of Manu Chao 
who is also visiting, this is  going to be a very multicultural summer but unfortunately I won’t be 
here next week to take you where an Indian fellow drummer of yours and a Indian flutist will talk 
in improvisations  with a Greek folk clarinet player and a Greek folk violin player, I can tell you 
if any friends of mine go so that they help you to it , OK, Manu Chao is playing very far from  
your hotel so we’ll have to find a car anyway, so do take Amanda and the babies and your brother 
with you, whereas  on our return from Dr. John’s concert we’d better not have the babies with us  
because we’d better walk on the road connecting the cemetery of ancient Athenians to the place 
where Oedipus died blessed by the gods  at last, and near the place Plato had his academy, but I 
won’t be telling you of these rather well known things and I’ll prefer to follow  that stream of 
consciousness which  follows what is under the asphalt of the road we’ll be walking on, starting 
from the cemetery of ancient Athens”. Walking with him through all that and realizing what he 
was doing, I realized better what I was doing through paraphrases  and I am proud to say that I 
liked myself better for that and for my similarity with him (what a wonderful mirror you 
introduced me to!) but modesty tells me to also say that some of the similarity rests not in what I 
have done but what his example showed me I was ready to do (and did . But I’ll come to that 
later. I did it and sent it to Miyiaki, but without explaining to him how it occurred to me as I’m 
explaining to you. So please exchange letters with him after a while) The freedom and flexibility 
one has translating and paraphrasing a given poem are only a small part of how one gives his beat 
to a band , the meanings , phrases and poems he can really write are also the ones written by 
using as letters of one’s alphabet the songs themselves. Each song is a letter and chains of songs 
are a poem or metapoem , I would right away drop the term “postpoem” after all the bullshit one 
has seen this prefix used for. This is what he was doing as he was choosing the order of things to 
walk up to and see and of things to say. OK, I don’t say this is a thing never done before, it’s 
being done all the time by DJ’s (but don’t start calling me “a different DJ” for that or I’ll start 
calling the nerd “a different teenager” since he just calls  his collages of excerpts “analogs of the 
pot-pouri  cassettes teenagers write for each other all the time and become composers even 
without  knowing how to write on pentagrams by using whole songs as their musical notes  and 
he doesn’t call this by fancy names like  intertextualism etc., OK, it’s not something new, the 
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only thing that’s  new about it is that I just realized it, now let me not break your balls by theory 
any longer, instead of that I’ll let you enjoy what he was telling me. But what he told me about 
underasphaltian Athens after Dr. John’s concert please go and read it from Miyiaki’s letter, I’ll  
only write here (and please give it to Miyiaki too) what he told me on our way to the “Magic 
Flute” before we took a taxi to where Dr. John was playing : As Liberty was telling me, as we 
were walking, when the bass guitarist of the New York Rock Ensemble   came to Greece he was 
told on the phone by Manos Hatjidakis,  and it was typical of the things he didn’t care about, that 
he could find him immediately if he said to a taxi driver to take him to the joint right across 
Roosevelt’s statue, whereas what he meant  was Truman’s statue. The driver was going up and 
down  everywhere and was asking around, all in vain, until he found somebody with some 
English and asked the musician what exactly was at that statue just in case they might recognize 
the context. He said he was looking for “Magic Flute” which still didn’t sound familiar. Then he 
said he would see Manos Hatjidakis there and the taxi driver said “Why don’t you just say you’re 
looking for Manos?” and immediately took him there. A younger generation musician, a folk 
rocker, whose name beats every talent on mine for languages because it has that termination that 
first distracts me with reminding me Papadopoulos and then distracts me by leaving me 
wondering  for a compass about what the first part means, but he sounds as being the same X-
poulos rocker who wrote that verse Miyiaki had told me about, you’ll sure recognize him 
immediately, “D’you think a cannibal ever could /represent as well as any/all  friends and all 
acquaintances/digested in his belly?” , OK, that rocker said on the TV , as  Liberty replayed for 
me while we were walking,  that the rocker’s generation, when they were still young men,  they 
would go and sit at the tables around the old masters’ table in awe and silence just in case their 
ears  could catch some pieces of concentrated and sparkling wisdom falling like  chips off the 
master’s bench as the saying goes and, once, he had gone straight after coming back from 
Mykonos on a ship that had met  very rough sea and two or three of the tourists  on that ship 
suddenly showed up in the “Magic Flute” right after the rocker, they went straight to the table of 
the masters, so they could only be some pretty important  literary personalities of their countries,  
only Gatsos and Katsimabalis were there (Katsimbalis, just in case Miyiaki doesn’t know him, 
was one of those literary personalities  who never write a single line because they conduct all 
their literary life orally and in person, e.g. analyses, critiques , directions, inspirations , they give 
all that from a close distance, and in Henry Miller’s “The Colossus of Maroussi”  the last 
paragraph of the book concerns an incident that Henry Miller calls “an incident  that was 
quintessential Katsimbalis”: After a night of fun in Plaka that lies just below the mount of 
Acropolis, as well known, they went up Acropolis, it was 3 or 4 in the morning and Katsimbalis 
had an idea , he shouted a rooster’s imitation, the nearest rooster woke up alarmed and worrying 
that through sleep he had skipped  striking the time at a time he should strike, tried to catch up 
adding his own voice to Katsimbalis’,  then this happened to the next rooster and then to the next 
of the next, and in no time the whole area of Athens was filled with roosters striking the wrong 
time. Miyiaki I mention all this because it will relate to another incident, equally quintessential as 
Katsimabalis, but much closer to your interests. Let’s go back to the tourists returning  from 
Mykonos and falling on Katsimbalis sitting next to Gatsos in the masters’ table of the “Magic 
Flute”). They started saying what a bad weather they had  had and how closely they missed 
drowning and that when back on solid ground in Piraeus  they had knelt and kissed the soil and 
the rocker was thinking to himself that all this was too exaggerated but didn’t have the nerve and 
the right to interrupt  what was taking place on the sacred monsters’ table, but suddenly he heard  
Katsimbalis’ characteristicand imposing voice saying” “Aaah! What you have reminded me with 
all this! We were once with Nikos …(Gatsos’ first name)…on a ship near Tunis , right Nikos? 
The weather  was stormy and the ship’s captain was incompetent , right Nikos? (Nikos kept 
nodding “yes” but reluctantly, the rocker noticed as, dying of curiosity to see the reactions of 
Gatsos to all this overgross puton  he turned to also see the scene over his shoulder and not just 
listen to it)   I pushed  the captain away from the helm and took command of the ship myself, 
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right Nikos? Well, I’m not the kind of person who boasts but  I did save the lives of all of us in 
that storm, right Nikos? I still receive Christmas cards from people who were with us on that 
boat, e.g. Albert Einstein, Winston Churchill, right Nikos?...”  The rocker turned around and saw  
the tourists having opened notebooks  and furiously keeping notes of all that bullshit. When they 
left Gatsos was boiling with rage against Katsimabalis’ farce but having noticed the rocker 
hearing it all he was trying to control himself because he was proverbially self conscious and 
concerned over what kind of an example his generation was giving to the next, something which 
may have itself added to the rage over putting on the tourists. So now Katsimabalis’s object of 
puton became Gatsos himself:  “But Nikos you kept agreeing on all that, didn’t you?” “So what?” 
“What you mean “So what?” . Lying to foreign people shamelessly and then clearing yourself 
with a cynical “So what”? Is that a state of things for me to accept? Is that an example for you  to 
set? ….” To explain how great a poet Gatsos was the rocker had said on TV : “Take for example 
his  verse “When the nerve of the young fellow reached the ears of sheikh and lord/ wolf-toothed 
thugs and lion-skin bullies left to pass him chain and ball” It’s in as simple a format as the 
simplest limericks one could play around with at any time to make comments or teases, even 
sexual ones, yet even in the absence of the rest of the poem it has already captured our attention 
and has started us on “whom was it written for? Anyone I’ve heard of? What happened to him 
later? Did they catch him?” And this format coming from someone who at eighteen , coming 
from province to Athens to go to the university already had in his suitcase ready to use  all the 
equipment poets of his generation used: Surrealism, Poe, Whitman, history, languages, how had 
he found the time and orientation for all that so young? That’s what kind of sacred monster even 
anarchic rockers like me did respect and tried to be taught something from”. I’ll skip Henry 
Miller’s encounter  with Gatsos since everybody knows it, I guess. Say something about it  to  
Miyiaki if he doesn’t know it although I’m sure that he has read it and also I’m sure that if that  
memory as big as a whale(as Cab Callaway said of Minnie the moocher’s heart)  that he  has, has 
forgotten it it’s because he chose to flush it down because of that line from Sherlock  Holmes that 
he likes to  quote “Our skull is not made of rubber so as to give us room  to keep even irrelevant 
information” (By the way Sherlock Holmes himself said that when he heard, in his forties,  that 
the earth goes around the sun, and then he deleted immediately. For the context ask Miyiaki)  By 
the way what  I also find striking is that 99% of the Greek poets have gone to Law School. 
Besides adding to their being self-taught or taught by one another  and independent  from schools 
and trends etc of poetry  and free in their functions , this also needs some explanation. I asked 
Liberty who started as a marine biologist or engineer, I don’t remember or maybe it was  him 
who didn’t himself remember either, if what seems to be the case is that due to the fact that 
parents here consider it an obligation  to help their  kids with either some initial capital or some 
land or some dowry or some craft or some university degree, kids who want to proceed self 
taught feel reciprocally obliged  to do something of what their parents  wanted of them and 
postpone hitting their spiritual  road until they get that law school degree and say “OK, I owed 
you something so I did your thing. Now I’ll do mine”. Is that theory correct in your opinion? Oh, 
whom am I asking? In the very village you’re in now isn’t the priest a monk who first went to 
Law School and then said to his parents “OK, I did do your thing , now I’ll do mine” and became 
a monk? So Kazantzakis and the two literature Nobels in Greece, Seferis and Elytis went to law 
School. And so did  Gatsos. Maybe that’s what Ritsos possibly would have done too instead of 
becoming a dancer  if his father had not gone bankrupt and mad. Even musicians did that but as a 
rule only poets reached the degree before they dropped out of law, I mean of Law School, and 
musicians dropped out much earlier. E.g.  Theodorakis did start Law school but dropped out both 
out of Law  School and out of law , I mean in the sense of starting business with the outlaw 
communist party, Tsitsanis who has even been described as the 20th century analog of Vivaldi for 
the 5,000 folk song he has composed and  written (he was composing even in his sleep, 
dreaming) did start  Law School  too, but dropped out of it and of law, too,  not in the  sense of 
joining the party but in the sense  of writing rebetika which was music that the state had forbidden 
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because it was played for the underworld in taverns where hashish was used. Well, haven’t we 
seen the analogs of that in US?! Talking of Cab Callaway and Cotton Club  to begin with! By the 
way…I was happy to learn from Liberty that the composer who wrote the so nice melody of that 
song called “Poor Folks” written by Liberty Papadopoulos and paraphrased and sung for  me as 
“US my mom” by you was Xarhakos  whose songs  I had already heard on GATSOS lyrics again 
way back in the ’80s in California  in that film “rebetiko”  about which I won’t stop talking if I 
start (two of its songs were two I  paraphrased  on the satellites along with a Yugoslavian song  to  
dedicate to Amanda and to Plucky and to myself  to describe to ourselves what we were doing up 
there….Well, forget it, I’ll tell you some other time…Some things I’ve already told the nerd…) 
To “US my mom” I’ll also come back later…What were we saying? About Liberty. Oh! I wanted 
to tell you something about his ease with languages to which I am grateful for the translations 
from Spanish he gave me  with Manu Chao’s songs the next night. How come you never told me 
that concerning my LordGreyhawkness , my own Lordship would sure eat his Lordship’s dust if 
we were bikers on a dirt road , I mean how come you never told me Liberty spoke  eight  
languages including Russian and Chinese besides all the European ones? I wouldn’t become 
jealous. In relation to that Plucky had even told that I am the perfect cure of the Sallieri syndrome 
(yes, you guessed correctly, this does not concern jealousy over Amanda etc but Sallieri’s 
jealousy of Mozzart’s genius. On the satellite one day Amanda was telling us that Gibran had 
once said “Isn’t it unfair that a man like me was not born tall?” and I said “Isn’t it equally unfair 
that a man like me was not born a genius?” Plucky got sarcastic and said “What Gibran meant by 
“..like me..” was  “a genius” but what the hell  do you  think you meant by “a man like you”?” 
I said  “Oh, I just meant “tall”” and Plucky liked me so much for that that he said he really got a 
Sallieri syndrome over me for that  line, but then he said that my attitude also explains how I  
overcame my own Sallieri syndrome  against Gibran and so he overcame his own Sallieri 
syndrome to me, and Amanda was so happy of that lack  of any tension between us at that 
moment that she told us “I feel again like playing with you Kathryn Ross in “Butch Cassidy and 
the Sundance Kid”  but who is going to be the good little kiddie that will be the Paul Newman of 
the story and will wear first his nice cute space suit and will step out of our cozy little satellite and 
will lie with his hands behind his  head looking at the stars as if he were in his sleeping bag  on a 
beach without any earth under his body?. Well we flipped a coin and since both of you are 
physicists I don’t have to explain that it is indeed possible to reach decision by coin flipping in a 
satellite where everything floats free from gravity…(one thing Plucky never quite figured out was 
why Miyiaki and the drummer had a passion with at least popularized versions of physics and 
discussed their readings in detail and very vividly. Finally he reached the conclusion: “You are 
the mirror image of those  unhappy cases of reluctant physicists who really wanted to become 
drummers but didn’t have the guts to go against their fathers who wanted them to do a job which 
could earn them a Nobel Prize. You are a reluctant drummer because what you really wanted to 
do is physics but I am sure you had a father who wanted you to play in a rock group. About 
Miyiaki I’ll have to think harder, no that’s settled too. In the film he did say to the karate kid that 
it was  his father who taught him the use of firmly equilibrating on one foot…”)…) What were 
we saying? OK, there was something about Liberty on my mind, oh, I got it, by the second half of 
the walk , after Dr. John’s concert , which is in my letter to Miyiaki, you’ll see why I consider 
your friend Liberty a case like Katsimbalis in the sense of someone who creates all the time but 
not in written form but while speaking, and I don’t mean the pranks of Katsimbalis but what 
made him one of those poets who never wrote a single verse. But since that night walk contained 
very high moments I must tell you something else I learned about Katsimbalis on the first half of 
the walk, the evening part, which shows that Katsimbalis didn’t use his voice only for pranks 
involving roosters but also for those things that Miyiaki likes so much: During German 
occupation the  national poet died and tens of thousands of people were seeing him off to the 
cemetery , Sikelianos, quite old himself,  was one of the men carrying the coffin, he read a 
fantastic poem going like “Groan drums of war, unfurl you banners, Greece leans today on this 
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coffin” and threw the proverbial handful of dust when the coffin was lowered into the grave and 
then the funereal wreaths  by the authorities  were thrown on the coffin and the Germans who had 
very civilized officers  had the maybe brilliant maybe not brilliant idea to want to lay a honorary 
wreath on the National Poet of a country they occupied, but certainly had the not at all brilliant 
idea of not advising their soldier who would lay the wreath not to salute this particular great dead 
by the well known fascist salute we have all seen in the movies. So the soldier did give the fascist 
salute and then Katsimabalis who was right next to Sikelianos in front of  the grave started 
singing the naturally  expected National Anthem in such a tone that, accompanied by the same 
tone and the volume of tens of thousands of people, made all German and Italian soldiers hold 
tight the barrels of their guns and look around for officers who could give them some  instructions 
they had skipped. Anyway , resistance continued as underground as usual, not in unarmed 
demonstrations, but it is clear that Katsimbalis was not only a practical  joker. The rest of the 
walk  will be in Miyiaki’s letter but now let me tell you a couple of poems from the next night at 
Manu Chao’s concert that Liberty translated for me but I didn’t dare to even start rewording them 
to make their English versions fit their melody because it didn’t make sense to do that, I can well 
imagine English speaking people identifying with Greeks or South Americans living under juntas 
and so it makes sense to reword their songs for Americans, but to make them feel for African 
refugees  a translation in prose should be enough, it would be too artificial to tell them to also 
sing them in order to identify even more, there  are no Americans or Europeans that migrate to 
lands below the Gibraltar straits to find work. At least not yet, maybe in a few years time there 
will be if, as some big shots propose, European laws change so as to give African workers of 
Europe just the rights they had back in their countries, and then European workers to compete 
them and not remain jobless won’t demand more than  African workers and then they will be 
ready to look for work in Africa. Anyway, this is just black humor, I mean singing Manu Chao in 
English rather than in Spanish  would feel  like those demonstrations where we didn’t eat for a 
day so as to get some idea about  what hunger meant. I write these songs here rather than in 
Miyiaki’s letter because I want to play Katsimbalis to the nerd , I mean to make a prank to him 
through these songs. OK, first the prank then the lyrics: Dear Nerd although as I’ve just explained 
I can’t make myself  put any English version of Manu Chao’s songs in form singable like the 
Spanish version because the task seems to defy the so called  “principle of sufficient  reason” as 
you thinkers call it , I do find lots of sufficient  reason to put in thus singable form any paraphrase 
or even analysis  you write of them provided it refers to immigrants thrown on  the road in 
Heideggerian-Kerouac-ian terms, and it refers to pain in the body  of an economic  refugee 
constantly running in terms of “thorn in the flesh” (or was it  a pebble in the shoe?) and it refers 
to illegal immigrants who are without papers and feel they are  phantasms  in terms of 
Kierkegaardian Flying Dutchmen, Wandering Jews,  and Don Juans. I’m not being ironic (let 
alone sarcastic!) , I’m serious. I would really take seriously such analysis but only if it came  from 
you, so seriously that I would do make it singable. Really! Because you would know how to 
make Kierkegaard’s vibes not to contradict Manu Chao’s teenage vibes. Am I a good student of 
yours? Did I absorb the wording of your loud monologs at least? Now, the non-prank part of that: 
Whether we collaborate to make such analyses of yours singable or not, don’t forget to do think 
about  Manu Chao’s songs and about the feelings of the persons he describes in those terms and  
to then mention your thoughts to Miyiaki. Just in case you haven’t realized, he too like you is a 
maniac on issues like the loss and the discovery of both personal and national identity in the times 
of the fall of national borders (although to my opinion the way in which this fall finally seems to 
be taking place refers only to loss of identity, unless identity is taking the form of something 
much more drastic than the wonderful feeling we used to have in cities like New York and 
London and…and … And let’s  count out  reminiscences from the satellites too) Oh, speaking of 
multicultural vibes, we did meet your  friends from the island that live now here and they took us 
to the “theater of rocks” at an event including Ross Daly and some Roumanians playing Greek 
and other melodies on Greek instruments, Daly himself playing the Cretan  lyre  of course. The 
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second half of that event was the conversation of Greek folk instruments with instruments from 
India that Liberty referred to, so we didn’t miss that either…(to be continued in my letter to 
Miyiaki). Oh, I almost forgot Manu Chao’s two songs! …(In the letter, after the songs, as 
expected, there  were real warm love expressions. Also kisses  to the wife of the nerd’s friend, 
and also letter from Amanda to her containing a part that she had also enclosed in the drummer’s 
letter to Miyiaki. Before we see that part too let’s see the two  songs:)… 

CLANDESTINO 
SOLO VOY CON MI PENA/SOLA VA MI CONDENA/ 
CORRER ES MI DESTINO/PARA BURLAR LA LEY/ 
PERDIDO EN EL CORAZON/DE LA GRANDE BABYLON/ 
ME DICEN EL CLANDESTINO/POR NO LIEVAR PAPEL 
PA UNA CIUDAD DEL NORTE/YO ME FUI A TRABAJAR/ 
MI VIDA LA DEJE/ENTRE CEUTA Y GIBRALTAR/ 
SOY UNA RAYA EN EL MAR/FANTASMAEN LA CIUDAD/ 
MI VIDA VA PROHIBIDA/DICE LA AYTORIDAD 
MANO NEGRA CLANDESTINA/PERUANO CLANDESTINO/AFRICANO 
CLANDESTINO/MARIJUANA ILLEGAL 

ILLEGAL 
I leave alone with my pain/alone with my condemnation/my destination is running/to avoid the 
law /lost in the heart /of the great Babylon/they call me illegal/because I don’t have papers/To go 
to work/in a country of the north/I left my life/in the straits of Gibraltar/I’m a ray in the sea /a 
phantasm in the country/life is forbidden to me/say the authorities. /Illegal black hand/illegal 
Peruvian/illegal African/Illegal. 
 

DESAPARECIDO 
MA LLAMAN EL DESAPARECIDO/ 
QUE CUANDO LLEGA YA SE HA IDO/VOLANDO VENGO, VOLANDO VOY/ 
DEPRISA DEPRISA A RUMBO PERDIDO 
CUANDO ME BUSCAN NUNCA ESTOY/ 
CUANDO ME ENCYENTRAN/YO NO SOY/ 
EL QUE ESTA ENFRENTE POR QUE YA/ME FUI CORRIENDO MAS ALLA 
ME DICEN EL DESAPARECIDO/FANTASMA QUE NUNCA ESTA/ 
ME DICEN EL DESAGREDECIDO/PERO ESA NO ES LA VERDAD/ 
YO LLEVO EN EL CUERPO UN DOLOR/QUE NO DEJA RESPRAR/ 
LLEVO EN EL CUERPO UNA CONDENA/ 
QUE SIEMPRE ME ECHA A CAMINAR/ 
YO LLEVO EN EL CUERPO UN MOTOR/ 
QUE NUNCA DEJA DE ROLAR/YO LLEVO EN EL ALMA UN CAMINO/ 
DESTINADO A NUNCA LLEGAR/ 
PERDIDO EN EK SIGLO…SIGLO VEINTE.. RUMBO AL VEINTI UNO, 
CUANDO LLEGARE? 

DISAPPEARED 
I’m the disappeared/who when coming is  going/ flying I arrive flying I leave/hurrying on lost 
direction/When they want to find me I’m nowhere/when they find me it’s not me/and when it’s 
me/I’m already elsewhere/They call me the disappeared/phantasm that is nowhere/they call me 
ungrateful/but this is not the truth/In my  body  I have a pain that doesn’t  let me breathe/in my 
body I have a condemnation/that keeps throwing me on the road/ In my body I have a machine 
that never stops rolling/in my soul I have a road/whose destination is to not to reach anywhere/in 
20th centutry lost/bound for the 21st/When shall I arrive?  
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Before Amanda’s letter to the wife of the nerd’s friend which also contained a part that was 
included both in the drummer’s letter that we saw and in his letter to Miyiaki there was a PS by 
the drummer saying “Amanda gave me a long lecture on why I should at least have the grace to 
photocopy or reprint my letter and send it both to you and to Miyiaki, and she also told me about  
the poetic wording of something that she had liked from the nerd’s mouth whose pages, even 
when they’re whole  books are always letters to somebody and also she told me that even in the 
days where PCs and Word and cut and paste did not exist she remembers that the nerd rewrote the 
whole of his letters of tens of pages if they were going to different friends  even if the letters  
concerned the same subject because he thought that talking about the same subject to a different 
person is like playing the same melody in a different octave and that seeing the same film in the 
company of a different person is like seeing a different film because of the new free associations 
that come  whispering to each  other in the movie theater’s darkness. OK, I do agree this 
explanation is really poetic but I do not agree that what I’m doing is rude to both you and to 
Miyiaki because the way I perceive what I’ m doing is that I just feel you , Miyiaki and  I are all 
in the same room and as we  are speaking to each other it’s only unavoidable that our heads are 
turned now  to one person now  to the other and then  it’s also natural that some of the things one 
says are more naturally said looking to this friend  and some are said looking to the other friend 
but all are said to all ears since as well known eyes have direction but ears don’t. For example 
some of the things I said about Katsimbalis and I considered thrilling for both you and me I 
would think they might make Miyiaki yawn and some of the things I’ll say to Miyiaki, although 
interesting to you because they concern Greek music are addressed to Miyiaki in the sense “Look, 
Miyiaki, what we are learning here” but if I said them looking at you I’d feel an idiot because I do 
know you already know them , besides a lot of them are things that  I learned from you and not 
from the net. All this sounded convincing enough to Amanda to stop nagging me but she insisted 
I do write all  this down and not let it to the things that go without saying, sorry if they were 
redundant and if I broke your balls a bit,  I can only stand  a finite amount of nagging  and 
without succumbing to write  this PS  I might be getting infinite amounts of it…”  
The common part of the letters of Amanda to the wife of the nerd’s friend and to Miyiaki was a 
set of pages starting with the photo of that Palestinian mother with her dead baby daughter in her 
arms and then, on the left  side of the page, poems from Bruce Springsteen’s “The Rising” (which 
now in Athens Amanda had found) and  verses from Greek poetry on the right side , then poems 
from Ritsos’ “Epitaph” which she had reworded to make singable  from the nerd’s prose 
translations she had asked him for,  then poems from the ”Rising” again. The whole thing she 
called “Facts of  Life” and she had added to it by hand, of course on both copies, a verse (from a 
lullaby-like song by Janice Joplin whose melody she liked very much) going like “sometimes the 
only thing you’re left with to hold on to are those  pearls going down your eyes”. Also she had 
added  by hand a  “too” to the title as to form a “Facts of life, too” and without having seen one 
part of the drummer’s letter to Miyiaki called “Questions and answers about facts of life” (and if 
not having seen  Janice’s  verse either)  one might think that the “too” meant “in addition to the 
usual explanations parents give their kids about “facts of life” like how babies are born etc”. Let’s 
leave the “Epitaph”  part of her poetry pages for after we have seen the drummer’s poetry pages. 
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I’m countin’ on a miracle 
Baby I’m countin’ on a miracle 
Darlin I’m countin’ on a miracle 
To come through 
Sleeping beauty awakes from her dreams 
With her lover’s kiss on her lips 
Your kiss was taken from me 
Now all I have is this… 

 
Your faint last breath I still feel on my cheek 

and it’s warm not like your hand that I’m holding 
 
Where the river runs to black 
I take the schoolbooks from your pack 
Plastics, wire and your kiss 
The breath of eternity on your lips 
 
In the crowded marketplace 
I drift from face to face 
I hold my breath and close my eyes 
I hold my breath and close my eyes 
And I wait for paradise 
And I wait for paradise 
 
The Virginia hills have gone to brown 
Another day, another sun goin’ down 
I visit you in another dream 
I visit you in another dream 
 
I reach and feel your hair 
Your smell lingers in the air 
I brush your cheek with my fingertips 
I taste the void upon your lips 
And I wait for paradise 
And I wait for paradise 
 
I search for you on the other side 
Where the river runs clean and wide 
Up to my heart the waters rise 
Up to my heart the waters rise 
 
I sink ’neath the water cool and clear 
Drifting down I disappear 
I see you on the other side 
I search for the peace in your eyes 
But they’re as empty as paradise 
But they’re as empty as paradise 
 
I break above the waves 
I feel the sun upon my face 
Ιn God’s hands our fate is complete 
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Your heaven’s here in my heart 
Our love’s this dust 
Beneath my feet 

I’m knocking, dead, open up. I want to  sweep the floor  
in my eternal house 

 
 
 

THE RISING 
 

You’re missing 
 
Shirts in the closet, shoes in the hall 
Mama’s in the kitchen, baby and all 
Everything is everything 
Everything is everything 
But you’re missing 
 
Coffee cups on the counter, jackets on the chair 
Papers on the doorstep, but you’re not there 
Everything is everything 
Everything is everything 
But you’re missing 
 
Pictures on the nightstand, TV’s on in the den 
Your house is waiting for you to walk in 
But you’re missing 
You’re missing when I shut out the lights 
You’re missing when I close my eyes 
You’re missing when I see the sun rise 
You’re missing 
 
Children are asking if it’s alright 
Will you be in our arms tonight? 
 
Morning is morning the evening falls  
I got too much room in my bed, too many phone calls 
How’s everything, everything? 
Everything, everything 
You’re missing, you’re missing 
 
God’s drifting in heaven, devil’s in the mailbox 
I got dust on my shoes, nothing but teardrops 
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Worlds apart 
 

Hell’s brewin’,dark sun’s on the rise 
This storm’ll blow through by and by 
House is on fire, viper’s in the grass 
A little revenge and this too shall pass 
I’m gonna pray 
Right now, all I got’s 
this lonesome day.  
It’s alright, it’s alright, it’s alright 
Better ask questions before you shoot 
Deceit and betrayal’s bitter fruit 
It’s hard to swallow, come time to pay 
That taste on your tongue don’t easily slip away 
Let kingdom come I’m gonna find my way 
Through this lonesome day 
 
 
..I seek faith in your kiss and comfort in your heart.. 
But when I look into your eyes we stand worlds apart.. 
’Neath Allah’s blessed rain, we remain worlds apart 
Sometimes the truth just ain’t enough 
Or it’s too much in times like this 
Let’s throw the truth away, we’ll find it in this kiss 
In your skin upon my skin, in the beating of our hearts 
May the living let us in, before the dead tear us apart 
We’ll let blood build a bridge, over mountains draped in stars 
I’ll meet you on the ridge between these worlds apart 
We’ve got this moment now to live, then it’s all just dust and dark 
Let love give what it gives Let’s let love give what it gives 
 
 
I been watchin’ you a long time 
Trying to figure out where and when 
We been moving down that same line 
The time is now maybe we could get skin to skin 
Don’t know when this chance might come again 
Good times got a way of comin’ to an end 
Don’t know when this chance might come again 
Good times got a way of slippin’ a-way 
Let’s be friends, baby let’s be friends 
I know we’re different you and me 
Got a different way of walkin’ 
The time has come to let the past be history 
Yeah, if we could just start talkin’ 
Don’t know when this chance might come again 
Good times got a way of comin’to an end 
Don’t know when this chance might come again 
Good times got a way of slippin’ away 
Let’s be friends, baby let’s be friends 
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There’s a lot of talk going ’round 
Let’em talk you know you’re the only one 
There’s a lot of walls need tearing down 
Together we could take them down one by one 

 
 

Mary’s place 
 
I got seven pictures of Buddha 
The prophet’s on my tongue 
Eleven angels of mercy 
Sighin’ over that black hole in the sun 
My heart’s dark but it’s risin’ 
I’m pullin’ all the faith I can see 
From that black hole on the horizon 
I hear your voice calling me 
 
Let it rain, let it rain, 
let it rain 
Let it rain, let it rain, 
let it rain, let it rain 
 
Meet me at Mary’s place, 
we’re gonna have a party 
Meet me at Mary’s place, 
we’re gonna have a party 
Tell me how do we get 
this thing started 
Meet me at Mary’s place 
 
Familiar faces around me 
Laughter fills the air 
Your loving grace surrounds me 
Everybody’s here 
Furniture’s out on the front porch 
Music’s up loud I dream of you in my arms 
I lose myself in the crowd 
 
Let it rain, let it rain, 
let it rain 
Let it rain, let it rain, 
let it rain, let it rain 
 
Meet me at Mary’s place, 
we’re gonna have a party 
Meet me at Mary’s place, 
we’re gonna have a party 
Tell me how do you live 
broken hearted 
Meet me at Mary’s place 
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I got a picture of you in my locket 
I keep it close to my heart 
It’s a light shining in my breast 
Leading me through the dark 
Seven days, seven candles 
In my window lighting your way 
Your favorite record’s on the turntable 
I drop the needle and pray 
(Turn it up) 
Band’s countin’ out midnight 
(Turn it up) 
Floor’s rumblin’ loud 
(Turn it up) 
Singer’s callin’ up daylight 
And waitin’ for that shout 
from the crowd 
(Turn it up) 
Waitin’ for that shout 
from the crowd 
(Turn it up) 
Waitin’ for that shout 
from the crowd 
(Turn it up) 
 
Turn it up, turn it up 
turn it up 
Turn it up, turn it up 
turn it up, turn it up 
 
Meet me at Mary’s place, 
we’re gonna have a party 
Meet me at Mary’s place, 
we’re gonna have a party 
Tell me how do we get 
this thing started 
Meet me at Mary’s place 
 
Let it rain, let it rain, 
let it rain 
Let it rain, let it rain, 
let it rain, let it rain 
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Τhe Rising 
 
Can’t see nothin’ in front of me 
Can’t see nothin’ coming up behind 
I make my way through this darkness 
I can’t feel nothing but this chain that binds me 
Lost track of how far I’ve gone 
How far I’ve gone 
how high I’ve climbed 
On my back’s a sixty pound stone 
On my shoulder a half mile of line 
 
Come on up for the rising 
Come on up, lay your hands in mine 
Come on up for the rising 
Come on up for the rising tonight 
 
Left the house this morning 
Bells ringing filled the air 
Wearin’ the cross of my calling 
On wheels of fire I come 
rollin’ down here 
 
Come on up for the rising 
Come on up, lay your hands in mine 
Come on up for the rising 
Come on up for the rising tonight 
 
Li, li, li, li ,li, lil li, li, li 
 
There’s spirits above and behind me 
Faces gone black, eyes burnin’ bright 
May their precious blood bind me 
Lord, as I stand before your fiery light 
 
Li, li, li, li ,li, lil li, li, li 
 
I see you Mary in the garden 
In the garden of a thousand sighs 
There’s holy pictures of our children 
Dancin’ in a sky filled with light 
May I feel your arms around me 
May I feel your blood mix with mine 
A dream of life comes to me 
Like a catfish dancin’ on the end of my line 
 
Sky of blackness and sorrow 
(a dream of life) 
Sky of love, sky of tears 
(a dream of life) 
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Sky of glory and sadness 
(a dream of life) 
Sky of mercy, sky of fear 
(a dream of life) 
Sky of memory and shadow 
(a dream of life) 
Your burnin’ wind fills my arms tonight 
Sky of longing and emptiness 
(a dream of life) 
Sky of fullness, sky of blessed life 
 
Come on up for the rising 
Come on up, lay your hands in mine 
Come on up for the rising 
Come on up for the rising tonight 
 
Li, li, li, li ,li, lil li, li, li 
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Sleep little angel 
 

Sleep calm my little angel love, 
my baby nanny-nanny, 

sleep to grow fast like tall plane trees, 
so hush and nanny-nanny. 

 
Sleep as to grow a man strong in your body and mind 
so you can walk straight and keep on the road of right. 

Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 

 
Sleep calm my little angel dove, 

my baby nanny-nanny, 
to feel your heart grow big like Christ’s, 

so hush and nanny-nanny. 
 

Grow not to ever say «I just cannot» 
and be like steel if you must lift a cross and walk. 

Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 
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To Amanda’s pages the drummer added by hand a couple of things: First he added right after 
Springsteen’s “Worlds apart”  a verse he liked from a poem by Ritsos that he had read while still 
on their  satellite so the finishing of that poem read like:  
 
There’s a lot of talk going ’round 
Let’em talk you know you’re the only one 
There’s a lot of walls need tearing down 
Together we could take them down one by one 

We don’t sing to stand out among the world 
We sing to bring the world together 

 
 

Then , on the back cover of the last of Amanda’s pages he added the Springsteen’s verse that he 
felt had got him so deep that he never used it on anything public except in the form of dots 
showing that he was skipping something, but on that letter in handwritten form he did write it:  
«I got dust on my shoes, nothing but teardrops», meaning …Well, it was obvious, at least to any 
person looking in the ruins for…OK, to Amanda he expressed some disagreement for her having 
tried to reword the Epitaph songs to make them singable in English too but he did not insist very 
much on that disagreement.  
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However before we go to the drummer’s letter to Miyiaki let’s do something completely different 
at first sight, but possibly related  to it , if not with anything else then with bonds of mere 
synchronicity, as the expression goes. Let’s go to  the description of a very, very, very, great, 
absolutely Great, GREAT, American thinker, Lewis Mumford,  that the two translators 
discussed. Let’s  postpone, as less important, the description of how his name came up and let’s 
go to read (some of) some pages about him that  the nerd’s friend  gave Miyiaki telling him that 
he had written them  for some friends of his who wanted to introduce Mumford to the readers of 
their magazine of book reviews , excerpts and analyses and out  of those pages he had given  
them a number both readable in one sitting  and self contained.The pages on Mumford  went like:   
“…He spanned the whole 20th  century, he was born in 1895 and died in 1990. He lived on his 
books ever since he was 20, his mentor was Patrick Geddes, a man who initially studied biology 
but defined himself as “professor of things in general”, and whose last name Mumford himself 
gave as a first name to his own son. Mumford was equally deep in philosophy, history, 
psychology, anthropology, sociology and he is quoted as an original contributor by people of all 
fields but when he realized that city planning had  a definite proposal on how to start reversing 
some of the paths that led contemporary society into the impasse we live in he also became a city 
planner. He would say of his specialty  “I’m not a specialist, I’m a generalist”. Mumford   does 
not distinguish the man of the American capitalist system from the man of the October revolution, 
in the sense that the perspective through which he separates world’s history in two chapters, old 
and modern, defines as modern man the man after Columbus’ discovery of America, and the cut 
he sees between what is before and what is after that discovery shows the following similarity 
between the American and the Soviet systems: With the discovery of America there was found an 
area vast and very rich in natural resources on which the man from Europe could try out the 
materialization of his hopes, fantasies, visions and dreams of the utopia-eutopia in the forms 
conceived by the noblest spirits of the past (e.g. Thomas More) whereas with the October 
revolution a chance was found to try out another great dream that had existed since the time of 
Plato, that is the dream of philosophers becoming the governors, in this case the governors being 
people who represented and further developed the thought of Marx, a philosopher. The 
“utopianism” of both cases is not perceived by Mumford in a negative light, on the contrary in a 
book of his on the history of utopias that he wrote just five years after the October 1917 
revolution (thus when he was just 27) he has as its motto the following phrase of Oscar Wylde “A 
map of the world not including utopia too, is not worth a second glance of ours”, because he 
considers that any great change brought about in the world, like e.g. the change brought about by 
Christianity, became possible because great visionaries looked into this land, utopia, too, through 
the utmostly deep and significant function of our consciousness called “imagination”. He 
considers however that both in the attempt to create a new world in America and  in its 
counterpart attempt in Russia, the men who tried to make a new beginning tried it through the 
annulment of their previous experience and through a start without historical and psychological 
self-knowledge, and this did not have as a result their being reborn so naked and innocent as the 
paradisiacal couple of the first created but on the contrary it had as a result their taking with them 
some utmostly heavy luggage, worst of which was the terrible violence and aggression (which did 
find expression: Against the Indians in the one case and against the dissidents in the other).  
Mumford considers as a crucial limitation of the Marxist perspective the fact that it sees history 
under the impression that the entrance of the machine on its stage took place, more or less, in the 
time of the Industrial Revolution whereas his own view is that the machine started getting built, 
as a megamachine of bodies and institutions, at the time of the building of those huge Babel-like 
towers, the ziggurats. Then he follows the course of mechanization all the way from there to those 
implications of the contemporary codification and digitalization of our world-image that are 
based on our erroneous and pseudoscientific (and falsely considered as self-evident and 
rationalistic) equating/identifying of the world with our image of it and on the confused 
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identification of the mental with the virtual. Following this course he naturally passes from 
Descartes, and the reason he does that is to confront the beginning of this identification and 
confusion through a thought experiment of his own (Mumford’s thought experiment, not 
Descartes’, but trying to undo Descartes argument while staying completely within the Cartesian 
method of argumentation, i.e to undo it from inside through that methodology which frequently 
uses “thought experiments”). That thought experiment involves a clock found by some 
hypothetical men of the days when as few things were known about clocks and about the laws of 
physics, as things about biology were known four centuries before our age, i.e. he does not 
consider as sufficient to confront the question of whether this identification is false merely 
through arguments about the analogy of the unfreedom that this identification induces with the 
political unfreedom of the days of Descartes or with the political predilections of Descartes, as is 
done by some psychologists or historians who thus remain incapable of convincing any positive 
scientist. Neither does he make a stop at this argument for the whole length of a book, but in a 
way brief, self-contained and easy to grasp, he proceeds to correlate the argument to all its other 
implications (intellectual, psychological, artistic, social, political) for the contemporary world, 
keeping it to the proportions that are right with respect to the concern of not making the argument 
absorb somebody instead of freeing him, i.e. Mumford, not having the limitations of horizon of 
the thought of many other thinkers, does not fall, nor makes the reader fall, in the trap of too 
much or too little focusing on this issue which constitutes a well known error of most other 
analyses of the issue of freedom in the context of the discussion of whether the  intelligence of 
computers and of living beings are of fundamentally different nature or not. Also, like there are 
thinkers who, more than half a century ago, just on the information that designs for something 
like television existed, had the foresight to describe the political aphasia of contemporary society 
(which some people cannot even see through hindsight now despite its present conspicuousness) 
likewise Mumford, through also the follow-up he made to his analysis of the machine, is among 
those thinkers who, almost half a century ago, spoke about the “post-historic man” as the greatest, 
ever on earth, threat for life, a being whose thought reminds the trend of our days both with 
respect to the fact that man now not only makes machines that resemble him but tries to make 
himself resemble the machines by imitating the virtual, and also with respect to the fact that he 
tries to intervene not only in historical evolution “now that he learned its laws” but also to 
“intervene in biological evolution now that he decoded the genetic code” and to even do that 
under the pressure of the laws of free market (besides the questions about GM-food another very 
well known and very gross example is the question of whether the insurance companies will be 
allowed access to information about the DNA of their clients to know what ailments are in store 
for them before insuring them lest they should exploit the companies through having, themselves, 
access to the same foreknowledge). Does Mumford see a solution not smothered at birth by post-
historic man? Does he see margins of optimism for the future? Unlike many of the above very 
perceptive thinkers, Mumford is not content with making lucid, essential, self-consistent and 
valuable antilog/criticism. He is a man of proposals. A single proposal actually; multifaceted but 
whole. To make justice to it, of course only as much as our own powers of grasping and of 
description allow us something like that, let’s zoom on it from various directions (by no means all 
directions that are possible. Just enough of them to realize how deeply familiar we all are with it 
and at the same time how original it is because nobody makes anymore proposals ringing so 
familiar a bell in all representatives of human nature). Regarding the anxiety about every solution 
becoming smothered by post-historic man he is not more optimistic or pessimistic than seeing in 
front of us a race between man’s destruction and man’s education. But to get a better taste of 
what we mean by “making proposals instead of staying at lucid and essential and perceptive 
criticisms” let’s first see some of his criticisms (and this will explain, at least partly, why he is not 
as well known as he should have been, i.e. as well known as the American presidents whose faces 
have become represented in granite or whatever on that famous mountain). We can do that by just 
quoting his rather dense comments to some photographs he includes in his book “The Pentagon 
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of Power” (subtitle to the second volume of his “The Myth of the Machine” which does not have 
the first volume as a prerequisite). In one photograph, teenagers are having fun in a disco with all 
the usual stroboscopics etc and his comment goes like: “Even if somebody lacks the knowledge 
or experience of reality or some part of it, something in him may still consider part of what he 
does live as unreal, and then it is only natural for him to try haphazard escapes to what is unreal 
with respect to the already unreal just in case he does encounter the real by chance, since for sure 
the real is not where he now is” In the photograph next to that we see some young men going 
around the White House with lighted candles in the dark. Mumford comments “These young men 
who have decided this wake, on a night unbearably cold too, each with one candle and repeating 
the name of one of the dead in Vietnam, maybe did not have so great an influence as to make us 
say this vigilance was the reason for which that war was terminated. But sure it had a most 
essential result in their own life. They understood first hand what their peers in ancient Athens 
meant when with their mind in complete alertness and not altered through stimulants they were 
taking the adolescents’ oath that included the phrase “I will resist both when alone and with 
many”. His following three criticisms (subtitles to three photographs again) are enough to at least 
give us a hint as to why he is not known-to-everybody-even-to-small-kids in America:  
Maybe he did not participate, as much as he should have, in the euphoria of America’s triumph at 
the end of the second World War since he was one of the people who considered the dropping of 
atom bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki as shocking barbarism*. He immediately equated it to 
the acts of Assurbanipal, of Genghis Khan and of Hitler (and later he considered  the use of agent 
orange on the plants of Vietnam as biocide precedented only by Assurbanipal’s Assyrians who 
salted the fields of the peoples they defeated so as to eliminate growth and have them die by 
starvation). Maybe he did not participate, as much as he should have, in the euphoria caused by 
the conquest of space since he was writing next to the photograph of an astronaut in his spacesuit 
that with this outfit which isolates him into the interior of his head from where he must be 
checking all the monitors in order to survive, he just reminds us that it is not natural for man to go 
out there instead of seeking to improve life on the place for which his natural biological outfit 
was evolved. Also he was writing that the state of mind of somebody who has to be wearing a suit 
that makes him look like an ant must be very different from that state of mind which had given 
rise to the expression “naked like an ancient god”. And maybe he did not participate, as much as 
he should have, in the euphoria of the Woodstock type anti-establishment movements since e.g. 
next to a photograph from the festival he wrote that these young men finally left behind in that 
environment as much pollution as they denounced and they made their denouncements of super 
profits of big companies through verses of singers who were making out of their songs 
superprofits equally big, and what did remain in them from the whole mobilization was just an 
increased sense of touch with nature and with each other that was of course something good but 
how far could it help them take their other goals? Now if the young would not forgive an idol 
whom they felt as much one of them as they felt Emmett Grogan, for the farce he had played on 
them during his stadium speech in England as participator in the “dialectics of  liberation” 
conference by reading some pages about how different their revolution was from all other 
revolutions and telling them when he finished reading, amidst raving standing applause, that he  
could not accept their praise because the speech had not been written by him but by Hitler to 
address the Nazist Youth, then why should they listen at all to a critique from a “square” older 
than 70 at the time? OK, we did convince ourselves about what a killjoy he was about all matters 
*For many people who were young at the time, this was a breath-cutting moment that awakened their 
political consciousness. We’ll google for an interview of Chomsky where he describes the effect it had on 
him.(OK, we got it, to see the following piece in context too, just put it in the search box: " I remember on 
the day of the Hiroshima bombing I literally couldn't talk to anybody” Chomsky once told an interviewer. 
He was a teenager in 1945 when the United States dropped the first atom bomb on Japan. "I walked off 
into the woods and stayed alone for a couple of hours. I could never talk to anyone about it and never 
understood anyone's reaction. I felt completely isolated” 
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and not only about Woodstock, let’s go to something more interesting about him than convincing 
ourselves that the above was the real reason he remained a great unknown in America. But let’s 
not skip saying that being such a killjoy in not changing anything in the point he wanted to make, 
just in case that making it heard by a few more people would help it not go wasted, he postponed 
his rendezvous with the public for later but remained crystal clear and included no paragraphs 
with concessions which would possibly make him a Markuse for the students of his days but 
would later drown in their sinking even his paragraphs which would not have become obsolete 
and of which the time would have come (after the, be it, necessary trials and errors like 
armaments, space turn, youth movement (in that kind of way for which later it was said that it 
didn’t heed the second half of Christ’s phrase “be as innocent as children and as cunning as 
snakes”)) It is no news to say that the role of necessary time for somebody cannot be played by 
any friend, kin, companion, or even any sage. (Shortcuts down to “no time at all” (!) had always 
been proverbial failures and were only readvertised in the time of crash courses, workshops with 
a fee for the expert, acid psychotherapies (and all other similar techniques of seeing the truth by 
closing rather than opening one’s (or each others’) eyes (let’s not start that again)))  
(Concerning that rendezvous for the future between Mumford and the public, let us also 
remember that by the nature of his predictions Mumford was one of the persons who would prefer 
and hope and wish to be proved wrong by the future rather than right (e.g. wrong through some 
unpredictable change in the data of the world or through some error in his analysis which he had 
not noticed) and thus “he would be very happy to know that his reluctant predictions had become 
obsolete” and other, more naïve, thinkers had been proved right and had not been mere 
experimentations and necessary trials which hindsight would show as parts of the trial and error 
process just mentioned as Mumford’s foresight sadly knew and feared) And concerning the issue 
of whether the continuing relevance of Mumford’s insights is based on their “being undefeatable 
only because they can never defeat anybody either, because they are just not made for struggle”, 
as the saying goes, or is based on his being “ahead of his time” as the other saying goes (or rather 
ahead of his contemporaries who had not caught up with their time) well, this is something the 
reader can very well have an opinion on by what he has already seen and, if need be, with some 
more he is going to see, since we managed to still not have described that proposal of his that 
“was so original and at the same time so familiar to all of us etc.etc.” 

……………………………………………. 
Mumford’s optimism is of the following type (quoted verbatim, it is the last couple of phrases “. 
“The Myth of the Machine Vol 2 The Pentagon of Power”): “On the terms imposed by 
technocratic society, there is no hope for mankind except by ‘going with’ its plans for accelerated 
technological progress, even though man’s vital organs will all be cannibalized in order to 
prolong the megamachine’s meaningless existence. But for those of us who have thrown off the 
myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for the gates of the technocratic prison will open 
automatically, despite their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we choose to walk out”. But on what 
does Mumford base his optimism that people who threw off the myth of the machine will not be 
obstructed by the post-historic man in the opening of that door? OK, two of the things he 
mentions are firstly the possibility of “universalized man” (in contradistinction to “globalized 
man” and as antidote to “post-historic man”) and secondly the need for a rethinking of the notion 
of superego and of man’s relation to it. Before we enter that discussion…  

………………………………………………………………………. 
OK, we  got some idea and instead of continuing with Mumford’s proposal  as it was first 
described by Miyiaki’s friend or as it was redescribed by them jointly in an extension of these 
pages completed about ten months later , i.e. after “mission accomplished” in Iraq, let’s see the 
way it was written even later, by Miyiaki himself  and the nerd, helped also  by the nerd’s friend,  
some months before Miyiaki  set out for Iraq, or rather let’s postpone that so as to   complete their  
discussions as translators on the one hand, and on the other hand to fill in the details of how 
Mumford’s name came up in their discussions, or maybe, how it almost didn’t (but OK, it would 
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be rather impossible for their discussions to miss Mumford, even if at first sight there were 
reasons that could have prevented it:) The nerd’s  friend showed Miyiaki  four photographs which 
he had once put together to make to a friend of his the point that “poets and also  deep thinkers   
aren’t people who go around with an ET’s expression or look or body language  and that the 
flame in their eyes  is not of the kind that would make someone in the next table in a café check if  
the door was  unlocked or even think he had never seen a flame like that in any other café -goer , 
and we mean regular cafés, not the kind where you would meet Sartres, Brettons , Eluards, 
Kerouacks, Guinnsbergs etc where a regular café-goer  would be unwise or half-asleep if he 
didn’t make  that door-check even if it wasn’t really necessary” The photographs were: 
 

 

  
 
Before he went on to add something to  what he was saying Miyiaki asked him “OK, I do 
recognize Khalil Gibran and I do recognize Martin Buber, I didn’t know you and your friend 
loved  him and understood him so well, too. And you have shown me Sikelianos before. But I 
wonder  who is in the third picture and how come I’ve never heard of him if he is someone as 
unique as the rest? He doesn’t seem to come from an exotic place with an untranslated language. 
Is he from  around here? Turkey? Balkans?” “Miyiaki, if I thought of you very highly because I 
thought you had a very interesting way to understand  him, now I will think of you even more 
highly  because your understanding of things is not through him but through either understanding 
things directly or through others who are not as clear as him or still others who have  read him 
and are clear through him but give you a second hand help in clarity or have read others who have 
read them and give you a third hand help and so on and so forth , you got the picture, let me not 
elaborate, I only paraphrase, in order to tease you, what one book review had said about him,  
aah! if I call  him “the  greatest  unknown who ever lived ” what will I call you now that 
everybody knows you for your “wax on, wax off” philosophy and pedagogy in the “karate kid” 
and nobody knows of the rest of  your ideas? , shall I call you  “the most known unknown etc ”?, 
by the way , the reason I call him a great unknown is  not  that he is not on the google or was not 
a regular university professor or was not awarded prizes etc,. He had all of that, I just mean he is  
the size that makes it a must for enlightened ministers of education to introduce somebody’s ideas 
into primary education and thus make them  part of the brainscape of a people, OK I don’t get 
tired speaking or hearing about him for days in a row non-stop, I will never stop thanking the 
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friend who told me about his books and I’ve seen  nobody who ever stops thanking whoever  told 
him of  his books either and so on and so forth in this thanks-issue too.  I think it’s because before 
one  reads him  one thinks that such a thinker is something we all think will exist in the future, or 
at least we hope so,  but nobody imagines that he really exist already.  His name is Mumford, 
Lewis Mumford , an American, we can start talking immediately after what I would say if you 
knew him as I thought you did. Oh. Let me tell you…” “Let you tell me what that book review 
said and you made up that tease about everybody having received a first order  or  second order or  
third etc etc  of influence and help from him, isn’t that what you forgot to tell me?” “Exactly. The 
book review said that anyone who has said something essential about how , possibly, the world 
can still be saved, has sure read Mumford. I tried to relax that into indirect influences too, not just 
though subconscious or unacknowledged borrowers but first hand only” “OK, what were you 
going to say before  I interrupted you to ask who he is?” “I’ll tell you in a minute after I interrupt 
myself on that to tell you something about you I’ve just thought now: Now your so great interest 
on translating Sikelianos makes even more sense to me. As we were doing that translation  I had 
started asking myself why you were as impassioned about it as if Sikelianos were irreplaceable 
for American readers, OK I did consider him very interesting and relevant and I did consider you 
impassioned about all your interests but somehow the two did not sum up to all your zeal. Now I 
see why you were so hot and I was so cool. I thought “But Mumford can say all that to his 
compatriots and much much better, if not for any other reason at least for they need so badly a 
voice from among themselves and not a foreigner because in their position it’s very human and 
very appropriate to need an American to be proud of and not just one who was just chosen as 
husband by fellow American of them or was just admired by a fellow American of them as 
famous as Henry Miller but also, probably,  as questionable for many as Henry Miller.  And also 
there are other reasons, poems need to be explained because they only are two pages long but 
thinkers’ pages are their own explanations too. But OK, I had answered to myself that you wanted 
Sikelianos translated  because you thought that poems can also be explained, and much better,  by 
their accompanying music and can be transmitted through being sung whereas neither of these 
can be done for thinkers’ pages, but now I see that it was not a matter of you  preferring so very 
much the poetry way for reasons  I could not understand, but it was a matter of  just not having 
heard of your great compatriot. Have I sufficiently turned you on about Mumford or you still 
want to hear the continuation of what about the body language of poets and thinkers you 
interrupted me on?” “OK, tell me about Mumford . But I will  not forget to ask you at the end 
about what I interrupted”……So he heard what before many pages we  had mentioned he had 
heard. At the end he really didn’t forget to ask about what he had interrupted and the continuation 
of it was simply the following: “About  ancient thinkers we don’t have photographs of course but 
let’s  check indirectly if their  body language would be alarming in a regular café. OK, since 
people like Socrates did so much of their thinking in the market place which is equivalent to a 
regular café let’s take a much extremer thinker , Zeno. If it’s not extreme to reach through those 
Achilles-and-the-tortoise paradoxes the conclusion that motion does not exist and then instead of 
trying to find where your proof went wrong you try to find where your senses delude you, OK, if 
that is not extreme than what is extreme?  If he believed things like that wouldn’t he have looks 
more outworldly than zonked out hippies so newly back  from Katmandu that jet lag is still not 
over? Well , this person was caught plotting  to overthrow a tyrant and tortured, interrogated to 
say who his fellow conspirators were to which he showed the tyrants’ gang, he was tortured, to 
which he reacted by biting his tongue off just in case he couldn’t stand the treatment and spill 
some beans and then useless to the interrogators, he was ground to death through  a millstone. 
How supercosmic or otherworldly or alarming or far from  normal and from the everyday  or 
transfixed could have been the vibes and the body language and the looks of such  a non-believer 
of common everyday notions, like the existence of moving things, when these philosophical 
convictions of his did not prevent him from entering the common concern of overthrowing the 
local asshole as passionately as that? Unless we are the kind of media-made idiots who believe 
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that only some fanatics who believe in heavenly rewards can defy hardship and risk loss of even 
the petty little  paradise of some relative affluence or are even more stupid  and think we have a 
mind more open than this thinker’s  because we have the guts to e.g. question religion by 
becoming Darwinists or question Darwinism by becoming creationists while in his case it was not 
guts and brains through which he  questioned what everybody and even himself believed about 
motion, but was a loose organic nut someplace or a blind belief in something he had heard in 
some Katmandu of his time or in something that would reward him in paradise if he believed it 
against all evidence. But leaving aside all bullshit let’s do say that brains are brains and guts are 
guts and, on the contrary, it takes a fanatic and an idiot to believe he has more brains than 
somebody whose paradoxes have kept busy more than a couple of sciences for more than 2500 
years and it takes a fanatic and an idiot to believe that he has  more guts  when either defying 
mainstream science or defying scientific heresy than Zeno had when defying a tyrant. Even more 
briefly, no thinker more deeply doubting  everyday notions has ever existed, yet his acts show 
somebody who believed  in a common cause as much as very few people in every age do. Thus, 
like theirs, his body language, sure was not like an extraterrestrial’s”. Then the nerd’s friend gave 
Miyiaki those pages about Mumford of which we have seen some sample. Also he gave him his 
copy of “The City in History”. To all of the above Miyiaki reciprocated next day by another set of 
photos which on the one hand made the same point about the nothing-like-UFO body language of 
poets but …………………………………………………………………………………… 
Well, since Miyaiki’s reciprocation was based or, more precisely, probably based (just probably, 
because you never knew with Miyiaki how much he could do even unhelped by input, so it was 
merely probably based) on the letter we will see he received from the drummer  let’s start going 
to that letter. And let’s begin with explaining  why we said the description of Mumford’s ideas   
had some bond, of  synchronicity if of nothing else too, with the letters from the drummer. The 
proposal supported by Mumford  was in a book called “The City in History” which , as we said 
and as we will also say later when we describe it, Miyiaki himself later studied and described. His 
friend had not read that book but had only leafed it so he could not say much about it to Miyiaki 
at the time, yet some parts of the book, way before the proposal however, were very similar to 
what the tour-guide friend (of the nerd’s friend, of the nerd himself and of the drummer) had  said 
about  the underasphaltian  Athens. So for the time being let’s be introduced to that book’s 
subject through the part of the drummer’s letter to Miyaki that referred to that night walk in 
Athens. (And where the synchronicity thing fits in? Oh: The similarity (not complete though)   
was realized by the  nerd’ friend who had leafed the book and was commented like: “Since  I do 
know that my friend hasn’t read the book either, not even leafed it as I have,  we conclude that the 
similarity means that either he and Munford read similar sources, or that my friend read some 
sources who were influenced by Mumford directly or indirectly or second-order-indirectly or 
third order etc.etc., or it’s telepathy or Jungian synchronicity or all too simply the phenomenon 
that great minds think alike, as the saying goes, of course only  synchronicity and telepathy also 
explain the timing of the arrival of these letters and the discussion on Mumford, we went and got 
our letters in that cafeteria just after that discussion we had ….(small villages frequently don’t 
have post offices, thus gas stations, cafeterias, groceries etc handle the mail. This was the case 
here too)….So let’s go to that part of the drummer’s letter to Miyiaki. Or rather to the rest of it 
too, and also Amanda’s missing pages from  Ritsos’ “Epitaph” since as we said they  may or  may 
not have played a helping role to Miyiaki’s answering photos with photos etc but  they  will sure 
will play a helping role to us (Also they are the drummer’s view of what was discussed the night 
he “wasn’t listening” or was not talking or missed some things by leaving early with the babies 
and Amanda:) “…We were passing in front of some unpresuming  little churches that had been 
rebuilt and rebuilt hundreds of times with the passing of centuries and one could still see some 
stones shaped in shapes we are used to seeing in connection with preChristian idolatry. On the 
one hand it was a Christian practice to use the material of the temples of the previous gods to 
underline victory over them , on the other they wanted the new temples built on the old and with 
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the same materials as if to say to the gods they had already established a personal tie with,  
something like “OK, Dimitra, you’re still mother earth for us, we’ll never forget you and I’ll 
never forget  how much you helped me and all of us, now when I’ll pray to mother Mary  I’ll also 
mean you, you two are so similar after all,  yourself you  lost a daughter to Hades but she comes 
on the surface of the earth for six months a year, herself she lost a son to Hades but he came back 
up after three days. Our priests now give us light coming out of the place of his resurrection and 
we spread it further out lighting each other’s candles, your priests did the same in  the spring 
ceremony of the Eleusinian mysteries but instead of having  a miracle to light up a candle in the 
central temple at the site of the tomb of God’s son  your priest had the miraculous growing in no 
time of a wheat grain  into a full grown ear of wheat…” (By the way , Miyiaki, I guess you do  
know  the story of how Hoffman the chemist who concocted  LSD said he was walking “on the 
road to Eleusis” in the sense he had a mystical experience  as a kid, and  wanting to reproduce it, 
he became a chemist and wanted to analyze the ingredient s of some plants on the road to Eleusis,  
and he didn’t only study psychedelic mushrooms but also some wheat grains,  I asked Liberty and 
I learned the following thing I didn’t know: The ways in which the mystical experiences taking 
place  in that temple were and remained a secret were not something as dark and heavy as I 
thought. E.g: One day  somebody started talking in the market place about the content of his 
visions in the ceremony. The  way the others shut him up went only as: “So what do you think 
you’re doing?” “You think you’re being so very important with all that? How different you think 
that was from what the  rest of us felt?” “What’s the point of making the market place the place to 
discuss it? Do you find its content similar and equal to the rest of the things we discuss here?” 
“So you think that the people who made it a law not to discuss it here were stupid and you’re 
smart?”.) I also asked Liberty who speaks many languages if other countries too have 
Theodorakis-like composers  who took the highest poetry of their compatriots and put it to their 
countries’ folk music styles and instruments and he told me that in Latin America  this was done 
by many composers and even many bossa nova verses are like that. Bur for Neruda it was again 
the Greek Theodorakis who did the job, no wonder his music is so loved there. Also in Iran they 
played his music a lot in the days they fought the shah. Also he translated me many songs of 
Manu Chao, two of them you’ll see after you exchange letters with our two friends, I think  that 
with another kind  of psychological constitution maybe Manu Chao would have given  depressing 
vibes to some of his verses that reminded verses about lost souls in eternal damnation, whether 
Kierkegaardian or not, but he told me this happens  all the time in music, e.g. Theodorakis has 
given a completely non-depressive tune to some very Eliot like verses of  Seferis, the other  
Greek Nobel laureate (this reminded me of the nerd’s  telling me of our compatriot Raymond 
Smullyan who besides being  a mathematical logician  is also a pianist, a magician, a humorist 
and a Zen fan and has given an optimist’s vibes to some of Schopenhauer’s most pessimistic 
views) Now let me be more relaxed and less sketchy about the night walk I told you I would tell 
you about , the walk starting from the cemetery of ancient Athens and, as we were walking along,  
Liberty was following a stream of consciousness running parallelly to what was running  under 
the asphalt we were walking on and at the same parallelly  to the stream of consciousness of the 
archaeologists and historians who had studied this and other ancient towns and had  connected the 
data like kids  connect the dots in those drawing games but with some connecting lines that 
sometimes dwelled  in this world and sometimes dwelled in that Platonic-like “world in and 
above our mind “ as that fantastic expression I learned from you could put it. So: In the very old 
days, to build a new town a mount had to be found “like the mount on which God must have 
stood to create the world” Also on that mount a cavity or cave had to be found as a memory of the 
womb from which the world already created gave birth to all life, human life included, like the 
womb of creative chaos had created the world. A formation of trees had to be planted to be the 
temple inside which people resumed again and again touch with other orders of existence. These 
orders the town never lost touch with, since the town was so built as to have a continuous and 
tangible semiconscious connection with them, e.g. it was so built so that from everywhere in the 
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town these elements,  the creation mount, the womb cave, the temple trees, were most clearly 
visible through just a turn of one’s eyes to their direction. Later they made pillars, of stone or 
marble, in place of the trees, they made  a sanctum in the church in place of the womb cave and 
they  made  a dome instead  of the mount of creation , but with the Christian version of what 
God’s love did for man and what  example  Christ gave to his followers , this conspicuous mount-
like dome also reminded  the sight on the equally conspicuous mount Golgotha.(Of course, 
Miyiaki, all that to us and to all  our contemporaries, since all saw it on  the screen, and to all 
people  from now on, since all will be hearing of it,will be connected with ground zero. OK, zero 
height is not conspicuous through being a mount but it is conspicuous and ever present in our 
memory, through having been so focused on and zoomed on by the cameras who were as shaken 
witnessing it as the human  eyes  witnessing it along.. How horrible that this  or any other age or 
place would resume the touch with those other orders of existence through witnessing  the love 
between people who in couples kissed each other goodbye and  grabbed each other’s hand and 
jumped off to the sidewalk having so short a notice to prepare for such death, at least Christ chose 
his death  himself  and prepared longer before making the existence of love in all world’s orders  
visible through such a conspicuous window on mount Golgotha)…Miyiaki reading all this was 
thinking that the only other time he had felt similarly with reading this letter  and with  leafing 
Mumford’s “The City in History” which he had already started leafing parallel to the drummer’s 
letter (amazed of course at also the fantastic synchronicity between the reception of both but not 
bothering at all to explain it) the only time that he had felt similarly about how primitive 
communities had a way to feel as existent the continuation of their touch with the reality that the 
community felt had given birth to its members,  was once that he had read that a Pygmies’ myth 
of creation saying that the world had been born out of the forest nearby their village since it was 
the forest that gave life to the village by providing both plants to eat and animals to hunt (and in a 
discussion with the drummer they had  some days  after the excursionists’ arrival, Miyiaki after 
telling the drummer about Mumford, also told him this story about  the Pygmies and the drummer 
commented as follows: “So through what we would call superstition with our age’s  criteria, a 
Pygmy felt for his everyday visible reality the awe and the wonder and the respect and the 
enthusiasm and the uncanniness etc etc. in front of a mystery in the same way that in our age a 
physicist of the Wheeler type feels when thinking  about the continuity between our usual physics 
and the physics which wonders about the pregeometry or about whatever is needed to speak not 
just about the creation of the world at the big bang but also about the creation of the laws of 
physics themselves, while a physicist who is not superstitious with his own criteria just wonders 
whether Wheeler got a little cuckoo in the head with growing age and became something of a 
superstitious Pygmy. I wonder what Feynman would say about all this”. Miyiaki answered: “I 
don’t know what Feynman would say about all this but I know what he would say about whether 
Wheeler went crazy with old age” “What?” “That he had been crazy all along already since 
young age, and also that when Wheeler says crazy things the other physicists should read his lips 
and not miss a word because from his own experience Feynman knew that a Wheelerian craziness 
always turned out a not at all crazy theory later, maybe by some other physicist. You want me to 
tell you where he said that or you believe me?” “No , no, I do remember when he said that and  I 
would take your word anyway. You want to hear which of all Feynmanian lines I  had said  to 
Plucky he liked and said he saw  then as good guides in life issues too and not just in physics?” 
“Oh yes! That I would love to hear” “He liked both lines plus the fact they looked as 
contradicting each other plus the fact that really being applied by one person at least, namely 
Feynman , it was proved they did not really contradict each other. One was his gag “To approach 
a new subject with an open mind doesn’t mean to approach it with an empty mind” The other was 
his story going like “When I wanted to understand quantum electrodynamics  I got the real book 
to read on the subject, Dirac’s , and I opened it on the last page and it went like “Despite all our 
efforts the problem has not been solved, so I though to myself if the problem could be solved in 
this way then it would be more probable that Dirac and not me would solve it , so let me try to see 
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if I can start  from  another direction”. You want me to tell you  where these lines were?” “No, I 
do know where they were . But why don’t you tell me also which  lines of his you liked”“I like 
three: When he had  his first cancer  operation he said to the doctor “If something goes wrong and 
I’m going to die during the operation bring me back  to consciousness, don’t let me in anesthesia,  
I feel that dying while unconscious is like cheating on something”, some years later  when the 
doctor told him that another operation would protract his life but would make it poor quality, so it 
was up to him to undergo surgery or not, he said “I’d rather die but since I have been preparing 
myself for that possibility for a long time, I don’t have the right to decide alone, because maybe 
my wife and my sister are not equally prepared for my death, so  I’ll ask them and I’ll tell you” 
(from the nerd  the drummer  had also heard that many years earlier  when a student had asked 
him if he believed in afterlife he had said “As a physicist I don’t believe it’s possible, but OK, no 
physical theory is perfect, if afterlife is possible then I’ll rub my hands when I’m there and I’ll 
say “Here we are again, let’s see what interesting things exist around here” “Is that what you’ll 
say on your deathbed?” “No , this I’ll say in afterlife if I see it exists. On my deathbed I’ll say “It 
all  was wonderful! So absolutely wonderful! If I had one more week it would be wonderful  for 
one more week” “This you say now , but will you be saying it on your deathbed?” “Why you 
stick with that question? How can I know what I’ll be saying on my  deathbed. If you’re  there 
then  I’ll tell you what I’ll say on my deathbed” The drummer  thought to himself that in a sense 
Feynman  did give the answer to the question asked by that student. But he didn’t say all that to 
Miyiaki  since  he, too,  was present when the nerd said those stories) Miyiaki  said “You said you 
liked three lines. You said only two” “Yes! A student asked him if it was only the others he did 
not want to hurt by dying. Didn’t his death bother him himself? “It does bug me too. But if you 
have said many stories and you know people are going to tell these stories a while longer then 
you feel as if you’re going to live a little more, and that helps” Well, the student didn’t ask if by 
“stories” he meant his theories in physics that would be used in journal for a few more years or 
his memories from his non scientific promenades in life or something more personal but they 
commented no more on Feynman but each of them  knew that the other too  had felt how human 
this third line of his was and  also knew that the other too  had  remembered their  time of 
possible, just possible, death in the satellites in which the people who would still  tell the stories 
of each of the four of them would be the other three who would die together, but although this 
didn’t protract anything it helped equally and actually they remembered how a verse found by 
Amanda in a song had described how they felt: “If I can’t make it to your dream, then try to make 
it to mine…” Then they started a discussion  about the book “Masks of God” of another 
American savant  they both admired very much, Joseph Campbell , an anthropologist (mainly, but 
there were many other areas that his thoughts had illuminated and clarified, like comparative 
religion, history and psychology) and wondered how much things like globalization and the clash 
of civilizations in the way that they  would be discussed publicly between people like students of 
Campbell and of Mumford,  who had traveled to the core of the different  religions in  the world, 
would be a deeper and at the same time more understandable analysis than the analysis by 
Huntington which was appealed to , but not even read  really, by the apologists of the US policies 
writing in the newspapers (let alone how much deeper, more comprehensible and more helpful it 
would be than the ludicrous hocus pocus said on the subjects by the politicians themselves for 
whom it had become necessary during their public service after the elections to form an opinion 
on such things and who even thought  that they did form one or that they had had one since birth 
or since the time they were writing term papers on undergraduate electives from the  humanities 
departments).  Then Miyiaki and the drummer also wondered, of course,  about how much such 
public discussion not just between the savants of “one civilization” but between the savant of the 
one civilization with the savants of the other would be incomparably more helpful than the 
discussion through either words or bombs between the hawks and the hawks, between the 
fundamentalists and the fundamentalists and between  the hawks and fundamentalists  of both 
civilizations.(Miyiaki did not brief them too much on the dialog of civilizations being conducted 
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at the level of arguments that was not only stupid but also very base, as base as “The reason our 
religion is superior is that the Christian God sacrificed his son for our sins so that we don’t have 
to sacrifice ourselves. While the Muslim God allows fathers to sacrifice their sons by letting them 
become  suicide bombers since  God will accept the bombers in his  paradise, and in this way they 
sacrifice the sons of other fathers too who get killed in the bombings”. Even if one does not take 
any of this as  baseness, since it is so very stupid,  one cannot consider it like anything more than 
the kind of things for which the most positive thing one can say is the, relatively frequently 
applied  for such cases, saying of Shakespeare (In “Jules Caesar”): “He is a barbarian. He thinks 
the customs of his village are the eternal laws of the universe” since obviously this person 
(Ashcroft, but OK, he said he was misunderstood when official representatives from several 
countries strongly protested) dictates to two Gods what to mean and does not to allow them to 
mean anything different than what entered his own thick skull from his Sunday school, run by 
either an equally  thick-sculled priest or by a non thick-skulled priest who gave up on his efforts 
on passing anything across to the kid who would grow up to be the stupid asshole  to write the 
above analysis, OK, the priest who gave up  when he saw that he had used anything except a 
black-and-decker (either on the student’s skull  or on his own, OK, suicide usually is unblessed 
by God but here even He would allow an exception through His infinite mercy)…OK, let’s cut 
the bullshit. But it becomes so funny every now and then that you have to think it’s made by 
pranksters and practical jokers and that you play their game if you laugh too loud and that you 
also play their game of worrying too much because they might be testing you gullibility and then 
tell  “are you a complete idiot?You worried about this shit?We only say it in jest”Maybe someone 
even tries to make you think of conspiracy theories of the second order by first spreading 
incredible bullshit to upset you by what is really written in public and then , if you do pick on it, 
they will say “You see what kind of nuts are antiwar? People who did take all that bullshit face 
value”. Only such worries can keep you from either laughing at the bullshit (since it may be 
fabricated) or being upset by it (again since it may be fabricated). But the worst is to come a little 
further down in the sequel  and, again,  if it’s not for laughs or by pranksters or rejected by all as 
outright rubbish then it’s terribly upsetting. What were we saying and was serious, if it was not 
fabricated? There we go: After all, look who were believing they were not sacrificing the children 
of others! The US forces. I guess they believed this  just because they called their killing of 
children “collateral damage of a surgical bombing” (adding however to the irony of mutual 
cancellation of meanings the actuality of including surgical, and not collateral, bombings of the 
medical places where the collaterally bombed children would be treated) Yes, the worst was to 
come, Miyiaki and his friends  had not yet seen anything as they would see in a few months when 
the discussion involved Iraq too by rubbish unbelievable for any other age’s publishability 
standards (of  refereed  newspapers readable by non-weirdoes too): “Lot said to God “Why along 
with the evil you will burn the righteous of Sodoma and Gomorrah?”  And God said “Show me 
ten righteous there and I will not destroy Sodoma and Gomorra” but Lot could not find ten 
righteous and …We don’t say to antiwar people to show us ten righteous Iraqis but just one. Just 
one! But we will ask that righteous one where Saddam hides his weapons of mass destruction”,  
“OK, so the Muslim mullahs have the authority to arrange with their God to accept in paradise 
someone that makes a suicide bombing. Then we propose that a mullah arranges something like 
that with God and with a Palestinian suicide bomber and we arrange that Palestinians get some 
good deal over having a state, afterwards,if he first kills Saddam in a suicide bombing” The above 
were at the time of the antiwar demonstrations yet. After the attack and the prevailing and the 
mission-accomplished-event  came the  epitome of neocon writing (why did I just remember that 
“con” in French means “jerk”, “jerk-off”,“asshole” etc?) the epitome of all this in  neocon writing   
was going to be when one of those neojerk vultures (unworthy of course of  anyone’s time spent 
to look up his worthless name. But everybody knows who I mean and if he wants to sue me for 
defaming his name let him (him, himself, in person) send me his name as signature to his mind’s 
crap for  me to include here along with his crap that  I will  include  here) OK the epitome was 
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when someone wrote  to criticize a journalist “Your analysis is too reality based. World leading 
nations don’t have to base their analysis on reality. They create their own realities” (just like jerks 
wanting to jerkoff. Oh, so that was why I was getting that free association) “They create  their 
own realities”!.Mozzart was creating his realities too but if your DNA is Mozzart’s then you 
create Mozzart’s realities and all of us when we, too, live in his realities by listening to his music 
are  grateful to Mozzart  for his offering them and sharing them, and if your DNA is a jerk’s and 
you insist too much on sharing the realities  you can afford to create then all just want to shout to 
you “Get outta here you stupid jerk and get back to your corner to die or jerk off by yourself”(or, 
to put it more politely, like Tom Robbins puts it in “the dance of seven veils” when talking about  
a priest in tight leather jeans who would not even jerk off:  “the mere sight of his so tight  jeans 
made you want to buy two Greyhound tickets and give each ball one ticket and tell them to both 
get out of town”) “They create their own realities”! Exactly! Like in the old joke: A neurotic is 
one who  build castles in the air, a psychotic is one who also lives in them and a psychiatrist is the 
one who collects the rent. But now the psychotics had put the psychiatrist in the corner, and by 
using leading gun technology  wanted to force  everybody else into  their thin-air  houses and to 
pay  rent too and even pay the expenses of the ammunition they used to give the shock and awe 
treatment to the ones they were  forcing. And they  explained this policy back home by mouth of 
blockhead-Rumsfelds who said to the face of their  public in US (and  with even no danger of 
being locked up for other kinds of shock treatments) things like : “If the losses of civilians in 
Baghdad are seen in proportion to the town’s population, then they are not more than the losses 
due to car accident we have in Washington or Chicago, and  as a side benefit these people now  
also have democracy. Isn’t that worth anything? And regarding the destruction of their museum, 
well, it was a creative destruction, people were very happy for the democracy they at last got and 
expressed their joy. Sometimes in joy you destroy things. You do get things like that in 
democracy. Besides, the TV played so many times the scene with the guy running away from the 
museum  with that vase that  some people thought thousands of vases had been stolen, but it was 
the same vase, how many vases can Iraq have?” and Fox news was putting on the air things like 
“Now in Iraq they have horse races and wind  surfing and car-wreck games, just like we have, 
and these were all forbidden under Saddam, why nobody here in US mentions the good things 
too?”. Exactly. Lunatics in arms do shape their own realities on others too and not just on 
themselves). But Miyiaki didn’t want, for a while at least , to ruin his friends’ serenity of feeling 
back to their island  and of introducing their island to their  the newcomers so as to share it better 
with them, so Miyiaki spoke of nothing even remotely similar to all that upon their return and left 
it all for later or maybe for never, not leaving it for later, …well , let’s stick  to the sweetness of 
their return which was so sweet, for all , both the excursionists and the people who had stayed in 
the island, a sweetness to which he also let  himself for quite some time. He even felt himself  be 
carried almost to tears by the  beautiful things he saw had unfolded in their  house the year before 
Amanda, the drummer , the babies and he, the house gran’pa had moved in. He had taken on a 
little room with a single bed which, as it turned out  through a Kodac film that the previous 
tenants  had forgotten or lost when they moved to another town or village, not on the island, and 
had asked the nerd’s  friend to send it when he got a chance when he told them it had been found, 
and he had asked them if he could develop it and make a copy of it for himself too in case  the 
pictures were all about the island or about their family and especially their little daughter of 
whom  he and  his wife always wanted pictures because they had a very special mutual liking 
with her, OK it turned out from that film that Miyiaki’s room and bed  were that little daughter’s 
room and bed. About that little girl, Suzie, the nerd’s friend and his wife had told  Miyiaki many 
cute little stories, like those all little kids have about them as they grow up, and Miyiaki had 
above all liked the story when she had once told her parents “How lucky I am to  have you as a 
mother, you as my father and me as myself ” Miyiaki wondered what the look on her face had 
been when she had said that line but although he had seen many photos of hers in his friend’s 
albums he did not feel his question had been answered until he saw one of that film’s photos:  
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How lucky I am to have  you as a mother, you as my father and me as myself 
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Reading Harry Potter is fine but reading anything at all, first thing in the morning, with eye gums 
still there, would worry any mother.You think she’ll end up like the nerd if she goes on like this? 
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Looking forward to the sea or backward to the mountains 
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The view from the balconies of all the houses of the village is the same and is quite something, 
that’s why it’s the same. All houses look in the same direction. But I prefer the view in another 
direction from the same balcony. That one is not just quite something, it’s something else: 
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You wanna ride your baby carts and come  with gran’pa to see where he’s doing his kata? 
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There! Now gran’pa will fight with the invisible meanies-buffoonies jumping on him ten by ten:  
There goes Joker Rumy! That’s for you Buffoon Georgie Duby Bushie! Come back you little 
cheatie Clown Wolfie-Wolfie, gran’pa didn’t give you your slappie-slappie yet. Fuckie offie 
filthy Piggie Perlie and shittie dickiehead Chennie! Gran’pa isn’t wearing his booties and he 
doesn’t want to soil his feet kicking you two. By the way. Why did Thomas Friedman skip his 
nursery school today? He went to collect another Pulitzer prize from the dumbie-dumbie?  
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I thought the photo below would be in the last page of the pages in hand but the explanation at the bottom 
of this page could not afford being  that much overdue. The explanations here  in the top would be in the 
bottom if this was placed at the end: This is not exactly the place with the almond trees near the site for 
Gran’pa’s kata and baby sitting but is very near a place very parallel  to that. Besides, the bench below is 
very parallel to the bench  at the site Amanda and Plucky last made love and their  babies were conceived.  
(The wooden plaquette over the bench and the bench itself were installed,  by a Gran’pa not at all parallel 
to Miyiaki and what both this and  the parallel plaquettes write is, of course, “don’t look at me in wonder, 
sit and rest before going yonder”.  OK, now  in view of the joke we said a while ago about psychotics 
living  themselves in the air castles they build, we must  joke about what it writes saying it writes e.g.  
Dali’s line “My only difference from a schizophrenic is that I am not a schizophrenic”. By the way this is 
my only similarity with Dali)                                              John  Alevizos/ Glossa  Skopelos 37004/Greece 

 
We must rush to say here and now that we fully share Miyiaki’s real loathing for the Princeton 
necrophiliacs Perle and Wolfowitz (and for Cheney whether he comes from Princeton or not) and 
that we invite,prompt,urge etc all human beings to equally fully share this feeling towards them.  
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We overstayed this evening, mama will be mad at gran’pa, you’re not hungry, are you? 
Next time we’ll take our milkie-milkie  bottles  with us to stay as long as we want. 
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How lucky I am to have  Amanda and the drummer and my babies’ dad and the nerd and his 
friends as my children, and my babies as gran’children, and a little angel like you  
fluttering her  wings all the time in the room you left for gran’pa Miyiaki to live in   
and a little devil like you jumping all the time on the bed you left for him to sleep in  
and for your leaving for me all those photos of you to look at and feel you are  still here.  
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When after dinner night had come 

and in the lanes the kids had games and sounded like they real had fun 
our little house’s walls felt they too had a heart 

Blake/Theodorakis/Hatjidakis 
The River of Life/ 

/Beautiful Town/Neighborhood of Angels 
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So the picture which answered Miyiaki’s question of what could be the look in the eyes and the 
body language of a little girl  feeling so secure in the love of her parents was taken on the very 
balcony of the house he lived in. And also in that film he found many photos of scenery and sites  
recognizable to him and he asked his friends for a copy of those pictures and he started his own 
little album which we have seen and also  said to himself he would get a camera and take pictures 
of his friends and of his babies and his favorite scenery.  In that discussion with the drummer 
Miyiaki said some more things about Mumford’s relation with city planning and said he would 
definitely read his “The City in History”, the drummer added some things about ancient city 
planning to the part of his letter related to that night  walk with his new friend Liberty, and then 
both landed on the village planning of the village they were living in: After they commented on 
how  privileged they were for living there (after all, even the Palestinian suicide bombers in the 
montage photos of themselves in the Paradise they were going to, which they would pose for and 
leave to others  as souvenirs, did not picture as paradise anything different  from a place with 
nature similar to this island that was like so many other  islands and possibly like their own 
country before they were confined away from it by that jailhouse-like wall. Their Paradise was 
not  like an inexistent , metaphysical, supernatural realm, as the supposedly non fanatic and non 
superstitious critics pictured the Palestinians’ Paradise (and probably their own Paradise too) 
After this comment  the two friends  landed on their village for good:) They noticed the following 
simple thing for the village planning: Because the village  was built on a steep slope and because 
the view to the sea was very beautiful, all the houses were  turned so as to have their balconies  
looking at the same sight , so the street planning was just so as to have streets like zones parallel 
to the sight and separated by as much space was needed to built the houses between two zones so 
as to have the view from each house’s balcony not  obstructed by the roof of the previous house 
(all the houses had two floors, on the one hand in order to have a balcony on the second floor , on 
the other because being built on a slope there was an advantage to have rooms not by the side of 
one another but on the top of one another. The way  not to be prevented by the strong sun from 
sitting on the balconies some hours of the day, was very rarely through tents with painted flowers 
on them. Mostly the protection from the sun  was through wooden brims or, even more often, 
through the thicker and cooler  shade of vines combined with bougainvilleas and  other climbing 
plants. The parallel zones/streets were horizontal i.e. remained on the same level and one would 
go from one level and zone to the next through the streets perpendicular to them which were 
really steep. The total area of each house was not big, after all most of waking life of housewives 
did not pass in isolation but with open doors and constant going in and out to neighboring houses 
and vive versa and also the view to the open sea added to a constant feeling of openness  and no 
one would feel suffocated as one would do if living in an equal number of square meters in a 
town’s apartment house. The men would spend most day in the fields or in the sea , cultivating or 
fishing, or in their shops in the market place if they were merchants and most of men’s free time 
would be spent between their (or their neighbors’) houses and goings to the café or out in the 
streets talking or in the shops of  those of their friends who were merchants, and shops were not 
only sites of buying or selling but also sites of company and discussion, discussion of politics, of 
football, of family affairs,  of the progress of  one’s kids at school, etc.etc. between people  who 
were all known to each other and were either relatives (blood relatives or in-laws) or friends (or 
enemies due  to politics or to e.g. professional competition or to being rival heirs after the death 
of some rich uncle etc or rival shopkeepers etc) or collaborators or teachers to the children or 
grandchildren of somebody or vice versa (they would be parent s or grandparents of one’s 
students at school, e.g. the nerd’s friend was a high school teacher  in physics, chemistry, biology 
and related stuff) If you met a friend of yours either where horizontal streets met the steep ones or 
at a place right out of the village where one began to smell weeds and wild herbs instead of 
smells of cooking and one  heard insect hummings instead of  human and pets’ sounds, and if you 
started a discussion with this friend then, automatically, one of the two of you would be looking 
at the common sea view   and would have it at least in the back of his mind if he just  took it for 
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granted  and not pay attention to it, and the other would have this view on his back and on the 
back of his head and in his eyes he would have a view to the mountain and  its various kinds of 
trees ,and if during the discussion you changed positions with your friend then you would just 
exchange these optical view too, so both or either of these views   were equally sweetly  entering  
both of you, and whether they were noticed or not, their constant  effect  on everybody’s mood 
was there all day. At night the moods were sure affected by the colors of the last sunset , each 
sunset differing from all others through the infinite variations of red hues that existed, ranging, as 
Miyiaki put it,  from  “red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset, as the song 
goes, to the cheeky  pink  of baby faces and morning lip-red of gran’daughters reading Harry 
Potter first thing in the morning  and flying all day  like Peter Pans on their angelic wings, 
fluttering and humming, and reaching even higher than Harry Potter  could fly on his 
broomstick”. The drummer told Miyiaki he felt like taking Blake’s painting “The River of Life” 
that Amanda had shown him way before they even  got on the satellite or even met Plucky and 
had been  carrying with her all the way  from Nebraska where the villages of both her and the 
drummer were, and put as a caption to it some verse from a Theodorakis’ song about some 
Steinbeck like wanderers,  driven off from their neighborhood by industrialization or something 
and taking with them just their kitchenware, their wedding wreaths and a flower pot and a verse 
about their memories of the hours their kids were playing in the lanes and their houses felt they 
themselves had a heart too, and he was absolutely flabbergasted when Miyiaki asked him “you 
mean this?” and showed him the last page of his album and a verse of that song and after looking 
at him in awe and gratitude told him “Miyiaki the only thing I can offer you back, since a birdie 
told me you have become an avid listener of Theodorakis stories, is to tell you  that when the 
opening musical phrase of the instrumental introduction to this song occurred to him he was 
driving downtown Athens and he stepped on the brakes to get a piece of paper to draw a 
pentagram and jot it down, and the car just behind fell on his and he did jot it down and came out 
gesturing and shouting to the other driver coming out “Sorry, pal, my fault, beat me up, take my 
number, my insurance, my apologies, take everything,   bla-bla-bla-…” Anyway that answers 
among other things the question or even accusation of the newspapers of that time concerning 
how come a deputy of the Communist Party , especially one purporting to be a man of arts and 
letters, a composer and a poet, goes around Athens in a car with a chauffeur. Obviously after that 
he quit driving, not composing all the time” “Thanks for the story, as wonderful as anything about 
Theodoraksis, but you do know you also had something else to add to this page. But I want it in 
your handwriting” answered Miyiaki. The drummer said: “Oh, yes, you did guess that, too!” And 
he wrote under the whole setup of Blake’s “River of Life” and the Steinbeckian Drapetsonians’s 
verse the Blakean line about America: “Though still  obscured, this is the form of the Angelic 
Land”) OK, but  we are now elaborating too much on things that happened after the coming of 
the excursionists, old and new, but to the events after that we will later return at length anyway, 
so let’s go back to what we were saying before we opened that parenthesis, i.e. let’s go the 
continuation of the letter of the drummer to Miyiaki , i.e. let’s go to what he was writing after the 
description of that night walk with his new friend there. But before we close this parenthesis let’s  
not forget to mention something more about Miyiaki. Another story about little Suzie that 
Miyiaki felt enchanted about was that once in her school they would make a bazaar day selling 
their old toys or books etc to raise money so that they would get some first hand feeling of what 
money’ s worth is all about. She gave away an  old doll  for sale on a stand and she was on 
another stand selling books , when she sold her  first book and got money she ran to the other 
stand and bought her doll  back, kissed her , put her near her Mickey Mouse doll whom she never 
parted with and  never parted with her again either. (By the way, her never parting with Mickey 
anywhere, her mother explained, as her friend the wife of nerd’s friend told Miyiaki, as another 
piece of evidence that Suzie felt very lonely and that she was protesting that she didn’t have a 
baby brother or sister. Miyiaki agreed and also said that in that bazaar  she really had learned the 
best and the most complete lesson about what the worth of money is all about). We were also 
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saying a little after the beginning of this long parenthesis that Miyiaki   felt himself  be carried  
almost tears to by the  beautiful things he realized  had unfolded in their  house, that is with Suzie 
and her parents and her Mickey,  the year before Amanda, the drummer , the babies and he, had 
moved. But we must not close the parenthesis without adding that these tears would be the 
ordinary tears of any  person sensitive to love and beauty in  his place. Not tears of the peculiarity 
of his particular  personal story.  When he was a young immigrant he had married,  and with his 
wife, an  immigrant from Puerto Rico, they had a baby daughter before a year of marriage had 
passed, and as Miyiaki was fixing something in their garden a car lost its direction and ran into 
their house where his wife was breast feeding their baby and killed them both instantly and left 
Miyiaki for years feel in very regular intervals his heart like wheat grains in a millstone grinding 
them and his guts and intestines as receiving a spinning  sawtooth reel  which he had swallowed 
and then passing through a meat mincing two end box. And later left him for even more years 
think in very regular intervals about Zen like questions like whether the unhappiness of organic 
pieces  like his heart being pulverized by overgrinding  and his intestines made pulp by 
overmincing  also felt like happiness of inorganic things like “ happy rocks” and “rolling clods of 
earth” and also about possible  Western analogs  like questions like whether the way to 
understand we live in the best possible world was not to be judged  from things like what he had 
seen when in the kitchen of his house he…forget it… but from things like the fact that for the 
fatal  car to have missed  hitting their fence by just one happy foot or less  a miracle had to 
happen in the sense of one of the parameters regulating the physics equations responsible for the 
car operation would have to change even by a tiny amount but that miracle although it would 
have made  what he saw beautiful and not ugly,  would also have made the harmony of the 
equations of the universe complicated and ugly and not simple and beautiful . So it would not 
appear strange to us if we learned that knowing  his state of mind at that time,  Miyiaki had  liked 
a lot a point in the film “The Last of the Mohicans” which he had seen decades later, and where 
Daniel Dey Lewis says to a tribunal of Indians that will try some whites for a crime some fellow 
whites have committed that  an Indian whose family had been killed by the criminals should not 
have a vote in the decision of the penalty because his heart is twisted by pain. But he did not 
consider his heart twisted but awakened by pain, and identification through it, when he felt deep 
loathing for the Princeton  necrophiliacs like Perle, Wolfowitz , Rumsfeld etc who ordered 
bombings which both when surgically  hitting  targets like hospitals and also when collaterally 
damaging  people in large numbers as much each of them as that car had collaterally damaged his 
family….And it would not appear strange to us how much he would later admire the Princeton 
translation of a verse of  Elytis addressed to a figure reminding both the Virgin Mary and elfish 
and Celtic tales women going like “Hail O Girl of the just and modest sword” and reminding him 
so much the inspired International Institutions appearing after wars (along , of course,  with the 
courts working just under the usual principle “woe to the defeated”) before the lucidity of the 
lessons from destruction fades again until  not only the original spirit of the  laws vanishes but 
also the laws as such are just despised and violated  (through arguments of next generations’ 
politicians not having gone to war themselves and sounding more or less like US’s argument 
today “UN had been established when US was not as strong as today. Since our power has 
changed International Law has to change too”) And it would not appear strange if we learned that 
Miyiaki was immensely touched when the nerd’s friend told him that after as many years after  
the death of Ritsos, as are needed for  those more detailed biographies of people to appear, he 
read in the same day two different letters in leaflets  of two different newspapers  on the same 
Sunday:  One was by somebody speaking about him as a young poet in a torture island “Last 
week they did that to a poet here. Putting him naked from waist down in a big bag filled with cats 
and then immersing him and the bag in the sea…”  The other letter was by Ritsos to his sister 
who had just come out of a mental hospital “I’ve waited for the night to come and to write to you 
with a lamp in our tent so as to let myself soften and let my soul come out as tender as that little 
kitten we had in our yard which we caressed and played with…” It could even  be that it was in  
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the same day that he had to be metallic to stand the drowning cats shredding him and  had to 
remember a cat again to feel the existence of tenderness for himself and the softness  to be tender  
to his sister. Free associations of poets can well bring the one cat image from the other it seems. It 
is not strange either that Miyiaki liked a lot some verses of his “Smoked pot” which no matter  
what connotations it would create in California was going like “…My heart is a smoked pot 
which got into fire quite a few times , to cook for people from the most various walks of life. And 
in order to cook, this pot is boiling and boiling , and as it boils it sings...” But it also  did not 
appear strange to Miyiaki  when he heard from  his friend that there were people who would say, 
not exactly write,  about this poet “The fact that he never mentions teeth and nail and bodily pain 
and manages  to overcome this maltreatment by life does not change the fact that his philosophy 
of life cannot but be the philosophy of a maltreated person and the fact that it was by choice that 
he was deprived of freedom and lost his youth in jails and exiles ands was deprived of fame and 
recognition does not change the fact that his philosophy will also be the philosophy of a deprived 
person…”The reason that the existence of such bullshit did not appear strange to Miyiaki was that 
he had seen quite a few pseudothinkers and pseudogangsters and pseudomen now playing 
Nietzsche, now playing “real gangsta”, now playing Bush himself, etc etc e.g. zeros  in brain, 
heart  and gut who to sound men had to sound crazy and fearsome and to do even  that ,at all, they 
had to plagiarize de Niro when threatening Nick Nolte and went like e.g.  imbedded journalist 
Thomas Friedman went  “OK, Yugoslavia, how many decades back you want to go through 
bombardment? Just  propose a number. About fifty years? Sixty years? You want centuries? We 
can do centuries too. How about sending you five centuries back”  When he heard about this kind 
of pseudo men, pseudo people accusing  the philosophy of people maltreated by life like Ritsos 
and himself he did get some free associations reminding him that his father who had taught him 
the technique and philosophy of karate,  had himself learned karate not because his own father 
knew and taught him karate but because as a kid he was present in a savage and unmanly beating 
of someone by a gang and he felt so humiliated by not being able to do anything about it that he 
acquired a very strong drive to karate and became an expert although he remained a fisherman by 
profession. But when Miyiaki made such thoughts he called himself a clown because it was as if 
he thought that Ritsos and his likes needed protection from people like Friedman and his likes 
(protection through arguments of course! Not by karate fists etc!)  by men like Miyiaki and his 
likes . Only small kids could believe such naïve ideas” he would then say to himself. And would 
continue e.g. like: “Ritsos had  said that he never blamed  anybody if he could not stand torture 
and signed  a repent form etc. but that he himself would rather be proud of not having signed one  
than of being a poet. Like Aeschylus in antiquity wanted written on his tomb not that he was a 
tragedist  but that he was one of the fighters in the battle of Marathon. Such a person needing 
protection by me ? And from pseudoNietzsches and pseudogangsters? That’s only good for 
stripcartoons, OK, I’ll play it in tomorrow’s kata for my  babies in their carts under the almond 
trees to forget themselves and gulp down all their milkie bottles: What do I hear? Tommy 
FridieManie teased Johnny Ritsi too? Tommy FridiMani playing Bobi De Niri again? And again 
parrot-parrot Nietzschi- Nietzschi? Gran’pa slappie’slappie your neckie-neckie. Say, Tommy,  By 
how many inches you want to get shorter? By about ten inches? Twenty inches ? You want 
European units, OK, I can do European units too! No sweat! Just name it. How about one meter?” 
OKI, TOKI, buffoon Tommy? Feeling much better one meter shorter? You sure had not enough 
stuffing to fill a body as tall as average people’s. No brains, no heart, no balls, no muscles, you 
can’t fill a body on just your own bullshit,  on De Niro’s gags, and on blockhead Rumy’s shock 
and awe bomb diet on others. OKI TOKI kidos? No more buffoons today. Drank all milkie 
bottle?. Take a nappie-nappie now, Gran’pa forgot to answer another pseudoNietzschean asshole 
who called his philosophy of life “the philosophy of a person who was maltreated by life”: “Dear 
pseudoNietzschean pseudothinker, since I will prove to you that you are stupid and since stupid 
persons cannot be bad even if they try, I will not  take additional time to examine if you will also 
be a bad person in case you can get smarter. If you ever do get smarter and you want me to 
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examine this issue too, just tell me to first give you an IQ test of my own construction. You think 
your philosophy is clearer and freer than mine  because I was maltreated by life and you weren’t. 
Given the fact that your whole philosophical production consists in the above phrase or other 
productions equivalent in value and content (this is given because if you had produced anything 
else too, then you would be bored to open your mouth about imperfect products of maltreated 
people, and also you would be consider it beneath you and not as representative of you to say 
such nonentity’s phrases), OK, so given the fact that your philosophical ideas are so tiny 
compared to mine you have to conclude from your maltreatment theory either that  if  I were not 
maltreated I would be even more of a giant compared to you (and that if you were maltreated you 
would be even more of a dwarf compared to me) and that we have a DNA gap fifty times wider  
than the gap of our ideas although we are contemporary members of the same species, or that we 
have no DNA  gap  but  our ideas’ gap was due to the maltreatment that you had considered as 
harmful . Choose what of all this is more comprehensible to you and start building up your IQ, 
giving hope to yourself  by Blake’s line “If a fool knew how to insist in his folly he would 
become wise”. I helped you learn how to insist in your folly, didn’t I? Now I’ll ask to be excused 
from any more delving into your issues which  I believe I have exhausted, try to see for yourself 
where your analyses can confront mine in any other way of confrontation besides not reading me 
at all. And present yourself to me again only if you do read and think you found something I 
haven’t confronted or if you have something to say which is so close to TommyFriedman-like 
silliness that can lead me to improvisations of kata subtitlings fit for that kind of distractions 
which make babies drink all the milk  in their milkie bottles” OK, let’s close the parenthesis and 
do go back to the continuation of the letter of the drummer to Miyiaki) 
 
Let’s also change page although,strictly speaking, on the contrary…OK, we do change page: 
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“…Also concerning that other order perceivable from to town, to enter the town you would first 
pass in front of its creators , in front of their bones which were felt as a form of their continued 
presence since bones do not decompose like flesh, in other words to enter the town you would 
first pass from its cemetery and since, naturally, the dead go on adding and so the newly dead 
would be buried on the cemetery’s side pointing outward from the town, you would first meet the 
recently dead , then the previous generation of dead and at the end the ancient dead who had 
established the town and some of them probably had passed form history to myth or were even 
deified…In a way that I will not repeat to you since you can read it in my letter to our friend the 
nerd and  our friend the nerd’s friend , like some things I did not repeat to them because they will 
read  them in this letter after you exchange letters with them (in case this policy estranges you I 
can explain but the explanation, too, is in that other letter) OK, in a way that I have explained in 
that letter, my friend Liberty’s way of being tour guide to me gave me an idea of how to be a DJ 
in the many things  music here has taught me (and had started  teaching me already when I 
encountered it on the satellite) However I’ll start with  some songs I won’t include in the main 
body of the Dj-ing pages that you’ll see in a while but I will do include in the cassette I enclose. 
All songs  can be read with or without this  cassette (which is in Greek but this doesn’t keep you 
from singing along since I reworded into  versions singable in the original melodies the prose 
translations that our friend the nerd so kindly and precisely did for me (also he chose for me many 
of the songs which I did not know))The first song I am not sure I will send to anybody else except 
you. Maybe it will remain in my “handkerchief drawers” and the best it can do is to be an 
opportunity for me to explain to a you  what Plucky mean t by this term he had coined: As you 
know Plucky was an avid movie goer and also he read  everything that fell into his notice about 
directors, actors etc. Once he had read an interview of Visconti in which he had said that in a film 
on a book by D’Annuncio (featuring Laura Antonelli (who was also playing in “Wifemistress” 
with Marcello Mastroianni, a film Amanda had loved) with Giancarlo Giannini (who played in 
“Swept Away “ with Mariangela Melato (who also featured in Fernando Arrabal’s “Guernica”. 
You see how many things one learns near a cinephile like Plucky?) which title ,“Swept Away”, 
was the title that was paraphrased into the title “Swept in Space” of  that porn/soap/opera  about 
life in our satellite before we, and you, were hit by the news about the Yugoslavia bombings) OK,  
so Plucky said that Visconti got mad at an assistant of his because he had not put handkerchiefs as 
he was directed to,  in  the drawers of a little night table by the side of a bed on which the two 
protagonists made love. “What? You omitted it? Now we’ll have to shoot the scene again!” “But 
why? They do not appear anywhere. The drawers never open in the film” “But they add to the 
atmosphere. Don’t you understand?” Then Plucky told me that he mentioned to me that story  
because he realized that the many many songs he had seen me paraphrase but never read to him 
or to Amanda were playing a role in the atmosphere of the ones I did read or sing to them. OK, 
enough self aggrandizement let’s go on: The reason that this song I do send to  you is that it 
contains many of its verses occurred to me during talks with you and some of them are just 
singable rewordings of things you said explicitly yourself, yet I don’t know if that is a honor to 
you because due to some short comings of the poem you are entitled to consider it a dishonor to 
you  but OK, like Plato said of Socrates and like the nerd says Courant said of Hilbert in the 
books of the formers presenting the latters, “whatever right I say is his whatever wrong I say is 
mine”, anyway  the song has so much anger I don’t know it can pass anything across in a positive 
way or if it is only good to remain as a washed and ironed little handkerchief folded forever into a 
drawer and out of sight affecting the atmosphere by the anger it has psychoanalyzed away after 
anger expression. I know you have even angrier angers but you kind of handle them better, I 
don’t know how you do it, I have a feeling your karate helps you, maybe I’ll understand how it 
helps if I see you doing the  kata if that can be allowed of course, I feel  your kata can do for you 
what my handkerchief drawers can do for me, also our friend the nerd’s friend must have 
something that somewhat smooths angers of his at least  when he writes verses , because 
whenever he paraphrased  subjects I too had touched  I liked many of his handlings more, maybe 
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it’s Greek poetry that’s sweeter even though its subjects are most times incomparably more 
painful , maybe it’s because he leaves himself more easily be influenced by his wife than I let 
myself be influenced by Amanda, and that maybe is because of what happened to Plucky but 
Amanda is not as angry as me, maybe it’s because Amanda too is influenced by his wife’s view 
of Plucky which someday I’ll ask Amanda to tell me , right now ….OK, what were we saying? 
Oh ! If this first song is  sung to the music to which  Thanos Mikroutsikos (I can’t believe I got 
the name right but I did ) put Wolf Birman’s poem from which I started  my paraphrase, it sounds 
like rap, but it can be sung  also in the music of Barry Mc Guire’s “Eve of destruction”  and then 
it sounds like rock. Yet I’m sure that your generation would not  like to see such a great song 
associated with  a song of another type of anger, so I’ll stick with rap, I’ll write you  as many 
McGuire’s  lyrics as I can remember,  I was hearing them from the teenagers when I was a kid, 
some I have forgotten, I’ll google them if I remember before I mail you this, I want to ask you 
more about  that time when he started that song in a concert and policemen turned out the lights 
saying “it’s much better for both you and us if we stop here” Is this version exact? 

 
RAPPERS VERSUS CRAPPERS 

BETTER THAN 
BORED, SICK AND TIRED 

 
The sexless cute lovers who have heard that caressing 
is a handshake for being like the assholes impressing 
other idiots who watch them and are just as unreal 
and can’t tell their own genitals from a map of New Zealand, 
they want you to love them for the same stupid reason, 
they’re despising themselves and don’t think this is treason, 
takes them weeks, months or years to fuck with their own cunt or dick 
and when finally this happens they have kids who have kids. 
Aaaah! Am I getting tired! 
 
Then all the proverbial average little men, 
who admire those same assholes who would never give a damn, 
nor a fuck, nor a cent, nor a damned little penny, 
just an average little job to keep them grateful they got any, 
they’re fathers and mothers of rebels without causes 
and exhaust their human trust believing media and bosses, 
proverbially keen on when it’s too late or too early 
to bring the seventies back and without hurly or burly. 
Aaaah! Am I getting tired! 
 
Take the good old overfrankness of the word undertakers, 
it’s proverbially fit for the job of «fact makers» 
of image, opinion, information, decision, 
they’re precise about their name and there’s no more precision. 
So why would any jerk not hear their own friendly warning? 
Just because there’s no other TV news every morning? 
Why not ask our kids’ teachers or their own teachers and so on 
who’re supposed to know better what on earth now does go on. 
Aaaah! AmI getting bored! 
 
Τhe interviewed intellectuals have their kind of top tens 
to compete for what goes by the name of «success», 
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a piece of cake, a piece of ass, a piece of land, a piece of glory 
without which none would ask them their opinion, I’m sorry, 
not their fault that when known they’re just asked about bullshit 
but they never walk out on TV idiots who shoot it. 
Could at least have the grace to point to those who try harder, 
a site or name, it’s no shame, to check one time or another. 
Aaaah! Am I getting bored! 
 
The halfwits and crapdrug wits, who are just dressed like rock musicians, 
make their thin light shit echo the thick one from politicians, 
they make monstrous haunts sound like cute oomphy  little verses 
checked out both by thinkers and poor hearts with nice faces, 
they mistake in their lyrics their hearts’ nervous palpitation 
for peace, love and freedom and civilization, 
but is it not proverbially the highest of treasons, 
to say the right thing but for just the wrong reasons? 
Aaaah! Am I getting sick! 
 
And would you please tell me if the earth would turn slower, 
if just for a change we paid presidents lower, 
both you and I want them to be our ideals 
and just like us to have a bad card in their deals. 
Indeed they’re our ideal in matters of property 
and indeed the’re like us in our mind’s mediocrity, 
so just to hear the flipside we can ask them to try 
to have income like ours and not mediocre mind. 
Aaaah! Am I getting better? 

EVE OF DESTRUCTION 
The Eastern world it is exploding, 
violence flaring bullets loading, 
you’re old enough to kill but not for voting 
you don’t believe in war but what’s that gun you’re toting? 
Even the Jordan river has bodies floating. 
But you tell me over and over and over again, my friend, 
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction. 
Aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction. 
 
Think of all the hate there is in red China, 
then take a look around to Selma Alabama. 
Aaah!You may leave here for four days in space 
but when you return it’s the same old place, 
the pounding of the drums, the pride and disgrace. 
Hate your next door neighbor but don’t forget to say grace. 
But you tell me over and over and over again, my friend, 
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction. 
Aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction. 
 
You can’t twist the truth, it knows no regulation 
and a handful of senators can’t pass legislation. 
Aah!, my blood so mad feels like coagulating 
I’m sitting here just contemplating 
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….?…?…?… 
this whole crazy world is just too frustrating. 
But you tell me over and over and over again, my friend, 
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction. 
Aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction. 
 
Anyway, if you had heard it you will now have remembered its melody, let me again postpone 
the googling   to fill in the missing lyrics in the verses I did write or to find the stanzas I forgot 
altogether. Will we be having verses like that pretty soon in US? And if the police in 1965 would 
turn out the lights if McGuire started this on stage saying “it’ll be much  better for all of us and all 
of you if we all disperse now” what will they say now? Do you have any idea , Miyiaki, about 
another subject too? Why do so many of us rockers  mistake overexcitement of our nervous 
system with energy, and mistake overintensity of experience with clarity and genuineness of its 
content? Maybe the origin of so  erroneously  equating the ones with the other  is both  the LSD 
we had  once taken in  and the way it still works in our neurons even in the case we don’t go on 
with that, but all that overvividness of the things it zoomed us on and made them seem so much 
more real to us and made us to do say some truths about them, would also throw us so off 
proportion off balance and off perspective and become so autistic about  one thing at a time that 
we never got a whole picture of anything except introspection, or not even of that, anyway the  
upshot I’m driving at right now is that this song doesn’t  have its origin in the confuseum of any 
altered states (and neither will any of the songs you’ll see although some have infinitely more 
intensity than altered states songs) The next one I consider much better although it’s still full of 
anger. Either its kind of anger is better quality, or I wrote it exactly because I had first  expressed 
the other anger which, therefore it did help to express. It parahrases a famous Gatsos poem which 
with other poems he wrote for the  soundtrack of “Rebetiko” which  you might have seen in US  
in the’80s:   

U-Smother of… 
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying, 
you fed me through your breast where I was crying, 
but when the snakes awaken to entwine you, 
your Philadelphia past you summon to disguise you, 
and in the stadiums of the world like a monkey in chain, 
US you show me to crowds while you mother more pain. 
 
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying, 
you fed me through your breast where I was crying, 
but when a child talks to his fate as to his mother,  
you kick that kid off from your lap and buy another, 
and in the cop stations where kids are caught by the ear, 
US you ask all about him while you mother no tear. 
 
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying, 
you fed me through your breast where I was crying, 
but when your cries of pain remind us that you’re real, 
you take the chance to institute lies in our deal, 
and when your tricks become a pyre right in front of your eyes, 
US you send for the firemen while you mother more lies. 
 
The title’s wordplay between “US Mother” and “You smother” comes from a diary or poem of a 
schizophrenic in a Laing’s book I had read when I  considered him a guru in all that, now I 
consider my brother that you’ll meet and the nerd whom you know more valuable in all that, for 
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reasons we may discuss some time, anyway the line I borrowed from it was “I wasn’t mothered. I 
was smothered”. The first stanza addressed to US is written on behalf of rock music. The second 
stanza is dedicated to Plucky from me. Don’t climb a wall by anxiety over Amanda when you 
also see the third verse. It’s dedicated to Plucky by Amanda who wrote it herself. The best thing 
about this song is that it’s a song so absolutely close to Plucky’s specifics at the same  time that it 
is a song about so many people who have absolutely no idea about him or anything to do with 
him or even with rock. Before I tell you something about  this song let me write you a 
paraphrase/recontextualization of a Greek poem put to music but the composer of the soundtrack 
of “Rebetiko” again, I am sure you’ve already seen the paraphrase, I remind it to you to show you 
what I mean   with “calmer tone of our friend the nerd’s friend’ An amazing coincidence is that 
he had told me that when he was writing it he thought he was seeing me and my body language 
singing it and while I was singing to myself the other I thought I was hearing him and his tone of 
speech (I had started it on the without knowing that at the same time  he was doing and feeling a 
similar thing)Anyway, maybe at least the similarities on the titles just have their  origin in the fact 
that we both  were “motherless children” as Ritchie Haven would put it. So would I expect a 
similar title coming from the nerd who also was such a Ritchie Haven kid? 

 
US MY MOM 

US my mom, for you my songs and all my artworks, 
for all your blues that have no lawns where they can lie, 
US my mom, where out of mud can blossom flowers 
who knit their verses into top tens before they die. 
 
Your arms have raised great guys unknown 
who lived and fought and loved and groaned, 
men with crystal hearts you could see through, 
their eyes sunbeams, their laugh wild streams 
that always gave your young girls dreams, 
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too, 
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too. 
 
US my mom, just tell me why I feel forsaken, 
some of your children are unemployed in paradise, 
our DNA says who will be exterminated, 
to leave survivors glamorous farts with fireless eyes. 
 
Before I tell you or ask you what I want I must first give you an idea of what was the original 
paraphrased by U-Smother. It went like : “Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying/you fed me 
through your breast where I was crying/but when the snakes awaken to entwine me/your ancient 
ornaments you put on to beguile me/and in the arenas of the world like a monkey in chain/ 
you show me around, mother Greece, you’re the  mother of pain” Miyiaki , can you tell me why 
Greeks do speak like that to their mother while we don’t? This is written on behalf of Greek 
refugees from Asia Minor but the poet is Greek. So the critique is double.  What do you do in 
Japan? Only Ritchie Haven spoke like that of Mom US (and it just happened to be through saying 
“Sometimes I feel like a motherless child”?!) Can you tell me why it is we have so many artists 
who are just catatonic entertainers on leash and so many scientists who are just catatonic 
criminals on leash that it took an Irishman in Paris like Beckett to imagine a catatonic parrot on 
leash like in  “Waiting for Godot” was Lucky/Lackey as one critic called him,  and it took a 
Greek like Gatsos to write about a gypsy’s monkey in chain? Think I’m developing a belated 
“Why Mommy this, why Mommy that?”- syndrome? Let’s get here and now to that DJ-ing: 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT 
FACTS OF LIFE 

(good for the past or for the time of GGG*too?) 
 

By GDJ** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*GGG means Global Gaucho Gang 
**GDJ means Global DJ 
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Bob Dylan’s questions: 
 

BLOWING IN THE WIND 
 

How many roads must a man walk down 
Before you call him a man? 

Yes, 'n' how many seas must a white dove sail 
Before she sleeps in the sand? 

Yes, 'n' how many times must the cannon balls fly 
Before they're forever banned? 

The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind, 
The answer is blowin' in the wind. 

 
How many times must a man look up 

Before he can see the sky? 
Yes, 'n' how many ears must one man have 

Before he can hear people cry? 
Yes, 'n' how many deaths will it take till he knows 

That too many people have died? 
The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind, 

The answer is blowin' in the wind. 
 

How many years can a mountain exist 
Before it's washed to the sea? 

Yes, 'n' how many years can some people exist 
Before they're allowed to be free? 

Yes, 'n' how many times can a man turn his head, 
Pretending he just doesn't see? 

The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind, 
The answer is blowin' in the wind. 

 
 
 
 

Just in case someone didn’t know this one detail I add that as a  friend told me the expression 
“blowin’ in the wind” is a reference to (Celtic too?) Druid tradition where Druids, the oak tree 
sorcerers,  could tell the future by the wind’s signs e.g.  the sound of tree leaves as the wind  blew 
through them etc. Not so long ago demonstrations in US could shake unworthy governments off 
the back of the American people by just singing the questions Bob Dylan asked. Now maybe one 
will need to sing the answers too . Hopefully, just  singing them will be sufficient… 
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The Beatles’ questions: 
 

ELEANOR RIGBY 
 

Aah, look at all these lonely people! 
Aah, look at all these lonely people! 
 
Eleanor Rigby picks up the rice in a church where a wedding has been,  
                                                                                       lives in a dream, 
waits by the window, wearing a face that she keeps in a jar by the door,  
                                                                                              who is it for? 
                                                                                             
All the lonely people, where do they all come from? 
All the lonely people where do they all belong? 
 
Father McKenzie is writing the words of a sermon that no one will hear, 
                                                                                     no one comes near, 
look at him working darning some socks in the night when there’s nobody there, 
                                                                                                    why does he care? 
 
All the lonely people, where do they all come from? 
All the lonely people where do they all belong? 
 
Eleanor Rigby died in the church she was buried along with her name, 
                                                                                          nobody came, 
Father McKenzie is wiping his hands from the dust as he walks from the grave, 
                                                                                                  no one was saved. 
 
All the lonely people, where do they all come from? 
All the lonely people where do they all belong? 
  

 
 

 
Where do lonely people come from and where do they belong?. As far as our DJ-ing up to here 
goes the only conclusion is that the answers to these questions, too,  are  blowin’ in the 
wind…Hopefully not also  “gone by the wind”, yet, as another saying goes… 
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FATAL 
or 

LES HOMMES FATALS’  QUESTIONS: 
 

Inside the dirty, dark and grim bar 
among swears, tired looks, puffs and smokes 
a juke box near a rusting pinball 
we drank without songs, laughs or jokes. 
Typical night like every other 
drink blues away and say «don’t bother». 
 
Crowded, against each other pressing 
somebody spitting on the floor 
thinking just how much more tormenting 
life can become if we live more. 
No matter how you squeeze your brains 
you can’t remember better days. 
 
Sun, sea deep blue and sea of white foam 
and depth of prodigal blue sky 
oh flowers of dawn and flowers of evening 
flowers of sunset and of night, 
far you shine on and off without us 
and never enter our heart’s high bars. 
 
 
 
 
The settings with which the unfamiliar public got acquainted through the books by Charles 
Boukowski (or “Blowjobsky” as some youngsters like to call him in jest) Same subject as in some 
of Beckett’s plays but from a different perspective, like also “Eleanor Rigby” is a different 
perspective on the same subject (the teenagers’ view of Beckett’s heroes) 
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A tentative answer by John Lennon, Yoko Ono and Arthur Janov’s “Primal Scream Therapy”: 
 

WORKING CLASS HERO 
 
As soon as you’re born they make you feel small 
by giving you no time instead of it all 
till the pain is so big you feel nothing at all. 
A working class hero is something to be 
A working class hero is something to be 
 
They hurt you at home and they hit you at school 
they hate you if you’re clever and they despise a fool 
till you’re so fucking crazy you can’t follow their rules. 
A working class hero is something to be 
A working class hero is something to be 
 
When they’ve tortured and scared you for twenty odd years 
then they expect you to pick up a career 
when you can’t really function and you’re so full of fear. 
A working class hero is something to be 
A working class hero is something to be 
 
Keep you doped with religion and sex and TV 
and you think you’re so clever and classless and free 
but you’re still fucking peasants as far as I can see. 
A working class hero is something to be 
A working class hero is something to be 
 
There’s room at the top they’re telling you still 
but first you must learn how to smile as you kill 
if you want to be like the folks on the hill. 
A working class hero is something to be 
A working class hero is something to be 
 
If you want to be a hero, well, just follow me 
If you want to be a hero, well, just follow me. 
 
 
 
This  does attempt some answers, however confined they may be within the insights of the Janov 
period of Lennon. The way those same insights could be applied towards a tentative answer in the 
form of a song going like “Ruling Class Hero”, dedicated to the actualized American dream 
followers and  the clientele of Janov in Beverly Hills,  is left to anyone’s imagination to 
improvise. Something tells me that  the counterpart to the last verse, if  written like “If you want 
to become a hero , well, just don’t follow me”, will sound both as a frank piece of advice and as a 
threat. By the way , guess why I had a slip of pen once and wrote “folks on the hill “ as “fox on 
the hill”.  
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Questions of third world citizens  in the past and of all world’s citizens now: 
 

WHO’S AFTER MY LIFE 
(lyrics by the composer himself) 

Who’s trying to track my life down in this night 
and put it with the rest in separate boxes? 
In nets I’m caught and pulled just like a fish 
the fishermen I see but not their bosses. 
 
For someone in the world it’s now too late, 
who’s trying to catch my life in this fishnet? 
 
Who’s trying to be the shadow of my life, 
who starts to shoot at world’s pass when I’m near? 
Where is he who would know what to say, 
where is he who would know what to hear? 
 
For someone in the world it’s now too late, 
who’s trying to catch my life in this fishnet? 

 
 
 
 
Same questions, equally unanswered, but formulated in the way they were asked in the (financial) 
“periphery” frequently ruled by juntas encouraged by the (financial)“metropolis”. Whether sung 
as “The fishermen I see but not their bosses”  or as “....but not the foxes” or as “the fishooks I can 
see but ...” the essential thing is that the question when asked like “Where is he who would know 
what to say, where is he who would know what to hear?” did become answerable by man in all 
such countries , in all ages. And it is to this answer that the rest of this DJ-ing devotes itself:  
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IN THIS COUNTRY TODAY 
Extinguished fire that’s always burning/gravestone that covers grave with no dead/ 
looks from some eyes that are full of dried tears/ people’s thoughts hidden nodding to you/ 
Beliefs and hopes that their last are breathing/Spirit and Truth that are now in jails/ 
Holy endeavors floating like shipwrecks/Voices of people nodding to you/ 
A grain of wrath to the soil is falling/A struggle’s message breeds pairs of wings/ 
A sparkle’s light shows up in the darkness/New fights and struggles nodding to you/ 

THE FIRST DEAD 
The funerals are over. Shed no more tears/The first dead are going to be leaders of hope/ 
The rest they now need is unity and struggle/Beginning of struggle have become the first dead/ 
The first dead are now fertilizers of freedom/A flower of fire comes out of their graves/ 
The answer to this message is unity and struggle/Beginning of struggle have become the first                                         
SLAUGHTER HOUSE                                                                                                         /dead 
(KNOCK THREE TIMES ON THE WALL IF YOU’RE STILL LIVING)                    
The scent of thyme filled up the slaughter house we live in  
the red of sky filled up the ceiling of our cell 
you know the reason guys like you or me are living  
we’re cattle raised just to be slain each in its turn. 
This noon again they came and took you to their office 
I’m counting blows to know exactly how much blood 
they’ll bring you back and we’ll be near behind just one wall 
tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock 
and what could mean this wordless message in between? 
I still hold strong, I still hold good. 
Then in our hearts begin parties and celebrations 
tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock 
tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock 
The scent of thyme filled up the slaughter house we live in 
the red of sky filled up the ceiling of our cell. 
The scent of thyme filled up the slaughter house we live in 
the red of sky filled up the ceiling of our cell…. 
                     1023 
There’s two of us, are you uptight?/the clock is striking eight at night/ 
the guard is near, turn out the light/I knew they would be back tonight/ 
Now I can hear, it’s the headguard/the rest are near, the aisle is black/ 
silence in dark before they start/what is well known and they’re good at/ 
The blows are two, the blows are three/they are one thousand twenty three/ 
that hurts in you, that hurts in me/but who’s more hurt we can’t yet see/ 
but who’s more hurt in time we’ll see/But we are two, but we are three/ 
we are one thousand twenty three/we ride the weather and the time/ 
weather with rain and time with pain/counting the hours with blood’s drain/ 
A LITTLE BIT HIGHER                                               /and with the feel of our wounds’ nail…    
Let’s go a little bit further, let’s go a little bit further, 
to see the almond trees flower, to see the almond trees flower, to see the almond trees full of  
Let’s go a little bit further, let’s go a little bit further,                                                       flowers. 
we’re going to see the marbles, they’re shining in the sunlight, the sunlight will make sea waves                                    
                                                                                                                                            glitter 
A little bit higher, let’s now rise higher,  
let’s raise ourselves a little, let’s raise ourselves a bit, a little bit higher still. 
A little bit higher, let’s now rise higher, 
let’s raise ourselves a little, let’s raise ourselves a bit, a little bit higher still. 
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IN THIS COUNTRY TODAY 
Answers (in the form needed for the (financial) periphery) begin: E.g. the verse “where is he who 
would know what to hear?” of the previous song is answered by the activist poet of the present 
song who hears hidden thoughts of people, feels reality’s nod to him as a nod beckoning  towards 
struggle and sacrifice etc).                                                                                                                                                   
                                                            THE FIRST DEAD 
The activist poet writes this when his brother, an army officer who had deserted the army to 
oppose the junta and thus serve his country is arrested and murdered. The poet, a student of 
electrical engineering, who then was a soldier had also deserted to serve his country and had 
learned how to use explosives. Thinking “alas to a nation that with every tyrant does not give 
birth to a “tyrannocide” ” he tries to blast his country’s dictator who has a narrow escape, but the, 
thus turned activist, poet only almost has a near escape from his followers and torturers* In an 
interview after his release, years later, he says he was happy he missed his easily replaceable 
target, his point was to show that one can stand everything it takes to disobey orders. After all, 
killing all policemen is not a solution, the solution is for soldiers not to obey orders against the 
people. “I am a fighter , not a killer” he said. Is resistance to physical pain activism or 
“passivism”? In a poem of his he addresses a fellow-prisoner who is passed in front of his cell on 
his way to torture and says “Let the proud sobs of your pain come out free. But clench your 
mouth to all their questions. Don’t tell them anything. Complete your offer. Go on feeling pain”. 
With what voice could such phrases have been spoken? Most probably with a voice like that 
weightlifting coach’s when shouting to the Olympic champion he had trained “Hold strong! Stand 
under that baar!”. What exactly did that poet mean? Far more things than just mock executions 
happened to him after his arrest, maybe Falacci does say, but here let’s only say that that he lived 
two Chinese proverbs:1) May God not give you the things that you can stand 2)If you put truth in 
jail then the jail’s walls will become loudspeakers (in this case some of his guards seeing what he 
chose to go through and did go through unbroken, felt like so total zeroes that they risked sharing 
his fate, smuggling his verses out of the prison. 
JUNTA YEARS’  REMAKE OF KNOCK  THREE TIMES ON THE CEILING IF YOU WANT ME 
Funerals over and tears shed for the dead in the previous poem, action (as just described) begins, 
prisons get filled with political prisoners, the real title is “Slaughter house” and its lyrics, as also 
the next song’s, are written by a world renowned composer and activist who participates in the 
resistance and fate of his fellow citizens, is imprisoned and writes these songs to be sung by 
prisoners to their friends when they are tortured to hearten them. Guards want prisoners to hear 
the howls of the tortured as psychological warfare on the rest awaiting their turn but acoustic 
contact also works the other way, making possible for the tortured to hear these songs. 

1023 
Self explanatory. 

A LITTLE BIT HIGHER 
Remembering smell of thyme and red of sky, even if sunset’s red comes from freely  
associating with blood, helps to stand torture unbent, same goes with almond tree flowers and 
waves and marbles glimmering,  sung to one’s friend tortured some doors aside, with “a little bit 
further” meaning “stand it a little bit longer”. The initial context of the poem was not exactly that  
(as its melody composed in the style of the two previous songs might suggest) it was “patience, 
this climb under burning sun to that ancient temple on that crest may be tiring but, take my word, 
reaching there you’ll see the merge of the physical and the metaphysical we were talking about” 
(the poet is one of the two Nobel Laureated fellow citizens of the above poet and composer 
activists). But even that original meaning is clearly not that far from the prison application we 
have just seen. 
 
*Biographies written about him have titles like “The cell of poems”, “Rehearsals of death”. The 
one by Orianna Falacci, in the ’70s,  has the title “A Man” 
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THE LETTER 
I’m fine, I’m well, I’m well, I’m fine, thank you, thank you, 
I wish the same to all of you. 
To all who ask just give my kisses and my love, 
my love and greetings the most warm. 
 
Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago, 
please don’t spend all that much for me. 
My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors 
when I was near you and you near me. 
 
Tomorrow only half of us are staying here 
I will be leaving with the rest, 
maybe for islands, maybe land away or near 
let it be what God thinks is best. 
 
Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago, 
please don’t spend all that much for me. 
My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors 
when I was near you and you near me. 

YOU’LL SEE THEM AGAIN 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry, 
one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry. 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them 
will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world. 
 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, again you’re going to hate them, 
one, strong and youngest won’t be found, 
for the most bitter turn he’s bound, 
the lonely one, lonely and brave and the most beloved. 

This one you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses, 
you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces. 

This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded, 
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too, 

now that they’ve taken him from here, 
the lonely one, the young, the brave, the one the most beloved, 

for him only I, 
I, I, I, I am waiting. 
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FACTS OF LIFE TO A KID OF 19 IN THE ’40s 
You’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years, 
you’re just a kid but hairsnow already’s near, 
hard times have just knocked on our door. 
You’re going to walk on the edge of rough unbound waves 
as sea starts swelling, foaming and turn wild, 
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways, 
hold on the clarity of your mind, 
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways, 
hold on the clarity of your mind, 
you’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years. 
 
Don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers, 
don’t sit and wait for truth to come from others, 
it’s you who’ll walk up Golgotha. 
At nights the scent of flowers comes out heady 
as breeze spreads all ’round their desire for life 
and that’s just what we also will be spreading 
in peace, in fight, dead or alive, 
and that’s just what we also will be spreading 
in peace, in fight, dead or alive, 
don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers. 
 
Keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship, 
keep straight in times of storm like times of fascism, 
some people see you as a guide. 
Just arm your thought with knowledge and its powers, 
ask some old timers with experience in such fight 
and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers 
the beauty of victory and of right, 
and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers 
the beauty of victory and of right, 
keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship. 

                                                                    FACTS OF LIFE TO A BABY IN ARMS 
                                                                    Sleep calm my little angel love, my baby nanny-nanny, 
                                                                    sleep to grow fast like tall plane trees, 
                                                                    so hush and nanny-nanny. 
 
                                                                    Sleep as to grow a man  in  body and mind 
                                                                    so you can walk straight and keep on the road of right. 
                                                                    Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
                                                                    sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 
 
                                                                   Sleep calm my little angel dove, my baby nanny-nanny, 
                                                                   to feel your heart grow big like Christ’s, 
                                                                   so hush and nanny-nanny. 
 
                                                                   Grow not to ever say “I just cannot” 
                                                                   and be like steel if you must lift a cross and walk. 
                                                                   Sleep calm my baby with my song, 

                                          sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 
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THE LETTER 
Having taken the “trimming” mentioned above in town or in torture islands, the unrepenting 
among them are taken to exile sites, frequently on islands. Written and sung  by the composer 
activist of the previous songs too*. His was also the voice singing the two poems of the previous 
activist poet mentioned. 

YOU’LL SEE THEM AGAIN 
If the extenuating circumstances are over, the exiled and imprisoned will return to the waiting 
arms of their own people but the ones whom their own will not be waiting for, because they will 
have long been sent a death note, are already waited for by Poetry Herself. 

FACTS OF LIFE TO A KID OF 19 IN THE ’40s 
A guerrilla song of the ’40s. If “fascism sounds exaggerated for today’s recontextualization one 
can just use “thug-gism”. 

FACTS OF LIFE TO A BABY IN ARMS 
The only thing in this lullaby  that is not self explanatory (to dangerous moronic thugs led by 
necrophile zombies) is the following explanation: Babies in arms means babies in the arms of 
their mothers and not babies carrying guns. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*By the way, having written the music for the well known Zorba film this composer had been offered by 
Hollywood the opportunity to enjoy the well known type of creation-oriented conditions (house on the 
hills, swimming pool, limo, wild parties, conducive ambience, contact with equally talented artists, etc) but 
he declined having as a free association the saying of his country “Would one leave the wedding to go for 
hollies?” meaning, among other things (things not including most probably the thought that Hollywood 
means wood of hollies, he speaks French but not so good English) that at the time he was heading the 
activists’ organization bearing the name of the deputy whose murder is well known from the film “Z” (Z, 
thus, not standing for Zorba nor Zorro), an involvement which along with his past led the composer again 
to imprisonment when junta came. 
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LIVE MAN WALKING 

As he was walking down the street flying like an eagle 
                                   the neighborhood was just admiring from their windows 
                                   two fires like sun were sparkling in his black eyes 
                                   live man was striding, striding to his death. 
                                  His calm and angry eyes reflect a cloud that’s passing 
                                  his steps are straight just like the iron in his heart 
                                  the sun gets ready to be covered with blood running 
                                  his death was striding, striding to live man. 
                                  Eyes close and also tight are shut all hearts and windows 
                                  as death comes dashing riding on wild black horseback 
                                  when they’re back open they see live man dying 
                                  dying and smiling, smiling their known smile. 
                                  Who goes or comes today below in everyone’s death’s land? 
                                  Both neighborhoods are all too full of preparations. 
                                  Why are the mountains, plains and sky so voiceless? 
                                  Live man is striding, striding to death’s land. 

 
A flower of fire comes out of their graves 
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                              HAIR’S TOUCH LIKE LOVE’S 
Hair’s touch like love’s in my palms every time I stayed at your side 
to fill my soul with your sleep’s smile in darkness filled with your sight. 
 
Eyebrow like supple twig, like arc, eyebrow like drawn by painter 
carved arch in which my eyes could nest in warmth and rest forever. 
 
Calm drowsy eyes that inside them could mirror clear blue sky 
to keep tears’ spears far I would fight, for such eyes shouldn’t cry. 
 
Precious lips full of flower scent, your chirp made flowers blossom 
made blossom stones and dried up trees and songbirds danced and stopped songs. 
 
                                            ONE SUNSET 
Sunset was in flames, sunset was in flames, sunset was in flames 
                                           when on the cross they had you nailed, 
they had you nailed at your hands, they had me nailed at my entrails, 
they tied a black band around your eyes, oh-no,they tied a black band around my soul. 
 
Sunset was like you, sunset was like me, sunset was like me and you 
                                                            just when they broke me in two, 
when they removed my sense of touch, when they removed my vision, 
and only left my two eardrums, oh-no, and only I could hear you. 
 
Now find a sunset, now find a sunset, just find a sunset now 
                                       and just like an eagle from up there, 
dash right through air and reach the seas, dash right through air and reach the plains, 
make mountains flower and turn green, oh-yes, make people glad and happy. 
 
                                    IMMORTAL WATER 
God how I wish I had that flask, that flask of living water,to give you a new soul f ’r just a glance,   
                                                                                                                  to wake you for a moment 
To come and see and laugh with joy, your whole dream real and live, standing up full of life and    
                                                                                                             pride and smiling at your side 

                                                          PAIN FLARED UP 
Well, world, you’re both unjust and small, you did flare up my pain 

but you don’t have that much of room that could my sigh contain 
 

                                                 LIKE A FALLING STAR 
Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there 
there’s no hope left in the world, hopes are gone without trace 
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses 
pain is no measure, don’t leave our treasure be lost out in space. 

 
If I can’t make it to your dream 
then try to make it to mine 
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always 
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine. 
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YOU WERE STANDING AT THE WINDOW 
 

As you were looking out of the open window 
I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad 
as they were barring all the view of the horizon 
the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats. 
 
Your shadow like our childhood’s guarding angel 
flooded our house with the cool breeze of gentle wings, 
right by your ear I saw the first of sunset’s fires 
like our garden’s flowers sparkled just like an earring. 
 
As you were standing looking at the sunset 
lighting and flaring all its flames for you and me 
you just looked great and grand and dressed up like a captain 
and our poor little room felt like a fancy ship. 
 
After those flames, in the starlight so warm and bluish 
just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of bay 
your calm and gentle steer just rocked me as if in cradle 
and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way. 
 
Αnd our window was our door to God’s whole creation 
our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds 
and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised 
where stars were flowers and their shine came from your glance. 
 
And our ship sank just leaving no lifeboats above waves 
and its steer broke in bits afloat or down 
and in the bottom of the sea alone I wander 
for no destination and direction ever bound. 
 
Yet I don’t seem to manage to get drowned 
nor can I get back to the sea surface 
I grope to reach for something to hold on to 
all I grab is seaweed that can’t be a staircase. 
 
The seaweed breaks and ocean waves just drag me 
sometimes to places where no humans have been found 
and I can’t tell even such simple little things like 
which way is up or left or right or which way is down. 
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Sun of Justice 
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind 
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet 
                                                          her name is Earth. 
 
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine 
her high mountains are proud and eagle-like 
and her houses when painted white 
and her houses when painted white 
and her houses when painted white shine 
                                                                when her sky is blue and bright. 
(The verses in parentheses can be sung in the same melody but are not sung in the cassette 
Though it touches Europe and America on one side 
and though it touches Asia and Africa alike 
still it hangs in space and turns and roams 
still it hangs in space and turns and roams 
still it hangs in space and turns and roams the world’s ether 
                                                                          all by herself. 
 
There’s no other planet to make some thoughts like these for her 
and soon there won’t be any such thoughts by her own dwellers left 
there will be only death, dead and past fight 
there will be only death, dead and past fight 
there will be only death, dead and past fight 
                                        and relentless light.) 
 
I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time 
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right 
and I call my old friends and pals 
and I call my old friends and pals 
and I call my old friends and pals 
               shouting threats and splashed with blood. 
 
(Yet all blood has gone flat or shed in blind despair 
and all threats and hopes have been chopped to claims of mud’s fair share 
and what winds now hunt when they blow 
and what winds now hunt when they blow 
and what winds now hunt when they blow is only 
                                            is only other winds like them.) 
 
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind 
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet 
                                                                her name is Earth. 
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ANALOGIES 
(The following can be sung in the melody of the previous song) 

Seattle  ’99 
Why we are here 

(By anonymous activist poet who circulated it in the streets) 
Because the world we imagined, the world we’ve always known is leaving 
and the sun brings cancer and the planet’s getting hotter 
because the sky now has too many planes 
because the kids are starving in the shadows 
in the shadows of yachts and top meetings 
we’re here to tell you that we want something else  
because your coded world is unreal we’re here to tell you 
                                           we want something else to buy. 
 
What we want is not by your money even recognized 
we want to save live nature and to see our world humanized 
we don’t want some cheaper trees 
we want trees that are alive 
we don’t want our food with fancy genes we want our food 
                                 to live and grow in our neighborhood. 
 
This is not a mere political protest 
we’re not here to patch up your laws or see if they fail some test 
we’re here to change ourselves and you 
change you and ourselves from inside to outside 
thus this is an awakening and an uprising 
                                                   of spirit and of mind. 
 
We’re here by authority of nature and upon insistence of our mind 
thus we can rightly ignore what your recent laws can bind 
if you doubt the authority of nature 
if you doubt the rules of your mind’s truth 
if you doubt them for any amount of time then try not to breathe for just that time 
keep for just that time your breath inside and you will know just  
                                                                          the strength of our desire. 
 
So you see the reason we’re here is that some memory in our blood 
makes us hear a voice that says when awakening inside 
you’re not just a fund or a bank 
you’re the crest of a wave that went blind 
a blind crest of a wave that forgot its basic source 
                                               and now mounts in greed and lies. 
Against this blinded wave of greed we’re here to honor 
                                                what’s natural and what’s real. 
Against your mounting wave of greed we’re here to fight for 

                                                 what’s human and must be freed. 
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LIVE MAN WALKING 
HAIR’S TOUCH LIKE LOVE’S 

Both written for people killed, of course 
 

ONE SUNSET 
For people who were not killed and buried in their neighborhood, as in the previous two songs, 
the composer himself writes lyrics less metaphorical and more factual 

 
IMMORTAL WATER 

A mother who longs terribly on behalf of her dead son to be filled by the sight of the realization, 
at last, of the things he died for, says she longs terribly for a momentary resurrection of his to see 
live his dream standing on his side and mixes, of course, that longing with her longing to 
momentarily see him alive on his dream’s side 

 
PAIN FLARED UP 

Pain flares up when one realizes that the ones who gave most for the realization of a dream are 
exactly the ones who will not see it realized because they naturally became the most wanted 
targets and the first to be killed 

 
LIKE A FALLING STAR 

Poetry Herself addresses someone out to meet death, as a “Benevolent-Queen-of-Night”, Night 
only referring to the fact that her kisses on his body are e.g.  bullets 

 
YOU WERE STANDING AT THE WINDOW 

A mother to her dead son, a woman to her dead husband or fiancé or lover, written by an activist 
poet who saw in the papers the photo of a mother kneeling in the street over her son who had just 
got killed by police opening fire against people in a demonstration as policemen and civilians are 
running around. The poems “Immortal water” and “Hair’s touch like love’s” above are part of the 
same collection, called “Epitaph”*. Scenes seen and reseen and reseen in different times and 
places with titles like “Dying in Madrid, in Guernica, in Dahau, in Hiroshima, in Turkey, in 
Greece, in Pakistan, in Korea, in Ireland, in Vietnam, in Russia, in China, in Kent, in Chile, in 
Nicaragua, in…in…in… in Israel, in Palestine, in Yugoslavia, in Genova, in New York, in 
Afghanistan, in Iraq, in…”  

 
Sun of Justice 

In the original the poem goes “don’t turn your eyes away from my country” and there is no verse 
like “her name is…” Written more than fifty years ago, part of Elytis’ “Axion Esti” 

 
Seattle’99 

Why we are here 
Self explanatory 

 
 
 
 
 
*Regarding the ages of the activist poets mentioned, the poet of the “Epitaph” could be an older brother to 
the composer and the composer could an older brother to the first activist poet mentioned. The work and 
life of the older shaped the adolescent years of the younger as it also shaped many other people’s. They 
overlapped and interacted on the personal level, too, and the composer, who is still living, (and every two 
or three years is nominated for the peace Nobel) put to music all of the above and many other poems  by 
them and by other poets, from his country or from other countries. 
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EPITAPH 
 

You are not lost 
 

My son, which fate had written down for you, which fate for me had all this written 
such hurt, such pain, such flame, such fire, oh heart, such teeth to leave me bitten. 

 
No son, my sweet you are not lost, oh god, within my veins you are now living 

deep in the blood of everyone get in and live. Their veins they’re giving. 
 

Hair’s touch like love’s 
 

Hair’s touch like love’s in my palms every time I stayed at your side 
to fill my soul with your sleep’s smile in darkness filled with your sight. 
 
Eyebrow like supple twig, like arc, eyebrow like drawn by painter 
carved arch in which my eyes could nest in warmth and rest forever. 
 
Calm drowsy eyes that inside them could mirror clear blue sky 
to keep tears’ spears far I would fight, for such eyes shouldn’t cry. 
 
Precious lips full of flower scent, your chirp made flowers blossom 
made blossom stones and dried up trees and songbirds danced and stopped songs. 

 
God were you good and sweet 

 
God, you were good and you were sweet, you had the nicest graces 
all wind’s caresses had your touch, all flowers your embraces. 
 
Your lightstepped foot at our doorstep just like a tender baby deer’s 
left just a light and velvet trace that had the shine of diamond beams. 
 
Your youth gave second youth to me, your smile could keep me smiling 
old age to come I feared no more, from death I was not hiding. 
 
And now what can I hold on to, where can I stop or move or go 
now that I stand like dried up trees on land all covered with iced snow. 

 
A fine day in May 

 
You left a fine day in May, a fine day in May I missed you 
a day in Spring like those you loved and went where sun could hit you 
and in that blaze you looked around and hungry like in my arms 
you sucked like milk the light of God’s world through innocent, clear and wide eyes. 
 
And you kept telling me in a voice strong, sweet and warm and manly 
as much as the pebbles of the beach could not have been as many 
and made me feel that all those stars one day will come to be ours 
and now your shine has been turned off and ours are fireless hours. 
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Immortal water 

 
God how I wish I had that flask, that flask of living water 
to give you a new soul just for a lightning’s glance, to wake you for a moment. 
 
To come and see and laugh with joy, your whole dream real and live 
standing up full of life and pride and smiling at your side. 

 
You  have set , my star 

 
You have set, my sun, you have set, my star                                                                                 
since that hour the whole world has been setting  
You have set my son and a black morning sun 
has pulled back its light rays and stopped rotating                                                                           
 
By people and soldiers I’m now stepped on 
but no one turns an eye,                                                                                                                        
they just don’t go to leave you alone                                                                                                       
nor do they just pass by 
 
Your faint last breath I still feel on my cheek 
and it’s warm not like your hand that I’m holding 
and I see a light, it’s a big floating light 
at the end of the street and it’s nodding. 
 
My tears are wiped by  light’s soft palm 
my eyes are almost drying 
your voice like droplets has sprinkled my gut 
your life has dripped in mine. 
 
And here I am now standing up 
but still my legs are here bound 
a live joyful light, my strong brave boy, 
has just helped me up from the ground. 
 
With flags your friends now have covered you 
just sleep and don’t you mind 
I’m heading for your brother pals 
your voice is now mine. 
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You were standing at the window 
 
As you were looking out of the open window 
I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad 
as they were barring all the view of the horizon 
the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats. 
 
Your shadow like our childhood’s guarding angel 
flooded our house with the cool breeze of gentle wings, 
right by your ear I saw the first of sunset’s fires 
like our garden’s flowers sparkled just like an earring. 
 
As you were standing looking at the sunset 
lighting and flaring all its flames for you and me 
you just looked great and grand and dressed up like a captain 
and our poor little room felt like a fancy ship. 
 
After those flames, in the starlight so warm and bluish 
just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of bay 
your calm and gentle steer just rocked me as if in cradle 
and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way. 
 
And our window was our door to God’s whole creation 
our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds 
and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised 
where stars were flowers and their shine came from your glance. 
 
And our ship sank just leaving no lifeboats above waves 
and its steer broke in bits afloat or down 
and in the bottom of the sea alone I wander 
for no destination and direction ever bound. 
 
Yet I don’t seem to manage to get drowned 
nor can I get back to the sea surface 
I grope to reach for something to hold on to 
all I grab is seaweed that can’t be a staircase. 
 
The seaweed breaks and ocean waves just drag me 
sometimes to places where no humans have been found 
and I can’t tell even such simple little things like 
which way is up or left or right or which way is down. 
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Sleep little angel 
 

Sleep calm my little angel love, 
my baby nanny-nanny, 

sleep to grow fast like tall plane trees, 
so hush and nanny-nanny. 

 
Sleep as to grow a man strong in your body and mind 
so you can walk straight and keep on the road of right. 

Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 

 
Sleep calm my little angel dove, 

my baby nanny-nanny, 
to feel your heart grow big like Christ’s, 

so hush and nanny-nanny. 
 

Grow not to ever say “I just cannot” 
and be like steel if you must lift a cross and walk. 

Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 
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Hair’s touch like love’s 

Your faint last breath I still feel on my cheek 
and it’s warm not like your hand that I’m holding 
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Let’s also see the reactions of the receivers of this letter one by one: 
The nerd’s friend and his wife sent one cassette each (to the drummer and Amanda respectively 
but of course to be heard by both of them each) starting their common letter like “What you both 
wrote us was so perfect and we want to thank you so much for it that the only way to do it is to 
just imitate your perfect way and answer you in the same vein.  One of the cassettes is called 
“Happiness” and most of its  songs you already know, some we had all translated together some 
of them you yourself  and some   you and Plucky you had already translated in the satellite 
…(and the one called “Saturday night fever and cool” was  the favorite song of Plucky who had 
translated it himself  driven  by his enthusiasm for the way of life he had seen in the village. But 
this didn’t need special mention , Amanda and the drummer knew this fact already).When we 
reach its next song  we’ll  know why that one  was also  translated (and liked a lot) by 
Plucky)…and the other is called “Axion Esti” but only contains a selection out of this long  poem, 
mainly  those parts which, so to speak, form an answer of the dead son of the Epitaph songs to  
his mother to explain why his getting killed was worth it, an explanation based of course on how 
much life is worth it (by the way, the complete poem “Axion Esti” follows in its structure the 
well known pattern Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained (one is born into a childhood-and-mother-
nature paradise which  is lost by growing up in history and  is regained later, but only after (epic-
lyric-tragic-superhuman etc.etc) struggles. Regained  in both a physical and poetic-metaphysical 
sense for the survivors of the struggle and only in the  poetic-metaphysical sense for the dead of 
the struggle (OK,  in the physical sense too but the only surviving physical presence of them is 
their trace on the memory of their friends and beloved that  survive)) but only the cassette called 
“Happiness” was prepared as to follow that pattern (but of course one can do it in so short a 
cassette only if one takes the  simpler analogue  of that Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained pattern 
that refers to personal relations only, not to the history which surrounds them, so the cassette 
“Happiness” is about  Days of innocence, Paradise lost and Paradise Refound etc as encountered 
in sweet old small personal life gains and losses such as happy or unhappy childhoods, timely or 
belated teens, loves, quarrels, separations, reconciliations etc etc , so it refers to the ordinary 
happiness of everyday speech and not and not to forms of happy ends about which we would be 
tempted to say: “Operation successful, patient dead”, in short it’s about “happiness as usual” like 
they say “business as usual”. In brief : The only point that needs to be added to your presentation 
is something we both  know that you yourself  agree with, both because we do remember your 
views on it from so many discussions we had and because everybody knows it: This  point is that 
the pattern Paradise Lost Paradise Regained (after epic-lyric-tragic-superhuman struggles etc.etc) 
that was played in quite bigger-than-life terms so many times  in history, was  enacted, after all, 
by persons who loved life and loved people very much and in the quite ordinary and erotic and 
not in any bigger-than-life sense and so the  songs they  embraced and loved (and naturally sung) 
were the ones embraced and loved (and naturally sung) by all and not only by Nietzschean and 
Kazantzakian heroes, like Panagoulis whom you portrayed so wonderfully that ..…Whatever we 
say is little, both for your portrayal and of course for him)…OK, the best thing to do here is to do 
say that little thing about him, which for all of us common mortals is a great thing too anyway, 
and equally Nietzschean-Kazantzakian at the same time it’s human-sized and absolutely 
hilarious: From the special solitary confinement cell they had made for him , half buried in earth 
and small enough for him never to be standing all the way up for years in a row, and with the 
handcuffs which they never removed and which he saw himself with even when dreaming, he 
thought up and played every evening episodes between Karagiozis, the Greek shadow theater folk 
jester, and  Hatjiavatis, the  character with whom he argues all the time and whom by the end of 
each show he  beats up. In his versions  in the place of Karagiozis he had placed  himself   and in 
the place  of Hatjiavatis he had placed the director of the prison , and in place of just beating him 
up he beat him and fucked him. And he did it a little time after the outing  time of  soldiers with a 
leave so as to make the prison director realize how popular the show was since the soldiers would 
hang around on some pretext and not  leave until they had heard the new episode (and it would be 
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even more of a loss of face for the director to forbid their hanging around as if admitting to them 
why he wanted them to go ) There was nothing they could do to stop him from that, after all 
every torture and so many mock realizations of his death penalty had not convinced him to obey 
other orders , why obey this one? Pressed by the foreign public opinion the junta at some point 
gave amnesty to all political prisoners but he said “It’s not you who make a favor to me if I get 
out, it’s me who makes a favor to you who want a good image abroad. So I will come out if you 
obey my terms. You will bring me French cologne and a honorary passy of soldiers to present 
arms for me as I’ll be walking out” The soldiers sure did mean to him the honor to present arms, 
but the director did send for the French cologne  to get rid of the evening broadcastings where he 
would go on being beaten and fucked. (Nobody says that  all this could work in Guantanamo, of 
course! Those American zeros with a degree in psychology who did the consulting that  predicted 
everything for the Brave New Jails take very special precautioms not to let anything decent  leak 
out of those orange jail uniforms and out of the eye-mouth-ear plugs of the prisoners there, 
nothing must leak out  that possibly betrays what “indomitable” body language means and who is 
the zero between a guard and a prisoner. Towards a  Panagoulis in an orange uniform a guard 
would not feel like presenting arms (let alone risking to smuggle his poems out of jail) , he could 
afford to think about him or say to him “You are an orange scumbag full of shit, see my gloves 
every time I get you by the armpits to get you on that five minutes walk, or to that five minute 
shower every week, you’re no different from any other scumbag put on by any other filthy 
terrorist overdosed by our drugs till he doesn’t know the difference between himself and shit any 
more than we do. Wha-wha- what was that fancy word someone had said about you? 
Indomitable? What kind of shit is that! Oh! I do remember the seminar! It was like Indiana Jones 
when he killed that sucker who played Ninja. You shit and Indiana Jones have something similar? 
Jeeesus! What the world’s coming to? God bless America!” Exactly! What the world’s coming 
to? God bless America!) Later , in the trials of junta leaders and of junta torturers he was 
testifying against one of the most cruel, imaginative and  inventive torturers who, possibly 
through having an organic nut loose somewhere was shouting “I protest Mr President of the court, 
the witness  refers to my person through only my name, he doesn’t call me “a mister” as he 
should be calling a gentleman, I demand that the court forces him to call me “a mister” when he 
refers to my person” Panagoulis looked at him and said “You’re no gentleman, you’re  a sexual 
torturer”. After the trial that  Mr Torturer  was keen on approaching Panagoulis and shake his 
hand , which he managed after several efforts he made to force his palm into his “My Alekos, I 
want to congratulate you on your oration. It was wonderful. You do have your way with words” 
“I feel again like holding shit in my hand” “My Alekos, you have told me this so many times that 
I have become used to it. Congratulations! Congratulations!” Well, do as you feel with this story, 
see yourself if it fits or if it doesn’t fit with your DJ-ing plans. In the following cassette the music 
of all except three songs is by Theodorakis. 

…(To the other cassette (from “Axion Esti”) and about the reaction of the nerd to the drummer’s 
letter we come back after we hear this one:)… 
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Happiness as Usual 
(Business as usual in ordinary times for ordinary people: 
Days of innocence, Paradise lost and Paradise Refound 
in sweet old small personal life gains and losses such as 

happy or unhappy childhoods, timely or belated teens, loves, quarrels, separations, reconciliations 
etc etc 

and not such as forms of happy ends about which we would tempted to say: “Operation 
successful, patient dead”) 

 
 

THE BALLAD OF ANDREW THE HUNCHBACK 

Andrew was sleeping rocked by sea,                                                                                                    
cool in the shadow of his tent boat,                                                                                                
breeze just caressed him and his dream                                                                                                             
was full of sun and full of girl’s talk. 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

 

Hot summer noons Andrew and we,                                                                                                                               
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,                                                                                                          
we dived and swam in open sea,                                                                                                                        
never as glad before or after. 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

 

Then came old winter’s bad long face,                                                                                                                  
our crazy team went back to city,                                                                                                        
something pushed your heart out of pace,                                                                                                                    
hold on, old Andrew, what a pity! 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 
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MAGGIE MARGARITA LOVE 
Margarita-Maggie my star, my love, 
in sky in heavens like bird like dove, 
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes 
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above, 
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes 
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above. 
 
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom, 
she locks you every night in your room, 
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better 
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom. 
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn 
we’re pieces of silent booms. 
 
Margarita-Maggie you are terrific, 
a little boat rocked by the Pacific, 
give me your winds, my Pacific, 
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you, 
give me your winds my Pacific, 
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you. 
 
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom, 
she locks you every night in your room, 
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better 
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom. 
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn 
we’re pieces of silent booms. 
 
I am your Maggie I’m planted here, 
counting the hours till next time is near, 
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting 
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear, 
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting 
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear. 
 
My mom’s a witch and holds a broom, 
she locks me every night in my room, 
but then I drop you a silk rope and we know better 
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom. 
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn 
we’re pieces of silent booms. 
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THE MYRTLE 
I had an open sea in mind 
and a rose garden, open garden, of our sky, 
and a rose garden, open garden, of our sky. 
 
When I sailed out or thought I would 
for our nearby neighborhood, 
for our nearby neighborhood, 
when I sailed out or thought I would 
my open windows had a guest, 
a smiling myrtle looked for nest, 
my open windows had a guest, 
a smiling myrtle looked for nest. 
 
Ι no more felt I’d like that walk 
I only liked her smile and talk, 
Ι no more felt I’d like that walk 
I only liked her smile and talk. 
 
Myrtle just tell me a couple of words 
how can I build a nest for birds? 
How can I build a nest for love’s birds? 
Myrtle just tell me a couple of words. 
Will soil and water be enough 
if I just mix them with my love? 
If I just mix them with my love, 
will soil and water be enough? 
 
When to my windows I went near 
the smiling myrtle had a tear, 
when to my windows I went near 
the smiling myrtle had a tear. 
When I sailed out and thought I would 
for our nearby neighborhood, 
when I sailed out and thought I would 
for our nearby neighborhood. 
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INSIDE YOUR BLACK HAIR, LADY 
In the well-known night neighborhoods of moon 
I went out for some strolling 
to see the eyes of sky and try 
to kiss its lips and body. 
 
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars, 
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs, 
of spring birds that fly me on their wings. 
 
Inside my heart just see that bird, 
how much it longs and suffers, 
suffers although it chirps and sings 
and although its wings it flutters. 
 
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars, 
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs, 
of spring birds that fly me on their wings. 
 
You’re a real princess, a real queen, 
your eyes are such a dowry, 
nobility does not reside in 
mansions of gold and glory. 
 
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars, 
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs, 
of spring birds that fly me on their wings. 
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SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER AND COOL 
Saturday night is coming, say, mamma, 
did I hear you say my white shirt had been washed and cleaned, 
my friends that you know are already there and phoned me 
to say that my Juliet at her balcony was seen. 
Flower scent is coming from the balconies, 
flower scent is coming from the yards along the streets, 
flower scent is coming from love that’s all around, 
love, wave by wave, fills up the oceans, sky and ground. 
 
We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found 
                                    and rowing we will soon be really out 
                  and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht, 
                                      shipowners will be jealous of our lot. 
 
Saturday night is coming my princess, 
tonight I’m a prime minister, a prince and a tycoon, 
mine are all riches of the world and also mine are 
sky, sea and heaven and the city’s best saloon. 
Mine is your balcony and your doorstep, 
mine are your flower pots, your flowers and your plants 
and if you look into my two eyes, 
right away your faithful slave and subject I become. 
 
We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found 
                                     and rowing we will soon be really out 
                  and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht, 
                                      shipowners will be jealous of our lot. 

 
FIVE BY FIVE, TEN BY TEN 

Five by five I skip stairs, ten by ten I’m flying over walls and floors 
for two fires of magic, your two eyes of fire, 
one look from them into mine ten stabs of desire. 
 
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore, 
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door. 
 
Five by five my kisses, ten by ten all over I will give to you 
and after I have drunk you and my kisses made you drunk 
lullabies I’ll make for you with my happy song. 
 
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore, 
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door. 
 
Five by five stairs skip me, ten by ten they’re flying me over walls and floors 
immigration’s here and I have no choice 
and don’t cry for me, they say, they’ll find you better boys. 
 
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore, 
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door. 
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MY GAL’S NAME’S HELEN 

My April month, my April-May months blond, 
May-April full of flowers, 
my heart how can you stand, 
my heart how can 
my heart how can you stand 
in so much love and beauty, 
in so much loving and flower scent! 
 
Songs, kisses, sun and moon, 
over our neighborhood, 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
our secret to be known. 
 
My silver star, my silver star in skies, 
my moonlight beam in heavens 
your eyes have caught my heart 
your eyes have caught 
your eyes have caught my heart 
like twigtraps catch their birdies 
stupid or clever, foolish or smart. 
 
Songs, kisses, sun and moon, 
over our neighborhood, 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
our secret to be known. 

 
My heady flo-, my heady flower rose, 
my heady rose’s fragrance 
I’m coming to your folks 
I’m coming to 
I’m coming to your folks 
to ask them for their blessing 
and my match that I love and want. 

 
Songs, kisses, sun and moon, 
over our neighborhood, 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
our secret to be known. 
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I HAVE A LOVE SHE’S ALL FOR ME 

Ι have a love she’s all for me, 
my star my dawn my rose my sea, 
one thousand men would not be able 
to rock you as nice as I can rock you in my cradle. 
 
Your eyes inside are full of flames 
flaring at nights and sweet in days, 
flaring at nights and sweet in days 
your eyes inside are full of flames. 
 
When on your lips I feel I’m flying 
I can’t care less if I leave dying, 
when in your arms you set me cradling 
then aye-aye lady in your sea I’m going sailing. 

 
Without a boat and without sails 
the world is mine with all details, 
the world is mine with all details 
without a boat and without sails. 
 
You wear the sun like just a hairpin, 
moon is a button of your apron, 
your breast is home for singing crickets 
that for all concerts of the world give us free tickets. 
 
And from your kisses birds have learned 
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend, 
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend, 
right from your kisses birds have learned. 
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MOUTHS FULL OF KISSES 

With your mouth full of kisses and love 
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove 
you fly and whistle your greetings to sun 
every morning, 
with your mouth full of kisses you bring 
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring 
your hair, your eyes, your lips and I drink 
your wind blowing. 
 
And at night, yeah!, 
warm, dark night, yeah!, 
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire, 
and you burn me like a twig yeah!, 
till next dawn my burned ashes retire. 
 
With my mouth full of kisses and love 
I feel just like those birds high above 
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five, 
yes, I’m flying, 
with my mouth full of kisses and scent 
that enwraps me the days that we spend, 
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad, 
as if dying. 
 
And at night, yeah!, 
warm, dark night, yeah!, 
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire, 
and you burn me like a twig, yeah!, 
till next dawn my burned ashes retire. 
 

THE QUARREL 
Tonight like kids we had again 
that quarrel for whatever,  
that quarrel for whatever.                                                                                                          
You sat enough your turn to stand, 
you talked enough now it’s my turn,                                                                                                          
now you leave and I remain,                                                                                                                                 
the same old tune forever.                                                                                                                       
Quarrel one and two and three                                                                                                             
and quarrel four and five,                                                                                                                        
I can’t stand you, you can’t stand me                                                                                                                        
our love just can’t survive. 
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TIRED OF HOLDING ΥΟU 

I’m tired of holding you by the hand, you my own pain in person, 
we two just walking side by side, me and you my joyless pain, 
having a sad wind on our face as our only consolation, 
like birds who just lost all their wings because they were battered by rain. 
 
Patience my voice, my song keep still, just hold it for one more short minute, 
forget the old pain and live again and let your soul play like we did. 
 
I’m tired of listening to my pain talking about pain only, 
I just can’t stand my own sad voice talking about the wound, 
talking of pain from here to grave, of dying and living lonely, 
of things we did and things we lived and things we could or would. 
 
Patience my voice, my song keep still, just hold it for one more short minute, 
forget the old pain and live again and let your soul play like we did. 
 

KNOCKING SHYLY 
Gently and sweetly peel your beautiful pine tree 
and let it drip its resin 
put it in your wine this year, I think it’ll make it sweet, 
I hope the same for your pains and dreams, 
                          for your pains and dreams. 
 
Our road was long, just very long, your patience just too little, 
I’m knocking shyly on your door, and a helpful wind just tilts it, 
                                                                                  yes, it tilts it. 
 
And if your fireplace had no fire those days and I, 
and I those days was fireless 
I saw it as a help from God that I couldn’t cry 
’cause tears would make me powerless, 
                                    really powerless. 
 
Our road was long, just very long, your patience just too little, 
I’m knocking shyly on your door, and a helpful wind just tilts it, 
                                                                                  yes, it tilts it. 
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I TOOK THE SKYWAYS 

I wish my hands could hold two swords 
to fight your pain with more than words 
and never let him touch you. 
I wish I were an eagle with widespread wings 
to hide you from time and what he brings 
and fly you where he’d forget about you. 
 
Our day is bitterly going away and night is coming near, 
desire into my song my blood keeps dripping, 
                                      blood drips desire, desire for you is still here. 
 
I took the skyways, I chased the clouds, 
I met the stars in their whereabouts, 
I asked them how souls are mended, 
I sought in south, I sought in north, 
to find joy and smile and bring you both 
but came back empty handed. 
 
Our day is bitterly going away and night is coming near, 
desire into my song my blood keeps dripping, 
                                      blood drips desire, desire for you is still here. 
 

MAKE UP YOUR BED FOR TWO 
The road is dark, and so is life, until again I meet you, 
come down your door and hold my hand to feel how much I need you. 
 
Make up your bedsheets now for two, 
for you and me, for me and you, 
hold me as I hold you right from start 
to feel that love and life are back. 
 
I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, we both were taken and given,  
I lost myself into your eyes and into your fate I am driven. 
 
Make up your bedsheets now for two, 
for you and me, for me and you, 
hold me as I hold you right from start 
to feel that love and life are back. 
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I WILL GIVE YOU A BALL MADE OF GOLD 

(Translation of a translation (of the original by Brendan Behan)) 
I will give you a ball made of gold, you might play it with kids in the hall, 
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend and all. 
 
I will give you the keys of my heart and my money no matter how much, 
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend and match. 
 
I will give you a golden chain watch, you might call all the kids to show off, 
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend right off. 
 
I will give you real gold real gold to fill whole lots of handfuls with crowns, 
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend right now. 
 
I will make you a meat pie a meat pie, I will hide you until all tough guys go, 
if you take me you take me as your girlfriend and you don’t just say no. 
 
But we first must see if we two really match, if we two really match the right way. 
 

FIRST TIME 
Our eyes so close, that star above, and we as free as never, 
my God how would, oh if it just could, this hour should last forever, 
my God how would, oh if it just could, this hour should last forever. 
 
I feel your fever inside me, storm like pulsating fire, 
earth’s just too small, a tiny ball, can’t hold me as I go higher 
earth’s just too small, a tiny ball, can’t hold me as I go higher. 
 
First time I’ve loved you, first time I’ve known you, first man who’s heard me sighing, 
it’s the first time, it’s in your arms, I feel being born and dying 
it’s the first time, it’s in your arms, I feel being born and dying. 
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THE BALLAD OF ANDREW THE HUNCHBACK 

Andrew was sleeping rocked by sea,                                                                                                    
cool in the shadow of his tent boat,                                                                                                
breeze just caressed him and his dream                                                                                                             
was full of sun and full of girl’s talk. 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

 

Hot summer noons Andrew and we,                                                                                                                               
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,                                                                                                          
we dived and swam in open sea,                                                                                                                        
never as glad before or after. 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

 

Then came old winter’s bad long face,                                                                                                                  
our crazy team went back to city,                                                                                                        
something pushed your heart out of pace,                                                                                                                    
hold on, old Andrew, what a pity! 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

. 
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UPSHOT 
(For the young to learn and for the old to remember) 

Romeo and Juliet, 
Make Love Not War, Knock Three Times, Sweet Nothings etc 

 
in the Time of the Sexual Revolution  

and 
in the Time of Neopuritanism 

 
MOUTHS FULL OF KISSES 

MAGGIE-MARGARITA LOVE 
With your mouth full of kisses and love 

Margarita-Maggie my star, my love, 
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove 

in sky in heavens like bird like dove, 
you fly and whistle your greetings to sun 

all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes 
every morning, 

along with Venus, along with planets and stars above. 
with your mouth full of kisses you bring 
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring 
your hair, your eyes, your lips and I drink 
your wind blowing. 

Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom, 
And at night, yeah!, 

she locks you every night in your room, 
warm, dark night, yeah!, 

but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better 
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire, 

than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom. 
and you burn me like a twig yeah!, 

When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn 
till next dawn my burned ashes retire. 

we’re pieces of silent booms. 
 
 
 
 

With my mouth full of kisses and love 
Margarita-Maggie you are terrific, 

I feel just like those birds high above 
a little boat rocked by the Pacific, 

I’m flying over stair-steps five by five, 
give me your winds my Pacific, 

yes, I’m flying, 
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you. 

with my mouth full of kisses and scent 
that enwraps me the days that we spend, 
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad, 
as if dying. 
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Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom, 
And at night, yeah!, 

she locks you every night in your room, 
warm, dark night, yeah!, 

but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better 
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire, 

than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom. 
and you burn me like a twig yeah!, 

When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn 
till next dawn my burned ashes retire. 

we’re pieces of silent booms. 
 
 

I am your Maggie, I’m planted here, 
counting the hours till next time is near, 

just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting 
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear. 

 
My mom’s a witch and holds a broom, 
she locks me every night in my room, 

but then I drop you a silk rope and we know better 
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom. 

When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn 
we’re pieces of silent booms. 

 
And at night, yeah!, 

warm, dark night, yeah!, 
I’m a matchstick that just catches fire, 

and I burn you like a twig, yeah!, 
till next dawn your burned ashes retire. 
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As it was possibly obvious, the upshot just above was the nerd’s reaction to his friend’s reaction 
to the drummer’s letter, and since that reaction he completed by saying that he was himself  fully 
expressed by his friend’s answer and by his wife’s, we will not consider that any more reaction of 
his to the drummer’s letter itself is needed. By the way , the three songs whose music was not by 
Theodorakis were “Mouth full of kisses”, “The quarrel” and “First time” (However some lyrics 
too were by him: “Maggie Margarita”, “Five by five, ten by ten”, “My gal’s name’s Helen”. Also 
by people we have seen here were the lyrics of “Myrtle”(by Gatsos), “First time” Lefteris 
(Liberty) Papadopoulos) Before we go to Miyiaki’s reaction or lack of it let’s complete the 
answer of our friend-couple by going to the other cassette, the excerpts form “Axion Esti”  that 
the wife of nerd’s friend sent o Amanda. In that cassette  most the translations of most selections 
were from the standard and quite perfect (and, at places singable in the Theodorakis melodies of 
the corresponding Greek parts, like the last stanzas of the “praised be” part) Princeton translation 
by Keely and Savidis. Some that were different , e.g. in order to be singable along with the 
cassette, the wife of the nerd’s  friend who had translated them  had dedicated to Plucky …(whom 
she had in her mind all the time she was translating)…and the fact that she did not have any 
hesitation to mention Plucky in a context that Miyiaki or the drummer might fear would 
traumatize or at least upset Amanda, evidently  meant that  Amanda had talked  with her about 
Plucky more than she had talked about him with the others. (The theory of the wife of the nerd’s 
friend  about Plucky, reflected in the verses she chose to dedicate to Plucky,  was that feeling  
rejected by his physical parents as many adopted children do, and rejecting his foster parents for 
the reason we have said already, he also adopted Amanda and the drummer as the parents he 
would choose for his potential kids and for the kid he once was (but there was nothing childish 
about his love for Amanda, he was a man passionately in love with her) and under those 
circumstances the rather intense  identity question he had about himself would even drive him to 
the sky, as the saying goes,  in search of an answer, but it just so happened that in his case this did 
not remain a way of speech but he really went aboard a satellite etc etc. When she expounded  
this theory to her husband he said that as far  expressing it poetically was concerned, e.g. through 
the “Axion Esti” verses  she was using as she was speaking, he even admired her point but if  the 
theory’s language was the everyday psychological jargon, even in the case the theory  was true, 
he would only answer by dedicating, himself, to Plucky a paragraph from an Altan comic which 
came to his mind as he was hearing the theory and would dedicate to the theory a whole bodied 
and whole hearted laugh from Plucky from wherever he was, especially if Plucky could there hear 
the Altan’s Columbus  paragraph going like: “Columbus’s trip is not a  quest for a new continent, 
it’s a quest for identity, at depth he wants to find himself, but since at even more depth he does 
know that what he’ll find will be a total jerk’s self he is in no hurry to find it”. He finished saying: 
“By the way, if you wan to translate the expression “solitary swallow” ecologically , like 
“swallows become fewer” and make “costly Spring” into “rare Spring” and see “return of the 
Sun”quite literally as getting rid of smog, all will be fine between you and Plucky, but if you also 
want  to dedicate the poem “Solitary swallow” to him OK, do it, but do it aware of the fact his 
first free association will be the poster he was carrying even in the satellite… (namely: Once upon 
a time there was a non conformist swallow who, when all other swallows left on their yearly 
migration towards south, chose to remain where it was. Soon cold came and realizing its mistake 
it started flying south but frost and ice formed on its wings and unable to fly it fell on the ground, 
right in a barn. A passing cow crapped on it and it felt it was the end , but the manure helped 
melt the ice and soon it could again move its wings and happy it started chirping. A passing cat 
heard the chirping, approached, took our swallow out of the shit and promptly ate it. Moral of the 
story:1)People who give you shit do not necessarily mean to harm you 2)People who get you out 
of shit do not necessarily mean to save you and, MOST IMPORTANT, 3) If you feel nice and 
comfortable under a pile of shit then KEEP YOUR  MOUTH  SHUT)…Let’s first see some of the 
cassettes’ songs as dedications to Plucky and then see the whole cassette as the answer of the 
dead demonstrator of the Epitaph to his lamenting mother:   
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WITH THE STAR’S LAMP 
 

                                   WITH THE STAR’S LAMP I went out in the heavens 
                                   In the frost of the meadows, the world’s only shore 
                                  Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 
                                  My entrails feel the touches of hundred handed nights 
                                  They are stirred throughout heavens, the pain of this is burning 
                                  Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 
                                  With the star’s lamp I’m still roaming the heavens 
                                  In the frost of the meadows, the world’s only shore 
                                  Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 

 
I PASS THE RAZOR OVER MY VEINS 

 
                                   I pass the razor over my veins and dreams turn red 
                                   and in the children’s street games they turn into balls to play 
                                   and turn to bedsheets for the sleepless young girls 
                                   staying up secretly at nights to listen to loves’ miracles 
 

SPRINKLED WITH THE SPLASHES OF LOVE’S BLOOD 
 
                                   I was anointed purple red in love’s own sacred blood 
                                   I was offered cool and shade in joys not to be seen 
                                   I was oxidized in the southwind of men’s land 
                                   Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose 
 
                                   Far out in the open sea they awaited me 
                                   Sailships filled with cannonballs waiting to unload 
                                   My sin was that I too would have a love  
                                   Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose 
 
                                   Someday in July I felt she started to open up 
                                   open up her two large eyes inside my entrails 
                                   just to shine on the virgin life for a short little moment 
                                   Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose 
                                     

I OPEN MY MOUTH 
 
                                    I OPEN my mouth and open sea rejoices and shines 
                                   Αnd brings my words to her remotest farthest caves 
                                   Speaking with whispers to her playful little seals 
                                   Αt nights with the tears of the sufferings of men 
 
                                  My figure has become again the land where I was born 
                                  Through stones around me now I’ve flowered and I’ve grown 
                                  I pay with light all world’s thugs, they might get cleansed, they can’t soil it                                
                                  Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose 
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WITH THE STAR’S LAMP 
 

                                     WITH THE STAR’S LAMP I went out in the heavens 
                                     In the frost of the meadows, the world’s only shore 
                                     Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 
                                     Now my girls are in mourning, they’re mourning for our ages 
                                    My boys hold guns and rifles, they don’t know what to tell me 
                                    Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 
                                    My entrails feel the touches of hundred-handed nights 
                                    They are stirred throughout heavens, the pain of this is burning 
                                    Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 
                                    With the star’s lamp I’m still roaming the heavens 
                                    In the frost of the meadows, the world’s only shore 
                                    Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 

 
I OPEN MY MOUTH 

 
                                     I OPEN my mouth and open sea rejoices and shines 
                                     Αnd brings my words to her remotest farthest caves 
                                     Speaking with whispers to her playful little seals 
                                     Αt nights with the tears of the sufferings of men 
 
                                     I pass the razor over my veins and dreams turn red 
                                    Αnd in the children’s street games they turn into balls to play 
                                    Αnd turn to bedsheets for the sleepless young girls 
                                    Staying up secretly at nights to listen to loves’ miracles 

 
SPRINKLED WITH THE SPLASHES OF LOVE’S BLOOD 

 
                                    I was anointed purple red in love’s own sacred blood 
                                    I was offered cool and shade in joys not to be seen 
                                    I was oxidized in the southwind of men’s land 
                                    Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose. 
 
                                    Far out in the open sea they awaited me 
                                    Sailships filled with cannonballs waiting to unload 
                                    My sin was that I too would have a love 
                                    Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose. 
 
                                    Someday in July I felt she started to open up 
                                    open up her two large eyes inside my entrails 
                                    just to shine on the virgin life for a short little moment 
                                    Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose. 
                                     
                                   My figure has become again the land where I was born 
                                   Through stones around me now I’ve flowered and I’ve grown 
                                   And the blood of the killers I pay back with light only 
                                   Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose. 
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ONE SOLITARY SWALLOW 
 

                                ONE solitary swallow and it’s been a costly Spring. 
                                To help the sun start turning again, we’ve got to get up our steam. 
                                Thousands of dead have got to be sweating at the wheels. 
                                It also takes the blood of the living given on their own free wills. 
 
                               God master Builder of worlds and me you built me in your mountain crests. 
                               God master Builder of worlds and me you closed me in the waves of your sea. 
 
                               May’s body has been taken by magicians coming from afar, 
                               they buried it in a sea tomb no one knows who they are. 
                               They sealed it up in a deep well, deep well not to be found. 
                               Its scent filled up all the darkness, wonder if it can come out. 
 
                              God Master builder of worlds and plants You too among the Easter lilac                                  
                                                                                                                                      flowers, 
                        God Master Builder of worlds and Spring’s grass You smelled the Resurrection 
                                                                                                                                     just like us! 
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       I was long awaited far in open sea. Sailships filled with cannonballs would unload on me 

…God Master builder, You too among the Easter lilacs… 

 

 
…God Master Builder, You too smelled the Resurrection… 
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TO A FAR AND UNWRINKLED COUNTRY* 
 

I’M ON my way now to a far and unwrinkled country. 
Now I’m followed by dark blue girls 

and small stone horses 
with the sun’s tiny wheel on their wide brows. 

Generations of myrtle have recognized me 
ever since I trembled on the water’s sacred screen 

crying holy holy. 
He, the conqueror of Hades and the savior of Eros, 

he is Prince of Lilies. 
And I saw myself painted for a moment 

by those same Cretan breaths. 
So that the crocus might be vindicated by the skies. 

Now to lime I enclose and I entrust 
my true Laws. 

Blessed, I say, are the potent ones who decipher the Undefiled. 
For their teeth the intoxicating nipple 

on the breast of volcanoes and the vines of virgins. 
Let them follow in my steps! 

I’m on my way now to a far and unwrinkled country. 
Now it is the hand of Death 
that grants the gift of Life 
and sleep does not exist. 

The noon bell chimes 
and slowly on the scorching stones letters are carved: 

NOW and FOREVER and PRAISED BE. 
Forever forever and now and now the birds sing 

PRAISED BE the price paid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*From now on the translation is exclusively from Keely&Savidis’. Up to now it was mixed. 
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PRAISED BE the wooden table 
the blond wine with the sun’s stain 

the water doodling across the ceiling 
the philodendron on duty in the corner 

 
The walls hand in hand with the waves 
a foot that gathered wisdom in the sand 

a cicada that convinced a thousand others 
conscience radiant like a summer 

 
THE ISLANDS with all their minium and lampblack 

the islands with the vertebra of some Zeus 
the islands with their boat yards so deserted 

the islands with their drinkable blue volcanoes 
 

Facing the meltemi with jib close-hauled 
Riding the southwester on a reach 

the full length of them covered with foam 
with dark blue pebbles and heliotropes 

 
PRAISED BE the light and man’s 

first rock-carved prayer 
the vigor in the beast leading the sun 
the plant that warbled so the day rose 

 
The land that dives and rears its back 

a stone horse the sea rides 
the myriad tiny blues voices 

the great white head of Poseidon 
 

THE TOLLING WINDS that perform liturgies 
that raise the sea like the Holy Virgin 
that blow and set the oranges on fire 

that whistle for the mountains and they come running 
 

Beardless midshipmen of the storming sea 
runners who’ve covered celestial miles 
those Hermae with their pointed hats 

and the black smoke’s heralding wand 
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Maistros, Levantes, Garbis 

Pounentes, Graigos, Siroccos 
Ostria, Tramountana* 

 
PRAISED BE Myrto standing 

on the stone parapet facing the sea 
like a beautiful eight or a clay pitcher 

holding a straw hat in her hand 
 

The white and porous middle of day 
the down of sleep lightly ascending 

the faded gold inside the arcades 
and the red horse breaking free 

 
PRAISED BE, on the remembrance day 
of the holy martyrs Cyricus and Julitta 

a miracle burning threshing floors in the heavens 
priests and birds chanting the Ave: 

 
Hail Girl Burning and hail Girl Verdant                                                                                

Hail Girl Unrepenting, with the prow’s sword 
 
 

Hail Girl Burning and hail Girl Verdant                                                                                
Hail Girl Unrepenting, with the prow’s sword 

 
Hail you who walk and the footprints vanish                                                                            
Hail you who walk and the miracles are born 

 
Hail O Wild One of the depths’ paradise                                                                               

Hail O Holy One of the islands’ wilderness 
 

Hail Mother of Dreams, Girl of the Open Seas                                                                           
Hail O Anchor-bearer, Girl of the Five Stars 

 
Hail you of the flowing hair, gilding the wind                                                                          
Hail you of the lovely voice, tamer of demons 

 
Hail you who ordain the Monthly Ritual of the Gardens                                                                   

Hail you who fasten the Serpent’s belt of stars 
 

Hail O Girl of the just and modest sword                                                                               
Hail O Girl prophetic and daedalic 

 
 

 
*Names of winds of various directions. Meltemi on the previous page is also a (summer)wind.  
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PRAISED BE the soil that raises 
a smell of thunder as though from sulphur 

the floor of mountains where the dead 
blossom as the flowers of tomorrow 

 
The windless calm of a night in June 
jasmine and petticoats in the garden 
the pet animal of the stars climbing 
the moment of joy just before tears 

 
THE GIRLS, blue grass of utopia 
the girls, those Pleiades led astray 

the girls, those Vessels of the Mysteries 
full to the brim yet bottomless 

 
Astringent in the dark yet marvelous 
carved out in light yet all darkness 

turning on themselves like a lighthouse 
the sun-devouring, the moon walking 

 
Ersi, Myrto, Marina 

Eleni, Roxani, Fotini 
Anna, Alexandra, Cynthia 

 
PRAISED BE the unmotivated tear 

rising slowly in the lovely eyes of children 
standing hand in hand 

of children staring speechlessly 
 

Love’s stammering upon the rocks 
a lighthouse discharging the grief of ages 

a cricket insisting like remorse 
a woolen sweater left to the frost 
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PRAISED BE the hand returning 
from horrible murder knowing now 

which the world that is really superior 
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”, 

 
which the world that is really superior 

which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”: 
 

NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May 
FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light 

 
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep 
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel 

 
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera 

Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries 
 

Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion 
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence 

 
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness 

Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation 
 

Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number 
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye 

 
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man 

Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 

and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world,  
the Great! 
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Also , we should add that the cassette made by the wife of the nerd’s friend  did contain every 
now and then, between the songs we saw, the narration in prose which in the book and in the 
original cassette showed that all this was neither a fantasy  esthetically set up in a world of pure 
art, nor just something about  involvements that were actual but related only to some very  
exceptional person (e.g an eccentric or  autistic individual , or at least some person morally 
oversensitive etc). The narration was a diary that showed all this was related to soldiers walking 
in snowed mountains now losing now freeing a village, now suffering casualties and mutilations 
or seeing executed villagers or villagers fleeing their homes to avoid execution. So it related to 
quite collective aspects of human nature and so it did make sense that among the songs which we 
saw and which interrupted the narration, was a song like “Sun of Justice” that did not concern any 
individual’s self and decisions but  the collective self of all the parts of the western world that 
were fighting against the threat that had appeared for the form of life’s face as it had emerged 
from civilization. These parts,  of course, neither Amanda’s friend, nor her husband, nor the nerd, 
neither the drummer, nor Miyiaki could translate/recontextualize without being silly or artificial 
since the present analog of the situation simply did not exist. Neither the Al Qaeda nor the 
morons believing that Iraqis were responsible for 9/11 were fighters for the same life values as 
those soldiers. The only analogs  in the West were the Human Shields and in the East were the 
Iraqi insurgents against the occupation. Months later, at the time of the huge antiwar 
demonstrations, as Human Shields started to move towards Iraq Amanda did write a narration 
which replaced the soldiers walking in those snowed mountains by Human Shields traveling on 
bus to some dangerous site in Iraq but it was based on her memory of their decision to die 
bombed on the satellites and since that bombing never took place, her narration verged from the 
half real to the half unreal. So let’s just include its last two pages and their DJing by the drummer:   
                          ……..................FREE AS THE AIR 
Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there 
there’s no hope left in the world, hopes are gone without trace 
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses 
pain is no measure, don’t leave our treasure be lost out in space. 

If I can’t make it to your dream 
then try to make it to mine 
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always 
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine. 

Suddenly American and British planes appeared on the sky coming from the horizon. The  
remainder of their life would really be traversed with fast strides. They all noticed, but didn’t 
have time to discuss it, that the instrumental part of “Free as the air” had a rhythm that could 
accompany a cavalry attack where the dance of the pedestrians with the horses of the equestrians 
would be replaced with the dance of the pedestrians with smart rockets. They also all noticed that 
at the end of the song the woman’s voice singing had made her Queen-of-the Night-aria-like 
“aaaaaaaaaaa….” protracted like before but unlike her previous similar aaa’s  cutting it abruptly  
and also abruptly exhaling all her breath as if her soul, too,wanted to do the parting from her body 
and the world through a protracted parting smoooooooch-sucking-kiss. Like many other verses 
already, the last verses they all heard from that source within each of them were not from songs 
they had heard before (although Springsteen’s song most of them, not all, had heard). The  reason 
why  they all heard the same was that the poets who had written them had heard them from 
exactly the same source and frequently under quite similar conditions from which they just 
happened to come out alive (conditions like trenches or houses being bombarded).Not all poets 
were spoiled kids whose revolution was mainly to move from their mothers’ salons to more 
Bohemian surroundings without their fathers’ neckties.Let’s go to see how our friends met their 
own Guernica, also hearing, among the verses that we’ll see, the shouts of the coach of a 
weightlifter on the TV in some Olympics going like “Stand under that baar!..Push!..Hold strong!” 
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FIREMEN 
in US and in Europe 

FIREMEN in US 
INTO THE FIRE 
     (Springsteen) 
The sky was falling and streaked with blood 
I heard you calling me, then you disappeared into dust 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love 
You gave your love to see, in fields of red and autumn brown 
You gave your love to me and lay your young body down 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need you near, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love 
It was dark to see, you held me in the light you gave 
You lay your hand on me, then walked into the darkness of your smoky grave 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love… 

PRAISED BE IT, IT’S WORTH IT 
PRAISED BE the hand deciding the horrible sacrifice knowing now 

which the world that is really superior  
 which the world’s “now” and which its “forever” 

which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever” 
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May 

FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light 
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep 
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel 

Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera 
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries 
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion 

Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence 
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness 

Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation 
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number 

Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye 
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man 

Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 

and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world 
the Great!  

FIREMEN in Europe 
MARCH OF THE SPIRIT 

Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries; 
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world! 

Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 

Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 

push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 

Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us, 
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers! 
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FIREMEN IN IRAQ 
(From the news, not from poetry) 

A doctor said “Somebody badly burned in his abdomen came to have some treatment,  after a while he returned  burned 
in his arms, after  a while he came burned in the face . I asked him “But what’s going on with you?” He said “A 
helicopter fell and I found a weapon that can hit  heavily armored tanks but it’s for use from a helicopter, it burns you if 
you hold it yourself, but I want to use it and tanks are passing today , so I get burned  every now and then” A human 
shield said: “It just made no sense . Iraqis came back from job if they had any and had some  lunch with their families 
and kissed them again just in case they wouldn’t return that day and took a rifle and went out on some terrace as 
snipers. If an American located them he would just call on his cell phone and a plane came and bombed down that 
whole building” The same  doctor said “A family of civilians had received a rocket in their car  and they were being 
burned inside the car  because the locks had been ruined. I tried to approach to help and American snipers shot at me . 
So me and the snipers stayed there until all of them were burned in their car”……………… 

(DJ-ing as finally completed:) 

FREE AS THE AIR 
The title of a song by Beatles in the same melody but with different verses was “Free as a Bird” 

FIREMEN 
in US and in Europe 

FIREMEN in US 
INTO THE FIRE 
     (Springsteen) 

PRAISED BE IT, IT’S WORTH IT 
 

FIREMEN in Europe 
MARCH OF THE SPIRIT 

 Self explanatory, at least in our days. Verses  of 2nd and 3rd songs by poets very well known to 
their country through their being used as song lyrics by the composer of most of the previous 
songs* . Let’s only notice  that in the second song “hand deciding the horrible sacrifice” was a 
change from “hand returning from horrible murder” the original to fit  the case of Human Shields 

FIREMEN IN IRAQ 
Nowadays one does get a poetry education by just hearing the news (provided it does  reach him) 
Also Albert Camus himself  would agree that the above doctor (known as “the Fallujah doctor”) 
conveys, through just the news, all that the doctor of Camus’ “The Plague” also conveyed. Of 
course imbedded journalists can say that these news are made up and imbedded poets and writers 
can say that art can arbitrarily evoke the same in anyone on any side of the battle. Well, here and 
now: Let them use a made up news and arbitrarily make some art that would evoke the same 
feelings for American heroism…….. I am still waiting……and waiting…..and waiting…  
(not wanting to further insult Americans by including here scenes from the film “Over There” as 
if it were a counterpart  to all of the above firemen. Let’s wait for a better try**) 
*Oh, and regarding gossip on job-options and payment-opportunities like Nobels we mention that the poem 
in the middle is by the other Nobel laureate of the composer’s country and the third poem was written by a 
Poet for whom Kazantzakis when nominated for the Nobel set as a condition that he would not accept it if 
it was not jointly awarded to both him and that Poet and then their government sent an intellectual of its 
own taste to inform the Nobel committee that an award of a Nobel to that combination (let’s call it an “odd 
couple” both in the Jack Lemmon/Walter Mathau sense and in the Nietzsche/Wagner sense) would signal a 
triumph for the government’s opposition from the left. Finally the Nobel was awarded to another nominee 
of that year, the famous Albert Camus, who upon learning the good news and having known that 
Kazantzakis had been also been a nominee, immediately wrote him to tell him of his surprise and of his 
own opinion (“It’s you who should have been awarded the prize”) By the way, the Right calling them red 
and atheist was complemented by the Left accusing them of being mystic, Gothic, bound by religion or 
even fascist. 
** Something tells me that all such attempts are  going to be even more ridiculous than a, hypothetical of 
course, act of recognition (by Americans ?!) of opponent’s bravery like e.g. an American soldier presenting 
Arms to an Iraqi sniper but first having bombed down the building from which he was shooting.     
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Unlike the drummer who excluded from his version of  “facts of life” the song “better than bored, 
sick and tired” but did include it in a later letter written jointly by all our friends, Amanda did not 
include there or anywhere her  pages leading to the final page we saw just a while ago. The 
reasons for that she explained at length later but when we see them we will realize that it does not  
constitute some  indiscreetness on our part if we do include them here, nor any inconsistency on 
her part if she did not forbid our doing so , so let’s just see them: 
 
The human shields started on buses, the poem  paraphrased was originally about a ferry:  

You’ll see them again  
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry, 
one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry. 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them 
will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world. 

 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, again you’re going to hate them, 
one, strong and youngest won’t be found, 
for the most bitter turn he’s bound, 
the lonely one, lonely and brave and the most beloved. 
 
This one you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses, 
you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces. 
This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded, 
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too, 
now that they’ve taken him from here, 
the lonely one, the young,  the brave, the one the most beloved, 
for him only I, 
I, I, I, I am waiting. 
 
Clearly, the reference to the expression “every Tom, Dick and Harry” is not here a diminutive and 
belittling synonym for “person without glamour” or “Harry Who?” or“Harry What’chisname”or 
“Harry Whatch-a-ma-callit” It is a reference to something known everywhere and which in a 
familiar expression goes by the name “reading of history through first names” And who is the 
first person, talking to us in the second person? The last line is clear on that: it’s Poetry Herself 
since only She will be waiting for those for whose return no friends or relatives will be waiting, 
knowing they’re dead.  
                       I open my mouth 
I open my mouth and open sea rejoices and shines                                                                                        
Αnd brings my words to her remotest farthest caves                                                                       
Speaking with whispers to her playful little seals                                                                                
Αt nights with the tears of the sufferings of men 
 
I pass the razor over my veins and dreams turn red 
Αnd in the children’s street games they turn into balls to play 
Αnd turn to bedsheets for the sleepless young girls 
Staying up secretly at nights to listen to loves’ miracles 
 
While still on the buses , and while hearing both the silent questions and answers spoken by the 
conscience of each of them to the inner side of their eardrums and the phrases exchanged by their 
fellow-passengers and fellow-Shields heading for the same destination and the same destiny, 
hearing carefully both the silent inner and the spoken outer voices asking each of them to go 
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carefully and freely for some more times over the age old question of freedom fighters “to be or 
not to be” repeated innumerable times in the past the and to be repeated innumerable times now 
and in the future-hopefully-to come-partly-as-a-result-of-the contemplation-of-this-question-by-
such-persons since for them this question was not a symptom of paralysis of will but a serene and 
lucid wondering of whether they would help Life more by living or by dying (exactly as it was for 
Hamlet, otherwise Shakespeare would not have devoted his play to him) and after those who 
decided to be and those who decided not to be, kissed each other “good bye and good luck to your 
efforts” and after the ones who decided to turn some buses to the direction from which they were 
coming, the ones who decided not to be went on and both the inner and the outer side of their 
eardrums, no matter what the subject of their discussion was and no matter if there was no 
discussion at all, heard in the back of their minds, but without the phrases needing duration of 
time in order to be heard or even words in order to be understood, the song that we have just 
played and that we will play once more but they did  not hear its verses  in the order they  had 
made their appearance to a poet of the century from which we have just come out, one hot noon 
fifty years ago (in which hot noon he also wrote: 

I’M ON my way now to a far and unwrinkled country. 
Now I’m followed by dark blue girls 

and small stone horses 
with the sun’s tiny wheel on their wide brows. 

Generations of myrtle have recognized me 
ever since I trembled on the water’s sacred screen 

crying holy holy. 
He, the conqueror of Hades and the savior of Eros, 

he is Prince of Lilies. 
And I saw myself painted for a moment 

by those same Cretan breaths. 
So that the crocus might be vindicated by the skies. 

Now to lime I enclose and I entrust 
my true Laws. 

Blessed, I say, are the potent ones who decipher the Undefiled. 
For their teeth the intoxicating nipple 

on the breast of volcanoes and the vines of virgins. 
Let them follow in my steps! 

I’m on my way now to a far and unwrinkled country. 
Now it is the hand of Death 
that grants the gift of Life 
and sleep does not exist. 

The noon bell chimes 
and slowly on the scorching stones letters are carved: 

NOW and FOREVER and PRAISED BE. 
Forever forever and now and now the birds sing 

PRAISED BE the price paid.) 

But our friends did not hear any of this, at least not yet, they heard only something like the last 
verse (but in forms like “it’s worth it”,“the price paid is worth it”,“we would all die of something 
or other sooner or later anyway”etc). They heard it from their inner wordless voice talking to 
them as in “telepathic self-communication”(!) so to speak, an expression that made all of them 
smile at the same time as if they had shared that too (but by telepathic telecommunication proper) 
Anyway, let’s play again what they mainly heard in the order they heard it: 
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                  I pass the razor over my veins   
I pass the razor over my veins and dreams turn red 
Αnd in the children’s street games they turn into balls to play 
Αnd turn to bedsheets for the sleepless young girls 
Staying up secretly at nights to listen to loves’ miracles 

I open my mouth and open sea rejoices and shines                                                                                        
Αnd brings my words to her remotest farthest caves                                                                       
Speaking with whispers to her playful little seals                                                                                
Αt nights with the tears of the sufferings of men 
Some of them who, like the brother of Ms Lazar*, had families, thought to themselves, or rather 
just took it as self-evident, that those playful little seals referred to their children that they had left 
with their mothers, and some of them who were newly married and had pregnant wives thought 
the same but about their children whom they had left not with but inside their mothers and who 
did look like playful little seals waving to them on those ultrasound scanner screens after they had 
grown a little from that palpitating heart-dot size, those latter also took as self evident that when 
singing about an open sea rejoicing and shining and bringing their words as whispers to the little 
seals, the voice coming from the inside headset of that organic little walkman also meant the 
amniotic fluid of their wives communicating their father’s love to them in the form of whispers 
made of touch and hormones, like kisses, hugs and caresses are, after of course their wives had 
themselves overcome the depressive shock from their husbands’ decision, having understood 
little by little why deciding their horrible sacrifice was not an, either sadistic or deranged, blow to 
them and to their flesh and blood as monstrously cruel and horrible as if it had been the horrible 
murder of their husbands by a sadistic or deranged killer. To the questions they bellowed towards 
thin air from their backyards or balconies or windows (or even terraces where they went to weep 
and to walk nervously up and down if they didn’t have backyards or balconies or even suitable 
windows) with eyes swollen by tear-rivers and by insomnia, the wives took the answers literally 
from the wind caressing their faces, wiping their tears and whispering to them (to them, too, as 
seals, but somewhat bigger and whale-like in comparison,  but soon to become equally playful 
again) as it was coming from the open seas and from the mountains which (as some Princeton 
scholars  would translate an Aegean poet) “girded” or “founded” the husbands away from them, 
or took the answers from the scented breeze coming up from the flowers in the backyard or front 
yard gardens or in the balcony or window flower pots, similar the to flowers their husbands were 
pushing up in foreign land. And to their  last question “But why didn’t you prepare me at least? 
Even if I did not understand it would have been easier to face it than I faced it the way you did it” 
the wind’s answer was “Well, now that you’re quite sure that irresponsibility and blaming things 
on others is not my style I will put this particular blame on somebody else because it really 
belongs to him. I had a deadline: Our national cowboy was throwing dates and ultimatums 
playing Wyatt Earp and Doc Holiday shouting “Your time is up Saddam”, wearing cowboy hats 
and marine jackets, he was reminding us not to forget to wear our gas masks and nobody was 
giving him the Woody Allen salute from “Love and Death” going like “Bye dad, wear your 
straight-jacket or you might catch cold” and so I didn’t know when it would be too late to catch 
the bus to Iraq. The only thing I had the time to do was to buy Springsteen’s CD with the song 
“Into the fire” which was written from the point of view of a fireman’s wife and start singing it,  

*The sister of the person who chose to remain in the flaming tower and accompany his 
paraplegic friend to death because he could not carry him out of the building, despite the request 
of his friend to think he had a family and leave him (the president made him a hero but repeatedly 
refused to see his sister who became a very active member of “Not in our Name” for the sake of 
her brother’s ideals (before dying he called her from the tower and explained what he was going 
to do) 
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whistling it, reciting it, humming it, to you until you knew it by heart and then catch the bus 
knowing that sooner or later my good friend Bruce would explain everything to you, in the sense 
that you would realize that all my life I had the mentality of those guys and that it was not far 
from the things you married me for, so I had not deceived you, and the only thing in which the 
Fireman had prepared his wife better was that because of his profession she knew more officially 
that marrying him was like a contract with the term: “If something happens that is really short 
notice and I don’t have time to come to say goodbye consider yourself already kissed and 
goodbyed, and kiss the kids goodbye from me……”. As the reconciled (half in life half 
posthumously) couple just seen would put it, well…. (OK, some of what we would say only went 
“ dot-dot-dot” (“…”), let’s stick to what  can really be said in public( being sufficiently less 
personal than what remains skipped as strictly a matter between husband and wife) here it is: “..I 
promise: I’ll never ever consider you again as the killer of my husband or even as the victim of 
my husband and  I won’t ever put in jeopardy the sanity of our children or of myself by thinking 
that to understand you I have to answer which of these two things you are” “And after all, in 
“Close Encounters of the third kind” that happy husband and father also left for ever, but just for 
space, without saying goodbye” “Aaah! There you go again! You really want to go into this, too? 
Your ears are going to ring , I warn you” “Hahaaa! I was just teasing you, can’t you take a joke?” 
“You…….”…...) Although to feel their memory welcome back into the arms of their wives’ 
imagination (or conversely, their husbands’ or boyfriends’ imagination. There were some Lady 
Human Shields in the bus too) they had to imagine some time of hostility passing first, in the 
fantasies consciously and subconsciously unfolding themselves in the minds and bodies of all of 
them on the bus, they sort of felt open arms everywhere around, which was both true and also a 
projection of how everybody himself or herself felt towards everybody else, i.e a projection 
which only proved that what they felt was right. Little by little to the ears of everybody came 
(from the inside) several melodies, like e.g Janice’s “Bobby Mc Gee” melody around the verse 
“Freedom was just another name for nothing left to lose”, like Morrison’s “Alabama Song” 
around the verse “I tell you we must die” (for which the context in the opera “Mahogany” by 
Brecht and Weil was not very unlike theirs, a village was going to be destroyed by a tornado, the 
villagers knew it and also knew they did not have time to escape and so they lifted a banner 
writing “DO IT” and did whatever each thought he had been postponing) and , naturally, Simon 
and Garfunkel’s: “Bye-bye life, bye-bye happiness, bye-bye sweet caress, hello emptiness, hello 
loneliness, I think I’m gonna die, bye-bye my life goodbye” (but in the loudly live party tune it 
was performed in “All that jazz” featuring Roy Scheider and Jessica Lange in which, by way of a 
death-trip’s brainstorm in the last few seconds (in which, supposedly at least, and as the saying 
goes “our consciousness, our five senses and our body are like fire in a fireplace in a house after 
sunset where the glass of the house windows does not show what’s outside but just reflects the 
fire in the fireplace inside”) Roy Scheider dressed in his favorite black jeans and black T-shirt, 
before finally heading as straight as if on rails for Jessica Lange dressed in bride’s white against 
unclouded night sky blackblue background, and looking her in the eye as she was Fate and Anima 
awaiting him and at the same time blocking him from falling in empty Cosmic Space on his way 
to places at  acosmic distances from ours, and from his, familiar world, before he started moving 
like that out of all that jazz called life or called “business as usual” or “happiness with ups and 
downs as usual”, in short before finding himself where one supposedly is just after having given 
his protracted soul-separating-from-her-dear-dearest-life parting smooooooochch sounding kiss to 
his usual friends and dance partners, he saw all of them as choir and chorus dressed as skeletons 
answering, by way of such parting kiss, his own finally loudly live party tune first by mouth of 
his teaser black showman friend wearing black glasses by way of death costume and singing to 
him “…I think you’re gonna die, bye-bye your life goodbye” and then echoing him themselves as 
“…I think he’s gonna die, bye-bye his life goodbye”) and finally the melody in inner side if their 
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ears  focused on the melody of a song of Beatles’, not very well known, with a title sounding like 
“Free as a bird” (but no, this was by Beatles alright, but it was not it) and with lyrics compatible 
with that melody but not the same as the lyrics of Beatles:  

                                  Like a Falling Star 
Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there 
there’s no hope left in the world, hopes are gone without trace 
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses 
pain is no measure, don’t leave our treasure be lost out in space. 

 
If I can’t make it to your dream 
then try to make it to mine 
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always 
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine. 

Clearly the woman’s voice singing was as definitely the voice of Poetry Herself as the man’s 
voice pronouncing “for him only I ,I, I, I, I am waiting” a while ago, but there was more to it: 
Some very opera-like “aaaa”s that were coming our of her mouth made her very uncannily  
Queen-of-Night-like, but although her voice sounded as if coming from a woman figure flying in 
black sky like a crazed ghost, sometimes in the size of a human and sometimes in the size of 
almost the Milky Way, and as having everything-in-the-world to do with, rather than nothing-to-
do with, death, especially in the verse “as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses” 
since it was quite literally a mention of their death that would come through the piercing their 
bodies with bomb fragments, despite all these Death-Queen aspects of hers there was nothing 
about her that reminded feelings of hurt or snakes or poisons etc, and finally there was much 
more about her and that particular much more also felt much more relevant, tangible, touching 
and inviting and making the song’s kisses much more exciting (although already exciting in the 
form coming from night herself): Obviously, the members of opposite sex in the bus exercised a 
strong sexual fascination on each other, given the kind of conditions and decisions that had 
acquainted them to each other, and the erotic rendezvous verse “If I can’t make it to your dream 
then try to make it to mine” was something that touched them with its not at all cynical black 
humor even more than it would touch them if they were just going to be separated by jail walls in 
which dreaming would be possible, and even more than it would touch them if only one of the 
members of each couple imagined was going to have a dreamless sleep in which case it would not 
even be black humor if inverted to “if you can’t make it to my dream then let me make it to 
yours”, and inverted in this way it was even literally addressed to the people who were not 
coming with them and, especially if journalists were not allowed to transmit anything about them, 
they were very happy that some very good friends of theirs had not followed them here and 
would remember them and thus the more longevity those good friends had the longer they would 
have a kind of life too besides the real long one they would have in the renownedly long memory 
of God’s Love. The verse “To wear light and shine”, besides being due to the feeling that 
something starry about then was about to be born, of course had also something very sexual about 
it but jealousy seemed to have become past if one could judge by the fact that the verse “I’ll wait 
to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always” reminded to all of them Paul Newman as 
Butch Cassidy riding a bicycle and whistling a song for Kathryn Ross, whom he and Robert 
Redford as the Sundance Kid shared as a girlfriend, to hear and come for a Sunday morning ride. 
Finally the verse “there’s no hope left in the world, hopes are gone without trace” they didn’t 
hear as being about something which was despairingly pessimistic about the world and drove 
them out of it but as referring to them themselves being the hopes of the world, soon to be gone 
without a trace since those bombs really pulverized the bombed, and a little later to be reborn in 
others through their example since there would be nobody who would love, admire and try to 
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imitate the pilots and there would be many who would love, admire and try to imitate them, they 
knew firsthand there would be such people because they knew how they themselves had felt 
about the Firemen and about the Human Shields and about the pilots in Yugoslavia. When they 
got out of the bus for good, everybody remembered (or just found) the title of that song, and they 
felt it as being dedicated from them to Jessica Lange both because of that art life role she had 
played in that film and because of the real life role she was playing now against the war and they 
felt it as being equally dedicated from Jessica Lange to them both through that art life role she 
had played in that film and through the real life role she was playing now against the war: 

 
                                  Free as the Air 
Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there 
there’s no hope left in the world, hopes are gone without trace 
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses 
pain is no measure, don’t leave our treasure be lost out in space. 

 
If I can’t make it to your dream 
then try to make it to mine 
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always 
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine. 

At the same time and for the same reasons they felt that another song, one and the same song, was 
dedicated by them to Susan Sarandon and Sean Penn and was dedicated, by Susan Sarandon and 
Sean Penn to them, the scene analogous to Scheider’s heading on rails for Lange and blocked by 
Lange from the free fall straight to Cosmic emptiness in “All that jazz”, being the scene with  
Sean Penn doing the walking in that corridor to the finishing-line chamber for which a guard 
announces “dead man walking” and shortly after which, what will block his free fall to the same 
and what will block the poisoned eye-contact’s push to the same by the victims’ parents will be 
only his eye-contact with Sarandon the nun, but the song which they were hearing and dedicating 
and which they were hearing and felt as dedicated to them and as read to them as the last of a 
chain of songs that the Tibetan book of the dead would read to people if it addressed them when 
living and it did not only address their souls after their bodies were dead could be called: 
                            
                         Live man walking 
As he was walking down the street flying like an eagle 
the neighborhood was just admiring from their windows 
two fires like sun were sparkling in his black eyes 
live man was striding 
striding to his death. 
 
His calm and angry eyes reflect a cloud that’s passing 
his steps are straight just like the iron in his heart 
the sun gets ready to be covered with blood running 
his death was striding 
striding to live man. 
 
Eyes close and also tight are shut all hearts and windows 
as death comes dashing riding on wild black horseback 
when they’re back open they see live man dying 
dying and smiling 
smiling their known smile. 
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Who goes or comes today below in everyone’s death’s land? 
Both neighborhoods are full of preparations. 
Why are the mountains, plains and sky so voiceless? 
Live man is striding 
striding to death’s land. 

Suddenly American and British planes appeared on the sky coming from the horizon. The 
remainder of their life would really be traversed with fast strides. They all noticed, but didn’t 
have time to discuss it, that the instrumental part of “Free as the air” had a rhythm that could 
accompany a cavalry attack where the dance of the pedestrians with the horses of the equestrians 
would be replaced with the dance of the pedestrians with smart rockets. They also all noticed that 
at the end of the song the woman’s voice singing had made her protracted Queen-of-the Night-
aria-like “aaaaaaaaaaa….” unlike her previous similar aaa’s by cutting it abruptly  on the one 
hand and on the other by abruptly exhaling all her breath as if her soul, too, wanted to do the 
parting from her body and the world through a protracted parting smoooooooch-sucking-kiss. 
Like many other verses already, the last verses they all heard from that source within each of 
them were not from songs they had heard before (although Springsteen’s song most of them ,not 
all, had heard). The explanation of how they all heard the same was that the poets who had 
written them had heard them from exactly the same source and frequently under quite similar 
conditions from which they just happened to come out alive (conditions like trenches or houses 
being bombarded). Who said that all surrealists were spoiled salon kids whose revolution was 
mainly to move from their mothers’ salons to more Bohemian surroundings and to remove the 
neckties their fathers would have liked to see them wear? Let’s go to see how our friends met 
their own Guernica, also hearing, among the verses that we’ll see,  the shouts of the coach of a 
weightlifter on the TV in some Olympics going like “Stand under the baar!…Push!…Hold 
strong!”…( The  we have seen already  we have seen  
 
 
 
(OK, finally let’s not postpone for even one page  the following: Even if it’s probably obvious, by 
now, the reason for which  Amanda was of two minds about whether she really wanted to 
circulate this deathtrip-like delirium, was not that it was a delirium (the origin of which, 
obviously, was the in the death preparations they all had lived in the satellites) but that it could 
attract to death for the wrong reason  people who did not have a strong basing in reality and in 
life. She disagreed absolutely with the kind of fanatics’ proselytizing and convincing that some 
people did to entice others to become Shields, especially when the reasons the proselytizers had 
were their own guilt feelings towards Iraqis which might be deserved and earned guilt feelings for 
them  (e.g. if they were ex bombardiers with DU bombs whose results had later become evident) 
but disoriented other people who might otherwise contribute other things than loss of their lives. 
Later on we’ll see that  a friend whom she had in the island went to become a Human Shield, 
Amanda was not there to talk her out of it , but her husband (the drummer’s brother), the nerd and 
another prospective Human Shield found  her in Iraq  and convinced  her to come back (the other 
prospective shield  did die later as a shield of some other sort but on the island) She wouldn’t 
forbid our including her delirium here and now since we do it while inserting (before it even 
finishes on the next page) the present parenthesis right here and right now too) 
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FIREMEN 
in US and in Europe 

FIREMEN in US 
INTO THE FIRE 
     (Springsteen) 
The sky was falling and streaked with blood 
I heard you calling me, then you disappeared into dust 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love 
You gave your love to see, in fields of red and autumn brown 
You gave your love to me and lay your young body down 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need you near, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love 
It was dark to see, you held me in the light you gave 
You lay your hand on me, then walked into the darkness of your smoky grave 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love… 

PRAISED BE IT, IT’S WORTH IT 
PRAISED BE the hand deciding the horrible sacrifice knowing now 

which the world that is really superior  
 which the world’s “now” and which its “forever” 

which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever” 
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May 

FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light 
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep 
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel 

Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera 
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries 
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion 

Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence 
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness 

Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation 
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number 

Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye 
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man 

Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 

and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world 
the Great!  

FIREMEN in Europe 
MARCH OF THE SPIRIT 

Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries; 
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world! 

Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 

Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 

push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 

Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us, 
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers! 
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SONGS OF THE DAY AFTER                                                                                     
                Facts of  life to a kid of 19                                                           Facts of  life to a baby in arms   
You’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years,                                              Sleep calm my little angel love, 
you’re just a kid but hairsnow already’s near,                                                               my baby nanny-nanny, 
hard times have just knocked on our door,                                            sleep to grow fast like tall plane trees, 
You’re going to walk on the edge of rough unbound waves                                    so hush and nanny-nanny. 
as sea starts swelling, foaming and turn wild, 
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways,          Sleep as to grow a man strong in your body and mind 
hold on the clarity of your mind,                                 so you can walk straight and keep on the road of right. 
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways,                                       Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
hold on the clarity of your mind,                                                       sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 
you’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years.   
                                                                                                                        Sleep calm my little angel dove, 
Don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers,                                                       my baby nanny-nanny, 
don’t sit and wait for truth to come from others,                               to feel your heart grow big like Christ’s, 
it’s you who’ll walk up Golgotha.                                                                           so hush and nanny-nanny. 
At nights the scent of flowers comes out heady 
as breeze spreads all ’round their desire for life                                     Grow not to ever say «I just cannot» 
and that’s just what we also will be spreading                    and be like steel if you must lift a cross and walk. 
in peace, in fight, dead or alive,                                                                 Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
and that’s just what we also will be spreading                                  sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 
in peace, in fight, dead or alive, 
don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers. 
 
Keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship, 
keep straight in times of storm like times of thug-gism, 
some people see you as a guide. 
Just arm your thought with knowledge and its powers, 
ask some old timers with experience in such fight 
and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers 
the beauty of victory and of right, 
and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers 
the beauty of victory and of right, 
keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship. 

DJ’s PS 
FIREMEN 

in US and in Europe 
FIREMEN in US 
INTO THE FIRE 
PRAISED BE IT, IT’S WORTH IT                                Facts of  life to a kid of 19 and  to a baby in arms    
FIREMEN in Europe 
MARCH OF THE SPIRIT 

Death trips and rebirth trips 
 The death trip ,both in the sense of the bus trip of the Firemen and Firewomen to the target site and in 
other senses our age gives to “death trip” was going towards the end like “….Let’s go to see how our 
friends met their own Guernica, also hearing, among the verses that we’ll see,  the shouts of the coach of a 
weightlifter on the TV in some Olympics going like “Stand under that baar!…Push!…Hold strong!”” 
Before dying some also heard something sounding like  a rebirth trip, we don’t have to have settled the 
issue of reincarnation before believing this, it might well be that all too humanly and rationally they 
guessed that mothers would speak about the facts of life e.g. to their babies and to their kids of 19  like the 
two songs above and this would lead to the rebirth of people  ready to die for the same life values as the 
first dead and who would just say “The funerals are over. Shed no more tears… The first dead have become 
the beginning of struggle…A flower of fire comes out of the graves” as the song goes…The life bonds that 
hold humanity together are so cosmic that they have held strong so far even without the unveiling and 
unriddling of all cosmic wonders, riddles and mysteries. 
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“What?! Take seriously some Amanda so confused that she even expects to listen to her whereas all she has 
as experience is films?”, “What?! She didn’t come to any real life antiwar demonstration and she gives as 
examples some film characters instead of some real ones?” Amanda didn’t bother to answer but we do , on 
her behalf and on ours. (She did bother to only encourage some people not to become Human Shields 
because she thought they were not exactly Saddam’s suckers, as others called them,  but suckers of guilty 
bombers of previous wars who did convince others to atone in company with them for their own stupidity 
by using methods not different from those  hysterical fast talking priests terrified/terrifying by hell. The 
nerd also had a similar concern (and went as far as Iraq to fetch back a couple of friends and acquaintances 
whom we have not yet been introduced to so let’s postpone that part of the story) and discussed with 
Miyiaki the story of  a  rather self destructive and not very clever yet well meaning poordevil who had 
blinded himself with two nails in the ’80s in Berkeley, California, we’ll sure find lots of context later for 
Miyiaki’s opinion on that and on the value of this kind of self destruction) Let’s answer that  accusation 
about experience through only  films: Take an average Bush disagreeing American who says “OK, my duty 
was to yell earlier and admittedly I didn’t do it loud enough or at all. But I do yell now.  What more can I 
do?” or a more neutral disagree-er going like “I don’t even read papers anymore, all they convinced me 
about is that there’s nothing new under the sun, there have been Bushes and Bushes in history and they 
have all been despised along with their cronies by people like me. What can I do except give a good 
example to my kids by not being Bush-like? If all people were like me no Bushes would exist” Well, let’s 
not start commenting again the well known answer to both of them given by an American official’s 
comment on some other time’s demonstrations “We don’t mind their demonstrating as long as they pay 
taxes”  nor sending people to google for how Thoreau, Chomsky , Baez and others answered that answer by 
referring to legal advice for how not to pay such taxes, let’s not debate whether if all people gave the above 
example to their kids they  would clear the land from  Bushes or they would serve them excellently (since if 
they only gave the good example to others and not to Bushes themselves they would not have solved 
anybody’s problem of how to convince Bushes themselves) let’s postpone that for after Miyiaki’s proposals 
and acts have shown up, and answer then only what still seems not to have been answered by them) Here 
let’s only say to Americans  oversensitive-to-being-overpressed-to-press-their-government that if they feel 
overpressed by mere words then what should oversensitive Europeans from countries allied to Americans 
feel when their civilians  are bombed by terrorists to be pressed to press their governments to remove their 
troops from Iraq? And after  these oversensitive Americans become sensitized to these oversensitive  
Europeans blackmailed by bombs almost equally cruelly as Americans are pressed by words then let them 
also  think too what the  civilians of Iraq must have felt when  they were pressed by a ten years embargo by 
“non terrorists” to press Saddam to overthrow himself (leaving aside the adults, 500,000 children died of 
the ten year embargo of medication too (because supposedly Saddam would take aspirin ingredients and 
use them to make weapons of mass destruction)) And how low an opinion they and anyone should have of 
people electing governments which  after crippling a people with an embargo, said “either you disarm or 
we attack” and after they disarmed they did attack. What is the difference of this attitude from a guard’s 
who is as despicable as to even refuse to torture somebody who is not tied so much as not to be able to lift 
not just an arm but even a finger? And wants these things not even to be mentioned just in case some untied 
prisoner gets angry by being reminded and become a suicide bomber and does something leading to “loss 
of American life”. So Americans themselves prefer to hear everything in smoother terms and jargon, 
Amanda’s film jargon was smooth  but, just in case nothing in that smooth jargon  rings a bell, something 
like the present removal of the polite mask should make their ears ring. So most of the Americans who 
would complain that Amanda talks too much through films would complain even more if they heard 
straight talk without films.  Our politeness and care for them and also, of course, for the victims who each 
time suffer the consequences of both the American  immaturity and of  the painful American maturation, is 
expressed by the  fact  that we do tell them beforehand that Miyiaki did find a way to give a happy end to 
all this impasse) So after this little piece of “truth shall make you freak” let’s go patiently to speaking the 
truth little by little and through films and in the service of “truth shall make you free”. Films then: 
“Indomitable”  is defined by Harrison Ford in Indiana Jones, as we said,  “ ally” is  defined by the  Cyclop 
saying  to Kirk Douglas as Ulysses “you I will eat last” , such promises to such allies are defined by Arnie 
saying, before the kill,  to a gangster (to whom he had said “I like you so I will kill you last”)   “Remember 
I told you I would kill you last? I lied”, defining shock and awe by De Niro as Al Capone  raving about  
Kevin Koestner as untouchable “I want his children killed, I want his wife raped, I want his house burned, I 
want him dead-dead-dead” (in place of the older cartoon version of such raving given by the head of the 
Blue meanies in “Yellow Submarine”), “mission accomplished”  being defined by Arnie’s indomitable 
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answer to his trainer’s question “Did you leave anything for us ?” “Corpses” , accountability of politicians 
to the public defined by Rumsfeld asked about the video showing him in the old days meeting Saddam 
cordially “Was the goal of your own old visit  to Iraq either selling or gifting weapons to Saddam?” “ I 
don’t remember” .  
Notes:                                                                                                                                                                 
An American might object: “Are you kidding? How naïve you think we are? How many of us you think fall  
for that monkey business and  Arnie shit?  Only some impossible rednecks and hillbillies  do! Give me a 
break! And don’t start jumping into the usual conclusions about the role of  Hollywood in shaping our 
collective brainscape and about how the  Germans did undergo self critic and deNazification all the way  
from  primary education up whereas we were Nazified all the waty down to primary education by Walt 
Disney who was a Nazi etc,etc Cut it out! I’ve heard all  that before. “Stalin and Hitler made robot soldiers 
walking in goose step, Disney made us armies of robots playing Mickey and Donald and Goofie in real life, 
yeah, yaeh, yeah, I’ve seen that,too””. Answer: “I haven’t heard these theories yet, I’ll google them though, 
thanx. I’ll just answer about the gangsta’ shit and about the Arnie shit. 1.Proof of either the tolerance of the                                      
public grown accustomed to the notion that the above gangster shit  constitutes “discourse as usual” , or of 
the impossibility on non-hypnotized reactions of the public to show up on the media is  defined by the lack 
of any registered or sufficiently aired reaction  of the type “Get outta  there you clown! You stupid asshole, 
is this what you think the taxpayer pays the Whitehouse spokesman for?” when goodfellah Arie Phudd 
Fleisher tried to raise himself to the level of the role played by Scorcese goodfellah Joe Pesci in Scorcese’ 
“Heat” saying,  as a representative of armchair cowboy Bush playing Wyatt Earp, “We don’t mind whether  
the bullet that will pass through Saddam’s head will be American or Iraqi, actually this latter possibility 
will spare two nations the expenses and the time of a war”. (Still speaking of attitudes in art, news, and 
political messages leading to loss of Americam life? What about attitudes leading to loss of non American 
life? And concerning this public idiot’s performance just above to which kind of art/news/ politics/ it 
belongs? To the one that contributes to the loss of American or to the loss of nonAmerican life? Get outta 
there you stupid shithead and get back where you do belong, to the bunch of those college ElmerPhudd-
nerds  like your boss from Yale (despite his hair)  who think it would be a raising  for your  image in girls’ 
eyes if you sounded   like the toughshit  whackos and shithead loonies Joe Pesci plays in Scorcese films)                                           
2. Kaku, a real brain in physics (a specialist in superstrings who has contributed even to the birth of the 
subject) and a man of  wider scope in science and not just a strings-technocrat has written an overall serious 
book in futurology , concerned both about the future shape of (all) sciences  and of the earth. Concerned 
about our travel to other solar systems or even to other galaxies for our survival after our own sun’s  fuel  
runs out after a (one digit) number of billions of years and concerned about the real problem of whether we 
make it to the clean nuclear fusion without in the meantime lethally  polluting ourselves with the unclean 
nuclear fission energy or blowing up ourselves in nuclear war he considers the necessity of  the prospect  of 
politically unifying the whole earth through globalization and along with  all this real visionary sounding 
testament he, quite incredibly unless I was hallucinating , deposits the following  implausibility full of 
genuine crap:  “For the political unification of East and West something that  could be of help is spreading,  
e.g. in India, films like Arnold Schwartzenegger’s  which, having action, are very easy to grasp” Even 
leaving aside the issue of whether the Indian  tradition of more than 6,000 years can or should be  reset to 
zero as much as he seems to have reset his own (Japanese) tradition (unless his idea of samurai is Arnie), 
and the issue of whether somebody not able to worry about what was coming after a one digit number of 
years should not be overinvolving  us with his worries about what comes after a single digit number of 
billions of years, the question deciding the obsoleteness (after 9/11) of his way of political unification is at 
least the following: If, after those films, third world citizens see the westerners as equally lifeless and 
exterminable shitbags fit only for fulfilling  the role of becoming corpses  to make Arnie say  indomitable 
lines to his admiring superiors,  then what is Kaku going to say  to the mutations  of  Gandhis into Arnies? 
“Excuuuuuse meee! What I meant by saying the content of the films was very easy to grasp because it had 
action, was that you get used to the idea you will be the corpses not the Arnies! Or be the Arnies against 
targets we choose,e.g. we told Bin Laden to hit  Russians” The only good thing about the illiteracy of the 
collective American is that such idiotic savants don’t have a say in shaping anybody’s mind  because their 
audience is negligible anyway, so such books just show the way in which an idiotic savant’s mind is shaped 
by an idiotic idiot’s mind (Arnie’s “mind’). Oh, concerning “illiteracy”: If,as traditionally and probably 
fairly and naturally, Americans trust  only an American to call them names like “illiterate” to their  face, 
and also “innumerate”, “ignorant”, “apathetic”, they can google for “?” Paulos’s (I don’t remember his first 
name anymore, and I wouldn’t google for it) book “?” (I don’t remember its title either, maybe it’s 
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“innumeracy” ? It’s been about 25 years since I leafed it in an (American)  bookstore)  where , to also 
explain (Goedelian) self reference he has a cartoon where a journalist asks a very American looking fellow: 
“What , to your opinion is the reason for the American ignorance and apathy?” and the fellow answers “I 
don’t know and I don’t care”. By the way I don’t feel like googling for the title of that book by Kaku either. 
Googling with key words Michio(?) Kaku and  Shwartzenegger should be enough, no reason to include  
idiot-savant, etc among the keywords, the book is not self referential, it has many interesting things apart 
from  that crap)  
(An insert from much later:) By the way, talking of stupid and complexic  nerds that are fans of gangster 
jargon (and of gangster practices), look who’s here!  
                                                                                           July 28, 2005 
Thomas Friedman, Liberal Sadist? 
by Norman Solomon 

The acclaimed New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman has often voiced enthusiasm for violent 
destruction by the U.S. government. Hidden in plain sight, his glee about such carnage is worth pondering.                           
Many people view Friedman as notably articulate, while others find him overly glib, but there's no doubt 
that he is an influential commentator with inherently respectable views. When Friedman makes his case for 
a shift in foreign policy, the conventional media wisdom is that he's providing a sober assessment. Yet 
beneath his liberal exterior is a penchant for remedies that rely on massive Pentagon firepower.              
And so, his July 27 column in the Times – after urging Americans "to thoughtfully plan ahead and to 
sacrifice today for a big gain tomorrow" – scolds the commander in chief for being too much of a wimp and 
failing to demand enough human sacrifice. Friedman poses a rhetorical question begging for a militaristic 
answer and then dutifully supplies one:                                                                                                                
"If you were president, would you really say to the nation, in the face of the chaos in Iraq, 'If our 
commanders on the ground say we need more troops, I will send them,' but they have not asked. It is not 
what the generals are asking you, Mr. President – it is what you are asking them, namely: 'What do you 
need to win?' Because it is clear we are not winning, and we are not winning because we have never made 
Iraq a secure place where normal politics could emerge."                                                                                          
Such a line of reasoning points to sending still more U.S. troops to Iraq. The result, predictably, would be 
even more mass slaughter from various directions. But there's no reason to believe such a result would 
chasten Friedman, as long as the eminent pundit figures the Washington-backed killing is for a righteous 
cause. In recent years Friedman has expressed much enthusiasm – even relish – for launching and 
continuing wars underwritten by U.S. taxpayers.                        During the last decade of the 20th century, 
Friedman was a vehement advocate of – in the words of a January 1998 column – "bombing Iraq, over and 
over and over again." In early 1999, when he offered a pithy list of recommendations for Washington's 
policymakers, it included: "Blow up a different power station in Iraq every week, so no one knows when 
the lights will go off or who's in charge." Such disruptions of electricity would have deadly effects, from 
hospitals to homes where vulnerable civilians live. Evidently, Friedman could not let those considerations 
get in the way of his snappy prose.                                                                                                                       
But is it unfair to say that Friedman seems to get a charge out of urging systematic infliction of pain and 
death? Well, consider his fixation on four words in particular. During the spring of 1999, as the U.S.-led 
NATO bombardment of Yugoslavia went on, Friedman recycled his witticism "Give war a chance" from 
one column to another.                                                                                                                                  
"Twelve days of surgical bombing was never going to turn Serbia around," he wrote in early April. "Let's 
see what 12 weeks of less than surgical bombing does. Give war a chance." (He used the same motto in a 
Fox News interview.) Another column included this gleeful taunt while vicariously threatening civilians in 
Yugoslavia with protracted terror: "Every week you ravage Kosovo is another decade we will set your 
country back by pulverizing you. You want 1950? We can do 1950. You want 1389? We can do 1389 too." 
As on so many other occasions, Friedman's pronouncements gave off more than a whiff of pleasure at the 
spectacle of other people's anguish.                                                                                                                  
"NATO began its second month of bombing against Yugoslavia today with new strikes against military 
targets that disrupted civilian electrical and water supplies" – the first words of the lead article on the New 
York Times front page the last Sunday in April 1999 – promoted the remarkable concept that the bombing 
disrupted "civilian" electricity and water yet the targets were "military." Never mind that such destruction 
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of infrastructure would predictably lead to outbreaks of disease and civilian deaths. On the newspaper's op-
ed page, Friedman made explicit his enthusiasm for destroying civilian necessities: "It should be lights out 
in Belgrade: Every power grid, water pipe, bridge, road, and war-related factory has to be targeted."               
In autumn 2001, after the bombing of Afghanistan got underway, Friedman dusted off one of his favorite 
cute phrases. "My motto is very simple: Give war a chance," he told Diane Sawyer during an Oct. 29 
interview on ABC Television. In November, his column was cracking the same rhetorical whip. "Let's all 
take a deep breath," he urged, "and repeat after me: Give war a chance." 

That fall, Friedman proclaimed that he was crazy about the craziness of top officials in Washington who 
were capable of going a bit berserk with the USA's military might. During an Oct. 13 appearance on 
CNBC, he said:                                                                                                                                                           
"I was a critic of [Defense Secretary Donald] Rumsfeld before, but there's one thing … that I do like about 
Rumsfeld. He's just a little bit crazy, OK? He's just a little bit crazy, and in this kind of war, they always 
count on being able to out-crazy us, and I'm glad we got some guy on our bench that our quarterback – 
who's just a little bit crazy, not totally, but you never know what that guy's going to do, and I say that's my 
guy."                                                                                                                                                                        
Friedman kept writing along those lines. "There is a lot about the Bush team's foreign policy I don't like," 
he wrote in mid-February 2002, "but their willingness to restore our deterrence, and to be as crazy as some 
of our enemies, is one thing they have right."                                                                                                      
Last week, when Friedman's column appeared in the New York Times on July 22, it mostly concentrated on 
denouncing Muslim "hate spreaders." And the piece ended by declaring: "Words matter."                                     
If words truly matter, then maybe it's consequential that some of Thomas Friedman's words – including his 
flippant and zealous endorsements of mass killing – have the odor of sadistic cruelty. This article is 
adapted from Norman Solomon's new book, War Made Easy: How Presidents and Pundits Keep Spinning 
Us to Death. For information, go to www.WarMadeEasy.com 

Reasonable  objection and unreasonable answer by an oversensitive American to my use here of this 
article: “But didn’t you say just one or two  pages ago that you would only use lines from  films and not 
from more real news?  
“Reasonable” answer and unreasonable imitation of Arnie on my part to answer this oversensitivity: “Well, 
I lied” 
Reasonable comment and suggestion by reasonable (American or European or third world or Iraqi 
or…or…or…) third party hearing the dialogue between oversensitivity and overthoughtfulness:  
“Cut the bullshit both of you stupid assholes and do something about this criminal clown (Friedman) since 
you can’t do anything about the criminal clown Rumsfeld whom he emulates. You, the European jerk tell 
your  American fellow-jerk to find out if  he’s   heading for a third Pulitzer or only a second. About the first 
one I’m sure it exists. If it was by mistake they gave it to him or if they have regretted it after he expressed 
himself more openly why haven’t they asked him to give it back?  Either the prize giving committee or the 
public should remove that  prize from him if they have the least desire not to be despised by the public of 
other countries as being criminally stupid sheep . Did they think that Kissinger’s witticism below meant  to 
only insult European governments?: 
 “The European governments are endemically overattentive to their countries’ public opinion” 
(Some years ago it had seemed possible that Kissinger would be tried for the crimes against humanity for 
which he was accused by countries in Latin America.  Now, in irony to these countries , Kissinger’s new 
colleagues tease him writing in public that  he had all the inhibitions of an old European and he didn’t serve 
a young and robust nation like US  as well as he could and should have and, as an explanation of what they 
mean,  they assigned some Iraq jobs to Negreponte  who had served in Latin America as a more robust  
butcher  (of Greek origin, I am very sorry to say. And Norman Solomon who wrote the above article is very 
sorry to say, I’m sure, Kissinger is of Jewish origin (the only reason Solomon  doesn’t say it is that 
everybody knows it whereas the sound of Negreponte is more Italian, so I do have to say it. But he is  
Greek, and is the brother of the professor of  cybernetics in MIT  and of a film director, both  with the same 
last name as the butcher)) 
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And now let’s leave all this behind and go to someone real just like Amanda did too in the next 
page that she added a while later to the ones we saw: 
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Ms. Rachel Corrie (USA), aged 23. 

 

Held her ground, for all humanity 
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FIREMEN AND FIREWOMEN 
in and from US and Europe  

and among  the Middle Eastern ones 
INTO THE FIRE 
The sky was falling and streaked with blood 
I heard you calling me, then you disappeared into dust 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love 
You gave your love to see, in fields of red and autumn brown 
You gave your love to me and lay your young body down 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need you near, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love 
It was dark to see, you held me in the light you gave 
You lay your hand on me, then walked into the darkness of your smoky grave 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love… 

PRAISED BE IT, IT’S WORTH IT 
PRAISED BE the hand deciding the horrible sacrifice knowing now 

which the world that is really superior  
 which the world’s “now” and which its “forever” 

which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever” 
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May 

FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light 
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep 
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel 

Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera 
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries 
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion 

Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence 
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness 

Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation 
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number 

Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye 
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man 

Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 

and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world 
the Great!  

MARCH OF THE SPIRIT 
Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries; 

come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world! 
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 

and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 

push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 

We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us, 
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers! 
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SONGS OF THE DAY AFTER                                                                                            
in  East and  West in the times of Global Gangs 

About Rachel Corrie, from  Amanda Robbins 
You’ll see them again 

You haven’t seen her before 
….But him  you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses, 

…But her, you had never seen before, her love had never lighted you, 
you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces. 

her Heart’s Joy and Warmth as Cosmic Stars had never guided you. 
This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded, 

Her you had never seen before for every star would hold her, 
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too, 

brother Sun to have her as his bride, sister Moon to shine with her beside, 
now that they’ve taken him from here, 

all stars to keep her from here, 
the lonely one, the young ,  the brave, the one the most beloved, 

that youngest star, that star unique, that star the most beloved, 
for him only I, 

Heaven and only God Himself 
I, I, I, I am waiting. 

will say when we deserve to love her. 
                
 Facts of  life to a kid of 19                                                               Facts of  life to a baby in arms   
You’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years,                                              Sleep calm my little angel love, 
you’re just a kid but hairsnow already’s near,                                                               my baby nanny-nanny, 
hard times have just knocked on our door,                                            sleep to grow fast like tall plane trees, 
You’re going to walk on the edge of rough unbound waves                                    so hush and nanny-nanny. 
as sea starts swelling, foaming and turn wild, 
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways,          Sleep as to grow a man strong in your body and mind 
hold on the clarity of your mind,                                 so you can walk straight and keep on the road of right. 
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways,                                       Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
hold on the clarity of your mind,                                                       sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 
you’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years.   
                                                                                                                        Sleep calm my little angel dove, 
Don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers,                                                       my baby nanny-nanny, 
don’t sit and wait for truth to come from others,                               to feel your heart grow big like Christ’s, 
it’s you who’ll walk up Golgotha.                                                                           so hush and nanny-nanny. 
At nights the scent of flowers comes out heady 
as breeze spreads all ’round their desire for life                                     Grow not to ever say «I just cannot» 
and that’s just what we also will be spreading                    and be like steel if you must lift a cross and walk. 
in peace, in fight, dead or alive,                                                                 Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
and that’s just what we also will be spreading                                  sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 
in peace, in fight, dead or alive, 
don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers. 
 
Keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship, 
keep straight in times of storm like times of thug-gism, 
some people see you as a guide. 
Just arm your thought with knowledge and its powers, 
ask some old timers with experience in such fight 
and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers 
the beauty of victory and of right, 
and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers 
the beauty of victory and of right, 
keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship. 
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PS from Amanda Robbins 
This point of the humble intervention of my weak personal voice is the point where traditionally 
somebody comes and says “I am surprised and grieved by the fact that a person of such an elated 
sense of human values did not find anything to say of the holocaust. This would be sufficiently 
hypocritical and sounding of double standards  already because such high sense of life values just 
cannot circumvent the existence of the holocaust..” and would also add “.. But now that an 
unfortunate mishap due to the visibility limitations of a bulldozer’s driver was used so 
brazenly…well, I  can even say….” My answer to this is that it is not a limitation of my 
presentation that holocaust just doesn’t fit in. Let my critic try to enter the holocaust into any of 
my context and its values and I bet he won’t be able to do it. Even if the event with the bulldozer 
was just an accident, and even if he finds a similar accident of  the other side, let him try  to  
make a similar point to mine so as to defend his own view and he’ll see he won’t be able to do it. 
So all the hypocrisy and double standard rest with him not with me. He cannot  consider himself a 
believer in the values he praises me for and violate them too. He must give them up and say he 
gave them up  loudly to himself and to others. It’s his turn and his obligation to make the effort to 
fit these values to the facts of his country, it’s  not my turn and obligation. And if he fails it’s a 
proof of his and his country’s double standards and hypocrisy. If I try to fit his country to my 
values and fail it’s not a failure of me necessarily but maybe of his country. To prove me wrong 
he must make that effort and succeed. If by this answer  he just got sick with my values too let 
him make the effort of fitting his present values to his compatriot Martin Buber’s and his concept 
of “Eclipse of God” and of “God’s helpers”. His eyes and look I send him in photograph:   
 

 
 

For me personally he has been the most formative and beloved philosopher/poet  of my life along 
with Khalil Gibran whose “Pity the Nation”  I devote to citizens  both of my critic’s country and 
of my country  not because I think we have already reached that degradation but  just 
preventively. 
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Pity the nation that is full of beliefs and empty of religion. Pity the nation that wears a cloth it 
does not weave, eats a bread it does not harvest, and drinks a wine that flows not from its own 
wine-press. Pity the nation that acclaims the bully as hero, and that deems the glittering conqueror 
bountiful. Pity a nation that despises a passion in its dream, yet submits in its awakening. Pity the 
nation that raises not its voice save when it walks in a funeral, boasts not except among its ruins, 
and will rebel not save when its neck is laid between the sword and the block. Pity the nation 
whose statesman is a fox, whose philosopher is a juggler, and whose art is the art of patching and 
mimicking. Pity the nation that welcomes its new ruler with trumpeting, and farewells him with 
hooting, only to welcome another with trumpeting again. Pity the nation whose sages are dumb 
with years and whose strong men are yet in the cradle. Pity the nation divided into fragments, 
each fragment deeming itself a nation. 
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Note:  
Martin Buber’s thinking was used by these pages   at very  essential points.  And these pages do 
share Amanda’s point about the defenders of  Sharon’s policies and  also believe that her point  
also applies to the  defenders of the American Gang or of Al Qaeda.  On the contrary the view of 
these pages with respect to the Iraqis is that in this war they   have been the ones  who have  
upheld the western and universal values that their western bombers have uncritically and 
hypocritically identified and claimed  as their own. The only western values the bombers upheld 
are work ethic values of the following form verging from the ridiculous to the lamentable : “I do 
have my own views and doubts and objections about the whole operation but since I did sign the 
contract my mind is concentrated on how to do the job and do it well” (typical answer in 
interviews of American soldiers in Iraq. Even pronounced in stereotype vocal patterns. Possibly 
they were reciting a seminar. This sounds like a situation where  it would make someone more of 
a man if he didn’t keep his word and didn’t respect his signature but did exactly the opposite. Or 
at least if he did not apply the Calvinist work ethic motto “Something not worth doing well is not 
worth doing at all”  but the opposite “Something that must not be done at all is not worth doing 
well”. In brief: We don’t accuse America or Israel of not having heroes and values but of  having  
a government that works with some other values that make heroes be the ones that express civil 
disobedience (Oh, regarding the old argument of nationalists against their compatriots “You are 
split personalities, being of one nationality and defending causes of its enemies” the answer is 
equally old “You are the split personalities: Using double standards by which you e.g. call crime 
and heroism the same acts when carried out by them or by us etc. etc”)                                                                             
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FIREMEN AND FIREWOMEN 
in and from US and Europe  

and among  the Middle Eastern ones 
                Facts of  life to a kid of 19                                                           Facts of  life to a baby in arms   
You’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years,                                              Sleep calm my little angel love, 
you’re just a kid but hairsnow already’s near,                                                               my baby nanny-nanny, 
hard times have just knocked on our door,                                            sleep to grow fast like tall plane trees, 
You’re going to walk on the edge of rough unbound waves                                    so hush and nanny-nanny. 
as sea starts swelling, foaming and turn wild, 
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways,          Sleep as to grow a man strong in your body and mind 
hold on the clarity of your mind,                                 so you can walk straight and keep on the road of right. 
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways,                                       Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
hold on the clarity of your mind,                                                       sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 
you’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years.   
                                                                                                                        Sleep calm my little angel dove, 
Don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers,                                                       my baby nanny-nanny, 
don’t sit and wait for truth to come from others,                               to feel your heart grow big like Christ’s, 
it’s you who’ll walk up Golgotha.                                                                           so hush and nanny-nanny. 
At nights the scent of flowers comes out heady 
as breeze spreads all ’round their desire for life                                     Grow not to ever say «I just cannot» 
and that’s just what we also will be spreading                    and be like steel if you must lift a cross and walk. 
in peace, in fight, dead or alive,                                                                 Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
and that’s just what we also will be spreading                                  sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 
in peace, in fight, dead or alive, 
don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers. 
 
Keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship, 
keep straight in times of storm like times of thug-gism, 
some people see you as a guide. 
Just arm your thought with knowledge and its powers, 
ask some old timers with experience in such fight 
and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers 
the beauty of victory and of right, 
and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers 
the beauty of victory and of right, 
keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship. 

Safety space band so as to keep the kids of above poems  
 untouched by the shit described in the sequel.  

Same precaution must be applied to any other kids of the world, too. 
                                                                            DJ’s PPS 
                                   CHORUS OF JOKER RUMSFELD  AND  ASSISTANT THUGS                                                     
                  OF JOKER CLINTON  AND  TAX EXEMPTED MEN O’WAR, OF…,OF…,OF…          
                                                                   March of the non spirit 

Violence will cure every other form of violence 
and stronger fire is cure for every fire 

with smart bombs and tough shit morons 
we will prevail  where we desire. 

 
Night will it be when our shock and awe will flare up, 

our Christian fire will set all people free, 
a fire to burn up all fanatics 

and change earth’s face just wait and see. 
                                                                                                            By Global DJ (ask him for melody) 
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CHORUS OF JOKER RUMSFELD  AND  ASSISTANT THUGS 
                     OF JOKER CLINTON  AND  TAX EXEMPTED MEN O’WAR, OF…,OF…,OF… 

(Continued  from previous page)          
                                                
                                             Hallelullah!It works.We blew the shit out of them. 

We blew the shit right back up their own ass. 
And out their fucking ears.It works. 

We blew the shit out of them. 
They suffocated in their own shit! 

Hallelullah!. Praise the Lord for all good things. 
We blew them into fucking shit. They are eating it. 

Praise the Lord for all good things. 
We blew their balls into shards of dust, 

Into shards of fucking dust. 
We did it. Νow I want you to come over here 

and kiss me on the mouth. 
                                                                                                         By Harold Pinter* 

 
O Lord our Father, our young patriots, idols of our hearts, go forth to battle – 

 be Thou near them! With them -- in spirit –  
we also go forth from the sweet peace of our beloved firesides to smite the foe.  
O Lord our God, help us to tear their soldiers to bloody shreds with our shells; 
 help us to cover their smiling fields with the pale forms of their patriot dead;  

help us to drown the thunder of the guns with the shrieks of their wounded, writhing in pain; 
 help us to lay waste their humble homes with a hurricane of fire;  

help us to wring the hearts of their unoffending widows with unavailing grief; 
 help us to turn them out roofless with little children to wander unfriended the wastes of their desolated land 

in rags and hunger and thirst, sports of the sun flames of summer and the icy winds of winter, broken in 
spirit, worn with travail, imploring Thee for the refuge of the grave and denied it  

for our sakes who adore Thee, Lord, blast their hopes, blight their lives, protract their bitter pilgrimage, 
make heavy their steps, water their way with their tears,  

stain the white snow with the blood of their wounded feet!  
We ask it, in the spirit of love, of Him Who is the Source of Love, and Who is the ever-faithful refuge and 

friend of all that are sore beset and seek His aid with humble and contrite hearts. Amen. 
                                                                                                                         By Mark Twain** 

 
*In “American football”.Let’s google a little about it: “What Pinter is clearly doing in American Football is 
satirising, through language that is deliberately violent, obscene, sexual and celebratory, the military 
triumphalism that followed the Gulf War and, at the same time, counteracting the stage-managed 
euphemisms through which it was projected on television. General Schwarzkopf talked of 'surgical 
bombing' and 'collateral damage'. Perry Smith, a retired general and CNN analyst, claimed that the Gulf 
War would 'set a new standard' in avoiding civilian casualties. When an Iraqi air-raid shelter was hit, 
American officials quickly went on television and claimed that it was 'a command-and-control facility'. 
Death was smothered in the language of technology and bureaucracy. But as the New Yorker reported on 25 
March 1991, Operation Desert Storm not only involved massive civilian casualties but 'battle carnage on a 
scale and at a pace equal to some of this century's most horrifying military engagements'. Pinter's poem, by 
its exaggerated tone of jingoistic, anally obsessed bravado, reminds us of the weasel-words used to describe 
the war on television and of the fact that the clean, pure conflict which the majority of the American people 
backed at the time was one that existed only in their imagination. Behind the poem lies a controlled rage: 
that it was rejected, even by those who sympathised with its sentiments, offers melancholy proof that 
hypocrisy is not confined to governments and politicians”. From Life and Work of Harold Pinter by 
Michael Billington, Faber and Faber 1996”. 
**In American War Prayer (quite google-able) 
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DJ’s  PPS cont’d 
 

PRESS CONFERENCE OF  JOKER RUMSFELD  AND  ASSISTANT THUGS 
RIGHT AFTER DOING TO BAGHDAD’S MUSEUM  

WHAT JOKER NICHOLSON  DID TO GOTHAM CITY’S MUSEUM 
 

“Don’t ask if you’re winning or are being defeated. Go on!”          “You ask me if what we have is victory.                                       
                                                                   Nikos Kazantzakis           To answer that  I’d have to first see                                            
                                                                                                  statistics which would show if the rate            
                                                                                                  we kill terrorists exceeds the rate at                                             
                                                                                                            which they show up…” 

Joker Rumsfeld 
“…You ask what happened at the   museum, OK, the TV played many times the scene with the guy 
running away with a vase and some people thought thousands of vases had been stolen, but it was the same 
vase, how many vases can Iraq have?...You ask if I myself went to Iraq to sell  weapons to Saddam. Well, I 
don’t remember….You ask me what I say to the  people in this room  who were taken out because they  
shouted things defaming me. I say to them that I believe in Free Speech” 

Joker Journalists believing in  Free Listening 
“If you want to rule address yourself to the idiots. They’re the majority” 

Mark Twain 
“See what the sheriff and his deputies did to this Latina 
when they told her they would give her a green card” 
                               Title of gangbang episode in www.PinkWorld 

“See to what war we sent this Latino and this mixed up Caucasian  
when we told them we would give them  a greencard or a college education and a job” 

Necrophile Perle to Necrophile Wolfowitz (of the Princeton gang*) 
 
 

Comparative Literature 21st century:  
It’s only fair that a Greek  friend of the American DJ who went as far as spelling out  the difference of  a 
zero  like Rumsfeld from  a savant  like Kazantzakis reciprocates, with idiotic statements produced and 
repeated in his country too, just in case Americans get uneasy or even hurt  feeling that they’re the only 
ones who  have such low level statements “said out  loud even when the person  who says   them  is not 
alone or is not talking to someone who receives by the state some payment  to treat him”. In Greece, at 
about the same time Elytis was writing  “Axion Esti” there were also man o’war poems like “Our army in 
Korea is now fighting for our pure Christian and our Greek ideals/to drown the yellow skinned in their 
blood whr’ever  they’re hiding/ to teach them all about what are the freedom’s deals”or “What I wish we 
now could have would  be a real Bulgarian/one Bulgarian killed and roast,  Bulgarian killed and fried. Out!/ 
Out Bulgaria out!Now! Out Bulgaria out!Now!/What we want is our country and king/For country and king 
we fight” Where were the cretinic verses repeated? In the army where else?! Not over  the whole country 
but locally (it must have been a moronic corporal who wrote them to be praised and given a honorary leave 
by his superiors and obviously his superior morons nodded  approvingly) “Local” doesn’t mean similar 
lyrics were not sung by the army in all other places of Greece (other moronic corporals and other superior 
morons to honor them were in no lack, many of the non moronic officers were jailed after the civil war) But 
if Americans do want to hurt  themselves by a comparison they should be told  that although there were 
Greeks fighting in Korea these songs did not enter any top ten like did the hit  “We’re going to kick some 
ass the American way” out of solidarity to the Americans fighting in Iraq,  they were only sung by the 
soldiers (e.g. when in military step and in lines they were going on errands around the village near their 
camp or they were going in military step again and in lines, to public baths, towels in hand) that is they 
were sung by the persons on whom the state has for some years  the maximum margins to coerce.    
 
*Joker Rumsfeld, although he does have a degree from Princeton (like the necrophiliacs)  prefers to be 
numbered in the gang “The boys from Chicago” judging form  his favorite citations that are  from Al 
Capone. Arie Phudd Fleischer, as the boys tease him, just cites screen versions of Al Capone and of other 
good fellahs and not the“real thing”. 
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As it would, probably,  be evident to a beholder of these exchanges (who would be both 
perceptive and interested in using his perceptiveness in this matter) the lack of a reaction, on the 
part of either the nerd or Miyiaki, as lengthy and as enthusiastic and superlative as the reactions 
of the nerd’s friend or of his wife’s could be, at least  in principle,  due to the following fact : 
Although the drummer’s and Amanda’s feat of translation and recontextualization did create in 
their beholder so much  joy and enthusiasm, the excellence of their job already, and even more so 
the perfection reached after the completion contributed by their other two friends,  opened up a 
whole new issue, which the two couples, even in the case  they were aware of that, did very well 
to postpone facing a little and concentrate on their work without which the issue would not arise 
in the first place. This  issue, as it wouldn’t take a magician to guess, was: If some poetry-job  
or DJ-job or whatever doesn’t have a way to affect many people and can only civilize a few (or if,  
even less than that, it can only “convert  the already converted” as the expression goes) then it 
makes very good sense to only share it with one’s friends (unless one is real keen on making a 
stupid few extra bucks  or a few more stupid paragarphs in one of those idiotic CVs or 
biographies some  people give even to their friends who already know all about them since 
childhood) But if, as possibly the case was with this DJ-job-in-written-form, a way exists which 
can help to affect many people toward a really and urgently needed awareness then it doesn’t 
make much sense for a one digit number of friends to sing it to each other after weekend 
barbecues (and after all, that’s not what the nerd’s friend and his wife  did to express their 
enthusiastic congratulations to Amanda and  the drummer. They expressed it by completing the 
job along the direction their friends had started it ) And technicalities do  arise also, like “who 
makes the presentation? A non American who is supposedly biased? An American who is a 
persona  non grata? A “Johhny who?”, whether American or non American, or an actualizer of 
the effectiveness  dream of being top in his field etc etc.before opening his mouth on political 
issues too? Well , if Chomsky was not an equal to Bush in the American collective brain maybe it 
meant that only an actualizer of the American dream of being a millionaire too, besides being 
whatever else, e.g. someone being like Bill Gates, could be convincing to that collective brain. 
But most scientists who had their mind fixed on their field and would be as little convincing as 
Chomskies, did not even have the time or the mind left to even form a political  opinion at all  
(whether agreeing or disagreeing with Chomsky’s), let alone the brains of those who  were fixed 
on becoming millionaires (and also let alone, of course, the scientists and artists whom the 
drummer called “Beckettian Luckies on leash” and “monkeys in chain” for the Rumsfelds and 
Bushes) And ethical problems also would arise even  between friends e.g. in the naïve sense of 
“even in the assumed possibility that all this can make a difference, can an American send it from 
a site abroad without losing his seriousness by not being in US to support it against the jeer etc 
and against the Patriot Act? And does he have the right to involve his non American friends in it? 
And do his non American  friends have the right to inspire him with food for thought from their 
country if they do not support this thought by inspiring him openly and visibly? And do they have 
the right to do that without asking the opinion of their own compatriots? And…and…and….Some 
of all this is reasonable , some is plain  fucking bullshit, instead of sitting to analyze it and debate 
it, ballbreakingly  for all parties,  ourself  included, let’s just wait to see the answers in practice of 
all such, both  asked and skipped,  questions when they were found and were made act, by our 
friends, most of all by Miyiaki and  the nerd. That their lack of immediate reaction to the DJ-ing 
feat  was not lack of enthusiasm  but was deeper estimation and appreciation of its full potential 
and thus immediate beginning to think of something tangible to do with it , became especially 
clear in the case of Miyiaki who after having found, if not a plan for something tangible at least a 
proof that something like that would find an opportunity to emerge sooner or later, after having 
found something even remotely sounding like such a proof (which didn’t take him more than 24 
hours) he let all his ecstasy and euphoria over that DJ-ing unfold and solidify for so many days 
that it had not ended when the excursionists returned (and both the symptomatology and the main 
side effects  of that euphoric unfolding was that he was answering to everyday questions in 
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limericks that he sang in Theodorakian tunes, he was absent minded to the degree of not realizing 
he was waking so earlier for his usual morning karate practice in the mountains that one day that 
Amanda had not yet given the babies their morning milk he took them still sleeping from their 
cradles one per arm, and didn’t even take their rolling carts with him, as he usually did to take 
them to “see gran’pa doing his  kata” as we had said and he only realized he had no place to put 
them on when he reached his practice site and on the way back to take the carts he met the 
drummer running around saying “Phew! So I was right figuring out it was our loony gran’pa who 
had done it.  Amanda seeing the carts and the feeding bottles left at home almost thought the 
babies were kidnapped”. Another side effect, but that was just a joke he liked to repeat with every 
new Greek he made  friends with, was to say that he thought Miki Theodoraki was a Japanese 
name and then to look very disappointed when they told him that all Cretan are then Japanese 
immigrants through their names ending in  -aki. And he called his co-translator a real sun of a gun 
when he told him that he thought  that Mikis did not come form Michael but from “Ouranomikis” 
which in Greek meant “skyhigh”. He also asked how one said “sun of a gun” in Greek and then  
he did retain “bagasa” , unlike his usual flushing down he did with things like “malaka” , 
“moussaka” etc. But the standing side effect was that he asked all about every possible known 
detail about Theodorakis. The nerd’s corresponding reactions were less extreme, most probably 
because being Greek he didn’t have any things left to ask about Theodorakis like Miyaki had, and 
actually became for Miyiaki one of the main sources of stories about Theodorakis, but right now 
let’s mention only one story that related to the composition of the music for Sikelianos’ “March 
of the Spirit” on the one hand and on the other it also related to something that  just happened to 
sweetly remind both of them something about Plucky: When during the junta years they wanted 
to transfer Theodorakis from jail to exile a quite experienced torturer who knew however that it 
would be politically costly to treat a world famous  composer like they treated other political 
prisoners  had the following idea on how to make his exile conditions look like ideal to others and 
sarcastic or even unpleasant to the composer himself: He said “His album “Archipelago” has so 
many songs speaking about sea, so let’s first find which village in the mountains of Greece has 
the biggest distance from sea,  also let’s give the maestro a piano but remind him that the 
prohibition of listening to Theodorakis’ music also applies to  him too, so he can only play 
Hatjidakis or whatever, but not his own songs, whose list the guard will have”. The village was 
found and it so happened that it was a village where the composer  had spent some years of his 
childhood and revisiting there he was flooded him with creative ideas and  new melodies  which 
he said were Hatjidakis’, which  were not listed as we said, and the new melodies  were the 
different  paragraphs of  the “March of the Spirit”. It was a very cold winter night his door and 
windows were constantly illuminated by strong projectors and many guards were on each  shift  
(either thirteen guards, or thirteen projectors , the nerd didn’t remember which of the two 
redundancies and extravagances was the case) his relatives in Crete had sent him a Cretan type of 
ouzo and he invited the guards inside to drink and sit and not  freeze. And he continued 
composing and singing aloud “push with chest and with knee, to get the sun out of mud..etc” . 
Next morning after everyone woke up  the guards  shouted to him from the street to come with 
them to the village café because it was their turn to treat him ouzo to reciprocate for the previous 
night. He told them “Don’t feel obliged, maybe inviting me could get you in trouble” but they 
insisted. So he went with them and pretty soon they were in high spirits and the guards started 
singing the March of the Spirit that they had absorbed and assimilated at its birth hour the 
previous night and at the end they told him “It would not only be rude on our part not to 
reciprocate the treat, it  would also feel like an insult to us who are rightists to leave you with the 
impression that only you leftists love our country and are patriots” (Of course this story too would 
never  take place in Guantanamo because waiting for genetics to show how to produce the 
mutation that would create the perfect guard , the psychologists did not lose time and were 
producing in the new guards as much alteration can be produced towards that direction before it 
also becomes genetic) Anyway let’s see what exactly  related to Plucky this story reminded both 
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Miyiaki and the nerd. There was one German song “by some Wolf Birman” that Plucky liked a 
lot  on the translating gadget on the satellite and had asked the drummer to help him reword it so 
as to make it singable in the melody a Greek composer , some “Thanos littloutsikos” (? That was  
as far as the gadget would go with a non capital M on his last name) had given to its Greek 
translation. The drummer had helped him (and at the same time found Birman’s other song that 
we know, later, came back to him). After Plucky  could sing it he sent it to Miyiaki on the other 
satellite, through e-mail. It was rather obvious why he liked it, but the title we’ll see was added by 
Plucky only after they  landed on earth, actually only after they had come to the island. Here’s 
how it went: 
 
ODE TO COPS, BROTHER HOUNDS 
AND ΟΤHER FORERUNNERS OF ESCHELON 
 
My feelings are real brotherly and best 
for all poor hounds who all the time surround my nest, 
who, with snow or even rain, 
my keepers all around the clock have been ordained, 
who have to use their bugs and mikes to hear 
whatever passes through my mouth or even near, 
songs, swears, and jokes stupid or clever 
within the kitchen or the toilet or wherever. 
My brother cops and hounds you do remain 
listeners and knowers of my every human pain, 
you are and will remain the main witness 
that my passion for my cause and that my sweetness 
are as constantly with me as I with them. 
Words that otherwise would be forgotten, 
all in your tapes have been recorded and safeguarded 
and when at home in bed at least you’re free to sleep 
through whispers from your lips my songs can find some leaks. 
My gratitude to you for this is really deep. 
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues! 
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues! 

 
“So that German poem also became a completely literal  reality that night in that village for your 
illustrious Japanese composer” Miyiaki said  “What? Oh, yes.  I nearly forgot he was Japanese. . 
By the way   did you know that the Greek island from which comes the poet who wrote Japan’s  
National Anthem  is the island where Sikelianos too comes from?” “ The island in  the photos 
with that  sunset and with that fisherman?” “Exactly. Now that explains it? Does it fit?” “Yes 
sir!” “Do you call him Lefkadaki there? Before leaving his name was Lefkadios” “You,  bagasa” 
“Is that how you say that in Japan? I thought you would say it “bagasaki”” “No, we say it “son of 
a gun”. Just like in the states”. “How come Kazantzaki escaped your naturalization offers? 
What’s wrong, you don’t like him? He spoke with some admiration for harakiri”…..Let’s rather 
end with an additional reason for why Amanda did not want to include her “Bus of Human 
Shields” pages in a joint letter to American they wrote almost a year later:)  She said “The more I 
realize what it is that I’m trying to do the more I don’t like the idea of doing it but even if I say I 
must do it , the more I realize what I’m doing the more I think it doesn’t help. I mean , I realize 
that I am trying to make videoclip like scenes which would make Americans see Iraqis in their 
terms and identify and see that Iraqis  feel multiplied by thousands of millions of times the things 
Americans  themselves feel and consider terrible. And in all that  I’m even leaving aside the issue 
of  how they feel about us when the people who started it all and without any provocation were 
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the Americans, not them. We do know that they’re killing us because we kill them not the other 
way around but I leave all this aside because it doesn’t make our mothers and children have less 
pain when their sons or fathers are killed or mutilated,  and it isn’t their mothers’ or children’s 
biggest pain whether their children’s or mothers’ or fathers’ death or mutilation was also 
unprovoked. Death and mutilation is painful enough on its own. That’s why I only think of things 
like “bring yourself to their place” and not also of things like who is to blame. And then I say it’s 
too bad to make somebody respect somebody else only for being to some degree a copy of him. 
And that’s why  I don’t like  it then. But even if I  have to go against this dislike will it help? Isn’t 
it like spoiling somebody whom you must teach and then spoiling interferes with his learning 
aptitude? OK, maybe it’s all my fault , maybe it’s because I myself went the long way and 
learned through very time consuming  identifications that other peoples are  earthmen too like us, 
to that I can’t see some obvious and straight and human way to tell them, maybe it’s the other 
way around and it is not a joke but a truth when some people say that maybe the extraterrestrials 
did come and they are called “Americans”, that’s what the safety of two oceans can do for you. 
Yet why can’t I see some obvious and straight and human way to tell them? Can’t it  just work if 
you say “Why do you have to make a whole effort to equate  a hundred lamenting families with 
the mother of one American soldier so as to identify with them and to conceive of the possibility  
that we do to a hundred families with each  bombing  what they do to one of us with each suicide 
attack. Is this arithmetic so hard to grasp? Are we that much overspoiled” Or maybe I am too 
much playing Jung who made the American millionaires that visited him as psychoanalysis 
clients from overseas sit on the floor and not on the couch so as to remove little by little an unreal 
perspective he saw in them  and a sense of unreality  they had about the dimensions  of them and 
of their  problems which were all elements that  interfered with the analysis. But in what is the 
collective  American  a millionaire? Americans  don’t have less unemployment than other people, 
nor better social security, so who makes them feel they’re in better shape and why is it the  others 
that should make an effort to make themselves heard and understood by them? And if it is our 
government that tries to make them feel self complacent instead of being complaining and 
demanding,  on what can it make them feel different and special and pleased? When England was 
ruling the world,  English poordevils were told they were the only people on earth having tea and 
sugar and so English people drank tea quite a few times per day to feel that lordy feeling again 
and again. Right now what sugar and what tea do American have? Cheap gasoline and serials 
about tycoons?” The nerd’s friend, to whom she was saying all that, answered: “Concerning 
whether talking much more directly  is also more effective I fully agree, I think all who  would 
hear just a couple of simple phrases would not easily  buy any of Rumsfeld’s or Bush’s stupid and 
convoluted lies and justifications about their acts, they would just say “Why nobody told me? Of 
course these people would be  right believing we’re assholes and monsters since we caused them 
so much destruction and pain” Maybe, as they say, we live in an age that doesn’t need to so much 
to have  things analyzed and explained , things are clear enough now, and even obvious , to 
anybody whom the news can reach. What the people of this age need is to be reached at all by the 
news about the obvious, it’s an age where the truth  is so clear and the nonconverted to the 
plainest of truths are so easy to convert that the liars’ weapon is to just block the media with their 
bullshit. Would any American from absolutely any walk of life presented by a scene of human 
destruction and a scene with Fucuyama in Harvard or wherever saying “It was Saddam’s fault 
that we hit them even without his having weapons of mass destruction, because being very cruel 
he had intimidated his own scientists and they were writing him false reports that they were 
making progress in constructing the weapons, because otherwise they would be cruelly punished 
by him, and our intelligence must have seen these reports and that’s how we thought the weapons 
existed and we attacked” and then this asshole is complemented by another that says like Howard 
did  “even if we were against attacking Iraq, as personally  I was,  because there were  no reasons 
to attack, getting there for whatever wrong reason created conditions for retaliation and now there 
is real reason to remain there”, I ask you: Would any American  presented by  a scene of human 
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destruction and the convoluted bullshit of such  Bush justifiers or democrat-disagree-ers  buy the 
bullshit  or even give it the slightest  attention at all or sit and  think if it meant anything at all? So 
I agree that direct touch is the best of all provided some  means exist for people to be reachable to 
each other’s versions and questions. But does it exist or to switch on the very few radio stations 
with such direct talk that would give conversion its fair  fifty-fifty chance, you have to already be 
one hundred percent converted? And concerning the other issue, American self complacence, on 
the one hand we must think of it as being a factor that makes  some  Americans block  with their 
hands the news coming to them, e.g. by switching off the radio stations of alternative news if by 
mistake they chose its frequency,  on the other hand   we must think as you said about what 
causes it, what is the sugar and tea Bushes feed the people to make them feel in better shape than 
people in other countries. When  I say we must think about these things  I don’t mean any 
sociological and psychological analyses , I just mean short and quick videoclip-like scenes as 
quick as on sidewalk theater that was your tradition, e.g performed in front of people on a ticket-
line to help them pass the time, or written in short pamphlets or played on TV along with a ticket 
line to make people reading the pamphlet or watching the clip  feel they saw it on a sidewalk and 
get used to the idea until, thus,  the need for expense of playing it on TV goes  away and only the 
actual sidewalk remains, and if the actors  get fetched by police then it’s part of the scene too, I 
mean short scenes and skits like those little kids play in school events. Scene that are clearly 
recognizabe as mirrors and are given by people with a body language one can  identify with  or 
trust even if initially one doesn’t identify with it, such scenes tell their viewers much more than 
sociological and psychological analyses and arguments. OK, you got me unprepared by talking 
about something I haven’t much thought of, American self complacency, maybe I’ll come up 
with a scene later or  maybe you will come up with one, or maybe I’ll get a scene in some other 
matter, or maybe somebody else will come up with one, your brother-in-law….(he meant he 
drummer’s brother, this discussion was much later than the siblings’ arrival)… does that all the 
time too, I mean his seeing the people around us and on TV, as playing all the time in skits, 
instead of thinking in terms of thoughts or in terms of imagined paragraphs like writers, or in 
terms of songs like musicians,  one may be thinking visually, like film directors, anyway let me 
just tell you a quick scene but without any appeal to any wider public because it only concerns 
nerds, actually it’s not an imagined scene, it’s a real scene from our friend-the-nerd’s life, when 
he went to US as a freshman, in the first few days of student life they were not yet assigned 
dormitories , they rotated to all of them to choose a dormitory and to be  chosen by one. He had 
visited the athlete’s dormitory, the dope smokers’ dormitory, the musicians’ and singers’ and 
dancers’ dormitory, the sex maniacs’ dormitory  and of course everybody in them told him he 
would fit the nerds’ dormitory, he built high expectations  and maybe so did the nerds if 
somebody had told them  about him, so he went there, he hang around a little and after dinner one 
nerd asked him what he thought about the nerd house “You only believe you’re nerds but you’re 
not,  you play nerd and all the time you do what one is supposed to do after nerding, you play 
volley ball, pinball, ping-pong as much as everybody else but you only declare yourselves nerds, 
that is you christen  yourselves that because you christen  your other occupations “breaks in 
nerding”. Your self description is just a way to be self complacent, I’ll call you “self complacent 
nerds”, not just “nerds”” Instead of answering the other guy said “I don’t want to talk to you” and 
left, finally no dormitory wanted him and they played on lottery who would be the unlucky ones 
who would accept him and he went to the athletes’ dormitory and since nobody wanted to be a 
roommate with him, a sophomore who was entitled to a single room offered to stay  with a 
freshman and so our friend the nerd even got a single room already as a freshman. Of course it 
would be too narcissistic on his behalf, and also unasked for, to make a skit like that, but it’s one 
instance of how a complacent person is estranged from critique and just cuts it off. Such has even  
happened twice, out friend who lived some time ago in the  house you’re now renting had a quite 
similar story in those dorms. Now concerning the issue of what sugar and tea Bushes offer  
Americans to make them self-complacent instead of complaining and demanding, I think that 
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pretty soon they’ll only be willing to offer them national pride over completely virtual objects, 
e.g. instead of saying “you’re the only people who has sugar in his tea”, or whatever, they’ll say 
“you’re the only people who speak their mother tongue as first language” as if all other nations 
did not do the same, OK, I get sarcastic when I see with what cost and suffering of others, Iraqis 
now, the American eagle  stripped his feathers one by  one leaving nothing from the myth  that 
made America so genuinely admirable and English so deservedly a universal language, but then I 
see tourists in cute little flocks like turkeys’ coming and asking those so cute and human kid-like 
little questions and my sarcasm like the one above sounds like private raving to me and then 
something else comes up and I get back sarcastic again and so on and so forth, you’ll think I’m 
recounting a film like “The American are coming” or “Townspeople” or whatever was its name, 
if I tell you of some dialogues where friends needed me a an interpreter but they are all real: “Are 
you aware there are people in this group who would even pay to do working in  the fields, e.g. 
treading on grapes in wine making seasons? Why is there not somebody around who would bring 
us in contact with  people having vineyards?’ “But why did you have to travel that far for that? 
Why didn’t you pay somebody in California to tread on his grapes?” “People who do that in the 
states are in somewhat secluded communities. They don’t have facilities that outsiders could use 
but you do have facilities because you have tourism. We  don’t mean air conditioning in the 
rooms. Actually we do want the whole packet of  the experience of living in a different 
civilization, we do realize that in US we  use labor saving devices not to find free time but to 
work even more so as to buy other labor saving devices” “OK, but it’s better if I connect you with 
the workers who tread on the grapes, Greeks, Ukranian, Albanian etc. and not with the vineyards’ 
owners, because if you do their  treading the workers will  be out of job, so I’ll take you on the 
site and you’ll make to them your offers and each of them will choose whom they like or who 
pays him more and he’ll give him his   place in the grape barrel until he gets tired , so they won’t 
be losing their  wages, if you give the money to the owner they’re ruined, and ruined  would they 
also be in California I guess. Doesn’t all  this remind Tom Sawer’s friends who bribed  him to let 
them do the wall job he himself was bored to do? And what will you be getting out of Greece? 
What will Greece give you back for your free, or rather inversely paid, services” “Well, we can 
bring with us an instructor, or you may provide one, to teach us medical terminology so as to 
make us aware of the fact that all medical terms used all over the World, or at least in the West,  
are  of Greek origin”,  believe me, Amanda, I am almost moved to tears by the  kindergarten-ness 
of all this , I am not being sarcastic, you’ll know it when I sound sarcastic. Then one of them  told 
me that I must not let their idea leak, and other people make big money of the idea of bringing 
tourists to work even before high season in  summer when the ticket and hotel rates are still not 
high, e.g. if they come in Spring they’ll do Springtime’s agrarian  jobs. I said “So you want me to 
connect you directly to people who might have houses to rent and for example tell them you’re 
coming in Spring , so they have what heating is needed at that time, and you don’t want me to 
connect you with tourism bigshots who do have big money to start with  and who would use this 
idea without thinking  that one’s plans still at the stage  or free associations have a right  to be 
copyrighted like when  some real work towards  their implementation has already been done. So 
we start  directly with the people here  who have available houses and just need some kind of 
assurance that you people are really going to come if they install the necessary  facilities and  you 
need some assurance they will really install those facilities if you say you come. One step at a 
time, the other steps will be taken as you go along. Right? As Antonio Machado puts it “Traveler 
there are no paths, paths are made by walking”” Amanda answered:  “I wonder what is still 
giving  me the impression you are not being sarcastic. I’m not being ironic, I mean it, go on” 
“Somebody else answered me “What you need is to think of all this yourselves, not wait from us 
to give you these ideas. And  even if you start one step at the time you must also have somebody 
who can think big, who sees the master plan, who says “we’re here and we want to go there”” and 
he showed in the air with his hands. Well, I kind of got a little  impatient  when it  got to the point 
of  insinuations about my backwardness of not seeing as  far ahead   as they did and even my 
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irresponsibility for being indifferent to creating new jobs  for the young around, and just in case 
they did create new jobs through all these facilities , whether with big or with small scale. Maybe 
I was wrong  thinking they would close down job positions for the sake of living the experience 
of  treading the grapes, maybe they would open jobs. I asked a little later a friend of mine who 
knew about official programs of agrotourism and was not backward like me, but they had 
disappeared before I brought them in contact, well , even later I learned that some wine 
companies just collaborated straight with travel agencies and had their grapes trodden by tourist 
groups, I also heard that a tourist who was a journalist offered to write a free ad in his paper for 
the beaches here if we promised him we would have somebody e.g. students with a project on 
ecology, take care of clearing  all beaches of cigarette butts, so I lost interest, maybe both they 
and the village used the wrong interpreter, but I don’t consider  the equally unpaid  collaboration I 
was doing at the time with Miyiaki on the March of the Spirit as a kind of autistic hobby that 
doesn’t concern itself with what is common to all and if anybody in the group or in the village 
could offer Miyiaki the help I was offering him at the time I would gladly exchange places with 
him to be interpreter to such groups, maybe even in that case I would reject the project if I 
thought harder about it, for example   I can’t take very seriously somebody who judges himself 
what good to take from another country, especially  if that good is to learn  if some word for 
appendicitis is proof that Greece did have  something   to offer to Americans and that was the   
medical terminology, when I hear such things I am reminded of Christ’s line “In your prayers, 
don’t tell your Heavenly Father very detailedly what you need, he knows better than you yourself 
what you really need for your happiness” OK, let  me go back to my little autistic interests, of just 
not wanting to be  interrupting what I’m doing  when it is at a stage much further ahead than the 
stage of initial free associations, for the sake of  helping  anybody’s throwing free  associations 
and master plans which, supposedly  think big, according to his  criteria of bigness which are not 
necessarily mine. I still don’t sound sarcastic do I?”. Amanda answered “Actually you sound as 
having the proverbial Job’s patience, like in the book of Job in the Bible, I mean. And if you’re 
not getting sarcastic anywhere near I think I’m going to scream” …….OK, let’s save the sarcasm 
for some other  time and  get back to more interesting things we have left since many 
pages………Let’s  go on back  to the (many pages ago) interrupted reciprocation of Miyiaki to 
the photos of poets and thinkers and the other things his friend had showed him, given him etc to 
make to  him, in  the way he used to,  the point about the  nothing-like-UFO body language of 
poets . We had started  saying that to all that Miyiaki reciprocated next day by another set of 
photos which on the one hand made the same point about the nothing-like-UFO body language of 
poets but also, through  being concentrated on Greek poets and through their order on paper, 
showed the so-to-speak order in which the sun  they spoke about  landed on earth, Sikelianos’ 
heartening both simple and learned  people to push against Nazism , Elytis , like every man in 
arms, agreed life is worth it and so that life’s sun and life’s values are worth dying for, then, when 
half the fighters were ordered  to shoot the other half of fellow fighters and conscientious 
objection was the new call to help the sun of life’s  values not to sink , then Ritsos and 
Theodorakis wrote songs on what this call for help meant  this time and also  took on all the 
consequences a non poet and non composer had to face to agree with such a call, “they 
themselves  also became raw material for their art”  as the composer  put it while the poet’s verse  
“Their every word a window open to the sunshine” referred to their companions and “fellow raw 
material”, frequently illiterate,  as being equally poetic, in the craziness and persistence of the 
motives of their activism and in what they evoked through their deed and stance in jails and 
torture islands, OK it was equally poetic to  the  most sublime poetry  written by those who had 
their way with words and had roamed Greek and international literary cafés. Finally, Miyiaki  
included the two photos of Panagoulis that he found by googling but below a gravure from a 
torture island that he interpolated between his two snapshots  in court martial he didn’t use as 
subtitle his verse going like “…let the three magi bring the nails instead of gifts..” but a verse 
going like “I want to win since I cannot be defeated…” (of course “I’m a fighter, not a killer, I 
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was happy my bomb missed Papadopoulos” was not said by him when he was being tried! 
Neither was it a verse. It was said in an interview years later, and  after Papadopoulos (the 
dictator) had  been tried) All the above Miyiaki did not discuss so much with his friend, he let 
most of what he had to say to the photos and discussed a little more, but with himself only, how 
Plucky’s remark about Panagoulis really showed in his photos’ body language although Plucky 
had never seen these photos (this  didn’t refer to  Plucky’s  guess that he might look like Jack 
Nicholson with a moustache. It referred to the fact that his body language showed someone very 
lucidly concentrated on relying exclusively   on himself  and only on himself (on who else after 
all? Who would show up in a court martial  to defend a conscientious deserter of the Army of a 
junta and through which paragraph of military law? If anyone like that existed he would be either 
already arrested or already wanted and hidden on related charges (and people would already be 
being tortured to reveal where he was)). Anyway, let’s recapitulate in brief all that genealogy of 
pictures just saying that they show in what way   Henry Miller was or was not correct in his  
prediction, in his article “The Gigantic Sunrise”, that Sikelianos was an eagle who was going to 
send eagles all over Europe and they would fight the merely mechanical eagles that Nazist 
bombing planes were (Elytis passed  from surrealist cafés in Paris and returned to merge 
surrealism and Platonism and make out of them a form for his  personal myth and his personal 
vision, Theodorakis got a musical scholarship, for Paris too,  right after his exit from a torture 
island, reached when just thirty years old what other musicians consider a career culmination for 
a mature age, he conducted for an opera on  his own  music in Covent Garden in London,  and at 
the moment he gladly received the applause of the moustached lords and gentlemen and their 
ladies he realized that this  was not the audience he wanted to address and went back to Greece to 
put the Ritsos and Elytis poetry in folk music form, through bouzouki, and thus to give birth to a 
cultural revolution and to educate the people who had taught him and his similars so much but 
had never been taught anything by them (let alone by the state)) OK, without further ado let’s go 
to Miyiaki’s pictures: 
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               Lightshadowed  The sun can’t rise on his own 
                                                                                                                                   Push with chest and knee 

                        It’s worth it  Axion Esti 
 

   
                                                                  “Their every word   
                                                           a window open to the sun” 

 

  
“I want to win  since I cannot be defeated… 
Hit. Hit. Your shame builds our grandness” 
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Miyiaki showed these pictures to his friend, and said “don’t ask me before you turn page if in the 
order I put the pictures I forgot  you told me that Ritsos wrote his “Epitaphs” in ’36 and 
Sikelianos wrote the March in the ’40s but also don’t turn page before I tell you. Some of what 
I’ll tell you is my version of what you told me about your set of photos yesterday. So: I’ve never 
been any big  Henry Miller’s fan , as our friend the drummer was  in his teens, nor am I any big 
Zen fan , despite my looks and my origin, the only somewhat related thing I’ve studied a bit is the 
parallelism of Taoism with some Jungian insights, and the fact that there was a  period  when 
there  was at least one person per block or per apartment  house who expected others to see him 
as a Zen master I considered the direct consequence of the age of postcards when tourists saw 
anybody with a beard in Indian  postcards as a potential guru  or any Greek  with a moustache 
who could folk dance as a potential Zorba  whereas the compatriots of the photographed all had 
moustaches and all could folk dance and they and judged who is who with more serious criteria 
like the state of the land they tended, their care for the daughters they wanted to marry off , the 
financial  help and push they gave to their sons’ beginning, etc etc, or like the participation in 
harder tasks. Yet I must acknowledge something to the Zen of the type of Henry Miller who 
“chose to live unperturbed by  rough sea,  in the belly of the whale submerged deep under the 
waves”, as Orwell had characterized  the decision of Henry Miller to leave Europe, Paris, Clichy, 
Athens and Corfu,  and go back to US as the war was approaching …(his friend noticed very 
carefully every single word of Miyiaki’s next remark, about which he did not quite have time to 
think if it combined insights of Miyiaki or the drummer or of Plucky along with Henry Miller’s or 
it combined only Henry Miller’s and Freud’s , but he did have time to think that the time Tom 
Robbins had  met Miyiaki and heard him  sounding like the “Chink” of his “Even Cowgirls Get 
the Blues” must have been  something like a sunny break to something not exactly happy-go-
lucky nor “happy clod of earth” type nor “happy rock”  type. He also did have time to notice that 
right now he would agree with Plucky’s guess that not only the drummer but also the nerd saw in 
Miyiaki something about a future self of theirs and that the nerd was already on his way to live 
that self ahead of time through some of his writing (but writing about characters who did not have 
anything to do with karate however  but had to do e.g. with how constitutions with Tarkofskian 
versions of Kierkegaardian  “fear and trembling”, “ Heideggerian authenticity” and transfixed 
looks (like the character of Tarkofsky’s “The Sacrifice” crazed at the end) were launched on  
whole itineraries in life  of  almost Jungianly alchemical transformations and finally had a narrow 
escape from craziness and met the equally transfixed Tarkofskian women whom they saw not as 
Dostoyevskyanly saint whores but as equally vibrant souls  and bodies either in the process from 
an extraterrestrial’s body language to an earthwoman’s or in the process from an Andy Warholian 
intraterrestrial’s body language to an earthwoman’s too (needless to say that after the point in 
time when the nerd  felt he had thus synthesized all contradictions in himself and was not 
anymore bedeviled by any Abrahamiam-Isaacian or Blakean-Guinnsbergian anxieties and finally  
felt absolutely solid in body and sane in mind and ready to enter relationships seriously,  all 
women told him to his face that they felt his vibes as absolutely insane and nonsolid,  and when 
he quickly realized that this was due to the fact that his life’s path seemed to half of human 
constitutions as too insane for  its extraterrestrial early youth past  and to the other half as too 
insane for its earthlike recent past , he stopped to bother others  with such aspects of himself  and 
himself  with such aspects of others and decided to grow up  only through, and along with,  the 
growing up of his fellow characters in his pages , calling his life’s path “Phantasy of the Real” in 
tribute to Martin Buber’s term “imagining the real” (which of course did not have much to do 
with sexual fantasies or phantasies) and through becoming even more adamant in not publishing 
his books (even the ones on quite academic subjects) because he insisted that being rejected by 
someone you choose is much preferable than to liked by a stranger’s criteria that are maybe not 
your own too, and thus preferred not to sit on a bookstore’s window or shelf waiting like a whore 
to be chosen by a client  but to be like a live book with flesh that is  like a whore crying  to 
passers-by “hey , you! It’s you that I want to fucked by, not by the previous passerby or by the 
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next, you, yes you” even if she only got turndowns with (or without) strange looks and hastened 
paces. The voice of the real Miyiaki continuing on his point woke his friend from  the reverie and 
identification with his friend and with his friend’s identification with the fictional Miyiaki-like 
future self of  his pages. Miyaki repeated some of his last sentence feeling his friend had become  
absent minded by the so intense concentration on something that  interested him so very much  
but sure had connections with very many things that had also come to claim his attention and  
scattered  like sneezed smoke a couple of Miyiaki images further down the road)… I must 
acknowledge something to the Henry Miller type of Zen,  let me put it in Freudian terminology to 
spell out in clearer relief how Henry Miller differs from Freud. The id of  that Zen’s egological 
structure  is like a plot full of plants  and the ego is like a gardener who has a say in letting it look 
like a jungle or making it look like a garden but has no say on things like the weather and season 
and only some say on the garden’s varieties of soil and flowers. And there is no superego to 
repress the ego, the only unfreedom is that lack of say in weather etc. But Nietzsche’s concept of 
our higher self from which Freudian superego originated  was not only a repressive principle. E.g. 
does anyone seriously think that  the towers’ firemen would not sacrifice themselves if they  had 
taken on pschoanalysis to get over the repressions imposed on them by parents, society, religion, 
etc (and from psychoanalysis itself too)? Of course not, so the superego is not only a hangman 
and torturer especially when it orders us  to do things for which we must risk death or torture. Of 
course an idiot might really think that if the firemen got cured they would protect themselves 
better and if their wives got cured they would divorce them to have multiple orgasms unclouded 
by the possibility of a  traumatic future. Plucky had noticed how Panagoulis could rely only on 
his own self’s image shouting to him encouragement from a mirror inside himself, in Freudian 
idiom  (but not in Freudian practice) we can say that the emancipation from the superego, its 
removal from one’s horizon  and firmament, happens either in the way of Zen where you’re left 
with only id and ego or in the hard way where in order to  remove your superego from your 
horizon and  firmament  you have to reach it and surpass it, sometimes this way is  called the way 
of the Nietzschean-Kazantzakian hero. That’s what happens with Panagoulises, with Pluckies, 
with Corries, with Brunos, and with those Spencer Tracies and Frank Sinatras etc. In times of 
peace, even if it’s false  peace  based on the “ignorance is bliss” phenomenon,  everything goes 
OK if people just try to live free in that garden, but in periods of difficulty , or just non-ignorance, 
one would have to be doing some kind of autistic Zen  if he wanted to forget that for  humanity to 
continue to exist it also needs the existence of some people who are emancipated from their 
superego the hard way, and who then write poems to Prometheus as equal to equal, like 
Panagoulis did. His superego was Prometheus himself, not Sikelianos at the top of those 
photographs who would be a superego to poets writing about Prometheus (like Sikelianos  wrote 
about  people who already were giving birth to Promethean incarnations  in crises like wars and 
juntas).  But an  idiot may satisfy even the need of human nature to heed the pushes by our higher 
self, by considering he has made a terrific and awe inspiring superhuman feat by just becoming 
able to enjoy the pleasures  of the garden we were talking about and picturing himself a slayer of 
dragons who overthrew the superego and became able to ejaculate with no guilt or whatever etc. 
etc. OK, in a repressed society with millions of labyrinths to be lost and full of crazy prohibitions 
and silly consumeristic  promptings, the way to pleasure may indeed become lost for somebody 
and difficult to find again or at all. And it’s good to look for it carefreely and happy-go-luckily. 
But equating it all the way with feats is so autistic that it verges from to the ludicrous  to the 
pathetic, if not from the uninformed to the psychotic. OK, I don’t think I should elaborate any 
more on this. Let’s go to the  dates concerning the poems by Ritsos and Sikelianos …(to hear 
Miyiaki’s on this  subject too was so interesting to his friend after just having heard his views on 
the previous subject that he completely let go and then forgot to tell him about  two things that 
passed from his mind as he was hearing him: A letter of Panagoulis to  a friend  of his which was 
citing a Shakespearean hero  going like “Above all I detest  those unholy ones who  show to 
others the wreath of thorns and keep themselves for the road of debauchery ” accompanied by a  
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remark of Tarkofsky on Hamlet which  completed nerd’s fairly usual  point in  “long Hamletic 
monolog for Sinatra” (which saw “to be or not to be?” not as paralyzed will but as calm 
contemplation of whether life was better served by living or by dying in certain cases) by the 
much less usual  point  by Tarkofski “The real tragedy of Hamlet was not that he might  die but 
that  he would have to use methods of common criminals. Even if he  lived after the duel he 
would commit suicide”, a point so similar to Panagoulis’ “I’m a fighter, not a killer, I’m happy 
my bomb missed…”, and  also reminded the nerd’s friend an argument he once had with a friend 
of his on whether Kazantzakis had the right to point to erotic symbols like Zorba when it was 
known that he himself was  so completely walled up sexually that maybe had never made love 
with his wife, an argument that had finished as follows on his part: “Whether he could point to an 
erotic symbol, is very well known, he created an erotic symbol who was spread more than don 
Giovanni and Casanova and was much healthier and more human than both  of them and of 
course much healthier and more human than all the gigolos and kamakis that  made hits imitating 
those parts of Zorba’s life that were  easy to imitate and were pleasant and human both for them 
and for their erotic  targets. But whether it was bad that Kazantzakis  himself was so un-erotic 
was something that outsiders were not entitled to have an opinion on, since it did not affect them. 
He didn’t pass to them his unerotic vibes but the vibes of Zorba so what was the problem? So 
one, at most,  should ask his wife’s  opinion if one thought himself entitled to. Actually one a 
woman journalist once did when  his wife was about 98. She tried so hard to be  discreet that this 
question about whether Kazantzakis made love she posed in French, “some people wonder if  
Kazantzakis  faisait l’amour”“What amour and mamour you’re telling me? Is this the thing to 
learn from Kazantzakis’ work? If he faisait l’amour? No Kazantzakis  didn’t do amour nor 
mamour. So what? What’s your problem with what his work can offer you? This should be a 
problem to me at most  and if it wasn’t for me why should it be for others? Kazantzakis was 
harmony itself. Kazantzakis had his own very knowledgeable opinion for himself  and he would 
be distracted neither by blame nor by praise. If blame or praise did not agree with his own 
opinion of himself he would say “They don’t know what they’re saying”. If you can you learn 
something from this then all right. If not, what will your mamour question teach you?” (And his 
work being so harmonious, who could blame something on this peculiarity of his nature? Of 
course if this was a knot that could be untied it would probably give new directions and 
dimensions and depth to his work but his distance from even better works should bother  him, not 
anybody else, and if it did not bother him in the ways we think, then why should it bother us?  
And concerning whether this was an abnormality why is it more normal not to get hardons 
because one is too concerned with the latest  news from the stockmarket  which he waits for on 
his cell phone which he carries to his bed and it  is abnormal not to get hardons because one is too 
concerned about the future of the world? And regarding  whether concern for the world may harm 
one’s erections it sure can also be  no  problem since, the other end of the odd couple, Sikelianos, 
who equally worried about the world, was so erotic that his philosophical poetry had been 
misunderstood as merely paganistic for decades. And regarding the question of whether people 
concerned so hard with the world are always such extreme cases, it again can also be no problem 
since Mumford had an absolutely ordinary personal life with  a lifelong marriage since quite 
young age, and with a son and a daughter. But his son was killed in one of the heroic last battles 
of the 2nd world war. And concerning whether only “autistic” spirits are more interested in what is 
human nature and its future than in fully sharing each age’s crazes and trends, would it not be the 
case that a non autistic person in the land or age of the autistic would appear autistic to all?(and 
for a very “valid”  reason  too: He would be “autisticly”  “overlooking” that man’s nature is to be 
what the majority around him were,  and so the Orwellian inversion of meanings would be 
“substantiated’) But Miyiaki would hear all this some other time, not now, his friend would not 
interrupt him, so he was continuing:)…Turn now the page and see the photos:  
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From camps to exile. 
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WHO IS INSIDE LOOKING OUT AND WHO IS OUTSIDE LOOKING IN? 
WHAT DEFINES IN AND OUT FOR PLATONIC CAVES? 

OR 
ANOTHER “ODD COUPLE” IN HISTORY 

      THE IDEAL PROLETARIAN                         THE IDEAL BOURGEOIS 
  AND A (RELATIVELY) RECENT                    AND THE (ONLY SO FAR) 
 CONTRIBUTION HE HAS MADE             CONTRIBUTION HE HAS MADE 
                TO HISTORY                                                  TO HISTORY 
 
“Hear what I have to tell you now.          “Once when I was in Los Alamos, 
In the Indies, in the city of Calcutta          Oppenheimer was criticizing von Neumann 
they put a man to chains.                                                           for being irresponsible. 
They stood in the way of a man                Von Neumann answered “I choose 
                             as he was walking.                                             to be irresponsible” 
This is then why I won’t condescend         I thought to myself “Von Neumann 
                                 to raise my head                             can afford to be irresponsible 
                    towards the starlit spaces                                                       and I can’t? 
You might say “Stars are far                      ..(Pause)..We are worms 
                      and our earth is so tiny”.                               in a jar that hangs in space 
Well, whatever the stars may be                                                           amidst wonders. 
I stick my tongue out at them.                     And instead of feeling grateful 
What for me is the most amazing thing,                         that we can see these wonders 
                                 the most imposing,                     because the jar is made of glass, 
          the most mysterious and uncanny,     we busy ourselves with 
                                   the grandest thing,                        “Which worm stepped on me 
is a man who is obstructed when walking,                                           or I stepped on?” 
is a man who is now being chained”.           It’s great to be irresponsible 
                                                                                                        if you can afford it”. 
 
                                    Nazim Hikmet                                            Richard Feynman 
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Miyiaki told then  his friend  that when they were in the satellites, in the Paradisiacal days before the 
bombings of Yugoslavia,  Amanda once sent him, by e-mail, Hikmet’s above poem with a photo of Hikmet 
and the photo of Ritsos next to him (added by the drummer who had become a Ritsos fan already in the 
satellites, actually Hikmet they had found through Ritsos who had  translated that poem by Hikmet in 
Greek)Miyiaki , playing Zen master, assigned her a koan by sending her  the  above  page without the stars 
and without the gravure from the torture islands (that one he had only seen recently through the nerd) 
without  yet writing by way of  “poem titles” (under the “who is inside …and who is outside…?”)  those 
things about ideal proletarians and ideal bourgeois which were the answer , or at least half of it (but it was 
Miyiaki finally who considered that  his full answer , whatever it was, was only half because the answers of 
the trio he considered as even better than his).Amanda answered immediately that it only showed that in the 
East  people’s reality was shaped by savage repression whereas in the West, especially in US, people had 
the concerns one rightfully has in a protected environment, but this did not prove Hikmet a poordevil 
compared to Feynman nor Feynman an asshole compared to Hikmet,  Plucky looked up for him a DVD 
with a film with Mathew Broderick called “Infinity”which was about the death of Feynman’s wife, Arlene,  
at very young age when he was still a student (in exactly those Los Alamos days of his) and told him to 
look  carefully at the last scene where Arlene has died and  Feynman has passed in the middle of the night 
in front of a shop-window  with a red dress they  had seen and liked and planned to buy (“the moment at 
which it got me” as he had written of it) and is lying  on a bench in the desert square  and is  facing the stars 
(and “infinity”) with  hands crossed behind  his head. “This is then  his own “thinking man’s” position from 
which he looks at wonders out of the jar etc, not an arrogant prick’s stance, just in case you meant to check 
us out  for such things too with that  koan-joke of yours...” were the finishing lines of Plucky’s answer. The 
drummer was more koanic than the koan master since one could not understand whether with his answer he 
was playing a joke on Feynman or on Miyiaki or whether he was just being serious or whether he was 
defending Feynman or even Miyiaki: He reworded Feynman’s answer so as to be singable in the  melody 
of the music to which Thanos Mikroutsikos had put Ritsos’ translation of Hikmet’s  song and wrote : 

HIKMET   VERSUS FEYNMAN OR FEYNMAN VERSUS HIKMET?                                                        
THAT IS THE QUESTION (OF MIYIAKI) 

     What now, I have to say and let you know,               Young, still in the team for the atom bomb 
     somewhere in Indies within the city of                           I heard a preaching by Oppenheimer to 
                                                    Calcutta                                                                    von Neumann 
     they put in chains a man, a man like                               To be irresponsible is conscious choice 
                                               you and me                                                                                for me 
     they put in chains a man like us                                       I heard von Neumann say and thought 
                                   as he was walking                                                            I could outfrank him 
    That’s why I don’t and I will never                                        Here’s how I thought my brilliance 
                                            condescend                                                                          could afford 
    to raise my eyes to see what shines                                   what others thought was only afforded 
                                     in starlit spaces                                                                   by von Neumann 
    You’ll counter: Our earth is just                                            I thought: We’re all  worms in a jar 
                             a teeny weeny moon                                                                      in empty space 
    and there are stars that shine so bright                            a clear glass jar that is just hung among 
                             your mind spins dizzy                                                                       real wonders 
    Well, whatever all those stars may be                           Well, ungrateful that we can see through 
                      I stick my tongue out to                                 we only care for which worms crush us 
                                  their brightness                                                                             or vice versa 
    For me, the most amazing thing,                                                  For me, the most exciting thing 
    the most imposing ,the most grand,                                        the most imposing ,the most grand              
                              and most uncanny                                                                     and awe inspiring 
    is man obstructed in his walk                                                                 is wonder reaching at the                                                     
                    a man when put in chains                                                         limits of our knowledge 
   any man in flesh and blood who now is                                            any real question that is now  
                                           being arrested                                                                 being examined 
   is man obstructed in his walk                                                  That’s what I mean each time I say 
                        a man when put in chains                                                                      irresponsible  
   a man in flesh and blood who now                                            and being like that, is just great if 
                                       is being arrested.                                                               you can afford it. 
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The drummer wrote a different version singable in the “Hikmet/Feynman melody”, much later, when the 
news about the occupation in Iraq were bringing photos of headbagged Iraqis snatched from home and 
receiving jail visits from their kids with the headbag still in place and with guards from a nation that a few 
years back had given all possible Oscars to Benini for “Life is Beautiful” the drummer started shouting in 
both prose and verse and both  in writing and out loud, that cinephile Plucky  had been right when once, 
just having read that Benini had changed a Russian liberating tank into an American one,  had said Benini  
was  a clown’s clown for his having entertained  Clintons by entertaining the American public too much 
with adding “an innocent lie to make his film find a producer , otherwise the film’s so very good point 
would be lost” What  kind of shit is that? The point that Americans need to learn is in what way  life is 
beautiful even without lies. How can you say that to them through a lie? Was it ever a problem to them to 
find ways to stand a concentration  camp? And the Americans who do live like that in slums would not give 
him any Oscar anyway since no American, nor Russian,  tank brings them any liberation. So to whom does 
he address the films message that life is beautiful just in case they don’t know it? To Bergmann’s 
depressive Swedes who never existed except in Bergmann’s fictions  which  now he himself considers very 
boringly depressive to rewatch? And when Solzhenitsyn who chose Stalin’s concentration camps in order 
to say the truth for his country came to the free world and said the truth about his new country too,  in a 
Harvard lecture, US just responded, through Rosalyn Carter’s  lips, by  the expected average housewife’s 
stereotype “what a shame being that ungrateful to the country that saved him” as if,  in case he wanted to be 
saved by silence or by lying,  he did  not have that option back home too! As if  somebody not afraid of 
talking the truth at penalty of Gulag should not talk the truth anymore for fear of the penalty  of being 
called ungrateful of being  in a country where truth is, or was,  penalized  much less severely. So don’t talk 
to me about innocent graceful little lies  of divinely blessed clowns of the Benini variety”. This had then 
reminded him of a book popularizing black holes where one of the great specialists on the issue, Kip 
Thorne, a person very  clever (e.g. he had become, before turning thirty, the youngest American 
academician ever and when Feynman died he took the Caltech chair named after him) and very  kind (e.g. 
once he had saved the life of a Russian physicist and fellow generalrelativist  by raising money among the 
American  physics community for an expensive heart operation) in a show not of any lying but of the 
gullibility of the time of innocence (an almost precise euphemism for good old cold war years), wondered 
how such a clever physicist as Sakharov could collaborate with such a monster as Stalin to produce the 
Russian H-bomb, and answered to himself that life must have been so bleak that at the end of each day he 
didn’t think of what he had done but took a break until  the next bleak day, and also that he must have been 
gullible to the paranoid propaganda that Americans would hit them with their own  H-bomb, whereas any 
non gullible person would conclude then (and all non retarded persons have concluded by today) that 
Sakharov collaborated with Stalin to protect Russia from Americans who had amply proved  in Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki that they would do hit them if they had lesser guns, and he became a dissident to protect 
Russia from Stalin too, and only life in LA-suburbia-ly-non-bleak America could have made a clever 
American not think after each such page what the crap he had written and just take a coffee break until he 
wrote the next crap of a page. “I wonder if at least now he still has not  realized  that Sakharov had the guts 
to be dissident to a monster towards Russia’s  dissidents and if he, at least now, found the reason and the 
guts to be a dissident against the clowns that at least so far have mainly been  monsters only towards  
non Americans people” he ended and then the drummer concentrated back to the Iraq camps opened by 
their liberators and, mainly out the  entrapment he felt from  US not having evolved alternatives to Bush 
other than Mr Deaths like Wesley Clark and sophists like Howard (and unable and  indifferent, at that 
moment, to discern whether inability to evolve a “different politician” is to blame on the public or on the 
non-different politicians who do not make it their concern to educate and inform the people in such a way 
as to give them   the option to seek their political antipodes  instead of their clones and thus as to choose 
them on their own free and informed  wills if they choose them ) he wrote the following page: 
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(Explanation about an aggravation: Such a change  in outlook about American carefree, creative 
and even blessed  irresponsibility in its most  ideal sense maybe feels sad . Well, what is sad is 
that the decency and the cuteness of the disagreements and incompatibilities of character 
between the analogs of Jack Lemon and Walter Mathau in the new ,brand brave new bizarre, not 
odd, couple  are gone with the days of innocence) 

     
  

GOOD ODD DAYS FOR GOOD ODD COUPLES ARE GONE. 
WHO WANTS TO FORM BIZARRE COUPLES? 

OR: 
CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING THROUGH 

CREATIVE SELF-CONTEMPT FOR US CITIZENS 
HOSPITALITY INSTRUCTION FOR HOSTS OF AMERICANS ABROAD 

AND THERAPY INSTRUCTION FOR AMERICANS’ANALYSTS  BACK HOME 
 

“To be an opponent of Hitler was an honor, 
but with those illiterates, although we did have to do something, it was an insult 

not only to have them as self-appointed governors but even as opponents” 
Mikis Theodorakis for the Greek junta leaders 

 
What, for my part, I want to say about this fight 

about George Bush and shock and awe and Donald Rumsfeld 
they don’t exactly cause that anger, hate and man’s respect 

that used to rise in front of enemies like Hitler. 
That’s why I don’t and I will never condescend 

to fight them with something beyond contempt, with something stronger. 
You’ll counter: “But they have much more lethal guns 

that would raise fear, shock and awe even in Hitler” 
Well, I give no shit, I give no fuck, I give no damn 

who of them is more of shit, of dirt, of scum, of nothing. 
For me the only riddance that can come 

is if the average yank despises them and kicks them. 
So help Americans just build some true and healthy self-contempt 

creative self-contempt will help them know they’re helpless. 
Do all you must to have the rights for that 

and then despise them freely and deep and just enjoy it. 
Do all you must to feel real incontemptible 

and you will find it’s just great if 
you can afford it. 
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The drummer  wondered however if his friend the nerd’s friend could help him remove some of this song’s 
anger  which just made it unreadable and  thus useless, without of course removing its essential point and 
making it as useless as the unreadable one. To his surprise (or not to his surprise in retrospect) his friend 
told him he already had  a less angry paraphrase, of a much more widely known song, that might help him 
although it was written in circumstances that did not create as much anger as the indecency now,  and that 
now he would have a similar problem with the drummer, also he told him that the above poem  him gave 
him an idea, to call “conscientious  enduring contempt” what he previously called just “enduring 
contempt”, the drummer when he saw his friends paraphrase just changed the expression “give contempt” 
to “show contempt”  everywhere he saw it and asked , very impressed why he had not shown it to him 
before “Well, I had e-mailed it  to some American friends and by their reactions I said to myself I wouldn’t  
show this to an American before  he himself informed himself on some things . Otherwise he would think I 
am accusing Americans for things in my own imagination or that I wish that morbid things   become real so 
as to satisfy some spites or malice. Now you yourself are as angry at what you see in Iraq as I am or even  
more, and you yourself asked  for something less angry which…here it is. You don’t protest for my being 
too rude, I said “enduring” not “endless”, nor too polite. Besides,  when I give such things to an  American 
critical of his country we  both just have the feeling “how useless we are just converting the converted or 
sharing these ineffective things with each other as if they were pizza parlor jokes” So the American natural  
ambivalence against and in favor of US feats and policies has analogs in feelings of non Americans too.  If 
you ask me what good it is to write criticisms  not intended to be given without being asked for , I will 
agree it makes no sense, criticisms are naturally meant even to be given unasked for, its just that for the  
time being I don’t see anything changing even by giving the critique  to the ones needing it. The only 
meaningful thing to do, I think  I got this  from Miyiaki’s attitude although he doesn’t talk almost at all  
about it, is to do write as if these things were to make a difference at some point where there will be found  
an opportunity whose form we may now have no idea about, because if that opportunity arises and we have 
just nothing ready to  contribute as pages, as songs etc  etc whereas  we could have prepared them, we will 
feel  even worse than just “Father Mac Kenzies writing the words of a sermon that no one will hear” as the 
song goes, which after all is  less than a slight drag to feel for the sake of a real problem, but if we find a 
chance to do something and we are unprepared we will feel as the shipwrecked who gave up on a swim that 
would do bring them to the next ship’s path”. The drummer also asked him where he wrote  it and his 
friend told him it was during a proctoring in a re-sit exam adding “some years ago students had told me 
about the pieces of paper on which I was jotting down  the kind free associations about anything , from  
exercises and things to say to friends to  errands and unpaid bills, that occur in long empty hours like 
proctoring, so  they told me “Sir what are those note papers? Verses you might forget the rhyme of if you 
don’t jot them down on the spot?” Well, with your arrival here this became literal, not a joke or tease, 
something  I would never imagine. But let’s cut all this because I already feel the  ringing  in my ears from 
the sarcasm Miyaki would give me,as he gives others whom he reads,if he heard the tone of this talk 
sounding like those“How I did it” memoir-like interviews,but for issues  nobody even knows what to 
do.Let’s see the poem and then return to the Miyaiki we interrupted in the follow up of his koan/joke etc ): 
 

ENDURING CONTEMPT VERSUS “ENDURING FREEDOM” 
(In the melody of “If you’re happy and you know it clap your hands”) 

 
If your president’s an idiot show contempt 

If your president’s an asshole show contempt 
If you meet his present voters 
or non-voters but supporters 

and they still cheer and respect him 
show contempt. 

 
If you don’t think God buys bullshit show contempt 

If you don’t think God blessed smart bombs show contempt 
Wheth’r you think you’ll live forever 

or you play Godless and clever 
crap is crap and gangs are gangs 

and show contempt. 
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If you don’t think Halliburton and its man 
vicious Cheney vice’s roy and president 

have some power in the absence 
of your votes then to this nonsense 

show as real citizens 
your real contempt. 

 
If you see that zero, Rumsfeld, show contempt 

If you hear his senseless blabber show contempt 
Although he’s a real danger 

and he plays no Stewart Granger 
you just give him no importance 

just contempt. 
 

If you honor values that they represent 
If you want to see non-liars in their stead 
then just give your folks some teaching 
to your children give some preaching 

by just laughing out loud 
your just true contempt. 

 
If you think contempt is powerless in this fight 

and you think more drastic measures should be tried 
keep in mind that in democracy 
it’s too hard for the plutocracy 

to show contempt for all your votes 
if not yet mad. 

 
We all want our leaders to be our ideals 

with some cards as ours unlucky in their deals 
let them have bad luck in property 

not in their mind’s mediocrity 
and to be ideal 

in how they think and feel. 
 

If you really do admire these farts with glam 
If you know that in their place you’d be like them 

If you like that hay for horses 
If you’re jealous of your bosses 

show yourselves both your own and 
our full contempt. 

 
If you think that only fascists may despise 

and contempt is not for men loving and wise 
if you think it’s for inferiors 
powerless against superiors 

bring to mind the face of 
Rumsfeld, Bush and Rice. 
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Now you see what even wise men do despise 
you see power in inferior hearts and minds 

Fascists want to impose their own ways 
we just speak our mind and always 

you can love us or ignore us 
or speak back. 

 
So democracy has room for free contempt 

Streams of consciousness are free to bring contempt 
You’re imposing on nobody 

if your mind and your whole body 
feels and speaks out loud your 

just true full contempt. 
 

If from idiots you buy no bullshit and crap 
then you’re powerful and they’ll know if you don’t clap 

and it’s worth to see how funny 
attacks like Elmer’s on Bugs Bunny 

a powerless ass 
will try when contempt spreads to more of us. 
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Let’s return to Miyiaki’s pictures etc… (by the way,  in their gossip about Miyiaki  the drummer 
and his  friend the nerd’s friend did not only talk about his talent for sarcasm (which they 
simulated to the opposite of a neutron bomb in the sense that neutron bombs killed life and left 
walls and other inorganic things intact, while his sarcasm left  intact whatever life one had  and 
exploded walls and inorganic components in others’ souls) but also commented, both of them, on  
how deeply impressed they were by the fantastic expression “living in above our mind” that was 
Miyiaki’s sole but absolutely irreplaceable contribution to the translation of the song “Sun of 
Justice” after a fantastic discussion he had with the nerd in the presence of the them two about 
Anaxagoras, Feuerbach and Buber. Also they noticed that the only poem  he ever cared to reword 
to make singable was  the poem an anonymous activist poet had circulated in Seattle in ’99 and 
Miyiaki had made it singable in the melody of “Sun of Justice” of which as we said he had 
translated the first line giving the impression the only  words of Greek he ever bothered to retain  
were “nous” and “noitos”  and that the rest bounced on his skull or, if they were “touristic creole” 
then,  as we said,  he snubbed them down the toilet flush before they occupied the tiniest space 
perturbing  freer flow of his stream of consciousness which  flowed unperturbed even during his 
kata as we have seen. Also in the gossip of Miyiaki and the drummer about the nerd and  his 
friend Miyiaki said that the most characteristic mental snapshot of them he had was once that he 
had seen  them talking, thinking, arguing while they were waiting for a cassette player to copy a 
cassette, yes of course it was at the high speed dubbing, that’s where he was driving at, actually a 
passing kid asked his teacher , the nerd’s friend, if he was writing a cassette for them to play 
smurfs on stage, now the thing is that the speed at which they exchanged their views was like the 
smurf-like casette’s and this reminded Miyiaki of his youth when he would very voraciously and 
quickly read books which he would borrow from all libraries in town and read them in every kind 
of break and on buses even when he did not have a seat or even a strap to hold on to and had to 
use all his proverbial art of equilibrium which he had learned from his father and passed on to 
“Daniel-son” (played by Ralph Machio in the “karate kid”) through frequent  practice of doing 
things while  standing on one  foot  on  not so thick a log. By the way Daniel-son was a bit of that 
too, but like Miyiaki he combined it with karate (he was now a student of  biology at a well 
known  university where Feynman had taught physics. Also he  wanted to come and see him in 
the island but Miyiaki had insisted on his postponing it that particular summer)…Miyiaki went 
on: “Now, Mumford, in contradistinction to globalized man and also as antidote to post-historic 
man, mentions  firstly the possibility of “universalized man”and secondly the need for a 
rethinking of the notion of superego and of man’s relation to it. Part of the rethinking of it is of 
course  not to  relate it too much with all those superhuman  Promethean powers of endurance , 
hoping they will not be necessary, but part of the rethinking of it is also returning to its initial 
Nietzschean meaning of higher self, not just sticking to the meaning of the repressor we only 
need to get rid of,  like we need to get rid of our achievement idols  in jobs, sex, thought, art etc 
etc This return to the necessity for such hard tasks is of course only for  the case of non 
fulfillment  of our hope of not needing to confront situations calling for superhuman efforts while  
all those pictures I showed you refer to  the possibility of needing to go the hard way . Now to fix 
ideas with respect to what “universalized man” is all about let’s consider him to be somebody like 
those four persons whose photographs you showed me. To see the relation and overlap of this 
”universalized ego” with the superego  and the relation and overlap with the universalized self 
that characterized  men who had to do endure the commands of the superego to them, let’s  take 
some verses of Ritsos,  which are  very characteristic for our purposes now, and which are again 
provided by our friend the drummer,  like we previously took a poem of Hikmet, his colleague 
and comrade so parallel  to him in life and art , and let’s see  these verses too , among pictures in 
about the same way we previously saw Hikmet’s song  and our friend the drummer’s rewording 
of Feynman’s view among pictures  of what Hikmet and Feynman saw when they were looking 
through  their windows either when they were inside looking out or outside looking in etc etc.To 
see what we then see turn page, read, and then turn again:”  
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As you were looking out of the open window 
I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad 
as they were barring all the view of the horizon 
the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats. 
 
After those flames, in the starlight so warm and bluish 
just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of bay 
your calm and gentle steer just rocked me as if in cradle 
and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way. 
 
And our window was our door to God’s whole creation 
our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds 
and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised 
where stars were flowers and their shine came from your glance. 
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As you were looking out of the open window 
I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad 
as they were barring all the view of the horizon 
the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats. 
 
After those flames, in the starlight so warm and bluish 
just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of bay 
your calm and gentle steer just rocked me as if in cradle 
and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way. 
 
And our window was our door to God’s whole creation 
our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds 
and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised 
where stars were flowers and their shine came from your glance. 
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Miyiaki continued: “Now let’s see a few points: In the first page the poet has gone from jails etc 
island to exile and the non jailed and non exiled universal spirits are looking out of their windows 
opened to the cosmos and the confined poet’s  view to the cosmos  is through them. In the second 
page the poet is himself a universal spirit  looking out of his window opened to the cosmos, well I 
only had room enough for his window on an exile island not for his window in a torture island but 
we saw that in the gravure over the  Hikmet and Ritsos picture on the Hikmet-Feynman page etc, 
and the others are just creators and their view to an unconfined universal spirit’s vision of  the 
cosmos is through him. I don’t say it  belittlingly about them, each of them was as outspoken as 
could be in his time and Gibran would be in as tough luck as Hikmet with something he wrote as 
a critique against the authorities in his country if he had not had a narrow escape to US that in his 
days still was a place to seek political asylum in and not from, anyway asylum from US now is 
virtually inaccessible except among Iraqi insurgents. Anyway, the two ways one can place the 
photos are an optical equivalent of the  the answer  I had in mind for that question “who is outside 
and who is inside the Platonic cave etc.etc for which Amanda and Plucky and the drummer gave 
me so very good, or even so very much better than mine, answers. But are they looking through  
the same window open to the cosmos? OK, since for the time being it is not a  wise admirer  of 
Hasidism and a wise admirer of Prophets  from Lebanon that we try to see talking to each other 
but two  common mortals , one Yankee from Japan and one California  dreamer from Greece, 
let’s see how two wise men one a Walt Whitman and William Blake lover from Greece and one a 
Sophocles and Socrates lover from US would sound talking to each other and then we will see 
how the two together would talk with the two activist poets , Hikmet form Turkey and Ritsos 
from  Greece whom  we already have seen talk to each other. In this issue your pages do a great 
job spelling out the parallelism of Sikelianos and Mumford. Sikelianos wrote in that fantastic 
prologue of his, a prologue essentially  to the Poem he had not yet written and that we re 
translating, and prologue to the Poems by others that followed, saying  that those poets who feel 
born on the pulse of the universe have  the additional responsibility to make Poetry take on her 
own horrible responsibility of breaking the causal deterministic sequence of events after first 
coming to know her own mystical origin in the infinity, the  inner freedom and the biological God 
deep inside us, and from there draw strength to lift again the universal symbols of cosmic 
continuity of man with his similars and with the Universe, the  symbols that are  able to disperse 
his historical pseudoproblems and deliver man from all arbitrary myths of our  age, scientific 
myths, mechanical myths,  political myths, economic myths, artificial artistic myths, etc etc -that, 
through also exerting immense violence, have  displaced man from the center of his responsibly 
creative self  where is found the source of his freedom  and  have led to the dismemberment of the 
erotic core of  man’s experience of the world and have disintegrated society into heaps of 
unburied corpses- and place man again at the center of Life and of duration from where the world, 
placed a the center of our consciousness and not at the periphery will bring down walls and open 
up horizons , not altogether imaginary, that  have been waiting, since the beginning of time, to 
line up in perspective in front of us. What a fantastic paragraph of what a fantastic prologue! 
Amanda had spotted it in our satellite  time and had sent it to me but we all thought it was a letter 
to a Poetry bound  to appear in some centuries from now and we all thought that it was already 
more than sufficient and even too good to be true that paragraphs like that were already Poetry of 
that kind, but we could not imagine what we learned here, that three or four years later Poetry , 
through himself,  would have found and lifted those universal symbols  thus doing  all that the 
twenty pages of prologue outlined through a poem of two pages simply and directly calling 
brothers to raise sun back in its right place over the world. Mumford wrote in those two fantastic 
epilogues that you quote from his two books that on the terms imposed by technocratic society, 
there is no hope for mankind except through following its accelerated technological progress, 
even though man’s vital organs will all be cannibalized in order to prolong the megamachine’s 
meaningless existence with the ultimate irony being that the cannibalization, for  the man who 
feels homo scientificus and not superstitious when he imitates his models of himself rather than 
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the other way around, comes when he imitates his machine models so much that not even self 
preservation works because he thinks it’s an unreal feeling and he is right because he imitates a 
machine which doesn’t have self preservation instinct because machines are lifeless  anyway. 
Then animate bodies follow the decadent fate of cities. Cities first took form as homes of a god 
where eternal values were represented and divine potentialities were revealed and are ending as 
junk-yard like con-urbations. City started as world and now worlds are finishing as cities. And 
this at an age where science starts to realize  as never before that the undisclosed potentialities of 
life reach far beyond the arrogant algebraics of contemporary science and that the promises of 
these potentialities for the further transformations of the human phenomenon are as enchanting as 
inexhaustible. But for those who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is 
theirs: for the gates of the technocratic prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient 
hinges, as soon as they  choose to walk out. OK, right now I just mention the similarity of these 
paragraphs, I do not examine  if their common point is also correct and on what each one of them 
bases his proof of its correctness as you do in your pages, oh by the way  we sure must write 
some pages about all these, me writing about Mumford and also using him for a perspective on 
Sikelianos and Theodorakis , you and our friend the nerd writing about Sikelianos and 
Theodorakis and also using them for a perspective on Mumford, I just mean that common 
practice like those two hand drawing each other with a pencil like those books on  
Godel-Escher-Hofstadter etc do, also  I want us three to write about just Mumford  in a different 
way, I write about  “The City in History” and go  to the “The Myth of the Machine” you, who are 
physicists go the opposite way , again like Escherian hands drawing each other… what’s wrong, 
you want to say something? Oh, you wonder why I omitted Ritsos? Or why I have not 
commented, as I had told you I would on the timing of ’36 when he wrote his Epitaph,  and ’38 
when Sikelanos wrote his Prologue? I’ll explain: About Ritsos I want you and me to write 
something together in the vein of what we are discussing right now, or rather something with 
Mumford, Gibran and Ritsos, not with Buber , Sikelianos and Theodorakis except only 
tangentially, and also  I want you to help Amanda write something about Sikelianos and the 
drummer write something about Ritsos,  that I will ask them to, they have some great points about 
them , I’ll start by telling them to tell you, I think the nerd has already heard them, but he is too 
much of a physicist and of a philosopher for them, or they’re too much of poets for him…but why 
you give me those looks,  oh, I guess I do know, me too I have a kind of awe for Ritsos  that 
would not allow me to mention his name in our whole article, OK, it’s personal , you don’t have 
to have the same and I know you don’t because it’s a poet’s job to make his people feel him one 
of their own, I can well understand that you can just walk into a class talking about him by name, 
somehow I can say anything about him except his name, I see him as an arch-astronaut like Bach 
whom he so much liked, the drummer will tell you about it, an arch -overgrounder, anyway I cut 
it out… (he thought it was a very cheap black humor wordplay to  mention about them two both  
“maltreated and bruised by life” a thing like “they were overground” as past participle of 
“overgrind”but it recurred to him after a very catatonic and very bad black  humor period of 
hardly any  self respect  all of them  had passed in the satellites (both as withdrawn to within 
themselves and also as sharing it)) …that annoyed look of yours passed, did you forget what you 
wanted to tell me? Did I already answer it?” ‘I only wanted to tell you “Please, Miyiaki, do go on, 
don’t interrupt yourself at such points, we’ll fix all that some other time. I too have things to tell 
you but  I can’t bring myself to stop listening to you” but even the way you interrupted your 
stream on poetry was poetic so I sat back  and I let myself enjoy it” (What he had to tell him (and 
told him later) made also  Miyiaki not want to stop listening to him and thus not to interrupt him 
by telling him that the drummer in their satellite time had chosen and sent  him more or less the 
same verses of that same  poem “Smoked Pot” which , as we have already said , would mean a 
completely different thing in California. Of course both were modest enough to know that the 
reason their listener did not want to interrupt them was that he did not wish to miss  any fraction 
of a second  of  the disclosing of  the known potentialities of  the poets they were quoting and 
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proud enough to know that both disclosed and undisclosed potentialities belonged to the poems in 
ways that made it  mirror itself differently in different beholders, so let’s do interrupt Miyaki not 
so much to hear the rather common potentialities of “Smoked Pot” that were being disclosed in 
his friend  as he was listening to Miyiaki talking about Sikelianos and Mumford, but to imagine  
what potentialities of the same poem had been disclosed in the drummer , without his telling 
Miyaki what they were because they were full of images of Amanda during their  lovemaking, so 
much that neither he nor Plucky, nor Amanda realized for quite some time during the first reading 
that it was a jail poem  and in fact, although the reason why the drummer came to adore Ritsos 
had to do with a parallel in their lives (let’s postpone that, one thing at  a time. But obviously it 
had nothing to do with jails, nor with analogies and wordplays about  smoked pots) he had first 
encountered Ritsos on  the satellite’s googling  and translating gadgets through a complete 
misunderstanding. His eyes saw, or cherry picked through intense identification which blocked 
anything else, only the following verses  form “Smoked Pot” : “…We find the vein reaching into 
the heart of Spring. We smile. We smile. We all have the same sky and the same smile. This 
smile and this sky nobody can take from us… Here it’s not  matter of whether I  am  above you or 
you above me, here it is a matter of each of us being above himself. Here there is a brotherly 
light, that keeps running and running like a river, along the big shadow of the wall, and when we 
sleep, one of our hands hanging out of the blanket remains in this river’s cool flow”. All three of 
them were so moved that they had found their poet, who had found the perfect words to describe 
their so unique Butch Cassidy and Sundance kid relationship to their Kathryn Ross and also the 
post orgasmic smile of their so Spring-like Amanda Ross or Kathryn Robbins and only much 
later, when the so much enchanted drummer’s persistence in seeking  even greater enchantment, 
led him to also notice  the verse “…we do know that our shadow will go and stay  on the apron of  
mother when she’ll be peeling fresh beans on the shady yard’s door…” something rang the same 
bell as Feynman’s line “…It bugs me too. But if you have said many stories and know that some 
of them will keep being told for a while then you kinda feel you’ll live a little longer…” And 
when he saw “…we were reading world’s history written in first names…in verses left half 
finished so that we finish them and  in verses that were ended  so that they never ever finish…” 
he was only half a deep breath  away from the dawning and then its double checking through 
going back  a little further ahead from where he had started and reading: “…Now this road is 
yours. You hold it like you hold your companion’s hand and you feel his pulse  over the same 
scar left by the handcuffs. Regular pulse, sure hand. Regular pulse, sure road. We feel the pulse.  
We find the vein reaching into the heart of Spring. We smile…”and realizing that what they were 
reading were verse about some people in a big building with walls around it  in the shadow of 
which every now and then a firing squad shot another bunch of them some of who left simple 
verses scribbled by a fingernail on a cell’s wall unfinished, or some of them every now and then 
were returned to their cells beaten so much that their friends smiled  in relief if their pulse showed 
they were only half dead and not all the way dead, and also they were very very seldom allowed 
to go to a spot from where they could see the sky. Plucky liked very  much the expression 
“world’s history written in first names” and googling about it from the satellite he also found 
another user of it, Hronis Missios,  in some books with titles like “Oh well, you were shot 
early…”, “Smile, you. We ain’t asking for more” where Plucky read some of those jailed were 
either some inconsistent Marxists since they considered themselves like the First Christians who 
were thrown to the lions etc  and some who were more consistent and sure didn’t draw their 
endurance from belief in afterlife but from other things that too were like their shade on their 
mother’s apron , e.g. eyes crossed with their friends whose cells were on their way to the wall or 
shouts  from both the ones they would not see and the ones they saw going like “Bye brother, 
we’ll remember you forever” with the understanding that forever for fellow death-rowers might 
be real  short , and  it was through googling related key word that Plucky had read about 
Panagoulis but let’s just conclude here with a story  he read about one of those  peculiar 
inconsistent First Christians or inconsistent Marxists or whatever that  may  have played a role in 
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the way Plucky  died: Once,  some officials and authorities had come on one of those torture 
islands to see how rehabilitation was going, and the sentenced were given better food and even 
wine for that festivity but one of them was absent from the roll call and nobody had an idea where 
he might be, escape was impossible,  so they just forgot about him  and focused on the event. 
Suddenly he showed up stark naked but all self smeared with shit all over his body and holding 
two huge buckets filled to the brim with shit which he must have been storing  from the toilets for 
days. He approached the officials and their ladies and started plastering all of them and all the 
heads and guards of the torture camp with splashing handfuls of shit of every color, age and 
smell. Being shitty and loathsome by his self smearing , the guards hesitated to grab him when 
ordered to. And when they were threatened and forced to,  his also being naked made his 
slimeness so slippery that the shit bath he was subjecting his targets was not truncated very 
abruptly and the effects his  self-therapeutic psychodrama in this group encounter were not 
canceled by the consequences that followed for him (of which none was tried on him for the first 
time anyway, and none had been spared even in the absence of his doing something so healing for 
himself) Cinephile Plucky who had a passion for reading whole little scenarios behind  body 
language or think up body language for every  little phrase or think up what could be the possible 
stories behind jokes, analyzed this event, which he so much enjoyed both to read and to recount, 
as follows: This inspired guy must have thought: “You fucking necktied shitbags, you’re so full 
of shit that you you’re essentially untouchables. To do anything to you, any honest man will have 
to do so dishonest  things and become so much like you that he feels it as being quite literal to say 
the idiom “wherever I touch him he stinks” But I’ve just found the way to make myself as 
untouchable as  you by becoming as full of shit as you but remaining different from you. My shit 
will wash off if I just take a dive afterwards, but yours will remain , unless you do something as 
drastic as something that’ll send you here as prisoners yourselves, which of course you won’t do” 
So what all this has to do with Plucky’s way of dying? Through which road could it possibly have 
given him one of the free associations that led him  to die as he did? Well , a man that thinks so 
much must have sure thought of the danger that some passersby of the sidewalk out of the 
American embassy where he would set himself on fire might, out of good will of course, try to 
put on him coats and vests  etc to extinguish the fire. But can anybody approach a flaming 
karateka if he does not want to be approached and  if some vital organs of his related to neural 
centers that give him motion have still not been burned? After these have  been burned, well, then  
even if they extinguish him, most probably he won’t need any more burning. So a flaming 
karateka is as untouchable as that prisoner protected by his magic circle of shit. We only haven’t 
mentioned Amanda’s “reading of world’s history written in first names”and what she looked up 
after that misunderstanding and subsequent surprise about those verses of Ritsos’ “Smoked Pot” 
Well, googling she discovered two songs about what she called “facts of life”, one guerrilla song 
where  a mother tells some facts of life to her 19 year old son  and one where she tells some facts 
of life to a baby in arms. But since we all have seen which poems those were let’s say about three 
more things she found googling, all three  also contained a ferry: She found a DVD called “Years 
of Stone”  in which for some reason she was most of all moved by a scene where to see or, more 
precisely, to cross eyes with her  jailed-and-then-exiled fiancé  a woman, who was herself wanted 
and hiding, could only buy  a ticket for a ferry that would  transfer the sentenced from camp to 
exile, tied on deck benches, and take a short walk on the deck trying to look indifferent. She also 
found out that out of the 80, 000 or so, people that had passed from one of the torture islands, the 
one most close to Athens, 25, 000 or 30,000 were not all Marxists but  conscientious objectors 
from any party who had refused to take guns against leftists after the German occupation ended 
and the left and the right stopped collaborating against them  and she saw a photo of these 
disarmed soldiers getting on the ferry that would take them to this island. Their body language 
made a deep  impression on her that’s why, before we return to Miyiaki’s pictures, (but passing 
first from an excursion they all took the following  year to that island) we show some photos she 
found and some verses, with a ferry too, that  she googled up and put next to them :  
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Reading world’s history written in first names 
 

 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry, 

one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry. 
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Each one you saw you were going to see again… 

 
 
 
OK, before going back to the things Miyiaki was saying and which we had interrupted just  to say 
the things his friend didn’t tell him in order not to interrupt him let’s go to the excursion they all 
took the following year to that island:) Theodorakis would fulfill, on the Makronisos torture 
island along with the still living companions,  a youthful dream they had: Returning there with 
their grandchildren, now even as old  20, to give a concert as a symbol of History’s Comeback for 
Last Word, as the implementation  of what they had been saying to their guards  half a century 
ago “when your guns have become rust our songs will be still sung” and “to this place we will 
return but it will be for a concert and to proudly tell our grandchildren that each of their gran’pas   
did play a role in those changes that will have made a huge torture chamber into a huge concert 
stadium. What will you have to tell your own grandchildren?” Liberty’s father would go there 
with Liberty’s younger brother because he was one of those gran’pas although both Liberty and 
his daughter were out of town and  missing that summer) The nerd’s friend received a call from 
his friend Liberty’s younger brother who knew how interested he was in that historical  period 
and in that issue and when, not knowing that the island was so close to Athens  that they would 
not even have to spend a night on the spot, the nerd’s friend  hesitated to just say “I get the first 
ship to Athens” because he was counting in his mind toilet outings versus hemorrhoid training, 
the gran’pa’s shout  brought him back to his senses “Tell Yiannis one night is easy. I do know 
because I spent three years there” So they all went there but the non Greek speakers would be 
toured (through stories one could see in books and films and newspapers or hear in interviews) by 
the nerd and by his friend’s wife (who thought it  rude to their  American friends if both she  and 
her husband left them to the nerd’s touring  in order not to insult this gran’pa and at the same time 
they would make asses of themselves by attempting to make this so unique and unrepeatable 
moment in this gran’pas life be ruined by the constant background of simultaneous  translation 
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that would make him regret the moment he did his son’s friend the honor of inviting him to such 
a “family matter”. Probably , also, the presence of  a woman’s more sensitive ears would inhibit 
some narration which might turn shocking through cruelty or vocabulary. Of course all these 
were shared by their American friends  (or even predicted, especially by Miyiaki)) and the nerd’s 
friend would  follow the more than eighty but still going strong gran’pa who would be showing to 
his son, among the remains, family matters like “here was the cell of your uncle Liberty” (he had 
first met uncle Liberty and through him later  met his sister and mother of Liberty and of his 
brother. Usually children are named after gran’pas  and gran’mas,  priority given to the already 
dead so that they are remembered. Sometimes priority is given to dead uncles and aunts. In those 
times names were also given to deliberately celibate uncles  who thought it would be very selfish 
to want to have a family if  in their decisions they gave priority to things that would lead them to 
exiles etc and would lead their families in poverty and other impasses or dependences and 
traumas) “Here was where I was shot in the head that day they wanted to make us reach for their 
guns so that they claim we were in mutiny and have an excuse to kill us all. We had sniffed it and 
we had agreed to only hit back with stones, and that’s what saved me , as I  suddenly bent down  
for a stone the bullet didn’t get in the middle of my skull, it got in from here and went out from 
there …(he pointed to  the two traces)…  that’s one thing, but the other thing that saved me was 
that there was somebody near, I never saw him because  I had lost consciousness, who had both 
arms broken or shot and had to be taken to the ship for the Athens military hospital  but his legs 
were OK and  started shouting “Put him on my back, put him on my back, I can walk to the ship, 
I can walk I tell you, tie him with a belt” and they put me on his back and he started running to 
the ship to avoid them but even then the guards were running after him  and shouting about me 
“Is he a Bulgarian? Tell us, is he a Bulgarian?” asking, that is, if I was a communist so that they 
finish me off  “I don’t know him, first time I’ve seen him” he would repeat to them. Anyway I 
was told all that later by others, I never met him  nor do I know what became of him, we were 
thousands on the island. In the hospital we were tied on the beds and armed guard shifts  were at 
each room’s door until they took us back to the island…” In the meantime the nerd was saying  to 
their American friends as they were going from straighter dirt roads from the  port to the concert 
place and not through detours among remains unknown to the non ex-residents : “So there was a 
majority of communists and a not at all small minority, maybe as many as  thirty percent, of non 
communists, some as  religious  as any non communist of the age, some were  even very 
nationalistic and not at all internationalists, even less Slavophiles, Russiaphiles, Bulgarian spies 
as  some would call them, a way that nationalists ended there could be e.g. that being nationalist 
and seeing some very lukewarm reactions of their  leaders to the German occupation they were 
very disappointed and considered as more patriotic the leftists  and collaborated with them in the 
resistance, so   then in the civil war later they had a problem taking orders against resistance 
fighters like them from resistance absentees like some leaders of theirs. Also among the 
communists could be counted people who would trust Stalin not through having read Marx and 
Lenin but through being illiterate enough not to read anything about him, and brave and pure 
enough to say “since he has such a manly moustache and since Russians  fight Germans as  
bravely as we and as the  equally moustached gran’pas of our gran’pas fought the Turks then he’s 
one of our boys” and then, after they themselves or some friend or relative of theirs had received 
some trimming by  the police or by anticommunist army forces,  they were obstinate and  
enduring enough to say “Now I don’t retreat even if  I am counted among these atheists and 
internationalists that I detest” or to say “I frankly don’t know what’s good about communism but 
since all these mugs that ask me so insistently for my signature against it are either  the worst 
scum I knew or such scum that I hadn’t even heard of, there must be something good about it, so I 
won’t sign anything they want, I just don’t trust them, and it’s in the tradition of our families here 
to always advise their sons to watch where they put their signatures  and their cocks” Also 
Germans did not kill all resistance fighters they caught, nor all communists, or Jews, some of 
them they sent  to Nazi concentration camps , and when those camps were opened some Greek 
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officials went there to bring the released prisoners not  back  to freedom   but to this island just in 
case they missed some communist,  OK, I should stop insisting so much on how many non 
communists were here or you’re going to think I imply bloody fucking commies should belong 
here…About  the reception here I’ll describe  a typical example of arrival of a new group that I 
know through an interview of Theodorakis of which  the only non typical  part is the fact  that 
Theodorakis’ narration  is, as it always is, always around the corner  for such colossally wide 
strides between first hand history on the one hand and top creator’s  insights on the other, and  
between political and human consciousness on the one hand and on the other hand expressions 
emerging from the deepest and most central core of any human’s unconscious  and also of the 
collective  unconscious,   that you don’t believe that you heard of them in the same sixty seconds 
or even in the same sentence, e.g. he goes like “They brought us to Makronisos tied to the deck 
benches , the sea was rough and a ship with  five hundred like us had sunk the other day, we 
protested , the captain was going like “If the ship sinks, then  pray to Stalin to save you from 
drowning, pigs”as we were approaching Makronisos the guards, in order to look frightening, had 
poured petrol oil in  barrels and had  lit fires and they were hitting the barrels with their clubs, it 
was cold , we were hungry and full of fear, we were looking at the stars and at each other, the 
commander comes, we stand in lines under the starshine and  he says “If anyone among you has 
balls let him take a step forward”, we all take the  step  and the guards  dash on us with the clubs 
and pretty soon we’re all down on the ground bleeding and groaning with broken ribs or limbs, 
it’s still dark enough and I can see the stars, I’m in pain and  I’m still cold and hungry and fearful, 
and still I don’t know what broke or not, or if I am bleeding and not only can I feel my heart 
beating but it beats so loud that I can hear it, and suddenly as I hear it and as I see the stars I feel 
that the center of the galaxy is in my heart and that as my heart is beating it’s like a volcano 
erupting  and pouring out lava, baaaang! This is the moment I conceive  what I mean by post 
symphonic music, lava is still burning if you immerse your hands in it, but if you let it get cold it 
solidifies and you can’t shape it… so my first compositions are symphonies, only symphonies 
have room for bellowing and groaning and roaring, only after I got all this out  I became able to 
use non symphonic means and write melodies, songs, oratorios, operas…later we were frequently  
made to run around holding or dragging  our suitcases with our belongings, while the guards were 
chasing us with clubs, so I was running with a trunk full of symphonic scores, some 
pentagrammed pages still blank others already full of notes, suddenly the trunk as it was hitting 
on the stones on the ground opened and the scores were scattered around by the wind , in a while 
they became valuable, since we didn’t have toilet paper and we had to wipe with sand or pebbles 
or grass or herbs… Something for which I felt fantastic and not at all insulted was that some years 
ago, almost fifty years after those frightful days, I received a big envelope with a score with notes 
and dried shit on it and a letter saying “Sorry Miki,  I hadn’t noticed the notes and  I used it, but I 
although I became a gran’pa before I  took the courage to send it to you just in case a fantastic 
song was lost with what I did, I never could bring myself to throw it away...Neither can I leave 
this world without sending this back to you……””… and the  nerd continued… “and Theodorakis 
goes like all this  as if  he were just speaking about the most ordinary everyday matter and  in the 
most matter-of -factly tone and body language. Also neither he nor even Panagoulis became some 
kind of ethereal  national superegos, if not for any other reason at least because they became 
deputies and because nobody considers ethereal  even a superego if it becomes a deputy and thus 
becomes suspect of ,  or at least candidate for,  all petty or even corrupted  interests that deputies 
are usually ascribed with. But he became a kind of national capital and a kind of any family’s 
member like the hero a family can have but would not spare him  critique, even unjust and rude, 
as familiarity and democracy rather than distance , untouchability and idolatry bring about. 
Theodorakis  is anybody’s Mikis and has been  called  a living demigod as often as a brainless 
asshole, besides political bias that’s part of a tradition that used to see gods not only have a 
human form but also entering everyday friction with mortals, anyway, as years pass and all of us  
worry about how long he’ll still be with us, ….. Anyway, among other things you see that his CV, 
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like it’s customary with any self respecting composer’s or conductor’s CV, had some   astral 
projections too but they happened in this very ground we’re now on, I mean all those things with 
the volcanic eruptions at the center  of the galaxy or of the universe etc. Maybe you  would like to 
know if he was precocious and what  his whiz-kid’s days were like, too,  but I haven’t said the 
best thing about his lava imagery yet. As our friend  here says”…(here he lightly hugged the 
nerd’s friend’s wife)...“Theodorakis first immersed his hand in hot lava  to write the music for 
poems that were themselves volcanic eruptions and then he also wrote everyday songs so sweet 
and erotic and full of life and fun that were like sprinkling his audience with dewdrops. Whether 
they were also  interested in that lava or not, his widely gesturing wide hands , when he was 
conducting, sent people dewdrops not lava. That explains why he says “I conduct in black 
because I feel like a priest”, I mean  black shirt and trousers , not the classic black vest etc of 
classical conductors, he is a priest of  the biological God of Sikelianos who shouts through the 
lips of Christ and through the lips of the  First Christians “All the way to You I was calling, 
companions”, I mean the First  Christians  of all ages, the Christians  who, no matter how many 
centuries pass and Christianity and  its transformations are  well established and not prosecuted or 
become prosecutors and inquisitors themselves, they reappear and are prosecuted as still First 
Christians because they follow anew that Christ who would overthrow these established 
transformations too, for the same pacifist fighter’s reason and in the same pacifist fighter’s way as 
he did the first time, by getting crucified in islands like this one, they reappear again and are 
called “anonymous saints” or  the people in the book of  “history written in first names” or , the 
best translation I could imagine for  them is”…(here he lightly hugged Amanda)...“Toms, Dicks 
and Harries who as Amanda noticed in the stanza that she translated  of “You’ll see them again” 
reappear, by inherited example or DNA  or by re-expression of a universal gene common to all 
human DNA, in all ages and all places, so as she noticed the reason for the title “You’ll see them 
again” is this too, not just the fact that their relatives will be waiting for  them at the jail’s door or 
at the port the ferry  tonight will take us back to. After all relatives and friends can wait if some 
overall change , like fall of a junta, has come, otherwise the jailed are let out one by one, 
frequently  to face families in dissolution or immigration, complete isolation, turned backs or 
hurriedly emptied next seats or whole cafés  or forbidden entrance to them since police is 
watching and  discouraging also potential employers very pressingly even in the most menial 
jobs, Savopoulos , the rocker that our friend here…(he looked at the drummer) … likes  has 
written a song which directly opens with singing sadly “When I step out of this jail’s door I’ll see 
nobody for me waiting/ cafés will close when I step in/ all my friends jailed or immigrating”. 
With all this talking and walking they were midway to the concert place, the drummer noticed a 
very strong smell of thyme and asked the nerd if the opening phrase of “Slaughter house” going 
like  “The scent of thyme filled up the slaughter house we live in/the red of sky filled up the 
ceiling of our cell” could be a free association of older people from here when tortured later in 
Athens jails in junta years “Obviously you’re correct, see the color of the sunset too. I didn’t 
know this was a literal memory brought back by similar situation,  I did not even know it was so 
full of thyme here, it’s my first time too, maybe all  people who had been here didn’t take it as 
metaphor either” Amanda hummed the verses mentioned and asked what the rest of that stanza 
was. The drummer hummed “The scent of thyme filled up the slaughter house we live in/the red 
of sky filled up the ceiling of our cell/you know the reason guys like you or me are living/we’re 
cattle raised just to be slain each in its turn”. They were now approaching a non ruined building 
which, for the event, had become a photograph archive, Miyiaki besides walking along with his 
friends was silently swimming along the directions his stream of consciousness was taking under 
the nerd’s inputs, let’s not bother for a while to split what was coming from the nerd from what 
was the silent comment of Miyiaki: A great physicist with a Nobel at 33 for work he had done at 
22-23 wrote of his whiz-boy physicist  days “Germany was so decadent about the defeat in the 
First World War that some of us said: Well, it can’t be worse than how decadent ancient Athens 
must have been after  defeat by the Spartans in the Peloponnesian war, yet it was in these days 
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that people like Socrates and Plato said “The reversal of this decadence  must come from the 
perspective of things that are genuinely significant , not from entering the dim or even  muddy 
politics that justifies its quality by just calling it a necessity in the face of the equally low quality 
of its opponents”. So some of us created quantum mechanics like in those days Plato wrote the 
Socratic and Platonic dialogues...” later on, a British playwright,  in his “Copenhagen” that was 
played in London (at the time NATO was bombing Yugoslavia , and Clinton after the tax-cut 
prize to the pilots, was  asked  in public and CNNed  gatherings questions like “OK, we do 
appreciate that US found a way to deal with people like  Milosevic, but there are also countries 
where a  thing like clitoridectomy is performed. What do you think  about it?” “Well, one thing at 
a time, we can’t do everything in one sitting”(the most serious answer he could afford. Other 
questions were given answers like “We don’t want to give anybody the impression that all 
world’s or all US’s life centers on the issue of Yugoslavia. We have other concerns to attend to. 
Ask the next question” But it is to his honor that he didn’t give to a women’s  problem the same 
unchivalrous and and unChurchill-like and unBrezinky-like  answer US had given to  a men’s 
problem. To men of Iraq they had said “We give you an embargo extending to medication until 
you become men enough to kill Saddam. We’ll  also bomb you to rise to your feet and turn arms 
against him” whereas Churchill would send British commandos and ammunition to help them 
overthrow him, and Brezinsky had sent to Afghans bin Laden  and ammunition to help 
Afghanistan become the Vietnam of Russia (also US had sent there Stallone as a tourist who  
fought on the side of Afghans fighting the Russians, but on film only). But Clinton had the man’s 
courtesy not to say to women of Afghanistan “We’ll beat you to your feet until you confront the 
men who perform clitoridectomy on you” he hadn’t found yet what to do about the issue but he 
clearly indicated that he would think about it too, since he had said that US didn’t have only 
Yugoslavia as a concern to bother with (he was clear on that to the lady who had asked about the 
serial order  that  casual  clitoral  surgery had on the waiting list of mankind’s problems waiting 
for the Americans’ attention. How the free association from bombs to clits had arisen in her mind 
was probably by the fusing  of such issues that Clinton started  one time  he had Afghanistan 
passingly bombed to distract attentions from the other concern Americans did  bother to have, 
i.e.: Did Clinton  really believe in earnest or he only pretended he believed that he really was 
frank when he really  said  that when he had said he didn’t have sexual relations with Monica  he 
hadn’t looked up Webster’s dictionary (the complete  and not the abridged version) to see if a 
relation is or is not sexual if one doesn’t effect  penetration but only caresses   a woman’s genitals 
with a cigar or if she touches his genitals with her mouth’s and not with her genitals’ lips) OK, a 
British playwright,  in his “Copenhagen” that was played in London at the time NATO was 
bombing Yugoslavia continued that rationale of the physics whiz-kid on his behalf  on a forum 
which he, being a German,  was never given “…when German-Jewish  physicists and non Nazi 
Austrian physicists fled Germany for very reasonable reasons I, and from the previous generation,  
Max Planck who  also was  non Nazi like me, remained and thought what was our responsibility 
to do for our compatriots, because for us Germany was not only Hitler, and German culture was 
not only the fact that German war criminals might listen to  Bach or Mozart  after killing, for us 
Germany was also  our childhood friends, and all simple people uncorrupted by Hitler,  and it 
also was all Bachs and Mozarts    that were not addressing criminals when they had composed 
their divine music, so we did remain. I sabotaged and delayed Hitler’s atom bomb because I knew 
that if any nation’s army took hold of such a weapon then that nation would bend all other nations 
to its will by e.g. producing such mass destruction on a sample nation that would terrorize  the 
other nations, Hitler was no exception, e.g. Churchill  by now is well known to have played with 
the idea of sterilization programs as racist  as Hitler’s, I did my duty to other nations by 
sabotaging Hitler, I tried to do  my duty to my nation by going to Copenhagen , followed by 
Nazis of course, and giving clandestinely to my savant  teacher and Einstein’s equal and fellow-
maverick and my father symbol, Bohr, the message of my sabotage and of my plea that this 
weapon must not be given to any army by any physicist ever. How can one give a message 
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clandestinely in front of Nazi escort?  If a physicist who received a Nobel for work he did just 
after his teens asks advice on an undergraduate  question,   this should be enough of a sign that he 
clandestinely says “I keep my position there and do not resign or do not join the free world 
because if I do this , then the next head of the German atom bomb project will probably not be as 
much of a saboteur of it as me”. But my savant teacher and father symbol instead was so 
disappointed , heartbroken, nationally insulted and panicked on behalf of the whole world , seeing 
his spiritual son, and his favorite whiz-boy having mutated to as much of  a Nazi pachyderm as a 
human metamorphosed into a  Ionesco-ian    rhinoceros, that  he, really bravely, escaped with his 
wife and son from Nazi occupied Denmark to go to Los Alamos and help the group under 
Oppenheimer  in the construction of the American atom bomb…(Members of the  group also 
were Von Neumann and Feynman ( the latter was  still a student but his physics and his 
outspokenness were very appreciated by the old Danish professor who found open  disagreement 
much more constructive in scientific collaboration  than immediate acceptance of his physics 
ideas on account of his fame or age rather than through  their correctness. Feynman had no 
problem detecting and pointing out errors in an old savant). Von Neumann, a Hungarian,  was a 
great genius  who as a whiz-kid won bets by outrunning computing  machines of his days, and 
when a grown up he helped, among many other things, the design  of big computers which, at the 
beginning of their career in the history of science, still could not beat his speed. After the war and 
Los Alamos, he and the great Hungarian physicist Wigner, were equally hot as  cold  warriors 
with their compatriot Teller who was the model of Cubrick’s Dr Strangelove  played by Peter 
Sellers, a line which does not belong  to the Cubrick/Sellers Strangelove, nor to his model, Teller, 
but to von Neumann was “If you  ask  me if we should nuke Russia back to Stone Age at some 
point in the future, I’ll ask you why not next week, if you ask me if we should nuke Russia next 
week I’ll ask you why not today , if you ask me how about eight o’clock tonight  I’ll ask you why 
not now”.  A  line that belongs to Teller himself  (said in a Playboy interview after the last minute 
prevention of  nuclear accident in Three Mile Island) is “Pacifists are really irresponsible. Since 
nuclear war cannot be avoided our duty is not to postpone  it but to help the choice of its best  
time for us. Five years from now it’ll be too late, our casualties will be comparable to the 
Russians’. We have to do it as soon as possible”. The convergence of the views of three 
Hungarian geniuses on such a matter is of course not unrelated to the invasion of their country 
by Russia)…  So the American atom bomb was not sabotaged like the German was by me, and 
not only was it constructed but also used against human targets and not on a desert little island as 
a display of force and proof the bomb did exist as physicists had proposed to Roosevelt to start 
the project using Einstein as their most authoritative and thus convincing representative. And not 
only was it used against human targets but these targets were civilians. As also civil were the 
more than one hundred thousand people Churchill had bombed in Germany after Germany’s 
surrender. Yet  it was me who later was considered a criminal , for collaborating  with Hitler, and 
not my overseas colleagues. And OK, I would not so much miss their handshake in physics 
conferences, nor  would I so much miss the appreciation  of my compatriots of my caliber  as a 
physicist for not having the German bomb in time, but if  a German asks me “well, you said 
Germany was not only Hitler for you as it wasn’t for so many of us. Germany was also us and 
also it was the German civilization” then  I sometimes do get a hind dilemma which I then knew  
I shouldn’t have. The worst thing is that there are other physicists that still do not, or do not yet,  
have a dilemma  and this is very bad for the future of mankind…” Feynman although a whiz-kid 
who had also become a Los Alamos kid (adding a  Dennis the Menace  flair of prankstership 
against everybody there (against army people, against  Strangeloves, and against moralizers like 
Oppenheimers who scolded von Neumanns) and although being a  Jew, did not have any problem 
with shaking hand with the above “Nazi” physicist and so his welcome was as cordial as could be 
(and also was as proof as could be that the highest culminations of the coca cola generation were 
not only equal to their overseas fellow whiz-kids and fellow-mavericks of the previous generation  
in their  brains,  but also were equal to the best overseas whiz and non whiz kids  in  their  
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uprightness) He said in his presentation to wider audiences: “When I was a kid and my fellow 
students had  as their heroes  people like Flash Gordon  I had another  hero. I was more lucky . 
They never came to see their hero in flesh and blood but I did. I do see him in flesh and blood 
right in front of my eyes. Ladies and gentlemen let me lay on you my childhood hero, professor 
Heisenberg”. (Freeman Dyson , a British whiz boy of physics in Princeton who admired and 
loved Feynman very much said he saw him as a “clown blessed with God’s grace in the sense of 
the  clown in Bergmann’s “Seventh Seal”, the family man who refuses to play chest with Death 
and is saved from death and hell” (“The Seventh Seal” and “Wild Strawberries” are such  pieces 
of pure poetry that neither their creator, Bergmann, nor any cinephile in history will ever regret 
having written or seen and re-seen no matter how many of his other films Bergmann or his 
audience may snub in retrospect) Dyson also added that what made Feynman have a different 
kind of child-likeness and innocence from his peer Americans was the fact that he did share a 
sense of tragedy with his overseas peers, and that those peers  had  that sense because of  the war 
from a close distance and  he had it because of his wife Arlene’s death in her twenties. Such 
divine clown’s innocence , of course, should not be associated with the non divine innocence of  
non divine clowns like Clinton and like  the lady who asked him to put clitoridectomy on the 
agenda  of the world problems waiting to be solved by America’s attentions (like embargos? 
bombings?),   nor associated  with  the high IQ non innocence of Pinochios like Blair, let alone 
with the non innocence of  stupidity’s whiz-kids and mavericks  like Bush whose only precocious 
feature is senility. Just to see why what we’ve just said in not a project in smartass’ snappy 
wisecracks  but full of solid content let’s get back to the clit concerned lady. Well she can  ask 
Brezinsky if his fearless antisoviet warriors, and also ask Bush if his the peace keepers in the 
antiTaliban oasis of freedom in Afghanistan’s Kabul, still continue clitoridectomy after so much 
bombing, maybe it will help her pinpoint the  root of all this evil if she also asks if the Taliban 
were a development of the antisoviets heartened by Brezinsky’s funding and personal visit there, 
if in addition to clitorises they also had cut man’s testicles and stuck them in their ex-owners’ 
mouths when they hanged them in a square like they did to a president they displaced,  and also 
pass a questionnaire to the Afghans themselves concerning another issue: Whether  such endemic 
passions with genitalia oriented mutilations have increased or decreased with some imported 
mutilations, not so surgically focused but more random and not equally causing  sensitivities of 
women’s clubs to ask questions about and to put on the White House  agendas: Mutilations 
arising from so frequent and extended bombingss that led to the only industry  of the whole 
country  being  “limb replacement’,  plastic arms and legs frequently being distributed by just 
being thrown from airplanes (in the same way that Americans distributed cakes with marmalade 
and cluster bombs (frequently in similar parcels), and beans to boil without water or fire, while 
they also bombed their more usual and more reasonable food supply  to monopolize their 
dependence (and gratitude after such bombs too?)) Also she can  ask if the lands of  mythic  
beauty and tale-like atmospheres (in sex matters too) she read as kid were in countries like 
Afghanistan and Iraq, among  a few other places there (Hollywood was borrowing beauty from 
there, not the other way around, they did not wait for American way of life to give them 
paradisiacal images) and  she can also ask until how recently (decades? centuries? millennia?) 
this was not mythical but factual. When Brezinsky was asked “Was your success worth the 
complete  destruction  of Afghanistan?” he answered “To produce for Russia what we produced  
through a Russian Vietnam would be worth anything” Does she also want  information on 
American women working in vibrators’ industry sending free of charge parcels to Iraqi women 
with  vibrators and instructions “because they will need them as war will make men fewer”? 
Maybe one will  think that I am belittling Americans by overpublicizing their exceptions and their  
soft-in-the-head merchants rather than the savant.  I do that? I? Not America itself? It’s CNN that 
publicizes questions on clitoridectomy set to Clinton and not questions of its analogs of 
Heisenbergs, i.e.of  its Mumfords or of its Chomskies. Not me! I do everything in my power to 
publicize great Americans and thus not to belittle America! You might say “Hold it! Hold it! 
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False analogy! Germans are not that great either. If they were, then Hitler would publicize his 
dissidents. Of course they didn’t have such unrealistic expectations” “So to prove the analogy is 
false you have to assume America is in a Hitler era? Then the thing that  is not false analogy but 
true analogy  is even worse. The best wish one can give you is that in a few years you’ll make 
some collective and open and school-textbook self analysis and self criticism as Germans did in 
their de-Nazification after the war and that this can happen even without Nurembergs because if 
you wait for your leaders’ trials as war criminals , this will never come and then both you and the 
world will be immensely and irrevocably and maybe fatally damaged by your  lack  of de-gang-
ization. Overall  why are you insulted if I address your exceptionally  nutty and trivial cases like 
Thomas Friedman and not your sages and savants?  You want to have the ease, the stupidity, the 
cheapness, the pettiness of being collectively shaped by Friedmans and not by reading Mumfords 
and Chomskies and on the other hand to be praised as a nation that has evolved Mumfords and 
Chomskies? And you want serious people not stoop to the level of your Friedmans when they 
criticize you? If you just ignore your Friedmans instead of Pulitzering them and if you rise to 
your Mumfords instead of considering them unworthy of your attention just because some  Larry 
King never showed them to you, then I will gladly spare myself the graceless task of even reading 
Friedman’s bullshit at all. But if you don’t ignore him then you owe me gratitude for the favor I 
do you for answering him and for teaching you Mumford, so don’t  tell me I belittle you through 
unfair comparisons. The only unfair thing to compare you with is to compare your patriotism with 
the one of people who fight against  the invaders of the  land that belongs to them  since you 
don’t know invasion first hand except through the feelings of the Indians you invaded (But let me 
drop that, that’s not what I’m driving at , for the moment at least. For the time being I want to use 
it as to give you the benefit and not the disgrace of the doubt or of ignorance.  But understanding 
you and not belittling you  since your country is uninvadable  doesn’t mean giving you the right 
to wonder like “Why do these people consider us as extraterrestrial aliens from uninvadable 
planets when we kill them? Why are they so mean? Why don’t they acknowledge we, like them, 
have the right to call our war patriotic? What’s wrong with them? If they just don’t like the 
American way of life, OK, it’s their problem but  why didn’t they just say so in the first place? It 
would have spared both them and us quite a lot of trouble and expenses! God, what have we got 
into? They’re strange! Bizaaarre!”…) So: Whiz-teenagers of Germany, like Heisenberg , used to  
read Plato and to re-play Bach and were on the road to creating quantum mechanics from  Bohr’s 
atomic rules (along with equally high cultured Austrians and French like Schroedinger and  de 
Broglie) and felt that such top rate exertions , either as creators or as re-players,  could  also help 
all people trained in that (as people are trained to enjoy playing, or listening to,  music) undo the 
decadence of post defeat Germany.  Whiz-teenagers of US , like Feynman,  used to read 
Heisenbergs and to play bongos and were on the road  to creating  quantum electrodynamics from 
Dirac’s “sea-pictures” (along with equally whiz-like Americans  and already maverick Japanese  
like  Schwinger and Tomonaga) and felt  this way of looking at universe’s wonders out there 
filled one with so much cosmic awe that could endure personal fate’s most unfair and crushing 
blows.  What sort of a teenager  was Theodorakis who earlier  was one of those kids who  think 
that background noise on the radio is the sound of the flickering stars? It started very similar to 
fellow European teenagers’ outlook and like : “Like it was usual for the teenagers of my 
generation I read philosophers and poets who led us  to the conclusion that there is a harmony in 
the universe , which on the level of galaxies is all that mathematics and astronomers are talking 
about, and  on the level of earth and humans this harmony comes to land through either the work 
of scientists and composers or through the endeavors of social reformers and activists. Like 
teenagers frequently do, I was looking for some thinker or savant etc for  whose ideas, and for 
their  implementation, I could live and also die if need be, and somehow as such an idol I spotted 
Beethoven who would not just go around courts and stages and bow to the people who would 
applaud his creations but also shared the social concerns of his days. Also in those days all of us 
poetry-reading-teenagers felt we had an older  brother as a constant presence and direction, the 
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poet Yiannis Ritsos. We read his poems and learned of his decisions and his life and it was a very 
strange feeling when we later were going to the same prisons he had been to and even stranger 
when we finally met him in person in jails and in exiles.  Anyway those teenage notions have 
remained with me. For example of death I never have  fear exactly, actually I have an interest, 
because the certainty has never left me that it is a passage to a state full of rules and forms of 
highest harmony like music’s, possibly mathematicians too say something similar, but I do have a 
fear for deaths of others, especially of my wife Myrtle’s, I’m a very big egoist in that, I want to 
die first, for nothing in the world I want to be the one who is pained by the other’s death…” (all 
these parallelisms between Europe , US, Greece  were going on in the  thoughts of Miyiaki , some 
of them were things said  by the nerd as they were walking (e.g.  Theodorakis’ teenager thoughts) 
some also were dialogues with the nerd that Miyiaki imagined or monologs of each one in front 
of the other that were belaboring the eardrums of Miyiaki from their inner side without sound 
(and  even without words, just by keywords of points that to be unfolded they would need long 
pages per point, in the meantime they were walking)).The nerd was continuing “since , naturally 
and justifiably, you might think I’m overemphasizing Theodorakis’ role  at the cost of the role of 
the tens of thousands of other people who passed from here, let me present the rest of his CV in 
the format of an explanation of why quite a few people  call him a brainless asshole. To explain 
“asshole” let’s take a non political issue. Somebody once asked him to participate in a song 
contest to help his songs reach the public. He said “Do you have any acquaintances in the panel to 
give my songs the first prize? If not forget it” To an observer who sees in front of him a song 
writer and deputy of the parliament, this is as at best somebody who is afraid other people use 
acquaintances to get a coveted prize and  decides to use the same means, and at worst this is 
somebody who with his deputy connections lets nobody have a chance. To somebody who knows 
on the one hand  that without such connections he got for his symphonic pieces a first prize from 
Sostakovic’s hands in a contest for 300 international whiz composers  and on the other hand also  
knows that he came back from places like Covent garden  to make the poem Axion Esti into an 
oratorio in folk music format and before having it out in records or concerts he put  the Epitaph 
also in bouzouki music to help cultivate the openness of the people to such lyrics, and if that 
somebody also knows that before this and before operas in Covent garden and before his 
scholarshipped musical training in France he had come out  on crutches  from  a torture island to 
which he had been sent as a conscientious objector, and on which he had written his post 
symphonic works to get, with them, bellowing and groaning out of his system, his insistence on a 
first prize doesn’t of course sound like a spoiled whiz-kid’s insistence nor as somebody’s 
insisting to get a compensation for what he deprived himself of by not staying abroad to make an 
international career. It plainly and clearly sounds as saying “Listen, at best the other candidate 
will have a song like a Greek analog of Dorris Day’s “que sera, sera” which is a fine song but if 
the wide public sees my song second to that, the automatic thought will be that if I have anything 
more to offer it’s going to be towards the direction of  Dorris Day. Only if I receive a first prize,  
something may ring a bell saying that there is  a whole work here, “ a tanker in a lake” so to  
speak, whose simplest vibes sound like what gets a first prize in this contest, so it’s worth seeing 
more of this work, it is not in the direction of Dorris Day’s song which came second”. So just 
start with  this carefree song of his which is so close to the sea that you think he wrote it on a 
beach café’s table while his kids were swimming or playing on  the sand,  but he wrote it in a 
very small apartment in Paris  over a closed parking full of car exhaustion smells where , 
naturally, homesickness for beaches is even stronger  and maybe you’ll later learn that the rest of 
his songs were  born on some other kind of beaches whose mention will be  forbidden on the 
radio, on the newspapers, etc until most of the responsible have died and , hopefully, history 
books will say what it all was about, and many of the songs which are music about  some 
extremely attractive and unexpected metaphors will make a very different sense when coupled 
with their factual background. In short, in some cases it might be a treason to one’s work and at 
the same time a misleading act against the public,  to go for second prizes, let’s understand this 
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point more clearly in a case where words like “asshole” did not arise. Seeing the financial 
problems of old Sikelianos and old Kazantzakis some Academicians told them after the war to 
apply to become members of the academy, and then rejected them both. Like they had sent a 
scholar to warn the Nobel committee that a prize to them would be a triumph for the left in 
Greece. It’s misleading  for the public to think that the gap between such people and their fellow 
academicians is in the wrong direction, that their work, if completed by its not widely known 
parts, is not like the work of their “superiors” who did make it to the academy, but quite unlike 
any of “their superiors’ work”, and that it’s the academy that didn’t make it to their work. Also 
there were people who really loved the Epitaph and when they learned Theodorakis  became a 
deputy of the communist party broke their  records publicly with hammers. He said  “I do know 
that I did a harm to  Greek music this way because people will equate me with things many 
deputies do, and I do know some of my music belonged to all people , not to one party only. Not 
only Axion Esti which was written by a bourgeois but even the Epitaph who was written by a 
communist belonged to all people. To that extent I agree with my critics. But to the extent that 
they disliked the fact that the scholar element  which up to the time of my endeavors  was 
monopolized by the ruling class  was taken by me to be fed to the masses, I tell them that yes, this 
was indeed and completely  my intention and this was exactly  my concept of cultural revolution, 
and I did want to become a kind of Prometheus of  education, and take the highest poetry  from 
the university classrooms and the lecture halls and concert halls of the ruling class and its 
institutions  and spread it to the people. The Z symbol of our group “the Lambrakis” was on the 
one hand the Z of the film that said that Lambrakis  still lives,  on the other it was Zeus’ bolt, but 
sent from Prometheus back to Zeus to whom in Aeschylus’s third tragedy on Prometheus he 
predicts   that his rule will end some day. The dream of our  group was to bring the music to the 
people not the people to the music, we went to football stadiums in the periphery, to cinemas, to 
taverns, to empty lots. Once, we were up north in a somewhat bigger village with a cinema near 
the Turkish border and people from nearby villages were gathering since morning to get tickets 
for the evening. I saw somebody standing in the ticket line also holding a mule by the reins. I 
went and  asked him “What’s on tonight?” At that time  there were no magazines or TV so people 
didn’t know our faces, so he wouldn’t recognize me. He said “Theodorakis is coming for Axion 
Esti” There was even a head of the police who came backstage after a concert to have my records 
signed for him and told me “I always carry some of Beethoven’s and some of your  records in my 
briefcase” “But this morning you let my concert’s  ad windows be smashed by bullies” “You do 
understand that Miki. Even in the police academy they know and teach that the artist is like a nail. 
And the stronger you hit him the deeper he gets in the consciousness of the people” And, of 
course, I don’t think he was just being cynical when saying that” That much about explanation of 
“asshole” about him. About “brainless” the example has to be a little political: There was an 
increase of Greek Turkish friction over the Aegean when a possibility arose that there were lots of 
oil in exploitable depth. Theodorakis said that the best  solution was to really share the oil with 
the Turkish people  instead of fighting over who’ll monopolize it and in the meantime let it to for 
American companies to exploit, and to explain he always meant the Turkish people and not he 
Turkish Generals behind their politicians he increased  his concerts in Turkey and the invitations 
of Turkish singers of similar music for concerts in Greece”. They had now reached the photo 
archive building  and as expected in such things, many of the people you could see in the 
photographs on the wall were also to be seen around and even recognized if 55 years had not 
changed their features very much. Miyiaki noticed a very handsome gran’pa with long white air 
walking around who reminded him of someone and making the thought that handsome old men 
are usually handsome through not changing from their younger looks he quickly spotted him in 
wall photos about life in this island, but this didn’t illuminate him with where he had seen him, he 
asked the nerd for help and the flash did come, he had seen him on a photo the wife of the nerd’s 
friend was giving her husband once , as they were translating the “March of the Spirit”, because 
he wanted to speak to the high school kids about something. The photograph was:   
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He hadn’t asked either her or him at that time who he was, he asked now, he was  one of the two 
teenagers who still in high school age had climbed one night on the Acropolis to replace the 
German flag with the Greek.  The photo was from an interview of both of them twenty years 
back. Miyiaki also asked: “So this whiz-kid of patriotism was invited to the  island we’re on as an 
inconsistent Christian , as an inconsistent atheist, as an unpatriotic communist  internationalist or 
as a nationalist rightist who objected to raising guns against fellow warriors from the left?” “As a 
communist who attracted more people to national duty than nationalist-sounding rightists who 
estranged people from their side because they did little or nothing against the Germans. Later,  in 
another jail he was the first deputy to be elected from within jail. I don’t know if he also  
exercised his parliamentary duties from there or this contradicted deputies’ immunity and he got 
out”… They finally reached the concert place , an open theater on the stage of which ancient 
tragedies and speeches on ethics would help the rehabilitation of the people whose  Greek-
Christian morals  had gone astray while on a nearby gully was the place where the non 
susceptible of rehabilitation would become the tragic heroes and Christian martyrs , not on the 
arena of a theater  but on the arena  of (first  names’ etc) history, by being  given the treatment 
that  only gravures immortalized since, of course, photographic souvenirs would not be allowed 
for any of  it  but  only for  the hospitals and funerals following it. There were so many people of 
all ages, three or four generations met there since some grandchildren also had children they had 
brought along,  so  there was no hope of finding the nerd’s friend with his friend and his friend’s 
father or vice versa, nor would they be able to leave at night by the same ferry except by  
coincidence , so they would meet and “compare notes”  back in Athens and would return the 
following day to their island together. A woman looking very much like Theodorakis  in the face 
who must have been his daughter but looked very young was arranging some things with the 
stage  technicians, she looked so much like him that the drummer said “Oh my God, if I were her 
husband, with all that sacred awe I feel for him I’ m not at all sure I would be able to make love 
to her” “I can’t believe my ears hearing you say such a crappy thing” said Amanda and asked the 
nerd “So this is the Maggie Margarita of the song he wrote?” “I’m a little confused about that.  I 
do know  he wrote a song for the Margarita daughter of a poet friend, the one who wrote “You’ll 
see them again”, and that the other  poet wrote a poem for the Margarita you see, a mutual joke. 
Now which one is the one he himself wrote?…,be my guest. Most probably he wrote the song 
you know but then the Margarita you see is not that Maggie. But the song “Myrtle” is indeed 
about  his wife but by Gatsos. Well, either I don’t see her around or I can’t recognize her. I hope 
nothing is wrong with her health. They do look young but they are nearing 80” The performers 
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were from the new generation, the older generation did not sing but read some of their first hand 
memories from the island, one performer was a actor, mainly a comedian who also happens to  
sing well and sings mainly Theodorakis songs because he has impersonated  him in theater, in 
films and in opera. Theodorakis was there in white suit , for obvious reasons of symbolism of the 
day,  and he got on the stage and sang  some Ritsos songs which, like the things read by the older 
people could not and should not be read by others, at least in their presence, nobody e.g. would 
ever perpetrate an awkwardness of impersonating the body language of some songs. If the 
impersonator of Theodorakis pointed to some iron bars or the earth when some verses talked 
about some people behind iron bars or buried under earth,  he would look to himself and to others 
like the comic role  he frequently plays coming on stage and would be looking ridiculous since he 
was not even born the day those people were buried , it would be different if he was 
impersonating Theodorakis in a film but the simultaneous presence  of reality and representation 
on the same stage produced a different dynamics, but that was no  problem because all we say 
goes so much without saying   that no one would think of it in the first place, so let’s see some of 
the verses he sang (meanwhile the nerd and Miyiaki looked like a couple in love, the nerd 
whispering translations to his ear (and apologies like the following during the instrumental parts: 
Sorry Miyiaki I can’t combine rhyme with non clumsy rendition of content , in this matter I am 
like those who can’t walk and chew gum at the same time, sometimes I manage the one 
sometimes the other, I’m not like the drummer who manages both, and since right now the songs  
are sung they  tilt  me to the rhythmic side and you  get more rhyme than precise and non clumsy 
content translation, or you get translation of the melody vibes and not of the lyrics, some other 
day remind me to see them written and then I’ll be tilted to the opposite direction…Some are  
tilted exactly towards precision, if they  don’t have so much singing as heralding”)…(we don’t 
describe the  body language they were seeing, we’ll just give pictures for that, later. Now we only say that 
one of the photographs we saw Miyiaki showing to the nerd’s friend in their discussion we have not yet 
finished recounting  was from this concert. But wasn’t this concert almost a year after that discussion? Yes, 
but Miyiaki was looking for such a photograph exactly, so exactly that he would go to the lengths of 
putting it together through montage or collage etc. But when the  demon of coincidences produced it in 
reality Miyiaki took it as sign to allow his “diary” an anachronism. Besides, if he just didn’t call his album 
a diary the  timing issue would not arise and then what would   all this matter anyway? OK, we’ll do 
comment on  what the demon of coincidences produced, but later , not now)…So Theodorakis sang e.g.: 
“With so many colors and so many leaves sun calls you to life/with so many nods and so many 
shouts freedom shines earth to sky/It shines behind those iron bars/and life calls brothers buried/It 
shines behind those iron bars/and life calls brothers buried/Dead  called to life by bells’ toll 
calling to the living/ Dead  called to life by bells’ toll calling to the living/This earth belongs to 
them and to us as long as we’re  breathing…Don’t  cry for man’s Greekness even if you see him 
on leash and stabbed to the bone. It can still  stand up and spear the beast with a sunray…When 
they get  killed life goes on uphill” the characteristic nerdiness of the translation did not prevent 
Miyiaki’s silent commentary on the input to keep running like : …(Well, let’s not run it before we 
see the Theodorakis Miyiaki  was seeing as it run in his head. So let’s do that first, but then let’s see some 
of what Miyiaki had started saying that night almost one year ago and we interrupted it so many times. So: 
Let’s start with the photo (The page title over the photograph was added by  the drummer who considered it 
as the best final page to his  pages on “Questions and answers about facts of life”, since he considered the 
photo as answer to the questions Dylan was asking and referred to the wind for an answer. The content of 
the wind’s answer is a very common expression known to everybody, and also was used by Nietzsche’s 
Zarathustra who referred both to history and to himself as wind. The Sikelianos’ translations and 
paraphrases by Miyiaki and the nerd’s friend were added  under  the photo by the nerd’s friend and the 
footnote was added (and very frequently hummed by him) by Miyiaki. Also Miyaki added one more page 
to his pages he have started seeing by taking the photo of Panagoulis alone in the court martial and setting 
next it to Theodorakis’ among his island-mates, all hospitalized after one of those unforgettable nights, both 
photos commented by the same ( Mumford’s favorite)phrase  from the oath of ancient Athenian adolescents 
(maybe their own favorite phrase too, since it occurred twice in their oath, as Mumford observes) Finally 
the nickname “the Tall” is the way all Greeks refer to Theodorakis). OK, let’s turn page:  
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BLOWIN’ WIND’S ANSWER 

WIND’S FINAL WORD: 
DON’T SPIT AGAINST THE WIND 

OR YOU KNOW WHAT WILL HAPPEN 
 

 
The Great Tall: Statue of Freedom 

 
…shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, 

…shout filled with soul left loud, just as if suddenly Life Herself had spoken 
of sounding copper or as if I had 

spoken clear and loud not just whispering  
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, 

spoken through us in torture islands, 
where, for long years, 

where for long years 
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts 

for all humanity we worked out iron heavy hopes 
and hung them like arms 

and hung them like arms 
in the Temple of Ephesos, 

in islands like Makronisos,* 
all the way to You I was calling, all the way to You I was calling, 

all the way to You we were calling, all the way to You we were calling, 
companions! 

companions! 
 

 
*We don’t think it’s that improper or out of proportions, nor frivolous, to add here, for 
such a “man for all seasons”, the limerick-like paraphrase “..where for long years the 
poets and composers among them hammered their iron heavy verses and scores for 
mankind and hung them like arms in the temple of Makronisos etc etc”. 
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I will resist  single handed or with the support of all 
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In a sense we again finished (everything or at least something) like when we had finished the 
“March of the Spirit” with a comment written on  Sikelianos’ ideas on God, Christ, and history. 
This would indeed be true if we had not interrupted, as well as postponed, Miyiaki’s pictures etc 
or if we had shown everything in temporal order, in which case the Great Tall’s picture would be 
the last thing in time (so far). But the way we proceeded we , on the one hand, have to add what 
was skipped from Miyiaki’s talking to his friend the nerd’s friend (and Miyiaki’s thoughts as he 
was seeing Theodorakis on stage which we also interrupted (by the way, Theodorakis did not 
remain on the stage for more than some minutes, maybe not more than three or even two. He had 
to be supported to climb the few steps to the stage, because as we have said he was nearing 80 at 
that concert)) , also we have to add a few things skipped  from their discussions on the Poem they 
were translating and , of course, finishing should be through the follow up of Miyiaki, and the 
rest, e.g. through seeing in some detail what Miyiaki went to do in Iraq (e.g. after seeing that the 
West couldn’t even notice some Eastern values , let alone absorb or be taught something by them, 
did he  entertain a hope that the East could be taught some Western values? He couldn’t be so 
naïve, OK, there are people who absorb values from their victims but the other way around?!) But 
there is still one  thing missing, not because it was interrupted but because it hasn’t even started, 
something that would answer  through a somewhat  indicative sample, even if tangential, a   
question like e.g. what was life on this island like for the other people who did not talk so much 
about the poets etc we have been seeing, or probably they had not even heard of them, what did 
people like the nerd (or like his friend and his wife)  do when, if ever,  they were not up to the 
ears into the things we have seen them doing with the ex astronauts. It turns out that this last 
question is best answered, as expected, by focusing on two characters whose setting foot on the 
stage will make all others, at last (and for quite a long time) recede to the background or even all 
the way backstage. Oh yeah? oh yeah? Then why not postpone Miyiaki’s interrupted thoughts 
once more? If it was OK when they were postponed twice or thrice what could be so wrong if 
they were postponed for a fourth time? Hm , sounds like a good idea! Yesss! (Finally  the narrator 
must be  as grateful to the listener for that proposal for relief from the overdose of something, as 
the other way around) So who are the other two characters?  One is the one of the three 
newcomers from US excursionists who were taking their time coming  to the island  after 
Amanda and the drummer fetched them in the Athens  airport,  the cross brother of the drummer, 
the other two newcomers (the drummer’s cross sister  and Amanda’s cross brother were taking an 
unmarried honeymoon around some other islands as we had said) and the other is a sturdy young  
mother he meets on the island. So the story does become Mediterraneo-like after all, the only 
difference is that neither end of the couple is a Mediterranean,  the proverbial down-to-earth and 
all noticing (and extrovert etc.etc) male being  not a Mediterranean but an American and his 
flaming-earthly-sturdy match not being  a Mediterranen but  a half-immigrant, half-refugee  from 
somewhere northeast or northwest of the island. So let’s give Miyaki an unneeded  break, and 
ourselves  a break quite needed (until his stream of consciousness and the outer and inner 
membranes of his eardrums digest  his new dose maybe we’ll have time to recover from the 
overdose of belaboring that we received on our mere  common mortal’s eardrums) Actually, now 
that the prospect of a getting around him for quite a number of pages became a real possibility, it 
felt like a great burden to even encounter his name again like just above. So if for some quite 
tangential reason he props up again we’d better call him “the un-nameable” as do persons to 
whom it is prohibited by court to mention somebody without a huge fine. Let’s even turn page, a 
thing  so uncustomary in this narration, to wash away his vibes that have been sitting on our neck 
even worse than the heaviest superegos of his analyses. Let’s….What are doing? Entering him by 
the back door of explaining what we will not be saying about his Miyiakian notions, there we go 
again with the un-nameable. Turn page, period. 
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OK, OK, it would not be about the un-nameable if we mentioned something  we forgot to  include 
from what he had  said about Ritsos, if that something just happens to be what also  everybody 
else knows anyway and so it’s not something from or about the un-nameable: He reminded that 
despite his Poetry’s genealogy saying that a Sun was seen by Sikelianos and taken on as legacy 
and responsibility by Elytis  and gifted, by word and act and deed,  to everybody by 
Prometheuses like Ritsos, Theodorakis, and Panagoulis, he (the un-nameable) did know quite 
well that in factual time and in activism too the pioneer was Ritsos whose “Epitaph”  was written 
years before the “March of the Spirit” (and two years before even that fantastic Prologue of  
’38which later was incarnated in the “March..”)  and that Ritsos’ well known course in life had  
already started and was already known and  inspiring to the other Sunbearing Poets.  
 
 
Oh, it’s only fair to the un-nameable, also, to say that if somebody has not been feeling like 
screaming by the his  monomania and does want to see the follow up of his pages and his album’s 
photos  instead of a fiery idyll he can just go to file D1 skipping almost 400 pages with no loss of 
continuity or to D2 to see the excerption and commenting Miyaki and theother friends made on    
Mumfrod’s books…or, best of all, let’s do include some things about “March of the Spirit” 
(we start with pages 26-37, then go to 76-77 then to 94-113) 
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So let’s go to the result, and to some of the stages, of the collaboration of Miyiaki and the nerd’s 
friend in translating the poem  “The March of the Spirit” that was written by Angelos Sikelianos 
in the ’40s and put to music by Mikis Theodorakis, more than twenty years later, during the junta 
years. Not wishing, of course, to imply that to understand their collaboration one would need to 
speak both Greek and English (after all, Miyiaki’s contribution to the translation was absolutely 
substantial although he didn’t speak a single Greek word, not out of any  haughtiness towards 
Greek language but out of haughtiness towards  that habit of tourists who do learn single words 
like “feta”, “moussaka”, “malaka”, “geiasou”, “aei-gamisou”, “efharisto”, “baklava”, “bouzouki”   
“souvlaki”, “syrtaki” (chains  that cinephile Plucky had paralleled with the chains of Latin in  
“pax vobiscum”, “homo sapiens”, “regina roses amat”, “phallus erectus”, “coitus interruptus”,  
sounding like, but not being, Latin Mass or funereal preparation,  a fantastic finding in a scene of 
“Top Secret” of the same guys that had done “Airplane” etc). Miyiaki’s  haughtiness towards the 
habit of both tourists and locals to use such “touristic creole”, as he called it,  made him forget the 
meaning of such single words at the moment he heard it. But it was he who made the translation 
with the nerd’s friend and not the drummer (who had so much  talent for understanding the 
meaning of foreign words when they occurred in songs’ lyrics that somebody (who also was a 
passionate searcher for Sufi stories)  had called him a living proof of the  theory that human 
language was first developed in melody and later was restricted and mutilated by using only the 
words  and not the melody of the phrases too, in other  words, this theory said that primitives sang 
to each other all the time, composing or borrowing musical phrases, not having to rhyme too of 
course, more briefly it said that conversation had started like a continuous opera. Plucky, in the 
satellite, just called him Lord Greyhawk for that,  due to Christopher Lambert’s Tarzan who had 
no problem absorbing, at first hearing, any accent, Oxford’s or  dock’s , since he had, since 
infancy, developed the way to imitate voices of much more exotic animal species in the jungle. 
Also he had called him “that different drummer” (like, by a strange or non strange coincidence, 
the nerd’s friend had called him, too, without having heard Plucky had done the same) when , in 
the satellite, he had  realized that the drummer considered the drum as capable of  giving to the 
rock groups and to the lyrics the beat in all senses  of the word e.g. also give mood, context, 
interpretation, choice among many potentialities of one and the same set of lyrics etc. Then he 
had told him, half mockingly half seriously “Aha! So the groups you drummed for “followed  the 
beat of a different drummer” as the saying goes”) But indeed, in a way, the drummer’s influence 
on that  translation was both catalytic and formative even in his absence (he was in Athens during 
it as we said): The reason the two translators could afford to take so  much for granted , as they 
both recognized, was  the example and  the little obvious but not easily noticed secrets of 
paraphrase, communicated to them  by the drummer, e.g.  that not only counting syllables to 
again fit the initial music but also  choosing wording so as to have vowels  accented according to 
…OK, OK, we’ve already been through this  before…so the “different drummer” was the reason 
that to them all this was just quick  piece of cake   and  was no consideration  and they more or 
less  considered that  their goal and task as  translators consisted only in  the choice, according to 
meaning and function, among some music fitting versions they would write and erase by the 
dozen and at no sweat.  So to see what they were doing let’s  start with a version that they used to 
make the song sound more attuned and relevant  to the times’ specifics, or even better with a 
version  they did not write in September as they wrote the rest, but wrote it in February when 
people in huge antiwar  demonstrations all over the world and human shields setting out for Iraq 
still hoped that the attack on Iraq could be prevented, and let’s end with the original more 
perennial  version of the ’40s.  The ’00s in the title is , of course, not only a specification of the 
years 2000-2009 like ’40s is of 1940-1949 but also what so many people consider a  reset to zero. 
Humanity is used mainly  with the meaning of  “humanness” but sometimes with the meaning of 
“mankind” too. The text of this version  is not separated in phrases in the same way  that both the 
original poem and its song version was, but  with minimal changes it can be brought to the sang 
form. Arelano’s painting at the end was  scanned from that year’s(02-03’s)so many such photos.  
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MARCH OF THE SPIRIT IN THE ’00s 
Saviors of Life in the Times of Human Shields 

 
When our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our lives, 
(our lives ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time) shielding the altars of your 
new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity, our souls caught fire as if we were true helpers, even 
saviors,  of God as was every Bruno whose hands joined back to embrace the holiest altar made 
of fire, like ours that we were defending or as if our heartbeat followed the drum and whisper of 
Life Herself singing like a flag  «don’t ask if we win or lose. Go on!» 
Gigantic thoughts passing, like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset, 
sunset of myth and tale, were flaring up in my mind, for my whole life was flared up burning at 
once at the thought of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity! That’s why I didn’t say: 
This now is the light of my cremating fire  “A torch like the towers’ Firemen I am”  this I cried 
out, and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver, and with this firebrand now, 
still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour, shed  light to all the farthest 
corners where men are living and  clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my 
Humanity!  
Like them I spoke and kept walking holding in my two hands my lighted liver in Your Caucasus 
and my every step was the first but I also felt as if it was the last one, because my foot, bare,  was 
treading on splashes of Your blood,  because my foot, bare, when walking was stumbling on Your 
dead, because my face and my body and all my spirit was mirrored as in red lake,  mirrored in 
Your blood! There in scarlet mirror glass,  in such a mirror, my Humanity, a mirror bottomless, a 
mirror of the abyss of Your Liberty and Freedom and  thirst for life, I saw myself firm solid made 
of red soil moulded into clay,  a brand new Adam of a new creation of our world that we’re going 
to create for You, my Humanity! 
And we said: We know, yes we know, that even the Gods of Humanity have now become a 
chthonic foundation, because our slain and the slain of the strangers buried them deep, very deep 
where slayers cannot find them and because our slayers and the slayers of the strangers buried 
them deep, very deep, where the slain cannot find them. And the foundation became stronger and 
more solid and stronger and more solid with all the bones that all slayers have heaped and kept 
heaping upon it. We also know that some of the Indians Christianized celebrate Easter only up to 
Good Friday because for them the Miracle of the Resurrection has not yet happened and we know 
that for them Christ’s Cross was made out of the wood of the tree of the Knowledge of Freedom 
watered and fed by the blood and the flesh of people who were their own flesh and blood and 
were hanged by Columbus as ripe fruit. 
Fate; and Your Own Fate also ours  to our entrails. And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the 
great creative Love, behold ,our souls became real hard, became hard, and are entering 
now whole in mud and in Your blood, to mould the new heart needed in Your new fight,  
my Humanity! The new heart that we have already closed in our breasts, and with that heart 
we’re calling out today to all companions: 
“Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries; 
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world! 
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us, 
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers! 
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Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power, support it with your heads and legs, 
to keep the sun from sinking! Also help us, brothers, from sinking along! For now the sun is over 
us and inside us and around us, for now in holy dizziness we’re following him in whirling. 
Birth trips and death trips around us and inside us. Angels taking our souls and angels putting 
souls inside new flesh. Death rattles and  newborns’ cries beside us and inside us,  
for us now near and far are one! We’re encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on, 
companions, help the sun to rise to become Spirit! 
The new Word is coming closer, the Word ready to paint all things in its new flame. Mind and 
body will now be pure steel. Our earth was fertilized enough with flesh of man! Rich soil, to bear 
rich fruit, let’s not let this soil dry of this deep moisture brought down by this bloodshed, no rain 
in any fall would make it as rich or as deep! Tomorrow let each of us go outside with twelve pairs 
of oxen and plough this land that was  watered with blood. Make  Vine blossom  on it and be the 
tree of our life. With pain-push-joy start Peace’s breath like the breath of  new life  and end both 
Hers and our strife. Come boys, come on, the sun just can’t, can’t rise without us. 
Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s now all get him out of mud; 
push strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of blood; 
push strong with arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!” 
Thus, when our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our 
lives  (our lives ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time) shielding the altars of 
your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity,  shout filled with soul left loud, just as if suddenly 
Life Herself had spoken, spoken clear and loud not just whispering, spoken through us who were  
joining hands around Her to protect Her, as we were being saved even by Death Himself who had 
carved bullets with the names of each of us as Saviors of God.All the way to You we were calling,  
all the way to You we were calling , companions! 
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…all the way to You we were calling , companions! 
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(The part Miyiaki had heard sung in the cassettes  used  in that election campaign along with 
Carmina Burana (itself played for its involvement with the film  “Excalibur” of course, not for the 
meaning of its verses in Latin) and was asking the nerd about it was the part going like “Come 
on; we all help to raise the sun back over our  country…come on, we all help to raise the sun back 
in its place over the  whole world…Push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get 
him out of mud, push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers…go on, let’s 
go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers”, and the sun  referred 
to the socialist party’s emblem and not to the Rising Sun of Japan’s flag, of course, nor to any of 
those  interpretations of the myth about how Icarus  fell when he  went too close to the sun, which 
don’t interpret  this fall as failure of a flying machine or  even as a  fall back to earth  but as a fall 
to the sun, thus as rise to the sun and merging with it , interpretations which , to Miyiaki like to 
many other readers of such stuff, included the continuation  that Tom  Robbins had given to his 
acquaintance with Amanda, Plucky and the drummer, since in that plot the FBI agents went after 
both  Plucky and the drummer and they got on a yellow Zeppelin and  rose so high that they  
finally melted and then entered  the sun, a continuation that Miyiaki  had liked except for the 
possible allusion to LSD , proverbially symbolized by the Beatles’ yellow submarine  and   
snubbed by Miyiaki consciously and after quite some thinking for reasons that we shall not forget 
to mention in some more proper context that, as it is possibly obvious, will sure  arise naturally 
during the description of  some verses of  the translation we’ve just seen of  the poem by 
Sikelianos  that became more widely known, at least as Theodorakis music,  through its use by 
the socialist party of Greece about twenty years before the time of the events we’re now talking 
about. Oh, naturally Miyiaki asked the nerd also about the music of the opponent , rightist, party 
in the election campaign and on the one hand it was a song whose refrain , translated in rhyme by 
the nerd was “hand in hand, hand in hand with someone we all want” (the Greek for “hand in 
hand” rhymed with the last name of a right wing politician, Karatzaferis) and  on the other hand it 
was some Theodorakis music on verses  written by and about political prisoners in camps set up 
by the right wing  fifty years ago but later forgotten by efforts to good will, ignorance of  recent 
history, indifference, sweeping under the rug etc.etc. Seeing Miyiaki’s look of disbelief the nerd 
completed the story by translating a Greek rocker’s verse about all this written twenty years ago 
“D’you think a cannibal ever be/as good a representative  as any/of all  friends and acquaintances/ 
digested in his belly?” and added that humor in this matter is not unwelcome since there sure are 
positive aspects too in this forgetting, but the verse would be much more literal if applied to the 
story written by Henry Morgenthau , America’s ambassador in Turkey at the time of massive 
killing of Armenians in the beginning of 20th century, that a Turkish official came to him and 
asked that the life insurance that had been paid by killed Armenians to American insurance 
companies  be paid to the Turkish state. Later that official was killed by an Armenian student in 
Austria and acquitted by the court even after the student said he would do exactly the same thing 
in the same circumstances if he were given the chance but even later,  here the nerd could not be 
sure he remembered  correctly or he had even understood things correctly when he had read that, 
the Turkish state did get those compensations. Also the nerd had told him many interesting 
biographical things about Sikelianos that had nothing to do with cannibals but let’s first finish the 
cannibal part with a myth Miyiaki heard from  the nerd’s friend and found as interesting as  
anybody would expect if he had  heard Miyiaki’s theory about peoples having the misfortune to 
live within the operation range of  peoples led by Genghis Khans and Hitlers. Ancient Orphics , 
to explain how the good has still  not vanished in the world despite the so deep and insistent 
presence of evil, had thought of the following myth: Dionysus, symbol of good, was being hunted 
by some giants and he was constantly escaping them through constant metamorphoses. At some 
point he had become metamorphosed in such a handsome young bull that  stopping  by some 
river to drink  he saw  his reflection in the water and lingered a while to enjoy it,  and at that point 
the giants reached him, killed him, chopped him, roasted him and ate him, and it is through that 
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road, through the metabolism of his flesh in the flesh of his killers that he and the good passed on 
to the killers’ descendants and still passes to their descendants’ descendants and still exists in the 
world, in short the good persists in the form of  steak, chops and souvlaki in the stomach of the 
evil (it’s obvious that to Miyiaki’s thought  this was  not a myth but a complete  picture of the 
nature of the process preserving the good or at least, as so many times myth are,  it was a proposal 
for making such a process true and was worthy of any short or long or very long, and local or 
wider or global,  preparations  of states of affairs that would help it be implemented, as it had 
already been, at least twice,  implemented, after all,  in the work and lives of Confucius , Christ 
and their martyr followers. Let’s now go to the poem itself  not forgetting, of course, to mention, 
as we go along, those biographical details we said we would mention after those cannibal stories:) 
The subtitle “Saviors of Life in the Times of Human Shields” was added by Miyiaki whose 
favorite Jewish philosopher was (like was for the nerd too)  Martin Buber who had introduced the 
term “Helpers of God” and whose favorite Greek writer was Nikos Kazantzakis who had written 
a book titled “Saviors of God”. He and Sikelianos, as Miyiaki had now heard from the nerd, were  
brotherly friends and the odd couple they formed (obviously an allusion of the nerd to Jack 
Lemon and to Walter Mathau whom he adored (and resembled in looks and style according to 
many friends of his)) OK, the odd couple Kazantzakis and Sikelianos formed reminded to some 
friends of them the odd couple formed by Nietzsche and Wagner. Miyiaki , already before 
starting the translation,  was starting to love Sikelianos  more than Eliot and Whitman who, 
Whitman, as the nerd  said, was also admired greatly both by  Sikelianos and by  the one of the 
two  National Greek Poet whom Sikelianos had overlapped living and seen off , along with tens 
of thousands of people when he died (the other great National Poet  of Greece, whom none of 
them had overlapped living in the first quarter of the 19th century,  referred to  “Washington’s 
Land” like enlightened Europeans  then still referred to it, as a model for Europe’s rising against 
her  tyrants) Now, Whitman was also adored by the father of the first wife of Sikelianos , Eve 
Palmer, an American, who in the face of Sikelianos as a youth as precocious and as handsome as 
many of the best of the romantic poets of  late 19th century but whose poetry in e.g. a poem called 
“The Lightshadowed” rather differed from theirs, adored among other things an emerging 
Whitman. Eva’s father , besides being a Whitman adorer was also a tycoon, and besides also 
being a tycoon had also  established an association called something like “The 19th Century 
Association” or something aiming at universal reconciliation and at the overcoming of religious 
differences, social inequalities and racial discrimination. And  he also wanted to  help the cause of 
this Association  with the tycoon-ian amounts of money that he had. Sikelianos’ sister was 
married to Isadora Duncan’s brother, so sometimes the Duncans visited Greece and Greece’s 
civilization talked to them through the environment too , sometimes Sikelianos visited  England 
and England’s civilization talked to him through the environment too. E.g. once he had gone on a 
white horse to the tomb of his idol , William Blake, and saw his father lying on Blake’s tomb, and 
upon return her sister showed him a  telegram informing them of the sudden death of their father 
(part of what the folk expression “Lightshadowed”  means is “psychic” or even “spooky”) Eva 
was visiting England, she met Sikelianos at the Duncans’ house, she went to Greece, to  his house 
in the Lefkada, an island of the Ionian sea,  even before he returned there and  said to his parents 
(his father was an instructor of English) that “she besought them to host them until he returned 
and to help her marry him” and wrote to her  lover  who had initiated her to love, a woman older 
than herself, that she did not love him but still loved her, at least she did not love him sexually, 
but that she and her should part because she was going to tell him  she loved him and to ask him 
to marry her in order to convince him  to accept the offer of  her property  for the realization of 
his “Delphic Vision” which would promote a cause so similar to her father’s. Fishermen are still 
living, and  interviewed by journalists, who remember them both run on horseback or swimming 
or teaching their baby son how to swim, his American grandmother later took her grandson  to 
US because she thought a child would be raised  better if kept far from the  constant visions and 
dreams and reveries  of this type of parents. Eva  gave her all and not only all her property to the 
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realization of the Delphic Vision, she even studied statues and then designed, and even wove 
herself, the costumes of the women of the chorus of the tragedy about Prometheus that was the 
contemporary sequel to Aeschylus’ tragedy about him like Kazantzakis’s Odyssey was a 
contemporary sequel to  Homer’s. The world event took place, the visitors went back to their 
countries, and a little later the couple divorced, Eva went back to the States more or less 
penniless, Sikelianos married again and  lived with his wife Anna in house even smaller than 
what’s called “unpresuming” (I think it was a one room house) in the island of Aegina, near his 
friend Kazantzakis and his second wife Helen, all four of them among the fisherman and 
cultivators who “were not to be taught but to teach”.  He survived a stroke and even wrote a 
tragedy with the theme “Asclepius” after it but died by a rather horrible accident , something like 
drinking rat poison instead of medication because of  the, inadvertent of course, use of similar 
bottles in close places , by the young girl helping the old couple. Anna wrote to Eva “We lost our 
angel”  (By the  way Anna is still living in deep old age (and Kazantzakis’ widow died only some 
years ago, nearing or just passing one hundred)) Clearly, the best way to finish a parenthesis on 
the  biographics of such a type of person  is to show one of the fishermen interviewed recently in 
Lefkada about  his reninescences of Angelos Sikelianos while working  in his natural setting. 
Maybe this  will explain better why Sikelianos and Kazantzakis who so strongly believed in the 
relevance of their work and who were considered by the everyday  people around them as sages 
to consult (or even  priests to confess to) did not exactly think of their work’s  function  as 
“teaching” common people but rather as transmitting teachings they felt all the time coming to 
them from the people’s direction.  
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Also, again in view of this type of  biographical briefing that the nerd had given Miyiaki , the best 
way to start talking about the poem and its translation is to show the context of verses like 
“…Gigantic thoughts passing, like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset, 
sunset of myth and tale, were flaring up in my mind…” 
 

 
 

 
 
This sunset in Sikelianos’ island was not anything different from the sunsets in the island Miyiaki 
presently found himself  in  or, e.g.  from sunsets in the land of the rising sun, Japan, nor were the 
flames flaring  up in the mind of the poet all that different from any great, but  non gigantic, 
feelings and sensations passing through  the fired  hearts and bodies of lovers in flaming rooms  
whose walls  felt to them equally purpled and made of fire even if windows to some such sunset, 
in island or even town,  did not even exist. Also it was not different from the rather equally 
gigantic  sunset felt by Frank Sinatra and Spencer Tracy near their friend in that exploding and 
sinking island, a sunset which, for all its sulfuric setting, did not remind a Nazi furnace in  
anything at all. 
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The first paragraph in one of  the translations of our two friends was as  we saw:   
When our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our lives, 
(our lives ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time) shielding the altars of your 
new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity, our souls caught fire as if we were true helpers, even 
saviors,  of God as was every Bruno whose hands joined back to embrace the holiest altar made 
of fire, like ours that we were defending or as if our heartbeat followed the drum and whisper of 
Life Herself singing like a flag  «don’t ask if we win or lose. Go on!» 
Sikelianos had not used Bruno, or any other of the thinkers who had “embraced an altar with arms 
joined behind his back rather than in front of his chest” by deciding to be burned on the stake. He 
was talking to a people under German occupation, and simple people were sacrificing every day. 
The soldier who would hand over to the Germans the Greek flag of the Acropolis guard, instead 
of doing hand to hand  delivery, just wrapped himself with that and jumped off the high ancient 
fortification walls of the Acropolis  cliff (And the signal that resistance started, some time later, 
was given by two teenagers at their  last year of high school, who climbed the cliff at night to 
make Athenians see the German flag replaced by the Greek  next dawn). Sikelianos, as the  
thinker  he would allude to regarding fire, chose Heraclitus  not, of course, because his audience 
would  consider as conclusive, or would even had heard of (like he or his translators had heard of)  
the continuing, or rather perennial, international discourse on what he meant by “fire”(any serious 
Greek name would be as good for his  audience since people  had started to produce its actual 
heroes and  thus art was free to create its fictional heroes, too. And so  the name “Heraclitus” did 
not have to wait for the latest news of that period  about the state of the art of the analyses  tracing 
a thread from Heraclitus to Meister Eckart to Leibniz to Kant, nor to wait for the future analyses 
on Heraclitus by Rajneesh, nor  judge, through any other guide but the flames in the hearts and 
bodies of its hearers,  whether human  bodies are souled by sparkles ejected from  God, Himself   
a Central Fire, or whether this ejection took place in the Big Bang of physics or in the mitoses of 
biology or in more supraparametacosmological or even simply cosmic counterparts of some 
future sciences) Also,  what   Sikelianos addressed  in the first paragraph (and also in many later 
paragraphs)  of the original was not his humanity but his country, the reason the translators made 
this  address  sound  like “my Humanity” was not some premature and light and naïve and phony 
form of “whole mankind as one country” (that would lead to  as ridiculous  and awkward  an 
address as “my mankind”). The reason was that they felt that the species which  had become so  
endangered that human shields showed up in order to protect it was the humanity within each one 
of us. So the shields were addressing their Humanity under extinction as other times or places 
would   address their Country  under extinction. Thus it was  this human potentiality common to  
each and all of us (regardless of other traits of everyone’s genes)  that was meant by “my 
Humanity” and if  this “Humanity” could serve as  a kind of Country  common to people of any 
nationality, or race, or religion, or conviction, or walk of life , then they would not object to again 
call it :my Country” as Sikelianos had done in his day (actually , unlike Elytis who would, later, 
write “my country” so that anybody could speak in principle in the same way about his own 
country, Sikelianos would explicitly write “Hellas” but as it is obvious (even through the poem 
itself and without any extra (or “inside”) information about things outside this poem)  this was no 
jingoist or nationalist or chauvinist practice , even during a national war, since  racists who think 
they are better than others just by riding on some DNA (Greek, Jewish, Aryan etc. etc) would not 
be very enthusiastic about the idea of having to prove their and their  DNA’s worth not through a 
mere visit to a geneticist’s lab but through e.g. heeding a poem’s prompting to help the sun by 
pushing it and thus touching it and becoming burned to ashes, and only in this way prove 
themselves  blood-brothers of whoever in the past did something serious (sometimes very similar 
in nature) and thus earned some credit and superiority for that DNA of his. Otherwise a 
“successful” DNA test would be a boomerang:  A random asshole that did nothing equal to his  
real ancestors would only double the worth gap between them and himself, he would not prove 
the existence of a worth gap between himself and other contemporaries of him) But let’s not end 
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this parenthesis in the idiom of such spiteful,  silly, and neurotic concerns. Let’s just say that even 
if it is inaccurate etymologically and historically to say the H in Hellas , which in Greek is 
indicated by a small sigma-like superscript in front of e, was once pronounced sEllas and meant 
Aurora (like in Boreio sEllas which means Borealis Aurora) even if all this is mere conjecture 
long refuted, nothing stops us from merely making up a fictional group who chose  this name as 
part of a founding myth and as part of a pact  to live in a way which, out of the whole firmament 
of mythological and anthropological projections, would make them feel reflected and mirrored in 
“the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation”, as a famous poem goes. But since our two translators 
were no idle fantasizers we must report some more of their discussion at this point, since a mere 
“nothing stops us from imagining”, as above,  is absolutely as ridiculous an ending to anything 
whatsoever. They meant it as “no serious counterargument or counterproposal (analyses by 
childish and clownish leaders and by imbedded journalists and speech writers  are neither of the 
two)  can stop us from proposing , be it  for the first time if real historical  and linguistic research 
says that it never existed, a pact and constitution like the one above, with a new name of course 
and nothing with trivial and racist partiality to any one particular nation”. It’s like in the stories 
about the time of chivalry. To say that we should not be inspired by knights etc of myths because  
in history either they never existed or they  were  paid thugs of  bestial lords is no argument. To 
make a  proved point against emulating them would need to show where exactly the proposed 
emulation would get stuck. It may indeed get stuck,  but this is not proved by the “argument” 
above (unless one wants to say that in his decisions on what human nature is he does not also 
include  himself as one vote among all votes of all humans  who judge  from themselves but 
instead of voting he waits for the poll of the specialists who ask the “rest” (IF  ever real historians 
were apologetics of such a poll on human nature). The same goes for the argument seeing in the 
same light not knights but heroic sheriffs  and deputies. Another common type of 
pseudocounterargument would go as follows: “But who sets the standards of what it takes to feel  
mirrored  in the “the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation”, in wars one nation has visions of the 
Holy Virgin prompting and guarding its warriors and the nation behind the trenches across sees 
the Holy Virgin doing the same to its own warriors. Such things are just relative” Well, let’s see 
just how relative they really are: We fear that if we paraphrased the verse “Come on, boys…we 
all know the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; push with your knee and push with your 
chest, we got to get him out of mud… go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we are all now 
enflamed, brothers, brothers” in such away as to be soundtrack to American impairing Vietnam 
with napalms and agent orange it would not prove the relativity just suggested but on the contrary 
it would deeply sadden American friends  who would consider it a joke both stupid and 
malicious, and would consider us logically correct but not constructive (or even merely sadistic)  
in our  criticism, so we will not do it and let any “man o’war” type of poet do it . Let him also 
paraphrase these verses for the case of  surgical bombings and collateral  damages in Iraq as well. 
But OK, no matter how irresponsible  it would be on the part of a non American not to think long 
enough and to, thus, hurt sensitivities of American friends in undue ways (or in ways that are due 
but would not be trusted and thus would be wasted, if coming from non-Americans with, thus,  
probably non good will/faith etc)  it would not be equally irresponsible to show a quintessential  
American’s, Mark Twain’s,  way of such paraphrase. (If  some, or all, of our  American friends 
disagreeing with Bush think that this too is a bad joke, or if they think that Americans  who 
undertook  self criticism after the Iraq war are not to be trusted because they are not self 
consistent and to be convincing they should  have started having  these convictions earlier,  and if 
they also think that Chomsky-like persons should not be trusted because they have been having 
objections to everything since too early and to be convincing they should have started their 
objections later, and  if  they  also think that Americans should be exempted from self reflection, 
self analysis and self criticism because these processes too might be biased by anti-Americanism 
like the international laws from which people agreeing with Bush want to exempt Americans, 
then they might as well consider we shall not miss them if they stopped calling themselves our 
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friends and stopped answering or even reading our letters and spared us any further inessential 
and autistic protestations and conversations. In short : If even Mark Twain, or our appeal to him, 
bothers them let them fuck off in peace and God bless them but please ask them not to break our 
balls any longer. Leaving its  context for (very easy ) googling , let’s go  to Mark Twain’s famous 
“War Prayer”:)  
………… An aged stranger entered and moved with slow and noiseless step up the main aisle, his 
eyes fixed upon the minister, his long body clothed in a robe that reached to his feet, his head 
bare, his white hair descending in a frothy cataract to his shoulders, his seamy face unnaturally 
pale, pale even to ghastliness. With all eyes following him and wondering, he made his silent 
way; without pausing, he ascended to the preacher's side and stood there waiting. With shut lids 
the preacher, unconscious of his presence, continued with his moving prayer, and at last finished 
it with the words, uttered in fervent appeal, "Bless our arms, grant us the victory, O Lord our 
God, Father and Protector of our land and flag!"  
The stranger touched his arm, motioned him to step aside -- which the startled minister did -- and 
took his place. During some moments he surveyed the spellbound audience with solemn eyes, in 
which burned an uncanny light; then in a deep voice he said:  
"I come from the Throne -- bearing a message from Almighty God………….  
"You have heard your servant's prayer -- the uttered part of it. I am commissioned of God to put 
into words the other part of it -- that part which the pastor -- and also you in your hearts -- 
fervently prayed silently. And ignorantly and unthinkingly? God grant that it was so! You heard 
these words: 'Grant us the victory, O Lord our God!' That is sufficient. the *whole* of the uttered 
prayer is compact into those pregnant words. Elaborations were not necessary. When you have 
prayed for victory you have prayed for many unmentioned results which follow victory--*must* 
follow it, cannot help but follow it. Upon the listening spirit of God fell also the unspoken part of 
the prayer. He commandeth me to put it into words. Listen!   
"O Lord our Father, our young patriots, idols of our hearts, go forth to battle -- be Thou near 
them! With them -- in spirit -- we also go forth from the sweet peace of our beloved firesides to 
smite the foe. O Lord our God, help us to tear their soldiers to bloody shreds with our shells; help 
us to cover their smiling fields with the pale forms of their patriot dead; help us to drown the 
thunder of the guns with the shrieks of their wounded, writhing in pain; help us to lay waste their 
humble homes with a hurricane of fire; help us to wring the hearts of their unoffending widows 
with unavailing grief; help us to turn them out roofless with little children to wander unfriended 
the wastes of their desolated land in rags and hunger and thirst, sports of the sun flames of 
summer and the icy winds of winter, broken in spirit, worn with travail, imploring Thee for the 
refuge of the grave and denied it -- for our sakes who adore Thee, Lord, blast their hopes, blight 
their lives, protract their bitter pilgrimage, make heavy their steps, water their way with their 
tears, stain the white snow with the blood of their wounded feet! We ask it, in the spirit of love, of 
Him Who is the Source of Love, and Who is the ever-faithful refuge and friend of all that are sore 
beset and seek His aid with humble and contrite hearts. Amen.  
(*After a pause.*) "Ye have prayed it; if ye still desire it, speak! The messenger of the Most High 
waits!"  
It was believed afterward that the man was a lunatic, because there was no sense in what he said.  

 
Twain apparently dictated it around 1904-05; it was rejected by his publisher, and was found after 
his death among his unpublished manuscripts. It was first published in 1923 in Albert Bigelow 
Paine's anthology, Europe and Elsewhere.  
The story is in response to a particular war, namely the Philippine-American War of 1899-1902, 
which Twain opposed. See Jim Zwick's page "Mark Twain on the Philippines" for more of 
Twain's writings on the subject.  
Transcribed by Steven Orso (snorso@facstaff.wisc.edu) 
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If this parody, too, hurts Americans disagreeing with Bush then it’s much better to address 
directly the ones agreeing with Bush, rather than addressing them through their compatriots 
disagreeing with Bush: Let those men o’war read their president’s following paragraph (from a 
speech  some time in the change between 2004 to 2005) in the context of some Fallujan  real life 
poetry and of the poetry of the March of the  Spirit and decide themselves whether it’s Bush or 
the Fallujans who really represent that Spirit and also decide for themselves if they really think 
it’s worth having the similarity with that poem as a criterion of what values to believe in and, if 
they think it’s not worth, then let them answer to themselves why  their president’s speech writer 
makes so much effort to sound as if his employer really represents these values. There we go: 
First the poem, then Bush’s version of the same values, then the Fallujan version:   
The poem:: 
“Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries; 
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world! 
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us, 
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers! 
…“A torch… I am”  this I cried out, and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver, 
and with this firebrand now,still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour, shed  
light to all the farthest corners where men are living and  clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit 
and Your body, my Humanity!” 
Bush’s speech: 
 "Because we have acted in the great liberating tradition of this nation, tens of millions 
have achieved their freedom. And as hope kindles hope, millions more will find it. By our 
efforts we have lit a fire as well, a fire in the minds of men. It warms those who feel its 
power; it burns those who fight its progress. And one day this untamed fire of freedom 
will reach the darkest corners of our world." 
The Fallujan’s way: 
(from an account  by a doctor in the town of Fallujah after its being given the standard Rumy 
treatment (shock, awe and the usual Rumsfeld bullshit):  
“Somebody badly burned in his abdomen came to have some treatment,  after a while he returned  
burned in his arms, after  a while he came burned in the face . I asked him “But what’s going on 
with you?” He said “A helicopter fell and I found a weapon that can hit  heavily armored tanks 
but it’s for use from a helicopter, it burns you if you hold it yourself, but I want to use it and tanks 
are passing today , so I get burned  every time that I use it”  
Would he also need to sing things like?: “Push the sun with chest and  knee…we now lean on his 
wheel, his flame’s on our flesh, go on, let’s go on we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers!” 
By the way, there were  resistance song played from loudspeakers during the street fights and 
bombings, but owning the cassette became then  a reason for being arrested as a terrorist. This 
was commented by the Fallujah doctor like:“If we managed to get  Americans terrorized  even by 
cassettes then it means that we did accomplish something” 
Yet we don’t mean to imply that Americans never fought as bravely . Everybody knows that e.g. 
films like “The Battle of the Ardennes ” were not Hollywood fiction but were based on real 
events. We only turn our rage and contempt to Brave New US… 
 
Let’s rather change vibes…let’s go to pages 76-77: 
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Thursday, Nov. 14 at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. ET 
World Premiere 

A Soldier’s Story 
Vietnam vet George Mizo and his mission to help the victims of 
war  

UPDATE - November 7, 2002:  
 
At the International Committee meeting in Hanoi last week, the 
Veterans 
Association of Vietnam announced that there are now 120 children 
living at 
the Friendship Village. 
 
Also, last week, Micheele Mason, Jeff Schutts, the Hatfield Group and 
some 
other local Vancouver activists created the Canadian non-profit for the 
Vietnam Friendship Village Project and have joined the 
InternationalCommittee to try and raise this year's operating costs at 
the village.  
 
For more information about about the Vietnam Friendship Village 
Project Canada visit the Cypress Park Productions Inc. web site at 
www.cypress-park.ca. 
 
In 1967, an American soldier named George Mizo went off to fight in 
Vietnam. More than two decades later, he embarked on a new 
mission: to undo some of the harm caused by his country’s war in 
Southeast Asia. 

The Friendship Village, a documentary making its world premiere on 
VisionTV Thursday, Nov. 14 at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. ET, tells the story 
of Mizo’s journey from war hero to peace activist. The hour-long film 
focuses on his efforts to help found a village for Vietnamese children 
and adults suffering from illnesses related to Agent Orange. 

The son of a Native American father, George Mizo grew up believing 
the best of his country, and felt duty-bound to enlist for service in 
Vietnam. He would later be decorated for his valour on the front lines. 
But Mizo’s experiences also caused him to question his assumptions. 
“We were killing the very people and destroying the very country I 
thought we were coming over to protect,” he told Vancouver filmmaker 
Michelle Mason. 
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Badly wounded at Que Son in January 1968, Mizo discovered later that 
his entire platoon had been wiped out in combat. He returned home 
filled with anger, which he poured into protest against the war. As the 
years passed, his commitment to the peace movement increased. In 
the 1980s, he joined with other Vietnam veterans in speaking out 
against U.S. policy in Central America. 

The seeds of the Friendship Village project were planted soon after. 
During the war, American forces sprayed more than 70 million litres of 
the defoliant Agent Orange on the jungles of southern Vietnam. Today, 
vast areas remain contaminated with dioxin, a component of the 
herbicide. The Vietnamese believe this toxic compound to be 
responsible for more than a million birth defects. (A Vancouver firm, 
Hatfield Consultants, is heavily involved in researching the impact of 
Agent Orange in Vietnam.)  

In 1992, Mizo and a group of other veterans from the U.S., Vietnam, 
Australia, France, Germany, Great Britain and Japan began work on 
the Friendship Village, a residential facility for victims of Agent Orange. 
Among his colleagues on the project: Sr. Lt-General Tran Van Quang, 
the same man who planned and led the Vietnamese assault at Que 
Son. 

A place of reconciliation and healing, Friendship Village now serves 
more than 70 residents. Fundraising for new construction, 
rehabilitation equipment and ongoing care continues. As Mizo says in 
the film, this remarkable project is proof that “we can make a 
difference – each and every one of us.” 

George Mizo died in March of this year. He was 56. 

The Friendship Village was produced, written and directed by Michelle 
Mason in association with VisionTV. 
 
 
 
 
Has one  Iraq Mizo already existed?.  
Answer: Google “Marla Ruzicka”  
 
For more such material found later look up the folder “Back and Forth etc.etc”. 

“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”  
William Blake («America») 

 
OK, let’s now go to pages 94-113 
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July 29, 2005 

Over There – Hollywood Joins the War Party  
War means never having to say you're a tired, 
cliché-ridden Hollywood hack 
by Justin Raimondo 

 Barely two minutes into the premiere episode of Over There, Steven Bochco's gritty 
television series about soldiers fighting in the Iraq war, and already the myth of the "stab in the 
back" – the nutty idea that we are, somehow, not being allowed to win by pansy generals and 
public relations hacks – had reared its ugly and all-too-familiar head. The Americans are moving 
in on a mosque that is chock-full of insurgents, taking fire, while "Sergeant Scream" – AKA 
Chris Silas, played by Erik Palladino – is bellowing at his troops that he's being kept in Iraq for 
an extra 90-day stint. All the while they're being pinned down by enemy fire, he's complaining 
that they aren't allowed to just go in there and blow everyone to smithereens "because al-Jazeera 
has a reporter in there" and "some general 1,000 miles away" is more concerned with "public 
relations" than with winning the war.  

Sergeant Scream's ranting rages continue throughout episode one, and, one suspects, throughout 
the series, although we are soon no doubt to be clued in that he really has a heart of gold. This 
rapid-fire stream of abuse, self-pity, and untrammeled rage is echoed – albeit less harshly – by the 
rest of the platoon, all freshly recruited to our noble Iraqi enterprise. These people are constantly 
talking – even as they're blowing apart insurgents, taking enemy fire, slinking through the desert, 
or just hanging out back at their base. The chatter is incessant, like the sound of cicadas in 
summer, and always about the same subject: their lives, their troubles, their cliché-ridden 
histories. What few Iraqis we see are merely stick figures waiting to be mowed down, moving 
through the garish yellow of the desert like zombies in Night of the Living Dead. This war might 
as well be taking place in an Arizona trailer park for all the characters seem to be aware of or 
even faintly curious about their surroundings. It isn't about Iraq, it's all about the Americans – 
their feelings, their class and ethnic divisions, and their endless narcissistic banter. 

Tying it loosely together is an overarching view of soldiering as an inherently noble and 
valorizing activity, one that is not necessarily tied to country or ideology. The aesthetic quality of 
military life that brings out the human capacity for teamwork is underscored in the opening battle 
scene, as the unit sticks together under enemy fire. Yet these are not unthinking automatons: they 
disobey orders and spontaneously fire back, even though they've been told to hunker down – 
while Sergeant Screamer faces down his superior officer by protesting orders that contradict the 
rules of engagement "and common sense," as the Screamer avers. As if the U.S. military, which 
decimated Fallujah and is systematically leveling the Sunni Triangle, isn't being aggressive 
enough. Yeah, that's the real problem, isn't it? After all, we've only killed around 100,000 Iraqis 
so far – what're we waiting for?  

Quite a few Iraqis are killed in the first episode, while the Americans suffer a single casualty – a 
blown-off leg. In the aftermath of the mosque battle – which the Americans suddenly and 
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inexplicably win, even though they start out at an apparent disadvantage – two soldiers are 
standing over the corpse of an insurgent. Looking down at the fallen Iraqi as if he were a rabbit 
bagged on a hunt, one says to the other: "Nice shooting."  

There isn't much time for character development in the initial episode, but there are premonitions 
of purest cardboard, overlaid with a thin patina of ethnic and idiosyncratic color. The "nice 
shooting" remark takes place in a dialogue between the two African-American male characters, 
the Good Black Male and the Baaaaad Black Brutha. The Good one is a former choirboy who 
joined the Army out of pique at not having won the National Choirboy Contest – and no, I am not 
making that up. I only wish I were. The Baaaaad one is rejected by Mr. Choirboy in their first 
interaction when the former offers the latter a pact of racial solidarity. Choirboy disdains this 
black nationalist subversion and upholds the multi-culti ideal of the cohesive military unit: we're 
in the Army now, bud, and we have to stick together as soldiers. This point is made, self-
consciously and insistently throughout the first episode, and yet there is, oddly, hardly any 
interracial dialogue, at least among the male characters. A strange segregation seems to have 
slipped into the script: the U.S. military, according to the producers of Over There, is rather like a 
prison or a high school cafeteria, i.e., strictly divided along racial lines.  

The interactions among the white kids are similarly hackneyed – and unbelievable. I had to laugh 
when they introduced Frank "Dim" Dumphy, played by Luke Macfarlane. We are supposed to 
believe that, having graduated from Cornell University, "Dim" somehow decided to sign up with 
the U.S. Army as a lowly private. He is the intellectual of the group – you can tell because not 
only did he go to Cornell, but he also wears glasses, the expensive rimless kind that accentuates 
the WASPy patrician severity of his face. And those thoughtful, soulful eyes!  

Dim Dumphy is clearly meant as the authorial voice, the one who imparts Meaning to it all: the 
gratuitous sex, the melodramatic gore, the perpetual chatter is given thematic heft by his 
pretentious maundering. It is Dumphy who, in a video message to the girl back home, gives full 
expression to Bochco's brand of bullsh*t masquerading as profundity:  

"We're monsters, and war is what unmasks us. But there is a kind of honor in it. A kind of grace. I 
guess if I'm a monster, it's my privilege to be one."  

Just like it's an honor to be her husband, he adds, segueing easily into the familiar narcissistic 
soliloquy: the war has somehow pushed him further along his own personal road to self-
fulfillment and a happy marriage. It's a just-war theory that upholds mass murder as a means to 
self-realization.  

Dumphy is an example of that heretofore unknown species, the neocon in uniform. He tells Bo 
Rider – a fresh-faced, gung-ho blonde mimbo who burbles "I love the Army!" as they're pinned 
down by insurgent fire – "You're a natural leader. I'm trying to figure out why that is." The 
condescending tone, the faintly derisive smile, captures perfectly the tone of our neoconservative 
intellectuals as they valorize the warrior spirit and coldly contemplate its uses.  

The climax of the nonexistent plot comes when they decide to go on a highly improbable "beer 
run" – American boyz boogie in the desert! Cruising down the road, they discover that everybody 
has a cute nickname. And they all talk about it endlessly. This happy chatter is suddenly 
shattered, however, when their truck is hit by a tremendous explosion, and the ugly realism of 
war is brought home to us as the camera closes in on the severed leg of an American casualty, 
hanging there in mid-air like so much ground chuck.  
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One is tempted to ask Dumphy: So where's the "grace" in this? Is it "honor" – or just plain 
horror? 

The idea that Hollywood is a bastion of left-wing antiwar sentiment, a pocket of Blue State 
subversion amid a sea of Red State jingoism, ought to be dispelled by the premiere of this series. 
The fictionalization of a war that has yet to be concluded – and on television yet – lends itself 
easily to the suspicion that we are somehow being manipulated into believing this conflict is what 
it isn't: a winnable fight, an heroic quest, a noble cause betrayed. Over There has some good 
music, a haunting theme song, is photographed beautifully –and holds out great promise as 
possibly the most effective war propaganda since Hollywood jumped on the pro-war bandwagon 
duringWorldWar II)  

 

OK, but wasn’t Hollywood preparing 5or 6 or 7 films on the Towers’ Firemen instead? 
What happened to them? Where did they get stuck? They had to also show attacks of 
policemen  on the heroes’  widows asking for help? Or they did come out and they didn’t 
get enough publicity because they were silenced by the antiwar media? What was  this 
“over there” shit? That was worse than Stallone in Afghanistan, Lee Marvin and Chuck 
Norris in Palestine and Clint Eastwood in Grenada, taken together! Let’s quickly try to find 
out if an antidote exists to this overdose of baseness , an antidote which does correspond to 
Blake’s saying about America “Though still obscured this is the from  of the Angelic Land” 
and can be read concurrently  with his line “if a fool knew how to persist in his folly he 
would become wise” and hand in hand with the hopeful , wishful and positive thinking that 
America’s persistence in folly, parallel to the existence already in it of an antidote, is of this 
kind  but also let’s not stop  giving her shit at any chance just in case her persistence is not 
as  Angelic as the Blake-an persistence in folly, so  let’s now  cut the bullshit to do something 
real, because something real  has  come up: How  about hearing a serious American  talking 
about what humanity, which supposedly is the issue of our  pages too, is all about: 

 

Regaining My Humanity 
By Camilo Mejia 
, AlterNet. Posted February 28, 2005. 

Conscientious objector Camilo Mejia: "I was a coward 
not for leaving the war, but for having been a part of it 
in the first place." 

ALSO IN RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES  

This Song is My Song 
Raizel Liebler  

Laws of Gravity 
Deborah Pearlstein  
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Are Babies the New Hot Accessory? 
Luchina Fisher  

Safe, Legal, and Never 
David J. Garrow  

For the Soul of the Church 
Ethan Vesely-Flad  

 
More stories by Camilo Mejia 

In March 2004, 28-year-old Sgt. Camilo Mejia turned himself in to the U.S. military and filed an 
application for conscientious objector status. On May 21, he was sentenced to one year in prison 
for refusing to return to fight in Iraq. He was released from prison on Feb. 15, 2005. 
I was deployed to Iraq in April 2003 and returned home for a two-week leave in October. Going 
home gave me the opportunity to put my thoughts in order and to listen to what my conscience 
had to say. People would ask me about my war experiences and answering them took me back to 
all the horrors – the firefights, the ambushes, the time I saw a young Iraqi dragged by his 
shoulders through a pool of his own blood or an innocent man decapitated by our machine-gun 
fire. The time I saw a soldier broken down inside because he killed a child, or an old man on his 
knees, crying with his arms raised to the sky, perhaps asking God why we had taken the lifeless 
body of his son. 
I thought of the suffering of a people whose country was in ruins and who were further 
humiliated by the raids, patrols and curfews of an occupying army. 
And I realized that none of the reasons we were told about why we were in Iraq turned out to be 
true. There were no weapons of mass destruction. There was no link between Saddam Hussein 
and al Qaeda. We weren't helping the Iraqi people and the Iraqi people didn't want us there. We 
weren't preventing terrorism or making Americans safer. I couldn't find a single good reason for 
having been there, for having shot at people and been shot at. 
Coming home gave me the clarity to see the line between military duty and moral obligation. I 
realized that I was part of a war that I believed was immoral and criminal, a war of aggression, a 
war of imperial domination. I realized that acting upon my principles became incompatible with 
my role in the military, and I decided that I could not return to Iraq. 
By putting my weapon down, I chose to reassert myself as a human being. I have not deserted the 
military nor been disloyal to the men and women of the military. I have not been disloyal to a 
country. I have only been loyal to my principles. 
When I turned myself in, with all my fears and doubts, it did it not only for myself. I did it for the 
people of Iraq, even for those who fired upon me – they were just on the other side of a 
battleground where war itself was the only enemy. I did it for the Iraqi children, who are victims 
of mines and depleted uranium. I did it for the thousands of unknown civilians killed in war. My 
time in prison is a small price compared to the price Iraqis and Americans have paid with their 
lives. Mine is a small price compared to the price humanity has paid for war. 
Many have called me a coward, others have called me a hero. I believe I can be found somewhere 
in the middle. To those who have called me a hero, I say that I don't believe in heroes, but I 
believe that ordinary people can do extraordinary things. 
To those who have called me a coward I say that they are wrong, and that without knowing it, 
they are also right. They are wrong when they think that I left the war for fear of being killed. I 
admit that fear was there, but there was also the fear of killing innocent people, the fear of putting 
myself in a position where to survive means to kill, there was the fear of losing my soul in the 
process of saving my body, the fear of losing myself to my daughter, to the people who love me, 
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to the man I used to be, the man I wanted to be. I was afraid of waking up one morning to realize 
my humanity had abandoned me. 
I say without any pride that I did my job as a soldier. I commanded an infantry squad in combat 
and we never failed to accomplish our mission. But those who called me a coward, without 
knowing it, are also right. I was a coward not for leaving the war, but for having been a part of it 
in the first place. Refusing and resisting this war was my moral duty, a moral duty that called me 
to take a principled action. I failed to fulfill my moral duty as a human being and instead I chose 
to fulfill my duty as a soldier. All because I was afraid. I was terrified; I did not want to stand up 
to the government and the army – I was afraid of punishment and humiliation. I went to war 
because at the moment I was a coward, and for that I apologize to my soldiers for not being the 
type of leader I should have been. 
I also apologize to the Iraqi people. To them I say I am sorry for the curfews, for the raids, for the 
killings. May they find it in their hearts to forgive me. 
One of the reasons I did not refuse the war from the beginning was that I was afraid of losing my 
freedom. Today, as I sit behind bars I realize that there are many types of freedom, and that in 
spite of my confinement I remain free in many important ways. What good is freedom if we are 
afraid to follow our conscience? What good is freedom if we are not able to live with our own 
actions? I am confined to a prison but I feel, today more than ever, connected to all humanity. 
Behind these bars I sit a free man because I listened to a higher power, the voice of my 
conscience.  
For general comments and questions, email or write to: The Free Camilo Committee, c /o 
Maritza Castillo, 201 178 Drive #323, Miami, FL 33160. freecamilo@freecamilo.org 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What were we saying? OK, first of all let’s say that a poet’s job is not to say things at the word 
level we’ve been using. Indeed,  it’s not the job of the poet to see the bombing of Mecca in ways 
that also add the dilemmas and passions like the ones  we saw above.  The poet’s job is to say 
”we buried  our gods deep, very deep where strangers cannot find them” and to also  help unite, 
not separate the world. But  for him to help  the world unite, the  reader’s job is to ask himself to 
what extent that barbarism is obsolete or still exists, and to what extent he  is the civilized and to 
what extent he is  the barbarian referred to by the poem, and  to what extent he will try to find 
active ways to increase loss of American vote  for public persons such as the above potential 
Mecca bomber who defames collective American IQ and collective American ethics by being an 
elected politician. OK, back to poet:)… just in case they ended slain , people of either of the two 
fighting civilizations would bury very deep their gods so as not to also feel lost after slaughter. 
And also, just in case they might also break the soul of the slain too the slayers of the two 
civilizations would dig deep to find those buried gods and humiliate them. But there is one more 
thing to be said on the beginning verse: “And we said: We know, yes we know, that even the Gods 
of Humanity have now become a chthonic foundation…” Let’s read “Gods of Humanity” not just 
as “the several gods of mankind” but also as “those of the gods of our several faculties  who 
relate to our faculty of humanness” (like e.g. Apollo is the god of our musical faculties and Mars 
is god of our belligerent faculties) and also let’s see the god-like status of such eternal values not 
through Platonic or Spinozian approaches to what the eternal perspective is which may need  a 
whole lecture but through some Presocratic approaches which not only  are easier to grasp but 
probably are even deeper, and also are the best ground to which one can base the convergence of 
Greek views to the Biblical since the way of thinking we are going to see is from the chapter 
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“The Eternal Thou” which is the last chapter, on God, of the famous book “I and Thou” of  
Martin Buber , a book famous among other reasons for being a top-two book in 20th century that 
people in love gave each other as gift (the other book of the top-two is, of course, Khalil Gibran’s 
“The Prophet” for its chapter on love).Concerning the issue of whether God’s giving physics laws 
to nature can go  beyond   naive the anthropomorphism (or  primitive animism) of  notions like 
e.g.  the sun shines upon the earth because a god of light in his chariot tugs the sun around the 
earth every day,  the preSocratics (Anaxagoras  above all) had considered that the way universal 
Nous expresses its existence in matter is order and harmony, and when the matter in question is 
the matter of stars then this order is the regularity of their motion and when the matter in question 
is the matter of man’s body then the order is the way man’s mind (man’s nous) thinks, reacts, 
feels etc.(and perceives the musical harmony played on earthly strings, a harmony that unfolds on 
earth  the Harmony of the somewhat more abstract Music of, coincidentally, the same god who 
also drives the sun chariot around the earth) Similarly inverting  in such , so called, “Copernican 
way” , the projection the Personhood quality itself , also gratefully inspired in that  by a similar 
inversion made earlier by Feurbach, Buber saw the idea of personal God not as a result of some 
projection of man’s properties to the firmament but as the inverse projection,  which made man 
have personal qualities through partaking in God’s personhood like in Anaxagoras’ view man had 
the qualities of mind (nous) through partaking in the qualities of Universal mind (Nous) In this 
way of thinking,  some  mental entities are seen not as thought-like in the sense of “merely 
imaginary (or even virtualreality-like) and dwelling in man’s skull” nor as “MindStuff-like” and 
dwelling in Godhead, but as mind-like (“noitos” from “nous” like “mental” and “mind-like” from 
“mind”) in the sense of “living in and above our mind”. Some qualities like our sense of justice 
and of our humanity if characterized “eternal”(by man’s desire to honor them and by man’s 
wonder for their nature and for the way of validity and for their vibes)  give rise to many disputes 
of whether they are Platonicly  inflexible to evolution or reducible to phylogenetically evolved  
patterns either of behavior or of neural circuitry, etc but seeing them as just “living in and above 
our mind” allows the expression of all desire to honor them and all wonder about their nature and 
about their uncanny vibes, and leaves us more quickly to the task  of making them a  guide for 
our life (a guide being part of our life and above our life etc etc here too, life and Life like nous 
and Nous etc etc) If this looks as funny as like acrobatics with semantics, let’s remember how 
ridiculous look the hard nosed realists with uncompromisingly  rigorous thinking whose 
outspokenness  against pseudoscience exhausts itself on Buber-like notions and is not expressed 
at all against pseudoscientific notions employed  by religious jugglers influencing public opinion 
and presidential policy in even criminal matters, nor is it expressed against colleagues of theirs 
whose rigorous thought habits allow  their study of e.g. physics or neuroscience to peacefully 
coexist with consulting  in brain pools going like “it’s better to devise guns that cripple  rather 
than kill because when you  bury a dead you’re done but a cripple occupies the attentions of many 
live people..” or use the latest  news of  self-finding in Esalen or in Lilly’s sensory deprivation 
tanks to produce soul loss just in case they get one more cell phone number of a bomber or 
produce some  more mind loss and train another  couple of  guards through a seminar on 
“fraternity-like sex  pranks adapted to prison conditions” So outspokenness of Einsteins against 
Bubers and of Feynmans against Gellers (AND NASA) has nothing to do with outspokenness of 
this genaration’s rigorous thinkers against the nonrigorous thinkers that criticize  globalization 
(and of course it has even less to do with their INspokenness in front of the nonthinkers like Bush 
and Rumsfeld quoting thin air bullshit like science and in front of their colleagues who have gone  
criminal. Their silence is as numb-brain in origin (OK, numbness due to post-election  shock is  
forgivable, but  how many White House services of the gang will they need before they’re over it 
and ready to be  hit by the next such shock? If, as some people worry, the gang will also bring 
forth Bush’s brother for another eight years, sixteen years of Joker gang  is enough to change the 
face of life on earh and  make brain-numbness a genetically instituted prerequisite for a job 
interview and for medical insurance) OK, their silence is as numb-brain in origin as Salman 
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Rusdie’s numb look and numb worry  that American men of spirit can’t influence the wide 
audiences  anymore as in the times of Hemingway and Arthur Miller which , this numb-dumb 
idiot, based on his noticing that nobody from the widely read papers went before the elections to 
take an interview from Don de Lillo and Paul Auster. So what did the outspokenness of rigorous 
thinkers wait for before they criticized the non-rigorous thinking of Bush and Rumsfeld in front 
of their audience? A refereed journal to send an interviewer just in case  a scientific acquaintance 
of theirs asked them if antiwar news and zmag where he saw their name are refereed or also 
accept weirdoes? Aren’t the main papers refereed and actually over-refereed? They are yet  they 
publish rubbish of the worst level weirdoes, Bush and Rumsfeld all the time. Thus  referees don’t 
mean a fucking  thing anymore as protection against bull fucking shit and thus non association 
with non rigorous context is not an excuse. And after all what were they afraid of if they started to 
expose these  non rigorous weirdoes directly  inside their classes? That some rigorously thinking 
student of theirs might ask them “Sir, would any refereed  journal publish these ideas of yours or 
you just convince us poor  undergraduates just cracking out of the egg etc etc?”And of course, if 
they do realize some chores need to be undertaken  by all  then they might choose between 
teaching rigor to some non-rigorous critics of  globe-bulb-ization and teaching antiglobe-bulb-
ization to rigorous thinkers. By the way when we  spoke of Einstein’s attitude towards Buber-like 
notions we sounded as if  we believed his only mistake was to consider them illiterate weirdo 
stuff and not  decent educated errors. Actually we personally think that who was in error here was 
Einstein but we will not debate it with any enlightened “rigor lover” who only dares to oppose the 
authority of the Inquisition of the time of Galileo but not the authority of the referees of his age. 
Any weirdo could argue like us here? Quite correct. And any referee would cut the interviews to 
Rucker of  such a  sacred monster of rigor as Godel expounding his views on consciousness and 
on the limitations of our age and only a sacred monster of opposition to scientific authority  as 
Einstein, and not cheap grocers  measuring rigor by the gram,  could afford to say “the only 
reason I still have not retired from the Institute of Advanced Studies is to have the privilege of 
hearing Godel expounding his views on Kant and on time  to me as we walk to the Institute in the 
morning and back from the Institute in the evening”, as the book by Yorgrau on the two men 
shows. Let’s go on with the Poem:). “Fate; and Your Own Fate also ours  to our entrails. And by 
the grace of Love, by the grace of the great creative Love, behold ,our souls became real hard, 
became hard, and are entering now whole in mud and in Your blood, to mould the new heart 
needed in Your new fight, my Humanity! The new heart that we have already closed in our 
breasts, and with that heart we’re calling out today to all companions”.  Let’s not write the 
original too since it only differs in the first person being first singular in that instead of first plural 
like here, and , as usual it has  “my Country” instead of “my Humanity”. As expected the 
background music of this paragraph is such as to make this paragraph sound, like it really is,  the 
Gethsemane-like prayer of the new Adam preparing himself to be Christ-Prometheus. (in the case 
of fighters preparing , “hard” refers to preparation to kill, too, in the case of  absolute pacifists 
like Human Shields “hard” refers to the pain they will cause to their own beloved ones, becoming 
so-to-speak also killers of that loved one of theirs who happens to be their self) in the end of the 
paragraph the background music brings from a distance the barbarian leitmotiv which played loud 
in the previous paragraph, the Romans are approaching  Gethsemane, the barbarians are 
approaching Rome etc etc) The next paragraph has absolutely no difference in the original and its 
melody coupled with its lyrics is  thrilling  while being as  elementary as those things that can be 
played on a bugle to accompany charge whether in battle or in football:  “Come on; we all help to 
raise the sun back over earth and over our countries/come on, we all help to raise the sun back in 
its right place over our whole world/Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost 
been covered/and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried/Come on, boys, come on, 
we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power/push with your knee and push with 
your chest, we got to get him out of mud/push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to 
get him out of blood/We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood 
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brothers/Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon 
us/go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers” (The 
difficult part of the battle has arrived. The going got tough. For the soldier  it became fighting, for 
the pacifist Human Shield it became being bombed, for the torch bearing inquisitive it became 
being burned by the torch bearing inquisitor,  for the  bearer or the torch of literal fire it became 
having his liver munched by the eagle, for the head fighter of pacifism it became being nailed on 
the cross. Let’s read further:) “Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power, 
support it with your heads and legs, to keep the sun from sinking! Also help us, brothers, from 
sinking along! For now the sun is over us and inside us and around us, for now in holy dizziness 
we’re following him in whirling...” (The original just has first singular instead of first plural. But 
let’s not say anything before we see the rest of this paragraph in both versions:) “..Birth trips and 
death trips around us and inside us. Angels taking our souls and angels putting souls inside new 
flesh. Death rattles and  newborns’ cries beside us and inside us, for us now near and far are 
one! We’re encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on, companions, help the sun to rise 
to become Spirit!” The original is:“…A thousand backs of bulls support from below; two headed 
eagle, and flaps his wings on me, his battle din is groaning next to  my head and inside my soul, 
for me now near and far are one! I’m encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on, 
companions, help the sun to rise to become Spirit!” The birth and death trip version is only meant 
as an explanation of the original version in our days’ idiom, at the time of writing of these verses 
(when there were yet no developments like primal scream therapies and sensory deprivation tanks 
and  trips with hyperventilation breathings and kundalini yoga exercises, and with mescal and 
peyote,  and with synthetic and  organic psychedelics taken straight from lab and  mushrooms or 
first injected to escargots  served  next to chicken sauced a la chasseur or a la cacciatore )  poetry 
still borrowed from Freud’s book  trips in infants’ cradles e.g. in the form of a dream of Leonardo 
Da Vinci visited in his cradle by an eagle flapping his tail wings on the baby’s face ( Kazantzakis 
even wrote a poem on a death trip of Leonardo’s based on  that. Later Freud’s analysis of that was 
discarded on the base of a mistake in the translation he had used , the eagle had been a kite or 
something (not that it made much difference probably on the scare the baby took, however). 
Anyway, one of the reasons Kazanzakis took tongue in cheek all psychoanalysis was that once he 
told an analyst he kept seeing  a bird or vulture in his dreams and the analyst’s question was “on 
the right or on the left?” and, anyway, we saw  his line “To see the truth I don’t close my eyes I 
open them” (a very relevant maxim today where the developments removed whatever little or 
non-little wisdom  existed some decades ago in “close your eyes and ears to the news that just 
prove that nothing is new under the sun and find  the source of true serenity” (or even “find your 
G-spot”. We are not even being sarcastic, we mean it) Of course by paying attention to the news  
we do not mean we are to change and reset the course of our possible plans of intervention with  
every new little stupid bullshit change of strategy that comes forth from the shit-pool that 
Rumsfeld employs as a brain (first among equal brains of the shitheads he hires as a brainpool)  
that’s why we do not give him different piece of contempt  every time we do so in these pages but 
monotonously repeat the same shit.  Just raising enough contempt for even one of his pieces of  
stupid crap will be enough, even if in the meantime we appear crazy not resetting  some  previous 
plan of ours to zero because he leaks that he will steer his shitmade  zigzagging trajectory, on the 
map of the world and through history,  from nuking Iran to realize Hitler’s dream of world 
dominion through nuking one nation and bend all others  to the nuker’s  whims and needs after 
that.  If we raise enough contempt for one of his crappy conceptions by despising it thoroughly 
throughout  each repetition, we don’t need to occupy precious time and precious space  of our life 
and mind with also all the other worthless contents that occupy the gap in time between his birth 
and his death (When?Who gives a shit?) and with the gap in space occurring inside  his skull. 
Let’s not delve further into birth and death trips, our age has done that to a fault, getting too 
immersed in all that, these  trips have made so many people zoom so much in their absorbing and 
time consuming details  that they lose both  perspective and estimate of proportions , let alone 
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context, and here e.g. they would be  misled into thinking that the poet’s object is, or would be if 
he had heard of Stanislav  Grof or Arthur  Janov (or even even should be ih he had heard of them)  
to induce  in his reader a reliving of his birth from his mother’s womb like the one he went 
through writing on behalf of his baby self  “let me (= my foetus/baby self) push with chest and 
with knee to get out  of the blood and urine and shit mixed with the amniotic fluid on the placenta 
and I’ll see daylight like a sun etc etc…”and then the reader,  seeing how serene he feels after the 
initial agony which “presumably was the source of Buddha’s saying “to be born is to 
suffer””according to Leboyer,  would make it his life’s task to convince men of influence , 
starting with his employer, to go to Beverly Hills to relive the same with Stan himself or Art  
himself  and then  a small step would remain until somebody convinced Reagan, Brezhnev, and 
Teng or whoever to do the same and then humanity would cheer up at the good tidings and would 
enter a period like the one Lennon  had prophesied in his “Imagine” and birth trips, not with Stan 
or Art themselves necessarily  but with  people who had trips with them or with  people who had 
trips with people who had  trips with them etc etc etc, depending on one’s income, would start for 
all  and  would even extend , through coupons, to the unemployed, a true age of Aquarius , since 
in the zodiac sign of that the churn pouring water out of it symbolizes the contents of the 
unconscious entering the conscious etc etc etc. We do not wish to imply that all who had  this 
dream or joined this experimentation or made this trial and error were childishly naïve or that 
there were many who because of  their wisdom and not because of their limitations  had the 
foreknowledge to say of that  “opium has become the religion of the people” inverting the well 
known  Marx’s  line and also agreeing in a sense with the famous line of that guru who , when 
given LSD and asked about how it compares with meditation, had said “God saw that the West 
only believes in matter and not in man and so to send there a Christ He sent a material , not a 
man”.  Actually maybe this dream even  came to near implementation and even much earlier than 
the ’70s  since in one of those biographies of grat men that are written after the deaths of all their 
close people (who could be hurt or also could or could not verify or disprove) John Kennedy 
knew a woman who did have that dream about LSD and he had that much of a weak spot for her 
that he rally annoyed Jackie with inviting her to dine with them too often. But now that the 
experimentation is over and people who could not  afford the foreknowledge of savants and sages 
have seen things clearly in retrospect and not  beforehand because they needed to be  helped by  
the passage of time (time is known to be  irreplaceable by anything else for most of the common 
mortals), anybody would agree that the little space allotted by the poet to this thing is exactly  as 
much space as  it needed and as much as it deserved and also that its context is exactly what it 
should have been and none other. And concerning the rebirth trips let’s do get taught by the above 
allotment of space  and context and just say that whether reincarnation does exist or not and the 
rebirth of heroes just happens through good example etc, the fighters, the shields, the staked 
savants, the zealots and Christ would not do things differently.   So let’s just go back to the 
skipped verse :  “Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power, support it with your 
heads and legs, to keep the sun from sinking! Also help us, brothers, from sinking along! For now 
the sun is over us and inside us and around us, for now in holy dizziness we’re following him in 
whirling..”That’s about a  pretty well known process in history, let’s most clearly see it in 
Christ’s case: Christ e.g.would say, not exactly when hanging on his nails (he would not leave 
such a  request for the minute when so many factors could interrupt it) but essentially it would be 
a message from on the cross (since from any other place it would make no sense) “Come on 
creators, give each your version of what happened  and human nature will recreate it  and recreate 
it in even more versions than it will be said, it will recreate it as many times as it will speak about 
it, that’s why I don’t say “come photographers and reporters”, exactness will distort me because 
there  are so many cunning uses of each one of the so many exact accounts of all this that only the 
simple natural conversation about it occurring everywhere and about all the versions of it, yours 
and the distorters’,  will be able to affect people with its true meaning, ironing out all cunning 
versions in the long run,  come on creators and poets (and you too stupid imbedded liars) give 
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your own meanings (and your imbedded nonsense) to all  that and the conversation about it will 
help each man  find his own Christ inside him, and to follow me even to a  cross for him for his 
own dreams and reasons. My goal is  not to make anybody pass an exam on  my exact and true 
biography but to help others and to be helped by others to all help keep live the sacredness of 
Life,  and to help me they might end up in this position through their own course in life and to 
help them I had to accept this  position myself when my own course in life brought me here for 
the sake of our common goal . So help me creators, by explaining and re-explaining, at the 
beginning it’s not going to be easy because they might be crucifying the ones who will give  some 
versions like they crucified me for my version. You  see such matters are a little less simple than 
the non burning of Copernicus. He hid his theory until his deathbed then he revealed it without 
risking not dying in his bed. Woudn’t the risk pass to his hearers if they wanted to spread his 
theory? Yes, but since his theory concerned observable and factual things they would be observed 
elsewhere too, helped by his smuggled notes, and if other nations were freer and research 
confirmed him then little by little his opponents would be obsolete. But in our goal’s case we 
don’t only have facts but also man’s choices of ways to live which might disturb some , not 
because they would be jealous of our happier way of life, but because for them to be happy they 
would like us not to live as we wanted but slaving for them. Also in our case there is no other 
place where we could go until our persecutors become obsolete, they would crucify us abroad too 
for the same reason they would crucify us here, and with global processes obsolescence will take 
much longer than our lifetime, I mean even than our lifetime before shortened  as it going to be 
shortened for all of us for quite a number of generations, you see we don’t live in the age of 
instant information where we could hope for some shortcut of all this process. AND ABOVE 
ALL, keep in mind that your  or my suffering is the least we could do for the simple people and 
non poets who will receive the same treatment for having the same dream like us through, or  
without, our proposals ”.  Let’s not say again what other things exactly such a kind of guy was 
doing up on some cross on a conspicuous hill on a dark night or day. But just in case somebody 
thinks that some conjectures about the gospels as having been written not on the spot but after as 
much as three centuries, and not by eye witnesses but by some poetic constitutions, just in case 
one thinks that such a possibility changes an  iota of the divineness of meaning of the gospels, we 
wrote the above, plus the previous details about the similarities  and differences between Christ 
and  Socrates   to show that it doesn’t change a thing. This version we consider as so near to God 
that the only possible real cheating those poet friends and admirers of him would have done 
would be to say that he was crucified whereas he wasn’t and just make all his crucified followers 
a kind of divine suckers. But he was crucified. This nobody doubted, not even the persons who 
think this conjecture removes something of his Godliness. And after all, if he was not crucified   
then the romantics who were crucified because they believed  they would help his divinely noble 
plan for Life , did help that divine plan of life and proved that Christs did exist, so the reporter-
like   exactness issue is so  void of essential content that it just reminds the  well known joke 
about historical research proving that Homer was not Homer but somebody else with the same 
name. Suppose we ask if all this is evasive talk in the issue of divinity (and suppose the guy who 
considers this an issue with his religious feeling  is not Rumsfeld who would prefer to masturbate 
in public, as the idiom goes,  rather than to destroy his good Al Capone profile if asked  by Bush 
to say some nice Christian things to put him out of the difficult position of being asked “What 
does a Chirstian like Bush does with a Nietzschean like Rumsfeld?” (We suggest to Bush that to 
convince him he orders some Frumm-like assistant  of his to look up some Al capone biographies 
which might say that Al did  say some Christian things some times. But I doubt it.  Many Mafiosi 
are good Catholics either because of guilts or because they are Mafiosi through being Don 
Corleone-like  lovers of principles. But I don’t think the Godfather would hold a minister of 
tough shit bull , like Rumsfeld, in any amount of esteem, so OK, forget it George, only Al 
Capone would esteem Rumy and Al would not have Christian lines and if Christians ask you for 
your bad company you will have to find more complicated bull to say. Try some Jesuistry, but  if 
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Jesuists  too, being honest Catholics like Don Corleone,  tell you to kiss off , try some stuff like 
“God himself asked of Abraham as a favor a deed which not even a gangster would do, but if 
someone  disobeyed God himself, doubting he would absolve him even if he Himself had asked 
him, he would be a greater sinner than a gangster…” Well, if they tell you that’s Bible but not 
new Testament, don’t worry, read in “Fear and trembling” Kierkegaard’s version of Abraham and 
Isaac , he was a protestant preacher, also read his biography to see why his father liked the 
Abraham/Isaac story and the story of Job. OK, they are depressive enough but they are never as 
base as to justify any Rumsfeld through such  stories. You’ll have to find your own. But don’t 
worry. As J.A. Wheeler said when quantum geometrodynamics was virgin land “Traveler there 
are no paths, paths are made by walking”)) What were we saying? Suppose some honest Christian 
or some honest agnostic or some honest atheist (and not someone as dishonest in everything he 
does as Rumsfeld, who is not honest even in as a gangster) thought all our talk of Christ was an 
evasive and double, or even triple, face effort to be in good terms with all three, Christians, 
agnostics and atheists. It would be a cheap trick not even good for children to answer only “Oh 
yeah? And why is it not a double or triple  face  effort to defy all of them by being in bad terns 
with all since each one is going to think that I’m trying to be in good terms with the other two, 
too?” If that answer covers them and it answers all they were asking , fine let them leave in peace, 
but it does not cover my idea of an answer and not just of being snappy witty. Suppose one asked 
Gibran “Cut the hocus-pocus. Do you believe e.g. in miraculous conception?” What would he 
say? Well, someone did ask him that and he answered “And which conception is not 
miraculous?” Suppose he insisted: “OK,  Gibran was lucky to have been asked a question 
admitting Mickey Mousing through  hocus pocus. Let’s start form the beginning, at one point or 
other you’ll have to give a real answer. What would you say to a kid asking if God  created  man 
or if man came from amoeba-like beings?” “I’d tell him that the frontier science of the time of the 
Book of Genesis needed God to have created man and the frontier science of today needs God to 
have created amoeba-like life and to have created  the laws  of physics and the laws of biology 
and then the rest could be done without processes  that our days’  man cannot fathom. And that 
future man may have for our frontier knowledge an opinion like the one we have for the frontier 
knowledge of those ancient days. Especially because some people think that science has  already 
bridged biology with physics while nobody has and that they have followed the step from 
inorganic stuff to amoebas or to at least much  smaller organized pieces of matter while nobody 
has done that either” “Now I don’t know if you are evading or not but I can’t really tell if this is 
because you don’t or exactly because you did evade successfully” “OK, until you answer that to 
yourself let me get back to what we were saying. Next time ask my  rigorous friend too. (That 
was just to indicate to the  rigorous idiot we have been mentioning so much, that we are setting 
him up a prank (still giving him all routes to escape of course if he wants(e.g. by our non evasion 
we’ve just seen, we taught him how to evade if he wants) Here’s the prank: We have gone to real 
lengths (and we shall add more lengths in other contexts too with both the above and new 
arguments) to describe Christ in a light that is bound to save both  him and the still human among 
the US Christians from the stupid and inhuman distortions of Christian dogma by the Christian 
Talibans of US.  The only margin we leave to Bush and his religious advisors will be the claim 
that Rumsfeld is assigned  by them a gangster’s task like Abraham was assigned by God himself 
the even more  horrible task of slaying his son and God was not inconsistent with his own mercy 
because after all he sacrificed his own son on the cross so as to clean from all blood the  
Abrahamian Rumsfelds too provided they were believers in Christ’ s mission(or at least in 
Abraham’s righteousness if they were Jews) which Muslims are not and so they can be bombed to 
make earth look like Apocalypse etc etc etc.The well known weirdo-stuff ) The prank is : If that 
rigorous idiot friend of ours  hears the above (or something “mainstream”  like:“Don’t believe 
this version of Christ that a nonAmerican tells you because anybody who doesn’t believe real 
Christ was the son whom God sacrificed to rid us of the original sin etc will roast in hell, and 
after all even the orthodox Christians excommunicated the Greek  writer of that Scorcese version 
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about a revolutionary Christ”, or even some weirdo stuff like “don’t mind the pollution and the 
bombings, that’s all predicted in the apocalypse , the ones bound for salvation will be saved by a 
miracle and the rest  will go down and sink with this sinful  earth. Just pray you are among the 
chosen by God (and by Perle too?) for salvation”, if this is the only antilog we are going to get, 
will his rigorous thought exhaust itself on saying that we got all that reaction because our Christ’s 
derivations, like Buber’s statements were not sufficiently rigorous, and will his gutsy opposition 
to authority confine itself to countering the authority of Godel as a patron saint of scientific 
weirdoes or will also extend to the authority of non-rigorous thinkers like priests behind 
American presidents?) To close this with an upshot, let’s return to  something more interesting 
and important that we were discussing and repeat some things before we add what must be added: 
“… “What would you say to a kid asking if God  created  man or if man came from amoeba-like 
beings?” “I’d tell him that the frontier science in the time of the Book of Genesis  needed God to 
have created man and the frontier science of today needs God to have created amoeba-like life 
and to have created the laws  of physics and the laws of biology and then the rest could be done 
without processes  that our days’  man cannot fathom. And that future man may have for our 
frontier knowledge an opinion like the one we have for the frontier knowledge of those days. 
Especially because some people think that science has  already bridged biology with physics 
while nobody has and that they have followed the step from inorganic stuff to amoebas or to at 
least much  smaller organized pieces of matter while nobody has done that either” : Now I don’t 
know if you are evading or not but I can’t really tell if this is because you don’t or exactly 
because you did evade successfully” “OK, until you answer that to yourself let me get back to 
what we were saying.(Now comes the simple upshot) If one does read  a real scientist (who is not 
complexic enough to play rigorous and enlightened against vague talk  and superstition through 
stances that belong to 1789 or to the days of Copernicus but not to the times of Godel, Penrose, 
astrobiology etc) one does get the feeling that sacredness of life exists through what escapes the 
coordinate nets of the explanations that once were heroic stances of man against corrupted 
religion and looks more than what man’s  religions introduced  and propagated by heroic geniuses 
and heroic  followers whose killing  by  barbarity  could do  nothing to the contents of their 
religions. Upshot complete (resaid more briefly by repeating the Dionysus-chops story etc it goes 
like: when Orpheus, or Pythagoras etc were slain , they wound’t of course say “OK, but my music 
or my theorem I do not allow to be plagiarized by thugs…bla-bla-bla…” since plagiarizing 
theorems and music, instead of keeping having cannibals’ taste only, was part og becoming more 
civilized) let’s go on with the poem: “The new Word is coming closer, the Word ready to paint all 
things in its new flame. Mind and body will now be pure steel. Our earth was fertilized enough 
with flesh of man! Rich soil, to bear rich fruit, let’s not let this soil dry of this deep moisture 
brought down by this bloodshed, no rain in any fall would make it as rich or as deep! Tomorrow 
let each of us go outside with twelve pairs of oxen and plough this land that was  watered with 
blood. Make Vine  blossom on it and be the tree of our life. With pain-push-joy start Peace’s 
breath like the breath of  new life  and end both Hers and our strife. Come boys, come on, the sun 
just can’t, can’t rise without us. Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s now all get 
him out of mud;push strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of 
blood;push strong with arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!” In the 
original it is different enough after a point and the differences are such that make the  paraphrase 
seem inexcusably and unexplainably clumsy and by way of explanation we say that we tried to 
push into the lyrics what the original left to the context and the reading rhythm or to the music to 
convey , and by way of excuse we can only say that except for the initial page we showed it on, 
we will never see that paraphrase again without having right next to it  the original so as not to 
make anybody ever wonder even for a moment  “what kind of poet was that one who did not  
respect the most well known rule of e.g. dancing that says that  one refers to scenarios of certain 
body movements best if one does not imitate them but only insinuates them?” (and also when we 
present the original  poem as a whole we shall stop italicizing it. OK, at the beginning the italics 
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were to mean we entered a different sphere. But at the end they will signify just the  imperfection 
in comparison to the original. And the usual fonts for the original will not signify of course that 
the  rest of the pages did manage or at least  planned to be lifted to the level of the poem but will  
signify the unpresuming and business-as-usual  and everyday appearance and simplicity of really 
grand things.Let’s go to the original: “The new Word is coming closer, the Word ready to paint 
all things in its new flame, mind and body will now be pure steel. Our earth was fertilized enough 
with flesh of man! Rich soil, to bear rich fruit, let’s not let dry this soil dry of this deep moisture 
brought down by this bloodshed no rain in any fall would make it as rich or as deep! Tomorrow 
let each of us go outside with twelve pairs of oxen and plough this land, land watered with 
blood… Make laurel blossom on it and be the tree of our life and make our Vine spread to every 
place on earth where men are living… Come boys, come on, the sun just can’t, the sun can’t rise 
without us .Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s now all get him out of mud;push 
strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of blood;push strong with 
arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!” 
Besides noticing that the symbols are now explicitly Christian (new Word, Vine as tree of Life) 
let’s notice that the new flame will paint , not burn, all things. This and the prompting to plough 
the  land made fertile with so much bloodshed make the imagery full of the reconstruction fever 
that follows wars, the reconstruction of life through birth rate included as the midwife vocabulary  
refers not only to the metaphorical birth of Peace but also of people.(And that’s exactly where the 
clumsy and awkward element of the paraphrase comes in. To write explicitly “With pain-push-joy 
start Peace’s breath like the breath of  new life  and end both Hers and our strife” to remind  
obstetrician’s talk to the baby and to the mother during labor is like giving  tango or carnival 
dance or waltz swirl  some more explicit pelvic movement as if implying that its dancers were not 
able to feel the dance’s sexual vibes without the explanation, or that the explanation could induce 
the vibes in them if the dance itself couldn’t (with rock it’s different. There the whole thing is so 
explicit that some of the magic is contained in feeling the discovery that intercourse induces so 
many other things too, e.g. the soul swirl which in waltz was explicit.  Now the prompting to push 
with knee and with chest comes in the melody reminding the rhythm of obstetrician’s prompting 
and it’s redundant to hear  it in the lyrics too, unless one wants to hum it or whistle it all the time 
because he is a recent father (or will be any day now). Concerning the phrase  “Come boys, come 
on, the sun just can’t, can’t rise without us” it is sung not as if something grandiose is ordered by 
the head of anything sounding epic or even lyric but as if one of the construction workers of a 
group, or be it a group leader, says “OK, enough of a break, back to work, wo-o-o-o-o-o-ork”, 
and as if he says the last capitalized and protracted word  already having himself grabbed  a load 
of something that needs lifting and already carrying it, almost running, up some stairs” . So its 
music is like  “Come guys, come on, the job  just can’t be done  without us,  without u-u-u-u-u-
us”. The last stanza we have already seen in both its versions and to add a postponed comment in 
the light of  Sikelianos’ philosophy of  history it’s obviously better to stick to the original , his 
remark is so perennial anyway that it applies to any age’s or place’s  recontextualizations of it. In 
the original, as we have said ,  the last stanza differs from the first in a couple of words only and 
in the addition of a line at the end of the last, thus a phrase with which the whole poem ends. So 
let’s see them again , so as to remember that the first made an overall comment  on the drama that 
was then described in its (perennial and so many times repeated in history) details, and the last  
commented again like the first adding that end line (we’ll only change Country to Humanity in it)  
 
When my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside (the brand of my  
whole life bound and enclosed in span and pass of time), into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and 
Freedom, my Country, my soul caught fire as if, as if space suddenly was all made of copper,  of  
red copper or as if I had the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, where, for long years, for the Eternity  
he hammered his iron heavy thoughts and hung them like arms in the Temple of Ephesos… 

..........(The drama we’ve seen)………. 
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…Thus, when my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside (the brand of my 
whole life bound and enclosed in span and pass of  time), into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and 
Freedom, my Humanity, shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, of 
sounding copper or as if I had the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, where, for long years, for the Eternity 
he hammered his iron heavy thoughts and hung them like arms in the Temple of Ephesos,  
all the way to You I was calling, companions! 
The work of the great humanists and lovers of man, as somebody who himself was a great humanist and 
lover of man said, is like the light from  those great exploding stars which not only illuminates their place 
and time but also reaches  so far that when the other places see it in their time helping them to live in 
daylight, they find it hard to believe that this star exists no more, that  it has exploded or calmly gone out 
since years or even centuries or even much longer. For Sikelianos Life’s Divine Mystery was only 
secondarily a riddle to unravel. Firstly it was a Love to be passionately and prodigally lived and to be 
passionately and unrestrainedly defended. All its stages, from amoeba-like to the human phenomenon,  
were masks of God, the ArchLover and ArchDefender of Life, and all its parts, from cells to human 
institutions, could be  partakers of the constant Divine Cosmogony and could be God’s helpers and 
companions  in its defense. And the cry of all Life’s  lovers and defenders from their barricades and 
trenches and firing squad walls and stakes and crosses to their companions in their time and place or to very 
far times and places which would be equally lighted by their example was made of the same ethereal 
essence as Christ’ s same cry to them that they had heard before they replayed it. And Christ’s same cry 
was made of the same Divine essence as the cry from God’s own fleshless lips: 
                                         All the way to You I was calling , companions!.  

 
 
PS: Clearly, God added nothing more to his call, he never dictated any more  explanations on what and 
when and who and why etc (the rest was the constant call from Life and Love we all receive all the time). 
But nobody among the hearers of this call needed any more explanations through any intermediary other 
than Christ to freely become his companion. The conspicuous place from where Christ  gave out his 
wireless message left no room for interpreters of his answer to anyone’s prayers , so all rumors about  
suggestions by Christ or God, on which crusade to start from where, communicated to the other 
conspicuous place of modern history, the WhiteHouse, is plain fucking BS, as in plain fucking BlaSphemy.  
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Let’s now read the Poem as a  whole from the beginning, skipping the first verses on the one hand 
because they will be repeated at the end and won’t be missed as content, on the other hand so as 
to verify that indeed if one didn’t know how great the poet already was and if one didn’t want to 
take someone’s greatness for granted, he would still come to that opinion about him  by the end 
of the Poem, i.e. after just one page in book-like font size in which there would be described all 
the drama between the gigantic fire that flared up inside him with a sunset and ended with his 
sacrifice, with his example, and with the shouting call to his companions for all present and future  
and from his companions from all present and past all the way from the beginning of Life and 
Cosmos. Let’s also notice that texts of that density, that manage to convey so much with so few 
words (or fewer), are only the religious. 
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Gigantic thoughts passing, like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset, sunset of myth 
and tale, were flaring up in my mind, for my whole life was flared up burning at once, at the thought of 
your new Liberty and Freedom, my Country! That’s why I didn’t say:This now is the light of my cremating 
fire. A torch of your History I am, this I cried out, and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver, 
and with this firebrand now still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour light  the farthest 
corners where men are living and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my Country! 
So said I and kept walking holding in my two hands my lighted liver in Your Caucasus and my every step 
was the first, first but I also felt as if it was the last one, for my foot bare was treading on splashes of Your 
blood, for my foot bare when walking was stumbling on Your dead, because my face and body and all my 
spirit was mirrored as in red lake, mirrored in Your blood! There in scarlet mirror glass in such a mirror my 
Country a mirror bottomless, a mirror of the abyss of Your Liberty and Freedom and Your thirst for life, I 
saw myself firm solid made of red soil moulded into clay Adam brand new of new creation of our world 
that to create for You we’re  going, my Country! 
And I said: I know, yes I know, that even Your Gods of Olympus have now become a chthonic foundation, 
because we buried them deep, very deep where strangers cannot find them. And all the foundation became 
stronger and more solid and stronger and more solid with all the bones our enemies have heaped and kept 
heaping upon it… I also know that for the libations and the vows of the new Temple  we have dreamt for 
You, my Country for nights and days, so many brothers were slaughtered among them as lamb had never 
been slaughtered for Easter!… 
Fate; and Your Own Fate also mine to my entrails! And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the great 
creative Love, behold , my soul became real hard,  and is entering now whole in mud and in Your blood, to 
mould the new heart ,the new heart needed in Your new fight, my Country! The new heart that I have 
already closed in my breast, and with that heart I’m calling out today to all companions: 
“Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries;  
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world!  
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us, 
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers! 
Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power, support it with your heads and legs, to keep the 
sun from sinking! Also help me, brothers, from sinking along! For now the sun is over me and inside me 
and around me, for now in holy dizziness I’m  following him in whirling. A thousand backs of bulls 
support from below; two headed eagle, and flaps his wings on me, his battle din is groaning next to  my 
head and inside my soul, for me now near and far are one! I’m encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! 
Come on, companions, help the sun to rise to become Spirit! 
The new Word is coming closer, the Word ready to paint all things in its new flame, mind and body will 
now be pure steel. Our earth was fertilized enough with flesh of man! Rich soil, to bear rich fruit, let’s not 
let  this soil dry of this deep moisture brought down by this bloodshed no rain in any fall would make it as 
rich or as deep! Tomorrow let each of us go outside with twelve pairs of oxen and plough this land, land 
watered with blood… Make laurel blossom on it and be the tree of our life and make our Vine spread to 
every place on earth where men are living… 
Come boys, come on, the sun just can’t, the sun can’t rise without us. 
Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s now all get him out of mud; 
push strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of blood; 
push strong with arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!” 
Thus, when my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside (the brand of my 
whole life bound and enclosed in span and pass of  time), into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and 
Freedom, my Country, shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, of 
sounding copper or as if I had the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, where, for long years, for the Eternity 
he hammered his iron heavy thoughts and hung them like arms in the Temple of Ephesos,  
all the way to You I was calling, companions! 
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However we have made an omission: If somebody asks  why the above is called a poem and not a 
novel, a diary, a piece of prose, a memoir, an essay, a term paper, a project, a proposal, an 
application, a job interview etc.etc.etc. we cannot just answer him “because it was put to music by 
a composer”, maybe even job interviews can be put to music. Even if we give him a cassette the 
question remains. So we  also have to show the pattern  in which the poet himself separated the 
above content in rhythmic sentences (and which the composer did follow). If somebody only 
cared to see the content of the original and not the original’s rhythmic pattern too he san skip the 
following three pages:  
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March of the Spirit 
When my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside 
(the brand of my whole life bound and enclosed in span and pass of time), 
into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom,my Country, 
my soul caught fire as if, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, 
made of red copper or as if I had 
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, 
where, for long years, 
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts 
and hung them like arms 
in the Temple of Ephesos… 
 
Gigantic thoughts passing, 
like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset, 
sunset of myth and tale, 
were flaring up in my mind 
for my whole life was flared up burning at once 
at the thought of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Country! 
 
That’s why I didn’t say: 
This now is the light of my cremating fire… 
A torch of your History I am, this I cried out, 
and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver, 
and with this firebrand now 
still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour 
light all the farthest corners where men are living 
and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my Country! 
 
So said I and kept walking 
holding in my two hands my lighted liver 
in Your Caucasus 
and my every step was the first 
first but I also felt as if it was the last one, 
for my foot bare was treading on splashes of Your blood 
for my foot bare when walking was stumbling on Your dead 
because my face and body and all my spirit 
was mirrored as in red lake, mirrored, mirrored in Your blood! 
 
There in scarlet mirror glass in such a mirror my Country 
a mirror bottomless, a mirror of the abyss 
of Your Liberty and Freedom and Your thirst for life, 
I saw myself firm solid 
made of red soil moulded into clay 
Adam brand new of new creation of our world 
that to create for You we’re going, my Country! 
 
And I said: 
I know, yes I know, that even Your Gods 
of Olympus have now become a chthonic foundation, 
because we buried them deep, very deep where strangers cannot find them. 
And all the foundation became stronger and more solid and stronger and more solid 
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with all the bones our enemies have heaped and kept heaping upon it… 
I also know for the libations and the vows 
of the new Temple hat we have dreamt for You, my Country 
for nights and days, so many brothers were slaughtered among them 
as lamb had never been slaughtered for Easter!… 
 
Fate; and Your Own Fate also mine to my entrails! 
And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the great creative Love, 
behold , my soul became real hard, became hard, and is entering 
now whole in mud and in Your blood, and in Your blood, 
to mould the new heart ,the new heart, needed in Your new fight, my Country! 
The new heart that I have already closed in my breast, 
and with that heart I’m calling out today to all companions: 
 
«Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries; 
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world! 
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 
Come on, boys,come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 
Come on, come my brothers,we’re encircled by his fire,his fire is now closing upon us, 
go on,let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers! 
 
Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power, 
support it with your heads and legs, to keep the sun from sinking! 
Also help me, brothers, from sinking along! 
For now the sun is over me and inside me and around me, 
for now in holy dizziness I’m following him in whirling. 
A thousand backs of bulls support from below; 
two headed eagle, and flaps his wings on me, 
his battle din is groaning 
next to  my head and inside my soul, 
for me now near and far are one! 
I’m encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on, companions, 
help the sun to rise to become Spirit! 
 
The new Word is coming closer, the Word ready to paint all things 
in its new flame, mind and body will now be pure steel. 
Our earth was fertilized enough with flesh of man! 
Rich soil, to bear rich fruit, let’s not let dry this soil 
dry of this deep moisture brought down by this bloodshed 
no rain in any fall would make it as rich or as deep! 
Tomorrow let each of us go outside with twelve pairs of oxen 
and plough this land, land watered with blood… 
Make laurel blossom on it and be the tree of our life 
and make our Vine spread to every place on earth where men are living… 
 
Come boys, come on, the sun just can’t, can’t rise without us. 
Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s now all get him out of mud; 
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push strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of blood; 
push strong with arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!» 
 
Thus, when my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside 
(the brand of my whole life bound and enclosed in space and time), 
into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Country, 
 
shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, 
of sounding copper or as if I had 
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, 
where, for long years, 
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts 
and hung them like arms 
in the Temple of Ephesos, 
all the way to You I was calling, companions! 
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751 
Happy end? 

I was about finishing the rereading of these pages, I was checking truthout’s and antiwar’s .com 
pages, I was seeing Raimondo Justin in his column saying on Wednesday “On hold…. Bulldog 
Fitzgerald and his elves are assiduously working… I’m getting  ulcers from the suspense as we’re 
waiting for his announcement about Libby on Friday… I propose  to not write my column on 
Friday before that…”, I was remembering how in summer 2003 I was sending around friends an 
article on zmag containing an ultimatum to Bush by an official of CIA who was retired and thus, 
as he saw it,  free-er to protect the name of the CIA he had served from the mud it was getting 
dragged into, warning Bush to get distances  from  Cheney as soon as possible if he didn’t want  
to play the Nixon and Agnew story again (I had titled that e-mail “A few good men…” to remind 
the Cruise-Nicholson film) since that time we had a few more deNiro-like “awakenings” of this 
sort (by Abbu Ghraib, Cindy Shehan, New Orleans, …even Jagger’s “Sweet neocon” could(?!?) 
be hoped to play a role) but, especially after the gang re-election, nothing seemed to alter the 
solidifying  impression that the outcome  would not be any different from the unhappy end in  
de Niro’s awakenings. OK, we all know  that, no matter how assiduously Justice’s elves are 
working, legally foolproof  proofs, like the hard science’s, take time, rigor, ulcers, etc. Raimondo 
Justin was even hoping for merry Fitzmas  instead of X-mas,  others of us thought that the only 
merry thing to expect  in these issues  is Pinter’s 45-minute Nobel prize acceptance speech. The 
ups and downs, the ulcers and champagnes, the awakenings and disappointments, of all us living 
these concerns have as their best parallel and as their wisest  and best put motto the way Mumford 
expresses his continuing concern from his grave, in a line he had said when living, about his 
(hypothetical, I guess) tombstone:  

Herein lies a fool who  
would be very happy to know  

that none of the predictions he so reluctantly made 
 turned out  to be correct. 

 
 
 
 

 
John Alevizos, October 16 2005 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Before one last recapitulation, let’s see an  upshot and a sequel to what we have seen: 
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MARCH OF THE SPIRIT IN THE ’40s                               MARCH OF THE SPIRIT IN THE ’00s 
 
Saviors of Life in the latest Brave Old Times                       Saviors of Life in the Times of Human Shields 

 
When my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside 

When our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our lives 
(the brand of my whole life bound and enclosed in span and pass of time), 

(our lives ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time) 
into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom,my Country, 

shielding the altars of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity 
my soul caught fire as if, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, 

our souls caught fire as if we were true helpers even saviors of God like every Bruno 
made of red copper or as if I had 

whose hands joined back to embrace 
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, 

the holiest altar made of fire like ours we were defending 
where, for long years, 

or as if our heartbeat 
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts 

followed the drum and whisper of Life Herself 
and hung them like arms 

singing like a flag  
in the Temple of Ephesos 

«don’t ask if we win or lose. Go on!» 
 
 
 
Gigantic thoughts passing, 

Gigantic thoughts passing, 
like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset, 

like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset, 
sunset of myth and tale, 

sunset of myth and tale, 
were flaring up in my mind 

were flaring up in my mind 
for my whole life was flared up burning at once 

for my whole life was flared up burning at once 
at the thought of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Country! 

at the thought of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity! 
 
 
 
That’s why I didn’t say: 

That’s why I didn’t say: 
This now is the light of my cremating fire… 

This now is the light of my cremating fire… 
A torch of your History I am, this I cried out, 

A torch like the towers’ Firemen I am, this I cried out, 
and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver, 

and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver, 
and with this firebrand now 

and with this firebrand now 
still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour 

still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour 
light all the farthest corners where men are living 

light all the farthest corners where men are living 
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and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my Country! 

and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my Humanity! 
 
 
 
So said I and kept walking 

Like them said I and kept walking 
holding in my two hands my lighted liver 

holding in my two hands my lighted liver 
in Your Caucasus 

in Your Caucasus 
and my every step was the first 

and my every step was the first 
first but I also felt as if it was the last one, 

first but I also felt as if it was the last one 
for my foot bare was treading on splashes of Your blood 

for my foot bare was treading on splashes of Your blood 
for my foot bare when walking was stumbling on Your dead 

for my foot bare when walking was stumbling on Your dead 
because my face and body and all my spirit 

because my face and body and all my spirit 
 
was mirrored as in red lake, mirrored, mirrored in Your blood! 

was mirrored as in red lake, mirrored, mirrored in Your blood! 
 
 
 
 
There in scarlet mirror glass in such a mirror my Country 

There in scarlet mirror glass in such a mirror my Humanity 
a mirror bottomless, a mirror of the abyss 

a mirror bottomless, a mirror of the abyss 
of Your Liberty and Freedom and Your thirst for life, 

of Your Liberty and Freedom and Your thirst for life, 
I saw myself firm solid 

I saw myself firm solid 
made of red soil moulded into clay 

made of red soil moulded into clay 
Adam brand new of new creation of our world 

Adam brand new of new creation of our world 
that to create for You we’re going, my Country! 

that to create for You we’re going, my Humanity! 
And I said: 
I know, yes I know, that even Your Gods 
of Olympus have now become a chthonic foundation, 
because we buried them deep, very deep where strangers cannot find them. 
And all the foundation became stronger and more solid and stronger and more solid 
with all the bones our enemies have heaped and kept heaping upon it… 
I also know for the libations and the vows 
of the new Temple hat we have dreamt for You, my Country 
for nights and days, so many brothers were slaughtered among them 
as lamb had never been slaughtered for Easter!… 

And we said: 
We know, yes we know, 

that even the Gods of Humanity have now become a chthonic foundation, 
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because our slain and the slain of the strangers buried them deep, very deep 
where slayers cannot find them 

and because our slayers and the slayers of the strangers buried them deep, very deep 
where the slain cannot find them. 

And the foundation became stronger and more solid and stronger and more solid 
with all the bones all slayers have heaped and kept heaping upon it. 

We also know that some of the Indians Christianized celebrate Easter only up to Good Friday 
because for them then Miracle of the Resurrection has not yet happened 

and we know that for them Christ’s Cross was made 
out of the wood of the tree of the Knowledge of Freedom 

watered and fed by the blood and the flesh of people who were their own flesh and blood 
and were hanged by Columbus as ripe fruit. 

 
Fate; and Your Own Fate also mine to my entrails! 

Fate; and Your Own Fate also mine to our entrails 
And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the great creative Love, 

And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the great creative Love, 
behold , my soul became real hard, became hard, and is entering 

behold ,our souls became real hard, became hard, and are entering 
now whole in mud and in Your blood, and in Your blood, 

now whole in mud and in Your blood, and in Your blood, 
to mould the new heart ,the new heart, needed in Your new fight, my Country! 

to mould the new heart ,the new heart, needed in Your new fight, my Humanity! 
The new heart that I have already closed in my breast, 

The new heart that we have already closed in our breasts, 
and with that heart I’m calling out today to all companions: 

and with that heart we’re calling out today to all companions: 
 

«Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries; 
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world! 

Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 

Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 

push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 

Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire is now closing upon us, 
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers! 

 
Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power, 
support it with your heads and legs, to keep the sun from sinking! 
Also help me, brothers, from sinking along! 
For now the sun is over me and inside me and around me, 
for now in holy dizziness I’m following him in whirling. 
A thousand backs of bulls support from below; 
two headed eagle, and flaps his wings on me, 
his battle din is groaning next to my head and inside my soul, 
for me now near and far are one! 
I’m encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on, companions, 
help the sun to rise to become Spirit! 

Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power, 
support it with your heads and legs, to keep the sun from sinking! 

Also help us, brothers, from sinking along! 
For now the sun is over us and inside us and around us, 

for now in holy dizziness we’re following him in whirling. 
Birth trips and death trips around us and inside us. 
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Angels taking our souls and angels putting souls inside new flesh. 
Death rattles and cries of newborn beside us and inside us 

for us now near and far are one! 
We’re encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on, companions, 

help the sun to rise to become Spirit! 
 

The new Word is coming closer, the Word ready to paint all things 
in its new flame, mind and body will now be pure steel. 

Our earth was fertilized enough with flesh of man! 
Rich soil, to bear rich fruit, let’s not let dry this soil 

dry of this deep moisture brought down by this bloodshed 
no rain in any fall would make it as rich or as deep! 

Tomorrow let each of us go outside with twelve pairs of oxen 
and plough this land, land watered with blood… 

Make laurel blossom on it and be the tree of our life 
and make our Vine spread to every place on earth where men are living 

with pain-push-joy start Peace’s breath like new life’s and end both Hers and our strife. 
Come boys, come on, the sun just can’t, can’t rise without us. 

Come boys, come on, the sun just can’t, can’t rise without us. 
Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s now all get him out of mud; 

Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s now all get him out of mud; 
push strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of blood; 

push strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of blood; 
push strong with arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!» 

push strong with arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!» 
 
Thus, when my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside 

Thus, when our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our lives 
(the brand of my whole life bound and enclosed in space and time), 

(our lives ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time) 
into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Country, 

shielding the altars of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity! My Humanity!, 
shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, 

shout filled with soul left loud, just as if suddenly Life Herself had spoken 
of sounding copper or as if I had 

spoken clear and loud not just whispering  
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, 

spoken through us joining hands around Her, 
where, for long years, 

as we were being saved 
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts 

even by Death Himself who had carved bullets 
and hung them like arms 

with the names of each of us 
in the Temple of Ephesos, 

as Saviors of God, 
all the way to You I was calling,  

all the way to You we were calling,  
all the way to You I was calling, companions! 

all the way to You we were calling, companions! 
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Held her ground for all humanity 
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HUMAN SHIELDS, FIREMEN AND FIREWOMEN 
DYING IN SOUTH  AMERICA,  IN NORTH AMERICA, IN EUROPE,   

IN IRAQ, IN PALESTINE, IN…., IN…, IN… 
INTO THE FIRE 
The sky was falling and streaked with blood 
I heard you calling me, then you disappeared into dust 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love 
You gave your love to see, in fields of red and autumn brown 
You gave your love to me and lay your young body down 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need you near, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love 
It was dark to see, you held me in the light you gave 
You lay your hand on me, then walked into the darkness of your smoky grave 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love… 

PRAISED BE IT, IT’S WORTH IT 
PRAISED BE the hand deciding the horrible sacrifice knowing now 

which the world that is really superior  
 which the world’s “now” and which its “forever” 

which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever” 
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May 

FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light 
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep 
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel 

Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera 
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries 
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion 

Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence 
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness 

Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation 
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number 

Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye 
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man 

Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 

and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world 
the Great!  

MARCH OF THE SPIRIT 
Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries; 

come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world! 
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 

and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 

push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 

We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us, 
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers! 
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Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by sun’s  fire, its  fire’s now closing upon us… 
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…go on, let’s go on, its  flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers!... 

 
…all the way to You I was calling , companions! 

 
…y e dios de los altares impregnados 

devolvia las flores  y las vidas… 
 
 
 
 

Translation: …and the gods of the impregnated altars restored flowers and lives… 
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THE POET’S WAY OF PHILOSOPHIZING ON  “GENESIS THROUGH  WORDS” 
AND ON THE EVER CONTINUING  BIRTH OF LANGUAGE; 

AND HIS WAY OF FINALLY REACHING  
THE WORDS THAT WERE STILL UNBORN IN HIS MOUTH   

 
“A  tongue like a javelin darted into the verdure 
it was the night of the iguana… 

My land without name, without America, 
equinoctial stamen, purple lance, 

 your aroma climbed my roots up to the glass raised to my lips,  
up to the most slender word as yet unborn in my mouth” 

 Pablo Neruda in “Canto General” 
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EXCERPTS FROM  
 NERUDA’S ACCOUNT OF THE GENESIS IN “CANTO GENERAL” 

AND FROM  
HIS GOSPEL OF FREEDOM (IN “CANTO GENERAL” AGAIN): 

 
 “…a tongue like a javelin darted into the verdure…it was the night of the iguana…to the lands without 
names  or numbers the wind blew down from other domains ,the rain brought celestial threads,  and the 
gods of the impregnated altars restored flowers and lives… in fertility time grew…. the jacaranda raised its 
froth of transmarine splendor…the araucaria bristling with spears was magnitude against the snow …the 
primordial mahogany tree, distilled blood from its crown and to the South of the cypress…the thunder tree, 
the red tree, the thorn tree, the mother tree, the scarlet ceibo, the rubber tree, were earthly volume, sound, 
were territorial existences…a newly propagated aroma suffused through the interstices of the earth… the 
breaths transformed into mist and fragrance: wild tobacco raised its rosebush of imaginary air…like  a 
fire-tipped spear corn emerged , and its stature was stripped, and it gave forth again, disseminated its 
flour, had corpses beneath its roots and then, in its cradle, it watched the vegetable gods grow wrinkle and 
extension , sown, by the seed of the wind over the plumes of the cordillera, dense light of germ and nipples, 
blind dawn nursed  by the earthly ointments of the implacable rainy latitude of the enshrouded torrential 
nights, of the matinal cisterns…and still on the prairies, like laminas of the planets, beneath a fresh 
republic of stars…the ombu , king of the grass, stopped the free air, the whispering flight…and mounted the 
pampa, holding it in with a bridle of reins and roots…green uterus…seminal savanna, dense storehouse, a 
branch was born like an island…a flower was shaped like a sword, a flower was lightning and medusa…a 
cluster rounded off its resumé a root descended into the darkness…the monastic anteater trod the jungle 
with melodious feet…the guanaco fine as oxygen in the wide brown  heights was wearing boots of 
gold…while the llama opened candid eyes in the delicacy of the world covered with dew…the monkeys 
wove an unendingly long erotic thread on the shore-like borders of dawn…leveling walls of pollen and 
startling the violet flight of the butterflies from Muzo… the night pure and pullulating with snouts emerging 
from the ooze…and  from the somnolent swamps an opaque thud of armor returned in the earthly 
origins…the puma bolts through the foliage like  fire of  devouring hunger while in him burn the jungle’s 
alcoholic eyes…badgers scratch the river’s feet, sniff out the nest whose throbbing delight they’ll attack 
with red teeth…and in the depths of the almighty water like the circle of the earth lies the giant anaconda 
covered with ritual mud devouring and religious…all was flight in our land...like drops of blood and 
feathers the cardinals bled the dawn of Anahuac…the toucan was a lovely box of shining fruit… the 
humming bird preserved the original sparks of dawn and its miniscular bonfires burned in the still 
air…illustrious parrots filled the depths of the foliage like ingots of green gold newly minted from the paste 
of sunken swamps, and from their circular eyes yellow hoops looked out old as minerals…all the eagles of 
the sky nourished their bloody kin in the uninhabited blue and on carnivorous feathers flying  over the 
world, the condor, murderous king , solitary monk of the sky, black talisman of the sky, hurricane of 
falconry…the ovenbird’s engineering  made of the fragrant clay sonorous little theater ,where it burst forth 
singing…the night jar kept whistling its wet cry on the bank of the cenotes…the Chilean pigeon made 
scrubby woodland nests where it left its regal gifts of dashing eggs…the southern lark, fragrant sweet 
autumn carpenter displayed its breast spangled with a scarlet constellation… and the austral  sparrow 
raised its  flute recently fetched from the eternity of water…wet as a water lily, the flamingo opened  the 
doors of its rosy cathedral and flew like the dawn far from the sultry forests where the jewels dangle from 
the quetzal which suddenly awakens, stirs , slips off, glows, and makes its virgin embers fly… 
…Before the wig and the dress coat there were rivers, arterial rivers…there were cordilleras, jagged waves 
where the condor and the snow seemed immutable…there was dampness and dense growth as  yet 
unnamed, the planetary pampas…Man was dust, earthen vase, an eyelid of tremulous loam, the shape of 
clay he was Carib jug, Chibcha stone, imperial cup or Araucanian silica…tender and bloody was he, but 
on  the grip of his weapon of moist flint, the initials of the earth were written.  No one could remember 
them afterwards: the wind forgot them, the language of water was buried,  the keys were lost or flooded 
with  silence or blood…I, Incan of the loam, touched the stone and said: Who awaits me? And I closed my 
hand around  a fistful of  empty flint…but I walked among Zapotec flowers and the light was soft like a 
deer, and the shade was a green eyelid…  
…My land without name, without America, equinoctial stamen, purple lance, your aroma climbed my roots 
up to the glass raised to my lips, up to the most slender word as yet unborn in my mouth…”. 
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“...When the trumpet blared, everything on earth was prepared and Jehova distributed the world  
to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda Ford Motors and the other entities. United Fruit Inc. reserved for  itself  the 
juiciest, the central seaboard of my country, America’s sweet waist. It rebaptized its lands the “Banana 
Republics”, and upon the slumbering corpses, upon the restless heroes who conquered renown, freedom 
and flags, it established the buffoons’ opera, it alienated self-destiny, gave as gifts  Caesar’s crowns, 
unsheathed envy, attracted the dictatorship of flies, fly Truhillo, fly Tahos, fly Garias, fly Martinez, fly 
Ubico, flies soaked in humble blood and jam, drunk flies that  drone over the common graves, circus flies, 
clever flies versed in tyranny. Among the blood thirsty flies, the Fruit Co. disembarks, ravaging coffee and 
fruits for its ships that make disappear like  ghosts on serving trays, the treasures of our lands that are 
submerged. Meanwhile in the sugary abysses of the seaports collapsed Indians , buried in the mist of the 
morning:  a body rolls down a thing  without name, a fallen number, a bunch of lifeless fruit dumped in the 
rubbish heap… 
…Here comes the tree , the tree, of storm, the tree of the people. Its heroes rise up from the earth as leaves 
from the sap, and the wind spangles the whispering multitude’s foliage, until the seed falls again from the 
bread to the earth. Here comes the tree nourished by naked corpses, corpses scourged and wounded 
corpses with impossible faces, impaled on spears, reduced to dust in the bonfire, decapitated by ax, 
quartered by horses, crucified in church. Here comes the tree , the tree whose roots are alive. It fed in 
martyrdom’s nitrate, its roots consumed blood and it extracted tears form the soil, raised them through its 
branches, dispersed them on its architecture. They were invisible flowers, sometimes buried flowers,                                               
other times they illuminated its petals like planets. And in the branches mankind harvested the hard 
corollas, passed them from hand to hand like magnolias or pomegranates, and suddenly they opened the 
earth, grew up to the stars. This is the tree of the emancipated. The earth tree, the cloud tree. The bread 
tree,  the arrow tree, the fist tree , the fire tree. The stormy water of our nocturnal epoch floods it, but its 
mast balances the arena of its might. At times , the branches broken by wrath fall again, and a foreboding 
ash covers its ancient majesty: just as it survived times past, so too it rose from agony until a secret hand, 
countless arms, the people, preserved the fragments hid invariable trunks, and their lips were the leaves 
of the immense divided tree, disseminated everywhere walking with its roots. This is the tree , the tree  
of the people, of all the peoples struggling for freedom. Look at its hair: touch its renewed rays: plunge 
your hands into the factories where its pulsing fruit propagates its light everyday. Raise this earth in your 
hands partake of this splendor, take your bread and you apple, your heart and your horse, and mount 
guard on the on the frontier, at the limit of its leaves. Defend the destiny of its corollas, share the hostile 
nights, guard the cycle of the dawn, breathe in the starry heights, sustaining the tree, the tree that grows in 
the middle of the earth… 
…My land without name, without America, equinoctial stamen, purple lance, your aroma climbed my roots 
up to the glass raised to my lips, up to the most slender word as yet unborn in my mouth. 
A marine mountain flies toward the islands, a moon of  birds winging South over the fermented islands of 
Peru. It’s a living river of shade, it’s  a comet of countless tiny hearts that eclipse the world’s sun like  a  

thick-tailed meteor  pulsing toward the archipelago. 
And at the end of the enraged sea, in the ocean rain,  
the wings of the albatros rise up like two systems of salt 

All was flight in our land 
establishing in the silence 

like drops of blood and feathers 
amid the torrential squalls 

the cardinals bled  
with their spacious hierarchy  the order of the wilds. 

 the dawn  of Anahuac” 
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 “…In the face of the threat that history may roll  back to the abyss of the Arrhythmic, the Amorphous and 
the preontological,  nobody can avoid assuming responsibility. Those poets who feel born on the pulse of 
the Universe have  the additional responsibility to make Poetry take on her own horrible responsibility of 
breaking the causal deterministic sequence of events after first coming to know her own mystical origin in 
the infinity, the  inner freedom and the biological God deep inside us, and from there draw strength to lift 
again the universal symbols of cosmic continuity of man with his similars and with the Universe, the  
symbols that are  able to disperse his historical pseudoproblems and deliver man from all arbitrary myths of 
our  age, scientific myths, mechanical myths,  political myths, economic myths, artificial artistic myths, etc 
etc–that, through also exerting immense violence, have  displaced man from the center of his responsibly 
creative self  where is found the source of his freedom  and  have led to the dismemberment of the erotic 
core of  man’s experience of the world and have disintegrated society into heaps of unburied corpses–and 
place him again at the center of Life and of duration from where the world, placed at the center of our 
consciousness and not at the periphery will bring down walls and open up horizons , not altogether 
imaginary, that  have been waiting, since the beginning of time, to line up in perspective in front of us” 

 
“…For those of us who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for the gates of the 
technocratic prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we choose to 
walk out… Modern man’s only alternative is to emerge once more into the light and to have the courage not 
to escape to the moon , but to return to his own human center and to master the bellicose compulsions and 
irrationalities he shares with his rulers and mentors. He must not only unlearn the art of war , but acquire 
and master , as never before, the arts of life…We know now, as never before, that undisclosed potentialities 
of life reach  far beyond the proud algebraics of contemporary science; and their promises for the further 
transformations of man are as enchanting as they are inexhaustible…Man grows in the image of his gods, 
and up to the measure they have set. The mixture of divinity, power and personality that brought the 
ancient city into  existence must be weighed out anew in terms of  the ideology and the culture of our own 
time , and poured into fresh civic , regional, and planetary molds. In order to defeat the insensate forces that 
now threaten civilization from within , we must transcend the original frustrations and negations that have 
dogged the city throughout its  history. Otherwise the sterile gods of power , unrestrained by organic limits 
or human goals, will remake man in their own  faceless image and bring human history to an end” 

                                                                                                          
“…We wanderers ever seeking the lonelier way begin no day where we have ended another day;  
and no sunrise finds us where sunset left us. Even while the earth sleeps we travel. We are the seeds of the 
tenacious plant…If aught I have said is the truth, that truth shall reveal itself  in a clearer voice, and in 
words more kin to your thoughts”  
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Gigantic thoughts passing like purpled islands flaming in sunset  were flaring up in my mind… 

 
…like drops of blood and feathers the cardinals bled the dawn of Anahuac 

 
 
 

 
Canto General 

 

 
March of the Spirit 
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When my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside (the brand of my whole life 
bound and enclosed in span and pass of time), into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom,  
my Country, my soul caught fire as if, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, made of red copper or 
as if I had the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, where, for long years, for the Eternity he hammered his 
iron heavy thoughts and hung them like arms in the Temple of Ephesos…Gigantic thoughts passing, like 
red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset, sunset of myth and tale, were flaring up in my 
mind,  for my whole life was flared up burning at once,  at the thought of your new Liberty and Freedom, 
my Country! That’s why I didn’t say: “This now is the light of my cremating fire”. “A torch of your History 
I am”, this I cried out, “and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver, and with this firebrand 
now still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour light  the farthest corners where men 
are living and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my Country!” So said I and kept 
walking holding in my two hands my lighted liver in Your Caucasus and my every step was the first, first 
but I also felt as if it was the last,  for my  bare foot, my Country,  was treading on splashes of Your blood, 
and was stumbling on Your dead. Because my face and my body and all my spirit, was mirrored as in red 
lake, mirrored  in Your blood, my Country! There in scarlet mirror glass , in such a bottomless  mirror,  of 
the abyss of Your Liberty and Freedom and of Your abysmal thirst for life, my Country, I saw myself  firm 
solid made of red soil moulded into clay, brand new Adam of the brand  new creation of our world that  
we’re going to create for You, my Country! And I said: “I know, yes I know, that even Your Gods of 
Olympus have now become a chthonic foundation, because we buried them deep, very deep where 
strangers cannot find them. And all the foundation became stronger and more solid and stronger and more 
solid with all the bones our enemies have heaped and kept heaping upon it… I also know that for the 
libations and the vows of the new Temple  we have dreamt for You, my Country for nights and days, so 
many brothers were slaughtered among them as lamb had never been slaughtered for Easter!”…Fate; and 
Your Own Fate also mine to my entrails! And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the great creative Love, 
behold , my soul became real hard,  and is entering now whole in mud and in Your blood, to mould the new 
heart ,the new heart needed in Your new fight, my Country! The new heart that I have already closed in my 
breast, and with that heart I’m calling out today to all companions: 
“Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries;  
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world!  
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us, 
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers! 
Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power, support it with your heads and legs, to keep the 
sun from sinking! Also help me, brothers, from sinking along! For now the sun is over me and inside me 
and around me, for now in holy dizziness I’m  following him in whirling. A thousand backs of bulls support 
from below; two headed eagle, and flaps his wings on me, his battle din is groaning next to  my head and 
inside my soul, for me now near and far are one! I’m encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on, 
companions, help the sun to rise to become Spirit! The new Word is coming closer, the Word ready to paint 
all things in its new flame, mind and body will now be pure steel. Our earth was fertilized enough with flesh 
of man! Rich soil, to bear rich fruit, let’s not let  this soil dry of this deep moisture brought down by this 
bloodshed no rain in any fall would make it as rich or as deep! Tomorrow let each of us go outside with 
twelve pairs of oxen and plough this land, land watered with blood… Make laurel blossom on it and be the 
tree of our life and make our Vine spread to every place on earth where men are living…Come boys, come 
on, the sun just can’t, the sun can’t rise without us. Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s 
now all get him out of mud; push strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of 
blood; push strong with arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!” Thus, when my 
last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside (the brand of my whole life bound 
and enclosed in span and pass of  time) into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom,my Country, 
shout filled with soul left loud,as if space suddenly was all made of copper,of sounding copper or as if I had 
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, where, for long years, for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy 
thoughts and hung them like arms in the Temple of Ephesos,all the way to You I was calling, companions!  
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 “Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”  
William Blake («America») 

 
………………………………………….……………. 
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When not obscur’d anymore,  

then, for US too,    
this is the form of the Angelic Land: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This world the small the Great 

 
 The River of Life 
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And at the end of the enraged sea, in the ocean rain, like drops of blood and feathers, the cardinals bled the 

 dawn of Anahuac. 
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…OVERGROUND: 
 

But who was Amanda and how she  and her company came to decide on the path of action we 
saw? This was explained  by her friends:   
 
A photo is shown where on one side of  a yard Helen, another woman, and also the Balkanian 
looking woman dressed in black, are writing on three PCs and on the other side of the yard  Bill 
and  a friend of his not very unlike him in appearance are writing on two other PCs and in the 
middle of the yard the two little girls with Mickeys in their hands are playing and talking. Then 
on Helen’s screen  we see the title page  of a book: 

 
THE HEAVENLY BLUES OF AMANDA ROBBINS 

 
In our universe the full title would be :  
 

THE HEAVENLY BLUES OF AMANDA ROBBINS  
IN A PARALLEL UNIVERSE 

or 
OVERGROUND 

 
So  the reader of  “Overground” could see “Mount Bushmore” as its next chapter following up 
the path of its characters and the reader of “Mount Bushmore” could see the pages we saw as  its 
previous chapter explaining the past of its  final protagonists. However, the beginning of the 
factual episodes between Israel and Lebanon producing on a mass scale factual dramas like our 
protagonists’ and refugees* like them made proper to move the present  “fictional” plot to the 
present separate file, “the Appendix”, in order not to confound fictional deaths and pains with  
factual sources they correspond to or represent. The way that ceasefire came about led to some 
thoughts about the way writings like the present and like “Mount Bushmore” are or are not 
redundant. This  we commented (in “Introduction to Princeton…”) in ways that also make 
redundant our further comment here, so let’s just see some more explanations both about the past 
of the characters we saw  but we have not exhausted and of some others we hardly touched at all.  
*That’s what they were really. That they were middle class Americans too, only changed the standard of 
living accompanying their difficulties and stressed the “celestial refugee”** element of their condition 
(astronautical it was  merely accidentally. They were not typical astronauts, obviously) 
**The quotation marks are an allusion to an old (already  preSocratic, or even much earlier) theme. 
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So what’s the upshot of how “Mount Bushmore” and “Overground” are  connected? Clearly it is 
the following: The asinine thing that Amanda felt she had done was, at least in retrospect,  neither 
the nationwide porn show she had broadcasted from the satellite at the worst possible moment 
one could imagine, nor the effort to convince bin Laden to  commit joint suicide with her and her 
two husbands and Miyiaki , silly romantic proposals for the salvation of the world which she had 
the choice not to make but did make. The asinine thing she felt she had done was the way she had 
made her kids lose their mother which however she had no choice to avoid since she did have to 
go back to US at some point etc. etc. to do the contribution she felt she could afford and should 
afford  towards the salvation of the world and of life in it. As long as  she felt both  trapped away 
from  offering that contribution, even making that sin against her children, and  trapped away 
from finding her children or at least finding a way to send them a message that some day would 
explain, in case they ever needed that explanation, even making that sin against the world, OK as 
long as she felt trapped away from both these, unique for her, sources of, and duties to, meaning 
in her life, she was just crazy , her favorite form of craziness being that she had already died in 
the satellite, by being exploded along  with her two husbands and with Miyiaki. When, a little 
with the help of the nerd’s friend and of Bill and of the drummer and of his brother, and of Helen 
and of the wife of the nerd’s friend and of Spring, and also with the help of her own soul 
searching and brain racking which helped all those friends find ideas to help her, OK, when with 
the help of all these factors she found there was a way which in one move would  both help the 
world and send a message to her children that one day could reach them if they ever needed it,  
then she came back to normal and took the particular path of action that we saw: she did help the 
world by becoming a volunteer sitting duck for a “Blum for president” campaign and  did send a 
message to her children, not of course  taking  a mike during that concert to send it (this she 
would not do even if they were not still babies who would not understand it, and even if they 
were older and even if they were not  unknown to themselves with respect to their identity as they 
would be growing up) but doing nothing less and nothing more than what she considered 
absolutely right to do and leaving it to her friends to write books that would explain what exactly 
was the right thing she was pursuing so that some day, whether her real kids or somebody else in 
one of their possible follow ups that might turn out chaotic if they were not lucky enough, could 
be helped back to trusting life and existence in the world , not at first reading of course but , be it, 
eventually.  
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Before we go to the rest  let’s take a break with some news, partly overlapping with news we 
already saw along with the introduction of Mount Bushmore to Princeton. But let’s start that with 
some notes of explanations prior to the present about why we only include excerptions/summaries 
of “Overground”:  
 
(When some months  ago we were finishing “Overground” , USA was having problems in New Orleans 
due to the well clown cyclone   and France was having problems all over the country due to proposals for  
legislation of labor, especially the labor of immigrants, that would affect existing legislation towards 
directions blackmailing natives, foreigners and naturalized, into mutual deadlocks . At that time the need 
was felt by “Overground” to finish as soon as possible in order for its, and its author’s , concerns, to land 
on the real  universe of ours from one that was only  parallel to ours. This didn’t lead to cutting down on 
number of pages written but to working even harder to finish everything that had to be written,  and also led 
to selecting which pages to skip in the presentation to the reader, like film  directors select film pieces from 
much more extended film lengths; and a little later it led to the need of rewriting the plot through characters 
who didn’t need much introduction, like the gang members didn’t, and of cutting  down even more by 
selecting pieces from there to reach comix size from soap opera size. As this rewriting, “Mount Bushmore”, 
was finishing, new developments in France led to the need, not to cut down anything any further, but  to 
just  explain better the character of the pages like  the ones in hand , so as to cut down on academic forms 
of attention to them to concentrate better on more relevant things in them that could help somewhat in 
understanding the infinitely more relevant things outside them. As we’ll see, it will help in the sequel to 
also pass  from an interview given by Mikis Theodorakis  just a couple of days before the new events in 
France broke out,  on the occasion of some recent lecture he had given in Crete about his ideas on the 
“Music of the Universe”…) 
 
 
 
 

 

ZNet | Activism 

West Point Graduates Against The War: Now 
Is The Time 
by James Ryan; West Point Graduates Against the War; May 12, 2006  

Cry "Havoc!" and let slip the dogs of war, 
That this foul deed shall smell above the earth 
With carrion men, groaning for burial. 
Julius Caesar 

Why? 

We members of West Point Graduates Against The War  stand 
appalled at the deceitful behavior of the government of the 
United States and, in particular, its widely known malefactors. 
Their lying, cheating, stealing, and rendition of evasive 
statements not only has demeaned these deceivers and our 
country, but they have placed vast numbers of innocent people 
in deadly peril as a direct result of their deceptions. We will not 
serve these lies, that is, we will not work for, be a servant to, 
provide for, assist, or promote the interests of this dishonorable 
administration. By remaining silent we tacitly serve; we are no 
longer silent. 
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The illegal assault and occupation in Iraq has killed tens of 
thousands of innocents, both American, Iraqi, and others, 
causing incalculable damage to Iraq and the Iraqi people, as well 
as the reputation and honor of the United States of America.   

The behavior of this administration is particularly odious since it 
makes mockery of  the code of conduct instilled in us at West 
Point. "A cadet will not lie, cheat, or steal, or tolerate those who 
do." This has provided us with a lifelong respect for the truth,  
and a sense of responsibility to do the right thing, even if that 
means admonishing our country's leadership. 

Our position may be counter to the opinion of many of our fellow 
graduates. Our views are most probably not the views of the 
official institution that is West Point. It does its work, we ours. 
Yet, we are undeniably full-blown products of that place, 
trademarked by the West Point way of behavior. "Duty, Honor, 
Country," the motto of the Academy, our watchwords, as well. 
And we express our views as an organization of graduates, as 
retired generals of similar pedigree express their own. The 
difference? There are more of us than there are generals.  

 
What? 

Admiral John Paul Jones, the father of the American navy, said it 
best. "I would lay down my life for America, but I cannot trifle with 
my honor." This administration has done neither. Chicken hawks 
in wolves' clothing, they have been derelict in duty, honor, and 
country.  

Consider their sending under-equipped troops into battle under 
false pretenses, the widely-known ignoring of  First Amendment 
protections of the Constitution, the "quaintness" of the Geneva 
Convention, or Colin Powell's ill-starred, mendacious UN 
presentation. Their lies and misleading statements, detailed in so 
many places, have become epic. They tried to make their case. 
They failed. Facts and time have proven these people 
untrustworty and incompetent. They lied, tens of thousands died, 
and that is a moral tragedy. 

Shamelessly, the president of the United States mocks his own 
deceitful behavior at White House Correspondents' Dinners. 
People have perished from his infamous words, and he and his 
ilk, and the ilk of journalists, all guffaw and wink and preen. Duty, 
Honor, Country?  Be serious. 

 
Who? 

We are graduates of the United States Military Academy at West 
Point, New York who are against the war in Iraq, and any other 
future wars similarly premised. Our ranks include sons, 
daughters, and spouses of deceased graduates. All of us stand 
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in common cause against the deceitful policies and lies of the 
Bush administration. We are heartened by supporters from all 
over the world, but particularly the American taxpayers who gave 
and maintain the life of the institution that bore us into the adult 
world of service to our country. And, in that spirit, we now act. 
   
We are not politicians, professional media pundits, retired 
generals, peace-at-any-price activists, conscientious objectors, 
Communists or traitors. We seek to overthrow nothing. Except 
the pattern of deceit by this administration that has so sorely 
damaged this country, its standing in the world, and the world 
itself.  

We have no historic legacy of public life that we are out to 
maintain because we have had no public life. We are ordinary 
people, forged by one unforgettable unifying experience - West 
Point. We studied there, we trained there, we were inspired 
there. We are the voice of a growing band of men and women, 
graduates of West Point, not perfect people, but honorable. And 
we speak for the many who, because of their circumstance, are 
reluctant or unable to speak.  

We call likeminded graduates of West Point to stand with us and 
speak out against the deceitful policies of this administration, and 
the resulting destruction of the honor of the United States, and 
the dissipation of its military. 

 
Alarum and call to action 

Say no to preventive war. Heed President Eisenhower's words. 
"When people speak to you about a preventive war," he said, 
"you tell them to go and fight it." 

Say no to torture. Demand that the United States government 
respect the conventions of war. We must lead by example, 
preserving some aspect of humanity in the carnage and 
devastation. Today, we gaze into the abyss of perpetual war. Be 
aware, as Nietzsche warned, "If you gaze into the abyss, the 
abyss gazes also into you."   

Say no to the trashing of the honor of our country. Stay the 
forked tongues of this deplorable administration. 
  
This is not a partisan issue. Both sides of the legislative 
chambers have aided and abetted this corrupt administration. 
We exhort everyone to stand with us and to write to their political 
representatives. We will do the same. Tell them that you don't 
appreciate their silence on these vital issues. Tell them to 
support and defend the Constitution as they have sworn to do. 
Demand honorable behavior from all public officials. Tell them 
how you feel about what THEY have allowed to happen to our 
country. And tell them that we, West Point Graduates Against 
The War, sent you. Tell them that we stand with you.  It's the 
truth! 
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"Now is the time!" Martin Luther King said long ago. Indeed, 
NOW is the time.  

We live on the precipice of yet another "arranged" war. This time 
it's Iran. As in Iraq, the demonization is well underway. The dogs 
of war are foaming and gnashing. Deja vu all over again, or, as 
we used to say at West Point, S.O.S, "Same Old Stuff," or words 
to that effect.  

And all this in the name of homeland security. Please be serious. 
As Dwight Eisenhower said, "If all that Americans want is 
security, they can go to prison. They'll have enough to eat, a bed 
and a roof over their heads. But if an American wants to 
preserve his dignity and his equality as a human being, he must 
not bow his neck to any dictatorial government." 

Today, we have clear intimations of just such a government. We 
think that Americans are not so easily cowed, and that the vast 
majority demands far more than a diet of false statements, and 
confinement in endless, immoral wars.  

New voices can change the world. They always have. Stand with 
us!  

James Ryan 

Cofounder: West Point Graduates Against The War 
(http://www.westpointgradsagainstthewar.org/) 

ZNet | Economy 

Planet of Slums  
by Mike Davis ; Socialist Worker; May 09, 2006

FOR THE first time in history, a majority of the world’s 
population will soon live in cities. But large parts of this 
urban population endure dire poverty. MIKE DAVIS, the 
author and social activist, details these trends in his new 
book Planet of Slums. He spoke with LEE SUSTAR 
about the economic, social, political and environmental 
consequences of the rising tide of urban poverty. 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

DISCUSSION OF the rise of the rise of the megaslum has been 
excluded from mainstream political discussion. Why? 

I MUST confess that I have been surprised by the near silence 
that greeted the publication of the landmark United Nations (UN) 
report, The Challenge of Slums, three years ago. In addition to 
the first serious overview of urban poverty on a global scale, UN 
researchers provide us with a comprehensive balance sheet of 
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the damage done by 30 years of structural adjustment, debt and 
privatization.  

I suppose this is just the sort of news that cheerleaders for the 
World Bank and, more generally, the “Washington Consensus” 
don’t want to hear about. 

The exception, of course, is the Pentagon. The inattention of 
National Security Council pundits to the global slum contrasts 
with the avid interest of more pragmatic military thinkers at the 
Army War College and the Marines’ Warfighting Laboratory.  

War planners are painfully aware that while their smart bombs 
are extremely good at taking out hierarchical cities like Belgrade, 
with their centralized infrastructures and business districts, 
American high-tech weapons falter before the problem of 
controlling undeveloped concentrations of poverty, like in 
Mogadishu in Somalia, and Sadr City in the Iraqi capital of 
Baghdad. 

The great, sprawling slums on the outskirts of Third World cities 
neutralize much of Washington’s baroque arsenal. 

The careful analysis of this problem has led military strategists to 
a different geopolitical worldview than the rest of the Bush 
administration. Instead of an overarching terrorist conspiracy or 
axis of evil, war planners focus on the primacy of terrain, the 
slum itself.  

The “enemy”--which the Pentagon conceives as an eclectic array 
of potential opponents, ranging from street gangs and radical 
groups to ethnic militias--is less important than his labyrinth. 

 
YOU DRAW a distinction in your book between urbanization that 
was pulled by industrialization in the 19th and 20th centuries, 
and urbanization that is pushed by structural adjustment 
programs in the Third World today.  

IN THE 19th century, of course, classical social theory focused 
on dynamic industrial cities like Manchester, Berlin and Chicago 
as the shape of things to come. Indeed, Chinese cities--the 
products of the greatest urban-industrial revolution in history--still 
fit the template as imagined by Marx and Weber. 

But most cities of the Third World have more in common with 
Victorian Dublin and Naples, with their huge concentrations of 
poverty and lack of modern industry. Urban growth has been de-
linked from industrialization, even economic development per se.  

The “push” factors expelling people from the countryside now act 
independently of “pull” factors like the supply of formal city jobs 
to ensure a continuing urban population explosion. Outside 
China, moreover, the former industrial metropolises of the South-
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-including Bombay (Mumbai), Johannesburg, São Paulo and 
Buenos Aires--have suffered massive deindustrialization during 
the last 20 years. 

“Modernization” theory as a result has collapsed, and urban 
growth has become de-linked from industrialization, even 
economic development per se.  

This has remarkable implications as well for revolutionary social 
theory and practice as well. No where in the Marxist canon--not 
even in the visionary pages of the Grundrisse--can we find any 
anticipation of today’s informal proletariat: a global social class of 
at least one billion urban-dwellers, radically and permanently 
disconnected from the formal world economy. 

 
WHAT ARE the common features of what’s happening with 
urbanization in China and, at the other extreme, Africa? 

FIRST OF all, it’s important to dispel the idea that cities have 
grown in any linear or unidirectional fashion.  

Today’s megaslum in most instances is the result, not of the 
slow, incremental accumulation of poverty, but of the “big bang” 
that occurred with debt and structural adjustment in the late 
1970s and 1980s. Huge exoduses from the countryside 
encountered rapidly shrinking social investment in urban 
infrastructures and public services.  

The new urban poor were left to improvise their own shelter and 
livelihood strategies. Their ingenuity indeed moved mountains, 
but only for a limited period.  

Now across the world, there is overwhelming evidence that the 
famous frontier of free or nearly free squattable land has closed, 
and the informal economy is tragically overcrowded with too 
many poor people competing in the same survival niches. In 
Africa especially, this “miracle” of bootstrapped urbanization now 
more closely resembles the struggle for existence in a squalid 
concentration camp than any romanticized vision of heroic 
squatters and micro-entrepreneurs.  

China, of course, is a partial exception, where the state 
continues to build millions of units of decent housing. Yet supply 
lags far behind demand, and inequality has grown faster in urban 
China than anywhere else over the last decade.  

Slums, for instance, have returned on a gigantic scale. 
Traditional city dwellers are being expelled from old 
neighborhoods, especially in Beijing, to make way for foreign-
funded mega-projects and luxury housing. Meanwhile, rural 
migrants--a gigantic peri-urban underclass of at least 100 million 
people--crowd into squalid dwellings on the outskirts of every 
city.  
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They are, together with poor peasant families, the major victims 
of China’s turn to capitalism. 

 
YOU WRITE about the huge environmental costs of these 
trends. 

IN THE abstract, cities are the solution to the world 
environmental crisis. From Patrick Geddes to Jane Jacobs, 
urban theorists have correctly emphasized that the city, not the 
idealized small farm, is our ultimate ark: potentially the most 
efficient system for recycling energy and matter between 
ourselves and Gaia.  

Moreover, only the city--through the creation of a democratic 
richness of public space and communal luxury--can square the 
circle of environmental sustainability and a globally high standard 
of living. 

Yet contemporary urbanization, in both rich countries and poor, 
is paradoxically destroying the very preconditions of the truly 
urban.  

In the United States, the increasingly oversized environmental 
footprints of wealthy exurbs--those dedicated to the McMansion 
and Hummer lifestyle--make the Levittowns of the 1950s look 
almost like green utopias.  

In poor countries, meanwhile, the sprawl of informal urbanization 
overwhelms the watersheds and open spaces that constitute 
cities’ essential environmental infrastructures. Water tables are 
depleted or degraded, sewage and toxicity contaminate every 
aspect of daily life, and in the constant search for shelter, poor 
people make increasingly fatal wagers with disaster as they build 
on unstable hillsides or along the crumbling banks of polluted 
rivers (in India, hundreds of thousands of people sleep a few feet 
from railroad tracks). 

Poverty constantly amplifies urban hazards and, in combination 
with climate changes, promises a world where all incremental 
progress in achieving development and public health goals will 
be wiped away by the ever-rising costs of floods, earthquakes, 
landslides and pandemics. 

 
HOW DO slums in the Western countries--including the U.S.--fit 
into this picture? 

THE URBAN Third World is here. In addition to the traditional 
dereliction in inner-city neighborhoods and older suburbs, the 
U.S. Southwest is now spawning informal settlements that are 
virtually identical to those on the outskirts of any Latin American 
city.  
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Within spitting distance of million-dollar homes in the Palm 
Springs, California, area, for example, you will find shantytowns 
on Indian reservations, housing thousands of local farmworkers. 
The poor colonias of Juarez are now mirrored by their doubles 
on the Texas side of the Rio Bravo. 

Western Europe has Third World slums (so-called clandestinos) 
as well, particularly on the outskirts of cities like Lisbon and 
Naples. The worst slum in Europe, however, is probably 
“Cambodia” in Sofia, Bulgaria, where 35,000 Roma live like 
Dalits in India.  

But the most shocking picture is the former USSR, where slums 
have proliferated even faster than millionaires.  

Since 1989, many of the most crucial urban services (like district 
heating), as well as recreation and culture (all tied to factories) 
have collapsed, leaving old people to freeze to the death in the 
winter.  

In Moscow, moreover, huge populations of squatters, mainly 
undocumented foreign immigrants or national minorities, occupy 
abandoned factories and housing estates, toiling anonymously in 
the sweatshop economy that is the pride of the new order. Gorky 
must be turning over in his grave. 

 
SOME PEOPLE look at your book as evidence of a new popular 
class--described by Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri as the 
multitude--which has overwhelmed, if not subsumed, the working 
class. 

I DON’T see it that way at all.  

Revisit the Communist Manifesto for a moment. Marx and 
Engels argued that the factory proletariat was a revolutionary 
class in two fundamental aspects. First, because it had “radical 
chains”--that is to say, it had no vested interest in saving or 
perpetuating large-scale private property. And secondly, 
because its location in modern industrial production conferred 
extraordinary capacities--which no earlier subaltern group has 
possessed--for self-organization, science and culture. 

Today’s informal proletariat also wears radical chains, but it has 
been expelled from social production (at least in Marx’s sense), 
and, in many cases, from the traditional culture and solidarity of 
the city. Living on the slum outskirts, cut off from formal 
employment, and exiled from traditional public space, it searches 
for sources of unity and social power. 

Indeed, what you see across the world today is a vast process of 
experimentation, in which young slum-dwellers--sometimes in 
alliance with the traditional working class, but often not--are 
seeking radical solutions to their peripherality.  
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Where there is some transmission or inheritance of working-
class tradition--as say in El Alto, the Quechua-speaking slum 
sister of La Paz, where former miners often take the lead in 
mobilizations--the result may be the reinvention of the left.  

Poor, urban people are discovering that the gods of chaos are on 
their side: that they can blockade, shut down and lay siege to the 
economy of the “formal” middle-class city. Creative mobilization 
and guerrilla-like disruption of the city’s various grids of services 
and supplies can compensate for the loss of power in the 
production process. 

But too often, the informal economy goes hand in hand with 
Darwinian competition that leads to the division of the poor and 
the control of the slum by bosses, patrons and ethnic 
supremacists.  

A famous and tragic example is Bombay. A quarter century ago, 
when the textile industry was still running full blast, Bombay was 
celebrated for its powerful left and trade union movements. 
Sectarian differences (Hindu versus Muslim or Maratha versus 
Tamil) were largely subordinated to trade-union solidarity. 

But after the closure of the mills, the slums were colonized by 
sectarian politics--in particular, by the rabid Maratha and Hindu 
party, the Shiv Sena. The result was riots, carnage and 
seemingly irreparable division. 

I think, therefore, that the centrifugal forces within the informal 
working class are on the whole greater than labor-market 
competition within the canonic industrial working class.  

But the whole history of the workers’ movement over the past 
two centuries has been about the overcoming of supposedly 
insuperable disunities. In the meantime, there is little value--à la 
Hardt and Negri--of trying to pull metaphysical rabbits out of 
philosophers’ hats.  

Marx’s method was to begin with a case study of the concrete 
before coming to any constructed concept of the general; and 
clearly, what is needed now are activist case studies of the 
politics of the urban poor in their great diversity of settings--from 
the new revolutionary social movements of Caracas to the 
infernos of sectarian competition in Karachi or Baghdad.  

But it would be erroneous to undertake such a comparative 
investigation without recognizing that many seemingly 
entrenched conflicts and identities are probably transitional.  

The “war of civilizations” that neo-imperialists believe justifies 
today’s white man’s burden is, of course, just a self-serving 
illusion. The real bedrock of contemporary history remains the 
structural contradictions of a global capitalism that cannot create 
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jobs, homes or futures for the earth’s burgeoning urban 
population. 
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Towards the Splendid City 
 
My speech is going to be a long journey, a trip that I have taken through  
regions that are distant and antipodean, but not for that reason any less  
similar to the landscape and the solitude in Scandinavia. I refer to the way in  
which my country stretches down to the extreme South. So remote are we Chileans  
that our boundaries almost touch the South Pole, recalling the geography of  
Sweden, whose head reaches the snowy northern region of this planet. 
 
Down there on those vast expanses in my native country, where I was taken by  
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events which have already fallen into oblivion, one has to cross, and I was  
compelled to cross, the Andes to find the frontier of my country with  
Argentina. Great forests make these inaccessible areas like a tunnel through  
which our journey was secret and forbidden, with only the faintest signs to  
show us the way. There were no tracks and no paths, and I and my four  
companions, riding on horseback, pressed forward on our tortuous way, avoiding  
the obstacles set by huge trees, impassable rivers, immense cliffs and desolate  
expanses of snow, blindly seeking the quarter in which my own liberty lay.  
Those who were with me knew how to make their way forward between the dense  
leaves of the forest, but to feel safer they marked their route by slashing  
with their machetes here and there in the bark of the great trees, leaving  
tracks which they would follow back when they had left me alone with my destiny. 
 
Each of us made his way forward filled with this limitless solitude, with the  
green and white silence of trees and huge trailing plants and layers of soil  
laid down over centuries, among half-fallen tree trunks which suddenly appeared  
as fresh obstacles to bar our progress. We were in a dazzling and secret world  
of nature which at the same time was a growing menace of cold, snow and  
persecution. Everything became one: the solitude, the danger, the silence, and  
the urgency of my mission. 
 
Sometimes we followed a very faint trail, perhaps left by smugglers or ordinary  
criminals in flight, and we did not know whether many of them had perished,  
surprised by the icy hands of winter, by the fearful snowstorms which suddenly  
rage in the Andes and engulf the traveller, burying him under a whiteness seven  
storeys high. 
 
On either side of the trail I could observe in the wild desolation something  
which betrayed human activity. There were piled up branches which had lasted  
out many winters, offerings made by hundreds who had journeyed there, crude  
burial mounds in memory of the fallen, so that the passer should think of those  
who had not been able to struggle on but had remained there under the snow for  
ever. My comrades, too, hacked off with their machetes branches which brushed  
our heads and bent down over us from the colossal trees, from oaks whose last  
leaves were scattering before the winter storms. And I too left a tribute at  
every mound, a visiting card of wood, a branch from the forest to deck one or  
other of the graves of these unknown travellers. 
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We had to cross a river. Up on the Andean summits there run small streams which  
cast themselves down with dizzy and insane force, forming waterfalls that stir  
up earth and stones with the violence they bring with them from the heights.  
But this time we found calm water, a wide mirrorlike expanse which could be  
forded. The horses splashed in, lost their foothold and began to swim towards  
the other bank. Soon my horse was almost completely covered by the water, I  
began to plunge up and down without support, my feet fighting desperately while  
the horse struggled to keep its head above water. Then we got across. And  
hardly we reached the further bank when the seasoned countryfolk with me asked  
me with scarce-concealed smiles: 
 
"Were you frightened?" 
"Very. I thought my last hour had come", I said. 
"We were behind you with our lassoes in our hands", they answered. 
"Just there", added one of them, "my father fell and was swept away by the  
current. That didn't happen to you." 
 
We continued till we came to a natural tunnel which perhaps had been bored  
through the imposing rocks by some mighty vanished river or created by some  
tremor of the earth when these heights had been formed, a channel that we  
entered where it had been carved out in the rock in granite. After only a few  
steps our horses began to slip when they sought for a foothold in the uneven  
surfaces of the stone and their legs were bent, sparks flying from beneath  
their iron shoes - several times I expected to find myself thrown off and lying  
there on the rock. My horse was bleeding from its muzzle and from its legs, but  
we persevered and continued on the long and difficult but magnificent path. 
 
There was something awaiting us in the midst of this wild primeval forest.  
Suddenly, as if in a strange vision, we came to a beautiful little meadow  
huddled among the rocks: clear water, green grass, wild flowers, the purling of  
brooks and the blue heaven above, a generous stream of light unimpeded by  
leaves. 
 
There we stopped as if within a magic circle, as if guests within some hallowed  
place, and the ceremony I now took part in had still more the air of something  
sacred. The cowherds dismounted from their horses. In the midst of the space,  
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set up as if in a rite, was the skull of an ox. In silence the men approached  
it one after the other and put coins and food in the eyesockets of the skull. I  
joined them in this sacrifice intended for stray travellers, all kinds of  
refugees who would find bread and succour in the dead ox's eye sockets. 
 
But the unforgettable ceremony did not end there. My country friends took off  
their hats and began a strange dance, hopping on one foot around the abandoned  
skull, moving in the ring of footprints left behind by the many others who had  
passed there before them. Dimly I understood, there by the side of my  
inscrutable companions, that there was a kind of link between unknown people, a  
care, an appeal and an answer even in the most distant and isolated solitude of  
this world. 
 
Further on, just before we reached the frontier which was to divide me from my  
native land for many years, we came at night to the last pass between the  
mountains. Suddenly we saw the glow of a fire as a sure sign of a human  
presence, and when we came nearer we found some half-ruined buildings, poor  
hovels which seemed to have been abandoned. We went into one of them and saw  
the glow of fire from tree trunks burning in the middle of the floor, carcasses  
of huge trees, which burnt there day and night and from which came smoke that  
made its way up through the cracks in the roof and rose up like a deep-blue  
veil in the midst of the darkness. We saw mountains of stacked cheeses, which  
are made by the people in these high regions. Near the fire lay a number of men  
grouped like sacks. In the silence we could distinguish the notes of a guitar  
and words in a song which was born of the embers and the darkness, and which  
carried with it the first human voice we had encountered during our journey. It  
was a song of love and distance, a cry of love and longing for the distant  
spring, from the towns we were coming away from, for life in its limitless  
extent. These men did not know who we were, they knew nothing about our flight,  
they had never heard either my name or my poetry; or perhaps they did, perhaps  
they knew us? What actually happened was that at this fire we sang and we ate,  
and then in the darkness we went into some primitive rooms. Through them flowed  
a warm stream, volcanic water in which we bathed, warmth which welled out from  
the mountain chain and received us in its bosom. 
 
Happily we splashed about, dug ourselves out, as it were, liberated ourselves  
from the weight of the long journey on horseback. We felt refreshed, reborn,  
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baptised, when in the dawn we started on the journey of a few miles which was  
to eclipse me from my native land. We rode away on our horses singing, filled  
with a new air, with a force that cast us out on to the world's broad highway  
which awaited me. This I remember well, that when we sought to give the  
mountain dwellers a few coins in gratitude for their songs, for the food, for  
the warm water, for giving us lodging and beds, I would rather say for the  
unexpected heavenly refuge that had met us on our journey, our offering was  
rejected out of hand. They had been at our service, nothing more. In this  
taciturn "nothing" there were hidden things that were understood, perhaps a  
recognition, perhaps the same kind of dreams. 
 
  
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
 
 
I did not learn from books any recipe for writing a poem, and I, in my turn,  
will avoid giving any advice on mode or style which might give the new poets  
even a drop of supposed insight. When I am recounting in this speech something  
about past events, when reliving on this occasion a never-forgotten occurrence,  
in this place which is so different from what that was, it is because in the  
course of my life I have always found somewhere the necessary support, the  
formula which had been waiting for me not in order to be petrified in my words  
but in order to explain me to myself. 
 
During this long journey I found the necessary components for the making of the  
poem. There I received contributions from the earth and from the soul. And I  
believe that poetry is an action, ephemeral or solemn, in which there enter as  
equal partners solitude and solidarity, emotion and action, the nearness to  
oneself, the nearness to mankind and to the secret manifestations of nature.  
And no less strongly I think that all this is sustained - man and his shadow,  
man and his conduct, man and his poetry - by an ever-wider sense of community,  
by an effort which will for ever bring together the reality and the dreams in  
us because it is precisely in this way that poetry unites and mingles them. And  
therefore I say that I do not know, after so many years, whether the lessons I  
learned when I crossed a daunting river, when I danced around the skull of an  
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ox, when I bathed my body in the cleansing water from the topmost heights - I  
do not know whether these lessons welled forth from me in order to be imparted  
to many others or whether it was all a message which was sent to me by others  
as a demand or an accusation. I do not know whether I experienced this or  
created it, I do not know whether it was truth or poetry, something passing or  
permanent, the poems I experienced in this hour, the experiences which I later  
put into verse. 
 
>From all this, my friends, there arises an insight which the poet must learn  
>through other people. There is no insurmountable solitude. All paths lead to  
>the same goal: to convey to others what we are. And we must pass through  
>solitude and difficulty, isolation and silence in order to reach forth to the  
>enchanted place where we can dance our clumsy dance and sing our sorrowful  
>song - but in this dance or in this song there are fulfilled the most ancient  
>rites of our conscience in the awareness of being human and of believing in a  
>common destiny. 
 
The truth is that even if some or many consider me to be a sectarian, barred  
from taking a place at the common table of friendship and responsibility, I do  
not wish to defend myself, for I believe that neither accusation nor defence is  
among the tasks of the poet. When all is said, there is no individual poet who  
administers poetry, and if a poet sets himself up to accuse his fellows or if  
some other poet wastes his life in defending himself against reasonable or  
unreasonable charges, it is my conviction that only vanity can so mislead us. I  
consider the enemies of poetry to be found not among those who practise poetry  
or guard it but in mere lack of agreement in the poet. For this reason no poet  
has any considerable enemy other than his own incapacity to make himself  
understood by the most forgotten and exploited of his contemporaries, and this  
applies to all epochs and in all countries. 
 
The poet is not a "little god". No, he is not a "little god". He is not picked  
out by a mystical destiny in preference to those who follow other crafts and  
professions. I have often maintained that the best poet is he who prepares our  
daily bread: the nearest baker who does not imagine himself to be a god. He  
does his majestic and unpretentious work of kneading the dough, consigning it  
to the oven, baking it in golden colours and handing us our daily bread as a  
duty of fellowship. And, if the poet succeeds in achieving this simple  
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consciousness, this too will be transformed into an element in an immense  
activity, in a simple or complicated structure which constitutes the building  
of a community, the changing of the conditions which surround mankind, the  
handing over of mankind's products: bread, truth, wine, dreams. If the poet  
joins this never-completed struggle to extend to the hands of each and all his  
part of his undertaking, his effort and his tenderness to the daily work of all  
people, then the poet must take part, the poet will take part, in the sweat, in  
the bread, in the wine, in the whole dream of humanity. Only in this  
indispensable way of being ordinary people shall we give back to poetry the  
mighty breadth which has been pared away from it little by little in every  
epoch, just as we ourselves have been whittled down in every epoch. 
 
The mistakes which led me to a relative truth and the truths which repeatedly  
led me back to the mistakes did not allow me - and I never made any claims to  
it - to find my way to lead, to learn what is called the creative process, to  
reach the heights of literature that are so difficult of access. But one thing  
I realized - that it is we ourselves who call forth the spirits through our own  
myth-making. From the matter we use, or wish to use, there arise later on  
obstacles to our own development and the future development. We are led  
infallibly to reality and realism, that is to say to become indirectly  
conscious of everything that surrounds us and of the ways of change, and then  
we see, when it seems to be late, that we have erected such an exaggerated  
barrier that we are killing what is alive instead of helping life to develop  
and blossom. We force upon ourselves a realism which later proves to be more  
burdensome than the bricks of the building, without having erected the building  
which we had regarded as an indispensable part of our task. And, in the  
contrary case, if we succeed in creating the fetish of the incomprehensible (or  
the fetish of that which is comprehensible only to a few), the fetish of the  
exclusive and the secret, if we exclude reality and its realistic  
degenerations, then we find ourselves suddenly surrounded by an impossible  
country, a quagmire of leaves, of mud, of cloud, where our feet sink in and we  
are stifled by the impossibility of communicating. 
 
As far as we in particular are concerned, we writers within the tremendously  
far-flung American region, we listen unceasingly to the call to fill this  
mighty void with beings of flesh and blood. We are conscious of our duty as  
fulfillers - at the same time we are faced with the unavoidable task of  
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critical communication within a world which is empty and is not less full of  
injustices, punishments and sufferings because it is empty - and we feel also  
the responsibility for reawakening the old dreams which sleep in statues of  
stone in the ruined ancient monuments, in the wide-stretching silence in  
planetary plains, in dense primeval forests, in rivers which roar like thunder.  
We must fill with words the most distant places in a dumb continent and we are  
intoxicated by this task of making fables and giving names. This is perhaps  
what is decisive in my own humble case, and if so my exaggerations or my  
abundance or my rhetoric would not be anything other than the simplest of  
events within the daily work of an American. Each and every one of my verses  
has chosen to take its place as a tangible object, each and every one of my  
poems has claimed to be a useful working instrument, each and every one of my  
songs has endeavoured to serve as a sign in space for a meeting between paths  
which cross one another, or as a piece of stone or wood on which someone, some  
others, those who follow after, will be able to carve the new signs. 
 
By extending to these extreme consequences the poet's duty, in truth or in  
error, I determined that my posture within the community and before life should  
be that of in a humble way taking sides. I decided this when I saw so many  
honourable misfortunes, lone victories, splendid defeats. In the midst of the  
arena of America's struggles I saw that my human task was none other than to  
join the extensive forces of the organized masses of the people, to join with  
life and soul with suffering and hope, because it is only from this great  
popular stream that the necessary changes can arise for the authors and for the  
nations. And even if my attitude gave and still gives rise to bitter or  
friendly objections, the truth is that I can find no other way for an author in  
our far-flung and cruel countries, if we want the darkness to blossom, if we  
are concerned that the millions of people who have learnt neither to read us  
nor to read at all, who still cannot write or write to us, are to feel at home  
in the area of dignity without which it is impossible for them to be complete  
human beings. 
 
We have inherited this damaged life of peoples dragging behind them the burden  
of the condemnation of centuries, the most paradisaical of peoples, the purest,  
those who with stones and metals made marvellous towers, jewels of dazzling  
brilliance - peoples who were suddenly despoiled and silenced in the fearful  
epochs of colonialism which still linger on. 
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Our original guiding stars are struggle and hope. But there is no such thing as  
a lone struggle, no such thing as a lone hope. In every human being are  
combined the most distant epochs, passivity, mistakes, sufferings, the pressing  
urgencies of our own time, the pace of history. But what would have become of  
me if, for example, I had contributed in some way to the maintenance of the  
feudal past of the great American continent? How should I then have been able  
to raise my brow, illuminated by the honour which Sweden has conferred on me,  
if I had not been able to feel some pride in having taken part, even to a small  
extent, in the change which has now come over my country? It is necessary to  
look at the map of America, to place oneself before its splendid multiplicity,  
before the cosmic generosity of the wide places which surround us, in order to  
understand why many writers refuse to share the dishonour and plundering of the  
past, of all that which dark gods have taken away from the American peoples. 
 
I chose the difficult way of divided responsibility and, rather than to repeat  
the worship of the individual as the sun and centre of the system, I have  
preferred to offer my services in all modesty to an honourable army which may  
from time to time commit mistakes but which moves forward unceasingly and  
struggles every day against the anachronism of the refractory and the  
impatience of the opinionated. For I believe that my duties as a poet involve  
friendship not only with the rose and with symmetry, with exalted love and  
endless longing, but also with unrelenting human occupations which I have  
incorporated into my poetry. 
 
It is today exactly one hundred years since an unhappy and brilliant poet, the  
most awesome of all despairing souls, wrote down this prophecy: "A l'aurore,  
armés d'une ardente patience, nous entrerons aux splendides Villes." "In the  
dawn, armed with a burning patience, we shall enter the splendid Cities." 
 
I believe in this prophecy of Rimbaud, the Visionary. I come from a dark  
region, from a land separated from all others by the steep contours of its  
geography. I was the most forlorn of poets and my poetry was provincial,  
oppressed and rainy. But always I had put my trust in man. I never lost hope.  
It is perhaps because of this that I have reached as far as I now have with my  
poetry and also with my banner. 
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Lastly, I wish to say to the people of good will, to the workers, to the poets,  
that the whole future has been expressed in this line by Rimbaud: only with a  
burning patience can we conquer the splendid City which will give light,  
justice and dignity to all mankind. 
 
In this way the song will not have been sung in vain. 
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ZNet | Bolivia 

A Well of Hypocrisy 
One Man Uses Gas And Oil Money To Help The Poor. The 
Other Uses It To Buy Guns. Guess Who Gets Vilified.  
by George Monbiot; May 16, 2006  

Civilisation has a new enemy. He is a former coca grower called 
Evo Morales, who is currently the president of Bolivia. Yesterday 
he stood before the European parliament to explain why he had 
sent troops to regain control of his country's gas and oil fields. 
Bolivia's resources, he says, have been "looted by foreign 
companies"(1), and he is reclaiming them for the benefit of his 
people. Last week he told the summit of Latin American and 
European leaders in Vienna that the corporations which have 
been extracting the country's fossil fuels would not be 
compensated for these seizures.  

You can probably guess how this has gone down. Tony Blair 
urged him to use his power responsibly(2), which is like Mark 
Oaten lecturing the Pope on sexual continence. Condoleezza 
Rice accused him of "demagoguery"(3). The Economist 
announced that Bolivia was "moving backwards"(4). The Times, 
in a marvellously haughty leader, called Morales "petulant", 
"xenophobic" and "capricious" and labelled his seizure of the gas 
fields "a gesture as childish as it eye-catching"(5).  
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Never mind that the privatisation of Bolivia's gas and oil in the 
1990s was almost certainly illegal, as it took place without the 
consent of Congress(6). Never mind that - until now - its natural 
wealth has only impoverished its people(7). Never mind that 
Morales had promised to regain national control of Bolivia's 
natural resources before he became president, and that the 
policy has massive support among Bolivians. It can't be long 
before Donald Rumsfeld calls him the new Hitler and Bush 
makes another speech about freedom and democracy being 
threatened by freedom and democracy.  

This huffing and puffing is dressed up as concern for the people 
of Bolivia. The Financial Times fretted about the potential for 
"mismanagement and corruption"(8). The Economist warned that 
while the government "may get richer, its people are likely to 
grow even poorer."(9) The Times lamented that Morales had "set 
back Bolivia's development by ten years or so. ... the most 
vulnerable groups will find that an economic lifeline is soon 
removed from their reach."(10) All this is humbug.  

Four days before Evo Morales seized the gas fields - on May 1st 
- an even bigger expropriation took place in an even poorer 
country: the African republic of Chad. When the Chadian 
government reasserted control over its oil revenues, not only did 
it ensure that an intended lifeline for the poor really was removed 
from their reach, but it also brought the World Bank's claims to 
be using oil as a social welfare programme crashing down in 
flames. So how did all those bold critics of Evo Morales 
respond? They didn't. The whole hypocritical horde of them 
looked the other way.  

The World Bank decided to fund Chad's massive oil scheme in 
2000, after extracting a promise from the government of Idriss 
Deby - which has a terrible human rights record - that the profits 
would be used for the benefit of the country's people. Deby's 
administration passed a law allocating 85% of the government's 
oil revenues to education, health and development and placing 
10% of them "in trust for future generations"(11). This, the Bank 
said, amounted to "an unprecedented system of safeguards to 
ensure that these revenues would be used to finance 
development in Chad."(12)  

Without the World Bank, the project could not have gone ahead. 
It was asked to participate by Exxon, the leading partner in the 
project, to provide insurance against political risk(13). The 
Bank's different lending arms stumped up a total of $333 
million(14), and the European Investment Bank threw in another 
$120m(15). The oil companies (Exxon, Petronas and Chevron) 
started drilling 300 wells in the south of the country, and building 
a pipeline to a port in Cameroon, which opened in 2003.  

Environmentalists predicted that the pipeline would damage the 
rainforests of Cameroon and displace the indigenous people who 
lived there; that the oil companies would consume much of 
Chad's scarce water and that an influx of oil workers would be 
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accompanied by an influx of AIDS(16). They also argued that 
subsidising oil companies in the name of social welfare was a 
radical reinterpretation of the Bank's mandate. As long ago as 
1997, the Environmental Defense Fund warned that the 
government of Chad would not keep its promises to use the 
money for alleviating poverty(17). In 1999, researchers from 
Harvard law school examined the law the government had 
passed, and predicted that the authorities "have little intention of 
allowing it to affect local practice."(18) 

In 2000, the oil companies gave the government of Chad a 
"signing bonus" of $4.5m, which it immediately spent on 
arms(19). Then, at the beginning of 2006, it simply tore up the 
law it had passed in 1998. It redefined the development budget 
to include security, seized the fund set aside for future 
generations, and diverted 30% of the total revenues into "general 
spending", which, in Chad, is another term for guns(20). The 
World Bank, embarrassed by the fulfillment of all the predictions 
its critics had made, froze the revenues the government had 
deposited in London and suspended the remainder of its loans. 
The Chadian government responded by warning that it would 
simply shut down the oil wells. The corporations ran to daddy 
(the US government)(21) and, on April 27th, the Bank caved in. 
Its new agreement with Chad entitles Deby to pretty well 
everything he has already taken(22).  

The World Bank's attempts to save face are almost funny. Last 
year it said that the scheme was "a pioneering and collaborative 
effort ... to demonstrate that large-scale crude oil projects can 
significantly improve prospects for sustainable long-term 
development"(23). In other words, it was a model for oil-
producing countries to follow. Now it tells us that the project in 
Chad was "less a model for all oil-producing countries than a 
unique solution to a unique challenge"(24). But however much it 
wriggles, it cannot disguise the fact that the government's 
reassertion of control is a disaster both for the Bank and for the 
impoverished people it claimed to be helping. Since the project 
began, Chad has fallen from 167th to 173rd on the UN's Human 
Development Index, and life expectancy there has dropped from 
44.7 to 43.6 years(25). If, by contrast, Morales does as he has 
promised and uses the extra revenues from Bolivia's gas fields in 
the same way as Hugo Chavez has used the money from 
Venezuela's oil, the result is likely to be a major improvement in 
his people's welfare.  

So on the one hand you have a man who has kept his promises 
by regaining control over the money from the hydrocarbon 
industry, in order to use it to help the poor. On the other you 
have a man who has broken his promises by regaining control 
over the money from the hydrocarbon industry, in order to buy 
guns. The first man is vilified as irresponsible, childish and 
capricious. The second man is left to get on with it. Why? Well 
Deby's actions don't hurt the oil companies. Morales's do. When 
Blair and Rice and the Times and all the other apologists for 
undemocratic power say "the people", they mean the 
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corporations. The reason they hate Morales is that when he says 
"the people" he means the people.  

www.monbiot.com 
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ZNet | Venezuela 

Press Conference of the President of the 
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Hugo 
Chávez, with the British and international 
media. 
by Hugo Chavez; May 17, 2006  

London City Hall – United Kingdom 

President of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Hugo 
Chávez    Good afternoon (said in English). 

Mayor of London, Ken Livingstone    So here we start, and I 
would like to get the first question from radio and television, after 
that maybe the domestic press and after that the press and 
media of Venezuela.  Is there someone here from radio or 
television?  Please state your name and the organizations that 
you represent and wait for the microphone. 

Reporter from CNN    President, you have come to this country 
and you have not been invited to Downing Street.  Is the reason 
that you have not met with Tony Blair because you did not want 
to meet with him or he did not want to meet with you?  What is 
the current situation?  How do you think that you will take 
advantage of your power as an oil-producing country to influence 
the foreign policy of other countries? 

Presidente Chavez    From which media? 

Attendees    CNN 

Presidente Chavez    Ah!  My esteemed friends from CNN.  
Alright, thank you for your question, eh! 

It has been a matter of speculation at a global level, the simple 
fact, simple and that everyone understands, of my private visit to 
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London, thanks to the invitation of Mayor Livingstone, and a 
group of labor unions, as you know, and a significant number of 
Members of Parliament from the Labour Party, and many friends 
that we have here in Great Britain. 

Then last night, see, I read the main stories of the world press, 
and in a very large percentage of them it was repeated, with very 
little creativity, an article that without doubt pretends to 
manipulate, pretends to diminish the importance that this 
meeting in London has, starting with the human aspect of it. 

We have come to give thanks to the Mayor for his support, to the 
Members of Parliament from Labour for their support, to the 
labor unions for their support for the Bolivarian Revolution; and 
also to give my regards to the British people, to meet with 
business leaders; this afternoon we will have some good 
meetings with business leaders; there are some very important 
British investments in Venezuela, as you should know: 
Venezuela is today an ideal country to invest in, to continue 
investing in and to strengthen our mutual relations. 

Finally, this is a new approach to Great Britain, to its history, to 
the 200-year relationship that we have, from the time that 
General Miranda… and Bolivar where here. 

So then, there has been an effort to manipulate something that is 
so obvious that I do not know how you… forgive me, I can see 
that you are an experienced journalist, and that you would ask 
this, something so silly, I am not calling you silly, but the question 
is silly. 

Attendees (laughter) 

Presidente Chavez    It’s as if I were to go… I am going to give 
you an example, as if I were to go to Madrid, any, any person 
that were to go to Madrid to visit some family, and he were 
asked, I don’t know, why he did not visit the palace, the King 
Juan Carlos.  I came here as a private visit, you must know, 
especially those of you who move in these circles, that there are 
several levels of visits.  There are State visits.  There has been 
talk that I did not visit the Queen, I give my regards for the 
Queen, my respect and affection for the Queen; I will never 
forget the meeting I had with her, very kind.  That I did not visit 
the Prime Minister, I give my regards to the Prime Minister.  
Now, I did not come for that, simply put, thus the stupidity of the 
idea, I came in a private visit and you all know that: I did not 
come as part of a State visit, nor did I come in an official visit, nor 
even a work visit; there are three levels of visits, as you should 
know, and whoever does not know it look it up in the manuals of 
protocol of the world, in all the world there is a protocol in the 
relations between governments and states, eh!  This is why I say 
that it is stupid the idea that has been manipulated… I don’t 
know in how many newspapers, on the first page, and main 
stories on television, trying to diminish this very affectionate visit, 
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so joyful, this very important meeting here today in London.  Do 
you understand? 

Mayor of London, Ken Livingstone    I can see that we are both 
on the same wavelength. 

Is there another?  From Reuters or DPA, or from another outlet?  
Please wait for the microphone, with Reuters or DPA. 

Reporter from DPA   Mr. President, is the government of 
Venezuela disposed to cut the flow of oil to the United States in 
the case that the United States attacks Iran?  And my second 
question is: do you want to have a gas monopoly with 
Venezuela, Bolivia, and Peru?  And another question, you spoke 
a lot last night… 

President Chavez    Right there is another idea that has been 
used and that one finds everywhere.  Venezuela is now accused 
of being an imperialist nation.  There would be now an imperialist 
Chavez who is going around monopolizing and who is using oil 
to dominate other countries; I have no doubt that this is a story 
line manufactured in Washington, a story that is sent all around 
the world so that it is repeated by journalists, analysts, and 
political leaders.  No?  This morning, a political leader from an 
opposition party in America Latina was saying: “Chavez is 
promoting a policy of domination”; I am now the empire.  How 
absurd! 

First of all, we are putting forward an international policy of 
respect for the sovereignty of states, of the people, and also 
opening channels to establish a new mechanism for integration, 
based on solidarity, above all solidarity; based on true 
cooperation, on economic complementation, with respect for 
institutions, for international law, which is what is not recognized 
in Washington: how they violate international law, how they 
dominate, how they commit aggression against the world from 
Washington!   That is were the real empire is, and now they want 
to accuse Venezuelans as imperialists or of launching strategies 
of domination, or monopolies.  Monopoly us?  We are fighting 
against monopolies, we are fighting against imperialism. 

They pretend to twist the truth, and not only twist it, but invert it.  
They will not be able to do it, they will not be able to do it 
because we know, as it is happening here in London, here in 
Great Britain, how much support we receive in the streets, the 
youth, the students, labor unions, members of parliament, 
mayors, like Mayor Livingstone: despite all the lies about us that 
circulate in Great Britain, the “tyrant” Chavez, the “dictator” 
Chavez, the “oppressor” Chavez, and even so the people know 
that those are lies.  We do not have any plan to monopolize gas; 
we are only designing plans of integration just like in Europe.  
The European Union started with the integration of iron and coal; 
likewise we are proposing to South America, especially South 
America, using the great reserves of gas that Venezuela has, 
150 trillion cubic feet, verified, and that will likely be doubled in 
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the next few years; which is the largest reserve of gas in the 
whole American continent, and one of the largest in the world. 

Venezuelan oil, we have the largest reserve of oil in the whole 
world, more than 300 thousand million barrels of oil there, 
verified reserves, and this we want to share with the people of 
the world; so that it doesn’t just benefit an elite in Venezuela or 
other parts of the world.  And now we have proposed to South 
America, and we are working hard and fast with Lula and 
Kirchner in particular, and now with Evo, on the plan of the Great 
Gasoduct of the South.  We invite British and European investors 
to look at this project with interest, it will be a great gas pipeline 8 
thousand kilometers long, to ensure a gas network from the 
Caribbean to Patagonia, to guarantee cheap, clean, and low cost 
energy to all the countries and people of South America; energy 
for at least 150 years; this is our project, this is a project of social 
liberation to promote, well, the fight against poverty and a 
sustainable and integral development. 

You ask me about oil and the relation, or better said the 
situation, the threat against Iran. 

I believe that the world needs to do everything possible to avoid 
the madness that would be a military attack against Iran, the 
results of which are unforeseen.  From here. we call upon the 
government of the United States to halt its warmongering, which 
intends to throw the world into an abyss of more wars, more 
terrorism, more death, and more desolation.  I believe that 
Europe has a very important role to play in this, and instead of 
supporting this bent for war, it should help to halt it, Europe has 
the power to do it, the world has the power to do it. 

You ask me if Venezuela would suspend oil exports to the United 
States in case of an attack against Iran.  I cannot answer that 
question because that would depend on the circumstances. 

I have said that we do not want to suspend oil delivery to any 
country of the world, because we are people that act responsibly: 
despite the aggressions by the American empire against us, we 
have never stopped delivering a million and a half barrels of oil 
per day to the people of the United States, to the economy of the 
United States; we have over there a large company which is 
Citgo, that refines 2 million barrels of crude and has 14 thousand 
gasoline stations where we provide gasoline to the people of the 
United States, this is a responsibility and we want to continue to 
meet this responsibility. 

I have said that if the United States were to launch a military 
attack against Venezuela, then they can forget about 
Venezuelan oil, this is the same thing that Iran has said, Iran 
said that if there is aggression against them, the world can forget 
about their oil. 
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Now, I am going to tell you something, given the rising price of 
oil, if there were an attack against Iran, the price of oil is now 
around 70 dollars per barrel, well, the price could rise above 100 
dollars per barrel!  And Londoners, instead of paying… I don’t 
know how much is being paid for a gallon of gasoline, this would 
possibly double, and in all of Europe and the world. 

In addition, in addition that we would come to a situation of 
greater world destabilization, this is why we have to avoid a new 
military aggression by the United States against anyone, we 
want peace and respect for international law. 

Mayor of London, Ken Livingstone    Please, one more question.  
Wait for the microphone.  This is only for you, they see me every 
week. 

Reporter from VTV, Boris Castellanos    After meeting, after 
speaking, what are the specific points that could be implemented 
to attain the goal of energy cooperation between London and 
Venezuela?  And for President Chavez, what would be the 
implementation of this agreement with the idea that was 
proposed in Vienna, of Petroeuroamerica?  Would you consider 
this a step in that direction, or a separate idea?  That is all. 

Mayor of London, Ken Livingstone    There is no doubt that the 
President can do many things to ease the burden of oil cost, and 
anything that he does will be welcomed; but we are aware, and 
are very conscious of the fact that in the West we have to scale 
back, we have to reduce the consumption of energy, to be more 
efficient and pollute less, because, as it is happening in China, 
India, and other countries where they are coming out of a difficult 
situation, they are experiencing a shortage.  The poorer 
countries are trying to come out of this, so then America also, 
and Europe, have to curtail a bit the use and abuse of their 
resources, this is a long term goal, which would be to avoid that 
there be a greater climate change and the terrible consequences 
that this could bring. 

We have been talking… me with my staff, about what measures 
we could take; but this is only a part, the Mayor of Caracas will 
be welcomed here, together with the President, and my staff has 
been speaking with him.  As I have said, in September there will 
be several cultural events, primarily a Venezuelan event in 
Trafalgar Square, and in Caracas the next year; and this is sort 
of a first step for a mutual understanding, for a mutual respect 
between our cultures, between cities.  Caracas, a large 
population lives in Caracas, the same as in England, these are 
immense urban areas, so we have to learn a lot from each other, 
we are already taking strong steps to control traffic, to control all 
these things.  Anything else that you wish information on we can 
provide it. 

President Chavez  Thank you, Livingstone, I would only add that 
the cooperation between us, which already exists at a first level, 
politically, socially, now, with this visit, we aspire to reach a 
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higher level, not only in the matter of energy, but also an integral 
cooperation.  Mayor Livingstone already indicated some plans 
that have been under development for quite some time with 
Mayor Juan Barreto. 

There have been staffers from the London City Hall that have 
been in Caracas on various occasions, evaluating alternatives, 
evaluating projects that have to do, for example, with traffic, 
transportation, public transportation there in Caracas.  Mayor 
Juan Barreto is here with us. 

Well, the environmental problem, and everything to do with 
waste management.  London is a good example of it; a whole 
transportation system, and public safety.  I was explaining to 
Livingstone that Caracas, well, is a city that one has learned to 
love over the years; and to me, to us, it pains us Caracas, 
because Caracas, as well as the great capitals of Latin America 
suffered greatly during the 20th century under a model; better 
said the lack of a model, the growth of the cities was never 
planned like in Caracas, the exodus from the rural areas, 
hundreds of thousands of rural people who found themselves 
abandoned moved to the cities and there we see Caracas.  
Caracas, a Caracas where a minority of very wealthy people live, 
and a Caracas where a large majority of very poor people live. 

Then, one of the dreams that I have, I was commenting to the 
Mayor, is to transform Caracas, together with the people of 
Caracas, the metropolitan mayors, and the Greater Mayor; this is 
something that will require a great effort and vast knowledge; 
and the City Hall of London has a lot of experience and a will to 
help us, something which we all give thanks for in the name of 
Caracas, in the name of the Great Caracas. 

It was an integral cooperation, where the possibility was 
opened.  I have just proposed the idea, as you were commenting 
about our proposal in Vienna of a Petroeuramerica.  What is the 
reason for this?  We believe that the energy crisis will continue to 
increase.  The Mayor spoke with great awareness about the 
model of energy consumption.  I believe that the societies that 
most consume energy in the world, especially the countries of 
the North, need to take time for self reflection.  Look at the good 
example that this building provides, because the building, the 
structure takes advantage of solar power.  You will see other 
buildings that are closed everywhere, not even the smallest 
window, eh!  Or the windows are dark so the sunlight does not 
enter; so you have to have, I don’t know how many, light bulbs 
and reflectors on 24 hours a day. And all the electricity that is 
consumed; and all of this requires energy from thermo-electrical 
plants, oil, or the hydro-electrical plants. 

On another side, well, the energy, solar and wind energy.  Look 
at the temperature here, there is no air conditioning here, a good 
example, the architect that built this, you told me who it was… 
Norman.  But then you see an architecture that is completely 
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contrary.  The Twin Towers of the World Trade Center 
consumed more energy than various African nations. 

Another matter that has to be analyzed is vehicle use.  I learned 
that the Mayor has taken a special measure to try to reduce the 
consumption of gasoline in the center of London, and to give 
incentive for the use of public transportation. 

Look, in Vienna we took a poll, on the fly, also in New York.  Like 
us, Venezuela is an oil-producing country, we know the subject 
and study it a lot, we have centers of study and investigation in 
the OPEC also, how we waste energy, and oil is not a renewable 
resource; and we waste it, we do not have conscience in the 
world of what we are doing.  In the last 20 years more oil was 
consumed in the world than in the 200 year prior.  A madness of 
waste!  And there will not be more energy to continue to waste 
it.  How many vehicles circulate the streets of London, and of 
Vienna and Madrid, and New York City, and also Caracas?  
Even though to a lesser degree. 

You see the vehicles: in more than 90 percent you see one 
person, the one driving, one person occupying a space of three 
meters by two, this is something stupid, eh!  This is capitalism, 
the extreme individualism.  One can see the people that go 
driving at a turtle’s pace, stopping constantly, they listen to 
music, and take two or three hours to go a distance of five 
kilometers, which they could walk in 20 minutes, in half an hour, 
or on bicycle, or on the bus, or the subway, or the streetcar; but 
no, everyone wants to have their own car, well, a car for 
everyone, our planet cannot support this, brothers. 

This model, the so called American way of life, the extreme 
capitalism, is not sustainable, life on this planet will come to an 
end if we continue down this road, that is why we are motivated 
to seek socialism and abandon capitalism, the individualism, the 
selfish consumerism, the so called destructive development that 
is destroying this planet, we are all in danger, and not so much 
us, our children and grandchildren! 

Some time to think about this and the interesting things we have 
seen here in London, in the City Hall. 

Well, so we are opening channels to seek mechanisms of 
cooperation which may include energy aspects.  I was 
commenting about it last night, we would like, as we have 
investments here in two refineries, one North and one South, 
these are small refineries, but are long-time investments by 
Venezuela, we could use these refineries as a starting point to 
help in some manner the poorer communities in London, in 
Great Britain, especially during winter, and if the price of heating 
oil increases much more. 

For example, there are poor people who may not have enough to 
pay for heating when winters here can have a temperature of 
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what? Minus 20, minus 30 degrees (Celsius) sometimes, and 
there are people that freeze to death, the poor.  We are doing 
this in the United States, in New York, in Houston, in 
Philadelphia, in Chicago; hundreds of thousands of people who 
are benefiting from a program of the Venezuelan government to 
provide heating oil at low cost, or in some cases as donations 
when it comes to retirement homes, schools for poor children, 
and the poorest communities, etc.  Thank you very much. 

Mayor of London, Ken Livingstone    Two questions here.  Two 
questions. 

Reporter from the BBC of London, Lourdes Heredia    Welcome 
to London.  I am Lourdes Heredia of the BBC in Spanish.  Two 
questions.  One is… if we see the news media here, how they 
see you, how they see you in Europe, it is as one voice, one… 
What I want to ask you about is about the electoral process in 
Latin America.  There are elections in Peru, elections in Mexico, 
but also when we see the criticism against you by the press, they 
say well, that you are doing the same thing that you criticize 
Bush of doing, in other words, you are either with me or against 
me, so those are the two questions.  What do you think of the 
Latin American process?  But also the fact that you sometimes 
take the same positions as President Bush. 

Reporter    I am from the newspaper, The Independent.  You 
have spoken passionately about your opposition to an attack by 
the United States against Iran, could you clarify, is it because 
you do not believe that the Iranians are developing nuclear 
weapons, or is it that you believe that they will develop nuclear 
weapons, that Iran should be allowed to produce nuclear 
weapons?  Which is the reason that the United States should not 
attack Iran? 

President Chavez    This is the first time that I have been insulted 
like this in public, to be compared to the worst genocidal leader 
in the history of humanity, the President of the United States, an 
assassin, a mass-murderer, who should be sentenced to jail by 
an international criminal court.  I do not know what you are 
referring to when you compare me with President Bush, no, but 
you could clarify, I have a right to ask for clarification.  What are 
these attitudes that you say I take?  What makes you ask this 
question?  Could you clarify this?  Which, for example?  Have I 
invaded a country?  Have Venezuelans invaded somewhere?  
Are we bombing some city?  Are we promoting coup d’etats?  
Are we using the CIA to kill presidents?  Are we harboring 
terrorists in Venezuela? 

Attendees (applause) 

President Chavez    That is Bush!  That is why I think that I have 
the right, as a human being, to ask you to clarify your question, 
please.  Yes? 
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Reporter from the BBC of London, Lourdes Heredia    No, it is 
simply that “You’re with me, or against me”.  For example, to 
qualify the question which my colleague from CNN made as 
“silly”, well, why is a question silly?  It’s that attitude, “Either 
you’re with me or against me”.  So, it is about that attitude; and a 
little about what is read.  If you want my personal opinion, why 
not grant me a personal interview and I will answer you. 

President Chavez    I hope so!  Come by Caracas when you 
wish.  You are invited, please. 

Now, I am not against the reporter that made the question, but I 
have the right to reflect, just like you have that right, freedom of 
thought, well, freedom of thought, and I have a right to give my 
opinion about a question, but I answered it, I did not ask security 
to remove him, I would never do that, or have attacked him.  I 
even clarified, so that no one would misunderstand, I said: “I am 
not calling you stupid” it’s the idea that ran all over the world 
yesterday, in almost all the large newspapers and media: 
“Chavez visits London, he is received by Mayor Livingstone, but 
will not be received by Blair or the Queen”, then that is 
manipulation, clearly so, and what I am doing is confronting the 
idea. 

Now, from that point to you comparing me to the President of the 
United States, what a leap! No? 

One time Fidel Castro compared me to him and I told him:  “Do 
not insult me”, because we were coming from Africa and I called 
him from the airplane and I tell him: “Fidel, wait for me over 
there, I am landing in Havana in three hours, I want to speak with 
you”; and he told me: “Where are you?”, I am here flying, in the 
air; “Ah! You are on the plane, yes.  Only you and Bush – he said 
– can make calls from the phone, which is false.  But I told him, 
“Look, please, do not offend me, do not take advantage of our 
friendship to offend me”. 

Well, now, I am not the one that applies that principle that if you 
are not with me you are against me.  I have great friends that are 
not in agreement with me. 

I will give you the example of the President of Colombia, Alvaro 
Uribe, he is a good friend of mine, we talk to each other on the 
phone, we discuss, converse, and the world knows that Alvaro 
and I have different views on the economy, on politics.  Alvaro 
Uribe, well, he is a right wing president, and he has signed a 
Treaty of Free Commerce with the United States, and he has 
permitted that United States troops base in Colombia; all of this.  
Despite all of this, look, one call… President Uribe, let’s meet on 
the border, let’s meet tomorrow, etc. 

We will soon inaugurate a gas pipeline through the border 
between Colombia and Venezuela, a two-nation gas pipeline and 
many mechanisms of cooperation, just to give you an example, 
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and many in the world, many people, not only presidents and 
heads of state.  I respect others.  I think it is fundamental so that 
we can live in society, that we respect one another, and not 
attack each other, no one has the absolute truth, only 
fundamentalists and irrational people. 

Of course, it is possible that you or someone, and I would not 
fault them, to have a different idea about me, victims of the 
Goebbelian strategy of repeating lies one and a thousand times 
so that some people come to believe that Chavez is a tyrant, he 
who is not with him is against him, is a fundamentalist, a terrorist, 
he is buying everyone with his oil money, he is harboring Bin 
Laden, etc.  All of that some people may come to believe, victims 
of permanent media campaigns every day around the world 
without rest, which is part of the imperialist aggression against 
us. 

About the elections in Peru and Mexico, I am not going to speak 
about specifics, only that we wish the best for the people of Peru 
and Mexico and of Latin America, may it be that the turn to the 
left continues!  Thanks. 

There was another question, yes, another question was made, 
sorry, about Iran.  We base ourselves on the respect for 
international law, we do not believe that the United States, or 
anyone, has the right to forbid a nation to have nuclear energy.  
How many countries in the world have nuclear energy?  
Venezuela, unfortunately, does not have it.  About 40 years ago, 
they started to develop it and later stopped the project.  Brazil is 
developing it, Argentina also, and many other countries in the 
world. 

I am sure that the Iranians are not developing any atomic bomb, 
they are not using nuclear energy thinking about war.  Iranians, 
just like us, want peace, we want interchange with the world, we 
want the dialogue between civilizations.  From Iran, by the way, 
came the proposal, in 2000, of the dialogue of civilizations, but 
from Washington we get the proposal for a clash of civilizations, 
war between civilizations. 

Therefore, this is our criteria and we ask that the rights of the 
Iranian people be respected. 

Mayor of London, Ken Livingstone    I must say that we have run 
out of time.  Unfortunately, there is no time for more questions.  
Now, all of you will be able to attend my regular press 
conferences.  Maybe you will want to know about my opinions on 
George Bush, but well, I don’t get as much attention, I do not 
receive as much attention as my friend, Hugo. 

Attendees (applause). 

Reporter from VTV, Boris Castellanos    Well, in this manner 
ends the press conference held by the President of the Republic, 
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Hugo Chavez Frias in the City Hall of the City of London, capital 
of the United Kingdom.  With this we finalize this special 
transmission of Venezolana de Televisión and Radio Nacional 
de Venezuela.  A million thanks for your attention. 
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(Some more pages from “Overground”) 
286-313 
…So after almost two months the excursionists arrived, the introductions of the newcomers to the 
ones who had remained at the island and vice versa  were made, they were all sitting together in a 
balcony having coffee and seeing the sunset,  the drummer was discussing or arguing about some  
upshot that said that “at depth even hawks and crows and ravens or whatever, and all life in 
general move, as some visionaries realize,  to the same goals outlined by poets and thinkers but 
they do it  in a very obscured way. Demons, according to some mystic who unified Christianity 
with  Neoplatonism, and was introduced to the West by John Eriugena I think, are just those of 
God’s servants that only God yet knows in what way they serve Him because man’s  finite mind 
grasps things little by little over time, but since I now am in a hurry because I cannot postpone 
another upshot of a discussion I had started before we left with the gentleman over there…(he 
pointed to the nerd because out of politeness he did not wan to just say “the nerd”,  but since 
everybody called him “the nerd’ he was not sure anybody would understand whom he meant if  
he called him by his regular name, as he well knew from experience of the same when somebody 
referred to him by his real name instead of by “the drummer”, but circumventing in this way the 
nerd’s nickname that Indians would have made his regular name because it referred to his deeper 
nature (like “drummer” too for the drummer) created confusion too on top of impoliteness as 
Amanda, thinking of what an example the kids would take if they were a little older than babies  
“flew off along  a different tangent” as the expression goes).. “Your parents had told you that it’s 
less impolite to show someone with your finger than calling him by a his nickname? And it’s not 
the first time you do that” “Then why do you repeat the argument that didn’t work the first time? 
If I’m  wrong I must be stuck somewhere else, it can’t be one of the cases correctible by the 
maxim “repetition is the mother of learning”. The upshot of our discussion with the gentleman 
over there was that one practical  manifestation of  the mystical upshot above was that some 
people say that everybody has a price, others who are above money say that money was despised  
by many but fame by none, and still others, who are above both money and ambition  just say that 
both money and fame were despised by many but the options for nice sex  opened through either 
money or fame or through any other way were despised by none,  and the rest who despised all 
three , money, fame and sex, were either Buddhist monks or people who , if they did not commit 
suicide made anybody else wonder what they still lived for , while they themselves said 
Nietzschean lines  like “He who has a why can live with any how” , where I’m driving at is a 
question: If people deprived of all three in some jails do not commit suicide what are we to 
conclude? That they  choose jail in order to be effectively repressed by the guards  so as to 
prevent themselves from suicide? Well, as …” The drummer’s brother interpolated suddenly 
almost shouting: “Just what kind of shit was thaaaaaaat!!! If you need to talk that much to say the 
upshot of something  you, supposedly, had to say then just go directly to the upshot’s upshot  or, 
better, to the upshot of the upshot’s upshot. And if that just happens to say that your goal was to 
produce an absolutely unsuccessful imitation of the grace of Tom Robbins’ humor in his line “if 
we think that 70% of all living cells are water then we come to the  insight that maybe life was 
something that water devised to transfer itself from one place to the other” if  your goal was to be 
a complete failure in that direction, then you were so successful in achieving it that  you can 
proudly and serenely wear your nice  little pajamas , the ones with all the little cute teddy bears  
or penguins painted  on them, say good night to the grownups here, and go to bed early as all the 
good kids do when grownups want to discuss something real. And tomorrow we’ll bring other 
guests to impress. Bye sweetie, but kiss off away from your older brother and fuck off until 
tomorrow. Oh, I forgot , whoever wants the to say “fuck off kid”  must clap because applause is 
the food of all art as well known and of wise kids too, and so he won’t rid us of his bull fucking 
shit before we all clap. He’s  been like that to us since he was a kid, maybe all the way back to his 
cradle,  I didn’t know him then but I guess he was that born of a showman, look who’s picking on 
lyrics like “you show me to crowds like a  gypsy’s monkey in chain”. He really ruins all meaning 
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of Gatsos’ so nice song when he behaves like that. I don’t believe a word of him”. The drummer 
answered “That’s been his own show since we were kids. I can’t perform my show without him 
performing what you’ve just seen, but I have no idea what show he can afford to give in the 
absence of mine on which his own show is parasitic because,  like everybody else I suppose,  I 
am never present in my  absence, which proves enough I don’t consider myself all that different 
from others just because I am a different drummer. Sometimes he tries to make me give shows I 
don’t want and sometimes he interrupts the shows I do want to give” “I am not trying to interrupt 
any other show except  your show of stream of consciousness, and unfortunately I never succeed! 
I wish I could even disrupt it before we’re all knocked out of consciousness by your searching out 
loud the upshot of the upshot of the upshot of  what  you don’t know even what it concerns. 
Starting publicly sentences whose end you ignore and speaking of being interrupted? I don’t 
interrupt what you mean, I only interrupt what you say because your word-diarrhea interrupts 
your meanings much more than any rational human being like me  does. Why don’t you just say 
that the upshot of that auditory ordeal of all of us is that sex drive just follows the logic of that 
brand  fish and chips ad  going like “If I changed it I would only do it to get the same”, even if 
one followed a drive away from sex at depth it would be to obey it even deeper. That’s in the 
definition of wants and drives. It’s tautological. Did you say anything more and I was dumb to it? 
From fish and chips you only want to switch to fish and chips”. The audience which had been 
taken by storm and was speechless with  surprise clapped in roars of laughter and Miy-.., sorry, 
the un-nameable  said “What an unbeatable odd couple. You should be performing in a circus 
without a safety net, I mean without rehearsals” “I keep proposing him that, but with all that 
monkey business and the fear that I or anybody else will  use him like a gypsy uses monkey in 
chain, he constantly complains, now about his nose-ring, now about his neck leash, then he sets 
up quarrels with his bosses, I remind him that a boss is not always right but is always the boss and 
then he starts those boring lectures about a beggar’s fee being the only reward he deigns to 
accept, I’m sure he has already spun  your brains and balls dizzy with all that and with his 
theories on good old and immortal shabby genteel poverty and  Zen-shit as philosophy of the 
newlypoor  like the  proverbial Cynic philosophy shit used to be the same in our fathers’ days, 
arrogant poordevils’ arrogance leaking through the holes of their shoes and pockets as Plato 
himself would say of Diogenes in our humanities college courses. It’s only me he excludes from 
his waiting list of people whom he’ll borrow from just in case I give myself the right to be called 
“a patron of the arts” if I lend him a penny or “even a matchstick” as the saying goes. Even  now 
that his tour guide friend, whom he considers more of a brother than me, taught him that the 
British saying  “We all must try to live within our means even if we have to borrow to do so” is 
not just a hilarious oxymoron but also a  very wise truth  because what our inner potential can 
afford may be much more than what our outer equipment and opportunities can offer us, he still 
doesn’t deign to apply it in financial matters too but only considers it legitimate for tour guides 
borrowing references or even mottos like the above,  or for paraphrasers  borrowing verses and 
melodies. But now I have painted myself to a corner   because I both do the thing of which I 
accuse  this public surfer of consciousness streams and the thing that Liberty, my rival  brother-
of-different-drummer, avoids doing and call it the tour-guide’s sickness, the impression that if 
they talk of themselves they sound as interesting as when  they’re talking of  monuments. I’m 
going off  to roll around my niece and nephew because being an  uncle is not just a  function and  
a privilege but even a state of mind, no that was still a poor expression , it’s a Tao, I was so 
jealous I almost said to myself to give up the wild carefreeness of my celibacy, maybe I  said to 
myself that I would  even raise kids of my own if I could not , like my drummer brother, find a 
Pluc-, , forget it, look who accuses others of  loud streams of stupid monolog, let me hit the road 
before I also display symptoms of other sickness too, namely monopolize talk on my personal 
matters” The un nameable asked a question which he always considered very crucial: “What do 
you do for a living? Are you a show manager by any chance?” “What d’you mean by “by any 
chance”?. You’re not taking any chances asking that? It’s obvious. So I don’t reciprocate by 
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asking if  you are a mind reader by any chance. What else could I be? A monkey coach? OK, 
drop that question, it was just rhetorical. Anyway do I look like a gypsy to you? Oh, in the 
terminology of what you were saying a while ago, if that is your question, I’m a post-historical 
profiteer. OK, I’m off ”   And saying that, he  grabbed the drummer “by the loose skin behind his 
neck”, his hand not losing his target due to the drummer’s shoulder  long hair, he said to him  
“let’s go kid”, pointing to him by a slight nod through the eyes to take in his arms Amanda junior 
while he put in his other arm’s armpit Plucky junior and said “the kid can wait for that applause 
and those pajamas a while longer, he must show me around a bit before the sun sets completely”. 
The drummer said “I’ve been completely exposed. Now everybody knows that whatever the 
original meaning of those images, my own relation to them was completely trivial. I’ll have to 
explain to each and every person I recount them that these images are not as silly and trivial as 
their origin in my own life is. The leash on the neck of Beckettian  Luckys/Lackeys for me will 
not be what  some writers of twentieth century interpretations of “Waiting for Godot” think,  but 
just the palm I feel on my neck right now, and monkeys in chain  will also have a different  
meaning with  me for all who have seen me like this, same goes fro  the gypsy’s bear dragged by 
a nose ring in front of her child while they are walking on the Sacred Road to Eleusis that Liberty 
talked to me about. All this for me from now on will be a mere reflection of my unresolved 
family conflicts with my own superego, this post-historic dinosaur. “Show me your family and 
I’ll tell you who you are. Look what you’ve done. What a catastrophe!” The nerd’s friend said: “I 
try to imagine what a killing among girls  you must have made in your twenties  in bars and 
parties with such a show. Two of a kind is not the problem, just what kind is the problem. I mean 
they always said to me and the nerd we were a problem because we were two of a kind, but that 
was a wrong diagnosis. Maybe more of a  problem was that we always forgot to ask what that 
was a problem for”“We really have to beat it kid, the tough questions have already started” Then , 
turning to the nerd he said “Miyiaki called us an odd couple. Your friend said you two were an 
odd couple too. What do you say? Do we look like Walter Mathau and Jack Lemon to you  too? 
And who is who among the two of us?”The nerd answered “You are the Nicholson and your 
brother is the Garfunkel in their  “Carnal Knowledge” but with a penchant for loud and fast talk, 
and  interminable too” “I told you kid, the going got tough, let’s get going before it gets tougher, 
OK, you yourself do what you want, I get the hell out of here before the turkeys get me down. 
I’m off ” Suddenly the drummer’s brother  returned alone and said (while Plucky junior in his 
arm was eyeing him thoughtfully and in great amusement and liking , apparently, and , as it 
would immediately turn out,  with great trust in his vibes since even without understanding yet he 
started shaking and kicking in the air with laughter when the others started laughing with what he 
returned to say before he, finally,  went out and stayed out:) “What a ball twister that kid brother 
of mine is towards me! I told him to repeat to you something he was telling me in Athens about 
the time Henry Miller met Gatsos and he nailed his feet on the ground like a mule in fit of 
disobedience as if I had asked him to play gypsy’s monkey on my tambourine’s beat, he is 
making  a whole sickening lot of fuss  about this ,  getting drowned in a spoonful of water indeed, 
as the saying goes. Anyway, when Henry Miller, before the war, had come to Greece on ship, he 
got out in Piraeus and he was looking for an English speaker to find his way further, waiters of a 
café  brought him a young student who happened to be Gatsos. He asked what he wanted , they 
started more general conversation and during that he asked him if young people of  Greece 
reading literature also read  American literature. Gatsos said that as a rule they don’t, with the 
exception of some Henry Miller and naturally Henry Miller introduced himself, but Gatsos didn’t 
believe he was the Henry Miller in question even when Henry Miller showed him his passport. 
But when, after their goodnights Henry asked  «where can one get laid around here?» then Gatsos 
said “OK, you are the Henry Miller indeed”, Miller writes all that in his “the Colossus of 
Maroussi”, the kid gifted that to me as a welcome and just to make me do pick on that he did 
recount that scene  to me by mouth, so little does he know me or so much. I just mean that he 
could as well have baited me with  Miller’s line “US is the place to get bruised, France is the 
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place to recover from bruises, Greece is the place to learn what  one would be like if one  had 
never been bruised at all”. Why not just tell me that line and give me as homework problem 
number one to see how that can be said about a country  with wars, juntas, torture islands, exiles 
etc, I mean  how that can be in case it didn’t just mean that Miller’s vision was  based on his just 
passing from here to fuck around a bit or, in case it didn’t just mean that life lived as an integrated 
unbruised whole was just true for  some  majority untroubled about some minority who in the 
division of duties just had to be the lightning rods of all the jinx and bruises that the rest just 
evaded, or were only blissful to ignore, in which case there is not much to understand about any 
of that, and also give me homework problem number two, to see what of all that is still true of 
Greece since I can’t check out if it had even been true at all anyway, I mean in case where it 
proves to be of any relevance to check out if things like that are historical truths too and not just  
tales and myths for us to try to make them true in our lives if we need them. Well-well-well, now 
I’ve started sounding like the kid, it’s either contagious or it runs in the family, no the latter can’t 
be, we don’t have the same DNA. Oh, speaking of bruises, well I’m a man of upshots, not of 
talking and talking, I mean I do talk and talk but only in upshots, and the upshot of all that 
Panagoulis and Theodorakis optimism sounds to  me as having an upshot like that joke where a 
surgeon’s telegram was “Operation successful, patient dead”, I would have just sued the surgeon 
for maltreatment, oops, now do I sound like Panagoulis testifying against his torturers after the 
fall of the junta or like that nutty torturer of whom my brother told me that he was saying in court 
that Panagoulis had been very cruel to his torturers and that he swore at them and despised them 
all the time and then he also insisted to congratulate Panagoulis on his oration. By  the way , I 
didn’t come back just to tell you about  Miller meeting  Gatsos  or because I hadn’t  goodnighted 
you all,  I also came back  just in case you  forget  who you are and suffer an identity crisis or I 
suffer an crisis of underfrankness if I don’t tell you who I think you are.  I must tell you , in all 
solemnity, soberness, and knowledgeable judgment that I consider you  a  company of crazies, a 
bunch of lunatics, a bunch of weirdoes and all that, have a good night, I’m off ” Junior Plucky 
form his arms nodded smilingly to Amanda that he wanted embrace and hug from her, Amanda 
responding also felt like embrace and hug for  Amanda junior and went out , the drummer seeing 
all that felt like embracing and hugging Amanda , the drummer’s brother seeing this from the 
doorway  said that to end this self  perpetuating process by closing  the circle he would have to 
embrace and hug the drummer but he’d rather shorten the full circle with just embrace and hug 
for his nephew who had started it all (he was already nodding in this way to his uncle) but doing 
that he coudn’t resist also turning back (despite already having said a second “I’m off ”) to  say 
the following: “Speaking of surgeon’s notes like  “operation successful, patient dead” I must tell 
you a great joke that kid brother of mine told me he heard from the nerd, whoever  knows it cuts 
me short  when he realizes he knows it even if it’s in  the middle of a word, when everybody 
realizes it I’m off even if it’s before the end of the joke: A hitch-hiker is taken on by a driver who 
proves to have been a very bad choice because he runs like hell above the speed limit. He seems 
nutty too and the hitch-hiker hesitates to tell him he prefers  to get off  and walk in the middle of 
nowhere, suddenly they see on the road a cat  hit by some previous car, the driver goes out and 
seeing the cat is still living , comes back to the car, gets a gun from the gloves compartment, 
loads and gives the cat a grace shot in the head and comes back saying “I’m a very sensitive 
person, I can’t see animals in suffering”. Further along he highway same thing is repeated with a 
hit dog and even further along he does the same with the survivors of an extended car accident, 
“Gee! I’m so sensitive I can’t see even animals in suffering! How could I ever let men in 
suffering? A crappy  sensitivity would it be if I had spared these guys the coup de grace they 
deserved ”. The way he drives he real soon is thrown out of the highway and bangs on a tree, the 
driver himself suffers no damage, but the hitch-hiker gets thrown out through  the windshield and 
lands about ten feet away, the driver loads his gun and comes to him: “Are you in suffering?” 
“Not really! Don’t worry. No problem” the hitch-hiker says and tries to hurry off jumping on  one 
leg , trying to put his intestines back in his belly with one hand and to put one eye, gouged and  
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hanging just suspended  by the  optical nerve,  back  in its cavity with the other hand, while he 
keeps saying: “No harm really pal, noooo real harm!”” Then, turning to the nerd he continued: 
“I’m sure you do know good jokes, and I’m also sure that as the real nerd you are you store them,  
even classified in titled  categories I’m sure. Also I heard you give to my kid brother Greek 
poems translated in English prose  and he paraphrases  them in English verse, I am only interested 
in sexual limericks but  if you have any in Greek give  me to me, too, like you give to the kid, I 
would have no problem  paying  for that if it takes searching for you, OK, sorry don’t give me 
strange looks, I did have to propose that didn’t I?,  I’ll give you an example of  sexual limerick 
that I did  like from Playboy limerick page: “Nymphomaniac Jill, tried a dynamite stick for a 
thrill/ They found her vagina in North Carolina/ and bits of her tits in Brazil”” The nerd answered  
this  request for jokes in writing,  as follows :  “I do store and categorize  jokes as you correctly 
guessed, but only when they come from Athens, US, or towns in general. The ones I’ve learned 
here on the island I would not categorize because people, and me along with them, are not so 
anal-retentively  methodic about them as you may imagine by thinking they associate with a nerd. 
Jokes from them I will do recount to you but only if the chance for each of them  arises in a more 
natural and less neurotic and uptight way  than your request arose. But I’m sure that at least the 
ones you’ll reword to limericks will do help you relax and  enjoy your hopefully long stay here, 
even more than the classified ones you asked will help you get reached by some vibes of the 
ambience, if that is, at all, among the reasons a visitor like you asks  for some of  a country’s 
jokes” 

 
AMERICAN JOKES 

 
A Chinese and a Jew are waiting in the hall of a doctor and suddenly the Jew rises and goes and 
slaps the Chinese. “What was that for?” the Chinese asks in wonder “That was for the Pearl 
Harbor” “But it was the Japanese who were in Pearl Harbor” “Japanese, Chinese you’re all the  
same to me!” the Jew says and goes back to his seat. After some minutes the Chinese rises and 
goes and slaps the Jew who asks in his turn “What was that for?” “That was for the Titanic” “But 
the Titanic was sunk by an iceberg!” “Iceberg, Greenberg, Rosenberg, you’re all the same to me”. 
 
A doctor says to the guy he’s examining to undress and as the guy removes his shoes and socks 
the doctor says; “My God what ugly toes! I have never seen such ugly toes!” “You know doctor, 
as a kid I’ve suffered from tolio” “You mean polio?” “No, tolio In the toes” As the doctor is 
wondering just what kind of weirdo this is, the guy removes his trousers and the doctor exclaims 
“My God what ugly knees! I haxe never seen such ugly knees!” “You know doctor, as a kid I’ve 
suffered from kneemonia” “You mean pneumonia?” “No, kneemonia, it was in the knees” As the 
guy removes his pants the doctor exclaims “Hold it! Hold it! I know what you’re going to tell me. 
As a kid you’ve suffered from smallcox”. 
 
 

EUROPEAN ETHINIC JOKES 
 

Paradise is where cooks are French, cops are British, mechanics are German, Greeks are lovers 
and everything is organized by the Swiss.  
Hell is where French are mechanics, British are cooks, cops are Germans, lovers are Swiss and 
everything is organized by the Greeks. 

 
An all Europe tournament between winners of a TV competition in their own countries is 
organized. Contestants are supposed to wash a shirt, eat a loaf of bread and make love to a 
beautiful woman, all this in five minutes and in front of TV cameras broadcasting it live all over 
Europe.First enters the German who says “In my country we have a saying going like “First the 
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work, then a good meal then the fun”” So he washes the shirt, loses and leaves.Then enters the 
British who says ““In my country we have a saying going like “First a good meal, then the work, 
then the fun”” So he eats the loaf, loses and leaves.Then comes the French saying “In our country 
we first make love…” but he says it in so many words that he does not do any of the three tasks, 
so he loses and also leaves. Then comes the greek who says to the girl “Let’s kneel and do it dog-
style so that you’re washing the shirt while I’ll be eating the loaf as we’re doing it”.The other 
guys are impressed by his solution and afterwards they ask him how it ever occurred to him. In 
my country we have a saying going like “If you don’t fuck over the working class you can’t eat 
dough””. 

 
RACIST JOKES 

 
-What is Greek foreplay? 
-An elbow push plus the question; “Are you awake?”  
 
An American driving through Mexican desert for hours gets crampy and goes out of the car to 
stretch and do some pushups. A Mexican passerby shouts from his donkey: “Senior, the lady is 
gone” 
 
A Mexican dozing in the proverbial position sitting against a wall has his nap disrupted by an 
American tourist feeling preachy: “Why don’t you go to work?” “What for?” “To then save some 
money and make your own little job” ‘What for?” “To then expand and have a chain of stores” 
“What for?” “To then have clerks and secretaries” “What for?” “To then sit down and relax” “ 
But that’s what I’m already doing anyway”  
 
The same Mexican is approached by an American stage director who looks for auxiliary cast to 
act as a crowd: “What am I supposed to do?” Just stand up and go to the village square, wave this 
flag and shout” “What you need is not a Mexican comparso, you need a Mexican stuntman” 
 
A Mexican goes to a gas station. “What card you have?” The Mexican presses a stiletto to the 
clerks belly saying: “Chicano-card. Known and respected all over the world” 
 

Mexican revenge at last in racist jokes: 
A group of American tourists is arrested by bandits in Mexican desert, the bandits are ready to 
start the killings and the rapes before the looting and suddenly a masked man dressed in black 
attacks and with a big Z on his mantle  attacks and kills all the bandits leaving with his sword  a Z 
scar  on every  bandit’s forehead. The  Americans watch in relief, admiration and gratitude and a 
young American  woman, expressing all her compatriots says with tears in her eyes: “We all 
thank you Zuperman”   

 
3-LEGGED CHICKEN JOKES 

A guy is driving on a highway among fields and sees a chicken on the road and he tries to run 
over it  in order to get it. It escapes, he stops the car and runs after it, it runs very fast, he plunges 
to it and it again escapes but he catches a glimse of its legs and there are three legs to it. He gets 
back on the car for more effective chickenhunt, he speeds up to 50mph the chicken goes 60mph , 
he goes 90 it goes 100. He gives up but seeing a house in the fields he walks there and a guy he 
finds "have you ever seen that three legged chicken?" "It;s not the only one. It;s full of them 
around here" "How come?" "When I and my two brothers were kids we had an argument every 
Sunday at lunch about which two of us get the roast chicken;s legs. Not wanting that to possibly 
happen to our kids too when we would grow up we became biologists specializing in genetics and 
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developped a chicken variety with  three legs" 'Wow ! What a story! And do they taste good?" 
"You think we could catch any?" 
 

DONKEY THREESOME JOKES 
A donkey wife married for years to her donkey husband has a crush on a younger donkey and 
arranges an erotic rendezvous with him in her very barn when her husband goes to work. That 
particular day he only has to unload very few bags of merchandise and coming back early 
something flips in his mind as he witnesses the unholy primal scene and exclaiming “Oh, my God 
after all these years of marriage she did this to me!” he dives down a nearby cliff. As his wife 
witnessess this equally primal scene something flips in her mind, too, and exclaiming : “Oh my 
God, after all those years of our marriage I did this to him!” and follows him diving down that 
cliff, too. As the younger donkey witnesses this primal scene, equally primal to the previous two, 
something flips in his mind , too, and exclaiming: “Oh my God, after all those years of their 
marriage I did this to them!” he dives down the same cliff following them. Suddenly a voice is 
heard from the bottom of that cliff: “Hey you up there! Stop throwing those donkeys down here!” 

FAULTY LOGIC JOKES 
A woman takes her overweight husband to a doctor to put him on a diet. The husband says to him 
: “Doc, my wife thinks I’m overweight. How tall should I be for my kilos?” “About two meters 
and a half”. “You see , sweetie, what the doc says ? I’m not overweigth. I’m underheight” 
 
Two friends have a heated argument on the street well after midnight and wake up a gentleman 
who lives on the ground floor in an apartment in front of which the two friends are talking: 
“Couldn’t you find another place to discuss your differences? I’m calling the police” “Hold it , 
sir! All we needed was a third party’s opinion. Maybe your opinion can just resolve our 
difference”. Flattered, the gentlemen gives them the floor: “Please. Explain” “Would you sit to be 
assfucked for 50$?” “What?! You woke me and on top you’re making fun of me and even insult 
me? I’m calling the police!” “Hold it , we didn’t mean to insult you. What about 200 $?” “I’m 
calling the police” “No! Wait! 500 $” “OK. I accept” “Thank you sir, you did give us a valuable 
opinion….. So what was I telling you? You can always find an arsehole to fuck. What you can’t 
find is the money to do it” 
 
The two friends, one supposedly very versed with erotic affairs and one quite inexperienced go 
aboard to visit Mykonos where a eroticism is wild etc etc  The smart guy, when aboard says to the 
naïve “Did we tale condoms with us?” “No” “Go get some at the kiosk before the ships starts off” 
“OK” Being too shy to ask straight for condoms he says “Two seasickness pills and two 
condoms” He gets them and goes to his friend who starts yelling :Two? Just two?! Do you realize 
we’re going to Mykonos? Go get SOME condoms. God, with what an amateur I am going on 
vacation! He’s going to ruin it for me” The poor amateur runs to the kiosk and escalates the order: 
“Ten seasickness pills and ten condoms” Going back to the ship he hears the bullshit one can 
expect: “Are you fuckin’out of your goddam mind? Twelve condoms in all, for two persons for 
ten days in Mykonos? Rigth in a cunt-storm with only twelve condoms! Go back there and DO 
get SOME condoms this time” His victim runs to the kiosk and says “Fifty seasickness pills and 
fifty condoms” The paternal figure owning the kiosk looks at him with a genuinely concerned 
look and says: “My son, if fucking makes you that dizzy maybe you shouldn’t be fucking at all” 

 
 

SEMI-DIRTY JOKES 
 
A husband comes by chance back home from work earlier than usual, his  wife who cheats on 
him hides her lover, naked, in a wardrobe, but in their  hurry his balls get shut out of the wardrobe 
right under the knob and in order not to expose his mistress to her husband he drowns the shouts 
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of the pain his mangled and almost severed balls are causing him, so he doesn’t howl. The 
husband asks what are the objects hanging by the knob and his faithless wife says they are bells 
for the Christmas tree. The deceived husband approaches them and tapping them lightly he  
comments “Bells huh? Why don’t they make a “dang” sound?” She has gulped down her tongue 
as mush as her lover has gulped down is howls. The husband hits them harder, with slaps “They 
still don’t dang”  Then even harder,, he hits them with fist punches “they still don’t dang goddam  
it!” Suddenly he gives the martyr’s balls a kick and pulls the wardrobe’s door wide open. The 
lover, dying, collapses down their feet, saying with his last breath: “Dang, you asshole, dang!”. 

 
A street cleaner goes to bed early, he has to get up at 3 in the morning, when from the apartment 
next door he hears loud saxophone playing. He gets up and says to the new tenant who is playing 
“Sorry sir! But everybody here respects my schedule. Please, don’t keep me awake” “Don’t 
worry, sir. It’s the last rehearsal , tomorrow I’m playing in the rock concert” “OK, go ahead then” 
Next night however the sax’s sounds are heard again. The street cleaner again asks the player to 
stop it: “Don’t worry, sir. It’s the last rehearsal, tomorrow I’m playing in the rock concert. 
Yesterday it was raining, rock concerts are in the open, so it was postponed” “Oh yes, I forgot, 
they’re in the open”. Same thing, with another excuse, happens after next night too. The night 
after next the player hears no knock on his door and concludes the street cleaner at last got the 
message and moved to another house. To check he goes to see next door signs of his having 
moved out and sees , as a first good sign, the door half open, he approaches to see if furniture is 
all removed but instead he finds all furniture in place and the street cleaner in the middle of the 
room, masturbating “Sorry, sir” “Don’t worry, sir. It’s the last rehearsal, tomorrow I’m fucking 
you” 

 
DIRTY JOKES 

 
A couple has made twins, they have a small house and not affording to go to a bigger house as the 
kids grow up the couple can’t make love in that small apartment and mom and dad are really 
going crazy through tthe deprivation syndrome becoming chronic, and so dad says to mom “At 
lunch, please break a glass as if inadvertently and we go to the bathroom to “put some antiseptic 
on your supposedly bleeding hand and we do whatever quickie we can manage” The plan is being 
implemented but as soon as they disappear in the bathroom the one of the twins goes to the key 
hole and all too seriously he comes and reports to his waiting brother: “We should be careful not 
to break any glass or else dad is going to fuck the hell out of us”. 
 
 
A young woman rather naïve in erotic matters, probably in everything else too, asks a more 
experienced girlfriend of hers how to satisfy better her boyfriend, in particular how to give better 
blowjobs, and her friend tells her to keep whispering “Honolulu” while she has his cock in her 
mouth. Next day our girl has a black eye “What happened, was he such a square that she took you 
for a whore and beat you up?” “Which town’s name did you tell me to keep whispering when I 
had it in my mouth?” “Honolulu” “I whispered Tanganika. Was it that wrong?” 
 
 
Next time the inexperienced asks the experienced “What do you do when your Stanley’s erection 
is not that hard? Maybe my Bob has a problem and it’s not my fault if he can’t get it up so well. 
Or is your Stanley always hard?” “Well, it’s human if sometimes it’s not that hard. Then I fill the 
bathtub with very hot water, I tell him to get in and his veins expand and blood circulation 
increases and as he gets out I grab his cock in my mouth , I cup his balls and they are hot as if on 
fire. Then it gets like a real pike” Next day our friend has another black eye “What happened this 
time?” “I too put my Bob in the bathtub with very hot water and I too grabbed his cock in my 
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mouth but when I cupped his balls they weren’t as hot as if on fire and I asked Bob why” “Why 
what?” “Why are Stan’s balls on fire when he gets out of the bathtub?” Well, Bob took me wrong 
on that. 
 
 
The same two friends walk on a street and have an argument on whether it’s an earlobe or a 
nipple that is more sensitive, “it’s the earlobe” “No, it’s the nipple” “No, the earlobe” No, the 
nipple” “Well, you only know me and yourself, I only know you and yourself, that;s not a wide 
enough poll, we’d better ask a man , a man would know more women” “Yes! Great idea, but let’s 
choose an old man to avoid a probable proposal” They ask an old grandpa walking with a cane , 
he looks at them and answers with a sigh “Aaah, my good girls, have you ever been kicked in the 
balls?” 
 
A tit maniac visits a psychiatrist because his friends told him it might be dangerous that he 
connects everything with tits. To diagnose his ailment the doctor has him free associate in his 
presence responding to stimuli presented by him. The following dialogue takes place:  
-Apples 
-Tits 
-Grapes 
-Nipples 
-Windshield wipers 
-Tits 
-How’s that? 
……(The narrator performs: 
The tit maniac starts kissing in the air tilting his head right left right left rhythmically at the rate 
wipers go back and forth but as if he is kissing tits in front of him going from tit to tit. 
 
A young miss enters a train’s little compartment and her only co-passenger is an old grandpa who 
suddenly makes an indecent proposal: 
“Miss, for 20 $ will you let me lick your tits?” The girl, silent but very angry, turns her head to 
the other direction. 
“Miss, for 50 $ will you let me lick your tits?” She gets more angry and now looks  him in the eye 
with all that anger. 
“Miss, for 200 $ will you let me lick your tits?” 
She sits up to walk away not wanting to hear a little devil tell her from within “Come on! What’s 
so wrong about making an extra buck for nothing seriously wrong or dangerous”. The dirty old 
man escalates so as not to lose her: 
“Miss, for 500 $ will you let me lick your tits?” She does not walk out. Instead, she lowers her 
dress’ bust and sits next to him facing him and waiting. He looks at her tits and says: 
“Oh my titties, if I had 500 $ I would now be licking you” 
 
A newly married woman tells a (girl)friend of hers of the disillusionment she feels after the end 
of honeymoon because her husband constantly compares her to his mother and insinuates his 
mother is superior , e.g. when she fixes him a fancy meal, instead of complimenting her he says  
“you should see my mother’s recipe for this dish”, coming to matters of housework where she is 
meticulously tidy he goes like “but you should see how much faster my mother does the same” 
and also she should see with how much thriftier means his mother would the household. Her  
friend says “it’s clear that the only area in which you are allowed to improvise and be creative 
without any inkling for such comparison is sex, so concentrate on that, buy fancy black 
underwear and instead of waiting for him at the doorstep when he comes back from the office let 
him look for you and find you waiting, wearing that underwear, in the bedroom”. She does that, 
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her husband looks for her, worried at not finding her at the doorstep, and finding her in the 
bedroom in black underwear he exclaims “Why are you in black underwear? Has anything 
happened to my mother?” 
 
A new monk enters a monastery and an older monk shows him around to old scrolls and 
aghiographies and to manuscripts of ancient holy monks etc. The new monk says “OK, OK we’ll 
have plenty of time for all that, now tell me what do you do in the matter of sex?” “Well, we try 
to manage through making love with each other” “How do you mean that?”“One plays man the 
other plays woman” “Could that happen between us two? What do you say?” “Yes, why not? 
What do you want to be ? Man or woman?” “Man I would say” “OK, my cunt is hot. Lick it” 
 
 
“How does one fill seven holes by using one hole?” Answer “Stuff a flute up your ass” 

 
 

VERY DIRTY JOKES 
(Jokes on shit chains given by chains of men or even by one and the same shithead) 

While enjoying the view from the top of a very high building a young woman loses her balance 
and finds herself in free fall. She is thinking about what a pity it is dying so young when , as if 
through a miracle, two arms come out of an open window on her way down and rescue her “My 
good guarding angel, you saved my life. How can I ever pay that back to you?” “Let’s just make 
love” “Whaat? You should be ashamed of yourself finding this way to propose to women. I 
thought somewhat higher of your motives, now I will change my opini…” “Go to hell, shithead!” 
he interrupts her throwing her back out of the window. Upon resuming her free fall she thinks to 
herself “Now, really! I did act like a shithead, didn’t I? After all the guy didn’t want something 
bad or even unreasonable, yet I insulted him. And I kicked my luck as if I had many such chances 
to be saved and now I am going to die young and stupid. And virgin, too” As if through a second 
miracle another pair of arms come out of the open window of an apartment lower down on her 
free fall line and save her again: “My good guarding angel, you saved my life. How can I ever 
pay that back to you? You want to make love?” “Well, how about a blowjob for a start?” 
“Whaat? At least that other guy was more polite! Don’t you think you’re getting too familiar too 
earl..?” “Go to hell, shithead!” he, too, interrupts her throwing her back out of the window. 
Upon re-resuming her free fall she thinks to herself “Now, really I am too much! I did act like a 
shithead again as if I never learned from my mistakes, didn’t I?. After all even my classmates 
who wanted to save their virginity for Mr. Right , did try oral sex, at least many of them if not all. 
And I kicked my luck again as if I had infinite opportunities to be saved and now I am going to 
die young and stupid and virgin etc etc” As if through a third miracle another pair of arms come 
out of the open window of an apartment even lower down on and re-prevent her further free fall 
and save her again: “My good guarding angel, you saved my life. How can I ever pay that back to 
you? You want to make love? How about a blowjob for foreplay?” “Oh! I bet you like it 
backdoor, too. Right?” “Whaat? But you are a pervert! At least the other two..” “Go to hell, 
shithead!” he, too, interrupts her throwing her back out of the window. 
Upon re-resuming her free fall she thinks to herself “So that was it! End of the line. Now I’m 
really going to die. Bye-bye life, hello emptiness...etc.etc. And all that just for being shocked at 
what some classmates of mine used to do as a contraceptive method, or during their period or 
even as an alternative way to save their virginity for Mr. Right” As if through a fourth miracle 
another pair of arms come out of the open window of an apartment still lower down on and re-
prevent her free fall line and save her again: “My good guarding angel, you saved my life. How 
can I ever pay that back to you? You want to make love? How about a blowjob for foreplay? If 
you bet I like it backdoor, too, it’s OK, we can save that for last” “Oh, no! So you, too, are a 
whore!” says the last rescuer and throws her back to her free fall. 
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Jokes about hot gangbangs and cool dads 
A young girl wants to go to her first party, mom asks for the opinion of dad who’s reading his 
newspaper in the living room, he doesn’t answer at all and both mom and daughter take silence as 
consent, but before saying “have fun” mom says “don’t be more than eleven thirty” so that with 
every possible delay the midnight limit is not passed over on the first party. At eleven dad rises 
from his paper and armchair, and goes to bed without even bothering to say goodnight but mom 
thinks it’s better to wait to listen to the impressions from the first party both for the sake of her 
daughter who will want so badly to share them with somebody but also for the sake of her own 
curiosity and her need to remember her own first parties. Eleven thirty and then  
twelve come and pass and the mood of mom changes: “I’ll wait and scold her so that she doesn’t 
start such habits from the first party already”. At one o’clock she needs to wake up dad but 
doesn’t want to alarm him for, possibly, no serious reason. At two o’clock she starts calling all 
hospitals still not waking up dad because his being alarmed may cause her back even greater 
anxiety. By six o.clock she has bitten off all her nails and walks nervously up and down, but 
before starting to climb up walls dad wakes and without asking any question or evn saing good 
morning he goes to his armchair and picks the paper from where he had left it. Strangely this 
behavior calms mom down a little since she needs to believe that everything is under control and 
his cool might mean just that. At eight the daughter comes back and after the first questions that 
reassuringly rule out accidents and broken bones mom launches the attack: “What time did you 
leave the party?” “At eleven” “Eleven? And where did you go after that?” “To Tom’s house to 
make love” “What? Who is Tom? Will he marry you? What does he do?” “How would I know? I 
just met him at the party. Why would I ask such things?” “Get lost you slut! But no!. Stay right 
here. You’re going to tell me eveything!” “Ask what you want to know” “And you had to keep 
doing it from eleven o’clock till now?” “No, he was very drunk and he couldn’t get it up no 
matter what I did. But he had licked me for so long that he had made me very horny, so I called at 
the party to invite some guys that were looking at me to come over for a gangbang” “Whaat? I 
don’t even know what you are talking about! Get lost you slut! But no!. Stay right here. You’re 
going to tell me everything!” “So they came over, all four of them, so we went to the kitchen 
table and I lay face up and gave one of them a blowjob and one came over straight missionary 
style and I was giving a handjob each of the other two” “Oh no! You didn’t even think it was 
Tom’s house! Get lost you slut! But no!. Stay right here. You’re going to tell me everything! 
What did Tom say?” “He got an erection and wanted to join so we moved around to fit him in, 
but if you’re asking where he fit in I don’t remember exactly, besides we were changing places all 
the time” Then for the first time dad raises his eyes from the paper and opens his mouth: “Get lost 
you slut! Giving us an erection, first thing in the morning”. 
 

JOKES ABOUT NARCISSISTIC WRITERS 
A narcissistic writer meets a friend of his on the street. After getting him absolutely dizzy by 
recounting to him both  the overall plot and the details of its turns and the special features of all 
characters etc etc he tells him “OK, let me not get you dizzy with my news. Tell me your news: 
What do you think of what I’ve just told you?”   
 
 

JOKES OUT OF REAL LIFE 
(Jokes with a moral) 

(Obviously the ethnic joke below should be included here, too) 
An all Europe tournament between winners of a TV competition in their own countries is 
organized. Contestants are supposed to wash a shirt, eat a loaf of bread and make love to a 
beautiful woman, all this in five minutes and in front of TV cameras broadcasting it live all over 
Europe. 
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First enters the German who says “In my country we have a saying going like “First the work, 
then a good meal then the fun”” So he washes the shirt, loses and leaves. 
Then enters the British who says ““In my country we have a saying going like “First a good meal, 
then the work, then the fun”” So he eats the loaf, loses and leaves. 
Then comes the French saying “In our country we first make love…” but he says it in so many 
words that he does not do any of the three tasks, so he loses and also leaves. 
 Then comes the Greek who says to the girl “Let’s kneel and do it dog-style so that you’re 
washing the shirt while I’ll be eating the loaf as we’re doing it”. 
.The other guys are impressed by his solution and afterwards they ask him how it ever occurred to 
him. In my country we have a saying going like “If you don’t fuck over the working class you 
can’t eat dough””. 
 
An airhostess is walking in the aisle when she hears a parrot sitting next to a guy telling her “Hey, 
you shithead, fix me a cup of coffeee” All red and trembling out of sudden enervation she says to 
the guy “Did you hear how he spoke to me?” “That was correct, you shithead. Fix him a cup of 
coffee” She cannot believe her ears , she goes to the kitchenette to compose herself and thinking 
back to it she worries more about the possibility it did not happen and that it all was a 
hallucination from altitude or whatever, she goes back to check and she hears the parrot say to her 
“Where’s my coffee, you shithead” “Sir! You heard that, didn’t you?” The guy parrots the parrot 
and says “Where’s his coffee, you shithead” All in tears she goes and tells the pilot in the cockpit, 
who, red with anger for both the outrageous insult to her , and to himself (as he considers the 
flight as HIS flight and the airhostess as HIS airhostess) comes and says to the guy “Shut your 
bird’s mouth or I’ll throw both of you right out of my plane” The parrot says “Don’t break my 
balls , you jerk” The parrot’s admirer (he’s not his owner but just an admiring passenger who 
happened to be sitting by) repeats “Don’t break our balls, you jerk” The pilot opens the plane’s 
door and throws both of them out When in the air the parrot asks the guy “Can YOU fly?” “No I 
don’t” “Then why do YOU play tough You can’t afford it” 

PLUCKY’S  FAVORITE JOKE WITH A  MORAL 
Once upon a time there was a non conformist swallow  who, when all other swallows 
left on their yearly migration towards south, chose to remain where it was. Soon 
cold came and realizing its mistake it started flying south but frost and ice formed 
on its wings and unable to fly it fell on the ground, right in a barn. A passing cow 
crapped on it and it fell it was the end , but the manure helped melt the ice and soon 
it could again move its wings and happy it started chirping. A passing cat heard the 
chirping, approached, took our swallow out of the shit and promptly ate it. Moral of 
the story:1)People who give you shit do not necessarily mean to harm you 2)People 
who get you out of shit do not necessarily mean to save you and, MOST 
IMPORTANT, 3) If you feel nice and comfortable under a pile of shit KEEP YOUR 
MOUTH SHUT. 
PS: The joke about the donkey threesome was contributed by your brother. 
(Also the nerd did include a prose translation of some extended selections from an even  more extended 
pornographic paraphrase of Odyssey going from mouth to mouth when he and his and his friend still were 
high school students (recently  a more complete version had made it to the internet , but the nerd just made 
selections. (Of course we’ll only write the rhyming translation by the drummer’s brother which the nerd, 
when this new friend showed it to him, gave it the title we’ll see on the next page, just like Amanda had 
done many-many years ago when she too had translated it. He wasn’t sure if he should talk, to this new 
translator, about  Amanda’s old adventure with this poem when they were college age but when Amanda 
saw it she told him herself  also congrartulating him because she considered it better than hers and feeling 
very happy because she had not kept any copy of her own translation:)))   
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HOMER MEETS CHAUCER 
Sirens: 
The sirens’ island after all was nothing but a whorehouse 
outdoors much bigger than drive-ins with young maids, dames and old Fraus. 
Because those days a kind of craze came over people’s right minds 
issuing orders to close down brothels and all their wild nights. 
They picked the whores from house and den, from brothels plain or hidden 
and gathered them on isle remote seldom to be man-ridden. 
Out of their growing horniness the poor girls would go howling 
and they were given just a name for how that howl was sounding. 
Historians propagated lies saying they ate flesh human 
while they just ate visitors’ cocks as would every other woman. 
Ulysses knew all that quite well and he was overjoyed 
but didn’t let the secret leak for others to exploit. 
He tied his crew to mast and bench he plugged their ears with waxballs 
took off his clothes and took a dive towards the alleged cannibals. 
Fast he was swimming looking up his energy on high gear 
his hard erection looked like sail cheerleaders would indeed cheer. 
The sirens took his wind at once and moaned and groaned like cattle 
they lay their backs on the hot sand and spread their legs for battle. 
Comes out of sea with vision blurred his horniness is frenzying, 
fucks to the right, fucks to the left, and bellows like bulls raging. 
In half an hour he fucked them thrice in one more fucked them eight times 
and he would go for ninths and tenths for he was in his hey primes. 
But they felt full , their hunger left, to crazed fucks they set period 
and Ulysses alone ashore jerked off feeling an idiot. 
He takes a dive back to his ship, approaches his companions 
he sees them tied, his crazed eyes shine, their asses seem like canyons. 
His balls pulsate as full of fraud and no need for pretending 
in turn and line and one by one he fucked his friends’ rear ending. 
 
Penelope’s blues: (pronounced PenElopee, accent on E) 
In his remote home island now frequents prince, count and baron 
hoping to win Penelope’s cunt with their cocks like iron. 
But she just can’t accept her fate that she is now a widow 
although her cunt faces the world just like an open window. 
She takes an oath that to her cunt she’ll give her invitation 
to who will manage with closed eyes a rear penetration. 
A feat that would be among the men of their descent and culture 
a trick she learned from Ulysses before his long departure. 
On a low lying deep red couch Penelope lies waiting 
her face is down her ass raised up provoking and pulsating. 
First dashes prince Testiclius his balls like bronze are heavy 
his sense of smell misleads him though towards a bowl of gravy. 
Second comes prince Penisius for length renowned he has been 
but starts out wrong and sprains his neck when stumbling on a dustbin. 
Third, fourth and fifth, seven and eighth, their target’s still pulsating 
it’s always walls, tables and chairs that meet their blind dating. 
Suddenly a stranger comes out forth, nobody seems to know him 
he takes the floor with noble words he asks them to allow him. 
“As much as you I’m a real prince, blue blood my veins are carrying 
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may Zeus’ bolt wither my cock if what I say is lying. 
Defiant as this ass may be I’ll tame it and subdue it 
please give me a chance to try my luck, in short just let me do it”. 
They took his word, removed his clothes, although he came from yonder 
but when they saw his cock erect they gasped in awe and wonder. 
Suddenly a sound is heard aloud, it isn’t conversation 
is it perhaps that our poor girl forgot some lubrication? 
Penelope’s own firm sure voice thwarts smartasses’ outsmarting 
she has it in her ass indeed and from the sides she’s farting. 
“This is indeed my Ulysses how could I not attest it? 
Such a mistake I’d never make, I know him when I taste it” 
 
Goddess Athena to Ulysses: 
Naked she steps out of her gown not without blush or tremor 
her look and tone, though, show quite well her vibrant cunt’s hot fervor. 
“For years I’ve been peeping on you from mount Olympus heights 
adored I was by mortals yet with sleepless loveless nights. 
Entranced and fainting I would gaze upon your lengthy penis 
matching its thickness to its length, its mere sight made me finish. 
As you were fucking your wife’s cunt in lustful and wild raving 
invisible I licked your cum your balls that I was craving. 
But now I’ve had enough of that, I’m sick and tired of peeping 
and I’ve arrived to be real fucked by you on our first meeting. 
I came to tell you a secret plan so that Troy’s fall is certain 
but in exchange you fill my cunt right in this tent and curtain. 
My horniness is now so grand that I can’t find my quiet 
if I don’t taste your balls and cock so please just let me try it”. 
He took his clothes off, lay her down, licked her from top to her toes 
without that siege they’d fuck ten times more than she thought was her dose. 
“You little whore I filled your cunt I did you alright that favor 
now spill the plan and hit the road, leave us to our endeavor”. 
They fixed a horse made out of wood, of length about ten meters, 
not made of marble or of stone, giving good vibes not jitters. 
Inside its hollow trunk they hid, a hopeful bunch of assholes 
and vigilant they checked around through their toy-horse’s arsehole. 
And Trojans who, as it turned out, were not that bright or clever 
brought down a part of city walls which they’ll regret forever. 
When in their soft beds they lay tired, they still are trying to figure, 
how when and who had them all fucked by cocks smaller or bigger. 
In one hand the Achaeans held alight their torches flaming 
their other hand holding their cocks helped by their torch in aiming. 
In vain Ulysses told his men “No prisoners, just slaughter” 
Achaeans fucked everyone’s ass no matter son or daughter 
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Kirke the sorceress: 
The goddess happy on the shore waited for him all beaming 
remembering his sweet nice cock her cunt had started creaming. 
Setting his foot upon the beach he kissed her full of passion 
and pushed his cock into her depths in sweetness and full action. 
 
They had their life’s and their soul’s fun all night and when the day came 
she helped him to put on his ship cattle, food, water and game. 
At night again their love was mad, passion was not abated 
but swollen clits do need a break even half-satiated. 
 
Filling her hunger for a while she felt so sweetly lazy 
that she filled with her sage advice the man who fucked her crazy. 
She told him of the dangerous rocks, islands, winds and passes 
instead of burning man and cock until she made them ashes. 
 
But when dawn, the rose fingered one, came found them wet from licking 
until, just fainting and half dead they found what they were seeking. 
Her body writhing, and her cunt in grip his cock was munching 
while honey immortal from her cunt it sucked and kept on sucking. 
 
Suddenly moans and groans just stopped, silence abrupt and utter 
and the two bodies just like dead merged into one big flutter. 
For a few seconds little death as poets sometimes put it 
took them and their great horniness spellbound them and was spooky. 
 
But they soon came to and just went to shower before parting 
and soon they found the vessel’s crew, they really were departing, 
they gathered from the hills around their minds already turning 
to their homes, friends and families to whom they were returning. 
 
Nausika: 
And if you think of Nausika, teen princess of the isle of Corfu, 
she was the dream of Ulysses through rumors for things awful. 
She left in households high and low no chance for rust on penis 
hugging and sucking all nice cocks until she made them finish. 
 
Early, when her friends played with dolls and combed each other’s hairlocks 
she tried some games with cunt on cunt for lack of boys’ red cocks. 
She was so white, so beautiful, no mere royal bigshot, 
and soon all boys pulled, just for her, their cock just like a slingshot. 
 
Her lips would always just say no, both teasingly and firmly 
but her yes someone could discern in her eyes more than barely. 
Her two tits shone like fountain springs and from her voice’s real tone 
you could just feel she knew quite much for games unlike mere pinball. 
 
To Nausika wandered his mind famous for more than dancing 
when on his balls he felt the blow of a beach toy-ball bouncing. 
His heart was full of his desire, his fantasies were busy, 
but that ball’s bounce right on his balls just made them sore and dizzy. 
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Immediately what followed this was voices, screams and laughter 
a team of girls with such bare thighs that called you in their after. 
First among equals in the group Nausika of his dreaming, 
he could just tell her from her looks and from his own veins’ streaming. 
 
She soon felt that she, too, agreed that they wished more than talking 
and sent her friends to go and check if boats on sea were rocking. 
She lay down and gave him a glance that set his blood on fire 
and he sprang forth as if his sore toe felt a car’s round tyre. 
 
Although his horniness is great his hardon he defies 
and with his cockhead he just rubs her two divine thighs. 
His two hands cup her horny tits from other cares he’s hollow 
their breathing comes in sighs and moans calling for what will follow. 
Little by little his cock’s head he’s pushing past her cunt lips 
and she out of her horniness starts biting on her tight fists. 
But crafty as we all know him he doesn’t full-length get in 
and when she thinks “now he’ll push in” he pulls out like regretting. 
Inside her cunt’s flesh now his cock rubs all her secret corners 
the little vices of each inch he studied in top brothels. 
His hands caressing her nice skin’s most touchy horny places 
her legs and hips flutter and writhe, a sight of utmost graces. 
He starts to lick her whole sweet length to reach in time her crazed cunt 
but she cannot afford to wait and grabs his cock in her hand. 
She sticks it in her cunt herself and since she cannot pull it 
with scissor-legs entwines his waist to keep him in and cool it. 
Raving now he gets in for real, no message came like “eat me” 
and Nausika cries out and loud “Put it all in and split me”. 
Horniness comes to her like flood, her sighs like gasps for breathing 
and all the world around them both she feels now far receding. 
Now she starts going up and down as old ships in proud sailing 
shaking her cunt with unheard speed to meet his hardon’s nailing. 
 
Her rhythmic motion lasted long and then became quicker 
now stuck together now unstuck like snakes they writhed and jittered. 
“My God, what horniness is this, I feel I’m being extinguished” 
“By my own forces of restraint I too am being relinquished”. 
At once she got him, after all she wasn’t a beginner 
“I’m coming too, come love, sweet love, come in my cunt, go deeper”. 
And in an ultimate strong spasm, trembling like fish in fishnet 
they came, her soft hand lying at rest on his balls till the minute 
their souls would come back to their limbs so fucking be continued. 
 
She came to and started to caress his balls which felt so hairy 
but somewhat absentmindedly and looking like a fairy 
and thus she didn’t realize what this time he was up to 
or how or when he turned her round, and felt his rising cock to 
her fluffy buttocks rub and quick rise to fulfill new missions 
or how he got to get it in her arse without permissions. 
Like mullet’s eyes her eyes stuck out from that horrific rear blow 
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but craftily again he knows how to keep that pain real low. 
He sucks her earlobe, wets her clit, fingers her cunt with one hand 
while with his other hugs her tits, such cool could help a fireman. 
 
“You pervert, bastard, you don’t have the looks of Alain Delon 
yet you’ve torn my buttocks apart just like a watermelon. 
This piece of ass had been my pride, these buttocks were men’s talking 
I walked and felt the earth’s ground shake as they shook with my walking. 
This piece of art you’ve just destroyed, you asshole now just leave. 
it is no ass, not anymore, it’s a wide open sieve. 
It aches and smarts me in its hole, it brings me tears and screaming 
yet my knees melt down and my cunt feels all too wet and creaming”. 
 
Multi-inventive Ulysses just feels her starting jitter 
and hums a happy tune for fucks as he just sticks it deeper. 
“Move your ass, also, round and round, we will not last forever, 
my love I want to come in you, move and we’ll come together”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
…Some time after the day the show manager drummer’s brother  ran his own show through 
which we managed to introduce him to ourselves like he managed to introduce himself to 
anybody else on that balcony, he was as  inconsolably seeking advice as his unshaved face looked 
like the face of a bearded  man who, if shaved,  could either turn out to be Nicholson or Plucky 
(the drummer however, and also Liberty who looked like him as we have  said, if shaved, could 
range from the Yugoslavian Emir Kusturitsa to the  bearded rocker in Monty Pythons’ “The 
secret policeman’s ball”(an Irishman? And  was he in that film or in their other film “The secret 
policeman’s other ball”?) and from the Christ in Bunuel’s “The Milky Way” (if that Christ was 
shaved) to William Hurt in “The Big Chill”  or John Savage in “Maria’s lovers”, or even Dan 
Ackroyd in “The Blues Brothers”, to use Plucky’s and all cinephiles’ favorite way of describing 
features of people through roles of known actors in known films (but to be more precise , the last 
three characters looked more like Plucky in their shavedness. To look like the drummer it would 
be more necessary for them to grow a beard rather than for the drummer to get shaved. 
Anyway…)) some time after what we have seen of the drummer’s brother he was inconsolably 
asking for advice from the nerd’s friend and his wife on local customs and mentalities he might 
have violated  and they all  had gone so many times through what he had already told them (or 
told  him only, in man’s talk kind of things)  or what they had told him, that instead of speaking 
to each other in the first person each, they were also talking to each other in that kind of second 
person that goes like “So you’re telling me that…bla-bla-bla-…”(and there follows a sequel in 
which there is so extended talk  on behalf of the guy across that there seems to have happened a 
mind exchange through mutual brain transplant between the two persons that were merely 
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exchanging views)…The drummer’s brother was asking the wife of the nerd’s friend (about the 
girl whom let’s just call “Spring” here) “So she asked you how come a man who says things as 
beautiful as I do, also let drop bricks that thick and toads that  green out of his mouth,  and how 
come a man as smart as I am,  also be so simplistic as to believe that either the natives here or the 
immigrants like she could even be at depth like some kind of exotic Mediterranean extroverts like 
the ones we see as background décor in films with Jack Lemon visiting Italy, who always 
consider as easy the things that Americans consider difficult  and they teach Americans human 
touch, fun and sex. And she also told you that even if people here were like that , which they 
aren’t, she wouldn’t find it attractive” “Oh, well, she did say all  that too, but this was just  the tip 
of the iceberg , is that all you retained?  Or is that all you consider significant? I have seen with 
my own  two eyes a compatriot of yours who, upon hearing that his hosts considered as rude the 
fact that he did not get interested in learning more Greek expressions  than the standard “tha mou 
klaseis t’arhidia”, “malakas”,  “trella poulas?” etc  was on the one hand  genuinely upset  that he 
had hurt them, genuinely, I’m not joking, and on the other was so extraterrestrial that he even  
conceived of making  up in politeness and  showing thoughtfulness by taking out a coin to pay for 
a slice of bread he asked them to pass him as they were having dinner. The hosts were so 
flabbergasted that they forgave all, not because they considered this escalation of rudeness as 
politeness but because they just considered him a person of special needs and blamed each other 
and themselves for not having realized that earlier and for having hurt him by expecting from him 
a less abnormal behavior. The craziest thing of all was that he did have a heart of pure gold and 
that he really was no asshole. I can attest to that personally because I saw how he helped me in a 
real difficult situation. Still, to understand how Spring receives your messages, look how 
estranging one’s way of perceiving things may be to others: With this compatriot of yours we 
were once seeing Tarkofski’s  “The sacrifice”. He told me  at the end that the upshot of the film is 
in the last phrase that the little boy, who is not going to see his father again, says to him  mentally, 
while watering the little tree as  his father had taught him “if each one of us made  a deed whose 
result is not visible at the time of making it, then the world would have a different form”. Of 
course I agreed all the way  that this was really  the upshot but then he told me that this was an 
allusion to e.g. body building and health food which don’t have an immediate result and I tried 
not to scream for his not having other inputs for other applications of that too, I was at most 
prepared to hear, from a physicist like him at least ,  some science oriented application of the 
phrase like  the ones I hear all the time between my husband and our friend the nerd morning to 
night, e.g. Einstein having said “I do understand that people whose hobby is to chop wood do it 
because they like to see immediate results for their endeavors, but  I have no patience with 
physicists who not only see physics problems as planks to chop but are also looking for the place 
where a plank is thinnest to hit or drill for results”, but OK, I didn’t scream , I took it in the vein  
“this too is right” since after all there is proverb going “sane mind in sane body” but  I did start 
disagreeing when from body building we passed to “sending body builder marines in Bosnia as 
soon as possible, because procrastinating in such matters created unhealthy and even morbid 
situations sounding like overstaying in a mother’s arms”. Watch it, what I’m  now doing is not 
telling you something in terms of speaking about someone else, what I am doing is that I am 
noticing a similarity without which , that is if I had only seen him or if I had only seen you , I 
would think either of you as completely non typical exception , maybe you still are two 
exceptions, but I do notice a similarity. OK, let’s go back to your issue because otherwise you’ll 
scream” “Thank you, although I wouldn’t blame you if you screamed hearing all  day long about 
my issue. Besides, even Bosnia is food for thought about my issue, it was fortunate I didn’t say 
anything like that to Spring because I’m not good in geography  and I wouldn’t know if our  
Ar nies in Bosnia would be on the side of the forces who would protect her family from becoming 
refugees or were on the side of the forces who did make them become refugees…(In that parallel 
world, unlike in ours, there finally had been some bombs in that crisis too already)… You see, 
now all I think is Spring, just like a friend of mine  once in a similar state, who had divided all 
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things in two categories , the things that reminded him of his girlfriend because they had done 
them together and the things that also reminded him of her because they had not done them 
together : “Orange juice! Oh, my God, we had had so many times breakfast together” or “Stew? 
Oh, we never had stew together! There were so many things we still hadn’t done together”…(His 
friend and his girl friend had broken up after four years, he with Spring had known each other  
for just 15 days)… OK,  it was so wise of you to give me a hint that it was some crap about a film 
I said and I did hurt her, and it was so  discreet and pedagogic that you didn’t tell me right off and 
also you let me think to get a little wise myself, by not mentioning the film through which I really 
caused disaster,  and if it was just by chance you hit on the right point, it was so conducive or 
even so filled with intuition that you had this talk with me, I thank you in all cases for your so 
valuable help even in case it turns out I only call it valuable to have a hope that I did find what 
caused the disaster, but you see I must leave no stone unturned so every single  clue  might prove 
valuable” “So what caused the, OK, call it a disaster? ” “Wanting to compare notes with her 
about Greece I told her I had seen in California the film “Rebetiko” and I had liked its point a lot. 
She  told me  that she had liked  so much when she had seen it in the village’s school where your 
husband and his colleagues play on the video-projector  these films for the kids and for you 
yourselves and for everybody else who’s interested, OK, she had liked it so much that she asked 
for a copy of it although not having a DVD player. I proposed to go and see it on the school’s 
DVD and you husband gave us the key to do that. At some point during the projection I said  that 
the point of the film was how much whining and how many problems to his kids one might cause 
by not having the incentive or the guts to turn his back on misery, and how he then makes life 
look like a psychological  junkyard, I felt her silence as we were in the darkroom vibrate in the air  
like palpitating anger, as strong as the palpitation in the darkness of a bedroom of …OK, you can 
imagine. She did not leave the room for a reason I only later understood as wanting to tell me she 
remains there with the film, not with me, then she told me “I’m through with fucking with 
fucking idiots”” “And you needed to hear me speak about Tarkofski and how your compatriot 
translated him into a message about body building to realize  that what she didn’t explain had to 
do with the film?” “No, it’s worse than that. To kick  my brain into thinking I had to remind 
myself that Spring too , although quite different as  body language, is a immigrant  maid like the 
woman of that film. Has my compatriot said any bull fucking shit similar to mine about the  
“Rebetiko” too?” “As  a matter of fact he said absolutely the same thing. I even wondered if you 
had both taken a seminar or had read the same film critic or something” “Oh that’s why your eyes 
showed such surprise! A seminar for Palo Alto bonviveurs, Nebraska entrepreneurs and  New 
York connoisseurs, my ass!. And run by fucking illiterate idiots and hillbillies at all floors of the 
American version of self actualization! My compatriot has an  excuse  at least since he  is as 
stupid  as any  technocrat. But I’m supposed to have come into contact with bluesmen and I say 
such crap about Rebetiko? Wasn’t  the point of it all  that flowers can blossom in junkyard mud 
and dung? And when do you call a flower “a flower”? Only if the flower gets into the rock and 
blues record  business and becomes a  millionaire affording a Beverly Hill Billie  life? Look at 
Spring! She didn’t go to school after 15. Yet, is there anything  missing in her film analyses and 
discussions? In her enjoyment of music? In her taste for books of her own little library or for 
choosing them from the school’s library or from the libraries of the people whose houses she 
cleans? Or in her taste for books she takes to her little daughter? Where did I have my mind when 
my brother also told me the original and not  just the paraphrase of that Gatsos song from the 
Rebetiko which he adjusted on the satellite to  the specifics of his own case history with my sister 
in law, I mean Amanda, OK make it half sister in law since she was the wife of Plucky too, which 
is literally an extraterrestrials’ story, I just mean all tree were astronauts. Saying that crap to an 
immigrant unmarried mother as a means to show appreciation  to  her fun loving nature , as if … 
Shit! I can’t stand my self’s terms when saying a compliment! Let me just speak about her in the 
pure terms of that poem even if not all  specifics fit one by one. Even if I now have only the right 
to speak not for Spring but for the woman of the song whom I only found the way to understand 
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because Spring existed in my life even for as short an interval as she did, I wish I had understood 
that poem’s mother before I met Spring or through  finding her and not through  losing her. So let 
me speak through that pure poem. Now that I did need its verses they came to me. Why not come 
earlier? I just didn’t deserve it. He started singing and both his and  his friend’s wife’s eyes in 
front of him watered: “Mother who worked around in ports and harbors/full of your pride and 
smile well kept behind doors/Mother whose trip to here makes my voice tremble/displaced from 
house and bed you just remember/you could not take with you your daughter’s cradle” Maybe it 
all fits with her, I was just to afraid to ask if her daughter was already born then because, if she 
saw  I could not figure it out myself by the timing of the bombings, she would realize I did not 
even know which country, which bombing, which side of NATO etc her refugee trip started with. 
OK, sorry I depressed you, let me remember more pleasant things too. You can imagine how 
much I laughed when I saw Lafargue’s “Right to Laziness” in the library  of a girl who was a 
cleaning lady, a staircase mopper, an old people’s wiper and washer, a dishwasher, a baby sitter, a 
waitress, a field worker in whatever agrarian jobs are done according to season. And you can 
imagine what a laugh it also was when I found in her library “The G-spot” and learned that she 
had been gifted that by her employer in a bar with that name when she had asked him the 
question “Your name is not George or Garry  etc, so why do you call your bar “G’s joint or 
something like that”?...”(His  listener across was listening to him in a most sweet silence as all 
these details reminded her the corresponding things she had heard from Spring about the same 
facts with him in these last few days,  e.g. how when he learned that she had stopped school at 15 
he had written her limericks combining music and verses form Chuck Berry’s “Sweet little 
sixteen, by dropping one unit of course, and  from a  Greek  song  going like “Women of forty are 
just like two women of twenty” , changing forty to thirty of course, to fit Spring’s age, and also 
mixing in his  limericks’ lyrics the direction to which the fifteen year old’s library had extended 
by the time she had reached thirty). “…Anyway , love’s chemistry can’t be concealed, neither  
can I conceal my gratitude to the nerd who had sure something on his mind when he so arranged 
things so that Spring and I meet,  I asked him but I wouldn’t buy what he told me that he believed 
the only common point between me and her was that we both were foreigners. But now listen 
carefully and I’m sure that as a man-to-man  you’ll understand me even though  you’re a woman, 
whatever this thing I’ve just  said means. OK, I don’t say I agree with the policy and practice of 
some Californians who say that even if you weigh 300 pounds the only thing you need to do is to 
find a store that sells  trousers for the overweight and you don’t need to change. But regarding 
change some things are just non-negotiable, you told me in your so very sweet and gentle way, 
which I do appreciate and without being the least ironic, too, OK, you told me  that she had told 
you about my interpretation of Nicholson’s way of propositioning Cher in “The witches of 
Eastwick”, also you told me about the no-strings-attached argument we had when I told her that if 
she thought I could find other girlfriends too because I have only free time while she could not 
find other boyfriends because she was so busy working or studying with her daughter, then I 
could  offer her baby sitting with her daughter , or reading with her , I mean for her English 
coaching school, and then OK, we didn’t break up, neither was she vibrantly angry, but said “If 
by freedom you mean walking the dog for me then don’t worry my daughter is no dog to need a 
tree to piss nor is the village so dangerous a place for a kid , she can take a walk by herself, and if 
you want to offer free English lessons take care to pay the people you’re going to leave jobless or 
with fewer students, villages have an economy circle going on between the people who live there 
and it’s no backwardness to refuse to break the circle by inviting  American natives just for the 
sake of having the kids hearing a better accent. TV can do that too”  OK, I was wrong in that and 
she also was right in not making it a further issue, I was wrong in the Rebetiko issue and she was 
right making it an even bigger issue, but concerning The Eastwick Nicholson and Cher issue I 
was right and she was wrong and she should be ashamed of herself not if she  possibly told you 
the details but if  she freaked out  and didn’t tell me and thus gave me a different impression, and 
either she is a hypocrite giving me the impression she enjoyed it then or she is a hypocrite giving 
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you the impression she doesn’t enjoy it now.  At least does she remember anything good about 
me? I remember she liked a lot  my remark that the very rapid  bouzouki chord strokes in the 
instrumental introduction to Seferis’  “Flowers of the stone” are like an acoustic  accompaniment 
to  the flickering reflections of noon sun on the thousands of little sea waves as seen from a 
height, like from her balcony,   and inversely these playful reflections are like an optical 
accompaniment to those flickeringly rapid chord strokes. Also…forget it (he almost  went to say 
the utmostly personal verse he had dedicated to her but he cut it out either because it was 
utmostly personal or in order  not to let the situation really get him in public, so let’s not say , at 
least until a less touchy context, what that song that was or whether it really was that un-nameable 
or it was something simple that people in love dedicated to each other all the time, and let’s only  
say that, by some coincidence or not by coincidence, Plucky had also dedicated it to Amanda. 
Also one verse of it was the motto of a chapter titled “Long letter about Spring” that, excepting its  
title and motto, remained blank in one of the books written by  the nerd) Then he remembered 
that a song from the Rebetiko  that the drummer had told him he had paraphrased on the satellite 
to dedicate to Plucky for fun had so much black  humor, they were singing the original  at  a 
funeral and all friends seeing the singer off in her funeral were absolutely high spirited, and then 
he remembered another song like that , not even  black-humor-like but outright tragic in verse yet 
with music triumphant and as jumpy as a springboard, and he said to himself “What an asshole, 
what a complete jerk I am! The music and the film and my brother and Spring above all have 
been shouting to me, and I was deaf. She even had told me something like that the day we met. 
Misery verses with dithyrambic music carries in the plainest of ways the  message that the point 
of this people is “Be of good cheer, for we have overcome that misery” Whom do I want to hear 
it from? Christ himself? Bob Marley? Oh ! My brother told me how both he and  Liberty  had 
noticed the same thing about Marley in “Three little birds” What  a verse! “baby don’t worry 
about a thing, ’cause everything , every little thing is gonna be alright” Weren’t Marley’s 
surroundings as slummy  as rebetiko’s. So why did I say that crap to Spring? But is this a reason 
for her to reject me? What about the good things   she sure remembers about  me? Well, even 
one’s good things look  “how shitty of you” when you’re rejected, even one’s shitty things look 
“how so very cute of you” when you’re accepted, I’m no beginner, I do know all that very 
well….Well there is no reason to follow his sometimes loud (and with an audience or without) 
and his sometime silent (and with an audience or without) raving (admittedly a raving restrained 
to decent levels) a raving  also frequently called “weep-laugh fit”, neither do we need to  go on 
with other details  of how he  alternated between  the phase of being depressed for being wrong 
in wronging others (or rather wronging Spring)  to being depressed for  being right and wronged 
by others(or rather wronged by Spring) from the phase of taking reality for fantasy to the phase 
of taking fantasy for reality etc. etc… Concerning his listener, anyway, it was time her husband 
was coming back  from school and she said she had an urgent job to do, probably she meant  
running to Spring’s house just before her daughter came back from school herself , and just after 
Spring came back, from cleaning around,  to cook for her daughter and receive her but the 
drummer’s brother was not in his usual good all-noticing (let alone all-commenting) shape and he 
didn’t ask her what could be more urgent for a wife than to remain at home to cook for her 
husband and to receive him on his return from work. She told him she wouldn’t be late and that 
also her husband was coming and that he wanted him for something whose nature she did not 
remember exactly , but he should just wait and that in the refrigerator there was enough cold food 
for both him and her husband if her husband was interested or if he himself  was up to it  and she 
left (and came so much later that it was obvious to her husband that Spring’s daughter went not 
only to English classes after lunch but also to the dance lessons given in school by his colleague 
the mathematician)  The drummer’s brother continued with almost no change the narration when 
her husband came (or even in the short interval when he remained alone and just did not speak 
loud about the same stream of consciousness) but when his friend saw  what new rock bottoms 
and new bottomless lows his self esteem was reaching he decided to take the situation in his 
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hands by using the only way he had to interpolate a sunnier phrase of his here and there , namely 
to start speaking to the  monologist about the only subject that could catch the attention of a 
monologist, namely to speak about the same subject and in  the monologist’s own wording (not 
very hard since he had heard all these stories about the subject, Spring, so many times that he had 
learned everything by heart) “Let’s get things from the beginning: So it was the night of the 
village’s patron saint fair and all the people were dancing in the square  and you noticed a song 
whose background music had  violins in the same way as in Irish songs and also as in Texan 
country songs we hear in Westerns when there is a fair and people dance those jumpy dances and 
the dance was jumpy here too and the only difference was that people danced forming  a big 
circle and not forming a big square like in Westerns and you wondered what the lyrics said and 
wondered where the nerd was or where I or my wife were or where the high school’s English 
teacher was  because you wanted to ask us about those lyrics and suddenly  you noticed a 
fantastic scene: An old gran’pa who had come leaning on a cane and  dragging both feet on the 
ground and  had sat  on the round bench around the square’s plane tree was trying to move at least 
his cane in the rhythm of the music since he could not move his feet, which probably meant he 
was a ardent  dancer when he could still walk and then a young man came over and grabbed the 
other end of the gran’pa’s cane and lifting it, like the leader of the dance circle in the center was 
grabbing a handkerchief  held at its other end by the second person in the circle, he started 
dancing to the rhythm  and the gran’pa started smiling very blissfully because the dance’s vibes 
were communicated like this to his body and his gut and, conversely too, the promptings to dance 
that his central nervous system was sending through his neurons to  his limbs that were unable to 
perform the instructions were also communicated not through a neuron but through the cane to 
the young man who did perform them and so the gran’pa felt happy as if he himself was dancing 
again , and at that moment you saw the nerd showing that scene to a young man you had seen in 
some photo in this house you’re in now , probably just visiting for the fair, and there were two 
little girls with them each holding a Mickey in one arm as if holding a baby although they were 
kind of too old to have such a kindergarten reflex, one of them you had seen in a photo in 
Miyiaki’s room,  you went to ask the nerd for  the lyrics and he told you he would tell you later 
and if you please could go to the English teacher’s house just in case something was wrong with 
her because he had heard she was inside drinking by herself instead of coming out to dance,  and 
as it turned out he said the same thing to Spring a while later when he saw her and also, even 
later, when one of the two girls with the Mickeys asked him if he had seen her mother, who was 
Spring, he told her in whose  house she would be in. So you went over to the English teacher’s 
house who was just having her blues because her fiancé who was a soldier and would get a leave 
to come to the fair couldn’t finally get that leave and she preferred to drink by herself, but when 
she saw you  she threw a “Johnny B.Goode” into her cassette player  and pretty soon you were 
both dancing barefoot and half-drunk and by the time it came to Mick Jagger’s “have you seen 
you mother baby standing in the shadow” you were punching the ceiling which, like right here,  
was not that high and you could reach by jumping , and Johnny B Goode was a standing reminder 
of your acquaintance with her and you danced it with her in all parties because you had liked her 
and in the bar of the village you had asked her to dance twice, never having seen her fiancé  yet, 
and  when the high school kids started betting on whether you would convince her to dance with 
you or not and one of them came and told you, you  told him to bet in favor of you after he said 
something that would make bets rise and would  make all other kids bet against you and if he lost 
you would pay his expenses if he won he would split the money with you and the teacher and 
then , of course,  you just went to the teacher and told her to help the kid win the bet and then 
split the money in three and then it was Johnny B. Goode  playing etc etc etc , and Jagger was a 
reminder of the  story the English teacher had told you that night of how she had come to the 
village just two or three years ago and would not leave until her fiancé finished  with army 
service, and that the Rolling Stones were giving a concert in Athens  the night before she would 
set off for the island (in the bar you compared notes on Jagger’ s famous lines. In Athens he was 
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asked if now,  in old age, the Stones still said “Sex drugs, and rock and roll” and Jagger answered 
“No, we now say drugs , sex and rock and roll”, in California  more than twenty years ago he was 
asked “Is it true that the Stones are going to split?” he had answered  “You mean as personalities, 
or what?”, they had also come to Athens in ’67, Jagger was  asked by journalists “How much do 
you know  about Homer?” “As much as you know about Shakespeare” “What do you know about 
modern Greece?” “That  it’s a country that changes governments all the time”. The following 
week a coup d’etat brought the junta into power. By the way,  another type of coup d’etat  also 
ended the concert abruptly, a fan out of the dancing crowd  threw a bouquet of red carnations to 
Mick Jagger , he reciprocated  by throwing the carnations back to the audience one by one, but 
red and especially red carnations for Greek Police are worse than toreador red for a bull  since the 
most well known execution of a communist accused of espionage was Belloyiannis’ whom 
Picasso had made into a painting called “The man with the carnation” because in his trial he 
would go to court from his cell everyday with a red carnation over his ear or in his lapel . So the 
cops rushed into the stadium with clubs and the concert was disrupted) so she told you she had 
come to the village after the Mick Jagger night  in Athens and seeing nothing that promised a 
single night of excitement during winter and not heeding me who was telling her she was wrong 
in her predictions and was trying to tell her stories from other years,  nor heeding the nerd with 
whom they had just met and was telling her she acted like rockers who don’t want to go to the 
army and then say their  army service was their rockiest experience ever, she went with tears in 
her eyes to the square’s cardphone to tell her fiancé  she would resign the next day and then, a she 
was explaining “Nothing happens here. Nothing!”, she saw rolling   to her feet in front of the 
telephone two guys fisting and even kicking each  other on the face, one of them broke a beer 
bottle to have for himself the proverbial “cutting instrument of the crime”, I tried to intervene but 
the one of them who had managed to stand up grabbed me by the armpits, so quickly and with so 
condensed  energy and  just threw me in the air in such a way that I have never experienced, as if 
a rope tied round my chest lifted  me off the ground with a jolt,  saying “you teacher stay out of 
this” and she ran back to our table where the nerd told her “the receiver still dangles in the air , 
the units are still loading to your card and your fiancé heard you telling him that nothing happens 
here and then heard just shouts from others and silence from you, so probably he thinks that with  
“nothing happens” you either lied or revealed an awful secret  for the village and got stabbed for 
that and they threatened the teacher who wanted to protect you to stay out of that. Now the 
misunderstanding between the guys is over, call your fiancé to tell him you’re OK, also tell him 
that as much happens as in far west and come back to see if we can sing for our year too the 
melody of “I have a feeling fifty six is gonna be a good year” which also was sung by Oliver 
Reed to Ann Margret in the rock opera “Tommy” of Ken Russell and the “Who”, you’re going to 
like our retro rock parties, to get the new generation in the mood we play Blues Brother on the 
video projector a couple of weeks ago and in the memorial day  for the entrance of the tank to the 
Polytechnic we don’t only play Theodorakis and Panagoulis and Ritsos but also  “Alabama song” 
by Weil and  Morrison and “Bobby Mc Gee” by Janice. Besides,  my own favorite songs are 
Jagger’s “Let’s spend the night together” and “You’re out of time”.   Oh! And also Jagger’s “You 
can’t always get what you want”, of course, which when  played as a requiem in “The Big Chill”  
was as good as “Bye bye love, hello emptiness” played as a requiem for Roy Scheider in “All that 
jazz”. “Let it bleed” I did like too of course but mainly for Jagger’s prose comments after the 
verse “…you can bleed on me” where he says “here baby! Take my hand. You want my leg too? 
Here’s my leg” .When I was younger I used to wake up every morning with “Mother’s little 
helper””. Sorry I also got on a tangent off your main one, OK, so you were dancing with the 
English teacher , both of you  barefoot and half drunk, and Spring comes in instructed by the nerd 
to check what’s wrong with the English teacher and to watch her just in case she gets drunk 
because she has a terrible hangover when she does,  she introduces herself to you and vice versa 
and she just takes your bottles and before you realize she empties them in the sink, you realize 
that she does speak English and take the chance to ask her if she knew what song was being 
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played in the square in the scene with the gran’pa and his cane  just in case she or the English 
teacher knew the lyrics too but if she were there you would have seen her there, so it occurs to 
you to sing its jumpy melody  as it didn’t  occur to you to do that with the English teacher 
because you went straight to Chuck Berry and to Mick Jagger, they both immediately realize 
what song you mean and the teacher tells you a prose translation and Spring hums you a singable 
translation by the nerd  because it happens to be his favorite and he had not just made it prose for 
the drummer, so she goes humming “So dance and dance and dance again, for shoes just have no 
pity/ ’ts enough for them to take their rest the hours that you’re sleeping/Give your dance the hell 
of a jitter/ the earth will eat us we won’t eat her/This same earth we all step on now/we’ll all enter 
when we go down/ Dance on and on and dance again, the best make of your best years/in this 
whole world, in your whole life, such times will not return here/Dance your steps real hard and 
kick her/the earth will eat us we won’t eat her/She will eat us we won’t eat her/Step real strong on 
earth and kick her” You ask them how come the gran’pa is not depressed by the verses but is 
happy with them if he is not a philosopher who sees in them a philosophical attitude to death, 
they both laugh and try it in their mind “Imagine that? MastroBilly the carpenter  philosophizes 
on the verses and then cheers up?! With one leg in the grave?” “What you mean one? Both” “And 
Nick the fisherman (both had recognized also who the young man was. A fisherman  calling every 
morning prospective  customers  with a loudspeaker and raising hell for sleepers  and laughs for 
kids) an apprentice  philosopher too? We may have to think about this  point!” “Why don’t we 
just say that the gran’pa or whoever doesn’t hear the lyrics but just the melody or not even that 
but just what it tells his feet to do, that is to dance” “Do you think we’re impolite to the poet who 
wrote it? Maybe he just wrote it to say “dance like the music says so that you forget the lyrics”” 
Spring added “By the way I skipped a verse “Cheer up young girls, cheer up young men, cheer all 
and everybody/I’ve tricked our Death and when he wakes chains will be around his body”. So he 
did have this goal in mind.  And concerning mastroBilly maybe the poor gran’pa notices the 
verses saying “Dance on and on and dance again, the best make of your best years/in this whole 
world, in your whole life, such times will not return here’ and he tell s us his advice, and that’s 
all, and he doesn’t want to notice anything further or doesn’t much care, he’s over eighty five and 
he has seen grandchildren from all his children and they are all almost grownups and working 
anyway. Maybe if he were in better shape he would want to set  a Guinnes record and go to see 
great grandchildren  but his health doesn’t tell him to make such  plans. You really insist this is an 
interesting subject? To me all it shows is that there are Americans who are  very clever and very 
good hearted since they notice such details” At that point one of the two little girls with a Mickey 
in arms,  comes in (doors are not to knock if they are unlocked  and no rings exist in the village 
and you just shout the name of the resident and he or she  either tells you “it’s open” or he/she is 
just not in, so the little girl shouted “Miss”, kids call all teachers Sir, or Mrs or Miss, and the 
English teacher shouted  “it’s open”) asking a question about something that you do not 
understand since it’s in Greek (and turned out to be “Mister Nerd told me my mom is here. Is 
she?”,  and the two big girls start laughing because the girl thought that “nerd” is a name and not 
a feature)  and you use almost all  the  few but indicative words you know of Greek  to ask “Who 
will tell me who is this beautiful little girl?” and the little girl answers proudly “I am the daughter 
of Spring” and Spring smiles so proud of her that she forgets to scold her for not saying “good 
evening” coming in but later she says sorry to you and to her friend for this omission, then they 
brought  a plate of sweets for you and the little girl, and then they started a talk about nothing in 
particular, when in Greek you only half-half understand , when in English the little girl 
understood even less because her English classes were still  at “the days of the week are….” at 
some point the little girl started saying “Phew! Phew! Phew!” , it wasn’t hot so you asked the 
grownups why she did that , Spring didn’t know, but the English teacher said to her “You know 
why she does that? “ and after explaining to you that just before the “Phew!”s  she (theEnglish 
teacher)  had been saying to her mother “I hadn’t noticed how beautiful lips you have” she said 
“the other day in the café your daughter  said to the nerd that they learned at school that giraffes 
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have long necks to reach the leaves in high trees and high trees are high so that giraffes don’t 
reach them” the nerd  asked her if she knew why black people have thick lips and when she said  
she didn’t know he told her “so that in the heat of Africa they can say “Phew!Phew! Phew! How 
hot it is!” so she heard me talking about your lips and she made the connection”. Seeing how  you 
were looking at her daughter Spring told you “First of all sorry for some Greek, we just were 
saying in Greek only what any  man Greek or non Greek, would not bother to hear…” “You 
mean  Greek men  don’t bother to hear about beautiful lips? I don’t believe it” “Your children 
must love you very much. If I judge by how you look at kids of others I imagine how you look at 
yours” “I’m not married” “Neither am I. I was just talking of your kids” “I don’t have kids either” 
“Sorry. I mean what a pity! I mean  pity for the kids too, who missed such  a father. Some time 
I’ll ask you to tell me what you do with women and you don’t have kids. If you allow me to ask 
you, of course” “Gladly, if  you allow me to answer you, of course” “If you allow me to allow 
you these questions and answers , I can take my student to the fair, and not return before you 
allow me” said the English teacher. This questioning did not happen that evening,  but essentially 
the next two afternoons  you spent on long walks in the fields and beaches in talks where Spring 
really asked you  about your women in America and you really answered her,  with Spring’s 
daughter  and a fellow  student of hers whose mother was an immigrant too and her little kitten 
coming along, as was their habit to do every afternoon that the kids didn’t go to English lessons 
(and, of course, her Mickey came along. When you asked her if it was a similar Mickey like the 
other girl’s you had  seen  she said they were  cousins , that’s why they were similar. Because the 
Mickeys’ mothers , she and her friend, decided to be sisters after that sister’s parents decided to 
move to their birthtown and leave the island). When you had filled her up with your stories with 
women down to “gynaecologist’s  detail” as you call it, she noticed stories with parallel relations 
becoming fewer and fewer and then stopping and then even possibly all stories stopping 
altogether  and asked you if that was true and if it was due to your fear of AIDS due to the 
promiscuity of many of the women you seemed to like or due to the fear of AIDS of many of the 
women who seemed to like you, due to your so easily  advertised promiscuity and also finally 
asked you about what you were doing with women nowadays and you told her that now in the age 
of AIDS you decided to only advertise your wild past in countries without so much AIDS  fear 
and never advertise recent past and you’d rather be counted as having joined the club of jerk-offs 
rubbing their hands in anticipation  of better days now that AIDS fear makes long abstention from 
fucking a sure certificate of AIDSlessness  and a real asset for being desirable and thus even 
propositioned by women among whom one just has to wait for and  select instead of 
propositioning and waiting to be selected” “So you mislead us women by posing as a jerk-off?” 
“No, since advertisers like me never lie or keep anything secret, I have become a real jerk-off. 
I’ve led many women to far out things but I’ve never misled anybody” “And how do you prove to 
a woman you have since long quit fucking for masturbation?” “I tell her to look at my so smooth 
skin. Is that baby face of mine the cheek  skin of  somebody who has been recently staying up all 
night fucking?”. She asked you what you think of the smoothness of her cheek skin and, 
laughing,  she caressed her cheeks. You thought she either wanted to change subject or “Wow! 
You think she wants to tell me “Maybe the way I keep my skin so smooth is the same as your 
way, but you are probably joking while I’m probably serious”” and then she told you ““The way I 
keep my skin so smooth is the same as your way, but you are  joking while I’m  serious” and you 
thought  that either she means it and it’s getting interesting or she’s putting you on and mocks the 
mocking bird to tell you  “if you think you can drive me nuts with your humor I think I can do the 
same to you with mine, let’s see who’ll drive the other crazy first. The bet is on” and in the case 
that this is what she means it’s getting equally interesting, and you  don’t even know which of the 
two possibilities is more interesting, most probably each one is more interesting than the other. 
Next day, her daughter had an English class in the afternoon so you didn’t go for a walk but you 
went to her home after lunch for coffee and  she asked you if you know about Freud’s 
interpretation of dreams because she had looked it up in the village library but the guy who  had 
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checked it out had left  since months and  would not return for some more months and they only 
had Reich’s correspondence with Einstein and Jungian comments on the Pythagoreans while a 
dream she had seen seemed more fit for Freudian analysis, you told her that if it was really 
Freudian  “like the dreams of most women, I mean like the dreams of most women I know, I 
mean of most women who know me, anyway I mean if it has elevators and tunnels and long 
necks of bottles  etc then I’m your type of man , I mean your type of dream interpreter” She told 
you  she had dreamt she  was in an elevator where she frequently dreams she is, but now for the 
first time she was in that with her daughter and the elevator,  after first shrinking and trying to 
squeeze both of them as other times it  had tried to squeeze her , then tried to empty both of them 
to free fall  by starting to open a gap in its floor  but suddenly it stopped on a terrace with a view 
looking like the view from the G-spot bar where she had  worked as a waitress. In it were some 
men playing cards who gave her a look of blasé lewdness in macho style and behind them  was 
somebody lying on a sofa who must have been involved in some kind of accident for he was full 
of gauzes and plaster casts and one  could not see his face since his head was full of gauzes too. 
Her little daughter left her hand and ran and picked a gauze  from the floor and Spring scolded 
her because she thought to herself the wounded, like everybody there, might have AIDS. Then 
she told you “Come on you know about Freudian dreams, tell me what it means” You had already 
started laughing, because you had understood she already knew the dream’s  interpretation but 
out of gentleness she didn’t want to tell you more than you were possibly willing to admit about 
how wounded you were about some things possibly having to do  e.g. with  the reasons you did 
not  have a family if not having a family was not itself wound enough for somebody for whom it 
was obvious how mush he loved kids and to be loved by kids and how much kids would love 
him, so she knew the wounded person of the dream was you even though his face was full of 
gauzes if it was quite full of gauzes and this was not an evasion out of gentleness too, or maybe 
the whole thing  was not  a dream but a fantasy but “wow! What a fantasy!” or not even a fantasy 
but a conscious construct but as Freud himself says to those who say he was making up the 
dreams he writes about, he would have to be a Shakespeare to think up all those dreams, or 
maybe she was trying to seduce you even in a calculated manner  and for purposes that might be 
vulgarly petty but still “Wow! What a sublime vulgarity and what grand pettiness! How 
challenging to conquer the non calculating part of a woman who is calculating in this sort of 
way!”, anyway in some seconds you swam through and past this kind of suspicion shit too, and 
just said that the wounded symbolized you and the dream as a whole symbolized her fear that if 
she made love with you who had so  wide an erotic life until so recently in US  she might get 
AIDS and also infect her daughter. She answered “If you do understand all that then why, Mr Big 
Ego, don’t you do any of the propositioning and let me do the whole of it?” “But it was I who 
propositioned you first” “Oh, yeah? When?” “Why do you think I was going on and on with all 
those sex stories with so many details? I was only asking myself  out loud how we would both 
look  in case there happened between us  some things in which you reminded me of these women 
and they reminded me of you even before I met you, OK, you might say that this I could have 
also said to any other woman that  I know, but neither is this bad , nor exact since  I was also 
asking myself, but not loud since I can’t know, how  it would feel  between  us in things you did 
not remind me of any other woman nor any other reminded me you,  of course  you might say 
that this  could have also been said to any other woman that I don’t know but…   ” “Don’t worry, 
I take both of the above as equally gentle compliments.  I don’t take my similarity to other 
women as belittling , at least the fact that I too like you proves to me that they had a taste as good 
as mine, or as bad, in case both me and them fall  for this style of propositioning that you have 
only through some  shortcoming of ours.  Also, since I have very   little erotic experience, when 
you were asking yourself out loud how the  things you already knew would be between us and 
wondered silently about how things you didn’t know would be between us , I only wondered 
silently about  the latter since to me were unknown both your known and your unknown things. 
So why have something against those other women even if I fall for you due to my inexperience 
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and it is unknown to me if I will also like you for any other reason like for example all those 
positive things I thought about you for the way you were talking about that gran’pa and the 
fisherman in the dance or the way you were looking at my daughter? Anyway , either I caught 
from you the habit of talking too much, or too fast , or of thinking too loud, or of thinking too 
much. And…” “Either you’re a fast learner or catcher, or you are like me in the first place”  “But 
this doesn’t make me your type of woman nor makes you my type of man. Right? What opinion 
do experienced people have on this issue? Similarity in this matter is the root of attraction or of 
repulsion? Don’t answer yet, I had another question that you interrupted me on. Since when dates 
this so fatal attraction of yours to me, I mean this so fatal asking yourself loud or silently and in 
my presence or in my absence about  what fucking images would unfold between us and how 
fucking like them would feel to us? ” “Since the first moment I saw you in your friend’s house 
when you came  and emptied in the sink all our alcohol and then your little angel came to find 
you. Do I have the feeling you want to mirror to me my way of propositioning you was a little 
like a cold and mechanical recipe?” “I don’t even know that. Maybe it’s me who is being cold 
and mechanical in the way I fall for it because I don’t have any other option to fill in the gaps of 
my erotic education and erotic life as completely as I expect to fill them with a teacher like 
you”…(Maybe the expected next “fatal” step would have taken  place there and then if, on  top of 
some cold vibes we have seen among the rest,  they didn’t also have the concern that their little 
angel would be back from English class any minute, maybe also, that particular day nothing  
more “fatal” would ever take place anyway because they would sit back until the overfrank and  
loud thinking and self mirroring and mutual mirroring etc appeared to them  silly and needless 
and until it would be forgotten in a few hours under the smile , sweetness, expectation and 
hotness of the inviting and expecting horizons one felt in the presence of the other (and also it 
would   appear silly and needless under the inputs from the life outside them )…OK, the rest  of 
the story should not be said in the second person that  we saw in its  beginning as recounted to the 
drummer’s brother by his friend who had learned all that by heart through endless repetition, on 
the one hand because the drummer’s brother himself picked on certain things and continued them 
in first person  to repeat or add something missing, or because they would be added by him only 
much later when everything would have fallen  back in place (or first time in place)  or was never 
going to be said by him and could only be conjectured or invented by anybody who felt there was 
any reason to do that… 
313-324 
…(OK, the rest of the story should not be said in the second person that  we saw in its beginning 
as recounted to the drummer’s brother by his friend who had learned all that by heart through 
endless repetition…)… Next day parallelly and independently, Spring asked for baby sitting help 
from her friend the wife of nerd’s friend , and the drummer’s brother asked from his friend the 
nerd’s friend the leave to ask Spring to ask  his wife’s baby sitting help to help him and Spring to 
spend their first night together and the couple borrowed a DVD player from school and looked up 
all cartoon form  tales in DVD’s they had at times found in newspapers and were saving for a 
nephew , a niece, and  a God child they had just in case they showed up for vacation, borrowed a 
“Monopoly” game, and also using as pretext a difficult chapter in history that could be better 
understood through “Classics illustrated” they invited Spring’s daughter for a “small local 
excursion as preparation for an outdoors excursion in summer too”, and she considered all this 
explanation  enough, especially when coupled with the feeling kids have that more than 
classroom touch with a current or future teacher of theirs is something very special because to 
them teachers are like actors since they share two worlds, one world  where like everybody else 
they have a personal life and as much or as little floor and attention to say opinions to others, and 
another world too where , like actors they have a floor to say things  that are not exactly theirs but 
attract attention and respect even more than if they were theirs and some of that shine stays with 
the quite  common part of their life too (of course kids don’t say all those words about  it, they  
just feel something else too about teachers and  that’s it). Another preparation the nerd’s friend 
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made  or rather another   precaution he  took for Spring’s sake was that , just in case the 
drummer’s brother also wanted to play werewolf with Spring (he himself had not seen that 
particular Nicholson film just in case it had something in common with the “Shining”? 
“Lightning”? whatever was the title of that shit) he told him of a friend of his in the Army who on 
first sex date always carried three surprise-roses with him , one for each stage, all hidden and not 
visible  until the time they were due. This the drummer’s brother liked a lot and he said “Oh, 
that’s right! Where’s the village florist or the village rose garden? ” but didn’t ask what three 
stages they were talking about, anyway when he reached her house and gave her the first rose the 
other two became visible and she said laughing both with the one she was offered and with the 
others retained “so tonight you have other sex dates too after ours ?”, this had a sequel to other 
non expected  stages of that night but let’ s not rush the story, let’s get back to where we were  the 
previous evening with interpretation of that dream (about the elevator , the possible AIDS, the 
gauzes etc) and the discussion with those cold vibes too.  That  night the “fatal” did not take place 
but that night the two soon-on-this-screen lovers each had a dream. He dreamt of her , let’s not 
say in what posture, yet  not naked but wearing a green dress , very cool because it was very thin , 
or even gossamer yet not revealing, and also very spacious allowing cool breezes pass sweetly 
from everywhere on her body to everywhere else on her body. And its green’s hue was such that 
made her seem dressed by just foliage, not in the sense it covered only what fig leaves covered in 
Eve , since as we said she was dressed, not naked, in the whole dream, but in the sense that it 
gave the feeling that all the pores of her body felt both to her and to her beholder like what the 
rose under the fig leaf felt to Eve and to Eve’s beholder. At about the same time Spring (whose 
present pseudonym  would be due to a large extent to the above dream of the drummer’s brother 
and to an even larger extent to the effect that we are going to see she had in his life, if it was not 
used as name for her since much much earlier) had  the following dream: She had gone to a 
funeral where the dead in an open coffin was wearing a white suit like the ones that  in films are 
worn by ambassadors  in British colonies etc  (he was not wearing any  wide brim white semi-
spherical hat  like Stanley and Livingston, nor any Panama hat etc but maybe he did hold that thin 
reed-like cane) suddenly the dead woke up and jumped out of the coffin and down on the ground 
and all started laughing very happy for his being alive and he said in a very wide and carefree 
smile “What  a funny joke! Did you seriously think I looked dead?” Spring awoke suddenly and  
realized she was very horny but when she headed for what would not impair her skin’s freshness 
in  wearing-and-tearing all niters (she did mean what she had said about the reason her skin was 
smooth and fresh, it was no mere snappy answer) she realized that masturbation was maybe 
giving her the proverbial  cold shoulder of a betrayed lover,  or at any rate  she could not 
concentrate so as to remain focused on the fantasy that since a long time, stereotypically, worked 
for her as the beginning of any other fantasy and as a fuse (slow or quick) of any other explosion 
too, namely she could not concentrate so as to remain focused on the figure of Jack Nicholson  in 
“The Witches of Eastwick”  when, dressed in a robe and lying on his stomach on his double bed 
and looking at Cher who was standing at the bedroom’s door, was propositioning her directly and 
unmistakably like  “Are you out of your mind? Are you going to say no to being fucked by a cock 
which is having a hardon  at you as  horny as the one my cock has for you this moment? What 
can possibly have such an importance for you that would make you renounce the fucking  I would 
give you in the way you see I would?”(Saying that  he was also moving his hips in all ways that  
he would move them if he really had her under him so that she would make no mistake she had  
really heard it and her ears  had not mistaken for it something else) OK, so Spring realized that 
masturbation was giving her the cold shoulder and so went back to sleep, and she dreamt that a 
friend of hers in Athens who had lots and lots of experiences with men and whom she had as an 
idol in erotic matters and whose life she considered  as enviable for,  among other things,  still 
having a mother who could be a baby sitting gran’ma for her unmarried daughter’s daughter  (so 
there were practical problems too, not just AIDS fear. And she was counting every now and then 
in how many years her daughter would become 13?14?15? and wondered at which age she could 
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leave her alone at night if she had  a chance and a reason to do that, and so her friend  had not lost 
her youth like when Spring  gave birth to her daughter and had not particularly great  support 
from her daughter’s father, but that’s another whole story, maybe another time) so she dreamt that 
her erotically experienced friend fucked with the drummer’s brother and that next morning she 
was telling her “But what a man you introduced me to! He gave me the hell of an all fucking niter 
last night, he stuck it in at eleven p.m.  and took it out at four a.m., I came so many  fucking times  
I could not feel I had a cunt anymore, he turned my vagina inside out I’m telling you, and when 
he saw  I was filled up to the ears with orgasms and couldn’t take anymore  he started 
masturbating in front of me. This I just hadn’t seen any man doing before and I got horny again 
and not only did I take it again but I was screaming for more”. She woke up again and said to 
herself some analog of the proverbial expression “We stand aside for the real poet to pass” 
replacing poet by poetress and  thought to herself she had a duty to invite her friend to the island 
to introduce her to her Nicholson because  she thought this would chase away clouds of sad 
thoughts like “well, other people meet  Mr Right too late and others,  like me, meet him too early, 
like I just did. When will my daughter become 15?be it14 or even 13?”, as if introducing her 
Nicholson to her friend could be a happy thought now that … “Oh, my God am I completely  
stupid? For God’s sake!” she tried to see if masturbation would again show her the cold shoulder 
and she suddenly (and expectedly possibly) saw in the place of Nicholson the drummer’s brother 
but she did not at all feel like continuing the trial or even like wasting a single minute on thinking  
if her dream with her friend was partly influenced by what her own Nicholson had told her about 
being an active jerk-off nor did she feel like wasting a single minute on  wondering if all he had 
told her was coming from mere coincidence,  or from immense social experience,  or from 
immense Casanova-like intuition on where exactly to hit in her for a bull’s eye, or from immense 
not intuition but convincingness that all these things are so beautiful that they are worth coming 
true, or from telepathy, or from synchronicity , or from similarity, or from answer to her prayers,  
or from, all too simply, frankness of that kind which frequently leads to the creation of the  most 
beautiful  coincidences  and opportunities that nod to you to get them by the hair or by the horns 
or by whatever else, OK, so Spring tried again to see if masturbation would give her the cold 
shoulder and when in place of her previous Nicholson the original she saw her real own 
Nicholson the non original she lost all interest in  checking  anything about masturbation’s cold or 
even hot shoulder, all interest in answering , or even asking all the above questions or even asking  
if the questions  existed at all, and also lost all sense of duty to invite her friend and introduce to 
her  her own real copy of Nicholson but she would be happy  to introduce to her the original 
Nicholson if she ever got a chance. Her blues had gone (along with a starting project to see how 
many baby sitting nights per acquaintance she would need to do how many fucks per week until 
how many years from now her daughter, who was sleeping in the next room,  would reach how 
many years above ten) and what had come was a humming of a Stevie Wonders song she could 
not remember all the words of and was going like “I just called to say I love you, I just called to 
say how much I care …hhm..mhmhm hum ….and I mean it from the bottom of my heart” . 
Suddenly she realized that she, too, had once realized that her experienced friend  found 
something to envy in her but she had never dared to believe she was the target of any envy since 
she felt she lacked so much of what people do envy and since it would make her feel very angry 
to her friend for nor even sparing one enviable thing for somebody as deprived while she herself 
had so many enviable things and experiences anyway. Her friend had called , when she had 
learned  from some anarchic newspapers that the models for Tom Robbins’ Amanda, drummer 
and Plucky were in such  and such island  since quite some time, and asked Spring if she had ever 
seen them, and when Spring said that Amanda and her were friends she said “Oh, tell me more 
about it, how is she as a character? Is she in the  style we know her from the book or is the book 
character more like a creation of Tom Robbins?” . Before ending the call she said “Well, I won’t 
come over there to meet her. I’ll be disappointed. It seems I  admire more a creation or Tom 
Robbins than the model. The person you described to me is so average, almost mediocre, I bet 
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that story with the blowjob to the gypsy is pure Tom Robbins too…” (oh, just in case someone 
doesn’t know that really remarkable and really indicative story, Amanda well before 15 went to a 
gypsy passing from her village and asked him to palm-read her character. He said “Well, if I do 
that you will have taken something from me, but what will I have taken from you? You don’t 
have money to give me , do you?” “I don’t have money to give you but I can give you a blowjob” 
Amanda said. After finishing her prepayment he took her palm and read on it “You are the kind 
of person that to learn something about her character would do anything”) Anyway, Spring was 
feeling so good about everything that she even felt like finding a reason to feel good toward  her 
friend toward whom she had only five minutes ago, after whole years,  found the reason and the 
clarity and the courage to feel angry to, so she remembered a fun remark  she had also  told her 
and laughed in the dark by herself and everything was forgiven and in the back of her mind she 
sent a kiss to her Jack and said “all this is due to you my Jackie,  you,  you,  you, my,  my, my… 
and I mean it from the bottom of my heart,  I just called to say I love you, I just called to say how 
much I care …hhm..mhmhmh” (and she didn’t know if she was singing it to her Jackie or to her 
so keen to sound “thinking cockily” (or, more precisely, cocksuckily) friend, oh, the OK- kind-of- 
funny remark of her friend, immediately  after the Tom Robbins story,  was “English is the only 
language where blowjobs are given, in all other languages they are taken or done as pipes or 
clarinets,  this must be why they also have the joke “Suck  you idiot! Blow is just a figure of 
speech” OK, I’m confused, the word blow plays a role too. I hope I won’t blow into my smoking 
pipe  next time..”) Then the euphoria of reconciliation-and-vigilance-in-the-dark that she felt took 
another form: She started humming a Greek song of Hatjidakis having as lyrics a prose paragraph 
of Kazantzakis about a wet dream dreamt by the wife of a fat grocer who, in her dream,  walks in  
a beautiful orchard (like it was also going to be an orchard in a poem that dawned on her and she 
dedicated the morning after the next night to her lover-to-be in-less-than-24 hours and it was also 
going to be an orchard in a another poem , or rather song , that he would dedicate to her at the 
same time (and that orchard song was the same that Plucky had dedicated and sang in his own 
translation, not the drummer’s, to Amanda, the last time they made love by that bench among the 
trees)) OK, Spring  was humming the lyrics about the wet dream of  the wife of a fat grocer who, 
in her dream,  walks in  a beautiful orchard,  not at the side of her fat husband  sleeping next to 
her but at the side of a moustached martyr of the revolution whom  however he sees completely 
and solely as a sex idol. Humming that too in the dark she suddenly remembered Nicholson the 
original in “The Postman Always Rings Twice” and her first thought was that it was rude and 
unfair and ungrateful and heartless  to drop such a sex symbol who had for so many years gifted 
her with such richly voluptuous images, and  inspirations and such skin-smoothness-preserving 
yet quite hot and intense silent and whispered pleasures in the dark. Suddenly there came to her 
mind a story she had heard about her daughter’s friend who held in her arms the other Mickey, 
the cousin of her daughter’s Mickey, and the time when in her school’s bazaar she had put him on 
sale but only fifteen minutes later , before anybody else bought him, she had already sold  a book 
of hers and with that money, and full of guilt, she had bought back her Mickey. Spring, equally 
filled with guilt too, and in agony and relief that in fifteen minutes anything could have happened 
but thank  God it had not happened, thought to herself that she would never have  waited for so 
many minutes and would even borrow to buy him back sooner and so, still full of guilt and agony 
at the ticking of the passing minutes,  she whispered to Nicholson the original “OK, Jack, you 
know who I meant when I was singing about the fatso, and sure you were no fatso”, thought to 
herself that fortunately her new love’s name was not really Jack, and whispered to Nicholson the 
original “You’ll always be to me “THE Jack, the one and only” avoiding to tell him, though,  
whom she saw when she sang about  the sex idol of the fatso-grocer’s wife, but when she said 
that to herself she caught herself do starting to masturbate with the thought it was just a goodbye 
fuck with her past lover that she should not give up unfinished but just had to finish quickly 
because her new lover was waiting, not to be brought to mind as in a waiting list of such virtual 
lovers, of course, but as reality in person to be honored by giving up this long habit and addiction 
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etc etc OK, coming quickly turned out to be no problem  because when she thought to herself it 
was a goodbye fuck with her old Jack that she did owe him she came immediately and with such 
a flutter as never before and with such a sigh that  she heard her daughter turn in her bed , 
something which had not happened with any previous intercourse between the magician of 
Eastwick and her (in the role of Cher or of Michelle Pfeiffer or of Susan Sarandon, or all three, or 
she herself  participating in their orgies as a sex apprentice or sex slave or as an equal who had 
promoted the foursome to a five-some or as an apprentice gradually demoting her rivals to sex 
slaves to her and Jack)  then , when fleetingly the thought passed through her throbbing mind 
that, on the one hand,  it had turned out that the information on her daughter’s fellow student 
having put  her Mickey on sale even for fifteen minutes was incorrect, it was another very old 
doll of hers she had put on sale but the information about buying her back was indeed true, and 
also after that she had put that doll next to her Mickey and treated them both equally lovingly, 
and, on the other hand (the thought passed through her throbbing mind too) that a quick goodbye 
fuck to a past lover may well be not a fuck addressed and dedicated to  him but, as well, dedicated  
to the new lover (or even completely to the new) she felt not guilty at old Jack  but absolutely 
exculpated and angrily and aggressively she told to him “and OK, suppose  his name was Jack 
too. So what, Jack? So fucking what?” and added cuttingly and emphatically and shouting at the 
top of the intensity one can shout before whisper becomes regular voice, “Jack! Jack! Jack!” 
which fired three so strong throbs to her cunt that she came again with a,  not at all whispered but 
almost all the way to the next room distinctly heard, sigh and so suddenly , that the only thing her 
fingers  had time to do was to follow the palms they belonged to as they were crossing  
themselves one over the other cupping her cunt without having to add anything more, and so 
strongly that the usual flutter of her thighs or legs or hips became  a raising of her back and waist 
off her bed and then a  thudding fall back on it and then a raising which first  folding  her was 
followed by a  turn to her  side making her fall back  curled and stay there with cupped cunt and 
only half conscious but rather much more than just half full with pleasure, until with a smile in 
the dark she unfolded , first lazily then full of passion and wakefulness and, face up and  looking 
at the ceiling she could not see and with hands tied behind her neck,  she realized that the reason 
she had seen Nicholson in “The Postman always etc.” and not Eastwick’s Nicholson as she used 
to, was that  she had not yet said goodbye and had not reconciled herself with that someone who 
had more or less very little (but not none whatsoever ) relation to her erotic  spasms. With, some,  
starting guilt again (for the role she had seen him in  the film or in the humming of that  wet 
dream song) and with equal final exculpation as with her previous Jack, she said to  the father of 
her daughter or, more precisely, she said to the, whether precise or not, copy of him she had 
within her (and probably was as precise or imprecise copy of the original as precise or imprecise 
was also her original film-Nicholson of the even more original  Nicholson who was not a 
magician in Eastwick but somebody who had cultivated the talent  to give this feeling, too,  in 
actors’ studio or some other school like that) “It’s not that you were all the time jealous of me, 
without then having yet a reason to since I was not looking at other men like I do now, it’s not 
that you were not  a good father when you even thought our daughter was not yours and did not 
help me  with raising her as a  baby  when I said I did not want to marry you, later you became 
such a good, be it  Sunday-or-even-less-frequent, father that our daughter does adore you. It’s not 
that you were a fatso either, after all it was not fat but muscles, and even if it was fat like in my 
father whom I loved so much, I’m not like the brainless who take their standard from TV, I’m a 
Freudian who thinks  that if so many fat fathers and fat brothers give happiness vibes to their 
daughters and sisters then these girls when they grow up won’t have anything against fatsos in 
their pursuit of happiness. It’s that you also had  a very bad similarity with my father which I did 
not realize soon enough or I would  not to get involved and engaged with you at all. OK, I wasn’t 
like those brainless I said but I was a brainless all the same who thought that just because your 
size was not fat but muscles was difference enough from my father and was food enough for both 
my sex fantasies and sex needs. My father would hide or throw away my books because he was a 
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traditional family man who thought girls should only be educated in what would  help them to 
better serve their husbands. You told me you would do the same with my books after marriage 
both because you were a traditional man and also because you were jealous of something I was 
drawing from them, you didn’t say that exactly like that but you had really understood it. It was 
all my fault that I was already pregnant with you when I realized all that but there’s nothing 
worse or better , nothing more or less , about our problems” Then Spring slept in peace or maybe 
she lay awake all night but so sweetly and soothingly, that in the morning she looked and felt as if 
she had deeply slept and rested (like the “sleepless young girls secretly staying up in their 
bedsheets  at nights to listen to loves’ miracles” as the poet would put it) or as if she had 
whispered or even said loud a couple of times (and maybe it was not just “as if …”, maybe she 
really did whisper or even said loud  a couple of times. And if not that night then she for sure said 
this some nights later as she was falling to sleep  in the arms of her lover) the quite common 
phrase “how sweet life is!” and the phrase “life is so sweet and death is such a blackness” that it 
doesn’t take reading a national poet to read in order to say  since after all he was reading it (and 
putting it in back there) in the lips of common people who did not just say it because they had 
heard it from national poet!) and maybe , she would also whisper or even say loud that night 
already (and for sure  would whisper  and say  loud the following nights on her (or rather their) 
bed of orgies with all reasons of the world added to) the verse  “night that is full of miracles, 
night full of spells of magic” (maybe paraphrased to “night that is full of Nicholson, night full of 
spells of magic”) which a great national pornographer had written for a night of orgies in his great 
ocean liner of orgies borrowing it from the same national poet for whom probably he would be 
saying during the borrowing “was it a spook who wrote this line that  soothes our life’s wildest 
urge raging?” (honoring two poets with one paraphrase and also adding his own verse “they  
made into a verve for life/ their fear of death and blackness”) So the next day they both asked 
their friends, parallelly and independently as we said, for that baby sitting (each considering that 
all the prerequisite propositioning between them themselves had already taken place (had it?) and 
without, of course,  the thought occurring to either of them that the propositioning for baby sitting 
they would do to their friends might have anything but a most positive response, and also without 
either of them thinking that the other was also propositioning their  friends about the same, and 
that their friends would never imagine, before they learned them better,  that the two parallel baby 
sitting propositionings to third parties  were being made by two persons who did not finally really 
know whether  they had really ever  propositioned or been propositioned something to or by each 
other, since OK, they did talk about who propositioned first etc but they had not yet touched each 
other even for a handshake because  when Spring came to the English teacher’s house she 
immediately got hold of the two bottles of alcohol they were using to empty them in the sink 
before they realize what she was up to, and when the surprised English teacher introduced  them 
to each other, the surprised magician-of-Eastwick-soon-to-be instead of shaking the hand of 
Spring had just shaken the neck of the bottle she was holding, so their first touch, still to be, 
would be a rather already  advanced form of handshake (but probably more characteristic of them 
both as mutual introduction and, of course,  as “pleased to meet you”). The night after next not 
even a baby sitting arrangement had to be made since they all slept under the same roof like a 
family , a slight problem just showed up when their  little angel told him “maybe you would 
prefer  to use my bed instead of mom’s if you knew that she has a bad habit , she sometimes rocks 
in her sleep as if she were a baby and somebody was rocking her cradle, who knows maybe she 
dreams she is a baby although she never remembers her dream in the morning, but if she starts 
rocking then anybody sleeping next to her stays up, even me, but since I’m more used to it maybe 
I can manage to sleep, so if she starts rocking wake me up , we’ll exchange beds. Oh by the way, 
I’m not sending you away, but why don’t you sleep in your own house? Has your landlord thrown 
you out? But why you both keep laughing so much? Mom, are you really translating what I’m 
telling him or you just say jokes to each other and you say them in English so that I don’t hear 
them? ”.The day after this night, after studying with her mom for the classes  of the next day and 
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with him for the English lessons, she was playing so much with him  that every time her mom 
nodded to him that she wanted him to come over to tell him something, if he took more than five 
minutes to return to whatever they had been  playing she would shout to her mom “Come on 
mom! It’s my turn! He’s not yours to have him more time than the others” but when at some 
point she saw his hand on her cheek, she ran between them, pushed him back, rushed and stuck 
herself to her bosom , put her arms  tightly around her and as her mom put her arms around her 
too she, without even looking back to see him , pointed  her right arm in his direction and 
gestured to him with that movement with which  kids say e.g. “I have an ice cream and you don’t, 
and it  also tastes great and, just because you are you and I am me  be as jealous as you deserve to 
be, and envy me as much as I deserve to be envied”, which brought to both grownups a fit of 
laughter as incomprehensible to us too, for the time being, as it was for the little female Dennis 
the Menace at the time. In a few days  a  Monday holiday attached to the weekend made many 
people plan a short vacation and some neighbors would be going to the town where her dad 
worked, and they took her with them to spend the long holiday with him. Before leaving, after 
arduous playing with our friend the drummer’s brother (this was his name in the village, at least it 
was shorter than  his full name “Amanda’s  drummer’s brother”) to the last minute, she made him 
promise (both the order to promise and the promise were  half through pantomime half through 
translation by her mom) that while she would be away he would not caress  her mom’s cheeks, let 
alone kiss them, and if need arose for a kiss, e.g. he might want to kiss her back if she kissed him 
for some big reason, he could only kiss her in the forehead, and  what could be a big reason? e.g. 
he might have his birthday during the holiday, by the way did he?, but he should not kiss her for 
non major wishes, and thus Merry Christmas, Happy New Year, Happy  Easter, should more than 
suffice him for a year, and, OK, on the namesdays  and birthdays of all three of them, too, of 
course, but that would be it, and also the kiss on the forehead should not be a long kiss, then it 
was time to go and she told him “I don’t kiss you because you had sweated as we were playing 
and you smell and if I get some of that smell my dad might wonder where I got it, and I love my 
dad very much, you know”. Spring asked her if she considers him able to be a good father himself 
and she answered: “No , because he plays with others’ kids too  much and  if he had kids of his 
own they would be jealous. That’s why I play with him so much, so that he studies with me and 
learns how to behave to kids and then go to make his own and play with them” and simply 
walked away with her little suitcase leaving them both speechless before they fell down on the 
floor to roll with roaring laughter and on each other. OK, their little devil of an angel, left them to 
continue from wherever they were,  let us  go back to continue from where we were,  from their  
night after the night with his Eve-like dream with Spring, and Spring’s dream with the colonialist 
rising from his coffin laughing goodheartedly and her subsequent  wakefulness  to already hear so 
many of “love’s miracles”, i.e. let’s  continue from  where a baby sitting arrangement did have to 
be made. Spring  had a  fit of wakefulness that night too: Suddenly she awoke  next to sleeping 
Jack so wakeful as if her bodily functions had given her an imperative to go quickly to the toilet  
and she even did. But it had nothing to do with that . She came back and entered the bed in 
darkness, not even touching her sleeping Jack. She was not even  hearing his breath whereas she 
frequently could hear her daughter’s breath from the next  room. Then she realized that what 
woke her up was not any other bodily flood but  a flood of sweetness entering every pore of her 
body even as she just lay face up with her hands tied behind her neck looking at the ceiling that 
she could not see in the blackness and next to a Jack that she didn’t even touch or hear. She felt 
her wakefulness was due to  a need not to miss any minute of that flood of sweetness, like people 
stay awake to see rains of falling stars when they take place.  Yet she felt this Jack so familiar and 
so hers that  she thought that if what kept her awake was the worry   she might never feel so sweet 
again in which case  she should stay up while it lasted in order  not to miss any minute of it, then 
she’d rather go back to sleep by arguing to herself “Come on, tomorrow will be a God’s day, too, 
sleep now and you’ll feel equally well tomorrow if not even better, you won’t miss the rain”. 
Then she felt this was a rather prosaic explanation because her wakefulness did continue although 
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she did not feel any worry she might lose Jack or she might run out of sweetness floods and rains. 
She whispered in the dark “how sweet life is” which, at least in self-aware wakefulness,  she had 
not whispered to herself for many-many  years and which she did remember herself whispering to 
herself  as a little girl in  very low voice so as not to be heard by the grownups, and it was when 
in the summer all people in her village postponed sleep for  well after midnight because they took 
their chairs (she liked to take a little chair, almost stool size, so as to be looking at the grownups 
from below and to thus  see them as even bigger) to sit outside their doorways , supposedly to 
stand the heat but also to either hear from each other  stories that they had told many times or to 
enjoy silence because both the stories and the silence felt different under the starshine and among 
the sounds of  night nature around them. In other words  Spring was lying  face up with her hands 
tied behind her neck in the darkness  just to feel the sweetness and promise she felt pouring 
through her every pore of body and soul from the palpitating silence around her. She thought to 
herself  that this was how Eve may  have felt in Paradise (and fleetingly wondered if there was an 
expression like “reborn virgin” , not in the sense of reborn Christian , let alone in the sense of 
regaining for her Valentine what she had so much lamented not losing as much as her 
experienced  friend had lost, but in the sense of being ready for her virginal  fuck  with all the  
pores of her body as Eve was ready for her first fuck in Paradise with her one and only cunt . But 
wouldn’t the next  be the second fuck? Our self-considered inexperienced friend thought to 
herself “This wake must be the one for which the experienced have said “No matter how many 
times a woman fucks one night, she is again a virgin when she wakes up”. Then she thought that 
what was entering her pores even came, so-to-speak, from the heaven and skies and galaxies like 
in those summer nights of her childhood,  and to enter the room, and from there to her body and 
soul, it would  drizzle in from every pore of the plaster on the walls and ceiling just like ordinary 
humidity could drizzle from the surrounding air to the air inside a house’s walls and ceiling , at 
this she turned to her side and curled up like her daughter curled in the next room all other nights 
but this. She remembered that very frequently when she wanted something good to be happening 
in her life and to  give her a trace of the taste of those summers under the sky she would wait for 
her daughter to go to sleep and would then go sit next to her in the dark silence to just hear her 
breathing, like so many mothers do as she had read , or even some fathers do, but most of male 
breath-listeners prefer to listen to their sleeping wife’s breathing the statistics concluded, also she 
felt better if she thought that  her presence made her daughter sleep better like she felt better 
seeing the grownups as bigger looking at them from her little stool, all that was a mixture of  her 
own thoughts or feelings and of loans from analyses in books and magazines, anyway in that 
position she felt she would do go to sleep, since maybe it was that lying face up with hands tied 
behind her neck made her too open to what the universe had to pour in,  and its  so great  
sweetness  just kept her awake, if we can judge this by the fact that even as she was lying, the 
previous night,  curled, and a flood of Eastwick orgy scenes rushed into her mind’s stage but 
happening with her new Jack even if the previous Jack’s  three other lovers  still participated in 
both high and low roles (scenes originating not from the film itself, since it was not any hardcore 
film, nor from any adult movies or DVDs which her life did not give her many opportunities to 
see, but from her experienced friend’s fluent and most detailed accounts) she said to herself “I do 
love every single obscene scene out of all those but saying  “I love you” to my Jack or to anybody 
I would love,  could take place only if I have opened my legs too  to him lying on my back. 
Maybe that’s why the experienced  call it “the missionary position”,  maybe this  opening to a 
room’s darkness and to the sky’s darkness around the room and to the man who loves you and 
fucks you like that is so sacred that one’s bed doesn’t just feel like that little stool on which I was 
sitting in front of  our house’s doorway  but like an altar, and you  feel man  like a priest on a 
mission from God  to make that syrup-humid grace from heaven drizzle in you more literally and 
more sweetly and I do hope for his sake that he too can feel this  same sweetness that  I feel , with 
all the pores of his body and soul,  through the drizzling from my cunt’s flesh around his cock if 
not through what’s pouring from the walls and the warm darkness” She felt aching from an 
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overdose of sweetness,  one dose  coming in now and one registering belatedly from their 
lovemaking,  and one  from sweetness-to-come when they would resume it, and she felt burning  
from the minutes or hours -to-intervene between being burned and  cooled by it  again, (minutes 
or hours depending on whether she would wake Jack or not) yet she also wanted to remain as she 
was a  little longer. She felt as if being pulled even by the hair to turn lying on her back and  
whisper, in the darkness,  to that  priest-on-mission in missionary position over her “I love you 
Jack ” and to whisper back to herself  on his behalf too “I love you too” and she remembered that 
she had not said that to her new Jack in their  missionary position just a while ago, and she also 
realized that she had never said that to her previous Jack  and she also thought  to herself “this is 
the only thing I would never  masturbate about ,  maybe because such realities are really sacred , 
maybe just because it’s the only scene  which  even a woman  as inexperienced as me knows that  
if it is a fantasy it feels very different from how it feels if it’s real. Besides, maybe the reason I 
had never said it to the other Jack although I burned  so much to say it is that  being  burned by 
horniness after a point becomes  almost as pleasurable as being burned by coming. But who 
knows? Maybe now  I’ll change my upshots and bottom lines, I’m still so inexperienced,  a mere 
beginner, as a matter of fact  until last night  I was not even a beginner” Then she calmly did go 
to sleep. When her  eyes opened again Jack was himself wakeful but it was not complete darkness 
and so he was looking at her rather than  at the ceiling. Maybe what woke him up was a kind of 
self rocking that Spring had not told him she sometimes did in her sleep as her daughter next 
night would warn him about. This in the dark, when he realized she was doing it still sleeping,  
and her breath in the dark too, and her dawning whiteness gradually emerging from what felt like 
the proverbial surrounding  warm and humid blackness that poets write about, all helped the 
sweetness that would probably keep him wakeful too as it registered in his soul honeydrop by 
honeydrop (or bit by bit as PC freaks would put it,  or as hormones or whatever  entered his blood 
drop by drop as endocrinologists would put it) OK everything about Spring helped his 
wakefulness  to “launch him to an orbit around her” as a so widely sung lyric goes. When her  
eyes opened she was just very happy to see him look  just very happy to see her like that in the 
half darkness and among the usual smooching sounds of such good mornings she told him of her 
wakefulness in the dark next to him and some of the stream that had passed from her 
consciousness before going back to sleep and asked him if such things happen only to women and 
only if they are inexperienced. To express how deeply and sweetly touched  he was by what he 
was hearing he hid behind a humorous display of immodesty and told her that all that her 
wakefulness meant was how much she liked the man sleeping at her side or, “more  modestly put, 
and more in the wording of columns giving advice to housewives”, her wakefulness was a 
message from her inner self telling  her what promise of sexual harmony and erotic compatibility 
lay ahead for her with her relationship. When she asked him if men don’t get such messages from 
their inner selves, at least not  anymore if they are experienced, he said that on the contrary an 
experienced man like he did take a quite clear message for sexual harmony and erotic 
compatibility lying ahead with this new case of relationship and it was at a quite definite point in 
time. “What was it and when?” “At the moment  I was just past  that little diamond ring and felt 
its click around me” “You mean that that thick ring-like  vein around  the base of your cockheads 
feels to you , men, like a ring in our cunt when you’ve clicked in? And how does an experienced 
man like you explain the fact that the stream of consciousness of an inexperienced woman with 
whom she feels a promise of sexual harmony, does not contain images of the missionary position 
but only contains acrobatic postures?” “Oh, that’s the easiest of all to explain. When we’re in our 
early teens we all do have images of the missionary position all  the time but our imagination  
can’t bridge the gap between the image of us talking with the girl  we want with all our clothes on 
to the image of us being both naked next to each other. Once  we’re there, then  bridging to the 
missionary position seems not much of a problem. Later, there seems to be a problem on how to 
bridge with what you call acrobatic postures and , after that, of course comes the question you’ve 
just asked, how come  the stream of consciousness of  an inexperienced woman only contains 
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images of acrobatic postures with a man with whom she  does feel a promise of sexual harmony 
but  does not contain images of the missionary position with him. But that is two questions , not 
one. We must face them one by one” “Why do I have the feeling we are facing neither of the 
two?” “See what we can do: You can either face the ceiling or close your eyes, whatever makes 
you face more easily that stream of consciousness you’ve just told me about, while I’ll be facing 
as much of you as I can from where my eyes will be as I’ll be licking your cunt and then you   
whisper or say loud to me what  images you see, whether acrobatic or not, whether they relate to 
clit licking or are as different from it or as  similar to it as the acrobatics you had in mind”…Of 
course it would be both difficult and also irrelevant to know when it was the recounting of her 
hard core images in the background of the sensations caused by  his saliva  and his  tongue on her 
clit  and when  it was the  sensations caused by  his saliva  and his  tongue on her clit in the 
background of the recounting of her  hard core images, that in a while were causing her sudden 
sighs sometimes through inhaling and sometimes through exhaling, and also sometime deep  and 
sometimes short and cut, and sometimes causing her  tightenings and sometimes spasms in her 
stomach muscles or in her thighs, sometimes flutterings in her thighs or legs and hips again as in 
her erotic monologs or foldings of her waist and raisings, and then thuddings back on her mattress 
like her particular monolog the previous night, or her, sometimes moanings to stop and 
sometimes moanings to go-on-go-on, sometimes burning desires to be fucked in her cunt , 
sometimes burning desires to feel her cunt be even more burned by still not getting fucked,  and 
sometimes burning to have him finger  the horniness which was stretching  her cunt’s  throbbing 
walls  and making it  feel like a drumhead and like a bud ready to burst by burgeoning, but when 
any further touch made her feet soles incontrollably  go up and down banging on the mattress she 
said  very wildly “Fuck me bastard” and after groaning enough she did not feel fainting as she 
had done in the past and also would do in the future after similarly strong sensations, but started 
herself  making real all those acrobatics   she was recounting (“acrobatics” as a synonym of 
“obscene” mainly), with a very special preference for the  enjoyment of a very simple non 
acrobatic and commonplace position that allowed her open legs and thighs and feet soles to 
vibrate very freely, the position of being fucked with her  legs up in the air and her soles facing 
the ceiling,  until suddenly she said to her lover: “By the way,  do you still remember  the good 
old missionary  position? If you have any use for it  at all, I mean, of course” “Yeah, there’s a 
good old four letter word that men can only say  in that position, now that you mention it” “Oh, 
yeah? What other  four letter words besides “fuck” and “suck” does my pervert know? ” “Remind 
me the position and the word will come to me” So Spring lay again  on her back and opened “her  
legs too to him” and after he stuck it in and moved a little but very calmly, he remained 
motionless inside her and said “I love you” “I love you too” “I love you” “I love you”…… 
…….Then she asked him “Are you a mind reader or I  speak in my sleep?” “What do you 
mean?”…(she  explained everything that was going in her stream of consciousness a while ago , 
also everything from the dreams and wakefulness of the night before, but she didn’t mention the 
dream with her experienced friend fucking him and going “Wow! What a man! etc etc” about 
him. When he heard about her thoughts about Eve a while ago, it was his turn to ask her if she 
was a mind reader or if he spoke in his sleep and he told her of the dream he had seen the 
previous night in which she was  wearing a  Paradise-green dress as if it were a foliage dress 
made for Eve etc. etc. but she turned not green but all red, and not for one reason only, when she 
asked about her body language in this dream and he told her about a posture which bridged her 
previous life with her acrobatics a while ago by just combining them , since when she asked him 
“If you are not making it up by hindsight then how do you explain it by what you knew  about me 
when you saw this dream?” he answered “Well, the way you had told me you preserved  your 
skin’s freshness is half of that body language, about the other half, I’m not the only one to have 
noticed how beautiful lips you have, your English teacher friend and your daughter also noticed 
it”. When she asked him if her derivation of the name “missionary position” was exact or was due 
to her lack of erotic experiences he told her that if a real  missionary of God had heard her 
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explanation then he would  call her wakefulness neither “post fuck euphoria” , as far  the previous 
fuck was concerned, nor “prefuck  euphoria”, with regard to the next  fuck coming, he would not 
call even last night’s wakefulness “euphoria” ,  nor “masturbation euphoria” or “fuck anticipation 
euphoria” but would call all of them just “prayer” and also told her that that the motives 
experienced lovers would, rather correctly,  attribute to the missionaries they had in mind were so 
uninteresting that he would rather not spend even half  a minute explaining them instead of 
devoting  that minute , too, to their promenade among wonders and miracles where her vibes 
were leading him. Feeling with such certainty and sweetness all this familiarity between them,  
they felt like really taking a honeymoon to explore  each other’s body for hours each day and to 
explore each other’s soul and life for days and weeks, as all people do, but since their angel who 
had been tricked to opt for a night immigration would return for a kiss before going to school  and 
would be very surprised to see him there,  the first installment  of the  honeymoon between other 
duties had to be postponed until the next night and our friend had to  smooch off and Spring had 
to prepare for some of her jobs for the day.   Our friend who had no duties to attend to   sat down 
to prepare a surprise for Spring which not only surprised her and filled her with both immense 
pleasure and enthusiasm but also filled her with an immense question on what the hell a man like 
her lover could do the hours he was not fucking. So absolute  was the way both she, and he 
himself, identified him with fucking , with Eastwick, Nicholson etc that she would not be able to 
imagine  he did anything for a living, or even for a hobby or pastime, in US either , and that 
between one night and the next he would anything but  sleeping, eating and taking  a shower. OK, 
the next night after their little angel warned their guest that maybe he would need Dramamines to 
stand her mom’s sleep-rocking whim and went to sleep, the honeymooners proceeded to their 
explorations and after having been filled to their heart’s delight by the four letter words 
exchanged in the missionary’s position Spring ordered dessert politely, by suggesting  next time 
they tried the other way around, that is to end with the honeymoon with missionary positions, and 
start with the hardcore  dessert, leaving unspecified if by next time she meant the time 
immediately coming, in short she asked “what’s for dinner?” just after having supper. Her lover 
said that he had to put the previous night in a nutshell and also to think up something for their 
problem of not being able to run non whispered dialogs with their angel sleeping in the next 
room, and also that hard core dialogs are only good as parts of longer dialogs, which as a whole 
are not whisperable as just “sweet nothings”,  and Spring was just eyeing him just puzzled, like 
every woman in her position  would, and out of good manners and humane feeling for him and 
some guilt for the smallness of her house, she was trying to say something like  “you experienced 
perverts have something different…” but she was too bored to say it in words  and was trying to 
say it telepathically , but he continued self-confidently: “I downloaded from internet, on the one 
hand some pictures that look like us yesterday night and on the other some pictures that look like 
some of the images you were recounting me from your stream of consciousness as I was licking 
you cunt. Since tonight you wouldn’t be able for any such recounting or any other vocals anyway, 
I rearranged the pictures I downloaded  and wrote some dialogs for them as subtitles that in a 
sense made some plots sounding a little like what you were saying, or also like we were doing as 
I said , in other words  I made ourselves look  like those erotic comics. Some parts are also funny, 
so if you think that licking you like last night prevents your concentration on the humor and you 
can’t laugh as wholebodiedly as you would  like just  tell me to stop. Spring leafed a little the 
pages and then stuck her naked body on his naked body, both being completely turned on by what 
was happening, and she whispered to him: “I don’t want you to lick me as I will go further, I want 
to have your cock in my cunt as I’ll do the reading and looking and  talking with you about 
anything that will come up. But to be in a position that allows me to read  let me wear it like that 
to my cunt…(she sat on his penis so as to face away from him and then lay with her back on his 
chest and  her legs parallel to his but she tried to see how she felt his cock inside her  with legs 
open, then closed, then open again…She sighed and said “Let’s fuck a little like this, then I’ll tell 
you something, now I can’t yet concentrate and I’ll be losing my words”………... “OK, first of 
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all just those orgy scenes do turn me on very much. Also, leafing I realized  how much attention 
you gave to all the scenes I was recounting as you were licking me , and this attention turns me 
on equally very much, I think it’s such a gentle movement, combined with the time you took for 
it, I didn’t know perverts can touch one’s heart too so much…I lost concentration again….let’s 
fuck a little more again, but don’t move, if you don’t mind I want to do all the moving  myself, to 
know how much or how little,  if you do mind and if it becomes unbearable to you and want to 
come, feel free to do it and we’ll do my experiment another time OK, I shut up now…..OK, give 
me those pages with the title “The subtitled threesome”……..(Her lover hearing her stories that 
had once started as orgies between Nicholson , Cher and Spring (but in her recount she was 
calling Cher by the name  “Emmanuelle” and Nicholson just “their lover”) had the distinct 
impression that she had an admiration and awe for some woman from whom she thought she 
could absorb both experience, e.g. technique,  and experiences (i.e. years of life she thought had 
been lost to her)  as if by transfusion, on the other hand many stupid poses of the pinkworld 
chains of photos showed that unlike what the models were trying to pose for (passionate or fatal, 
stereotype excitement expressions) was just not convincing but only proved that some models 
were in real love with one another , not always the one they were fucking, and often they 
themselves laughed at the implausibility and presumption of what they supposedly represented 
(But some photos were sick and no amount of subtitling them could give a human vibe to them, 
e.g. : “Come to see what the sheriff and his deputies did to the Latina after they told her they 
would give her a green card”. Her lover had not kept such shit and only used people with pictures 
full of  love and humor in their eyes). The supposed analog of Spring in the pictures he called 
Emmanuellitte who  felt so overawed by her experienced  friend and sex idol, Emmanuelle: The 
overall comics he had called “ In search of sexual identity, Emmanuellitte in the steps of 
Emmanuelle” The first set of pages, the “The subtitled threesome” that  Spring asked  for in the 
position we said, started with… 
325-328 
…She read again but now it was not with blushing but with such a hysterical laughter at herself, 
which, at least for the reason she could not but laugh in whisper because of her daughter sleeping  
in the next room, expressed itself more bodily than vocally, and made first her heels bang  up and 
down like mad on the mattress,  then  her legs and feet soles flutter in the air and then  her soles 
too bang  up and down like mad on the mattress, just like when last night he was licking her clit 
as she was recounting the same scenes to him (The same night, after laughing and fucking their 
hearts out, among other things she dreamt  the following dream she told him next morning: She 
had grown a black plumage  over her whole body and she was very sad and then an ostrich came 
along and started licking her and licking her and the plumage was falling down and falling until  
the ostrich had licked her shining white. And then, again as the time with the dream about the 
wounded man whose face she hesitated to identify for him she asked him “You know what the 
eyes of the ostrich reminded me?” “What makes you think I should know” “ Oh, come on…you 
know about Freudian dreams” “What is so Freudian about an ostrich who licks  black plumage 
off a naked woman?” “OK, next time I’ll dream of you as a swan, now I only could afford an 
ostrich, and after all it’s not my fault if you turn you a blind eye to my defects” “Which defects?” 
“See what I mean by a blind eye and by an ostrich? OK, it’s not your fault either , people in love 
idealize even the most obscure objects of their love, don’t they?” But let’s go back to the reading 
which was before the dream) The next erotic commix  had its origin in some lesbian scenes 
Spring, or rather Emmanuellitte had, with some of the three witches of Eastwick, or rather with 
Emmanuelle, with or without the presence of their lover (its even more initial origin that Spring’s 
lover still ignored was a lesbian propositioning Spring’s experienced friend had made to her once 
they had to sleep on the same bed, Spring did not respond  (except by thinking to herself  about 
whether she was backward, castrated, deprived, spinster-like, puritan, just good for raising kids 
and doing the housework etc.etc))  Its title was “Emmanuelle versus  Emmanuellitte in “The 
subtitled Freudians””, and had combined two sets of lesbian pictures, into one , in the first only a 
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very sweet set of caresses, enviable to non homosexual relations too, was taking place through an 
adoring look and a  rose’s petals on the cunt lips of the one woman who had one leg stretched 
upward for her cunt to be more reachable to the caress of the rose  and of the camera , while the 
other woman was leaning towards he friend’s rosy cunt in such a way herself as to equally  
expose her own cunt to the caress of the camera. In the subtitling by Spring’s lover the 
participation of the camera as a living being participating in the feelings and sensations of the 
scenes was replaced  by the participation of a mirror which explained, among other things, what 
on earth the two women would take  all those postures for if their love affair was private and not 
the object of a photographer or a peeping Tom (neither Spring’s lover nor Spring herself, as it 
would turn out later had necessarily anything against exhibitionists. But it just had not come up 
yet)  So let’s see the subtitles of “The subtitled Freudians”: Emmanuellitte changes look and 
approach in order to win the friendship of Emmanuelle and be taught by her how to be like her, 
since she considers  her as her idol.  (The rose to rose caress has started) At depth, maybe 
Emmanuellitte does not just want to approach Emmanuelle but also to identify with her 
psychologically. Yes. She clearly wants to identify with her. For she constantly assumes    
positions parallel to hers. Subconsciously, Emmanuellitte wants themselves to identify, if not by 
anything else, at least by Emmanuelle devouring Emmanuellitte through her cunt and 
Emmanuellitte devouring Emmanuelle through her mouth since she has not yet learned how to 
devour anything through her cunt. Emmanuellitte has particularly liked a way Emmanuelle 
frequently sits in front of mirrors when she gives blowjobs. She sits in such a way as to see in 
them her whole cunt, so when Emmanuellitte goes to lick Emmanuelle’s cunt she sits like the 
latter when she sucks cocks. It’s clearer than daylight how much she desires their  identification. 
Emmanuelle notices this and, flattered, tells her “Wait, I’ll lick yours first” Emmanuellitte, not 
just flattered but in ecstasy, cannot anymore hide her joy and her pride that her idol gives her that 
much attention. She can’t wait to reciprocate, she ties her hair back like her idol does  in lesbian 
moments and…at it gal! Or is it “at it boy!” ? Er, whatever . Not just her pride but also her 
identification with her idol, an identification that makes her all the more proud, are visible even 
behind the joy experienced by her not only through the 69 in its own sake but also through the 
mythical sensation of “Wow! What a woman I’m 69-ing with” (And now  Spring’s lover attached 
a picture from the “Subtitled threesome” where Emmanuelle was giving a blowjob to their lover 
with whom she was not losing eye contact even for a split second and Emmanuellitte was under 
her licking her cunt)But at the hour of truth, when Emmanuellitte would learn how to take it in 
her cunt,  Emmanuelle just tells her “you learned how to lick in 69 when you’re above, learn now 
also how to lick when you’re face-up and while not in 69,  like I licked you at the start,   and in 
the meantime let me get our cock ready for you again”. She even says all this,  again without 
parting for a moment with her lover’s eyes or cock. And… there we go again, right from the start.     
It all was quite an  amazing political tactic of Emmanuelle to manipulate both Emmanuellitte and 
her lover (maybe, of course, she is such a political talent that all her manipulations are done 
through her  subconscious , in which case she is not a liar or a mean or calculating person, but 
only unreliable. Besides, and after all, the  thing clearest of all is how much she loves her lover) 
After reading these pages, too, Spring told him about her more experienced friend and about  the 
dream she had seen two nights ago where her friend had fucked him and missed no word and no 
facial expression and body language of her friend in her dream as she quoted to her lover  that 
upshot: “Wow! What a man you introduced me to! He gave me the hell of an all fucking niter last 
night, he stuck it in at eleven p.m.  and took it out at four a.m., I came so many  fucking times  I 
could not feel I had a cunt anymore, he turned my vagina inside out I’m telling you, and when he 
saw  I was filled up to the ears with orgasms and couldn’t take anymore  he started masturbating 
in front of me. This I just hadn’t seen any man doing before and I got horny again and not only 
did I take it again but I was screaming for more”. Of course Spring ,as she said all that, had fixed 
her eyes on her lover’s cock to see how it would respond to her friend’s style, that was one of the 
main reasons after all why  she had postponed telling him that dream , she was afraid she might 
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be very disappointed at herself seeing a more enthusiastic presenting of arms for her friend than 
she had seen for herself (although she could not imagine anything more enthusiastic, nor would 
she have seen anything more enthusiastic  if she were experienced etc etc etc  she was afraid that 
being inexperienced she might run into this kind of bad surprise too and she was preparing for the 
time she would run this experiment too, but now the time seemed to have come whether she was 
sufficiently prepared or not . After all what kind of preparation could one do? In what would 
consist some “exercises in endurance of one’s partner past real and present hypothetical 
promiscuity”?) Of course the chain of passionate  clichés she quoted from her friend had an 
immediate effect on the cock of the listener  of such enthusiastic endorsements by the fan of his 
cock she had dreamt, and she even thought for a split second  to face it in the traditional way a 
non feminist housewife would face it i.e. just say “would it be a man’s cock, anyway,  if hearing 
such a thing about it from any woman it wouldn’t reciprocate by such a form of salutation? And 
suppose he managed out of politeness  to me and through some form of yoga etc inhibit this 
display of joy at a friend of mine, wouldn’t the chemistry involved or whatever affect  his cock’s  
reflexes to me too? It’s a penis after all , not a TV remote control gadget. And OK, suppose it’s 
really self belittling of me to just go there and sit on his cock and fuck him with my rival’s cunt 
so-to-speak, at least it’s self belittling now that he knows I know it’s an erection pointing to her 
since it was caused by her nodding, but would I feel he belittles himself by fucking me at a 
moment I was horny by fantasizing my initial Nicholson ?”(It would be useless to really separate 
the phrases of following dialog into which ones were said by the one and which by the other, 
even if  a man’s “you” to a woman  is heard it might be said not by her lover but by Spring on his 
behalf (and either in thinking or for real)) “are you looking at my cock to see  if your friend gave 
me a harder erection than you? Here, feel it too, is it harder than other times you grabbed it? Is it 
harder because you grabbed it or was it harder already? Can this be answered? Only if I tell you? 
I forgot to touch it before you did, so I wouldn’t know, suppose however your friend’s words 
made it harder. So what does this prove? First of all I don’t know your friend so I can’t say if 
your dream expresses her more than it expresses you. Also I can’t say if the clichés you quoted 
from her were so passionate and arousing because you said them or if she would also say them as 
convincingly as you. Suppose she would. Since , however she said it’s the first time she saw a 
man masturbating in front of her for her I conclude she hasn’t told you anything like that before 
so all her fascination with it and all the  sexines your dream  has attributed to her as due to that 
fascination is yours. Maybe she has sexiness of her own , maybe it’s even bigger than yours, 
maybe it’s even more likeable to me or whatever, anyway I don’t know the girl and I don’t want 
sound belittling so I shut up about her, but what I’m driving at is that nothing of what you think 
can be told by this dream. But what I do know or still learn about you is how much you think that 
you have become some kind of half person because you consider you lived  a half life or a no-life 
in youth’s best-fucking years. To realize how great you are one doesn’t even have to look at what 
a marvel of a daughter you’ve brought up, but I won’t focus on that because you might think I’m 
looking at the good half not to face the bad half.   Don’t worry, the reason my erection went off is 
not that my cock faced the bad half and got depressed. And don’t worry I do know that if you 
suspected such a thing you would tell my cock to fuck off and not your  life not to show her 
depressing side. Now if to convince you that it does not depress me I start imagining the 
depressing   half  and my cock stands up seeing your beauty in that too, you might think I’m a 
weirdo or someone getting his kicks of other people’s suffering, so I won’t do it, after all you’re 
in no mood for going up  with our experiments right now”. Spring’s eyes had tears as she 
answered: “Some of the things you told me I really considered  so depressing about me for 
anybody to see that I wanted not to tell you but to write to  you instead, because I thought I might 
be very heartbroken if I saw  on your part  a body language implying you had for me the wrong 
idea when you considered me a joyful person. I would do consider you an asshole OK for 
disappointing me so much by being disappointed at me for such a reason and I would do say fuck 
off,  but still I would be very heartbroken and I was postponing it until I would be able to say it in 
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person and not in writing for fear of your body language. My tears now are tears of relief and joy 
because I just realized how big a mistake it would be to have written you, because you then might 
have answered  me in writing, and if all you’ve just said to me I had seen it just written I would 
have thought it was pulpit bullshit written  by a spiteful  asshole  whom I had tired, but seeing 
your eyes and your gestures as you said all that pulpit stuff made me realize it was all said by a 
man loving a woman very much and…now what is  our cock saluting? Did I say anything sexy?” 
“Well, you got the hardometers, you use any of those and then repeat your experienced friend’s 
lines and measure again  to compare and decide if you must introduce her to me or me to her etc 
etc” “I feel so happy that I could even tell you I love you without telling you  to take  that 
missionary position. Stay as you are and I’ll play missionary this time, you play woman in love” 
She gently slipped his cock into her  cunt and lay her chest on his, sighing “God, how much I 
loved every single word you told me” Then a spark passed through her eyes and  raising from his 
chest but still with his cock inside her  started really playing herself missionary and said “I love 
you” to be reciprocated by “I love you too” like had happened last night at some point. Suddenly 
she stood motionless to realize what was happening and when she did she blushed again to her 
hair’s roots and then started  shaking with laughter and also slapping him  (but not moving so 
much that his cock would slip out of her) until she realized the slap sounds might wake up her 
daughter and end the fucking part of their communication, if not the whole of it, and when her 
laughter abated enough for her to be able to speak distinctly she told him “you fucking bastard 
and your fucking humor have no respect even for  fucking fucking” (when she played man in 
missionary position he had started to play woman but not any woman, he played her like he had 
seen her and like he had absorbed her sight as she was coming under him last night. When she 
saw herself in such a  living and loving mirror and also realized how much he had her under his 
skin and with what love he surrounded his underskin impression of her to reproduce it  so 
beautifully she felt so sweetly that she thought she would come immediately but instead of a 
whole bodied orgasm she felt a flood of whole bodied laughter, equally pleasing to the bone for 
her (and for him by the way, and of course not just for the sensations her cunt’s flesh gave to his 
cock while she was laughing!). Then, still without dismounting from his cock,  she said “Well, 
let’s see what other goodies my private pervert has written for our pleasure  before… 
331-338 
… she just continued with that when he was again inside her and when he came again he took the 
opportunity to show her one more surprise that the necessity of , relative, silence  because of their 
sleeping angel in the next room, had made him think of.  He gave to her  those humor plus porn 
paraphrases of the Odyssey which the nerd had given him in prose translation but he had 
reworded  into rhyming verses and told her that he had learned by heart the funny parts but the 
real porn  parts he found impossible to learn because they filled his mind with scenes between 
them two  and he couldn’t concentrate. He told her to read them in whisper and when whether she 
or he felt like stopping laughing he would start licking her clit. It would be a very sweet  torture 
to try reading on while she was distracted by her clit’s sensations,  and it would also be very 
sweet to leave the pages alone and concentrate on her sensations , since if it was not sweet she 
would not have left the pages to concentrate on them and to the images that either those 
sensations or those pages created…………………(OK, we have seen  those pages in another 
context, but maybe this context is equally, or even more, relevant. So let’s turn page to see them 
again, but let’s not get into the issue of where and who first stopped laughing etc etc :) 
………………………     
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HOMER MEETS CHAUCER 
Sirens: 
The sirens’ island after all was nothing but a whorehouse 
outdoors much bigger than drive-ins with young maids, dames and old Fraus. 
Because those days a kind of craze came over people’s right minds 
issuing orders to close down brothels and all their wild nights. 
They picked the whores from house and den, from brothels plain or hidden 
and gathered them on isle remote seldom to be man-ridden. 
Out of their growing horniness the poor girls would go howling 
and they were given just a name for how that howl was sounding. 
Historians propagated lies saying they ate flesh human 
while they just ate visitors’ cocks as would every other woman. 
Ulysses knew all that quite well and he was overjoyed 
but didn’t let the secret leak for others to exploit. 
He tied his crew to mast and bench he plugged their ears with waxballs 
took off his clothes and took a dive towards the alleged cannibals. 
Fast he was swimming looking up his energy on high gear 
his hard erection looked like sail cheerleaders would indeed cheer. 
The sirens took his wind at once and moaned and groaned like cattle 
they lay their backs on the hot sand and spread their legs for battle. 
Comes out of sea with vision blurred his horniness is frenzying, 
fucks to the right, fucks to the left, and bellows like bulls raging. 
In half an hour he fucked them thrice in one more fucked them eight times 
and he would go for ninths and tenths for he was in his hey primes. 
But they felt full , their hunger left, to crazed fucks they set period 
and Ulysses alone ashore jerked off feeling an idiot. 
He takes a dive back to his ship, approaches his companions 
he sees them tied, his crazed eyes shine, their asses seem like canyons. 
His balls pulsate as full of fraud and no need for pretending 
in turn and line and one by one he fucked his friends’ rear ending. 
 
Penelope’s blues: (pronounced PenElopee, accent on E) 
In his remote home island now frequents prince, count and baron 
hoping to win Penelope’s cunt with their cocks like iron. 
But she just can’t accept her fate that she is now a widow 
although her cunt faces the world just like an open window. 
She takes an oath that to her cunt she’ll give her invitation 
to who will manage with closed eyes a rear penetration. 
A feat that would be among the men of their descent and culture 
a trick she learned from Ulysses before his long departure. 
On a low lying deep red couch Penelope lies waiting 
her face is down her ass raised up provoking and pulsating. 
First dashes prince Testiclius his balls like bronze are heavy 
his sense of smell misleads him though towards a bowl of gravy. 
Second comes prince Penisius for length renowned he has been 
but starts out wrong and sprains his neck when stumbling on a dustbin. 
Third, fourth and fifth, seven and eighth, their target’s still pulsating 
it’s always walls, tables and chairs that meet their blind dating. 
Suddenly a stranger comes out forth, nobody seems to know him 
he takes the floor with noble words he asks them to allow him. 
“As much as you I’m a real prince, blue blood my veins are carrying 
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may Zeus’ bolt wither my cock if what I say is lying. 
Defiant as this ass may be I’ll tame it and subdue it 
please give me a chance to try my luck, in short just let me do it”. 
They took his word, removed his clothes, although he came from yonder 
but when they saw his cock erect they gasped in awe and wonder. 
Suddenly a sound is heard aloud, it isn’t conversation 
is it perhaps that our poor girl forgot some lubrication? 
Penelope’s own firm sure voice thwarts smartasses’ outsmarting 
she has it in her ass indeed and from the sides she’s farting. 
“This is indeed my Ulysses how could I not attest it? 
Such a mistake I’d never make, I know him when I taste it” 
 
Goddess Athena to Ulysses: 
Naked she steps out of her gown not without blush or tremor 
her look and tone, though, show quite well her vibrant cunt’s hot fervor. 
“For years I’ve been peeping on you from mount Olympus heights 
adored I was by mortals yet with sleepless loveless nights. 
Entranced and fainting I would gaze upon your lengthy penis 
matching its thickness to its length, its mere sight made me finish. 
As you were fucking your wife’s cunt in lustful and wild raving 
invisible I licked your cum your balls that I was craving. 
But now I’ve had enough of that, I’m sick and tired of peeping 
and I’ve arrived to be real fucked by you on our first meeting. 
I came to tell you a secret plan so that Troy’s fall is certain 
but in exchange you fill my cunt right in this tent and curtain. 
My horniness is now so grand that I can’t find my quiet 
if I don’t taste your balls and cock so please just let me try it”. 
He took his clothes off, lay her down, licked her from top to her toes 
without that siege they’d fuck ten times more than she thought was her dose. 
“You little whore I filled your cunt I did you alright that favor 
now spill the plan and hit the road, leave us to our endeavor”. 
They fixed a horse made out of wood, of length about ten meters, 
not made of marble or of stone, giving good vibes not jitters. 
Inside its hollow trunk they hid, a hopeful bunch of assholes 
and vigilant they checked around through their toy-horse’s arsehole. 
And Trojans who, as it turned out, were not that bright or clever 
brought down a part of city walls which they’ll regret forever. 
When in their soft beds they lay tired, they still are trying to figure, 
how when and who had them all fucked by cocks smaller or bigger. 
In one hand the Achaeans held alight their torches flaming 
their other hand holding their cocks helped by their torch in aiming. 
In vain Ulysses told his men “No prisoners, just slaughter” 
Achaeans fucked everyone’s ass no matter son or daughter 
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Kirke the sorceress: 
The goddess happy on the shore waited for him all beaming 
remembering his sweet nice cock her cunt had started creaming. 
Setting his foot upon the beach he kissed her full of passion 
and pushed his cock into her depths in sweetness and full action. 
 
They had their life’s and their soul’s fun all night and when the day came 
she helped him to put on his ship cattle, food, water and game. 
At night again their love was mad, passion was not abated 
but swollen clits do need a break even half-satiated. 
 
Filling her hunger for a while she felt so sweetly lazy 
that she filled with her sage advice the man who fucked her crazy. 
She told him of the dangerous rocks, islands, winds and passes 
instead of burning man and cock until she made them ashes. 
 
But when dawn, the rose fingered one, came found them wet from licking 
until, just fainting and half dead they found what they were seeking. 
Her body writhing, and her cunt in grip his cock was munching 
while honey immortal from her cunt it sucked and kept on sucking. 
 
Suddenly moans and groans just stopped, silence abrupt and utter 
and the two bodies just like dead merged into one big flutter. 
For a few seconds little death as poets sometimes put it 
took them and their great horniness spellbound them and was spooky. 
 
But they soon came to and just went to shower before parting 
and soon they found the vessel’s crew, they really were departing, 
they gathered from the hills around their minds already turning 
to their homes, friends and families to whom they were returning. 
 
Nausika: 
And if you think of Nausika, teen princess of the isle of Corfu, 
she was the dream of Ulysses through rumors for things awful. 
She left in households high and low no chance for rust on penis 
hugging and sucking all nice cocks until she made them finish. 
 
Early, when her friends played with dolls and combed each other’s hairlocks 
she tried some games with cunt on cunt for lack of boys’ red cocks. 
She was so white, so beautiful, no mere royal bigshot, 
and soon all boys pulled, just for her, their cock just like a slingshot. 
 
Her lips would always just say no, both teasingly and firmly 
but her yes someone could discern in her eyes more than barely. 
Her two tits shone like fountain springs and from her voice’s real tone 
you could just feel she knew quite much for games unlike mere pinball. 
 
To Nausika wandered his mind famous for more than dancing 
when on his balls he felt the blow of a beach toy-ball bouncing. 
His heart was full of his desire, his fantasies were busy, 
but that ball’s bounce right on his balls just made them sore and dizzy. 
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Immediately what followed this was voices, screams and laughter 
a team of girls with such bare thighs that called you in their after. 
First among equals in the group Nausika of his dreaming, 
he could just tell her from her looks and from his own veins’ streaming. 
 
 
She soon felt that she, too, agreed that they wished more than talking 
and sent her friends to go and check if boats on sea were rocking. 
She lay down and gave him a glance that set his blood on fire 
and he sprang forth as if his sore toe felt a car’s round tyre. 
 
Although his horniness is great his hardon he defies 
and with his cockhead he just rubs her two divine thighs. 
His two hands cup her horny tits from other cares he’s hollow 
their breathing comes in sighs and moans calling for what will follow. 
Little by little his cock’s head he’s pushing past her cunt lips 
and she out of her horniness starts biting on her tight fists. 
But crafty as we all know him he doesn’t full-length get in 
and when she thinks “now he’ll push in” he pulls out like regretting. 
Inside her cunt’s flesh now his cock rubs all her secret corners 
the little vices of each inch he studied in top brothels. 
His hands caressing her nice skin’s most touchy horny places 
her legs and hips flutter and writhe, a sight of utmost graces. 
He starts to lick her whole sweet length to reach in time her crazed cunt 
but she cannot afford to wait and grabs his cock in her hand. 
She sticks it in her cunt herself and since she cannot pull it 
with scissor-legs entwines his waist to keep him in and cool it. 
Raving now he gets in for real, no message came like “eat me” 
and Nausika cries out and loud “Put it all in and split me”. 
Horniness comes to her like flood, her sighs like gasps for breathing 
and all the world around them both she feels now far receding. 
Now she starts going up and down as old ships in proud sailing 
shaking her cunt with unheard speed to meet his hardon’s nailing. 
 
Her rhythmic motion lasted long and then became quicker 
now stuck together now unstuck like snakes they writhed and jittered. 
“My God, what horniness is this, I feel I’m being extinguished” 
“By my own forces of restraint I too am being relinquished”. 
At once she got him, after all she wasn’t a beginner 
“I’m coming too, come love, sweet love, come in my cunt, go deeper”. 
And in an ultimate strong spasm, trembling like fish in fishnet 
they came, her soft hand lying at rest on his balls till the minute 
their souls would come back to their limbs so fucking be continued. 
 
She came to and started to caress his balls which felt so hairy 
but somewhat absentmindedly and looking like a fairy 
and thus she didn’t realize what this time he was up to 
or how or when he turned her round, and felt his rising cock to 
her fluffy buttocks rub and quick rise to fulfill new missions 
or how he got to get it in her arse without permissions. 
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Like mullet’s eyes her eyes stuck out from that horrific rear blow 
but craftily again he knows how to keep that pain real low. 
He sucks her earlobe, wets her clit, fingers her cunt with one hand 
while with his other hugs her tits, such cool could help a fireman. 
 
“You pervert, bastard, you don’t have the looks of Alain Delon 
yet you’ve torn my buttocks apart just like a watermelon. 
This piece of ass had been my pride, these buttocks were men’s talking 
I walked and felt the earth’s ground shake as they shook with my walking. 
This piece of art you’ve just destroyed, you asshole now just leave. 
it is no ass, not anymore, it’s a wide open sieve. 
It aches and smarts me in its hole, it brings me tears and screaming 
yet my knees melt down and my cunt feels all too wet and creaming”. 
 
Multi-inventive Ulysses just feels her starting jitter 
and hums a happy tune for fucks as he just sticks it deeper. 
“Move your ass, also, round and round, we will not last forever, 
my love I want to come in you, move and we’ll come together”. 
 
As probably expected what intervened between this reading and sleeping was what followed her 
telling him to do more or less the same thing, playing the same torture game at the border 
between laughing and fucking, but while “he would be doing the vocals , she would be doing the 
orals” as she put it . Also she noticed that a good thing with those pages was that they could be 
left at her home since her daughter’s English was still rather elementary, but she wanted for a 
couple of days  to keep at home, hidden somewhere out of reach of children as some medication 
is kept,  a third set of pages she hadn’t commented at all, either in word or deed, anyway before 
we go on to what could be a beginning  answer to her more and more frequently asked question 
(at the beginning only to herself) about what on earth her lover was doing, or had ever done in his 
life, in the hours between one fuck and the next (or , be it, between the recalling of the previous 
fucks and the preparation of the next, if they involved photos, poems etc), let’s mention here and 
now as  follow up from where we were some  part of the erotic commix we didn’t comment 
because Spring herself didn’t comment immediately as we said , because she commented on it by 
written answer as if it was a homework problem  assignment or something: That third set of pages  
was called “Sexual identity found, at last Emmanuellitte in the shoes of Emmanuelle in “The 
subtitled couple”. This title Spring  crossed out and replaced by: “Sexual identity found, at last 
Emmanuellitte out of the shoes of Emmanuelle in “The subtitled COUPLE””. Let’s , for the time 
being at least, skip some pictures and subtitles in which she noticed her lover’s  courtesy of trying 
to bridge, or rather invert,  the class distance of  two lovers assigning to the porn actress  a  more 
classy background than the porn actor who was , in the subtitling, a car mechanic (the existence 
of such a gap in social class was and was not true, depending on whether one looked at Spring’s  
social  class before or after becoming a refugee)   and reciprocated by adding  by similar  courtesy 
some subtitles where the car mechanic was more clever than his girlfriend (the existence of an IQ 
gap was and was not true depending on whether one remembered that  Spring after 15 was a self 
taught who found her books not in a college but in houses she cleaned for) , let’s skip all this now 
and go to two pictures only:… 
…338-356“I’m just concerned that the ceiling might want to  fall down  on us  out of jealousy for 
your not having shown your feet soles to it for so long” “Don’t  you know of any  four letter word 
we have skipped?” “Let’s see what else could increase your vocabulary. Well, it beats me” “I just 
meant you have skipped coming. But you skip no talking” “Oh, my real pleasure is silence, that’s 
why I save it for last. But I think that heaven, I mean the ceiling, can’t wait. I guess fucking like 
yours makes heaven, too, feel  like having  flesh…Oh you did guess what I would  say but how 
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did you also  guess what “raise your wings, angel” means? And spread them too, then close them 
tight against  my hips again, then spread them. You’ll like both feelings in your cunt, each one 
more than the other” “By the way,  do you ever have any use of the good old missionary position? 
If you remember it at all , of course” “Yeah, there’s a good old four letter word that men can only 
say in that position, now that you mention it” “Oh, yeah? Which word is that?” “Remind me the 
position and the word will come to me” 
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-I love you 
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-I love you, too 
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-I love you 
-I love you 
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-What do we conclude from that? 
-You mean that she really was blonde after all?  
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(Of course the last page also had in mind, in case the pages were misplaced or mis-offered,  to 
conceal the identity of Spring since  the subtitled parts were mainly around photos of a non 
blonde actress, but also to conceal the identity of the blonde actresses since the blondes actresses 
were not the same in both the naked, dim,  and the non naked, non dim, photos and, of course, 
also had in mind to show that since so much about erotic feelings depends on “it’s all  in the 
mind”, the intended or unintended  readers of the pages could , or even should, just imagine 
themselves in the place of those “divine twins”, as Spring called them. But let’s see how Spring’s 
additions commented on those pages:)     
-You see now  what I meant your feet soles are  your most sexy part?  
(Let me not freak her out , I’m not a sole-touch  freak or something,   I only mean that every time 
I see her feet soles  my cock feels her  sitting like that on it but facing the other way. OK, maybe 
that’s why geometry got me all dizzy in high school, rotations set my mind spinning, so let’s just 
go up and down for a change , not round and round and upside down as the song goes, or we’ll 
soon need Dramamines… Yet there’s also  something else about her soles that I can’t pinpoint. 
They look so vibrantly given to lust and so freely all abandoned to pleasure, and …??) 
-You were right, I see your point, I myself get hornier seeing my feet soles. Don’t stop-don’t stop, 
keep on moving and on speaking. 
-Something tells me  your mirror, too, gets horny  at your feet soles like I do every time I see 
them and like you do right now 
-Is it me coming or my mirror? Or is my double pleasure all mine? Aaaa… 
-But your most  sexy snapshot you can’t see from where you are. I’ll find  us an automatic camera 
because the photographer will try to kidnap you from me if he sees you fucking  in this position 
and from this angle  and I won’t blame him for that. I’m sure even the ceiling gets horny and 
wants to elope with you when looking at such sexy feet soles and also seeing those sexy feet soles  
look back to it. When they see you fucking , not only mirrors but also walls feel as if made of 
flesh and blood, I guess  
(Let me shut up at last, I’ll bore her stiff) 
(If you need to shut up to listen to the flesh inside my cunt speaking to your cock’s flesh as my 
flesh is splitting and closing around yours and again splitting and closing  then, OK, shut up, but I 
do like your blabber)  
-How nice your opening me feels in this position…OK, and  your talking isn’t dirty… Nor 
boring. If it makes you hornier then it makes me hornier 
- Say that again. That too is mutual 
-Fuck me bastard! Put it all in and split me. Shut the fuck up, I mean fuck the shut up, oh fuck, 
what the fuck am I saying? It’s fucking clear, I guess 
…………………………………… 
-I’m just concerned that the ceiling might want to  fall down  on us  out of jealousy for your not 
having shown your feet soles to it for so long 
-Don’t  you know of any  four letter word we have skipped? 
-Let’s see what else could increase your vocabulary. Well, it beats me 
-I just meant you have skipped coming. But you skip no talking 
-Oh, my real pleasure is silence, that’s why I save it for last. But I think that heaven, I mean the 
ceiling, can’t wait. I guess fucking like yours makes heaven, too, feel  like having  flesh… Oh 
you did guess what I would  say but how did you also  guess what “raise your wings, angel” 
means? And spread them too, then close them tight against  my hips again, then spread them. 
You’ll like both feelings in your cunt, each one more than the other  
-So what  does my great pervert and analyst say about  why facing the ceiling with  my feet soles 
is like opening my wings? He thinks it’s only because I want to be  an exhibitionist towards the 
ceiling? I didn’t say I didn’t like that explanation but…Do you think it’s my true reason?  
-No, I know it isn’t. Do you know what it is? 
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-It’s just coming to me.Aaaa, I know it, aaaaaaaa, I… aaaa, it’s…aaa  My soles are out of 
her…aaaaa…out of her shoes…aaaaa..Emmanuelle hadn’t  fucked  this way in any of her  fucks I 
knew of, to me  this position was a creation of mine …..aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, this is the true 
reason as it came to me and it turns me on just to think of it aaaaaaaaaaa  not just turn on.. it 
makes me  ..aaaaa ..makes me come just to think of it aaaaaaaaaaaaa and when I also speak of it 
then  aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa…aaaaaaa……aaaa…aaa…a.a.a…a..a..a…….aaah!… How 
sweet life is! Really!…………So: You said you knew you didn’t know  the real reason. How did 
you know that the real reason was not what you had  told me ? 
-If it  were, you would be coming when hearing it from me like you came when you heard it from 
yourself. You would be coming and re-coming  until you got used to coming with  it, until it  
became “coming as usual” like so many other things that make you come. Anyway, many times 
fresh truths make you horny and discoveries and creations make you come. 
-So you think the truth I found about myself is routine or not important despite being so vivid and 
pleasant and liberating? 
-What I think is that you are fantastic and all you told me just fills me once more with a  
big “Wow!” 
-By the way,  do you ever have any use of the good old missionary  position? If you remember it 
at all , of course 
-Yeah, there’s a good old four letter word that men can only say in that position, now that you 
mention it 
-Oh, yeah? Which word is that? 
-Remind me the position and the word will come to me 
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-I love you 
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-I love you, too 
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Remake of “The Children of Paradise” 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The actors’ final bow to their  audience: 
“It’s wonderful to be here, it’s certainly a thrill,  

with such a lovely audience we’d love to take you home with us,  
we’d love to take you home” 

The Beatles* 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
*In “Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts’ Club Band”  
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Another couple… 
 

 
…of divine twins 

 
 

“We’d love to take you home with us,  
we’d love to take you home, ..” 
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The best way to finish the erotic details of the relationship of our divine twin friends (before we 
go to the answer of Spring’s question about what her boyfriend did when he was not fucking)  is 
to describe  the follow up of those Freudian elevator nightmares of Spring (we mentioned only 
the last one of hers, but she used to see them   in the past too, although it was only now that she 
had seen her daughter too in the elevator with her. Also,  up to a point in time in the past, which 
might take a very long parenthesis to explain, she also got blind in that elevator which would 
squeeze her flat, more specifically she would get blind when she tried to push any control button 
which could guide the elevator somewhere)and also a kind of follow up she dreamt to her dream 
about that colonialist dressed in a white suit and rising from a coffin. But before that let’s just 
finish quickly her written comment on her lover’s pages by also mentioning a non written 
comment  on them and on subtitles’  humor , but this needs at least one sample of that humor, so 
at least one page of those skipped ones: In one photo there was a zooming on a scene where the 
porn actor was standing up and the porn actress, kneeling or squatting in front of him had his 
cock in her hand and mouth and was looking at the camera. In the zooming on that one saw only 
the actress’ face and hand and the actor’s  balls and cock. Spring changed slightly her lover’s 
subtitle from  “….“Don’t we look like a family photograph” “Either you think that my mug  is 
too ugly to enter your family’s photograph- album,  or I’m getting involved with a family whose 
males appear in its albums only from balls down. Gaad! What am I getting into?....” to “… 
“Either you think that my face  is too ugly to enter your family’s photograph- album and that my 
balls are more handsome than my mug,  or I’m getting involved with a family whose males 
appear in its albums only from balls down. Gaad! What am I getting into? I cannot even be sure I 
won’t have outlaws instead of in-laws”…”.and when he was laughing reading this wordplay (this 
was the last funny scene, then there were the scenes that touched Spring so much in the ways 
we’ve seen) she told him “Of course the sexiest and funniest picture and subtitle of all was the 
one with the one protagonist looking over her shoulder to the camera, or mirror, which was 
taking,  or reflecting, her looking there, her feet soles and  her cunt penetrated by his cock that she 
was riding. Oh, and her buttocks that he was stretching apart to let the camera or her have  a 
better view of her cunt’s being penetrated. For a third party the sexiness the picture and the 
funniness of the subtitle was probably different from what it was for you and me. You had the 
protagonist who was stretching her buttocks to show her cunt say “You see  what I mean the most 
sexy part of you are your feet soles?” OK, this is funny as sarcasm for someone who didn’t know 
you were showing it to me, but it is even funnier when one thinks that from you to me you really 
meant it and it was really true. Whether for another man  and for another women soles are really 
that sexy I don’t know because my fascination is new and I don’t know if it will last forever, but 
for us OK, there was a reason we did feel that way. Now,  in another sense it’s  hardly a 
compliment for a woman, maybe it’s even an insult, telling her that the image of her cunt 
penetrated is less sexy than her soles. So, your fantastic comics with us two doesn’t rid you of the 
obligation to think what exactly it would  take to mend the wound from the blow my feminine 
identity received in such a vulnerable part of her self image”…OK, let’s go to those dreams:Well, 
the discussion  above makes rather obvious the meaning of the elevator dream she dreamt one of 
the following nights in which  instead of being blind in an elevator that was trying to kill her and 
finally reaching with it a more  idyllic view of the sea or of nature, she was in an elevator that 
could fly, and  not only wasn’t she blind but  the elevator  was transparent and she could see the 
view below it (it didn’t fly high, just at the height it would reach in a usual building, but it didn’t 
have to remain in a building), the elevator could also remain in the air motionless and it really 
went and stopped over a tunnel to see a subway  as it was entering that tunnel, and there were two 
more changes: on the one hand  in the elevator there was another woman instead of her daughter, 
and on the other hand both of them were naked. OK, that other woman didn’t exactly look like 
her more experienced friend but she didn’t look like her teenage self of her fantasies either, but 
OK, maybe it suggested that her daughter who was with her in that elevator nightmare some days 
ago also symbolized her own inexperienced self (OK, by “inexperienced” we more or less now 
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understand she only  meant, more or less, her ignorance of how her knowledge or her imagination 
of men’s sexual responses “rated” in comparison to the knowledge other women had, maybe that 
too was a reason  she had once asked her, then still  future, lover over about other women, and 
maybe that too was a reason she felt such a  steep rise of  certainty in her sexiness when her lover,  
who did seem to know many other women, was not all that impressed by her experienced friend’s 
style and reflexes)However,let’s remember that we have not yet finished the afternoon  discussion 
of Spring’s lover with the nerd’s friend on one of the days he was desperate about their separation 
and was trying to see what exactly he did wrong and if the damage was reparable, and also let’s 
remember that as they were talking the wife of nerd’s friend was talking with Spring to see her 
version and her feelings about the same and how all that could be straightened out. The next 
elevator dream was recounted to her by Spring that afternoon. She was in an elevator full of 
empty bottles on its floor, and their bottlenecks  were broken, pointed  and cutting. There was no 
ceiling coming to squeeze her flat, nor was the  bottom being removed to empty her down  the 
tube. She reached the idyllic sight but it was not a nice sea or a nice green forest, it was a  sick 
green sea and her lover, if at all it was he, was a man with eyes that were green in a morbid 
phosphorescent kind of way and was surrounded by pets of a similar green. That green was as 
sick as the white of a film’s negative. The rest was as black as the black of  a film’s negative, 
that’s why she couldn’t recognize his face with certainty.  But from the sequel it most probably 
was  he (yet before she went to the sequel she said, somehow hurting cruelly the feelings we 
know  her listener had for the nerd, by saying “That’s not a dream to see for him, but for a 
fucking idiot like the nerd, for whom students  would say the proverbial thing for their  nerdy 
fellow students, that motionless like plants on a study stool they photosynthesize that’s why 
they’re full of chlorophyll”, but since their subject at the time was not the nerd and the priorities 
lay in issues of emergency, her listener  postponed her questions) The sequel her listener heard 
closely paralleled what her husband was hearing  from Spring’s lover at the same time(but, of 
course,  he didn’t hear the above dream, until his wife told him,  since Spring’s lover didn’t know 
it at the time). OK, the sick feeling had nothing to do with the other question Spring was 
wondering about, which was what her lover did, or had ever done, when he was not making love. 
Neither had it anything to do with his answer to that which proved that besides other things he 
had done was a tremendous hard, long, and finally happy effort to save his sister from  madness. 
This of course filled Spring with relief, because seeing he was no spoiled brat whom she could  
love, or at least enjoy, only  as long  as he would keep making to her sexual offers she could not 
refuse, and also filled her with feelings of closeness, familiarity, and tenderness  since she saw 
that he too  was so capable of them and then immediately she realized that he felt the same for her  
and also that he needed , or at least was very happy at,  the fact that all these feelings she did feel 
starting to rise in her for him. Also, something for which he couldn’t believe his eyes, but did 
believe them, was that Spring had both interest and capability to analyze his sister’s life 
meaningfully, a surprise for him who to understand what was involved had spoken to doctors 
upon doctors and had read books upon books. And for Spring what, even more, filled her with 
those feelings, was not only her appreciation of how his love for  his sister or his sense of duty so 
fully showed themselves in his life’s course but the following fact that also answered the first 
question she had about him in their fist meeting even before she asked him anything about his sex 
life: How come a man for whom it is obvious how much he loves children, and how much 
children would love him, only chose to have a  sex life but no family life? His answer was that he 
would never risk seeing his kid or his kid’s kid etc suffer as he saw his sister suffering and so he 
had decided not to have children and  since, like most of the people who had never been deprived 
of a rich sex life, after a point in time he had no wish to remain a promiscuous bachelor in search 
of women of similar orientations, he therefore was more and more choosing to withdraw from the 
sport and not impose with his vibes on women who didn’t want children nor be imposed upon by 
the vibes of eternal teenagers whose only reason that he would consider serious for having a 
generation gap with themselves was possible sex deprivation in youth, which as we said he 
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himself  had never suffered from . So he was becoming a loner of some kind. Of course his and 
Spring’s impasses combined as perfectly as  a right and a left glove  to give a happy end to each 
other, but to say that what clicked between them was only the right combination of impasses to 
suit, after what we have already seen about them would be very imprecise compared with the 
more precise remark that their similarity lay in the (OK, hypothetical but indicative) fact that  she 
in his circumstances would have reacted  like him (both with respect to his family and with 
respect to his erotic life) and he in her circumstances would have reacted like her. So what was 
that gave Spring  that sickly green feeling for him?  It was the fact that at some point, when he 
was talking about his theories about non succumbing to misery and did put  them in the most 
unfortunate possible wording while they were seeing  the film “Rebetiko” which was a sacred 
film for a refugee like Spring, he left in her a taste of implying that by deciding not to have kids 
he had done something not just humanly sensitive and painful, as she would  perceive it,  but also 
lofty and special and this she did consider as making him a  candidate for any prize or record or 
cup  in contests between complexics, even to the degree of distinctions as big as a  Nobel or entry 
in Guinnes book, if anybody did prize this sickness. (In this discussion her listener also found, or 
at least thought she found, what was the origin of Spring’s brief outburst against the nerd, namely 
the possibility that the reason he was leading what, at least  others if not he  himself but possibly 
he   himself too, would call  “an extremely  limited form of existence”,  was  that he did not want 
to deal with any part of life that would involve him in factors and influences over which  he 
would not have complete say and control and would consider them as messing with his free will , 
and since he was quick in outlining consequences before happening he had more or less ruled out 
practically all life from his free choices, or more precisely he had ruled out practically all life, 
period). Then Spring told her another dream she had seen ( a follow up of the coffin dream) after 
which the river had been essentially crossed and after  a couple of  more memories  (sweet. And 
with no coffins) which she told her listening friend, she was as ready  to fly to her lover as he was 
ready to fly to her (with a flying coffin as we’ll see in Spring’s dream, or even without it) from 
the house of the nerd’s friend where his talking with him was finishing in the way we’ll see after 
we see the finish of Spring’s talk with his wife. She told her she dreamt that it was a summer 
noon in her country, the grownups were taking a siesta, the kids were bored because they had to 
be quiet for the siesta time and could not play and they had to leave for the outskirts of their little 
town, secretly or with parental consent, to play football or to take a dive or a swim in the river or 
for bicycle rides or for bicycle lessons, mainly by boys to girls in their teens, and frequently for  
these lessons,  or even without the need for lessons, what just happened was that boys would 
come on their bicycle to take on its back seat their girlfriends to the forest just outside town and 
then walk hand in hand or teach or learn light or heavy necking among the bushes depending on 
their age and  constitution. When the boys were near their Juliet’s house they would whistle a 
signal tune for her to come out, or would even dare to come throw small pebbles to her window. 
In Spring’s dream she was amidst all this miraculous  summer social life but in her present age 
not as an adolescent, and she did hear little pebbles or rather light knockings on her window in 
the  hot summer noon, and it was he,  not on a bicycle though but in a flying coffin  in which he 
flew not in corpse-like rest but smiling and nodding to her to jump from her window to his arms 
and lap and fly off with him in their romantic coffin (maybe what contributed to  this dream was 
not only Nicholson’s being a magician in Eastwick but also her recently having seen Polansky’s 
“Night of Vampires”). So even when she mistakenly took what he had told her for something else 
and was estranged and started seeing him as a probably dead  person again, a vampire, she at least 
never doubted how much the vampire wanted to fly with her like a high school kid in a noon 
summer wants to go for a stroll with his girlfriend  nor did she doubt how much she wanted his 
invitation for such a stroll-flight and her nightdreams didn’t take seriously her estrangement from 
him, and didn’t finally obstruct  his daydream and wish to make her  relive her adolescence with 
him in order to live it right, nor his need to tell her  how  great and how important and special  it  
felt  to  him too, not just to her, to have met her at that age of hers.  (Finally the words “special” 
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and “important” were about how sweet and not at all unreal it felt to him that Spring told him she 
was reliving an adolescence with him,  not about anything related to loftiness, arrogance, self 
importance, importance for grand goals etc and the reason she had gotten it all wrong was that she 
was already getting angry at  what she though as snubbing of the slum people as they were seeing 
the film with the refugees, , which he did remember giving a wrong vibe about, but the rest , 
about self importance was all a misunderstanding produced by the proverbial dimness and 
imprecision the ears of  angry persons are famous about)  As she finished telling  the flying 
Romeo vampire dream  to her fiend, Spring’s tone was already very different, it  had ranged in 
the past few days  in their talking from anger to grief and to determination and to how much she 
had seen, and continued seeing  in him and how much she would lose and miss etc etc and also 
how strongly  she was determined to lose everything he had already become for her if he was 
such a fucking idiot among everything else he was. Suddenly as if everything  had evaporated and 
without wishing to lose a minute for pinpointing what exactly had set everything straight (maybe 
the hours she did put in to pinpoint what exactly had set everything wrong had shown her how 
much some wrong sentence could have meant any other thing than what made her think he was 
an arrogant and spoiled  idiot who thought he, or also his compatriots in general,  could afford 
lofty options and decisions  that others could not afford  to imagine , let alone actualize. Suddenly 
her tone just became like chirping, a sure sign she was ready and burning to fly and a sure sign 
for her friend to propose inviting to her house her daughter who would be returning from English 
class anytime, but anyway her husband showed up (just having  dismissed Spring’s lover to 
shaving, and having been dismissed by him back to freedom) and proposed pizza and so it would 
be pizza plus DVD  in the company of the  little storm that would rush in like the Tasmanian 
demon in a while. Oh, we didn’t say what Spring said to her friend as her talk went back to 
chirping (and back to machine gun rate) She told her friend and listener, just before her husband 
came to look for her, that one day he came with a cassette and some lyrics dedicated to her, a  
song which, by the way, happened to be a song everybody around seemed to have learned from 
her (the listener’s) cassettes, one in which Arletta’s voice was singing “I wait for you every 
evening in the orchard,burning with northwind, burning with southwind…”and this, besides being 
something of a  coincidence with another song, again by Arletta and  by the same composer, 
Hatjidakis, about a woman promenading in an orchard with her lover, was also an absolute 
coincidence with the fact that that particular day, when he brought her those lyrics,  she waited 
for him having copied a poem by Neruda on behalf of  a woman telling her  lover “You come  
like the wind comes through  an orange tree orchard…” The coincidence had made them look at 
each other with eyes that had a smile and a shining and warm watering such that a beholder 
would not know if the silence that was pressing them ready to explode, as they were looking at 
each other immersed in it, would become an explosion of laughter or of tears or of embraces, all 
out of happiness however. But instead of any of that what happened was a second coincidence 
that made prevail laughter making them fold in two before they embraced full of tears of laughter 
and happiness: They both said the same words and the in same tone of affected seriousness, by 
way of commenting the above coincidence “I think this is the beginning of a beautiful friendship” 
and then, after getting back serious again, Spring said “Do you see Humphrey Boggart and 
Woody Allen in America too?”,alluding to“Casablanca”and“Play it again Sam”,while at the same 
time he was saying “Do you see Makaveyev and Kusturitsa in the Balkans too?”, alluding to 
“Montenegro” and “White cat, black cat”  both of which, in turn,  alluded to “Casablanca”, the 
former through a Swedish psychiatry bigshot sharing his juicy secretary with an industrialist 
friend and client in a sauna, the latter in terms of a godfather of a gypsy mafia in Yugoslavia who 
liked films and lines of Humphrey Boggart. He added: “What a shame ! What would our friends 
say if they realized that what unites us is just some common intellectual interests?” “That a gypsy 
cock rejoices at a gypsy roost, there’s a pretty well known saying like that”“You  mean we really  
fuck like the gypsies?” “Oh, shame on you, I only meant it intellectually, I meant we only say 
Humphrey Boggart lines like the  Kusturitsan  gypsies” Then her enchanted listener’s husband 
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came in and the pizza plans were laid out just in time before  the little Tasmanian demon rushed 
in, at which  the couple said “Oh, what a coincidence! Whom had we come to  look for to go to 
the pizza place and then to see a DVD cartoon?” and hand in hand with both of them the little 
demon  left, and suddenly came back because she remembered to pick her Mickey,  then the 
grownups also remembered, equally  suddenly, to pass all three from gran’pa  Miyiaki’s to ask 
him if he wanted to join , which of course he did (especially when he saw in the arms of little 
Tasmy (from  Tasmanian demon)  a Mickey quite  similar  to the Mickey we know he knew) 
Amanda and the drummer were away promenading with the babies, and on their return they saw , 
without being seen  by them, Spring and the drummer’s-brother-and Spring’s-lover in a scene 
which filled them with relief over their  crisis  worrying them too  as it worried everybody and 
which also was so beautiful that it sent Amanda googling for a painting by Blake that finally she 
couldn’t find and download so she had to partly describe it in words to the drummer and later to 
Spring. The so beautiful scene they saw their friends and in-laws in was the following. They were 
walking each to the house of the other, they were nearer to the house of Spring though, who had 
been held up by the return of her daughter, each was very  determined and it was plain in their 
body language that each one’s soul was flying to the other,  yet ,as it always happened with them, 
only at the last minute and very fleetingly, if at all, they made the thought that the other one 
maybe was not feeling the same way , and this crisis   time was one of those times, so there was 
also a body language of hesitation in their walking, but at the moment they saw each other, either 
their feelings overcame them or they realized by the body language of the other what exactly the 
other felt ,since after all it was absolutely the same as each one felt, and  the really covered flying 
the rest of the distance separating them after their eyes crossed. OK, it wasn’t flying, it was 
running, but it gave some vibes as if after they saw each other a wind blew immediately, or rather 
two winds and blew each onto the other or rather each into the other, in the literal sense also that 
they wouldn’t know what to answer if one later asked them if they had any recollection of  the 
time between their embrace on the street and the time they found themselves in Spring’s house 
motionless in each other , his cock in her cunt, with all their clothes still on, and later removed 
little by little, one now, one later, each one his own clothes mostly (also reminding a little how 
Spring’s daughter had entered running her mother’s arms pushing him away when she had seen 
him touching her mother’s cheek) and only after their souls and genitals had reassured themselves 
of their being back to where they belonged, their owners and bearers and carriers started motions 
completing their own  or each other’s nakedness, conversation, laughs, some tears too, and  then 
some motions and touches that were clearly and obviously as pleasure seeking, both for 
themselves and mutually, as their usual. The  Blake’s painting that their embrace reminded 
Amanda was “The reunion of the soul with the body” in which a naked body  kneeling looks up 
with arms raised and open while another naked body looking in the other’s eyes dashes down on 
it flying vertically down like a hawk (of happiness!) with open arms too , arms and arms  ready to 
touch and fill the air with electricity and body with body ready to become one (Who was the soul 
and who was the body in this body-soul re-encounter? Obviously each one’s body felt to the 
other’s soul  as the other’s soul would feel back in its body again, and each one’s soul felt to the  
other’s body as a body would feel  its  soul breathing in it again, so they had already started to 
feel their estranged separation making their bodies feel soul-less and their souls feel body-less) 
Not finding it by googling  Amanda  described it to the drummer and then she showed him the body language of the 
soul dashing to earth from  heaven  by showing him one of the characters in Blake’s painting “The River of Life” 
which she always had with her and which we have already seen in  Miyiaki’s album: (Obviously the character we 
mean is the center up figure flying in the air above the center figure of the mother with the two kids who 
are like flying but are really swimming from  waist down  in the transparent luminosity of the river’s water. 
And also the overemphasis on the of Spring’s lover  role as lover doesn’t at all contradict, as we’ll see and 
as we possibly have already seen, his role as companion of  a mother swimming in the river of life in this 
painting. Actually, his body language towards this mother is free fall without even a parachute to her and 
her children. Children? Spring only had a daughter. Well, if Blake was painting that particular set up he 
would have just have included a Mickey hand in hand with the daughter hand in hand with her mother)   
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357-362: 
… The nerd’s friend told him: “So you  consider that such a love story can end in fifteen days 
and for the reason you have spotted. For my part I consider that  this  would be  impossible even  
if Spring learned   you were a serial killer. Even in that case she’ll try to find every possible 
benefit of every possible doubt for you if she hasn’t found a series of them already. And the only 
thing that would be more absurd than  thinking it can end in fifteen days is to think that since it 
passed in fifteen days from stages it could have passed in fifteen weeks or month or years it will 
also end in twenty days because it will run its course quicker too and will end like people 
sometimes break up in twenty years, as if people who go like you two are just fast parallels of 
others and can judge through analogies, or as if what can happen between people should be  the 
same set of not only given but also known things which, if traversed at  a faster rate they are 
finished earlier and they are left  who nothing more to live but boredom , come on now, you make 
me say pretty well known clichés without even your  needing to hear them , it would be even 
better to say jokes to pass the time if that’s your problem, you know what the ninety year old 
couple said to the marriage counselor who asked them why  they hadn’t sought advice on 
divorcing earlier?” “What?” “We waited for the kids to die” “Fantastic! You know what the  old 
maid answered to the old boy who asked her “Why don’t we get married?”” “What?” ““To 
whom? Who would want us?””  “Great! Now to put it as mildly as De Niro usually puts it, shut 
the fuck up on this bull fucking shit and get the fuck out of here and  give your fucking self a 
fucking shave unless Spring is turned on by Nicholson’s werewolf shit too and go find her while 
I’m going to look for my wife and take taxi to some pizza place in the next village because in 
ours I saw workers remodeling it etc” “Thank De Niro on my behalf. Anything else on behalf of 
him?” “Yes: What the fuck’s the matter with you? Don’t you know the way to the door? Oh! Any 
line of De Niro from you to me?” “Yes: Αre you talking to me?” “No, I’m also talking to that 
idiot friend of mine, the nerd, who now  lost Spring forever. I wanted to be best man to their 
wedding  but now he’ll be best man to yours and I’ll gift him that poster with the questionnaire on 
“are you a preppie?” with one question circled to put right next to the other poster he has ” 
“Which? I mean which besides the question “If Moses  had seen the way you dress would there 
be another commandment?” I mean that even if the way he dresses is anti-preppie,  Moses would 
still add a commandment” “I meant the question “Do you attract women to other men? ”” “What 
is his other poster? I’ve never been to his house” “It shows a kid and his father , dressed like in 
wider Middle East , the kid asking  “Dad, is it not wrong to hope that the bombs will fall to some 
other country like ours but not on ours?”, the father answering “Don’t think ethically. They might 
locate us” and as they are talking they not only have been located but a bomb is reaching their 
heads through free fall” (later he told him also that both he and his wife thought that the nerd’s 
analyses against Tarkofsky’s  ideas of how a  young immigrant servant girl would look if she was 
to be the woman with whom the protagonist, in a dream,  would make love in order for a different 
type of humans to start  to populate the earth if the earth is to be saved etc etc,  were inspired by a 
kind of deep (but possibly unconscious for him despite his overall  deep self knowledge) love of 
the nerd for Spring and the reason he had imagined he could have been  the best man to their 
marriage was that  his wife had told him that in a talk on the street between Spring , a teacher of 
her daughter in school and her , the teacher had said how cold a person the nerd looks and Spring 
had said “I on the contrary think that we may be  taking him for a cold person because  we think 
that the cold he leaves behind him is due to his heart or his body or his aura while it can be due 
just to the draught he leaves by the haste he walks or almost runs as if he was cutting the air or 
flying low”. He didn’t mention that his hopes to become a best man in their wedding were even 
more flared up through a reaction of Spring  that he had never quite understood nor inquired into 
(through any means except a conjecture in monolog) in the following incident: He was taking 
coffee with a common friend that he and the nerd had from the army and was passing from the 
island staying at them and they were remembering stories from the army before  they two went to 
different sentries but that  friend and nerd went to the same sentry. He was saying some story 
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involving the nerd’s reflexes quite unpredictable to the officers and the friend had just finished 
saying  loud and laughing “To understand the nerd  you have to sleep over him as I did in our 
sentry”, referring of course to soldier beds having two rows when Spring red with fury rushed in 
from the next room where she was talking with her friend the wife of the prospective best man at 
the hypothetical and wished and hoped Spring-nerd marriage, and told him “To understand the 
nerd, my dear,   you must not sleep over him but under him” As it was expected, or at least 
probable,  the surprised guy said “So tell us what you understood of him by sleeping under him” 
“Maybe if I had slept under him I would have something to tell you but , like you, I only slept 
over him, so search your ass from time to time to check if there are still some cocks left from him 
inside you from the time you were sleeping  over him” To end the crisis the host remembered that 
this  friend of theirs used to call Boukowky, whom so many soldiers read, “Blowjobsky”. 
Anyway, this story he, naturally, had never said to the drummer’s brother, but had he told him he 
would, equally naturally as we will maybe see later,  not bring him any news because he, after 
some time, would  know about a soldier calling Boukowsky “Blowjobsky” but let’s go to some 
things that are rather more interesting, like the return of Spring’s daughter and the continuation of 
some of the family story of Spring’s lover which explained many things about the drummer and 
Amanda. Spring was telling her lover “…I know you love me baby, you can’t imagine how much  
I love you too, oh there comes my other baby, I can hear her steps, please get a chance to leave us 
alone for a little.  Follow up in our things in words and deeds coming soon. Over…My little girl 
is back , at last? Smoooooch!” “Hi mom, hi you too. You here? I thought you found a job at last 
and that in your country they don’t say goodbye before going to work, nor do they say “hi”  first 
to the women, at least if they are little girls, didn’t I say “hi” first? Say “hi”now even if you say it 
second” “Hi. But you  didn’t give me a chance to speak, you haven’t  stopped talking even to 
breathe” “Where were you? Learning Greek? You speak much better. So you weren’t working, 
you were going to school. And you weren’t working when you were living here either. How 
many days have you been away?” “Two and a half” “That’s right. Just over the weekend. So you 
weren’t going to school. Schools were closed. So mom must have told you that you  should not 
come back if you don’t find a job, and then she regretted scolding you that much, that’s  why she 
was sad this weekend. But I understand why your bosses don’t want you in their job. You want to 
remain at home with us all the time and they wait for you and you don’t go there and they fire 
you. I have one more  question. Why at this hour you’re not at the café with the other men?” “I’ll 
tell you later. Now I have to go to a job” “In the evening?” “I mean to the café or probably to Mr 
Nerd , or possibly  Miyiaki, my compatriot” “I don’t believe you. If gran’pa  Miyiaki is your 
compatriot why aren’t your eyes like this?” (she pulled back her eyes to make them look oriental) 
“But you believe I’m going  where I said I’m going” “It seems that people who don’t have a job 
don’t know where they’re going. You go out of your house and say “Let me go to my friend the 
nerd, but maybe I’ll go to Miyiaki or to the café , but first let me see if my little friend is at home 
to play with her , if she is in English class I’ll see someone else or drink coffee with her mom. 
How do you live? OK, about food , OK, I know, you eat with us, but how do you pay your rent? 
If you don’t have to pay for it OK, maybe we can find you a little corner here , or Mr Jeese Top  
and his wife can, OK, not that I don’t want you here, but if you go to their house you’ll see his 
wife has some recipes better than mom’s. But they don’t have kids for you to play with when they 
finish their homework…Why do you look at me like that?” “Who’s Mr Jeese  Top?” “You know 
him, you were talking about him some days ago in this table. But you didn’t want me to learn his 
nickname and you talked in whispers. But I heard his nickname from the high school kids. Sorry I 
have to go to the toilet”. They laughed hysterically but only with their eyes and bodies  because if 
the little storm  heard their laughter she would go like “Why you always say your jokes when I 
can’t hear them?” (Finally they fished it from  her  that Mr Jeese  Top was the nerd’s  friend) 
“Oh, I just remembered. I had something to say to Mr Jeese Top” He left running to both thank 
the couple for their valuable parallel help (Spring had told him they  were doing parallel shifts 
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with both of them to help clear away all misunderstandings) and to ask for the origin of the 
nickname “Jeese Top” (OK, they had fished the little storm and realized that what she had heard 
them whispering was a joke of a comedian about the G-spot which sounded a little like G-stop 
and then this did sound like JeeseTop and that’s what the little storm had taken them to mean. But 
how on earth “Jeese Top” had arisen for their friend?) “Well, I was examining a student on 
gravity and he was confused between g and G and he wrote the wrong thing on the blackboard 
and I shouted “G! Stop you idiot” and he thought I shouted “Jeese Top , you idiot” and started 
asking in whispers for help from the sitting students to tell him what kind of magnitude is Jeese 
Top” “Well, what I can’t really picture, now,  is you shouting to a student he’s an idiot. How do 
they take it?” “As if having zapped to a film with a comedian like…let me find an American 
analogue. Ah! Walter Mathau” “Aaah! This does make sense. And it does sound like you also. 
Aaah, I also remember you once saying how much more interesting  Tarkofsky’s “The sacrifice” 
would be if  he had chosen the immigrant maid to be a woman character  like Spring instead of as 
an allusion to what is called a Dostoyeavskyanly saint whore, if one heard the way you were 
speaking and didn’t know you a little  one might think that if Tarkofsky lived and was in the same 
room you would tell his to go out and have  a fistfight or something over why he didn’t use a 
character like that but a character with a transfixed look, well the students who know you better 
would know it’s one form of body language just signifying love. Tell me the worse thing in this 
vein you have ever said” “Somebody belched in class and thought he was being smart by saying  
that it was just a fart that came out of his mouth and I asked him “So what’s the  excuse? That 
your face is so much like an ass that the fart lost  its direction?””. “Hahahahaha! Was it the same 
guy?” “No, but the same guy did another great thing. Once, in order to pass a year ,  he needed  a 
make up exam in history, “a face lifting actually” as he put it. They asked him about the system 
of government in ancient Athens, he wrote “In ancient Athens they had democracy, thus 
democrats had democracy, aristocrats had aristocracy and oligarchs had oligarchy. And after time 
consuming thoughts and biochemical studies ancient Athenians  came to the conclusion that they 
had discovered alphabetical writing” and left. “Maybe Groucho Marx started that way. What did 
the history teacher say?” Next day the student  came with a bouzouki. The history teacher asked 
him why.  “Just in case I passed I wanted to celebrate it with a difficult piece I practiced 
yesterday, the instrumental introduction of “You have set my star”. Did I pass?” “What do you 
think?”“I think not, I didn’t study a thing. But, by any chance,  did I pass?” “No, you have set my 
star” “OK,  but let me play the piece for you anyway,  because it was difficult and it will be a pity 
for the practice to go wasted” After flunking the year  he went to town to go to technical school 
and to do body building (he was very interested in acrobatic shows in the high school’s 
gymnastics shows) , he wanted to start working as soon as possible, and school, as such, bored 
him. OK, there is a saying going like “education is what remains  after you forget  all you have 
learned” but I’m not sure how it applies to students who hardly have something to forget since 
they never learned it, and as far as how they educate us is concerned maybe if I ever forget what 
he was writing in his exams or which  song he  had practiced , maybe what will have remained is 
that they make you young again and they make you grow again in a direction you had no idea 
about when in their age. Oh! Let me tell you a story with another student who lived next door to a 
friend of mine , and  with whom he had  the same first name and the same birthday and who, like 
many students, performed  imitations of all teachers but specialized in him a lot to the degree that 
after some years they  forgot who between them two was imitating whom. By the way it was fatal 
that they  had the same birthday. The student  was having his birthday, a girl asked my colleague  
about his sign, he  said “Pisces”, she said to the student  “Oh! Like you!” and to my friend  
“When is your birthday?” He  remained silent “OK, just tell me if it is before or after his…Oh, 
it’s not either before or after , so it’s today…”. Then the identifications and imitations grew:  at 
some point my friend  had not had a haircut for a long period and  had a bush and a mane etc and 
he was teaching thermodynamics , PV, VT , PT diagrams, the student was eyeing him and 
suddenly  said “I know why our physics teacher has long hair. He wants to be like Mikis 
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Theodorakis”. In no time he was up on the blackboard, took his board marker, and holding it and 
moving it like conductors move that  stick in front of their orchestra he started singing laws of 
ideal gases with PV, VT, PT lyrics in the melody of “Sun of Justice”. One art is how to get on the 
stage, the other art  is how to get off the stage: He suddenly switched from P, V, T, to “WC! WC! 
I need  to go to the toilet” and crossing his hands over his zipper ran out of class, while his fellow 
students and my friend  of course started applauding. Oh: Once in this student’s class, when they 
were thirteen years old  I was telling them about  penguins wanting in the morning to check if a 
dangerous predator of them is under water before  jumping into sea from their iceberg; to check 
they push the penguin next to them just in case they make him  fall into the water by losing his 
equilibrium; immediately they started giving pats on the shoulder to the guy in the next seat 
saying cordial expressions to him. The kids are fantastic!” . Some time later Spring’s lover and 
without, even himself,  realizing where he possibly was driving at he said to Ben, a German 
pensioner who had learned Greek and was spending his pensioned age in the island , like some 
foreigners of other nationalities too, renting a small house with a little rose garden in front and a 
bread oven in the yard, participating in the winter life  of the village by playing backgammon 
with other villagers in the café and talking about politics or singing old folk songs or old guerrilla 
songs and being a trail guide to  foreigners in the summers , along with his dog who always 
happened to have the name of the premier in the Greek government, OK, Spring’s lover said to 
Ben, or rather started  already saying to him from a distance before they even came close as they 
were walking into each other’s direction  on the street, and stopped for a short while, and went on 
talking as they finally walked past each other “Ben! I hadn’t told you, in Athens I had met 
another German who has learned Greek   and lives in Greece, he too sings Greek guerrilla songs 
from the time of anti German resistance on the mountains but I wonder: If you the German leftists  
have all come to Greece, then whom have you left in your stead to guard your motherland from 
all evil?” “I zink of zat too, it doesn’t make sense, it’s exactly like you say it is, but if ze 
revolution depends on me it can vait a little longer because ze doctor said I must do some sea 
bathing  in ze summer so that my rheumatism doesn’t prevent me from fighting in the winter 
class struggle. I promise, I don’t  swim for entertainment or to kill time,, but for medical reasons 
and for revolutionary reasons. You , who are still young, when do you leave to go guard America 
from right vingers?” “Some red tape by the revolution and I’m off. I only need one or two 
signatures, as the Greek expression goes” …(he had heard that expression in connection to that 
gran’pa dancing through his cane. What Spring and the English teacher had expressed as “he’s 
with one leg (or two legs) in the grave, others to whom he had told the story had expressed it as 
“he needs one or two signatures and he’s on his way”. (Also concerning idioms with one or two 
legs, the nerd, hurrying as much as  always,  passed for something from Spring’s house and to ask 
him if he would  stay with them for coffee , Spring told him “are you staying for coffee in a 
human style or you’re with one leg across the doorway and will drink it in one sip as fuel for 
hurrying even more on the road?” and he answered “I’m with both legs out of the doorway  and 
I’ve already drunk coffee and if I have one more I’ll be  launched in space so  I’m off so bye to us 
all” and he left almost running as he would always do if there were many little slips of papers 
with  free association loose in his pockets and in a few days their ink would have faded and he 
would not be able to decipher his handwriting even near a lamp))… “Bye Ben, nice meeting you 
again, meeting you always makes my day” “Your days are alvays made since you met Spring. I’ll 
send her my vife to ask her what she cooks for you and your days are alvays made. Ho-ho-ho! 
Geiasou, geiasou, my varmest regards and greetings”. He was saying all that to Spring and they 
were laughing , but next morning when they woke up, Spring said, not herself realizing 
immediately the connection (with his “one or two signatures and I’m off”),  “Listen to  a 
completely different flight dream I had last night. I dreamt I was a mother stork flying to warm 
lands for the winter and I had on my shoulder a baby stork resting and flying on me and we were 
seeing islands in sea from very high, they almost looked as they look in maps, even the clouds 
were under us. Like in  planes although I’ve never been on a plane. OK, the baby stork of course 
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symbolizes my daughter who on the last year’s Mother’s Day had found as a gift to me a card 
with a little snail on the top of the shell of a big snail  that of course looked   mother and daughter 
to her. Oh, remember that dream where you were an ostrich and licked me clean of a black 
plumage? Same thing happened in the beginning of this dream, an ostrich was licking me but 
when black plumage fell off, instead of revealing a woman’s whiteness, it revealed a mother 
stork’s whiteness”. Her listener had burst out in loud laughter since everything was clear (his 
talking to Ben of  needing  one or two signatures before leaving for US (to “go there guard the 
country from right wingers”!) meant he was ready to propose marriage to Spring, and to ask from 
their  little demon her mother’s hand. Spring’s overcloud flight and migration dream meant she 
had , subconsciously, realized the comimg proposal and was ready to accept marriage and 
immigration. In happiness and in laughs (especially his laughs which must have been audible to 
whole blocks , thus to half the  village more or less)  and without their words for  proposal and 
acceptance yet having completely caught up with their images for them, but their words already 
having reached plots for  winning the consent of the baby stork, baby snail, baby demon by 
telling her that in summers she would not only come to see her father in town, but also her fellow 
students in the island as a guest of Mr Jeese Top and his wife, OK, in happiness and laughter they 
suddenly heard the knock-knock of the Demon the Menace: “Come in little angel” “Come in little 
devil” “Hi mom. No hi to you. So you did say a joke to mom, eh? Hadn’t we made a deal to both 
say jokes first to each other and second to mom?” “You were sleeping, my love, yesterday night 
when Pepe called me and told me the joke, and it was so funny I could not stand not saying it to 
somebody, and since I almost couldn’t sleep all night  and since mom woke up early and you 
were sleeping I told her. But I did stand not telling her all night, and although I did break my 
promise, for which I’m really sorry, standing one whole night   is something, isn’t it? If I didn’t 
tell her she would worry about me sitting and laughing to myself  like an idiot” “I don’t think she 
liked the joke, because even after telling her you were laughing much more than she did. Oh, 
maybe she did like it though, because she is laughing much more now, it seems she didn’t quite 
get it when she first heard it. OK, so tell me the joke”...(fortunately he had kept forgetting to say 
this joke to her and so he had one joke available. This one  he had heard from the nerd in Mr 
Jeese Top’s house, when he pushed him to tell him that  joke which he had heard in the island , 
from Pepe who was building stone walls with his friend  Gregory, but having exhausted all such 
walls that were to be built in the village had to leave the island for Athens. He was pushing   also 
Mr Jeese Top for jokes from older students because one game the demon and he enjoyed very 
much playing was to enact the jokes’ dialogues as if they were theatrical plays, to improvise body 
language and word additions to them, then to exchange roles etc etc)…“Somebody can’t say any 
vowel except “a” , or rather he pronounces all vowels like “a”. So he goes to a doctor also 
specialized in speech correction. The doctor examines him by telling him “Tell me: “One yellow 
fruit”” “Ana yalla frat” “Oh, yes, you do  have a problem . Let’s start therapy.  Tell me : “One”” 
“Ana” “One!” “Ana”  Hlaaaats (the doctor slaps him) “Tell me : “One”” “One” “That was good. 
Let’s go on. Tell me  “yellow””  “Yalla” “Yellow!” “Yalla”  Hlaaaats “Tell me  “yellow”” 
“Yellow” “Good job. Go on: Tell me  “fruit”” “Frat”  “Fruit!” “Frat” Hlaaaats “Tell me  “fruit”” 
“Fruit” “You’re doing great. Now back to the whole thing: Tell me “One yellow fruit”” “Ana 
yalla frat” Hlaaaats “Tell me “One yellow fruit”” “Banana” The little demon didn’t find it that 
funny and she insisted on being told what the so funny point was by her mother who was 
increasingly laughing, with the initial clever escape and the  final being painted to a corner of the 
emeritus family member, so much that she finally was on the floor face up with her heels banging 
on the floor as her legs were fluttering  up and down especially when Mr BigLie (like he called 
him later when she remembered his lie, her laughter and the kid’s reactions, when her heels and 
legs did the same again but on the mattress) OK she laughed that much when Mr BigLie said to 
the little demon that this joke, as Pepe had told him doesn’t act immediately but after some time, 
on her mother it had acted very quickly but on him it had taken a whole night to really act, and he 
only wished it acted quickly on her herself because if it acted late and she was in the middle  of a 
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class  and started laughing the teacher would scold her. The demon, after an initial bewilderment 
(and also as a result of absolutely trusting her mother (like the babies who, trusting their uncle, 
laughed with his jokes although they didn’t yet talk) and finally as a result of the sight of her 
mother laughing, which was a funny sight in itself, and anyway in the presence of such factors 
hysterical laughter sometimes becomes contagious) started also having  a hysterical laughter  and 
when she came to she said “Fortunately it got me now and it won’t get me later in class. But why 
it was so slow getting you? It seems you aren’t so clever as me and mom,  that’s why  you don’t 
get jokes quickly”. Well , it turned out that  his communication with the little demon through 
humor and TV-comedies, both  Greek (that’s where he was improving his Greek) and American 
(that’s where the demon was improving her English) was something that might help make their 
immigration harder if they did not describe very detailed plans for how she would  not lose her 
fellow students forever because she had started falling in love with a classmate  in the following 
way which would make very cruel for both to feel separated : As she started to get used to “him” 
she started saying that she would marry “him” when she grew up and that her dad , whom she had 
in mind as a husband until  kindergarten (longer than other girls because at the beginning she had 
thought  that the reason why  children were not allowed to marry their parents was that they were 
taken, and since her father was not taken by her mother and was still a bachelor he was still 
available) OK, her father, would understand because he would sure not want to see his daughter 
remain unmarried, and his only two objections would be that his son-in-law whom  his daughter 
had chosen was a clown (that’s how he called “him” after they started enacting jokes) and did not 
have a job, but little by little she would convince her dad that clowns might be good people since 
the reason they were ridiculous was that they wanted to see people laugh and be happy, and she 
would convince the clown to get  a job, if only to convince her dad to give him her hand, but all 
of a sudden she grew up and focused her future husband interests  on a fellow student of hers like 
other girls had already  started to, when she  overheard the following conversation between that 
student  and the teacher in a break: “I have repeatedly told you that if you enjoy so much saying 
jokes to your friends you should wait for the break or you should wait to grow up and become a 
clown and say them on TV. But if you continue to interrupt the lessons by making the students 
laugh  and remain illiterate like you are going to remain the way you’re going, then I’ll continue 
to give punishments to you” “I don’t say jokes in order to make my fellow students remain 
illiterate. I love my fellow students and that’s why I want to be a clown , to make them happy, 
and so I will continue to make them laugh even of you give me punishments all the time” (Of 
course it was not totally irrelevant to the timing of all this, that she somehow had sensed the 
marriage proposal of her initial clown to her mother coming, at least since the vibes of familiarity 
between them were so marriage-like that the demon, too, like anybody else, would consider it 
very curious  if it was not taken for  granted that they had been married for years. So her only 
remaining protests to him had started to  just mean  “OK, I didn’t object to  mom’s  sleeping  in 
the same bed with you (also  it’s OK if you, my  clown, sleep in the same bed with her) but hadn’t 
you told me that at least the jokes you will say to  me before you say them to mom since you are 
my clown, not her clown?”) OK, they didn’t only leave it to stork dreams but also used words for 
marriage proposal and for proposal acceptance, and at some point they did even use a ten day 
interval (proposed by Spring)  to think  by themselves more consciously about it , although they 
had started paying goodbye visits to all friends from the  Jeese Tops (whom, Spring trusted so 
much, as she explained to her future husband, after the vibes she felt Jeese Top’s wife  was giving 
out when once, in a company of women who had started saying stories about their children’s first 
day in kindergarten, she, still a newcomer to the village (this was why the other women didn’t 
know she and her husband didn’t have kids, by body language she just sounded an ideal mother) 
without hesitating, or explaining until asked, and without any bitter vibes , she just went on and 
described her husband’s first day in kindergarten which was really both as hilarious and sweet as 
the first day  of the other kids (and future students of his)) 
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362-400 
… OK, they had started paying goodbye visits to all friends from the  Jeese Tops to Ben and 
“vife” and from Miyiaki to the village’s Mr  Dolittle (in the sense of Audrey Herburns’ father Mr 
Dolittle (from “do” plus “little”) in “My Fair Lady”, i.e. in the sense of  “idler by conviction”, 
“conscientious loafer” etc)  , and after goodbyeing them they paid additional visits or received 
additional visits for regoodbyeing them and reregoodbyeiing them because everybody loved them 
very much, both them and their happiness, anyway let’s only  describe only some (goodbye-like, 
too) conversation of Mr Dolittle and Spring’s husband: Mr Dolittle spent all day listening to 
cassettes he was playing for the public too, lying on doorsteps of  groceries and asking for beers 
at the time customers were receiving change from the shopkeepers, from our friends he was not 
asking for beers but for batteries for his cassette player , for cassettes and for recordings (he had 
asked for what  music they had as he had also  asked all students and all other villagers and he 
was ordering combinations to record when they had time) , recordings  ranging from Greek folk 
music to  soundtracks of Almodovar’s films, from Nina Simone to Ravi  Shankar, from American 
rock to Balkan  music, and from “Clash” and Nina Hagen to  his top-top  favorite Nick Unclose , 
a Greek anarchist synthesizing rock, folk and rebetiko sound into lyrics whose samples we’ll find 
an opportunity to see in the sequel, and whom he resembled both in looks and style and whom he 
also knew personally before Unclose, years ago, hanged himself.  (Later he also liked and played 
a lot a cassette given to him by the drummer’s brother (along with two other cassettes when he 
started good byeing and regoodbyeing people)  having the title “The heavenly blues of  Mary 
Workingirl in  a parallel universe”, which  had been put together by the drummer when still on 
the satellite in a period he was having very much on his mind  the parallel life his cross sister 
might be living , assuming she was as happy as  he and as  he wished her to be (he put it together 
for her but he didn’t e-mail it to her from the satellite although it was possible and allowed, he 
only gave it to her in the short de-estrangement visit home he made after their landing (like 
Amanda too made to her home)). The drummer’s brother  considered this cassette as a 
masterpiece of tender concern and tender movement from  the drummer to their little girl, he 
adored the songs in it and he always carried the cassette with him, and before he made a copy for 
Mr Dolittle he had of course made a copy for Spring who also adored the songs and told him that 
although they  had been put together while in space, they made her think for the first time that his 
brother the drummer was not a spaceman and even made her think like that about the nerd whose 
taste in music she knew was very similar  from cassettes she had heard at his house at some 
period she used to take care of his house. The cassette combined rock, jazz, Bach’s Brandenburg 
concerts and the “Hymn to Joy” of Schiller and Beethoven. Later, upon hearing more about the 
drummer, Spring  added that it would be impossible for him not to mention sky or heaven in any 
title by him.  Later we’ll also see this title touched  the nerd too even more. Now let’s get back to 
Mr Dolittle:) One slight  difference he had from Bernard Shaw’s Mr Dolittle who sang the 
famous song “With a little bit of luck” meaning more or less “…you give to your kids the most 
valuable of gifts, the chance to see this most beautiful sun and these most beautiful days and so 
many other most beautiful things, in brief you give them life, and of course you should also give 
them financial support, but with a little bit of luck they give you financial support…” (he was the 
drunkard father of Audrey Hepburn, the girl who sold flowers (to also keep her father and his 
drinking habits) and whose accent and idiom was  later chiseled by Rex Harrison as her linguist 
Pygmalion professor Higgins) , OK one slight difference the village’s Mr Dolittle had from that 
film’s was that if he were to be singing that song he would paraphrase it to “…with a little bit of 
luck your kids are being raised  by childless relatives who love them as if they were their kids” 
and one big difference he had was that he was both much younger and  looked even more so and 
also had a Christ-like beard making him look a lot like the drummer.  But he had many other 
common points with the film’s Mr Dolittle, e.g. when given more alms than he needed to make it 
through the day he gave back change saying “I’ll be here tomorrow too. If I’m not then I won’t be 
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needing it anyway”  So the drummer’s brother gave Mr Dolittle three cassettes by way of 
goodbyeing  him (Mr Dolittle, by the way, had  recently developed the habit of shouting to the 
nerd whenever he saw him passing on a nearby street “Nerd do something, they’re taking Spring  
away from us”  and, by the way, the reason he had to shout was exactly that the nerd was passing 
from nearby streets and never from the  street which the cassette player revealed as the days’ 
stand of Mr Dolittle, because the nerd was very microbiophobic and having once heard from kids 
speaking to each other on the street  that once that Mr Dolittle had burned down his hut by being 
drunk while he used his blankets as fireplace fuel  instead of bed covers to heat himself, he went  
to  sleep in the square’s big dustbin for some days because rains started too (unfortunately too late 
to save his hut) . The nerd did not share the opinion of the kids, that he was unaffected by the 
dustbin’s microbes because they ran away for their dear life in panic when they saw him, so he 
always arranged his itinerary not to bring him to handshake’s distance from him, let alone to 
kissing distance from his beard (when some people sensed the reason the nerd was making 
detours they told Mr Dolittle , as a tease on the nerd, that they would treat  him a beer if he rose 
form the doorstep and run  to the passing nerd and kiss him, and Mr Dolittle did it a couple of 
times, but then did not repeat it because he did believe that repetitions makes jokes and pranks  
freeze and he excused himself from the task saying that he was just a Mexican dozer not a 
Mexican stuntman who could also run). Later, once he had remained with only the option to sleep 
in the snow, he knocked on the nerd’s door among other doors, and since he could not bring 
himself to either give him bedsheets nor not to open, he  just sat him on a chair of formica that 
could be washed with betadyne next day and stayed up with  him on chairs across. And only after 
that so close encounter and endangering it dawned on him to go to the village priest and tell him 
the village should discuss about some form of housing  for him, and when the priest said it was on 
the agenda for the coming Sunday’s discussion of the council and that he would appreciate any 
helping argument he attended the meeting  but his argument was maybe not very convincing 
(“…Even non Christians, as for example the Turks, used to have an institution called “Hostel of 
the Lazy”, the state considered that the real lazy should be fed by the state, provided there was 
proof  they were real lazy and not playing lazy, which to be proved  meant passing tests like 
people suddenly setting their mattress on fire in the middle of the night, and if instead of  jumping 
up to run they  turned to the other side and went back to sleep then they were real lazy. OK, our 
friend Nick, hasn’t been submitted to this test , but preferring to sleep in the snow rather than 
getting a job to pay rent, is proof enough, and in case the  concern is that he would set a bad 
precedent and some imitators would try to impose on the village to give them free housing by 
playing lazy, I ask you, how many would  risk  freezing to death rather than getting a job. To 
imagine how seriously he risked that night I only tell you he saw a bottle of whiskey in my house 
and he rushed to it not to drink it but to wet his palms and rub it on his heart to keep it from 
freezing. And it was even Johnny Walker…”(Most probably his idiom and his free associations in 
such matters (of stipends to people) were shaped by the scholarships he had studied on while 
young and he always was trying to finds ways to extend them to more people. And it was in his 
house that Spring had first met Lafargue’s “Right to laziness”). Anyway, the council said that his 
relatives should give him some hut in their fields, and of course proposing  a clean brand new 
dustbin as an analogue to the rolling jar-house of the dog-sage Diogenes the cynic would be just a 
cultural and novel-like, or rather comics-like,  proposal which the council would consider as 
insulting to Mr Dolittle. So the nerd just thought of it but did not propose it. Another, more 
collective , still scholarship-like,  thing he had been dissuaded (by friends who did  care not to see 
him make an ass of himself) from publicly  proposing  when young, was that  the state should  
rotate a number of yachts etc  to all people, having them six months each, to get the taste and  not 
being forever obsessed by the idea that not having them was that great a deprivation. Getting him 
to understand that on the contrary people might get addicted to a yacht and not want to lose it, 
was the easy part of the dissuasion, the difficult part, which he was never really dissuaded from, 
was that the only problem with yachts or whatever similar was that, what a pity, people mean to 
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want them to be available even when they were not using them and they were sitting unused but 
still costly in the marinas, while if the state kept rotating them by using them all the time so many 
more people would feel fulfilled  etc. etc. The only reason he stopped thinking about it in terms of 
yachts  was because he applied this logic to things like “Why waste money on paying medical  
insurance even in case no dependent of yours gets sick? Isn’t it a pity, and also  jinx,  to pay for 
medical treatment a whole lifetime, depriving yourself through work from free time in which you 
could do much better things  and then even  regret you didn’t get sick and lost the investment? 
The state should just say “His friends should lend a guy money when he’s got the jinx of bad 
health in his  family and the state guarantees it will give him extra job hours to work his butt of to 
pay back the loans which e.g. saved his kids’ lives” So not working for insurance was not lack of 
solidarity, he might well be the guy who would lend a friend and he had proved that many times, 
and equally many he was the guy to borrow either for himself or on behalf of others who trusted 
him in being trustable to some lenders like that) OK, the drummer’s brother gave Mr Dolittle 
three cassettes as a goodbye gift. One  of them was  a copy of a cassette the nerd’s friend had 
given him , which on the one side had the title “Resistance” and on the other side had the title 
“Happiness” and were the songs of the fighter Theodorakis  and the songs of the erotic 
Theodorakis which we already know and which he also was giving to his students after they 
reached “sweet sixteen” (or seventeen) along with rock cassettes which did contain Chuck 
Berry’s “sweet sixteen” itself too. Another, from the same source, had on the one side the title 
“March of the Spirit” and on the other “Axion Esti” and both this and the “The heavenly blues…” 
were meant as a practical joke on the Greek tourists on the one hand and on the foreign tourists 
on the other who would be thinking “Maaaan! If  a poor beggar in this village  listens to 
Sikelianos and Elytis then  just what would  the priest and  the teacher  be listening to?” or 
“Maaaan! If a poor beggar in this country listens to combinations of Pharoah Sanders , Bach  and 
Beethoven , then just what kind of educational system does the Ministry of Education have?” Mr 
Dolittle sniffed the rationale (and enjoyed it) immediately (or maybe it was not sniffing but just 
plain logical contemplations of the implications of playing such cassettes) When he saw, himself, 
the potential of those cassettes he also answered  himself the question “…then just what music 
will the priest and the teacher be listening to?”,  he said “they  will be listening to the dog-songs 
by Lepa, who recently has stated  “Lepa c’est moi” and who sings in a dog-joint called 
“Diogenes”, my patron saint dog-sage” (By the way that day’s conversation with him (in half 
English half Greek from both, Mr Dolittle had been a sailor once)  started as follows (Mr Dolittle 
had noticed the Nicholson vibes of the nerd’s brother) “I welcome  the honor of the Prizzi.  
Would you let me treat you a beer?” “Gladly. Have you inherited someone or something?” “No, I 
only meant to tell you to buy me two beers and I’ll treat you the one”….Then they spoke about 
the cassettes and Mr Dolittle ended the cassette prank on non villagers like: “I once had seen a 
cartoon where  there was an extra-terrestrial making some measurements just below a landed 
flaying saucer and an earthman was asking “ Are you a spaceman?” “No, I’m his dog, the 
spaceman is upstairs, in the flying saucer” . So there will be a vibe like that in the whole incident. 
Now who is the  spaceman in all this? Since the cassette that I think I’ll be using is the one your 
brother  wrote, that image will even be true, he is a spaceman, he did land  from a satellite , didn’t 
he?”. The drummer’s brother liked both the cartoon and its use, as much as the drummer had 
liked it from his friend Liberty on another, but similar, occasion but he also had a question:)  
“Why you  keep going back to dogs all the time?” “Have you read Henry Miller?” “What? Yes I 
have, have you?!” “My wife  admired a lot his wife Moira in his “Rosy Crucifixion”, well that’s 
the name of the trilogy  Sexus-Plexus-Nexus, you know. And I guess you also know that the 
name of his wife Moira is the Greek word for “fate””  “OK, I know all that, what I didn’t know is 
how much you knew about it. And why it came up in relation to dogs” Mr Dolittle took  some 
cassettes  out of his plastic bags and inserted one in the cassette player and played and little with 
the forward  and rewind  buttons…(Before going on let’s stop calling him Mr Dolittle because, at 
least people who have seen “My Fair Lady”, won’t picture the right body language:)    
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This was the  body language the drummer’s brother was seeing.  Nick  was his name,  not his  
nickname which was Buzanos, hellenized form of a male version of “Buzana”  which in Polish is 
a female name meaning “Divine” (So his divinely beautiful ex wife was his Moira  and  fate had 
also branded him with a name everybody called him thus associating him with her forever as a 
man taking the name of his woman rather than the other way around? Maybe. Let’s continue:)… 
“Nexus ends with Henry Miller dreaming he is a dog with broken spine and saying “Wulf, wulf” 
to Moira throwing him a little bone, I mean he’s barking, not that he’s a wolf, and Nexus starts 
with the words “Wulf, wulf”, right?” “Now that you say it, of course, that’s the way it is. OK, so 
this answers the question about how Henry Miller relates to the dog. But tell me what you have in 
mind, not what I ask, I don’t think my questions leads to anything illuminating” “That’s what I 
had in mind to do, of course. Have your friends played Vangeli to  you?” “No, I don’t think they 
took very seriously  that idea of musical background to unifications between astronomical Mars 
the planet  and mythological Mars the war god” “No, I don’t mean that Vangeli. But the one 
you’ll hear now. Tell me if you can understand or I’ll ask Nike from inside the store who was 
born in Australia to help with the translation” …(They finally  did call Nike. She translated in 
prose but when the drummer’s brother mentioned these songs to the drummer he saw with 
surprise that the drummer had all this written down and reworded singably already from his 
satellite time. He  even told him he had liked so much some images that he had used them in 
paraphrasing even completely different songs. This Vangelis  was  also  a mathematics teacher 
and the drummer liked his rock very much both as lyrics and as music. That’s where we borrow 
the lyrics’ excepts from:) ““I wait all night just like a dog for you to come,  and give some life to 
my forlorn and wretched body/within my lies I keep on wrestling with the  words: “You are a 
devil.  You are a devil, that keeps on crunching my poor soul and my poor mind”. Did you like 
that?” “As if it were a stone and I were  a shop window” “So listen to this too: ““Climbed up your 
high stool , your legs crossed, relaxed and  cool/ivory cigarettes your fingers flip  on ashtrays/ 
like a lighthouse you blink to send away your  light rays/ to who could gorge you, to who could 
gorge you/ I’m really scared on his behalf, that poor tall guy’s/ like  hypnotized his eyes on you a 
thousand nights/of money and clothes he just got rid by playing dice/for your eyes only, for your 
eyes only/ and  from the crystals of human mind he just took off /and launched himself into the 
orb that has no lights” What did you think of that?” ““All teachers gave you their straight A’s 
predicting coming great days/and if then life gave you an F, just blame it on some ladies”” “Did 
you think of that yourself or your teacher friend told you? He gave me the same answer” 
“Everybody would give the same answer if he had heard the same song. Is Vangelis’ song over?” 
He pushed  the play button again: ““Just watch same sentence you gave me not come to you/ 
living in same exile and desert where I’m living/ doors closing, buses driving off and people 
leaving/ losing yourself like pebbles rolling downstream life”” ““Chased off  by each and 
everyone/buses not stopping to get on/ to take a chance  for breathing/it’s high time  you were 
leaving/ for somewhere not in people’s way/ an outcast she had called you/ the spell of that could 
hold you/ you even could become a gay”. Is that the same Vangelis too?” ““Son of a gun! In sky 
you take it easy/Just one breath, would make my life less dizzy/Pass one sometime, you can’t be 
all that busy” So  I had read “Rosy Crucifixion”, wasn’t I dressed up like Christ in carnival’s 
dance? I had even put lipstick on the bloody nailmarks. Well, Christ in a pagan carnival pissed off  
that Jesus freak with the red cross on his cap who came and cut my cross with the chainsaw and 
later fired on  me with that  shotgun…”…(the drummer’s brother had indeed seen him dancing in 
the square, adding on top of the  rest of body motions that were  following the music, a 
continuous rhythmic jitter which might make a viewer  really think  he had  been a very erotic 
man before becoming an alcoholic and maybe all the stories about him were true, that he had a 
very beautiful Polish wife who had left him with a son whom he had  abandoned  to his relatives, 
possibly she had left him because he had treated her as crazily as that weirdo in “Paris Texas” had 
once treated Nastasia Kinsky or…anyway, his son’s grandmother  seeing him abandon his son 
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abandoned her son  and would not allow him to come sleep in her house even when there was 
snow on the street, only when  it was a big occasion like Christmas or Easter she might invite him 
to lunch but not at the same time with the family)… “…Have I correctly heard that  you wanted 
to check out if Henry Miller would again say about Greece what he had once said,  that  America 
is the place to get bruised, France is the place to recuperate and Greece is the place to see how 
you would live if you had not been bruised at all?” “That’s correct, I had said  that” “Here we 
have a verse saying that  the Greek staircase to heaven  and Greek rock in general is a zeimbekiko 
to be danced as one is being nailed to a cross in the void, well I don’t mean  to say the verse  was 
written about my being shot in the carnival nor  for Rosy Crucifixions like mine or  Henry 
Miller’s, but what’s your final conclusion?” “Well, what can I tell you? If I personally hadn’t met 
Spring I would still be bruised, but through just facts of life, not  by US. If Spring hadn’t met me 
she would still be bruised through  other  facts of life, but even having met me she is still bruised 
or , more precisely bombed,  like many compatriots of hers, by US.  On the other hand, I too am 
part of US but I don’t bomb anybody. Your question is whether Greece enters  the picture 
anywhere. She and me are two non Greeks who just happened to have met on Greek ground, like 
they could have met anywhere else, in Spain, in Turkey, in France, in Sweden. So will nothing 
from here remain to us unforgettable without the help of some gift-shop souvenir or photo? OK, I 
do feel that none of all the things that happened here could have happened anywhere else, yet I 
can’t prove it more than you could because I’ve traveled less than you who had been a sailor, so if 
you ask me why I don’t believe it all could have happened anywhere else the answer is that I 
can’t even believe all the way that it even happened here, because it still seems like a dream to 
me. If a dream with very small probability  of being realized comes true, then does it mean it 
would have even smaller probability of coming true in another place or time too? Or it means the 
smallness of probability was a wrong estimate? Anyway , that’s all I have to say, whether I 
answered your question or not. What do you think?” “In brief what I think you said is that what 
Henry Miller would say today would be a little changed:  America is the place where some the 
decisions to bruise others are taken by some victimizers ,  countries like Spring’s are the countries 
first  bruised or, more precisely, bombed and then left by the bombings’ victims like Spring, and 
countries like Greece are the countries  where unmarried Americans like you have an opportunity 
to convince the bruised victims of the bombings that not all Americans are like mutants of the 
human species like those victimizers are” “Ho-ho-ho! Zis is ze best analysis of ze globalization 
done in ze American way I have heard of ” said Ben, joining them at the doorstep of the grocery 
where they were sitting, and added “I treat everybody beers, after such an analysis. Will we also 
sing  “Tonight my bed will be your doorstep and I’ll sleep there/since on your door this time you 
used a key on me” “OK, but only if you yourself explain to the grocer we don’t mean it for him 
but for the café owner who thinks I’m polluting his chairs if I first  sit on some doorsteps…I 
heard that some people say that Bush is like Alexander the Great who conquered far away 
countries to civilize them. OK, he used to marry off soldiers of his with women in India to 
convince them to stay there and  not come back  home. Well, I don’t think that right now any 
bombed person, even Spring, would trust any bombardier as a civilizer she could fall in love with, 
OK, maybe she could, maybe  she has the mentality of that French girl in “Hiroshima, my love” 
who fell in love with a German soldier and after the occupation ended he was killed and she was  
pilloried with crewcut and all, she didn’t notice  it very much though, at least half  her soul  was 
still with her lover on whose dying body she was clinging for all the hours it took him to die and 
even more. OK, but let’s get back to more down to earth possibilities of civilizing destroyed 
foreigners. When “Pizza Hut”  filmed a videoclip with Gorbachev eating pizza it didn’t become 
popular but just closed down after a while. Was it because he was a person bringing jinx to 
anything he touched, like e.g. perestroika?  I don’t believe in lucky and jinxy  leaders, at least for 
pizza hut there’s a simple explanation: Which Russian would not feel a sob in his throat for  each  
pizza bite going down when seeing the leader of his country and of half the world advertising 
American pizza  to get money for his institute or something with which he would help his 
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country. A whole pizza going down their gullets would  feel to Russians like a Golgotha of 
depression, the idiot savants of pizza hut’s advertisement didn’t notice or they couldn’t wait for a 
generation of pizza eaters for whom  Gorbachev would be past written history and not past TV 
news, still remembered” “Ho-ho-ho, nice listening to your conversation” “Thanks for the beers”, 
“Bye Ben, thanx, I’ll pass by, kisses to your vife” “At last he left, otherwise we would start 
talking about mafia in Russia after the pizza hut, I mean I want to tell you some things that are 
more private. So, of course Americans like Bush  can’t civilize other countries by sending 
bombardiers to marry bombed refugees and stay there. But  Americans like you can help refugees 
like Spring civilize America by marrying them and taking them there. From that point of view the 
fact that Spring is as apolitical as you or even more apolitical is a virtue, nor a shortcoming,  
because to consciously not see the Americans’ shortcomings is much more than just not being 
able to see them. No matter how apolitical Spring is, for the time,  and no matter  how her whole 
genius seems to have concentrated to cope with raising her daughter right and on not flipping out 
herself because of sexlessness,  she does have a genius for psychology , I’m sure you’ve noticed 
it, she’s born for that, and I hope  you’ll scholarship some studies for her if America won’t, once I 
borrowed a book she was holding, I liked its title, “Right to laziness”, I liked its content too and I 
told her that if I were her boyfriend I would add as a dedication “To my fair lazy”...”  
“Hahahahaha!That was fantastic of you, what did she say?”  “That maybe  I was seeking for 
compliments because this reflected me not her, she was working on double and triple jobs at 
times” “Right on! So you do know of your colleague, Mr Dolittle, in the film. Where have you 
seen it?” “They were playing it on TV on Christmas day and it was snowing, and my mother lets 
me in her house only if both of these conditions  are met. , OK, we haven’t finished. Overall, 
Spring  is so clever that there were  only two things she waited  for  before getting clever 
politically too. One was finding the right man to start a sex life. Now that she did find that man, 
do  you know what’s the other thing she’s waiting for?”“What?” “She waits to  love you even 
more and to also  love your country even more, because deep down she is afraid that if she sees 
America’s defects she might be influenced against you.  But  when she becomes convinced she’ll 
love you no matter  what, then she will open her eyes to the shortcomings of your country, 
knowing she’ll love it even with its defects. I call her “a healthy ostrich’s philosophy”” “Well, 
you didn’t mean it as a  compliment to yourself when you said that she’s born for psychology, but 
that equally applies to you, how come you didn’t apply for a scholarship yourself?” “You mean to 
an American tourist? For a man of my age it would be called either a gigolo-ship, either towards  
a lady or towards  a homosexual, at least it couldn’t be called a dowry-ship because no dowried  
woman would propose me of course, besides you remember what happened to Mr Dolittle when  
an American eccentric who wanted to leave a  legacy to a born philosopher made him an offer he 
couldn’t refuse, and deserted  his good habit of giving back change to alms greater than keeping 
him live one day at a time on beer and bread, oh, OK, I also have   the eggs some people buy me 
instead of beers to keep me from alcohol, I boil them on that little gas bottle I have in the cassette 
bag, so OK, do you remember what happened to him?” “What?” “He felt that he became 
corrupted by money and that he lost his ethical principles and that losing his pennilessness he also 
lost both  his shield and his alibi  against getting married , and his girlfriend married him and he 
had four of his friends get him to the wedding  in a dead man’s position, he would never again 
know if women loved him for his money or for his body” “OK, thank God your own duties to 
your kid you have fulfilled…”  “Me?” “I only  mean you have sufficiently forced some childless 
relatives to become his foster parents, your son is a fantastic  teenager as my friend the high 
school teacher told me, at least in soccer and humor, not in physics...” “Already in high school?  
It must have been a wise man who said “Time is always passing, whether you’re fucking or not”” 
“Hahaha! Let me concentrate, I want to make a deal with you. I’m not the kind of guy who would 
send a one way ticket to somebody to come to US and have a second chance and such bullshit. 
I’m the kind of guy who would send  the money for a return ticket and some hotel money to go 
around to see if you want to do something there, OK, I won’t exactly send you the money because 
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I may lead you into the temptation to drink it or to be corrupted, for a little time,  like you said Mr 
Dolittle was corrupted, I’ll just give the money to your travel agent here who is a relative of yours 
and told me not to ever give you money for alcohol, and also I’ll tell you that the kind of job I can 
help you find  is in the position of drummer, I’ve heard you were a pretty good drummer and I 
know of some groups that would find your vibes inspiring. OK, I’ll leave you my address and my 
cell phone but of course you can go to any other place with that ticket money, and I’ll also  leave 
you a cell phone because I don’t think  I could find you in any other phone, I’ll be paying its bills 
for a couple of years and by that time we’ll be back here for some vacation anyway” “OK, since 
you  leave me address and all I’ll do consider you application to me to let you help me, don’t call 
me  I’ll call you,  as they say after job interviews in your country  but you should know that if I 
do accept it from you while  I have not accepted anything but beers from anybody it will  be 
because …”… (By the way: He  did use the money  left with  the travel agent but as follows: 
Through guilt feelings and self flagellation and need to have done something spectacular  to 
impress his son and make him proud of his father dead or alive, so that  if his father survived the 
test he could make some de-estrangement movements,  he bought a ticket to Iraq to go and 
become a Human Shield. The nerd, through guilt feelings for the snowy night when he didn’t 
overcome his microbiophobia  to let him sleep on a sofa  but only to sit on a chair (and also 
through some sensitivity for people with a past history with drugs (at least since the version he 
had heard was that  Nick was a regular family man happy with his wife and son  until his son’s 
five years of age and then one summer he got involved with some  foreigners of somewhat 
drugged reflexes and then he got reflexes like that too, extremely feelingless toward his family 
among other things, and then, after  a year, the one of them who remained in the island for the 
winter too  and was very close to Nick committed  suicide and Nick got more and more into 
drinking) OK the nerd too  went to Iraq to convince him to come back and be a human shield less 
spectacular but rather more needed to all the teenagers, and to his son too, by keeping an eye on 
drugs dealers,  local and nonlocal,  that might be approaching the kids down to dangerous 
distances. Let’s not rush such a long  way ahead  into the  story  and  the follow up, let’s only say 
how the convincing-oriented  meeting began: They  met on a bus  full of Human Shields “What  a 
coincidence! Two guys from the same country, even from the same village , meet on the same 
bus in Iraq while  by some other coincidence, or rather de-coincidence,  they would never meet 
on the  streets of a village as small as a five minutes walk” “Hi Nick” “I have a bad feeling, I’m 
sure you have inside information that Rumsfeld’s orders to the planes are to go ahead and  bomb 
us” ‘What makes you think I would know” “If a microbiophobic like you is sitting on the seat 
next to me it can only mean that he knows he’s going to die anyway before the microbes he’ll rub 
off me take the time to kill him themselves” “Not necessarily, it can also mean that until the 
expiration date of the vaccines  they required from us to stamp our passports I feel relatively safe. 
In the army too I felt safe like that with all those vaccinations” “So our chances are still fifty-
fifty?”…Let’s go back to Nick’s discussion with the drummer’s brother)… “…you’ll be the only 
man I won’t feel I’ll have to be obliged and grateful too, I mean you are the only one I saw not 
wanting to bind me into anything except into  free unobliged choice since you spoke of a return 
ticket. It’s because I know myself and how easily I  feel obliged, that’s why I never ask for more  
than beers , which after all are just poisons to help one commit suicide, OK, I mean that your 
offer will make me think again if there is a way or even a reason  I should not persecute myself 
too much, I mean to avoid having the fate my son would have if my relatives didn’t raise him, in 
other words I mean if they had not taken that decision I would really have let him die, of course 
only in a drugged mind  fathers and mothers can think like that and really mean what they think 
even when what they think is “if you think you can blackmail me through our son’s life telling me 
to raise him while you go out to play barfly  and  live the  nightlife you think I deprived you of , 
then just know that I can blackmail you too in exactly the same way” OK, in her case maybe it 
was not the drugs she took that summer, maybe it was drugs she had taken more than five years 
before that, or maybe she was just crazy, she had a fit of such thinking way back when she 
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became pregnant, she  thought she should play an ethereal and spooky divinity of eros in a  
fairy’s style, and leave an indelible souvenir to her lovers in the form of a kid that they would 
adore as much as they adored her to worship her memory and her myth, and she didn’t have 
enough love for her kid to realize that she would leave it to be raised by a nut like me who as 
crazily as her considered himself a  shaman of eros who at most would like to leave such 
souvenirs to women, not did she realize that a nut-shaman  like  me  would rather kill himself if 
he let his kid die than keep it from dying but yielding to her blackmail. You realize of course why 
I love so much both Spring and you. You are more of a shaman than me but you would never do 
that to your son if you had one. And also you’re a living proof one doesn’t  need drugs to be a 
shaman.  And  Spring is a living proof a woman can be a divinity of sex and still be a mother. 
And also without using drugs. Now, please just  tell me, how the idea of wanting to help me came 
to you and then I’ll tell you all I’ve told you through  much more pleasant means, I mean  through 
cassettes” “Without implying that one has to remind me of a kin of mine in order for me to like 
him, you remind  me of my spaceman brother, the drummer I mean, not just in your drug past but 
even in your looks, unless you both spend hours each day in front of a mirror to make yourselves  
look  like Christ, through admiration of Miller’s  Rosy Crucifixion of course , not to the real 
crucifixion, OK, no pun intended to you or to my brother I don’t say something like “we waited 
for the drummer to get crucified but it finally was Plucky who did”, the drummer had never said 
anything about non rosy crucifixions , nobody van call him “inconsistent”  or something” 
“Neither had I. “I never talked non rosy cross neither for good or bad/and you won’t see hammer  
or nails somewhere in my backyard”” as a similar song says, or rather that song  talks of guns and 
roses, not of guns and crosses or of crosses and roses. “I never trust your tough-shit wars neither 
for good or bad and not even a  water gun I keep in my backyard”, yet the one who wrote it ended 
crucified or rather  hanged, by himself I mean” “I know whom you’re talking about, everybody 
has explained to me on their cassettes the music you play, and that his pseudonym “Unclose” 
means not “unclosed” but “not going close to anybody nor letting anybody come close”” “If I 
come to US do to you think I should take  this cassette with me to prove to people I’m not  a 
terrorist since I don’t even have a water pistol? The kids here  find I look like Bin Laden, due to 
my beard, but if I need to shave it   before I come then I won’t come. So you see I still haven’t 
decided to accept your offer. It’s like his verse “I’ll  step and tread exactly on your toes that are 
sore/ if you just need to treat me drinks I’ll have no drinks no more/ I’ll rise t’ my feet  a Sir, a 
Knight and a Genti/and when hangover’s over I’ll just tell you “goodbye”” You know who is the 
woman voice singing this song now? The protagonist of “Rebetiko”, the refugee singer, you 
know her profession? She’s a captain in a ship” “If you don’t come to US , then you know which 
verse of his I’ll write on a plaquette  and send to our friends to lay either on your tomb or  on this 
doorstep?” “Which?” ““Herein we lie in peace, announce to others/ lost from  their vulgar herd 
and from their bothers, tralalalala, tralalalalala”” “You moved me. “I will send you on a plane, 
baklava quite a bargain”” “And “I will send right to your gate great Pelé  on roller skate”” 
““Please receive by surface mail a real proof I didn’t fail/ hang my BS on the wall of fame next to 
Mona Lisa’s frame”…You turn to find an Unclose lyric” ““If you were the great Buddha and I a 
mountain range/ you would have had  Nirvana caught and held  by the tail”” ““I’m one but a lion, 
you’re all made of cheese/that’s why I can stand the stabs by you turkeys and geese”” ““God 
where do you get that from? All that expertise”” ““If your Spring’s name was Jane and if you 
were Tarzan/then from El Alamein you would come to Sudan” By the way, if you’re no jealous 
husband to take my intentions wrong dedicate to her once on my behalf, or on your behalf  if you 
are a jealous husband, Unclose’s verses “Your arms for me are the real scala of Milan and grand  
premiere for me tonight in them is on” and “just like a pinball crazed by joy in happy laughter, I 
give you one more ball to play a game right after”. They tried to walk off from each other  but 
this was only to sing , each to himself  (or more precisely to each one’s woman, present or absent 
or lost forever) the next verse “Hide me in you, hide me in you, hide me from this world’s light/ 
as if I never lived in world before tonight” then they walked back and before goodbyes and 
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instead of anything sentimental  they sang some improvisations on Unclose’s music and lyrics to 
each other, also giving each other five with  resounding palm strikes in the air as they were also 
dancing with  an air of familiarity and expertise and  natural born showmanship and readiness to 
perform on stage like the ones whose vibes we had seen in the exchanges (upon the arrival of the 
excursionists on the island) between the drummer’s brother and his brother the drummer (well, 
Nick was a drummer too and a brother nature too to Spring’s lover  after  all. Besides, the latter  
was also born to awaken not only the showman but also the brother in others): “Oh, free love free 
love you’re such  hurt and pain/ Lapsing-lapsing-lapsing you’re collapsing/ and you  just can’t 
take no more/ you will fall in love with Bush and Reagan/with Popeye and with Zorro/you want 
no woman ever anymore” “Oh, free trade, free trade you’re such  hurt and pain/ Lapsing-lapsing-
lapsing you’re collapsing/ and you just can’t take no more/ now just  fall in love with Bush and 
Clinton/not Popeye nor  Zorro/and just don’t want no party anymore”. Then they sang his “Like 
in Atlantis” together as if they were holding a common microphone: “Only an earthquake  now 
can save us/ total, frightful, grand deluge/ all things cut down thin like parsley/mankind has 
nothing to lose/ Globalization turned my head into a globe and now I’m bald, I wear a helmet/ the 
universal revolution is now helpless/can’t even help you fix a poster on your wall/so now just 
settle for  some worthless bums of my type/swim in your lies but just  try not to swim for long/If 
you never ever lose face, your whole world will be in doubt/that’s what visionary Shamans tell 
you it is all about/Globalization wears  me down like bathing  can wear  down a rock, they gave 
me a bathtub /instead of building churches to some raw  conclusions/without their pulpit bullshit 
full of fancy farts/as if they hadn’t heard  God can’t be represented/they go ahead and fill our eyes 
with useless arts/If you never ever lose face, your whole world will be in doubt/ that’s what 
visionary shamans tell you it is all about” (But the only joint performance the drummer’s brother 
and Nick gave on stage was finally a videoclip only planned and run in the drummer’s brother’s 
mind when, soon back in the island with Spring again,  he almost suffered an almost harakiri-like 
depression for reasons we’ll see later  and boiling in rage against the US-gang he suffered 
fantasies of returning to US and managing to fill a stadium with rock audiences and singing with 
Nick, on the same mike and with arms on each other’s shoulders,  a paraphrase by him of a song 
about ousting some foreign kings’ dynasty from Greece a into a song about ousting some 
extraterrestrial (or virtual-reality) gang dynasty from earth (or from real reality) back to outer 
space (or back into its screens), and both of them, Nick first and he right after, being shot from 
Jack Ruby types of enraged Americans in the front row, but still going on singing and dancing  
along with the audience until their final collapse and bleeding, neither them two nor anybody in 
the audience bothering to catch or even see who the gunmen were, or sending for an ambulance 
(and not singing “let it bleed…” , nor “lapsing and collapsing” but something better than both, the 
initial ousting song along with Nick’s globalized (because tri-lingual: American, Turkish, Greek) 
comment “we love you karga , st’arhidia mas”  when receiving his shot and his own free  
translation of Nick’s comment when receiving his own shot “love and smooches, that was just a 
fart on our balls”) Concerning Nick’s becoming a human shield he did become one a couple of 
years after his return trip to Iraq, since he was found  drowned in a manner which was a  parody 
of suicide, i.e. it was  a threat-message to other people who would mess with a rather less global  
gang:  He was floating drowned, face down into water,  with his neck tied to a not too heavy 
stone sunk to a sea-depth of only one foot, so that nobody thought he entered sea while drunk nor 
that he killed himself since he could have just walked with the stone in hands  out of the sea 
reaching his knees. So everybody thought  he had reached some way to incriminate some names 
of drug dealers and pushers. So, even through their mere need to be effective in their threat they 
did help him in his need to somewhat de-estrange himself from his son through pride in his 
loony-boozy but also  duty-gutsy father. Concerning his role as an entertainer  with a cassette 
player, mainly for his son to realize it as he would grow past fifteen or sixteen,  the nerd had 
written, a little after their  return from Iraq, a paraphrase of an  Aristophanic comedy (of 
Lysistrata)  in which Nick was playing a role even more  protagonistic than Lysistrata’s, OK, the 
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nerd was not at Nick’s funeral, not out of recurrence of microbiophobia (of microbes caught 
while  kissing Nick in the coffin) upon expiration of his vaccines, but because Nick had already 
been at the nerd’s funeral some time ago (the comedy  was part of his “legacy” of pages  with 
fantasies about his friends). That comedy was played by his friend’s students and also his friend  
translated it in English, let’s see most of the rest of the acts  in summary but see in full detail the 
acts where Nick played  :) 
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Lysistrata means “Army dissolver” and was the heroine of a comedy by Aristophanes. She had 
conceived the idea that the war between Athenians and Spartans could end if the wives of the 
combatants of both sides refused to perform their conjugal duties if their husbands did not stop 
the war. Of course this was a difficult decision to apply for the women too so  it became a contest 
between husband and wife  in who could hold out longer……….Let’s now see what she could 
inspire in us for today’s conflicts if  she lived again, but this time here in Glossa*:  
(and, at least on  Glossa island, which  means “tongue island”,  let’s assume that sung things don’t need 
translation**, whatever Greek is sung is immediately understood by Americans as if it had ben sung in 
English and whatever is sung by Americans is immediately understood by Greeks as if it had been sung in 
Greek. Maybe this even extends to verses just recited too, not only to songs.  
 
 
*In Glossa her name would become Lys’strato or Lys’strataki  like Evgenia becomes Vgenio or Vgenaki 
**The drummer would sure sign that, for one!   
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Lys’strataki 
 

ACT 1 
Stavros is seen  on a TV screen (in Hajinikolaou/Siompolos style) saying: 

 
 
 

«Up in the heights of Afghan land where caves are dark like pitch 
global cowboys are caught in webs that give a growing itch. 

 

 
 

Fate had been cruel to them at home, cruel, hard and quite unfair 
but now heat waves and snowy winds are more than they can bear.  

For quick results they bombed Iraq , they planned full shock and awe 
but when on ground they couldn’t get round  the war casualty law 
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The minister of tough-shit bull , Rumsfeld, in dissolution 
scratches himself  from head to toes looking for a solution. 

 
His projects now like a flat tyre show in his hanging cheeks 
but a badge-heart from CIA gives him just what he seeks: 

 
 

Panagiotis wearing headset finds Rumsfeld on the phone and reports: 
 

“Your toughness I pay my respects. Still looking for Bin Ladin? 
We have some news at which to jump. We found out where he’s hiding. 

In Glossa Skopelos he’s now, translated it’s Tongue Island,  
we’re worth our wages, we protect New York, L.A., Long Island. 
He’s tall, he’s thin, his skin is dark, to foreigners he’s unknown 

to natives he has spread the lie that his name is Buzanow. 
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Suddenly we  are inside a big Glossa house, in the kitchen, the village postman (played by 
Yiorgos)  is having coffee , his mom (Argyroula) is cooking, grandpa (Vasilis) is dozing on a 
chair leaning on a walking cane, Marina is studying for a chemistry test. At the news about 
Buzanow Yiorgos’s surprise and sudden laughter makes the coffee burst out of his mouth. 
Yiorgos:-Mom, grandpa, Marina, the Americans have found Bin Laden. It was Nikos.Viva 
Buzanden. After Zapata it was Nikos. After Nikos the deluge. 
Argyroula: -Theodosia’s  Nikos? Our Nikos? Glossa’s Nikos? Mariina! Mariina! Where are 
you? Didn’t you hear the news? The Americans say that Theodosia’s Nikos is Bin Laden. 
Marina:- And what do I care about everybody’s bullshit? Is that what I set the alarm clock for? 
Or to study for today’s chemistry exam?    
Argyroula:- If I only come there I’ll show you what you care about and what not. Run to your 
father in the souvlaki  place and tell him to order to my cousin, the carpenter, a big store sign 
writing “Bin Buzanden’s joint”. Still here? Get up and run. 
Yiorgos:- OK, just walk, don’t run. By the time mom’s cousin will have the sign ready another 
ten bin Ladens’a and doubles will have been located. Mom, the cradle you ordered for me only 
rocked Marina, by the time your cousin delivered it I had gone to kindergarten.  
Grandpa:-Make it write “Bin Buzanden’s den” not “joint”. Bandits have dens ,  they have no 
joints. 
Argyroula:- Say this to your other son to whom you gave money to open a souvlaki place too. 
The orders here are given by me who had our store as my dowry so that we don’t pay rent. 
Grandpa:-Say this to my son who takes orders from you. Not to me. 
Argyroula:- You just go to study for your Saint Peter’s  exam to enter Paradise, you’ll be taking 
it pretty soon.   
Grandpa:- No, you go and meet Saint Peter. I’ll sit around here to make IKA go bankrupt, IKA 
and all pension Funds. Why would I leave the place now that tourist girls with minis and bikinis 
will be coming from everywhere? Aah ! It was too early that my generation was born, there were 
no minis in our days. Either we were too early or this Laden was too late bringing tourists with 
bikinis here. 
Argyroula:-You’re only making your entrance to Paradise more difficult. Saint Peter heard that.  
Grandpa:-Saint Peter is a man and he understands me. He doesn’t think like you. 
Yiorgos:- You two are fun but I have to distribute the letters and to discuss the news with the 
village. What fun we’re going to have today! Let’s see what else is on TV about all this. 
(Τhe rest on TV he sees from the door , standing and having put on his mail bag). 

 
 

Panagiotis continues: 
We cornered him, he cannot leave, and thus we can afford 

to display manners quite unlike a bad uncultured lord. 
We first checked out if in this isle we could spot Europeans 

and now we’ll bug their phones until they spill the needed beans. 
These would be people to plot with, darkskins would look like Ladens 

too obvious they would be to us, we’ll also check islanders”. 
 Eschelon hounds with bugs for ears and high-tech sets found out 
two plotting French and lo-and-behold a suspect German Kraut. 

Mark Held and lady, legal wife, and Ben with suspect dog 
with no dog’s name but a premier’s to spread well needed fog” 
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Stavros as Hajinikolau: 
“Interviews and interrogations  start on Greeks from other places. 

Who could believe what brought them here was Glossa’s hidden graces? 
Why an Athenian runs the base , called Yiorgos James Bunny? 
Could they not find an islander from Glossa who could run it?” 

George (Yiorgos) Bunny (played by his son) answers: 
“In Athens I had  found two jobs and I could earn big money 

but my life was just miserable no one would call it honey. 
And then it dawned on me in flash, and without second thought, 

that my finances and my life would there keep running short. 
You there find jobs to pay for debts and cards to pay for things 
that you would never need at all where nature her stuff brings. 

At the end of day you just can zap, dead tired like digging ditches 
and your youth weeps as both your work and life herself seem bitches. 

And where can you see green or blue? In fancy downtown places? 
Green suburbs and huts by the sea are rare playing-cards like aces. 

In Glossa at your balcony you’re waiting for the moon 
and twenty cents of cold or hot coffee make you a tycoon. 

To make a lengthy story short I came to the conclusion 
that if you want to real be rich Glossa is the solution”  

Marina has come in too, they’re all laughing their hearts out, Marina is banging her feet on the 
floor, grandpa his cane and Mom is banging a big spoon on a table. 
Argyroula:- It’s crazy! This is Yiorgos of Antigoni! Are we  all going to become celebrities in 
Glossa? 

Grandpa:- I’m going to the café. Today’s chat is going to be something else! I wouldn’t miss it 
for anything. 

Stavros as Hajinikolau interviews/interrogates one more character with eye-glasses: 
Suspect will also be any word and  idea or decision  

of all school teachers not from there, let’s hear  them with precision. 

Marina has gone to hysterics from laughter, moving her hand in the style “I can’t take any more 
laughs, I’ll die”, she is screaming: 

Marina:-Terrorist, my foot! This is our professor of literature!                                                                 
Argyroula:- Isn’t this mister Mihalis who gave me your grades the other day? He is a little 
“somehow” in his mind but he is a good man. I also see his wife in Jimmy’s market  when we do 
our shopping. Isn’t his house across Nikos Angeletos’? Some years ago he used to live up there  
near Faneromeni, at the side of Vangelitsa Sideri’s house.   

Mihalis (played by Mihalis who is a studious student and with eye-glasses): 
“A traveler  and photographer who was my closest friend 

once told me Glossa is heavenly and showed me what he meant: 
A photograph unlike the ones you see in packs of many 
was one that he had shot amazed from the Faneromeni. 

It showed a small cloud right in front of him passing like running 
to go still lower,  white and smooth, humid  yet warm and  shining, 

like rabbit spotted  and  surprised seeking its nest to hide in. 
Aristophanes’ high clouds to me all this reminded 

where in a heavenly resort some birds to live were guided. 
They strolled above adrenalin, toxin and  bullshit’s sound 
no crappy facts like on TV to breach their life were found. 
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This hit me like a sudden fit of sizzling inspiration  
and I was not even obliged to change my occupation. 

In just five minutes, even three, I would go to my school 
and all “Good morning”s heard and said would make me already full. 

In Athens my hours and my days would pass and feel like waste 
in buses filled elbow to chest, running in sweaty haste. 

So they were right all those who said that for all things you’re buying 
there you  become a slave and live in sad grey quarantine”. 

   George Bunny: 
 “OK,OK, we got your point you poet and learned scholar 

a vicious circle threatens you in Athens for each dollar 
but please just now explain to me how your wife said “I’ll come” 

my own life’s lady was from here, we met in base Tacan”       
Mihalis: 

This part was just the easiest of all, I asked her “are you in?” 
and when she heard Glossa is the place she said “To pack  begin” ”  

Stavros as Hajinikolau: 
‘I’m JEALOUS! JEAEALOUOUS!! These guys have time of their own. All to themselves. I 
want to go fishing, eat swordfish on charcoal not cross swords on TV windows”. Up to now 
Stavros-Hazinikolau was seen on TV screen, the TV being on a table,  now he rises and we see 
that he is a full tall man whose head is in a TV box  which he rests on a table every now and then. 
He tries to take it out of his head and unable to do this he finally pushes forward and at least he 
busts the glass and his head comes out, still having the TV as a collar. Then he   joins George 
Bunny and  Mihalis on the stage and all three of them sing (in the melody of “na borousa sta 

synnefa naha ena venzinadiko”): 
If  my store  was way overcloud, 

time for life would at last be found 
for the nut-house I’d not be bound  

when  town vibes would not be around. 
I just want my life back alive and not on screen 

so just to begin 
I break out of that glass. 

All my dreams again start as I go to those mounts 
returning to my ground 
up there way overcloud. 

(here Stavros manages to throw away the TV collar and he kicks it off stage) 
I might as well just forget about town-life to even wonder, 
it’s such a pain in the ass in the free land where I wander. 

Rent, loans, cards, gas for the sane and nut 
 and then  run to find a parking lot 
as if this bad joke  was nothing but 

 a theater farce played on you by God. 
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa! 
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ACT 2 
Under the sound of slow rock (like in desert scenes of “Paris Texas”) Buzanos, played by 
Stamatis,  slowly emerges from a big wheeled dustbin which he uses as home. The reason he 
emerges slowly (by pushing on the lid with his head) is that he doesn’t want to spill his 
coffee which he holds in one hand while he holds his cassette player in the other. He finally 
lands on the street, he yawns and stretches (now the music becomes Bob Marley’s verse “I 
woke up this morning  to face the rising sun”(from “Three little birds”) then he lies down 
on the street , head leaning on his dustbin, and  pushes the button of his cassettes player and 
the slow rock is again heard. Vaso enters and he’s looking at her from street level like 
Diogenes was looking at Alexander the Great.  
                  Vaso: 
-So you are Buzano?  
              Stamatis: 
-Unshaved but reporting for duty. What do you teach?  
V:-You mean you teach too? 
S:-Yes, poetry, but don’t tell anybody. 
V:-Why? 
S:-If the taxmen hear about this they will tax me for the beers people treat me. 
V:-Maybe you’re the taxman taxing everybody in beers.  
S:-A whole village can’t sustain a sidewalk philosopher?  
V:-Yes, but why sustain the same person all the time? All should be taking turns philosophizing 
and being sustained to have a break, one month each. Or set a lottery ticket and the winner has a 
break and philosophizes and the guys with just lucky last digit just have free beers or cigarettes. 
S:-Subversive ideas for the establishment.  
V:-You mean the establishment of loafers? 
S:-You’re going to take away my clientele if you keep repeating these things. Why don’t do some 
loafing yourself instead? 
V:-Why don’t you tell me one of the poems that you teach instead?  

S:-You want one that was written in the time of the newly rich but turns out  to be relevant in the 
time of the newly poor too? About social security and pensions and saunas and spas and 

multivitamins? Here’s poetry’s version of all that: 
Rat poison for pensioners and vitamins for children 
mending underwear for soldiers to do patriotic acts 

I send you a message on a tam-tam  with fax 
drop olive oil and cook with Vitamax 
you are bewitching et tu es ravissante 

I  look for you in saunas and in Turkish hamams 
 

One demonstration ten  microphones 
maximum volume and the lousiest of tones 

Thousands of bipeds in the streets hearing walkmans all having washed with the same                                 
savons 

We’ve sold ourselves in the city’s bazaar 
just for a suit to show off who we are. 

 
My era and age you remind me of Caesar and morituri te salutan 

I’m growing  older and on fours I start walking but no hitchhike, cars are letting me down 
 

We’ve sold ourselves in the city’s bazaar 
just for a suit to show off who we are. 

Elephant bullets and we’re the targets they shoot 
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and we are showing off in our new suit. 
V:-Quite a pessimist your poet, don’t you think? 

S:-He has written even more pessimistic lines.  
V;-Oh, really? How much more pessimistic can he get?.  

S: 
Only an earthquake now can save us, a cataclysmic world event 
cutting us all thin like parsley to keep away our mankind’s end. 

V: -Some trace of optimism just for a change? 
S: 

                                         Herein we lie in peace, announce to others, 
lost from  their vulgar herd and from their bothers 

V:-Αha!  You are a real specialist on Unclose. Do you know more poems of his?   
S: 

Necessity can’t be escaped even by a real god 
I never trust your tough-shit wars neither for good or bad 

and not even a  water gun I keep in my backyard. 
V: -The students told me you used to  be friends with Unclose way back when he still lived. How 

come? Great minds think alike as the saying goes? Or you just had your first name “Nick” in 
common? Or you wanted to be close to a celebrity? 

S:-Oops, teacher lady, you haven’t done your homework correctly at this point. His name is 
“Unclose” which doesn’t mean unclosed  to everyone, to fame etc. It means not close to anyone, 

he didn’t want  many others to get close to him nor himself get close to many others. Got it now?   
V:-Oh! One never stops learning. You can even teach teachers , not just students. Frankly I’ve 

only noticed it now that Unclose differs from Unclosed. Sorry.   
S:-It’s OK. Just let me change a cassette to dance a couple of rounds to get over some bad  vibes 

you almost gave me.  
Stamatis dances the following two verses of the same poet: 

If you mock me I’ll tell you that you’re fired 
and when hangover’s over I’ll leave you ungoodbyed 

S: -Well, how did you recognize me? Did your students tell you I had a beard? 
V: -No, they told me you had a wheeled dustbin. I was teaching about Diogenes and the kids 
asked me if he was a Buzanos. The analogy they picked on  was that he rolled the big jar in which 
he slept  anywhere he wanted his house to be and you roll your wheeled dustbin. 
S :-You’re definitely going to close down my house. It’s not just house tax I’m going to 
have to pay if all this talk gets around. They’ll charge me even  a luxury tax. Out of jealousy for 
having something like those trailer-houses tourists have for vacations. That’s how my sister’s 
husband left his motorbike and took up a donkey again and now honks by mouth before going 
around corners.  
V:-What you mean he honks by mouth? 
S:-E-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-ee-e!. 
V:-I wonder what’s next to learn in Tongue Island! 
S:-So are you becoming a polyglot or a polymath? 
V:-Rather a Glossopath.    
S:- Haha! You are fun. And a literature professor I guess. What poems do you teach  
these days? 
V:-The Moonlight sonata. Have you read it? 
S:-No, moonlight is dangerous to my health. 
V:-In what sense? 
S:-It makes me visible at night and somebody shot me while I was pushing my bin. When the 
school kids saw the bullet holes they said I was shot by Americans and found me  names like 
DustBin Laden, Bin Buzaden, etc and were paraphrasing the verses of  Hajidakis’ “Kemal” to 
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make limericks about the event and called their verses “The Moonlight Ballad”. Maybe it sounds 
narcissistic but after such a honor to me and my bin I wouldn’t listen to any Moonlight Sonata 
whether by composers or by poets. 
V:-Who gave you get a wheeled dustbin? Isn’t this model a property of the state?   
S:-It was Honorary Award. The village had awarded to Andreas a wheelchair with a motor for the 
entertainment that he offers with his broadcasting station, and then to me the village  awarded the 
wheelbin for the cassette player and the verses. Well, Father Alexis did put a helping hand in that 
when he said in the church that the music  I offer free of charge is high quality, and thus half-
jokingly half-seriously  I found a house. Trailer house from your own village  even if it’s a 
dustbin.   
V:-Like they say «Adidas from your village even if made of car-tire”? 
S:- Aaa!! You’re one of us! What can I  offer you as honorary award. Do you want a coin from 
the junta years. It even has that sign of phoenix regenerated out of his ashes. 
V:-How come you kept it?  
S:- I tell  people who dislike me that I liked the junta and  I hope that in this way  I make some 
people dislike the junta. 
Β:-Α!, quite a way of your own for sabotage. May I give you as honorary award a loaf of bread? 
So as to say “bread-verses-entertainment” like those days they shouted “bread-education-
freedom”? 
S:-Can you rather make it  a beer? 
V:-OK, tell Mathilde to add it to my account in her kiosk. 
S: -Write it on my hand and sign it so that she believes me. 
V: -This is the new banking system? Hands as live checks. Don’t forget not to wash your hand 
before endorsing the check. 
S:-With so many checks  written on me all day long I would either end up drunk by drinking all 
beers at one sitting or I would never get a chance to take a shower so as not to ruin the checks. 
That’s why I keep telling them “Don’t rush, wait for your turn, do not all leave your autographs 
on the same day, you’ll all have a chance sooner or later”.  
V: -Gee! You brought a new meaning and dimension to the expression “I have written money 
off”. 
S:-Some checks I do wash off.  
V: -Which ones? 
S:-Those that are for amounts much bigger than one beer. They’re not given without a goal, and 
this means a bad goal. It’s like helping a politician in  an election campaign. So  if somebody 
signs on me an amount that makes him look like a sponsor I drink one beer to his health and  give 
him back the change. OK, I think I talk too much. I, too, like to hear things. And sure you have 
plenty to tell me.    
V:-You know what Gandhi had said about Western Civilization? 
S:-No. What? 
V:-That it would be a good idea because it still doesn’t exist. 
S:-Now both you and Gandhi just sent me somewhere else! What was thaaat!!! What’s your 
name? 
V:-Paz 
S:-Paz! That means Peace, doesn’t it? If Americans heard us they would think it’s a code name 
used among terrorists like us. 
V:-Thus they would get  a hiccup. Don’t they say you get a hiccup when somebody far away is 
thinking of you? 
 
Panagiotis in CIA wearing his bug headset is heard talking to himself really having a 
hiccup. “Fuck it.(hic) How did they get sniff of me? They’re really cunning these terrorists.  
(hic ) And  I really bet  “Paz” is a code name (hic )  not a  real name. And having found out 
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about me is evidence for their guilt (hic )  why would they think about me (hic-hic-hic) 
otherwise?  
 
V:-How do they manage to get terrorized by peace and not by war? 
S:-When they bombard from the high and they don’t get killed they christen it “war” in order to 
say they  win. When they land and do get killed they christen it “peace” in order not to say they 
lose but that they are peace fighters killed by war-lovers. 
V:-If I had you as a student  I would give you straight A’s. Do you have answers for everything? 
S:-It depends on the questions. 
V:-How come you didn’t go to town and become a beatnik? 
S:-I heard they meet in towns to think about how to go to villages. I’m already in a village, so 
why go at all  to those meetings?  

 
Panagiotis: 

-I can’t make out  what Bin Laden is up to. He sure lives on alms just to hide he’s the  
billionaire we’re looking for. And it’s sure no coincidence that years back Mark and his wife had 
been photographed in front of our Twin Towers.   
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And the German’s name “Ben” is sure a distraction from “Bin”. It must have started as “Bin” 
then it went to “Been” and “Bean” like Mister Bean and finally it went completely under cover as 
“Ben”. What else could it come from? Ben as in Ben Hur? And why did he call his dog 
“Mitsotaki”? ΟΚ, it’s the name of a Greek ex-premier but why choose that particular premier and 
not some other premier? Obviously because it sounds as Japanese as can be.It’s almost Kawasaki, 
or rather , aha!! Nagasaki, bingo!! He must be one of those who want retaliations for Hiroshima. 
Thank God there a re people like me who still remember Pearl Harbor . Weren’t the Japs and the 
Krauts allies in the previous war?  And who is this Gandi?  His full name must be something like 
Bin Ganden. He sure doesn’t sell the Candy Laundry machines nor has he any relation to geese 
and ganders. What’s good for the Landen is good for the Ganden as the saying goes And the 
hiccup I had some minutes ago shows that these guys are spying on me having me on their minds 
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all the time. It all checks. At some point he’ll make the fatal mistake that will turn the evidence I 
gather into proof. And then I’ll get tenure. But even apart from my own promotion, if you ask me, 
I don’t really think we need more proof. What he says about Western Civilization   shows quite 
well what he is and what he stands for. And, anyway, just what quality of a person is somebody 
who doesn’t like the American way of life?  This all reminds me that  terrorist of ours, 
Unabomber. I see so many analogies. That one was a university professor in mathematics,  yet 
left town to live in a log hut without  electricity.  This one is not a mathematician but he is a 
philosopher, brains and education cannot be hidden . He must lead us to the weapons of mass 
destruction. But even if we don’t find weapons, isn’t what these two are discussing a mass 
destruction anyway? They set dirty culture bombs full of poems like bacteria that are going to 
infect and pollute the American way of life.     
 

In the mean time Stamatis and Vaso just go on  
 

S: -I too have heard a Gandhi gag. 
V:-I’m all ears. 
S: -They asked him why Indians don’t want to live with the British way of life and he said that 
the 50 million  British, to  live with the British way of life, had to make slaves of one billion 
Indians. So if one billion Indians wanted to live with the British way of life how many trillions  of 
people would they have to make slaves? They would need to discover and enslave about 10 
planets of the size of  earth.  

Panagiotis:  
Αhaaa! There we go! I’m something else!!! Who could cheat the fox? I’m sure they say the same 
things about the American way of life too. Preferring souvlakis to Mac Donald hamburgers. Τhat 
French who last year burned down the MacDonald stand in his village had studied in US , in 
Berkeley, which just so happens to be the place  where Unabomber taught mathematics. 
Link!:Unabomber-Berkeley Link!:Berkeley-Frenchman burning Hamburger Stand Link!: 
Hamburger-Souvlaki Link!: Souvlaki-Bin Buzanden. It all starts to hang  together. The puzzle at 
last starts to fit. Any further evidence? Should we make certain? Well, should we tolerate 
uncertainty? What are we? Irresponsible persons   who think everything is a coincidence? Do we 
have the right to risk our lives and our children’s lives waiting for foolproof evidence. We should 
send troops out there, troops and agents in cover. We must make arrests and interrogations. Our 
troops and our allies’ troops. British, Italian, Spanish, that’s it , no other ally stands by us.  
V:-I think I had interrupted a piece of music you were starting on your cassette player. 

Stamatis pushes a button and what follows is the fast rock sequel of the beginning piece: «Oh, 
free love free love you’re such  hurt and pain..... 

(George Bunny is passing by and they give each other five (striking/colliding their palms in the 
air with noise). The song goes on)  

......so do decide at last what you do want” 
 Others gather , mainly first year high school kids going back home from school. 

The song goes on: «I’m one but a lion, you’re all made of cheese, God where do I get that from? 
All that expertise! ...»  Buzanden  points to  himself in playful pride saying: 

 “Yes! That’s real me! Where do I get all my graces from? Give me a spit-spit so that people who 
are jealous of my life can’t  harm me with their bad eye”  

The twelve year olds all give him a spit-spit in unison. 

Stamatis:- Thanks a lot kids. With all that saliva I can also comb my hair. And, of course, I can 
avoid bad eye for a couple of weeks. But just in case, do bring me some garlic from Nectaria in 
the green grocery. 
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Rena (of Theresa, the pharmacist’s wife) 

  -Nectaria has closed for noon, I think my dad is still in the drugstore, will  garlic pills do for the 
bad eye? 

S:-If they do for cooking then they’re OK   

The fast refrain is heard: 

“Lapsing-lapsing-lapsing I’m collapsing 

 and I just can’t take no more 

 I will fall in love with Bush and Reagan  

with Popeye and with Zoro 

I want no woman ever anymore!” 

George Bunny sings in the same melody:  

“Pissing-pissing-I need to go pissing 

I can’t hold myself no more 

 I will wet the whole square and the tavern 

a couple of shops and the drugstore 

he leaves running crossing his hands over his fly 

Buzanden answers him singing: 

“Just hold it till in front  of your own door”. 

 

Nina (of Mathilde): 

-George Bunny is running like George Rabbit 

Dimitra(the young sister of Despina and Ellie) 

So he got a promotion. 
George the youngest: 

-You think he’ll get a raise too?  
Johnny (the dancer): 

-If we congratulate him on his promotion from bunny to rabbit you think he’ll treat us a coke?  
All twelve year olds together: 

Long live Bin Buzanden! Long live Bin Buzanden! 
 

Panagiotis: 

-So that was it! Now everything’s been confirmed beyond any rational doubt! Now I have proofs 
that they know it’s Bin Laden and they call him Bin Buzanden to distract  us. Glossa is aiding and 
abetting terrorists. Oh, yes, there is going to be army there. If we wouldn’t stand uncertainty  we  
certainly won’t tolerate  the certainty that they are terrorists. Fact:Landen is Bin Landen Fact: 
Buzanden carries a bin. Fact: Landen, Buzanden  and Gandi all carry an and sound , coding 
something of course, they must be initials for a terrorist instruction most probably. My boss will 
like the way I think. I can’t  wait to tell him of my findings. 
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Lakis plays Rumsfeld: (on the wall he has a frame with his face as in the following photo……) 

 
 

Lakis-Rumsfeld:-Have you looked up what busanow means? Maybe it’s a code name in some 
language. 

Panagiotis:-It means “divine” 

Lakis-Rumsfeld:-There we go! Muslim fanatics! 

 Panagiotis:-But it’s a Polish word 

Lakis-Rumsfeld:-Now I’m confused. The  Polish are our allies. Oh. What am I talking about, 
clear as delight, they’re cunning but I’m smarter, he chose a Polish name as a distraction. Besides, 
his convictions speak for themselves. Aah, listen to that one! Not liking the British or American 
way of life! Clear as daylight! Why do they frequent the souvlaki stand? Of course they consider 
MacDonald an invader. Complete backwardness and indifference to real progress. Like that 
French you said burned down his village’s MacDonald stand. And he had even studied in US. 
Ungrateful guys these terrorists , aren’t; they? No ethics. Oh!Oh!Oh! Why would I go as far as 
France? Greeks had their own souvlaki terrorist. Once I was passing in a half businesss half 
vacation trip from there and I saw on TV a guy with a moustache , certainly he was a souvlaki 
place owner, and he had a pigtail , he certainly was an anarchist too, and he was singing 
something like ..let me see..  OK, I even got it on my lap top, I liked the words but in a context I 
created for myself, the original context must have sure been about souvlakis I also liked his body 
language , it reminded me of myself”.                                                                                            
His laptop sings, he dances , adding some boxer’s movements since he specializes in box too 
(does he specialize in anything else? Just in OSP (office of special plans) and tough-shit gags  
coming from and addressed to his fellow-admirers of Al Capone who like Rumsfeld himself are 
moronic and illiterate whether they have a Princeton degree like him or not). The (as moronic as 
he) song is:  

However  I, I, I, oh yeah, I 

will never be replaced by anyone in your whole life 

because it’s you, you, you, yes babe you, 

who will desire me even more when we’re all through. 

 (He goes back to talking instead of singing) 
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-They are clearly talking about souvlakis and intestines . If they are to leave all that for 
hamburgers they will miss it so much that they will want it even more. 

By the time he sings the end of this  he is foaming with craze and rage and as he stops dancing 
and regains  his poise (with movements  imitating the body language of  Ninjas as they calmly 
and almost ritually put their sword back in its case) he also  resumes the posture he has in the 
ridiculous picture we saw above and see  below and which all this time we see in an expensive 
frame on the wall as if it represents his best self which he is trying to emulate,  reach, preserve, 
conserve etc.  
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ACT 3 
The island  is filled up with Americans and allies, British, Spanish, Italians, “thi thenior”, “si 
seniorina” , “oh yes” , “oh yeah”, etc in fatigues and in civilian clothes (which boys play? The 
blond ones and the tall ones; in the evening walk the blond go like “oh yeah” the dark ones go 
like “thi thenior” etc) 

 
 

Setting: We  are  in the kitchen of  Argyroula, the mother of Marina. The mom is absent. 

Helen: -Wow!  Marina, we haven’s had such a gathering  since we were student like you and 
held meetings.                                                                                                                                  
Marina: -OK, will we ever vote? My mom will be back from the souvlaki stand and will want us 
to let her too vote if we don’t hurry.                                                                                                                            
Lena:-After so much bla-bla I forgot what we are voting on. Can somebody tell me what  we 
started from  and what we ended up with?                                                                               
Nikoletta: -Those of us who just came from Athens and study in the university communicate to 
you what the political party youths are saying to the young women in Glossa which is under 
occupation. They should segregate all the occupation troops , especially if they are Americans, 
whom all we inhabitants of Glossa should call cowboys but in a tone that makes clear  that it 
doesn’t have anything to do with the admiration we had for the cowboys we once were seeing in 
westerns.  And we, the women, should keep them at a distance or we’ll be seen as traitors.                                        
Lys’strataki (played by Ellie):- But those of us who never entered such political party youths 
see things differently. OK, maybe I only speak  for myself and don’t represent all women of 
Glossa, but let whoever disagrees speak up and say I don’t represent her. So many times so far, 
that out village or our next neighbor village were visited by students form Denmark or Cyprus  
when we still were in the high school , we would consider as unimaginable to impose such 
unnatural limitations and padlocks and chains on our hearts. Idylls would just happen  naturally 
when they happened or would be forgotten naturally again when they were forgotten.  Not 
because we had  criteria based on  profession , nation, social class, political party and I don’t 
know what  else too. Now shall we discriminate and put in the corner some soldiers just because 
they’re Americans even when  like men  and like persons we do think they do count to us? No, 
we shall not out put them in a corner.  If we fall in love with someone and if he falls in love with 
us I propose we should tell him “Look: I don’t put chains on my heart. I like you. I don’t hide that 
either from myself or from you. But even if I like you very much, I won’t propose you nor will I 
accept your proposing me as along as you remain the cute little robot of every tough-shit-phony-
macho leader. Did you read what the newspapers write during the NATO bombings of 
Yugoslavia about the statements of an old French NATO general? He had  said “I do not 
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understand what kind of soldier is the one who bombs from a height which guarantees no 
casualties. Don’t they believe enough in their own war to be willing to risk their lives? To be 
willing to kill without risking getting killed is the definition of the criminal , not of the soldier” 
This  was the doctrine of Military Academies in the days of the old general’s youth. So even if I 
fall in love with you I will not obey my heart as long as you’re one of those phony males who 
obey those criminal orders. I guess you  don’t complain , do you?”  
Mahi:- Lys’strataki! Wow! Either your godmother the philologist was  a future-seeress or she 
made a self-fulfilling prophecy.  She gave you the  name Lysistrata and you’ve just turned out 
what your name says you are. Girls, do you remember that other philologist miss Catherine, who 
was telling us in the rehearsals of Lysistrata that this  name means “army dissolver”? I propose an 
applause for our Lysistrata…                                                                                                                             
Vangelitsa:-Why did I have to become  23 to realize that Lys’strataki is the diminutive of 
Lysistrata?                                                                                                                                     
Mahi:- Because you kept on taking  the math and physics options and not  the literary ones when 
we were students. You interrupted me, what was I saying? Oh: Girls: I propose an applause for 
our  Lysistrata, and then,  if  voting turns in favor of her proposal let’s take an oath like when we 
were taking the Lysistrata oath in those rehearsals with miss Catherine.                                          
Magda:-And I propose, I mean in case her proposal does take the majority of the votes, to give  
that oath in  song form  so that  we don’t forget  it like we don’t forget songs. And the melody to 
which we shall fit it I think should be the melody of the song “Christinaki” because it both sounds 
like “Lys’strataki” and refers to fellow students in a class and also it was written by that poet who 
had come to school with that group that showed us how to make a radio broadcast. Remember? 
And now the applause we  said. It’s overdue.  

APPLAUSE                                                                                                    
Curtain falls and opens immediately, supposedly for voting and for setting up the oath-song.  

Helen:-So that was unanimous. Even you preferred it to political party youths Nikoletta, eh? 
Nikoletta:-What you think we are? Male chauvinist women? We’re normal women. With flesh 
and blood. Just great! Everyone ready? All of us one hand on our heart the other raised as fist , I 
mean  those who already learned it by heart. Those who still need to hold their copy with the 
lyrics keep it on your raised hand, no big deal if it’s not a fist. The hand on the heart should be 
mandatory for all. Ready?                                                                       

ALL:-YE-E-E-E-E! 

(Despoina who always leads the choir gives the tune singing the 1st stanza first alone then joined) 
 

THE OATH 
Ten women at their marriage time with Lys’strato as their leader 

conferred while fixing dinner 
a bright idea dawned on them to save the world in their way 

a thought like sunny Mayday. 
 

We’ll never use lockers or chains for our hearts and our bodies 
we’ll never leave our high days 

with soldiers if we fall in love even if they are cowboys 
provided they’re men always. 

 
But to see a boy as a man not like a shitbomb thrower 

scared shitless to fly lower 
he must talk back to chieftain Bush show tongue to such commander 

as we do in Tongue Island. 
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In our island become men in our isle become human 

and then deserve a woman. 
Those among you who’ll be such men will never be unhappy 

and they will join the party. 
 

Fishing and scuba instead of bombs carefree days and tomorrows 
instead of spreading sorrows. 

Diving from high into deep sea, into our arms and lovenights 
by dark, by moon, by sunlights. 

 
We wish you well our Lys’strato, Lys’strata, Lys’strataki 

you made us very happy 
you showed the road has not been lost to love’s beloved embraces 

and helped out our best graces. 
 

(At the end of the oath they all embrace and hug and kiss Lys’strataki (Ellie). Again 
Despoina makes the start).   

 
 

CURTAIN FOR CHANGE OF SETTING FROM KITCHEN TO VILLAGE SQUARE 
 
 
 
 

Neverado, the head of the village council, whom people call “mayor”,  has some objections: 
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A café table, Neverado’s  drink is untouched , he is nervous, and stands up and talks as  if 
giving an oration. George Bunny and Michael (Mihalis, the teacher) are drinking as they are 
listening to him:   

Neverado:-They doubly expose us. And I don’t even count how much they expose me as a head 
of the council for not being able to impose order and  ethics. On the one hand they expose our  
village to danger by playing tough and talking back to Americans and on the other hand they 
expose us as men by not ruling Americans  out  as if there were no village men , or Greeks in 
general, up to their taste.                                                                                                                                       
Michael : -Neverado you are contradicting yourself. Make up your mind if what you want to say 
is something in favor of Americans or against.                                                                         
George Bunny: -My little good boy Neverdo-ly decide at last:  What do they expose us with? By 
ruling them out or by ruling them in? Is that clear enough for you or should I make it even 
clearer?                                                                                                                                        
Neverado:-You just think like that because you are not from here, you’re strangers. The girls 
belong to us, so it is us who feel for them and it is us whom they expose. 

Maria (who was just passing stops and talks to them without sitting down): -Mayor, pl-ea-ea-se! 
What are you saying to our teacher?!  What strangers and bullshit! We love our teachers.  

Neverado: -You just say that to get better grades.                                                                         
George Bunny:- OK, Neverdo-ly my boy. So you can get drunk even without touching your 
drink. What grades are you talking about? Don’t you see a whole woman who graduated three 
years ago?                                                                                                                                    
Michael:-Let me explain to you Neverado…                                                                                       
George Bunny:-No you won’t . I will do the explaining. You’ll start mentioning poetry and high 
culture stuff and he won’t understand a thing. Sit down Neverdo-ly:  

He stands up and sits Neverado on the chair he stood up from, while Michael sits Maria on 
Neverado’s chair and goes to get  an orangeade for her:  

George Bunny: -So: Instead of saying that your village’s girls expose you with how they play 
tough and talk back to Americans and also with how  they  don’t rule Americans out, why don’t 
you say that they are really great both in love matters and in your specialty, ethics, because they 
play tough and talk back to tough shit type of men and rule them out but they also are  real 
women and talk back to graceless  instructions from political parties and  just rule in real men that 
their hearts tells them to rule in.                                                                                                                           
Neverado: -We three do touch somewhere, even just lightly. I wish I had said that myself. 
George Bunny:- Well, if  there’s agreement between a normal man like me, a culture freak like 
him and an ethics nerd like you, there must be something right in what they agree on. The 
committee is above any single political party.                                                                            
Neverado:-Yet the issue is not over. I wish it were  but something else worries me too. But I 
have trouble saying it. At depth what our disagreement consisted in was…Well, what  can I say? 
Don’t you see for yourselves? You Maria? Don’t you see it?  

Maria (to Michael):-Sir, why don’ you tell him to say it with a song just in case it comes out 
better? That’s what you used to tell us to do when we had a problem with self-expression  when 
writing compositions and  the recipe always worked.                                                                      
Michael:-Why repeat it after you said it perfectly? C’mon Neverado, it you can’t get it out in 
your own words say it with a song that talks about it.                                                           
(Turning to Maria and smiling) Michael : -So you do remember that , eh?                                
Neverado: (humming to himself): -Mm, mmmm-mmmmm hm, it’s really coming out better in 
singing. OK, you are worth your salary as a  literature instructor. Send for the girls, I want to talk 
to them.                                                                                                                                      
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George Bunny: -OK then. Listen everybody. Neverado is going to express himself. Maria call 
your friends, we’ll be waiting.                                                                                                      
Neverado (to the girls who have gathered and are looking at them) sings in the tune of an 
old song of the German occupation when Greece had been visited by troops from Germany, 
Italy,  Britain, Indies :  

Lysistrata who the dads are going to be? 
Lysistrata who the dads are going to be? 

If your daughter answers “yes” 
and her brother answers “si” 

laughing stocks of the whole country we will be 
 

Lysistrata answers in the same melody (and then the girls repeat in chorus): 
 

Let a real Greek be the father of one son 
a flamenco dancer be his sister’s dad 

for their brother’s dad and father  
a cowboy would be no bother 

if he’s not a chickenhawk but a real man   
 

(By the time the chorus repeats that  the American soldiers come and do hear that . The 
girls continue now addressing them and accompanying they lyrics with dance-pantomime 
expressing the same. Ellie sometimes just dances with her hands, moving them as if arguing 
in a speech, sometimes joins dancing)  

Girls: 
(In the melody of “If you’re happy and you know it clap your hands”) 

 
We could like George Bush or even the whole gang 
if they face themselves in mirrors and start crying 

if they keep on tough-shit playing 
read our lips what we are saying 

is that they’d be more of men if they were fangs. 
 

Soldiers (in the same melody):  
(dancing in style reminding parades or military training exercises  e.g. pushups, frog-leaps 

etc) 
We’re not all like our Bill Clinton or George Bush 

please don’t blame us keep in mind that we’ve been used 
please don’t just prepare to fight 

 if we’re  blind then we need sight 
 and we  need a chance to show our hearts are good. 

 
Girls (in the same melody): 

OK guys what we’ve just told you is not that bad 
we don’t mean to hurt you nor play hard- to-get. 

To our beaches let’s go swimming 
then to our bars for some drinking, 

your commander would allow it but don’t bet. 
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Soldiers (in the same melody): 
 (They have suddenly put on sunglasses, have put aside rifles and they have taken out of 

their army-sacks fish-rods, frogmen’s shoes, snorkels, bathing suits, tennis rackets, beach-
volley balls, cassette players etc.etc)  

 
If you’re happy and you know it clap your hands 

and please take some kind of license from your moms. 
Now we have a Glossa accent 
and our Texas tone is absent 

yet we feel we make proud our true cowboy dads. 
 

(Suddenly Argyroula shows up and sings to them frowned and with fists on her hips, and 
mainly addressing her song to George, a soldier who was approaching Marina, her 

daughter. As we’ll see, phone numbers are the least they have, since long, exchanged)  
 

Take a good look at me and just read my lips                                                                            
I can send you back to mom packed just like chips 

just don’t see me as a host                                                                                          
if you think you can play boss                                                                                        

and if hawk is your game split and just get lost.  
 

(George gives a startle and jumps back and gestures to Marina that they will speak on telephone)     
 

Then nature takes her way: 
 

The approach between the two groups and the gradual loosening of the mistrust vibrations  
is better described through songs and choreography which more or less go as in the 

following chain of songs: 
 

Tonight let’s reach down to the beach  
let’s dance and swim, let’s  sing and drink  

just join us pal and come it will be fun  
the party will be waiting for the sun. 

Let’s hear together what night  has to say 
let’s wait together for another day. 

  
(The curtain falls in the sound of these (Tsitsanis’ “Apopse stis akrogyalies”), when it  opens 
again they’re all in bathing suits amd have in hands rackets and tennis balls or volley balls 
and cassette players.  Alex the fat is holding a grill instead of a racket and also a chain of 

sausage links)   
 

They all dance hasaposerviko at the continuation of this (in Greek). For a small while the 
Americans make clumsy or wrong steps but immediately they learn by carefully watching the 

girls dancing. Suddenly the music changes to American music and then it’s the girls who make 
some clumsy and wrong starts but they immediately learn by watching the Americans carefully)    

They all dance “Speedy Gonzales” and “Bossa nova baby” 

Argyroula’s voice is heard from a distance shouting to her daughter:  

-Marina , have you seen your gran’pa?                                                                                               
Marina:-Isn’t he in the cafeteria on the beach? 
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(Curtain closes and opens. The soldiers have made a circle around him and are hiding him. 
He does speak English, he has been an immigrant in his youth) 

Argyroula (passing far from them with a chain of sausages held on the other end by Alex):                              
- But where did he go? In hiding?  

The following song is heard, the soldiers dance it with big jumps as if they had realized  
what the lyrics say and the girls look at them in bafflement both because of the coincidence 
of leaps with  lyrics and because no such dance exists. 

Five by five I skip stairs, ten by ten I’m flying over walls and floors 
for two fires of magic, your two eyes of fire, 

one look from them into mine ten stabs of desire. 
 

Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore, 
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door. 

 

Vangelitsa is talking to an intellectual-looking soldier and they seem to be talking about 
how similar the songs of all countries are. They’re also looking at each other very warmly. 

The following song is heard at the site where the soldiers and the grandpa are:  

So dance and dance and dance again, for shoes just have no pity 
’ts enough for them to take their rest the hours that you’re sleeping. 

Dance your steps real hard and kick her 
the earth will eat us we won’t eat her. 
This same earth we all step on now 
we’ll all enter when we go down. 

 Thanassis who is blond and tall plays a Texan soldier. He grabs the other end of the walking-
cane of the grandpa like the first girls dancing is  holding the second’s handkerchief and starts 
dancing, thus the grandpa feels as if he himself were dancing too and follows the beat sitting with 
his feet only. In the meantime Ellie-Lys’strataki is eyeing Thanassis and he too is eyeing her.  

The next song that is heard is :                                                                                                                      
Oh darling, save the last dance for me 

The girls start dancing it with each other , the Americans are looking at each other , then 
they go over to them and gently pat them on their shoulder to look back, for them to ask 
them to dance with them not with each other. Then sticking to the partners that  had chosen 
each other they go on to dance blues  with the following song:  

 Je t’aime, moi non plus  

The next song is background to a first love quarrel  that we witness, between a soldier (Johnny, 
played by Yiannis) and a high school student (played by Kike) . On what reason? Yiannis 
suggested the following: As they’re dancing blues he attempts to kiss her or touch her a little 
lower than her back and waist, she is shy in public and reaches with one hand behind herself to 
slap (lightly) his hands every time they become too bold, suddenly she does decide to kiss him in 
public ; at that point his cell phone rings and he, instead of turning it off to reciprocate the kiss, 
does answer the call, at which points he slaps him with  a very resounding blow sending the cell 
phone meters away, all soldiers applaud , girls laugh, he stands at a loss, his phone keeps ringing 
from the ground, Kike’s eyes are flaming as she is staring at him flushed with anger, she tells him 
“Is  that how the rules in your village go? Leaving a wedding party to go dig ditches?” During the 
following song we see pantomime and body language of anger, despair, apology, mutual chasing, 
reconciliation:      
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Tonight like kids we had again 
that quarrel for whatever, 
that quarrel for whatever. 

You sat enough your turn to stand,                                                                                    
you talked enough now it’s my turn,                                                                                   

now you leave and I remain,                                                                                         
the same old tune forever.                                                                                          

Quarrel one and two and three,                                                                                       
then quarrel four and five,                                                                                          

I can’t stand you, you can’t stand me                                                                                 
our love just can’t survive 

Then the blues song and dance are resumed  

Argyroula’s voice is heard from a distance  shouting to her daughter:                                                     
- Marina where are youououou? 

The refrain of  Margarita Margaro is heard: 
 

Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom, 
she locks you every night in your room, 

but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better 
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom. 

When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn 
we’re pieces of silent booms. 

Kike and Marina are shown (in scenes that supposedly have happened already) throwing ropes to 
the soldiers* played by George and by Johnny to come to their rooms. Miltos who also is blond 

and tall is  also seen under the balcony of Maria , the ex student  we saw earlier, throwing pebbles 
to her window as a signal for rope throwing , this happening under the sounds of:                                               

Knock three times on the ceiling if you want me 

Then things get even hotter 
(in the melody of “Kai to vrady to vradaki”) 

 
And at night, yeah!, 

warm, dark night, yeah!, 
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire, 

and you burn me like a twig yeah!, 
till next dawn my burned ashes retire. 

 
Then we hear wild parts of:  
“Tuti fruti” and “Johnny be Goode”  
(while the scene goes back and forth between beach dancing and  under-bedsheet dancing in the 
dark bedrooms behind the balcony doors. We end up on the beach:)  
Kike and Marina are both having birthdays , they become sixteen. They both blow out candles 
writing 16,  on a cake. Bystanders applaud, they both play the same prank on  Yiannis (Johnny) 
and George who are coming running to their open arms but they embrace each other (the two 
girls) instead of their lovers leaving for them just  thin air to embrace, then Johnny  is giving Kike 
a flower and a cassette which they put on a cassette player and it is Chuck Berry’s “Sweet little 
sixteen”,  they kiss and the  bystanders  applaud.  
 
*Some girls really drop ropes and the boys climb on the stage where e.g. some flower pots on classroom-
desks may represent balconies, unless we combine videotapes of real balcony climbing by the actors. 
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Argyroula who has by now found the grandpa tells  him: 
-You used to be an immigrant in US. So maybe you  can understand better what the song says, I 
can’t make out with all those guitars and drums that cover the music:  
Gran’pa:-Sweet little sixteen. 
Argyroula:-How romantic! Ask them to give it to us to copy. I will also be playing  it in the 
souvlaki stand. To our girl that donkey’s ass didn’t make a dedication? No flowers either? They 
both come form the same country. In his village the cows have eaten  the cowland’s flowers?                     
Grandpa:-Take a better look. Isn’t that what he’s doing?  
George is taking out of his jacket and gives Marina a flower and a cassette  and we hear on 
the cassette player:  
“You’re sixteen you’re beautiful and you’re mine” 
 Argyroula:-Oh, poor kid, I took everything  all wrong. Tell me what the songs says. 
Grandpa: -You’re sixteen you’re beautiful and you’re mine.  
Argyroula:-Tell him to drop dead. Sixteen year olds have to study for their entrance exams and 
for the coaching school and for  their English lessons.  
Grandpa: -How come you remembered all of them in one hit. Georgie-boy gives her perfect 
English lessons even if he is an American. And he has  the same  name as our Yiorgos.  Aren’t 
those two like brothers?             
Argyroula:-Has the jerk come to ask for her from her mother? What is she? An orphan? Listen to 
that guy! Sixteen , beautiful and his! Let him  dare and that rope I found in my daughter’s 
wardrobe I’ll pass around his neck and hang him like laundry. Listen to that girl! Sixteen and she 
wants to throw ropes, love has scattered her brains all over. To elope with me your son used a 
ladder not a rope.  
Grandpa:-Why d’you make such a fuss? In Texas they use ropes, not ladders.  They use a lasso 
to catch cows. 
Argyroula:-My daughter ain’t no cow! Let him call his mother a cow. What are you looking at? 
When your son threw me the ladder I had not started putting on weight because I didn’t like my 
mother’s cooking. When I started to cook we started to put on weight, you son and I.  If you 
didn’t like my cooking yourself you would be living with your other daughter-in-law. If both the 
bride and the groom like to eat , why should a father-in-law have a say? 
Grandpa:-And I didn’t even try to say a single thing. Imagine you if I had said something too!  
Argyroula:-Imagine you  saying something! Oh: What does he want coming here? You think he 
smelled the sausages? Don’t they have sausages in America? 
George (speaking slowly and word for word to make sure he is understood): 
-Many-happy-returns. I-wish-you-enjoy-your daughter-till-she’s-one-hundred.     
Argyroula:- (speaking slowly and word for word to parody him):-Right, I-wish-we-enjoy-her, 
you-yourself-don’t-enjoy-her-too-much-or-you’ll-be-lifted-by-a-cyclone-like-those-you-have-in- 
your-home-country,-Cowland.  
George: -May I dedicate a song to you?                                                                                          
Argyroula:- To me? What song? 

George starts a cassette player with a song he had ready for her , at the same time offering 
her a bouquet of flowers he was hiding. The song is in the melody of Theodorakis’ “Tin 
kopelia mou tin lene Lenio” and the stanza he has chosen to play goes like: 

My heady flo-, my heady flower rose, 
my heady rose’s fragrance 
I’m coming to your folks 

I’m coming to 
I’m coming to your folks 

to ask them for their blessing 
and my match that I love and want.  
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Argyroula (very glad):-Oh, how very polite! Just like Denis Roper when he proposed marriage to 
Kate Garbie in public in Roula’s talk show. My boy I want to kiss you. Come have a couple of 
sausages, or three or four , couples I mean. Does you mom like sausages? They’re my production. 
I’ll give you some chains to give her. When are you taking a leave to go to my fellow mother-in-
law? 
Grandpa:-Just as we were preparing to give him free of charge some rope for hanging and a 
volunteer  woman hangman , we suddenly christened him Denis Roper. That’s what I call 
progress. At the time of American Aid we were so rich we used sausage chains as dog leashes. At 
the time of  American occupation we use sausage chains to tie American fellow mother-in-laws. 
What a mouthful I said! I wrote history today.  
 
In a film we see the grandpa (whose name is Andrew) taking girls and soldiers to open sea 
for dives and swims on his boat while the background music is “The ballad of Andrew” 
 

Andrew was sleeping rocked by sea,                                                                                   
cool in the shadow of his tent boat,                                                                                   

breeze just caressed him and his dream                                                                                 
was full of sun and full of girl’s talk.  

Hot summer noons Andrew and we,                                                                                   
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,                                                                                 

we dived and swam in open sea,                                                                                      
never as glad before or after. 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                   
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                   

oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                        
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

George, Yiannis and Miltos take a few days’ leave to go to the States. George in the port is 
wearing two chains of sausages sometimes around the neck as girdles and sometimes 

crossed over his chest as a guerrilla’s bullet straps. They are wearing uniforms and hold 
suitcases or military sacks. On parting with Marina, Kike, Maria who are embracing them 

from behind no words are said , we just choose the background song to be: 
 

…You’re for me the little cypress tree 
 I love in my yard 

Who will give to me the kiss  I need 
 and come to my arms? 
I’ll be thinking of you 

in our secret beach and I’ll wait  
for my small and happy little bird… 

 
In a few days they return. George brings as a gift from his mom to Argyroula a cactus 

flower. Their girls embrace them face to face. The background song is “Strose to stroma sou 
gia dyo”: 

 
Make up your bedsheets now for two, 

for you and me, for me and you, 
hold me as I hold you right from start 

to feel that love and life are back. 
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ACT 4 
 

A bench in the village square, Kike is talking with Maria  : 
 
Kike:-When I saw the way  Lys’strataki was looking at the tall I was sure she liked him a lot. She 
had never looked at a man that way.  Well, when he looked back I said to myself that we’re all 
going to eat their wedding cake before even ours.  
Maria:-I just felt it  was coming even earlier.  I saw  Marina’s grandpa  wanting to dance like he 
did when he was young but being unable to. Then I saw the tall looking at him and having that 
idea of catching ol’Andrew’s walking-cane  and dancing himself  to make him feel he himself is 
dancing , through his cane at least. I said to myself that Lys’strataki  was right after all about not 
all Americans being like Bush. This one seemed to have a heart of gold.  Lys’strataki should have 
seen this I thought. And he danced in a fantastic way too. And before I had said this to myself the 
two were already looking at each other. By the way, can you explain how an American  got so 
high on a Greek song.   
Kike:-Oh! I asked our philologist, mister Michael, and he said that the violin tunes in that song 
are very similar to the violin tunes in Texan music so it must have reminded him his hometown 
parties. 
Maria:-Sounds right. Now that you mentioned it, I think I too have heard such tunes in some 
westerns. 
Kike:-Haha! Can you imagine Lucky Luke and the Daltons dancing island music? But where are 
the other girls. They’re late.  Let’s go find them.  
Maria:-Oh! I almost forgot. Please bring me the cassette Johnny made you for your birthday, I 
want to make myself  a copy. I’m not sixteen like you but every time  I hear it I’ll be sixteen 
again. Especially if I’m not alone but with my long tall Texan. By the way, you both were terrific 
with your Johnny, when you gave him that slap when he picked up the phone as you were kissing 
him.        
 
Café table in the village square with whiskey and orangeade. The American commander ( a 
sizable blond man like John Goodman)  is talking with Neverado. 
  
Commander:-Aah, you have a great country, mister Nobodado, even if your names are 
impossible  to pronounce. But the best thing in your country is something else. When I had come 
to your country as a military attaché years ago I had not realized it because on the one hand I only 
had eyes for my career and on the other I was trying to learn Greek so I only met  professors and I 
only was told  about ancient  Greeks, so I never got to know you. Nobodado you’re great  happy-
go-luckies and… 
In the meantime little Dimitra, who was just passing, has approached: 
 
Dimitra:-Mister Mayor can I tell you something?  
 
Neverado, says “excuse me” to the commander,  rises and goes to her direction: 
 
Neverado:-Yes my child, I’m listening.   
Dimitra:- Did  he call you Nobodado? This is almost like potato. He’s the one who’s like a 
potato, not you! Is the pot calling the kettle black? Why do you let him insult you?  
Neverado:-This is not the worst he says. It’s the least. Let’s gulp this too.  
 
He returns to the commander. Dimitra remains watching them from some distance.  
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Neverado:-What were we saying? Oh: You were going to say what is the best thing you find in 
our country. 
Commander:- The best in you is that as lovers you’re not just easy riders, but relentless. Cold 
executioners.  
Neverado:-What? Something’s all wrong! Are you talking about our own persons, Sir? You’re 
misinformed. 
Commander:- Oh, c’mon! It’s only you yourself who takes seriously all this bull about order and 
ethics; and everybody  thinks of you as a nut for that; and as a freak and killjoy. You think I 
didn’t learn the way you lead your lives. You don’t even bother to hide your second lives from 
your wives. You go around with that proverbial introduction of yours: “This is my wife; and this 
is my love life” (he gestures in the air once to show to the right and once to show to the left 
as he introduces two imaginary women on his two sides. He continues:)   A great slogan 
“This is my wife; and this is my lovelife” You should make it your national anthem  
Neverado:-I forbid you to make suggestions about our national anthem 
 
Dimitra leaves after gesturing to him something showing that the commander is all the way 
nuts. Neverado runs up to her and tells her:  
 
Neverado: -You see what I meant he says worse.  
Dimitra: - Gaaad! Is he what they call a raving lunatic?  Even my young sister is not so baby-
like. He speaks like in the cartoons on TV of Saturday morning.  
Neverado: -You’d better leave, you saw enough, he’s very boring, he’ll just say more of the 
same.  
Dimitra: OK, I leave because the bakery  might run out of bread and my mom will yell and will 
be right. Sorry I told you that you let him insult you. Don’t mind him. He is just crazy. Is he very 
unhappy too about something? Did he lose somebody? 
 
Neverado returns to the commander mumbling to himself:  
-Did he lose somebody? Himself as young he lost.  
 
Commander:- Come on! Man to man. You are great prickstickers. Why not admit it? And you 
don’t hide from your wives. You should be proud of it. 
Neverado: -What are you talking about? Do you seriously think that our emotional life is 
exhausted by these childish oversimplifications? These immaturities? You’re insulting us. 
Commander:- Insulting you? Why? I’m complimenting you. That’s the way I like you to be. I 
too got excited like my soldiers  who are head over heels in sex and I thought to myself I should 
make a  couple  of phone calls back home, my home country I mean, the States. Back there I have 
both a wife and a lovelife. She’s a young student. I’ve told her I’m in the last stages of a divorce. 
But now that I saw you, I just thought of bringing over both of my women and stop hiding.  I’ll 
be showing them to my soldiers and I’ll be saying “This is my wife and this is my lovelife”. And 
I’ll be as proud as a gypsy’s lath-hammer. I did appreciate that expression of yours. As proud as a 
gypsy’s lath-hammer! Hahaha! Fantastic!    
Neverado:-Are  you by any chance jealous  of your soldiers because in their age you just were a 
career man and you did not dilly-dally when it was your time to do that and you could afford it 
and then instead of realizing that all fish and fruit must be eaten in their proper season you 
became complexic, and because “know thyself ” is not you cup of tea you want to say to your 
soldiers “I too carry a gun”. You see we have many other expressions that may help you to see 
yourself more clearly. Don’t stick to “This is my wife and this is my love life” and to “as proud as 
a gypsy’s lath-hammer”.   
Commander:-Hey-hey-hey! Do I look complexic to you? Just because you are a fucklessness 
freak and a killjoy , you think your compatriots are like you?  
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Neverado:-OK, ask the opinion on the same of Michael the professor  with whom you were 
talking the other day. 
Commander:-You gotta be kidding! Are you telling me  I should ask the culture freak? I did hear  
what all people call both of you. I’m Greeker than some Greeks like you two. “This is my wife 
and this is my lovelife”! Exactly! Fantastic! Aalraaaight! And have you heard the other song? I do 
believe in faithfulness though. Like you Greeks. Not you two! I mean real Greeks. I mean the 
song  “To cheat your husband is routine but would you  cheat your lover?” That’s the way! Right 
on! I like it! I dig it! I love it! I’m a fanatic Greek.  
Neverado:-Oh, my God! I only feared that these silly songs would  make international laughing 
stocks of us if ever translated or if foreigners learned our language. But now I see there have been  
even worse side effects and I fear that with people like you we’ll soon be lamenting collateral 
damage. You have an infant’s brain in a giant’s body. I really think that emotionally you have 
been arrested at a very early stage of your development. Our only expression for people like you 
comes from the Bible “The Lord makes a moron of whom He wants to make perish” if I translate 
this right and if you are familiar with the Bible. But my dear, my very dear and dearest  
commander, these songs we only use to tease each other or to laugh at ourselves. And we only 
tease each other with these songs because we trust our targets do have common sense and will not 
take them face value,  let alone as teachings of life’s wisdom. Life is one thing and limericks are 
another thing. You’ll find yourself in front of the worst kinds of surprise. Don’t bring over from 
the States your women. At least not both of them, or at the very least not at the same time. Stick 
to good old one-by-one show-off, don’t be that greedy for macho claps. You’ve already made  a 
bad mess of it, don’t make it worse. Don’t tamper with an already unstable installation. The more 
you stir shit the more it stinks. With what you’re going to cause  you’ll be banging your head on 
the walls. Your mug will get a rub down. You’ll be pulling on your hair and so will the ones 
you’ll  take down with you; or maybe your folly will only make others pull their hair since you 
are both a moron and a pachyderm and so it is difficult to be led to suffering yourself. Anyway, 
on a deaf man’s door one can knock for as long as he’s not bored.     
Commander:-OK, OK, have you run out of proverbs and idiomatic expressions or there’s still 
some more to tell me?  
Neverado:-One more and I throw in  the towel as married couples counselor: At a deaf man’s 
door take the door and walk off.    
Commander:-Oh! Before you walk off: My wife and my lovelife come tomorrow on the same 
flight to the island across. They’ll take the boat to here in time for the village fete. We’ll be 
coming at the time of the dancing. I guess you’ll be here and I’ll introduce them to you. This is 
my wife and this is my lovelife. Fantastic! Hahaha! Fantastic! 

 
CURTAIN CLOSES AND REOPENS 

The musical introduction of “eyes with immortal water” is heard, all the young men, Greek 
and foreign are dancing,  The “lovelife” of  the commander (played by Anne-Marie) is 
dancing with the George the village postman (Argyroula’s son, i.e.  Marina’s brother). At a 
café table , pumped full of pride, the commander is sitting with his wife Rosa. Neverado 
comes close, he’s wearing a hat and a necktie for the fete occasion.  
  
Commander:-This is my wife Rosa. This is Nobodado. Maybe his true name is Nopotato, I have 
trouble with remembering Greek names. 
Neverado, removing his hat during the handshake : 
-How do you do Rosa? Welcome to Greece and to Glossa. Just call me John. 
Rosa:-How do you do John? Greece and Glossa are fantastic!  
 
A sergeant approaches and talks to Rosa, presumably he already knew her in the States, the 
commander whispers to Neverado: 
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Commander:-Don’t sound very fluent with English, so that if she asks you for too much 
explaining you can say you lack the vocabulary.  
Neverado: -Did God  illuminate your mind and you didn’t introduce  your love life and Rosa to 
each other or God  took pity on the three of you and made your love life  miss her flight?   
Commander:-No, my lovelife is here too. She is somewhere there dancing with some soldier.  
 
He turns to  see Anne-Marie and seeing her dancing with George he is startled: 
 
Commander:-Oh, my God! Who the hell is that? Is he making a love confession to her through 
the eyes , or something? 
Neverado: -It’s George the postman. 
Commander:-He’s dangerous for my lovelife.    
Neverado: -No, it’s you who is dangerous for both women with the kind of brain your carry 
around. The kid must have thought she is your daughter  and if he does make a love confession to 
her and if she likes him why should she not reciprocate after the snowball you just hit her with by 
bringing her here on the same flight with your wife?   
Commander:-Are you with me or with him in this? Oh, what a narrow parochialism you people 
have here! Look who are the people we came to teach globalization to!    
Neverado: -Look who is the representative globalization found to prove it’s a serious concept! 
 
Neverado and the commander speak  in parallel with the song that the young men are 
dancing, mainly during the instrumental part accompanying each verse:  

 
Lyrics: 

Through your eyes , your eyes, runs water immortal… 
 

Commander:-You see how he’s looking at her? You think he’ll also make a love confession to 
my wife? 
Neverado: -What? Just because you’re an imbecile and a lunatic in love matters you think that 
everybody is like you? If he fell in love with one woman why should he want to make a love 
confession to another? He doesn’t  look cross-eyed to you, does he? So what are you talking 
about? 
Commander:-I know what I’m talking about! Don’t they say that the postman always rings 
twice? 
Neverado: -Gaaad! Your problem is not just that you should be wearing a straitjacket. It’s also 
that you think you know what you’re talking about. Aaah! My poor moron! It’s through 
Hollywood films that you have had your emotional maturing ! That’s why you step elsewhere for 
elsewhere. Listen my good man: What did the kids do? They’re just dancing and looking at each 
other. Why do you freak out? So what would you do be doing if they did do something more? 
Would you be biting throats right now? 

Lyrics: 
…through your eyes runs water immortal 

they’re a fountain and a spring…   
 
Commander:-Let’s say something real. If  my lovelife asks you what immortal water the song is 
talking about don’t tell her what ancient Greeks meant. Just say you do know but you don’t speak 
enough English to explain to her.  
Neverado: -You think she’ll need me or the poet who wrote  the lyrics or the ancients to explain 
it to her?  Doesn’t she see the way the postman looks into her eyes?  
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Lyrics: 
…a spring, a spring, a spring, a spring 

and I asked you if I could  drink, 
and you said that you need a little thinking  

said you need a little thinking 
said you need some time to think 

to think, to think, to think, to think 
if it’s me who’ll come to drink  

who’ll drink, who’ll drink, who’ll drink, who’ll drink 
no you said  t’s not me who’ll drink.  

 
Rosa:-What is the immortal water the song the talking about? Just something generally poetic or 
some definite thing in Greek mythology? 
Commander (whispering):-Don’t explain to her either.  
Neverado: -I’ll need to look in the dictionary to find the words to tell you that. Tomorrow maybe. 
Rosa:- Tell me just a rough idea…Oh! Never mind.   
Neverado:-Roughly the song says all your husband wants to tell you and he still doesn’t know 
the words for.  
Rosa:- Oh, thank you! You mean husbands in general, or my husband? Do you know him that 
well?  
Neverado:-I mean your husband. 
Rosa:-Oh,  John! You did make my day. I mean the next half of it. The previous half was made 
by my husband himself.   

Lyrics: 
All who love, all who love will need some patience 

all who love will need some patience 
there’s so many things to stand  

to stand, to stand, to stand, to stand 
need some patience not to bend, 

to feel stabs yet to say they are not hurting 
feel  a stab and  say it’s not hurting 

yes to say it doesn’t hurt  
it hurts, it hurts , it hurts, it hurts  

yet to say it doesn’t hurt    
they hurt, they hurt, they hurt, they hurt 

yet to say they do not  hurt. 
 
Commander (mumbling to Neverado):-Quite a word salad. Stabs, love , patience, you name it. 
The  whole thing doesn’t stick together.   
Neverado (mumbling to commander):-It’s your head that doesn’t stick together,  you stuck 
moron. And the song  sticks to your case  like glove. And it tells you that you don’t know how to 
love either your wife or your love life. Look who thinks of himself as enough for two women 
while he is not enough for even half of a woman. 
Rosa:-John, is there  Greek rock? Can I dance before I learn Greek dances? I mean after this song 
finishes of course.   

…The song was near its end and finishes…  
Neverado (to the Greek among the young men): 
-Hey guys, the lady, her name’s Rosa, is asking if there’s Greek rock  because she wants to dance 
but hasn’t yet learned Greek dances.  She’s brand new here. Won’t we welcome her? 
Philip: -I know the correct piece of Greek rock she’ll like on such a special day for her: 
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He puts in the CD-player the following piece and starts dancing it himself:   
 

Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko 
it’s to be danced when crucified in empty space 
Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko 

staircase of ours, heavens of ours, our steps and pace. 
 

Greek young men kneel around Philip to clap rhythmically to accompany his solo 
zeimbekiko, Rosa approaches and kneels to do  the same, Philip, stops dancing and goes to 
her, gives her his hand to raise her and gives her his place in the center of the square to 
dance solo and he kneels in front of her to clap along with his other friends kneeling behind 
him. Rosa starts dancing with a concentration and feeling as if she had been dancing this for 
years. 
Commander:- I thought she would dance rock. When did she learn this?  
Neverado:-She didn’t have to learn it. It just expressed her. 
Commander:-You gotta be kidding. What expresses her? Greek rock salads? About empty space 
and  crucifixions? Fucking bullshit for stupid masochists like those stabs and hurts too. 
Neverado:-I’m not kidding. You’ve got to be kidding. Do you seriously believe empty space and 
crucifixion  don’t express her? Isn’t she dancing crucified  in empty space right here and right 
now you idiot? Isn’t double-crossing her  a crucifixion? And wasn’t it done in front of her? And 
even in public? And isn’t the space between your ears empty of brain? And isn’t your heart 
empty? And you got the face of calling these verses fucking bullshit? And play unsuspecting of 
where it does apply to Rosa dancing? 
Commander:-This I do not understand.  
Neverado:-What do you mean “this”? Do you have the impression you understand anything else? 
 
Then Greeks and Americans kneel and clap for a small kid , Johnny, who wants to dance 
zeimbekiko too to emulate the grownups, and he dances very well.  . Rosa likes these vibes 
too and remains with them to kneel and clap for little Johnny. The song Philip dedicates to 
him for fun  and which Johnny is dancing goes like:  

 
“I’m a real man and things will be done in my way” 

 
Commander:-Oh, yes, this I do   understand. 
Neverado:-The previous was the Greek version of “Staircase to heaven”. This one is a limerick 
song , something like your “macho-macho-macho-man” song. You’re the only person in history 
who took this song face value. Even little Johnny knows it’s to pull his leg that Philip chose it. 
Commander:-I’m sick and tired of you and your analyses.  
Neverado:-I can’t even blame you. It’s only oneself one can  blame for talking to idiots. Even 
gods are  powerless in front of stupidity, as a great man said.  
Commander:-Above all I’m sick and tired of  your  proverbs. 
Neverado:-You’re not sick and tired. You’re just sick, period. 
Commander:-I was just pulling your leg because you take everything too seriously. 
Neverado:- I wish you’re pulling my leg , otherwise you should pull your leg; in the other 
direction: out of your mouth into which you’ve been pushing it up to the knee.  
 
 
CURTAIN  FALLS  AND  WHEN  IT  REOPENS  WE SEE  IN  THE  VILLAGE 
SQUARE  PHOTOS  FROM  BOTH  GREEK  AND  FOREIGN NEWSPAPERS  WHICH 
THE COMMANDED HAS HAD  HUNG  TO SHOW  HOW  DEEPLY  HE  DESPISES  
PUBLIC  OPINION   
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We see  the commander walking back and forth in front of the village gathered in the 
square (they are all there, even small kids, it’s mandatory. Some soldiers hold guns). He is 
holding a headbag and shows it waving it.  
 
Commander:- I don’t ask you if you know what this is. You sure know since you all watch 
television and read papers. Whoever is arrested in Iraq as a possible terrorist wears this all the 
time. All the way from Abu-Ghraib in Iraq to Guantanamo in nowhere land. To you, just because 
I am an admirer of your ancient ancestors,   I will make an exception and I will not insult you by 
having all arrested wear this so dishonoring bag. I hope you can appreciate the quality of the 
commander you have. But just as I   help you, you should help me too. Since I do happen to know 
that in your recent history , in the ’40s, it was such a bag , with holes for the eyes to see, that was 
used by your ruffians , OK since I know your recent history too, I will only give bags to the 
ruffians among you so that they can show the terrorists without making themselves known. And 
because I don’t want you ruffians to feel afraid that I’m going to leak your names so as to have 
you killed before you receive the ruffian reward money, I will give the money as down payment  
and I won’t even ask for your name. You’ll be wearing your headbag even when you’re talking to 
me. I want the terrorists’ names, not your names. A gentlemen’s agreement, isn’t it?  
Michael:-Just how did you escape the strait jacket in your country? Unless you’re all such 
loonies and nobody noticed where your brain leaks from. 
Commander:-Professor, I did not expect such words from you. I like you and consider you  a 
friend and you dishonor both me and my country. 
Michael:-To feel dishonored you  must first know what honor is. And you don’t . So you 
dishonor whatever group has you in it. Your family, your army, your country; and the whole 
human species. Give me the bag you hold. You dishonor this too. What does it take for an idiot 
like you to understabd that this bag dishonors you and not the Iraqis when you put it on them. For 
them it’s an honor to suffer this for their country that they love. What do you do to show your 
love to your country? Going around with ruffian bags to be told on whom to put shitbags?     
Commander:-Professor, you know what I can do to you? 
Michael:-I think you only can fart my balls. What do you think you can do to me?  
Commander:-Professor, I will be sincerely sorry. We did have a glass of wine or two, didn’t we?  
Michael:-You dishonored the glasses too. And the store where we drank them. Whatever you 
touch you turn into shit..  
Commander:-Professor, my stomach got a cramp. Such hatred! I feel a sob  rising in my throat. 
Michael:-It’s just a fart but your face looks like an ass so it loses its way not knowing where to 
come out from. 
Commander:-Whaaaat?!!! Arrest  the son of-a-bitch before he leaves 
Michael:-Why leave you stupid vulture? Should I be scared  of you or of your shitbag? Either of 
you two can only do to me  what I told you, let me not say that again it in front of my girl 
students. Let me put it on  myself, newspapers  write that you put  shit and piss in these bags but 
your hands and your little robots’ hands are shittier than shit.   
He puts it  on, then he removes it saying: 
-Oh, shit! It’s not a shitbag , it’s a ruffian’s bag, with no shit but with eye-holes for the ruffian to 
see whom to point to. Let me wear it frontside back to at least not see your assface. Clown! 
Buffoon! 
 
The commander bites his fists, sends for his pills , the curtain falls.  
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ACT 5 
A prison’s setting. Michael the teacher and George Bunny are sitting separated by the usual 

wire net we see in films in visiting hours of jails. Michael wears a headbag, his arms 
handcuffed behind.  

 
Michael:- How come they let you in? Who was on shift at the entrance?  
Bunny:-The tall. 
Michael:-Oh, that’s how. So let’s not get him into trouble.  
Bunny:-Something tells me  he’s on the suspects’ list of the assface anyway. Oh: that name you 
gave him was quite a success. Even the soldiers refer to him as assface by now. It stuck. But 
when he realized that his soldiers fell in love with our girls for real and not just to cock around 
and boast and play cocksure and macho like he, he can’t stand the ones who date girls. I don’t 
foresee a good future for them. Let alone the future of  our compatriots who danced with the  
women of the sheikh-playing idiot.    
Michael:-Anyway, nice to see you; or rather  to hear you. How see with a headbag?  
Bunny:-What I want to tell you… 
Michael (interrupting him):-I know what you want to tell me. That I’m only for word-fights and 
that I was wrong getting caught that early instead of sitting down and learning how to make 
bombs and have some real action and …   
Bunny:-Are you fucking out of your goddam culture freak’s mind, me telling such bull fucking 
shit?! Look at him how low he thinks of  my level. OK, sorry I got carried away. OK, what I 
came to tell you is how much I admire you and that it was very stupid of me  to say around that 
no man with eye-glasses can be a real guy and that culture-freaks are only as good as ladies for 
some men’s jobs. A guy more real than you I do not know. 
Michael:-OK-OK, watch how not to get carried away into any emulation of that and get into 
word-fights too and get a headbag for that. One per knowhow is enough. Each has something 
different to offer. For example if we hear a threat from an idiot who can’t do a thing to us then we 
the teachers, whose knowhow is to explain what from the things we hear is or is not valid,  have 
to prove that the idiot can indeed do nothing to us giving an example of what we mean. You have 
other knowhows. If we all were teachers  who would do the armed fighting with the barbarians? 
And if we all fought with arms only, who would do the explaining of what we differ from the 
barbarians in?    
Bunny:-OK-OK, culture-freak, I got the point of the preaching and the moral of the story, don’t 
tell me more.  
Michael:-What was the point you got and the moral you saw? 
Bunny:-Aaah! You can’t stand not giving an exam for too long! The point I got and the moral I 
saw  is that real guys with eye-glasses do exist. I do pass the exam , don’t I? Now: I have a 
question. 
Michael:-Questions are what we teachers are here for. Ask it:  
Bunny:-OK, real guys and  eye-glasses can combine. But how can headbags with eye-glasses? 
Can they combine? 
Michael:-They sure can. And you even have two options. Wearing the glasses inside or outside 
the  headbag. For the bagged it doesn’t make much of a difference since he can’t see anyway. It’s 
for the outsider to say how he looks with the eye-glasses on the outside.  
Bunny:-You son-of-a-gun, with your high spirits that never leave you, you did remind  me 
something I nearly forgot. Your kids, your students I mean, in remembrance of your black-humor 
lessons told me they dedicate to you two songs. You already guessed which ones? 
Michael:-One of them certainly is “For the other world you now depart”. The other I can’t guess. 
Spill the beans. 
 
Suddenly “For the other world you now depart” is heard on a radio and Thanassis, the tall  
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who was on shift at the gate shows up with a small radio saying:  
Thanassis:-Hi guys, it seems that Andreas of the broadcasting station did know I was on the shift 
and that you two would be talking  right now and he had a couple of dedications. There goes the 
second one:  
…. 
What went wrong and Mike was captured? 
His thick skull liked to get fractured. 
 
One plus one for us is two,  
say to Mike good bye to you. 
Two plus one is three for copsters, 
Mike’s arrest took top tough monsters. 
 
Now he looks like king Tut’s mummy, 
send his jail hard sticks of candy. 
He can suck or bang his thick skull, 
as he walks behind his thick wall. 
 
One plus one for Mike is two, 
say to us good bye to you. 
Two plus one is three we’re sorry, 
but that’s it for all that story.   
 
Michael:- Hahaha! Great! Just great! I was very glad to see you but don’t come again. Give the 
kids kisses and tell them they got straight A’s on  the exam on black humor. Tall, we thank you. 
Class dismissed.   
The curtain falls and the musical introduction of “Into my arms like a star” is heard in its 
part that sounds like a melodious background of a cavalry attack, the curtain opens again, 
the lights are lowered, and as the lyrics of the music begin we see that in the place of 
Michael is now Thanassis, but without a headbag,  and in the place of George Bunny, across 
the wire net,  is now Lys’strataki . We hear no words from them , we only hear the lyrics,, 
they are only looking at each other, as we are looking at their profiles only.       
   

Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there 
there’s no hope left in the world, hopes have left without trace 

as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses 
pain is no measure, don’t leave our treasure be lost out in space. 

 
If I can’t make it to your dream 

then try to make it to mine 
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always 

like every summer when starlight is brighter to dress in light’s shine. 
 

The cavalry attack part of the song’s introduction is heard again and the two couples in 
profile in the places of Lys’strataki and the tall are Kike with  Johnny and Maria with 
Miltos.  But instead of going to the end of the song we see Marina’s George (her fiancé 
George,  not her brother George) running and the commander walking in haste by himself. 
Argyroula is in the kitchen cooking, the cactus-in-a-pot gift is at  the center of the  kitchen 
table,  she  hears pebbles on the window of Marina’s room, she goes to her daughter’s 
wardrobe, takes the rope and throws it by the window, George climbs and  faces her instead 
of Marina. He stands speechless and when he speaks he says:    
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George:-Mrs.  Argyroula! It was you who dropped me the rope?  
Argyroula:-Marina is in her English class. 
George:-So all this time you knew? 
Argyroula:-If you had not asked for her from me I would have beaten you both with a wet plank 
and stretched you on this to dry. The fatso must be looking for you my Georgie. 
George:-How do you know? 
Argyroula:-He has to look for everyone by himself. Whom among you soldiers would he trust 
asking you to look for each other? He does everything by himself  since you too call him…what’s 
that you call him? Shitface? Oh! Assface. Sorry for my English, I didn’t go to English school like 
Marina, whatever I learn is from the tourists and from you. 
 
A knock is heard  
 
Argyroula:-Hide there. 
George:-I’ll get you in trouble. 
Argyroula:-Ssh! And never say that again. 
 
It is   the commander indeed. 
 
Commander:-Mrs. Argyro. I’ll sit and wait for someone whom I think I saw come. But I didn’t 
see him entering while I was  watching across the door. And you don’t have another door I 
checked. But where else can he go but here?  
Argyroula:-Shall I fry sausage links for you? 
Commander:-Thank you , but give them to me to take them for a check at the camp first.  
Argyroula:-OK, but I’ll fry some anyway for my daughter who’ll be coming any minute now.   
Commander:-You’re a great cook Mrs. Argyro, I can’t stand waiting with those smells, give 
them to me to take them to the camp and eat them right now.  

 
He leaves with a chain of sausage links in hand  

 
Argyroula (to George who comes out of hiding):-You need  political asylum and he needs 
mental asylum.  
George:-What a nice soft tone you had. And he was lucky with that sausage bunch he got too.   
Argyroula:-Soft indeed. Lucky he was for I didn’t want to ruin the gift of my fellow mother-in-
law, to ruin your mother’s gift I mean, for the sake of such a face, or  I’d put that  cactus on his 
seat  to sabotage his ass. Quite a mouthful  Mr Mihalis the teacher said when he said the assface’s  
face and his ass look the same, sorry for the language. 
George:-I can’t believe he just gave up looking for me because of his gluttony for the sausages. 
Argyroula:-That’s why I  fried some  in front  of him, so that he just can’t stand waiting and hit 
the road. And for you to eat it of course. Marina will take her time yet.  
George:-You did that on purpose? Wow! You’re something else Mrs. Argyroula!  But he’ll come 
back sooner or later. This thing can’t end that  simply. I was just coming to say goodbye  to 
Marina, and to you of course. I’ve told you again. I’ll get  you into trouble. 
Argyroula:-And I’ve told you again to never tell me this thing again, or you’ll make an ass of me 
in the eyes of my fellow mother-in-law, your mother.  
 
Of course the reason why the commander in the camp is calmly gulping her sausages down 
with a new colleague , dressed in civilian, is , as they two  discuss, that they  can  always 
arrest her son and blackmail her to say where she hides her son-in-law.  
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The cavalry attack part of the song’s introduction is heard again and the two couples in 
profile that are good-byeing each other with the eyes and sitting across the wire-net are 
George the postman  with Anne-Marie, the commander’s lovelife, and Philip with Rosa , the 
commander’s wife. Now the song goes all the way to the heart rending aria at its end where 
the singer’s voice reminds the voice of the Queen of  Night  of  Mozart’s “The enchanted 
flute”. Right  after that we find ourselves on the street  just outside the prison.  

 
ACT 6 

 
Below the prison window but on the street side we see meet again Vaso (as Paz, the 
philologist) and Stamatis (as Buzanden but with just the cassette player, not with the 
wheeled dustbin anymore. And he is standing, not lying , on the street) 
 
Vaso:- You sure found the best song to serenade them with now that they will never see each 
other again and they’ll only date in their dreams. Is this how you chose the song? Or was it for the 
verse “there’s no hope left in the world, hopes have left without trace”? Although you don’t 
sound to me as pessimistic as other times. Is it because you think that there’s still hope in the 
world as long as people remain who are both as loving and  hard to bend like our friends in there? 
With only hard-to-bends we would become barbarians, with only the loving ones the barbarians 
would eat us alive. Right?  
Stamatis:-Right! But I sure hope the thing  that applies to them won’t be anything  bullet-like  in 
the place of the kisses with which night embroiders their bodies; and hope that falling stars are 
not omens of jinx.    
Vaso:- How come they didn’t take your cassette player from you? They supposedly came to 
arrest you and you’re the only one they didn’t arrest. OK, they realized their blunder but how 
admit it now, in pre-election period and lose face? After all they didn’t leave Iraq either, when 
they didn’t find weapons of mass destruction. And it’s not only oil, it’s also a matter of prestige. 
But what did it cost them to arrest you? Was it in order for people to suspect you as  an agent of 
them that they let you go?  
Stamatis:-It’s even simpler. It’s clear why they did that. When they realized I’m not bin Laden 
they thought: “Nobody takes him seriously and nobody listens to  the lyrics of the songs he plays 
on his cassette player either. So let’s let him go away to use him as a proof we’re in favor of 
freedom  speech. And nobody takes  him as an example anyway. But to the ones people do take 
as examples we’ll do give hell. Thus without me even trying for it , nor being able  to avoid it 
either, I have become a living advertisement of what they say about bringing freedom.  As long as 
I say even the worst things about them and nobody takes me seriously they will keep me free so 
as to advertise themselves. I even considered saying good things about them so as to make 
enemies of them those who don’t like me, like I was doing with the junta, after it fell of course. 
But frankly I can’t bring myself to say a good  thing about them, even as sabotage. With such 
games nothing can be done; farts are no dye for Easter eggs as  the saying goes. So I decided to 
get serious because the kind of picturesque personality I had become  is only for postcards 
addressed to the most frivolous among the tourists. The verse “We’ve sold ourselves in the city’s 
bazaar just for a suit to show off who we are” applies to me too, finally. I got to find some other 
patent if I do want to react.                                                                                                                                       
Vaso:-Wow! And wow again! What a lucid and honest self critique! But don’t think it’s just you 
who’s at a loss about what to do. We’re all on the same boat nowadays in the issue of how to 
react in a serious way that does make a difference. 
 
Argyroula comes out of the prison very sad: 
 
Paz:-Mrs.  Argyro, did they let you see George? 
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Argyroula:-No my girl, they didn’t. That commander, the pig-eyed one, and another , a fresh 
one,  first time I saw him around, wanted me to tell them,  where is my son-in-law because he 
deserted they say. And if I told them , he said, they would let my George go. But I didn’t tell’em. 
So he didn’t even  let me see my George. Who are you? Doesn’t my little Marina have you as a 
teacher? I can’t see very well in the dark. Good evening, we’re speaking without having said 
hello yet. And you? Aren’t you  Theodosia’s Nick?  
Buzanos:-Yes Mrs. Argyro, that’s who I am. 
Argyroula: -Is your mother well? Tell her to enjoy you as long as she has you; with the kind of 
people and the kind of thing we got into, you don’t even know if you do have your own children. 
Buzanos:-Mrs. Argyro you mean the commander tried to blackmail you with your son and you 
didn’t bite at the bait. Others would say that they couldn’t know if their fellow mother-in-law 
would do the same for them and would then submit to the blackmail. But that way nobody would 
make the right start. How did you think? 
Argyroula: -I know one thing: If we fellow mothers-in-law sold each other out then which 
household would not go down the drain? Who would  keep homes up? The sixteen year olds? 
They only care about  exams and dating and necking. And if they don’t  do these things now 
when will they? When they themselves  have  houses to look after and   babies in cradles to care 
about and parents and in-laws to run to hospitals and funerals to prepare? Spit-spit-knock wood! 
Buzanos: -Lady, I must admit that compared to you I am not even half of half of a leftist or an 
anarchist or a beatnik  or a hippy or a sidewalk philosopher. 
Argyroula: -Sidewalk philosopher , my foot! What are you talking about? Does Glossa have 
sidewalks? The main street is not even wide enough for some of us good cooks who eat one dish 
too many and you speak of sidewalks for philosophers to lie on?  How would a taxi go uphill if 
we had a sidewalk? And without a taxi who would carry suitcases uptown? You? 
Paz:-Mrs. Argyroula, I myself will keep my university degree simply as souvenir or as wallpaper. 
What I’ll be teaching kids from now on will be things like what you did for your philosophy on 
fellow-in-law moms not selling each other out. 
Argyroula:-What are you talking about, my girl? I’m an illiterate woman. How will our kids pass 
their exams if you don’t teach them geography and history and how to multiply and alebra, or 
whats-its-name, I mean  that alphabet done by mathematicians? They have to know letters not to 
be illiterate. 
Paz:-Letters are needed to read history. Not to write it. Tonight you wrote history. 
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Epilogue: Happy end* announced by Vaso (Paz): 
After the American elections and the re-election of Bush, the Americans left everybody alone and 
went away  peacefully, the prisoners were released, the whole absurd situation had been  created 
by the insistence of the superiors of the commander to keep the soldiers there and show some 
antiterrorist activity because there would be some political cost if they lost face admitting they 
had made a mistake, so after Bush was re-elected this didn’t matter anymore, Rumsfeld fired the 
CIA hound who had taken Buzanos for Bin Laden. The love affairs  went on from a distance as  
naturally (phones, letter, trips, marriages, break-ups etc) as they would go on without all the 
madness we saw. What about the commander’s women? Learning of each other’s existence and 
talking to each other and seeing that both of them really loved him and both really understood 
how he had become such an asshole (asshole in wanting two women (and in the open, too!) 
because he was such a love-deprived careerist when in his prime, and asshole for acting so 
absurdly  imprisoning  innocent people because his superiors gave him crazy directions to avoid 
political cost) they found the following  Solomon-ian solution between them: Each said to the 
other: “Of course neither of us would do him the favor of staying with him if he wants a second 
woman too. But if he leaves me will you let him return to you?” Both said “yes” to this so they 
told him they forgave him but he would have to choose. He discussed the matter with his Greek 
friends who told him he was a very lucky man to have such a narrow escape for his idiotic 
handling of everything he had gotten into. And he returned to his wife. Then his girlfriend 
decided to remain  in the island for a while to feel more calmly  the vibrations of the place where 
such a complicated mess had found such a  peaceful ending. 

CURTAIN                                                                                             
Since there was a happy end people leave the theater under the sound of the following  replay:                                   

……….. 

Hot summer noons Andrew and we,                                                                                   
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,                                                                                  

we dived and swam in open sea,                                                                                     
never as glad before or after. 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                    
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                   

oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                       
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.                                                                            

……….. 

*Happy end in the tradition of the recipes for  happy end based on mentioning what should, or at 
least could, have happened but is exactly the opposite of what does, usually, happen.  

Bibliography: 
Aristophanes’ “Lysistrata”, “Birds”, “Clouds”, “Aharnians”. 
Kazantzakis’ “Captain Michael”.**  
**This reference has nothing to do with  teacher Michael’s event but only with the event on 
Argyro’s stance as a mother’s: In “Captain Michael”, in a revolt of Crete against Turkish 
occupation,  a Cretan peasant woman is blackmailed to reveal where  a volunteer, who came from 
another  part of Greece to help in the fight, is hiding. If she doesn’t tell the Turks,  her son will be 
killed. She doesn’t tell them and her son is killed. When asked later how her heart could stand 
taking this decision she says “I knew what pain I would cause to the volunteer’s mother”. Does 
Kazantzakis have a reference on factuals on human nature on that or is the event fictional? The 
factual part does exist but it refers  to the battle of Crete in the second world war: The 
interrogators of the Cretan peasant woman were  not Turks but Germans and the volunteer was a 
British commado 
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Let’s also see how the nerd put in one of the possible theatrical applications Amanda’s (and the 
drummer’s too) confession of how they were afraid that if they learned of each other’s past, and 
their similarity which they  both suspected was confirmed, then they might “fall out of love”. It 
was around the time the nerd had  heard those fears and had said  his opinions to both, when he 
gave Amanda some pages of a theatrical skit…Let’s turn page to see that and some follow up 
from pages    405-417 of the skipped chapter:   
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THE BUG 
 

Iro: 
-Can you at least tell me what you’ve been  hearing all day? Is it a policeman or a rocker that I 

have married? All day long with that headset! You want me to bring you your uniform so that at 
least I remember your job? 

(Stamatis gestures that he doesn’t hear her) 
Iro: 

-That much I do know! Yet, let me check. You know the puzzle with Theodorakis and the cop? 
(Again Stamatis gestures he doesn’t hear her) 

Iro: 
-Good! If he hears that he will either laugh or start yelling. Which one I’m not sure. Who knows 
these days the political beliefs of even his own people. Who dares to speak openly? But if he 
hears me he can’t help reacting. Well, why did the cop whistle Theodorakis songs in the 
street?…To arrest passersby because they were listening to Theodorakis’ songs since they are 
forbidden. Ha. Ha. Ha. Gee, what loneliness. I’m only talking to myself and only hearing myself. 
Yet from one point of view that’s good, I can express myself more freely. It’s all my father’s fault 
who wanted to marry me to a cop, son o f a rightwing friend of his, lest the opportunity for kosher 
stuff should be lost. My blindness is to blame too, I still wanted to receive the golden medal of 
the good girl, listening to her dad. Here’s what all that led to. Me speaking my mind to him only 
when he has his ears plugged. Let me tell him something hairier but neighbors shouldn’t hear 
that… 

(Iro goes to close windows) 
…we are even more afraid of them than they of us, the cop family. So? Should I try escalating or 

I’m playing with fire? 
Iro: 

(Rhytmically as in demonstrations, but not loud) 
You beat up people of all ages 

and get paid the cheapest wages. 
No reaction, if he had heard that he would have beaten me even for no wages at all. So let me get 

it all out full volume.  
You beat up people of all ages 

and get paid the cheapest wages. 
Aah! What pleasure! I really enjoyed this one. 

Suddenly Stamatis reacts. He removes half of the headset, she is startled) 
Stamatis: 

-OK woman, I know we don’t get paid well, that’s why I work overtime, and bring some work 
home. Our bugs tape people all day and then we listen to the tapes to see if they say something 

illegal or secret or conspiratorial. 
Iro:-Was it James Bond that  I married? 

Stamatis:-Well, I shouldn’t be boasting but… 
(He puts on the headset again) 

Iro: 
-Phew! For a moment I thought I got caught! But he didn’t hear the whole thing! Let me try 
another antijunta joke. Our vice president passes in front of our national poet’s statue and he 

hears him speaking to him asking him why they gave marble horses to the generals’ statues and 
not to the poets’ too. He mentions it the president and he doesn’t believe him so he takes him 

there and the poet’s statue says “I asked you for a horse, not a mule” 
(Stamatis gives no sign of life) 
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Iro: 
-At deaf man’s door take the door and leave, as the saying goes. Do I love that headset! Two 
birds with one stone! We pay those installments for our new living room and I can also talk 

freely. That’s what I call conjugal communication. I’ m going to make dinner, see you later night 
coppee. 

(Stamatis removes the headset again) 
Stamatis:-What did you call me? 

Iro: 
-I said something about night coffee. Keeps one awake. I’ll fix something light for dinner. 

(As soon as Iro leaves Stamatis removes the headset and talks to himself in low voice) 
Stamatis: 

-Fuckin’ gadget, gives me an ear itch all these hours. I could hardly keep my cool and not laugh. 
Terrific jokes. Yet she may be fishing me. Am I going insane? OK, they told us at the seminar not 
to trust even our wives, but they meant she might be a leftist, whereas what I fear is her spying 
me on behalf of my department in the police. How much I want to  to tell her a joke I heard on 
that buggin’ fuckin’ headset, but can I trust her? Well, I mean even if she is not a spy maybe part 
of what she liked in me was being the rightwinger her father saw in me. I myself thought high of 
her beliefs when my father…Aaah! Forget all that! Anyway, apart from all that crap she was the 
hell of a girl when we were newlywed. And she thought as much of me. And here we are the hell 
of two shitheads speaking to each other only when the other is not listening, this fucking job has 
really made us weirdos talking to themselves. How I wish she had changed her beliefs like me. 
Fancy us sharing jokes and plans against the junta. Aah! Forget it . Such things don’t happen in 
real life, only in serials. But I’m going to tell her that joke, even if I only mumble it to myself. 
When our president passed the slogan “Greeece of Orthodox Greeks” the ol’ man of democracy 
commented “Greece of Orthodox Greeks catholically protesting”, as sharp as always the ol’man. 

Iro:-Darling, what the ol’man said was fantastic! 
                  Stamatis:(Startled) 

-Aah!You were spying on me? Not cooking? 
Iro: 

-No, I was just coming to tell you dinner’s ready because with that headset you wouldn’t hear me 
and I just happened to hear you talking loud to yourself. 

Stamatis:-How do you know I was not fishing you with that joke?  
Iro:-Do you also suspect yourself now? 
Stamatis:-Don’t you suspect me too ? 

Iro: 
-I would suspect that you were fishing me if you had only said jokes, but you also said some thing 
about our honeymoon. And if you could only hear with what voice you said them…you would be 

as sure as I am that you too are against the junta. 
Stamatis:-Not so loud! We might have a bug. 

Iro: 
-After so many bugs you cops put everywhere you now suspect each other too? 

Stamatis:-Say that again!…But not loud. 
Iro:-Whom were you listening to? 

Stamatis: 
- Somebody we were bugging had a cassette of Mikis, “songs of struggle” it’s called, terrific 

songs, it really beats me how the tall sent them from abroad, when his son came to see his 
grandpa we had searched his coat even in the inside for cassettes, we tore it up, somebody told us 
later he might have kept only the reel and rolled it around on of those big coat-buttons, they may 

be hollow. Well we didn’t think of that. 
Iro:-Are we going to hear it together too? 

(They hear together “Beginning of Struggle” with their fists lifted) 
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Stamatis:-What if some bug’s bug is hearing us? 
Iro: 

-His marriage with his wife is going to be saved like ours was just saved 
Stamatis:-What d’ you mean? 

Iro: 
-He’ll take the good example from how we came to terms with each other and will come to terms 

with his wife too. Aah! Whoever is the guy you were shadowing and  wherever he is, he did 
something good for us. What you think he’s doing now? 

Stamatis:-Maybe writing a poem. He’s a poet. 
 

Iro: 
-Really? And they keep calling poets sissy? I think they’re the ones taking the weather with all 

you after them. Does he know you have bugged him? 
Stamatis:-He suspects it. 

Iro:-What does he do about it? 
Stamatis:-I think he takes it like you do. 

Iro:-What d’ you mean? 
Stamatis: 

-I heard him mumbling some verses as he was writing them, something about giving a good 
example to the bugs. 

Iro:-Wow me! Great minds think alike! 
Stamatis:-You think I may have married a poetress and not known it? 

Iro: 
-This should be underlined by some people in this very room who thought that their very wife 
spied on them. Will you do me a favor? Can you ask to become his exclusive bug so as not to 

miss that poem when he completes it? 
Stamatis:-Are you very curious? 

Iro: 
-Are you very jealous? My poor little dumb-dumb can’t think that now that I feel we’re a real 

couple again I wouldn’t have eyes for anybody else? That I only want to hear that poem to know 
how my words would sound if I had a talent for writing verses? 

Stamatis:-In that case let’s bug him together from now on. 
 

(In the next scene the poet, Mihalis, rising from a table, holds a page in his hand and in another 
part of the stage the couple is listening to his reading wearing one headset each) 

 
Mihalis: 

-Hmm. Let’s see how it comes out: 
(he reads) 

My feelings are real brotherly and best 
for all poor hounds who all the time surround my nest, 

who, with snow or even rain, 
my keepers all around the clock have been ordained, 

who have to use their bugs and mikes to hear 
whatever passes through my mouth or even near, 

songs, swears, and jokes stupid or clever 
within the kitchen or the toilet or wherever. 
My brother cops and hounds you do remain 

listeners and knowers of my every human pain, 
you are and will remain the main witness 

that my passion for my cause and that my sweetness 
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are as constantly with me as I with them. 
Words that otherwise would be forgotten, 

all in your tapes have been recorded and safeguarded 
and when at home in bed at least you’re free to sleep 

through whispers from your lips my songs can find some leaks. 
My gratitude to you for this is really deep. 

Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues. 
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues. 

 
In the next scene the poem is heard played as a song in both the poet’s and in the cop’s house, the 

poet dances it alone and very energetically and acrobatically, on chairs and tables, the couple 
dances it tango-like with many fancy dance postures showing how much in love they really are 

too. In the protracted and ironic “Collea-ea-ea-ea-gues” they all have their legs raised to the same 
direction and same angle and in the manner of musical reviews, burlesque etc.  

Follow up: Stamatis finally combined also tsamiko and zeIbekiko, Iro added ballet poses  on toes 
and also she had the idea to put a red tablecloth  on the dinner table in ordewr to remove it and 

wave it to him like a torreador to make him dance in bul-like poses  against its redness (symbolic 
of communism too of course etc) 

 
(The song is by the German poet Wolf Birman and was put to music by the Greek composer 
Thanos Mikroutsikos) 
 
 
 
 
 
(Note: The nerd’s friend  preferred to leave, here too as in Lys’strataki, as names of the roles the 
names of the students who played them, since he had noticed that kids asking to play these  roles 
in later years when they would grow up never asked for them with the names of the roles but with 
the names of the actor-older-kids whom they chose to identify with and emulate)       
 
 
Of course there wasn’t any Jungian synchronicity involved, the nerd enjoyed  helping his friend 
with theatrical events in occasions that would teach the young generation  anti junta lessons etc 
and so had written this but learning of the worries of Amanda and the drummer that they were 
discussing (i.e. that the revelation of two   common pasts  would ruin the love of people who had 
gone together through so much (!: a satellite trip, a near killing (real or imaginary), a making 
asses of themselves in world wide audience, a making asses of themselves in Afghanistan (not to 
mention in the same bag the survival of their love in front of  a whole Plucky who not only came 
but also stayed  in their life)) and knowing how much Plucky liked the “bugsters’ blues” song just 
seen he naturally wrote the skit both to be played by his friend’s students and as a puton, to tease  
Amanda first of all , but also the drummer and Plucky (both of whom just loved it). Of course 
there  was no suspicion, except a fleeting one, of an erotic vibe between  the poet and the cop’s 
wife, it would be completely foreign to the specifics of the plot needed. Here what was more 
needed was  a subsequent skit, in  the same occasion,  where the poet was arrested (by other cops) 
etc which the two friends wrote together and also what was needed was to close with a  light tune 
as they had started and in this they were helped by the wife of the nerd’s friend who, in 
collaboration with a girl of the new generation who was teaching computer science in the high 
school  wrote the following skit which the nerd gladly translated for Amanda when she, 
enthusiastic about the other, told him she wished she spoke Greek to also read the rest of the skits 
of the occasion. Let’s see the light tune  ending:   
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IN-LAWS AND OUTLAWS 
 

(Cast: Mom is played by Rosa, dad by Vangelis, mother in law is Kelly, the couple (Iason and 
Effie) is played by Panagiotis and Vaso) 

 
Act one 

(Living room) 
 

Vangelis: 
-That was it! She’s going to hear it even in jail! Everybody knows. Our only daughter has made 
asses of us in the whole neighborhood. And it’s not just the neighborhood. In the office even the 

chairman knows. A director like me who had never given the least...Aah! here we are now, a 
director looking for acquaintances in the police...I even called up that asshole cousin of yours 
who had trapped us out of that inheritance. I don’t even want to remember what he told me. 

Rosa: 
-What did he tell you? His daughter’s father in law is in the police. He could help. 

Vangelis: 
-Nope! He said that our so smart and cute daughter has no right to make an ass of him too just 
because she liked the company of bums. What we let her become a student for? That’s what he 
asked me. He kept his daughter at home until marrying her. That’s a daughter’s place. Her place 
is not near students with whom God only knows what they discuss and what they do when they 
are together. 

Rosa: 
The good-for- nothing idiot is again talking out of jealousy. He’s never talked good of anybody! 
And quite a bargain of a husband he did find for his daughter. Drugstore assistant. Big deal! 

Vangelis: 
-Jealousy or non-jealousy, it’s me who will be losing face and asking for favors with the kind of 
upbringing you gave your daughter. 

Rosa: 
-Aristidi,. read my lips. Cut all that about upbringing. My kin did not include fellahs like your 
cousin Miltos. And you almost insisted on our daughter making his valuable acquaintance 
because not having married and not having kids he wanted to see his nephews and nieces. What 
was Miltos looking for in exile islands, Aristidi? And why was he caught among the first this 
time? And why was it your daughter who would visit him in jail to take him cigarettes? Don’t you 
think they have a record on her? Or even on you? And you have the nerve to talk about my kin? 
And the upbringing I gave her? 

Vangelis: 
-OK, OK, that’s beside the point right now. 

Rosa: 
-Oh yeah? When it’s about your kin it’s beside the point? 

Vangelis: 
-Woman, quiet down. We got to figure what to do. 

Rosa: 
-Sorry Aristidi, you’re right. I’m just too upset, and the least detail gets on my nerves…And what 
about our in-laws? Have you thought of that? 

 
Vangelis: 

-I’ve told you not to see them as our in-laws until you see the wedding. 
Rosa: 

-You and your jinx! Bite your tongue. 
(Knock-knock on the door. Rosa opens and says:) 
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-Oh! Talking of in-laws! We were just talking about you! Coffee? 
Kelly: 

-Such a problem in your family and you find the time to talk about me? Aaah! Youths today have 
lost heir minds. I’ve not sat down since early morning visiting people who might be of help. But 
I’ll tell you straight because I never lie. I absolutely disagree with the kind of upbringing you 
gave your daughter. May God forgive me for what I’ll say but I’m only striving for my son who 
has lost his sleep and not for you daughter who, after all, asked for it. I almost reached divorce 
with my own husband. Agisilaos has not talked to Iason for two days. He started softly “Iason, 
son, a student with a scholarship like you having company like that!” and in no time they were 
quarreling at the top of their lungs, and I was running around to close windows, these are not the 
days neighbors should hear a family’s political arguments. But I tell you to your face. If it 
becomes a matter between me and Agisilaos I’d rather my son left your daughter and be spared… 

Rosa: 
OK, I do see your point, but don’t stretch it that far! Effie was disoriented in a way that Iason 

could have been disoriented too. 
Kelly: 

Yes, but Agisilaos was always watching over. A real watchdog. 
Rosa: 

D’you hear that Aristidi? And if he was such a watchdog over a son , imagine what a watchdog 
he’d be over a daughter! 

Vangelis: 
-To the point!. Come to the point! Any acquaintance found finally? 

Kelly: 
-Fortunately. Iason’s godfather is a general. He called up the prison director and he said that it’s 
up to him to let Effie out. But we should be giving a hand too. 

Vangelis: 
-We?! 
Rosa: 

-In what way? 
Kelly: 

-Some foreign journalists will be visiting the jail. Effie speaks good English. You can tell her to 
speak on behalf of all prisoners and say that the jail conditions are good. And to be smiling not 
look down or worn out, nobody will be mistreating her. Take her a bowl of her favorite dish to 
improve her mood. 

Vangelis: 
-She’s real pig-headed, but I do have something in mind that is worth trying. 

Rosa: 
-Why don’t you say to Iason to come along? I too have something in mind but Iason with us will 
make everything easier. I’ll tell her to dream with him about their household, I’ll tell her about 
the furniture you and I ordered, I’ll tell her what joy it’s going to be for all of us if they give us 
the grandchildren we’re waiting for. 

Kelly: 
OK, but don’t overdo it because she’s a smart girl and she’ll give you the cold shoulder. You 
cook Effie’s plate and I’ll tell the general to ask when visitors are allowed. 

Act-curtain with the song:  
“What shame, what shame, this kid brought to our name” 
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Act two 
(Prison) 

 
Rosa: 

-But my little girl always liked meatballs. Even as a baby. What’s wrong now? Is it out of 
solidarity to your fellow prisoners you don’t eat? Oh, my poor little baby! Always sacrificing 
herself for others. How well I undersatand you! You take that from me. I’m such a humanitarian 
myself. Share them with everybody. That’s why I cooked them in our big pot. 

Vaso: 
-Mom, are you out of your mind? Do you really mean to tell me to take your meatballs to the 
prisoners and then all play happy to the foreign journalists that will come to ask about the jail 

conditions? 
Rosa: 

-Oh, well, our nation is poor and can’t feed all prisoners good dishes, but out of kindness it allows 
relatives to bring their own food. Don’t you at least recognize that? 

Vaso: 
MOM! Do you know what’s going on in here? I’m only not telling you to spare you some deep 

worries. 
Rosa: 

-Is this a way to speak to your MOTHER? Aristidi , say something, too! Am I supposed to say 
everything myself? 

Vangelis: 
-You the young forget one thing. It’s not you who’ll change the world. If the world was going to 
be changed by the young it would have already been changed since we ourselves too have been 

young. And what did your uncle Miltos accomplish? He impaired his health, his life is full of 
wear and tear and the grand total sum is zero. No result. No change. 

Vaso: 
-Let’s leave that subject or we’ll have an argument and this is not what I want. You are quite 

upset already, I see no reason to stop saying “hi” on top of that. OK? 
Rosa: 

-Listen to the way she’s speaking to her parents themselves! Aristidi what was the idea of 
bringing up Miltos at this hour? Baby, listen, Iason adores you, get out of here and marry him. 

He’s right here out of the door longing to talk to you. We leave you two little birdies say all you 
so much wanted to say to each other. So we don’t say good bye yet. Say your own things and 

we’ll be back. 
Vangelis: 

And hey, man, be a realist. You’re an idealist? You want to change society?. Right on! I’m with 
you! I congratulate you. I admire you. But find first a position with power and prestige so that 

your opinion can count and so that what you propose can make a difference. Be somebody. 
Amount to something.. How are you going to do it? Are you going to kick on the pricks barefoot? 

More pricks than kicks, as the saying goes. 
Rosa: 

-OK, Aristidi, OK! Well done! And quite enough! Let’s leave now, the kids will have so much of 
their own to talk about. Let’s go. 
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Act three 
(They go out, Iason comes in almost running) 

 
Iason: 

-Effie, are you alright? I haven’t closed an eye. Shit! What am I talking about? Is it my staying up 
that counts or yours? In this hell! Fortunately my godfatheris a general and they allowed me to 
see you. 

Effie: 
-Iason, it’s not enough to stay up about me. Solidarity to me can’t help much. It’s on the night of 

the invasion to the Polytechnic you should have stayed up. To express your solidarity to the 
struggle like we all did.  

Iason: 
-Effie this is no time for heroism. Things will only change gradually. Foreigners will also help. 

We can help too by taking our degrees and finding positions with power and prestige. 
Vaso: 

-How will the foreigners help? Finding even prisoners well-fed with borrowed meatballs? 
 

Iason: 
- Effie, you’re something else! You never lose your sense of humor! 

Vaso: 
-I don’t lose it so that my folks not lose their sleep. I would pity them if they could even imagine 

what goes on in here. But I wouldn’t hide it from you. 
Iason: 

-Don’t tell me. I heard about it. Did they hit you? 
Vaso: 

-If that is the only thing you care about I don’t answer you. Why don’t you ask whether they hit 
others? Must it be my turn before you care?  

Iason: 
-If I only had some high position of power and prestige and resign and make asses of them in 

front of the foreign journalists! 
 

Vaso: 
-But you even went along with my parent in the plot of deceiving foreign journalists with those 

meatballs! Are you that influenced by them? Are we going to implement things we were taking 
as jokes? You know what my mother used to say to my uncle Miltos? Vote for the right for the 

time being until we straighten out our finances and when the elections can’t rock the boat 
anymore we can all vote left and straighten out our beliefs too. 

Iason: 
-Oh, Effie, joking even in jail! I can’t help saying it again. That’s why I admire you. 

 
Vaso: 

-No, I’m not joking. And find something harder to admire. It’s in this jail that my eyes opened. In 
your school not everybody has been caught. The organization is still in business. The kids are still 

there. Waiting for you like for others. 
Iason: 

-So what do you propose? 
Vaso: 

-Make up your mind. Don’t waste your time visiting me here. Do something against the junta and 
if you get caught you’ll feel me near you either in this jail or in any other. But try not to get 

caught so that you manage to have some action. If you only dream of our household and our 
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moms’ furniture and of their grandchildren and of positions of power and prestige, then just find 
another bride. With some dowry too. 

Iason: 
-Effie I don’t recognize you. 

Vaso: 
-I wonder if I ever knew you. 

Iason: 
-Effie, I’m not saying this in a bad sense. I mean I admire you and I’ll think very seriously 

everything you’ve told me. 
(Suddely mom rushes in, outraged, dad is following, obviously they were eavesdropping) 

Mom (Rosa) to her daughter: 
-You shithead made a moron out of him too and he sits and listens to you instead of slapping you 

back to your senses? We had hoped he would take you out of here and this idiot has almost 
signed in here. I knew all those come-and-go’s with Miltos’ cigarettes in jail would not have a 

happy ending.  
Vaso: 

-Iason, please just take them and go away before I say any words I don’t want to. 
Dad (Vangelis): 

-But visitor’s time has not ended. You’re still free. 
 

Vaso: 
-I end it myself. And concerning  “free” just forget it. The prisoners are you out there, not us in 

here. Bye. And have a nice freedom. 
 

Curtain falls under the sound of the song“The free and the beautiful live behind bars” 
(All the beau-, all the beautiful and free now 
live behind, live behind some prison bars…) 
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To anticipate a possible question by Amanda, about whether such things could be a brainwash to kids he  
gave her some a pages on some scenes of a film which  did describe a brainwash to kids through school 
festivities to see the difference, telling her he  had written those pages to keep in his archive something his 
friend had recounted to him from a builder friend of his who was telling him and his wife his answer to a 
young girl  of 12 or 13  who, seeing with the grownups Bunuel’s “The Milky Way”, asked them:  
“What film is this film? It’s crazy. At one point it shows some little girls saying little poems in a school 
ceremony attended by their parents too . Then some popes dressed in red are talking  to a baker and then 
Christ scolds a student of his but gently,  not to make him bitter. Then some hippies dressed in black shoot 
a pope dressed in white. Oh, and at first a waiter was walking like Christ and then Christ was running in 
wheatfields. Why do you like this film?” His friend’s wife, knowing the age of the girl, was very impressed 
with what she had retained, her husband was more impressed with the way his friend found to explain the 
scenes  to a kid,  I regretted I didn’t write it down the way my friend told me his friend had told him but as 
somebody who was  just impressed with Bunuel but  if you don’t like it this way I may scratch my head to 
remember how he had said it to the young miss. Spring knows both the miss and her mother and her  
mother’s friend, Pepe, I’ll tell you a great joke he had told when I came here, the first joke I learned on the 
island. Anyway. Let me not distract you”. She read: “In the issue of whether wise men have spaced out or 
even spooky looks, Bunuel picks on the very person of Christ: In his film “The Milky Way” we witness the 
itinerary of two tramps on a pilgrimage, along with their free associations on what they encounter and 
along with the film director’s additional free associations, at some point they reach a classy hotel by the 
side of a highway in which, when there is no rush about customers the maitre whose hobby is the study of 
church dogmas enjoys gathering around him the staff of waiters, cooks, maids etc to explain to them things 
like transubstantiation of bread and wine into Christ’s Body and Blood etc. He is at the point of asking his 
audience if there are any questions when the two tramps knock on the backdoor to ask whether they have 
any old pieces of bread to spare, the maitre goes to open the door himself and with the well known and 
characteristic silent and quick motion reserved for beggars he slams the door at their faces and goes back to 
continue the discourse from where he had stopped. A question does arise. A waiter asks “Did Christ walk 
like us or like they show he did?” “How do they show Him?” “Like this” (the waiter walks spooked, 
looking straight ahead without his head going up or down with each step and with his eyes nailed to some 
invisible point fixed in the horizon), suddenly the scene changes and a bearded young man dressed as in 
Christ’s times, is running like hell, out in the fields on a sunny day, he is more and more out of breath but 
nobody is after him, he finally reaches some friends of him waiting and tells them “Sorry, have I stood you 
up? I think we can still make it on time for the wedding, let’s hurry”. It is indeed Christ and they are going 
the Cana wedding. On their way to Cana, he apologises that he was held up by some idea that came up in 
his talk with their Father in Heaven but he only elaborates on it later making a toast to the newly married on 
the wedding table. The waiter’s question having been answered by the Christ’s running scene, the plot goes 
back to the present. The sequel is also very interesting: The tramps reach a primary education school by the 
side of the highway, it’s commencement day and the little kids are going to recite poems for their proud 
parents who are having a picnic on the school’s lawn and very hospitably and warmheartedly they have 
invited the two tramps (who only asked for bread again) to join them on the grass and share their delicacies 
and wine, which obviously the tramps have done with great zest. The school’s directress (or maybe she is 
the kids’ religion teacher) tells the parents to rest assured their kids are receiving solid foundations in the 
subject of dogmatics and to show it, some little girls as in a choir are going to recite poems on that too. One 
by one the girls step forth from the choir and each says her lines and the choir in unison completes with 
other related lines. E.g. the girl says “Whoever says that the bread and wine we receive during Holy 
Communion is not Chist’s Body and Blood..” “..should be anathematized” complete the choir girls. The 
scene flies to the humble store and oven of a bread vendor some centuries ago as he is visited by some high 
priests of the Catholic Church dressed in the well known long red gowns. Their head asks the vendor if he 
is the man who said to some people that such and such things claimed by the Church are not to be found in 
the Scriptures or Gospel etc (probably he is the only man in the neighbourhood that knows how to read and 
can thus check what of the things they have heard are in the Holy Books) He says that yes he is. The 
Cardinal gives him another chance “Do you insist on your view?” “Well, I do know that it would be good 
for you and even better for me if things were not like that, but I have to insist. What you say is nowhere 
mentioned in those books” “Well, then you know the consequences..” They all leave but he knows what 
will soon follow. On their way out, one young man dressed in red too, asks the Cardinal who also is his 
uncle “But, frankly, the chap had a point..” His uncle interrupts him too with the same question pronounced 
in the same cool tone while he gives his nephew the same cool look: “Do you insist on your view?” “Well, 
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I -er I’ m just talking -er I mean for talk’s sake-“ Then OK” The scene changes back to the girls’ poems, i.e. 
after  having seen what is the kind and character of persons who are anathematised and also how solid are 
the convictions of people who are not anathematised, we return to the poems to see how are formed the 
solid convictions of people who consent to all these anathematizations: By mere parroting in a tender age in 
which they don’t understand a thing and in the nice family vibes of approval and praise by really good 
meaning and kindhearted parents who had received the same parroting in their own tender ages. The scene 
goes back to Christ and the way in which we all know he said his own “Well, it would be good for you and 
even better for me if things were not this way, but they are, and I do have to insist” i.e the way he made his 
own resisting the temptation (the temptation to leave everything as it was and go on living with it in order 
to continue living at all) the resisting that would be replayed for centuries to come by his true followers 
both against Christ’s enemies and against Christ’s false followers (like by the bread vendor against the 
Cardinal/Inquisitor). Christ and his friends are having a walk in a beautiful forest on a very nice day, the 
vibes are fantastic, Peter, especially, full of pride and love, feels it is really his day because a while ago he 
had a flash and said to Christ something for which Christ, himself full of joy too, told him “…you are the 
stone on which I will found my Church”. The overflowing company-feeling speaks through Peter to Christ 
“I wish this moment could last forever. Let’s remain like this for the rest of our lives”. Christ of course 
does know in his own heart too how much he himself wishes the same, so he knows what a killjoy he 
would be to say that it will not and should not remain like that for the rest of their lives but he has not yet 
discussed with his friends the rest of the story (what will happen  to them if they are not to keep their 
company at the size of 1+12 weirdoes, i.e what we know it took for that Church to be founded) maybe it’ll 
be better not to discuss that, too, today of all days but he can’t sit and not react at all(!) to Peter’s wish 
which has been so tempting to him too, so he says “Go behind me you satan, you don’t make God’s but 
men’s thoughts” The scene comes back to the parents and tramps hearing the parroting of the kids and then 
flies to another scene, a bunch of anarchists in black, both men and women, are walking fast with black 
banners and with guns in hands, they also have the Pope dressed in white among them and he has to walk 
as fast as them, they set him against a wall and execute him (mainly with pistols) Then we get a sample of 
Bunuel’s surrealist humor: One parent asks “Is there a shooting camp around here? I’ve just heard some 
shots”. One of the tramps answers “No, there isn’t. I’ve just imagined they were shooting the Pope” (so it 
was his free association)“Shooting the Pope! Ho-ho-ho! That was a good one. Young man, many years are 
going to go by before we see something like that”. 
 Amanda to all that “answer to an anticipated question” answered  “Actually, I was never going to ask you 
such question because it would never occur to me that these skits could ever be called “brainwash”. I was 
going to ask you another thing…”Let’s change subject to go to something not written in that skipped 
chapter: We had said that the nerd’s friend at some point has told the drummer’s brother to go on with that 
Aristophanian  comedy. The drummer’s brother thought about it and said he wanted to make it part of a 
comic Aristophanian trilogy. The first would be Lys’strataki, the second should be the comeback of the 
CIA bugster fired for his blunder, now being on the tracks of high school kids playing dangerous skits (the 
two we just saw plus another seven(by the nerd’s friend)) and the third one would be his own. The nine in 
all were:    

Translation postponed because of other priorities 
  
 
 

(When the translation was finally made we made all the sketches together into a self-contained  
set of pages and  placed it in a context that arose at the end of the present file. So they’re easy  

to locate) 
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(These the drummer’s  brother mixed with the plot of a fantastic comedy (or rather a fantastic 
long joke, written by an American mathematical logician, pianist, magician, humorist and Zen 
expositor) given to him by the nerd. The two plots were mixed by the drummer’s brother into a 
plot where two American brothers had a discussion about CIA* and the above mathematician. 
The style of the discussion of course was inspired by the style we know his own discussion with  
his brother had*. Let’s see that long joke:  

Parenthesis outside the pages of  “Overground”: 
*One of the two brothers was  contemplating entering further in the CIA for which he already worked and 
the two brothers were talking about an agent already in, and out, of CIA,  fired because  he had  misled 
Rumsfeld to send troops to Tongue Island. The dismissed agent was still bugging phone setc to lead 
himself back into Rumsfeld’s esteem and had discovered a DJ who , almost prophetically, foreboded what 
later really took place in their universe with Rumsfeld’s  bugging of Bill.   

Some more  notes in this parenthesis: 
1) As is rather obvious to whoever would care to think about these matters from the following point of view 
too, all the pornography and all the children theatrical skits had the following  relevance for the relation 
between Bill and Helen: Telling  her that he sent to Perle, Cheney and Wolfowitz all this material, through 
Jimmy playing to the gang the role of  their own agent informing them on Bill’s  antiAmerican activities   
and on  pornographic hobbies  they might use to discredit him,  meant without even words the following:   
a)The warning to Perle that he  might have  a shit bucket full of his  own shit emptied over his  head  had 
been given by sending him skits which included one skit with the guy throwing to some officials literal shit 
he was collecting in buckets. This idea occurred to Bill, as Helen would remember,  when by  some slip of 
her tongue or of  Bill’s  ear,  Nick of the Lystrataki skit appeared in  connection to their  chat with George. 
b)Not only his  wife’s  feeling of being given , like so many people, shit-toxin, by the likes of Perle had 
found some outlet to psychotherapeutic catharsis by the emptying of that shit bucket over his head, by 
Jimmy who did it and  by Bill who coordinated the events as to lead there; Bill’s  own repressed  feelings 
against Perle and neocons also found a similar catharsis through making Perle read all that material: Apart 
from  the same toxin-like feelings Bill  also had  felt very embarrassed by having to read all that neocon 
shit to which he would never give a single glance if  it wasn’t related to how he would plan what we saw. 
So  as revenge for the time he has wasted for them  he wanted to make them read what they would never 
read  if they weren’t forced to. So he sent them that material. Not that he considered it shit! Not at all. He 
loved both the skits and the pornogrpaphy. But he knew that  for  those shit –and-cadaverine fed idiots the 
pages  would feel like shit they had to gulp down , in oreder to analyzie it for possible threat or for possible 
details they could use against him as libel, slander, defamation etc. Wasn’t the wasted time also time for 
which he could say he enjoyed every minute of it? Of course it was the way he did it! With so much 
inspiration! And in recrd speed! But that was not the revenge at them! It was the revenge at his American 
ex-colleagues , either acid trippers or physicists, who irresponsibly left the shit and trash of their country 
for foreign garbage disposers to take care of, and were also brazen enough to say they were more creative 
than those  others either by being smarter or by not having unreal hobbies. Nerds in the worst, not best, 
sense of the word they were* c)With regard to “legal” over-timidity in his wife’s eyes like “not daring to  
venture  into areas  breaking ground in bullshit-courage   areas not coverable by  Clinton’s legal  precedent” 
he did break new ground  by sending these idiots pornography where he and his friends had written about 
stories they  knew or lived or  imagined, that was so bold that would  make Clinton look like  a male mare, 
as the expression goes, and them look like so fuck-alien strangeloves and strangefucks  as to make Clinton 
look like like a local idol and sex god compared to them;  and would also be so loved  an erotic text as to 
make them  look not just legally incapable  of doing anything against it   but even incapable of raising a 
quaker  against its pinkness.  It was bullshit courage in the sense that nothing serious was risked as in 
difficult  man’s jobs. And it was not busllshit content because his stories , unlike Clinton’s, were pure 
poetry and real  human feeling  that were more  sensuous than even Xaviera Hollander’s sex-cookbook 
pages, let alone Clinton’s story of erotic constipation . Also the pages  were inspiring to others too and thus  
did have  reasons  to be narrated  to them. Whether Bill convinced Helen of all that should  of course be  
secondary to the reader  compared to whether he convinced the reader**. If the reader wanted to to see if 
Helen too was convinced he/she should judge according to how much of Helen he/she   understood about.   
2) As is also as obvious  Bill the tycoon was a half real and half invented character, a mixture of a real 
tycoon who did go to Germany , of the world parallel to ours, to start a group of greenbelt towns and of the 
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semi-tycoon  drummer’s brother , with whom he had been  friends since their student days and it was either 
the drummer or the drummer’s brother who had written the songs that Bill the tycoon presented some time 
in Bill-the-DJ’s hour and started the so fruitful confusion without which, probably, the ganf would not visit 
for US.  The drummer’s brother eventually did meet  Bill and Helen , at the beginning he only heard stories 
about them and even thought they were literature teachers because of the so many songs and analyses and 
theatrical events  they were associated with. When  he had gone to the island they had moved to a nearby 
town on the mainland to help with health problems Helen’s father who was had been widowed a second 
time and needed frequent hospitalizations which would not be possible on an island , frequently cut out 
from mainland when it was not summer.  But after his death they had gone to the greenbelt town where we 
first met them.  
*More precisely the present revenge is a “revenge of the nerds” of one type against the nerds of the 
opposite type in this intra-nerd-ual civil war concurrent and parallel with the more general and more serious 
civil war within the western civilization. The present author, like Bill, does believe until proof of the 
contrary  that the overall  presentation here renders them and not theantipodal type of  nerds    nerds in the 
best and not in the worst sense of the word. Even more precisely:  he  believes that their counterpart 
mediocrities of the opposite side, not having “come to terms with themselves” as the expression goes, so as 
to walk on their real data as securely as  on a Tao, the “ Tao of Mediocrity” as  Bill had called it to help 
George on his first steps on it,  OK, he believes that their counterparts  just trying to emulate  the Wittens 
they just can’t really be  without, or even with,  terrible and total sacrifice of their time, just let gangs insult 
both them and the people whom they could afford to protect, in the sense of letting the gangs beat their IQ, 
fuck their dignity, and warp their concept of common sense and of self-respect.    
**By the way: The name of the author’s wife  is Maria and they  don’t have a daughter. The name of the 
author’s mother is Helen but she had no similarity whatosever with the Helen we saw. His wife  did read to 
him  or underlined for him (for easier spotting  and for  pre-reading before final  reading) some of  
Mumford’s paragraphs. Analogies , at least obvious ones, stop here.  
 
End of parenthesis . Let’s resume the plot of “Overground” that at this point passed through that (Princeton 
PhD-ed, I think) mathematical  logician’s long joke:)  

 
Raymond Smullyan’s  

“Planet without laughter” 
 
 

I. The Modern Period 

Once upon a time there was a universe. In this universe there was a planet. On this planet there was virtually no 
laughter. Nothing like ``humor'' was really known. People never laughed, nor jested, nor kidded, nor joked, nor 
anything like that. The inhabitants were extremely serious, conscientious, sincere, hard-working, studious, well 
wishing, and moral. But of humor they knew nothing. All except for a small minority who had some feeling for what 
humor was. These people occasionally laughed and joked. Their behavior was extremely alarming to everyone else and 
was regarded as an obviously pathological phenomenon. These few people were called ``laughers,'' and they were 
promptly hospitalized. What was so alarming about their behavior was not only the strange noises they made and the 
peculiar facial expressions they bore while ``laughing,'' but the utterly pathological things they said! They seemed to 
lose all sense of reality. They said things which were totally irrational, indeed sometimes logically self-contradictory. 
In short, they behaved exactly like anyone else who was deluded or hallucinated, hence they were put into hospitals.  

Medical opinions differed as to the cause of this ``humor'' disease. Some doctors believed it was organic, others that it 
was a functional disorder; some thought it was due to a chemical imbalance, others claimed that it was purely 
psychogenic and often caused by a faulty environment. Indeed, to support the claims of the latter, it was definitely 
verified that this ``laughter'' was somewhat contagious and that certain individuals became laughers for the first time in 
their life only after repeated contact with other laughers. Indeed, this was another thing which made the laughers so 
very dangerous; they were not only hallucinated themselves, but tended to cause these hallucinations to others! Hence 
they had to be hospitalized not only for their own sakes, but also for the sake of society.  

At any rate, the well-known phenomenon of ``contact laughter'' added much support to the theory that laughter was of 
psychogenic origin. But unfortunately, no psychiatrist who held the functional theory and who applied it in the 
treatment of laughter patients had any therapeutic results. Not a single laugher was ever cured by purely analytic 
means. On the other hand, those psychiatrists who used chemical therapy had spectacular results! One drug, called 
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``laughazone,'' was particularly miraculous. It was best administered intravenously, though it could also be used orally. 
The effects of only one dose usually lasted six or seven months. Almost immediately upon administration, the patient 
would stop laughing as well as stop this verbal activity called ``joking,'' and instead would start screaming. The 
screams would mount to a violent and agonizing pitch within about twenty minutes and would continue at this pitch for 
virtually the whole of the six- or seven-month duration. The patient would just lie there screaming hour after hour, day 
after day, week after week, and month after month. And the most amazing thing of all is that not once during this 
screaming period did the patient ever laugh or crack a joke or even smile. Yes, this drug was really phenomenal!  

Yet not all the doctors were wholly satisfied. Some took the position that the side effects of this drug---namely the 
screaming---might be even more damaging to the patient than the original laughing. They pointed out that the patient 
appeared ``happier'' as a laugher than as a screamer. The opposition granted that the patient was happier in the original 
state of laughter than as a screamer, but on the other hand, the patient in the screaming state was less deluded or 
hallucinated than in the laughing state. They said, ``What use is it to be merely happy, when the happiness is based 
purely on psychotic delusions? Is it not better to be rid of these delusions, even if the process is painful? After all, who 
wants to live in a fool's paradise?'' This was a difficult argument to answer! Yet some of the doctors preferred to see 
their patients in their happier, more natural states of humorous psychotic delusion than in the more reality-oriented 
screaming states which appeared to be so unbearably painful.  

Just how this drug laughazone worked was a problem which was never satisfactorily answered. All that was known for 
sure is that it did work. Of course there were many conflicting theories, but none of them was ever fully substantiated. 
One theory claimed that the laugher before treatment was living largely in a fantasy world---indeed his whole trouble 
was that he often confused fantasy with reality. But curiously enough, the pathology of the laugher made this confusion 
seem pleasant rather than painful. In other words, the laugher actually enjoyed this confusion of fantasy with reality. 
Now, what the drug did was to dispel completely all the patient's fantasies. Then for the first time the patient was 
``deconfused''---he no longer lived in a fantasy world, but saw reality as reality really is. But the real world seen 
realistically was so much less pleasant and beautiful than the former world of fantasy, that the contrast was unbearable, 
hence produced the shock which led to the screaming.  

This was one theory. Another theory claimed that the drug really didn't produce a cure at all---indeed, that to label it a 
``cure'' was a sham and a delusion. All the drug did (according to this school) was to cause unbearable physical and 
nervous suffering to the taker, and all the patient was screaming from was the horrible pain induced by the drug. This 
group claimed that the only reason the patient stopped laughing and joking was that he was in extreme pain. To 
substantiate this theory, it was pointed out that laughers who were not institutionalized, laughers outside the hospital 
who got into automobile accidents or incurred other physical injuries, were often known to stop laughing for a while. 
Indeed, laughers when sick or in any kind of physical pain would never laugh and seldom joke. Also laughers who had 
just lost a husband or wife or brother or sister or child or very close friend were known to stop laughing for many 
months. All this evidence seemed to point out that pain, whether physical or mental, somehow seemed antithetical to 
laughter, and hence by analogy it seemed reasonable to conclude that the pain induced by the drug only temporarily 
``killed'' but did not really ``cure'' the laughter. The proponents of this theory also proposed the hypothesis that even if a 
perfectly normal person---i.e., a nonlaugher---took this drug he would experience terrible pain and became a screamer, 
and hence that the screaming of the patients had absolutely nothing to do with being ``disillusioned'' or ``suddenly 
reality oriented'' or anything like that; the screaming was due only to the perfectly normal chemical reaction to the drug. 
However, this hypothesis was never verified nor refuted, since the screams of the patients were so alarming that no 
normal person would ever volunteer to try the drug himself. Thus the true action of laughazone remains a mystery to 
this day.  

After the six- or seven-month treatment of the patient, he was, for some unknown reason, terribly run down and in a 
deep state of depression for several weeks, sometimes longer. After this he gradually convalesced, and his original 
symptoms of laughing and joking would slowly return. The doctors realized to their sorrow that the cure, though real, 
was only temporary, and so they put the patient through it again. They said, ``Yes, we had best give this treatment 
again and again until the patient gets cured permanently.'' Now, usually after about the third treatment---especially 
when these chemical treatments were combined with psychoanalytic treatment administered during the intervening 
convalescent periods---a miracle happened, and the patient seemed permanently changed. In the psychoanalytic 
portions of the treatment the psychiatrist carefully explained to the patient how he had been living in a fantasy world, 
and how when he started facing reality he would at first find it very painful. And amazingly enough, after about the 
third treatment, the patient actually agreed that the psychiatrist was right! He said: ``I see now that you were absolutely 
right. I was indeed living in a state in which I constantly confused fantasy with reality, and I moreover believed in the 
existence of an entity called `Humor.' Yes, I actually believed it to be something real rather than a mere figment of my 
imagination. But now I see the light. I realize how in error I have been! These drug treatments have done wonders in 
making me realize how crazy I have been! Indeed, under this drug I have seen things realistically for the first time; I 
see now that things are not funny! As you anticipated, doctor, my facing reality for the first two or three times was most 
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disturbing. But do you want to know the beautiful thing of it, doctor? I am no longer afraid of reality! After facing it a 
couple of times, I find it is not so frightening after all! I am now adjusted to reality. To tell you the truth, doctor, I don't 
even think I need ever take the drug again. That's right, I no longer need it! In fact, I'm perfectly confident that I could 
walk out of this hospital this very day and not even be tempted ever again to engage in this pathological activity known 
as `humor.' Yes, doctor, I really feel like a new man! Moreover, if I were out of this hospital, I as an ex-laugher could 
spot other laughers and even potential laughers far better than one who has never gone through my experiences, and I 
could indeed bring them into the hospital for treatment.''  

Well, when the doctors heard this kind of talk, many of them were delighted and promptly arranged to have the patients 
discharged. But certain follow-up studies gave the doctors cause for grave concern. For one thing, the ex-laughers 
never did bring in laughers or potential laughers for treatment. Second, there were some pretty reliable rumors that 
these ex-laughers, although they indeed never laughed or joked in public, did so in private and in a highly clandestine 
fashion. Also, when they met each other, they would go into huddles which somehow savored of the conspiratorial. 
And so, many of the doctors framed the hypothesis that perhaps the ex-laughers were not really cured after all, but---of 
all horrors---only pretended to be! In other words, it was seriously suggested that the patients, after about the third 
treatment, were only simulating mental health, and were being, of all things, insincere! The reason this hypothesis was 
so shocking is that insincerity was virtually unknown on this planet. From what little was known about the subject, 
insincerity itself was regarded as another form of psychosis but one which was exceedingly rare.  

The question then arose: What made these ex-laughers insincere? A few of the bolder physicians suggested that it was 
simply that the patients pretended to be well in order to avoid any further painful drug treatments. But that hypothesis 
was generally rejected. The consensus of medical opinion was that insincerity was never this rational nor premeditated, 
but was something totally irrational and most likely caused by some chemical imbalance. Indeed, it became suspected 
that laughazone itself, though temporarily curing the laughing psychosis, might be the very agent which was causing 
the insincerity psychosis. And so the doctors sadly admitted: ``The situation is most depressing! Not only does 
laughazone fail to provide any permanent cure for laughing, but it seems to have this terrible side effect of producing 
insincerity!'' Some of the ex-laughers were recalled to the hospital and their laughazone treatments were resumed; 
meanwhile another drug, ``insincerezone,'' was simultaneously administered with the hopes of counterbalancing the 
``insincerity'' effects of the laughazone. But a proper balance never seemed to be struck. During the convalescent 
periods between drug treatments, the patients were either sincere and laughed, or they ceased to laugh but displayed 
obvious symptoms of insincerity. In other words, no chemical means could be found which would make the patient 
sincerely stop laughing! Various types of cerebral surgery were also tried, but again to no avail! Nothing science could 
do could make these strange uncanny patients give up humor in a really sincere manner. And so the doctors threw up 
their hands.  

I shall return later to the fate of the laugh-patients.  
 

II. The Middle Period 

The history of this planet can be roughly divided into three periods: the Ancient Period, the Middle Period, and the 
Modern Period. The Modern Period contained no literature at all on laughter, except in textbooks and periodicals on 
abnormal psychology. The Middle Period was chock-full of laugh-literature---indeed this constituted the main writings. 
This literature contained absolutely no material which contemporary laughers called ``funny''; indeed the writings were 
in a wholly sane, serious, scholarly, and philosophic mood. The writings consisted mainly of analysis and commentary 
on the ancient texts. Now the ancient writings were totally nonphilosophical; they never spoke about laughter or 
anything like that. The ancient writings were simply what the Middle Period called ``funny.'' These archaic manuscripts 
contained all sorts of incomprehensible contradictory material called ``jokes'' or ``funny stories.'' It was the main 
purpose of the Middle Period to evaluate the work of the Ancient Period. The philosophers of the Middle Period---
particularly of the Early Middle Period---actually extolled the Ancient Period and referred to it as a ``golden age''---
more specifically as ``the golden age of humor when men could freely laugh and joke and really enjoy life.'' These 
writers kept talking about the decline of laughter as a tragedy rather than as a blessing. They claimed that the ancient 
writings, despite their apparent irrationality and paradox, really contained an extremely important kind of wisdom. 
Perhaps ``wisdom'' (they said) was not quite the right word; certainly this ``wisdom'' was not the kind of knowledge 
which could be taught by science or reason. To perceive the value of the ancient writings required a certain almost 
mystical faculty called ``Humor.'' Furthermore this ``Humor'' arose curiously enough out of the very paradoxical and 
allegedly ``irrational'' character of the ancient writings. In other words (and this is what was found so puzzling!), 
Humor could not flourish in a wholly serious and rational atmosphere.  

The main philosophical problem of the Middle Period was to establish whether this mysterious thing called ``Humor'' 
really had objective existence or whether it existed only in the imagination. Those who believed it really existed were 
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called Pro-Humorists; those who believed it did not were called skeptics or Anti-Humorists. Among the Pro-Humorists 
there raged bitter controversy as to whether the existence of Humor could be established by pure reason, or whether it 
could be known only by an act of faith. The Pro-Humorists were roughly of three sorts; the Rational Pro-Humorists, 
who claimed that the existence of Humor could be established by pure reason; the Faith-Humorists, who believed that 
reason could be somewhat helpful but that an act of faith was crucial; and finally there were the ``Mystic-Humorists'' 
(known in modern times as ``laughers''), who claimed that neither reason nor faith were of the slightest help in 
apprehending Humor; the only reliable way it could be known was by direct perception. Reason, they said, leads 
nowhere. To believe in the existence of Humor on the mere basis of authority means that you obviously don't see it for 
yourself. To have faith in the existence of Humor; on what basis is this faith? Is this faith based on acceptance of 
authority? Is it based on some sort of hope that there really is such a thing as Humor? Is it perhaps that the Faith-
Humorists believed that Humor, if it really existed, would be something very good, and hence, because of their desire 
for the good, they took an oath to themselves to conduct their lives as if Humor really did exist? Yes, this seemed to be 
it. But, as the Mystic-Humorists pointed out, this attitude, though well intentioned, was a sad testimony to the fact that 
the Faith-Humorists could not see humor directly. The Mystic-Humorists kept repeating, ``If only you could see humor 
directly, you would not need rational arguments nor any faith nor anything like that. You would then know that Humor 
is real.''  

This phrase ``see Humor directly'' was particularly apt to be criticized. The Mystic-Humorists actually said: ``Yes, we 
can see humor in many situations. Life is permeated with humor, if you can only see it.'' The skeptical Anti-Humorists 
said, ``So, you claim you can see humor! Tell me, what color is it?'' The Mystic-Humorists laughed and said, ``Humor 
doesn't have any color!'' The skeptics continued: ``Oh, so you can see it only in black and white! Well, then, what 
shape is it?'' ``It doesn't have any form or shape.'' ``Then I am confused! Is humor visible or invisible?'' ``Of course it is 
invisible!'' ``But I thought you just said that you can see it. Didn't you say that you could see the humor of certain 
situations?'' ``Well, yes, I said that, but I didn't mean `see' in the literal sense of `see with your eyes.' Ocular vision 
really has nothing to do with it. I used `see' in the sense of directly perceive, not see with the eyes. The perception, 
though as direct as vision, is really through a different sense altogether:'' ``A different sense? Which sense is it---
hearing? If so, what does humor sound like? Or is it smell or taste or touch or what? With which of the five senses do 
you perceive humor, or is it a combination of more than one of them?'' ``No, it is not any one of these five senses, nor is 
it a combination of them. It is a different sense altogether---in a way, it is a nonphysical sense---we call this sense the 
`sense of humor'.'' ``Good God, you literally mean a nonphysical sense? In other words, you mean it is something 
occult like telepathy or clairvoyance? But scientific integrity requires us not to believe in anything occult; hence we 
cannot but believe that this Humor is something totally unreal, a mere figment of the imagination.''  

In vain the Humor-Mystics protested that there was nothing the least bit occult about humor---indeed the idea that 
humor was something occult struck them as downright ``funny.'' They laughed at the idea, and said: ``If it will help you 
at all, the very statement that humor is something occult is typical of the type of statement which we label `humorous' 
and which makes us laugh. There is absolutely nothing occult about Humor. If once you could only see what humor 
was, you would realize that it is the most natural thing in the world, and also that it is delightfully pleasant.'' Another 
thing, the so-called ``Mystical-Humorists'' kept claiming that the label ``Mystic-Humorist'' was most misleading. They 
claimed that there was nothing at all mystical about humor---even though it might seem mystical to those who lacked 
the immediate sense of humor. They said, ``Why not rather call us laughers, which is, in fact, what we are.'' And so the 
term ``Mystic-Humorist'' got gradually replaced by ``laugher.'' The attitudes of the Faith-Humorists toward the laughers 
is of considerable interest. Not all of them believed in the authenticity of the laughers. Indeed, many of them were 
extremely envious of those who could sense Humor directly, hence they simply refused to believe that the laughers 
could really do this. And in some cases they were right, for rather subtle reasons which will later appear. Now, most of 
the Faith-Humorists did not take a hostile, skeptical attitude toward the laughers, but believed in them wholeheartedly. 
They knew that the laughers were in direct contact with that which the Faith-Humorists could only reason about and 
accept on faith. And so they went to the laughers to be taught. Some of the laughers regarded it as their main mission in 
life to try to bring laughter back to mankind. They became what was known as ``Laugh-Masters'' and set up 
institutions---usually in the mountains or by the seashore---known as ``Laugh-Monasteries.'' To these we now turn.  

III. A Sermon 

The Faith-Humorists came to these monasteries to sit at the feet of the Laugh-Masters in order to learn the holy art of 
Laughter. The methods of instruction used by the Laugh-Masters varied considerably. There was one famous Laugh-
Master, Bankoff, who rejected all orthodox methods and who indeed claimed to have no method whatever. He said, ``I 
think the best method is simply to amuse them!'' Many of the Laugh-Masters felt hurt that their methods were so 
flagrantly neglected by Bankoff, but they all had to admit that as a practitioner, Bankoff was better than any. Bankoff 
was what we on this planet would call a ``clown.'' It was not so much his words that enlightened people, but his actions. 
He would act in very strange manners. Sometimes during a serious ``laugh-sermon'' he would suddenly, for no apparent 
reason, do a series of somersaults, and of the thousands of listeners, one or two of them would burst out into laughter 
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for the first time in their lives. They would say: ``Oh, so now we see what Humor really is! By God, these somersaults 
have taught us more than all the books we have read on the philosophy of laughter!'' Some of the other Laugh-Masters 
tried Bankoff's somersault techniques, but for some odd reason they could never carry it off. It somehow fell ``flat,'' and 
so the other Masters had to return to purely verbal methods of instruction.  

Sermons were one of the standard techniques. Sometimes they did some good, sometimes not. I now reproduce one of 
the most famous sermons:  

Oh aspirants to Laughter! You have bravely come long distances to worship at the shrine of humor. 
But alas, how misguided are your efforts! In the first place you insist on sitting at our feet, and on 
approaching us in an attitude of reverence. You think of us in some sense as ``holy men.'' And none 
of our efforts can convince you that the very reverential nature of your approach is the very thing 
which is preventing you from laughing. If only you could see the humor of the situation! You think 
of laughter as something solemn, and you cannot believe us when we assure you that there is 
absolutely nothing solemn about humor; humor is almost the antithesis of solemnity. The situation 
is so strange! On the one hand, you perfectly well know that we are in immediate contact with 
humor---that we experience it firsthand---and yet your preconceived notions of the ``theory of 
humor'' are so strong, so thoroughly engraved in your innermost beings, that you cannot believe the 
things we tell you about laughter. You think that, because you have read all the great books on the 
philosophy of laughter, you know more about laughter than we do---even though you know we can 
laugh and you cannot. You seem to think that knowledge about laughter is somehow more 
important than the ability to laugh. And you say that your judgments about laughter are more valid 
than our own. You keep saying that the ability to laugh does not enable the laugher to know what 
laughter really is---only ``analysis,'' according to you, will do that. You are like certain 
philosophers of art who feel somehow superior to the working artist and who believe that they 
really know what art is ``all about'' more than the artist himself. You are also like some 
philosophers of science who say, ``The working scientist rarely knows what science is actually all 
about.'' Or some logicians who say, ``Most mathematicians, even though they prove great theorems, 
don't really know what they are doing.'' Yes, your attitude toward us is of this nature. You worship 
our ability to laugh, despite the fact that we tell you that worship is entirely the wrong attitude. We 
grant that worship might be helpful for achieving other values in life, but laughter can never be 
acquired through worship. If you could only laugh at us instead of worshipping us, you would be 
on the right track. But you do not even understand what we mean when we say this. You insist that 
laughter is something solemn despite everything we say. You say: ``Just because you claim that it 
is not solemn doesn't mean that it necessarily isn't. It may be that it really is solemn, only you fail to 
recognize its solemnity.'' What can we say to you when you talk to us like this? All we can say is: 
``We grant that we cannot with science and logic prove that humor is not solemn. We just know it is 
not. We are sorry to sound so unreasonable and dogmatic, but all we can do is to assure you that 
once you have acquired a sense of humor, then you will also know that humor is something which 
is not solemn.''  

Let me now tell you in more concrete terms what are some of the errors you make---what are some 
of the false paths you feel compelled to follow which you so earnestly believe will lead you to 
acquiring a sense of humor. First of all, almost none of you is able to shake off the completely 
erroneous belief that it takes grim and determined effort to acquire a sense of humor. You all seem 
to believe that the sense of humor is something that you must somehow earn by your own efforts. 
You regard laughter as a reward for things you do. You also regard laughter as an act of your own--
-as something you actively do rather than as something which happens to you. You may find it hard 
to believe, but much of our laughter is involuntary. Sometimes we cannot help laughing. In some 
humorous situations, we are, as it were, ``overcome'' by laughter; the laughter almost comes by 
itself very much like hiccoughs. At any rate, the sense of humor is not something which you can 
acquire by your own efforts. The main place where effort comes in is in overcoming your 
prejudiced beliefs that effort is directly necessary to acquire a sense of humor. We understand the 
quandary you are in. You say: ``Well, if we sit back and do nothing, we do not find ourselves 
laughing. How then are we to learn laughter unless we make some effort to do so?'' We admit that 
this is the hardest question in the world to answer. It seems that you are trapped whichever 
direction you turn; if you do nothing you do not laugh, and if you do something you also do not 
laugh. How then are you to laugh? Yes, we perfectly understand your problem, and we wish we 
could give you a wholly rational answer. But unfortunately we cannot. Perhaps our inability to do 
so is not too dissimilar to your inability to laugh. At any rate, we cannot help you by answering this 
question; we can only resort to other methods. One thing, though, we feel will help, and that is to 
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point out how most of the efforts you do make are in the wrong direction. Let me indicate four 
common false roads.  

1. Some of you take an approach which is far too objective and scientific. You read all the literature 
you can find on the philosophy of humor. You perform elaborate linguistic analyses of what the 
word ``humor'' could possibly ``mean.'' You keep looking for better and better definitions of the 
word ``humor.'' In other words, you are trying to define the word ``humor'' in terms of other words 
whose meanings you already know. But this is utterly impossible! The word ``humor'' is simply not 
definable in terms you already understand. The only way you will ever find out what the word 
``humor'' really means is by acquiring a sense of humor. And for this, science and logic cannot help 
you in the least. Please do not misunderstand; all this analytic study of humor is of great value for 
psychology and the theory of knowledge. But it should be undertaken after rather than before you 
have acquired the sense of humor. To undertake the study first will certainly not help you, and may 
very likely harm you. Why will it harm you? Because the very grim, serious scholarliness of your 
approach will put you in the frame of mind in which humor is not likely to come to you. Some of 
you are perhaps amazed at my phrase ``come to you''? Well, that's exactly as it is! Yes, to a large 
extent, humor is something that actually comes to you! This is our whole point which is so hard for 
you to grasp. If you would only relax, only let yourself go, only let humor come to you, then it 
would. But no, you grimly chase it by your serious studies, and all you succeed in doing is to chase 
it away,  

2. The next wrong notion from which so many of you suffer is that the sense of humor is achieved 
via morality. You have been taught that if you lead a good life, then you will be rewarded by 
acquiring this sense of humor. And so you go forth doing good deeds hoping you will get this 
reward. But this is totally off the track! We are not against morality---most of us value the ethical 
life---but we absolutely insist that it has nothing to do with the quest for humor. Where did you get 
this false notion that you must ``earn'' the sense of humor by being good? And why do you persist 
in this belief? Actually the moral quality of the laughers on the whole is not significantly different 
from that of the nonlaughers. Of course some of us laughers are very fine people, but others are 
complete rascals. Morality simply has nothing to do with your problem.  

3. Closely related to this is the absolutely ghastly idea some of you have been told that humor can 
come to you only through all sorts of gruesome ascetic practices. And so you starve yourselves, 
become sexually abstinent, flagellate and otherwise mutilate your bodies hoping that the intense 
pain you suffer will bear the fruit of humor. But it never does, and no wonder! The more you pain 
yourselves, the more impossible it is to enjoy humor. There is one minor exception to this; there is 
a thing we call ``bitter humor,'' and this does arise in response to painful situations. But this type of 
humor is comparatively rare and moreover is almost impossible to learn before learning the more 
normal joyful humor. Yes, humor is sometimes really joyful, and it cannot possibly flourish in the 
morbid atmosphere of asceticism.  

4. The most insidious error of all is to try to learn humor by merely imitating the outward forms of 
the laughers! This error is so subtly deceptive and dangerous, and so difficult for us to correct! You 
listen most attentively to the sound of our laughter and then you try to make the same sounds 
yourself. Some of you are quite good at this acoustical imitation, but you cannot fool us! Even if 
your imitation were perfect, you still would not be really laughing any more than a parrot is able to 
understand the language he mimics. You ask us how we know your laughter is not genuine, and we 
answer, ``It simply does not sound right.'' You ask us to be more specific and to ``correct'' your 
laughter, or the more scientifically minded among you ask us to give you a precise acoustical 
analysis of the difference between genuine and imitation laughter, You ask us: ``Is the pitch wrong? 
Is it a question of wrong timing? What is it about our laughter which is wrong?'' You seem 
disappointed that we make no effort to answer this sort of question, In the first place, we cannot 
give you a purely scientific description of how your laughter sounds unconvincing, an acoustical 
sine-wave analysis is the last thing we can give. Perhaps if we put our minds on it, we could train 
you to laugh more convincingly, but this would be the worst possible thing in the world for you! 
Indeed, if you could learn to perfectly mimic our laughter, then we would have practically no 
means left of knowing whether or not you had a sense of humor. What you utterly fail to realize is 
that it is not the ability to laugh correctly which gives you a sense of humor, but the very reverse. 
Once you have the sense of humor, then you will automatically and spontaneously laugh correctly 
without your having to analyze how you laugh. Yes, we know that you have fallen under the spell 
of many books with such titles as ``How to Laugh Correctly,'' but we can solemnly assure you that 
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no true laugher would ever write such a book. Indeed, such books are totally antithetic to the true 
spirit of humor. You must remember that the activity of laughter is only the outward form of 
Humor; Humor itself is something entirely within the inner spirit. And you can never attain this 
spirit by any amount of imitation of outward forms of behavior. Another way you try to learn by 
mere imitation is by this ridiculous practice of memorizing jokes. In a perfectly laborious and 
mechanical fashion you commit to memory thousands upon thousands of jokes and you think you 
are thereby acquiring a sense of humor! You call this activity ``studying''---you say you are 
``studying to acquire a sense of humor.'' But these jokes are absolutely pointless for you to learn 
until after you have acquired a sense of humor. Without this inner sense, you cannot possibly see 
the real point of these jokes. True, even without this sense, you can understand the situations these 
jokes describe, but these situations themselves are totally uninteresting unless you can perceive the 
humor in them. What is this thing we call the ``humor'' In them? Since it is not a color, not a sound, 
not a smell, not a taste, not a feel, you wonder what on earth it could be. Some of you keep insisting 
that since it is none of these things, then it must be something ``mystical,'' and you cannot believe 
us when we tell you it is not. Once you can see humor for yourself, you will realize it is something 
as plain as daylight.  

Coming back to the point about joke memorization, we can easily see by the way you tell these 
jokes that you completely fail to see the humor of them. To put the matter quite plainly, you tell 
them far too seriously. A joke is not something like a solemn liturgical chant; it is virtually the 
opposite in spirit. You tell a joke---or rather recite it---as if you had just come from a funeral! 
Again, it is pointless for us to give you an acoustical analysis of what is wrong with the way you 
recite jokes, we can only say that you should first acquire the sense of humor and then the proper 
way of telling jokes usually comes by itself.  

The most serious offenders of you do the following: You combine the two techniques of joke 
memorization and forced laughter, and you are then sure you have ``arrived.'' But God Almighty, 
how wrong you are! You first parrot forth your ``joke'' and then parrot forth your ``laughter,'' and 
are then sure you have a sense of humor! You do not realize that your intense preoccupation with 
the mere outward forms is the very thing which has prevented the spirit of humor from entering 
your souls. And furthermore, you will not even believe us when we assure you that you are further 
away than ever. You get angry and ask us to give you scientific proof that you do not yet have a 
sense of humor. You absolutely refuse to trust your intuition in this matter, and you wrathfully 
leave our monasteries and go forth into the world claiming yourselves to be ``authentic laughers.'' 
Nothing sabotages our cause more than this! The skeptics who meet you are almost rightfully 
reinforced in their belief that humor is something which is ``a mere sham and delusion.'' The Faith-
Humorists who believe that humor is indeed real, but who are envious of those who have it, and 
who believe that no authentic laughers exist anymore, are again reinforced in their beliefs when 
they meet the pseudo-laughers. Yes, the pseudo-laughers are the major cause of the disappearance 
of humor from this planet. We try our all to stem the tide; whether or not we will succeed, God only 
knows.  

IV. The Great Legend 

In addition to the monasteries we have described, there were also the temples---called ``Humor-Temples'' or ``Temples 
of Laughter.'' These were located mainly in urban areas. They were very different in spirit from the monasteries. Here 
the worshippers would gather once a week---on Laughday---to worship at the altar of Laughter. In the Early Middle 
Period, there was indeed laughter in the temples. The congregation would come and the High Priest would read the 
ancient texts, and everyone would have a great laugh over them. But as the ages went by, laughter disappeared more 
and more from the temples (as it did elsewhere in the world), and people turned more and more to the worship of 
laughter. They no longer laughed, but started ``praying to Laughter.''  

During the Middle Middle Period, the great question of mankind was ``Why is Laughter disappearing from our planet?'' 
Many hypotheses were offered, but more in the spirit of ``legends'' than of scientific theories. Many were these legends, 
and the temples started splitting into groups depending on which legend they held to be the truth. The temples became 
extremely dogmatic and intolerant of each other, and religious warfare developed, each group of temples fighting for its 
truth. One legend, known as the ``Great Legend,'' achieved the widest popularity and soon dominated over all the other 
legends. Here is the Great Legend.  
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In the days before the Ancient Period, in the beginning, there were only two people in the world. 
These people---call them Adam and Eve---were brought by the Lord into the world at the same 
time. They were born on Laughday. They lived in total bliss in the Garden of Laughter. They lived 
mainly by the streams and laughed with the butterflies and sunbeams. Every day the Lord would 
visit them in the garden and joyfully fill their souls with His delightful humor. He loved them, 
joked with them, and laughed with them. Their laughter was divine. And so they spent their days in 
this paradise for many years, until one day a strange green animal, something like a rat and 
something like a skunk, with mean, small, close-set eyes, came into the garden. This animal 
perceived the bliss of the couple and waxed mighty jealous. He said, ``I will soon do something 
about that!'' and sure enough he did! He approached the couple and said: ``How can you two 
grown-up people live like this all your lives? You are not children! Now can you idle away all your 
time by this perfectly infantile laughter? Don't you realize there are important duties to be done? 
Yes, it may be pleasant for you to fritter away all your time in laughter, but at this rate how will 
you ever amount to something? The Lord has given you the precious gift of life, and all you can do 
is to betray it in this manner? Shame on you! And the Lord---why does He encourage you in these 
infantilisms? Why does He persist in his daily visits, telling you all these silly jokes, and keeping 
you like children? Why is He afraid of your growing up? You have the bodies of adults, but minds 
of infants. Why does the Lord allow this? What is He afraid of? What is He hiding from you? Why 
does He pretend to be your friend when He is the very one who is deceiving you and who is 
preventing you from being true to yourselves and fulfilling your real destinies in the universe? Why 
do you tolerate this? There is one chink in the Lord's armor by which you can save yourselves. The 
Lord has given you free will, by which you can oppose Him. You can put a stop to this situation; it 
is up to you! Only by your own efforts can you prevent the Lord from keeping you in bondage 
forever.''  

Thus spoke the Evil Animal. He came back to the garden day after day and slowly but surely 
beguiled the two Children of Laughter. Now the remarkable thing is that for the most part, neither 
Adam nor Eve really believed nor trusted the Animal, at least on a conscious level. They somehow 
did not like the Animal's looks; there was a certain expression in its eyes which somehow aroused 
their suspicions. And yet, the Animal said some remarkable things. In particular, they were 
absolutely flabbergasted to learn that they had such a thing as free will! Such a strange idea had 
never occurred to them before. Their lives had flowed by so beautifully, happily, spontaneously, 
and effortlessly that it never seemed to them as if they themselves were ever doing anything. It 
seemed that things were happening to them rather than that they themselves were active agents. For 
example, when they came within sight or scent of a delicious fruit, it seemed as if the fruit drew 
them like a magnet, rather than that they chose to eat the fruit! To put the matter better, it was not 
so much that they felt passive rather than active, but rather it was that they never made any 
distinction between passivity and activity. And so the idea that they could choose was a stunning 
novelty. It gave them an exhilarating sense of power. They of their own free will could now do 
things! In particular, they could, if they chose, amount to something. The question then arose: 
Should they amount to something? This notion of ``should'' was also quite new. Formerly, since 
they had felt that they were merely part of the stream of life rather than actively living it, ethical 
notions of ``should,'' ``ought,'' ``duty,'' etc., had absolutely no meaning for them. But now they 
knew better. The troubling question arose: Was it right or wrong for them to sit by idly enjoying 
life rather than going out and amounting to something?  

Adam and Eve also for the first time began philosophizing. They believed the Animal was right in 
telling them that they had free will. But the question which most puzzled them was whether they 
had really had free will before the Animal informed them of the fact. If they formerly had free will, 
they certainly had not known that they had. And is it possible to be free without knowing that one is 
free? In other words, was it really true, as the Animal had said, that God had already given them 
free will, or was it the Animal himself who caused them to have free will? It seemed likely to them 
that having free will is really no different from believing that one has free will. They wondered 
whether there might not be other worlds with sentient beings like themselves, and whether these 
beings had free will. Adam decided that the most likely answer was that some of the beings had 
free will and others did not; those that believed they did, did, and those that didn't believe, didn't. 
They once asked the green Animal, ``Do you have free will?'' The Animal answered: ``Of course I 
do! And you too can have free will if you choose to.'' This answer puzzled them terribly! They 
replied: ``What? You say we can choose to have free will? You mean that having free will is a 
matter of choice?'' The Animal replied, ``Of course it is.'' Eve then protested, ``But I thought you 
told us that God has already given us free will.'' The Animal replied: ``In a sense He has, but only 
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in a passive rather than an active sense. God has, so to speak, given you the potentiality of having 
free will. Whether you actualize it or not is up to you. God has given you the ability to make 
choices; He does not force you to make them. You can use your free will only if you choose to.'' 
Adam answered, ``But if we can choose to, that means we already do have free will.'' The Animal 
replied, ``Yes, it is in that sense that God has given you free will.''  

All this talk puzzled the couple terribly! And thus the sciences of metaphysics and epistemology 
were born. Meanwhile, they had on their hands the present moral problem of what to do with their 
free will. Should they or should they not go forth and amount to something? They knew they were 
perfectly happy in the Garden of Laughter, but was their real role in the cosmos to be happy or to 
fulfill their duties? They debated this for many weeks, and finally decided to remain in the garden 
and not to amount to something. They decided to trust the Lord and not the Evil Animal. Yes, they 
finally realized, the Lord is their friend and the Animal their foe. And so one day the Animal came 
into the garden and Adam said: ``You have taught us many wonderful things. You have taught us 
that we have free will. Whether you have taught us this, or whether by some mysterious power you 
have caused us to have free will, or whether it was God who `allowed' us to have free will, or 
whether He `made us' have free will, or whether it is we who have `chosen' to have free will, we do 
not know. We do not understand the phenomenon of free will, but we now know that whatever it 
really is, we certainly have it. Perhaps we have chosen to have it; we really don't know. All we now 
know for sure is that we in fact do have it. And you are absolutely right that we can now use our 
free will to reject the Lord and His ways. Yes, we are indeed free to do this. But do you not realize 
that by the very same token we are now free to reject you? Yes, we now have the power to reject 
you or the Lord. And it is you we have decided to reject! Of our own free wills we thoroughly cast 
you out of our minds and hearts. We reject you and your ways. We will no longer heed you or your 
words. We cast you out of this very garden. This garden is our property; the Lord has given it to us, 
not to you! It is our own private property, and you can no longer be here without our permission. 
We have so far suffered you here only as a guest. But you are no longer a welcome guest. Begone 
from the Garden, and don't you ever dare return. If we ever find you here again, we will kill you.'' 
The Animal departed without a word, and never returned.  

Adam and Eve heaved a sigh of relief. They knew that they had chosen to do the right thing. But 
alas, their troubles were only beginning! Although on a conscious level they had chosen to accept 
the Lord and reject the Animal, the poison of the Animal had entered their unconscious souls and 
became the focus of a vast psychic infection. This infection grew and spread from day to day. Pain 
entered their souls, and they could not understand why. True, they had decided to remain in the 
Lord's garden and not worry about amounting to something, but deep down they felt that they 
should amount to something. They became strangely restless and dissatisfied. Troubled thoughts 
crossed their minds; day by day they became more irritable and depressed. The joy started going 
out of their lives. They were no longer sure they were even happy in the Garden of Laughter.  

Then came the Fatal Day. They had spent a long and restless night of troubled sleep. They both 
dreamed of going through eons and eons of time and never amounting to anything. In the morning 
they awoke in a state of complete exhaustion. They sorrowfully went together down to the stream 
and sat for hours in silent gloomy thought. The Lord came by at the usual hour, and perceived they 
were sad. He then tried to cheer them up with one of his jokes. At this point, Adam's nerves were 
strained to the brink, and he angrily snapped at the Lord: ``We are not amused! Your jokes are not 
funny!'' The Lord gazed at them long and sorrowfully and said: ``Very well, then, you have chosen 
to reject Me, my ways, and my humor. I shall not try to force these on you; indeed I could not even 
if I would. I cannot make you laugh, nor would I if I could. You indeed do have free will, as your 
great bosom pal has told you. You are perfectly free to reject my humor, and I shall never trouble 
you with it again. You may as well go forth and `amount to something,' which is what you deep 
down really want. Yes, you can amount to a great deal---indeed you can beget an entire race. You 
will go forth and do this. Only you and your progeny will not have me present to guide you with 
my humor. I will watch over you, but I will not be with you. Slowly but surely, humor will 
disappear from the world. Without me present to inject fresh humor into your souls, it will slowly 
wither away and die. Only after centuries have elapsed, when the world is at its blackest pitch of 
despair, when you yourselves realize your infinite need for me and my ways, then you will find the 
right way to call me back. And when you truly call me back, I will return. Until then, adieu!''  
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V. Back to the Modern Period 

Thus the Lord spake, and thus it came to pass. Though laughter disappeared more and more from the world, the people 
of the Middle Period realized that this was a tragic loss rather than a gain, and they did everything possible to stem the 
tide. Only at the very end of the Middle Period did it first occur to mankind that laughter, far from being something 
good, was something totally undesirable. People started saying: ``Maybe we should stop trying to stem the tide. Maybe 
the tide is our greatest blessing, although we don't know it. Maybe it is high time that this silly archaic thing called 
`Humor' should disappear. Maybe laughter was all right for savages, but we are now becoming civilized!'' Yes, this is 
how they began to speak. At first they referred to laughter as something ``silly,'' but soon they started using the stronger 
word ``crazy.'' Then the idea fully occurred to mankind that humor was but another form of psychosis; laughter was a 
type of psychopathology. Thus was ushered in the Modern Period.  

And so we are back to the Modern Period. Typical of this period is the fact that most people do not refer to the Ancient, 
Middle, and Modern periods by these names, but rather as the ``Psychotic Period,'' the ``Convalescent Period,'' and the 
present ``Sane Period.'' Yes, the world is now sane; there are very few laughers left. If only it were known how to cure 
them!  

We go back to where we left off in Chapter I. We recall leaving the doctors in a quandary as to how to find the proper 
balance between laughazone and insincerezone which would make the laughers sincerely stop laughing. And the 
painful fact had to be faced that the laughers were not permanently curable, at least in the foreseeable future. So what 
was to be done? Here medical opinion split into two divergent camps, and the hospitals split into two widely divergent 
types. Hospitals of Type I were called ``laugh-scream hospitals''; those of Type II, ``pure-laugh hospitals.'' In the laugh-
scream hospitals the doctors realized that no patients were permanently curable; hence a patient once admitted was 
admitted for life. All that could be done was to administer the laughazone treatment over and over again for the rest of 
the patient's life. The discipline at these hospitals was ironclad; no patient was ever released, and there was to be no 
letup of treatments. It was to be firmly and painfully realized that although no permanent cure was possible, laughazone 
did provide a temporary cure, and painful as the cure was, it was better for the patient to face reality and scream than to 
withdraw into his fantasy world of humor and laugh.  

For some unknown reason, the patients at the laugh-scream hospitals did not live very long. Few of them survived the 
sixth or seventh treatment.  

The philosophy of the pure-laugh hospitals was entirely different. They agreed with the laugh-scream hospitals that no 
laugher was permanently curable, and many doubted that he was even temporarily curable. At any rate, even if he were 
temporarily curable, was it really worth it? Why not let the patient enjoy his life; was it really all that bad that he had 
these fantasies? And so, like the laugh-scream hospitals, patients were incarcerated for life. But they were given no 
laughazone treatments---nor any treatments whatever! The psychiatrists at these hospitals said to the patients: ``You 
are incurable; your psychosis is hopeless. There is nothing you can do to get better. Therefore, do not try to get well; do 
not fight your psychosis, but rather go along with it. In other words, try to become adjusted within the framework of 
your laughing-psychosis. You must learn to live with it. You must learn to enjoy your laughter.'' One patient responded: 
``But doctor, we do enjoy our laughter! We already are adjusted to our humor.'' The doctor, who perhaps had not quite 
understood him, replied, ``No, no; you must learn to live with it.'' Aside from these stupid remarks of the doctors, 
which, if anything, only made the patients laugh at them, the patients in the pure-laugh hospitals were very happy. 
Everything possible was done for them to ensure their happiness. Indeed, the pure-laugh hospitals were not really 
hospitals at all, in the true sense of the word, but were merely isolation centers. Their only function was to prevent the 
inmates from infecting the outside world with their laughter-psychosis. But everything was done to make them 
comfortable. They could choose to work or not to work. They were given the best food, spacious living quarters, and 
many recreational activities. The hospitals were usually located on huge estates, and the patients were allowed to roam 
the beautiful grounds. All educational facilities were provided, and each hospital had a magnificent laugh-library---all 
the Ancient and Middle Period texts. It was also possible for the inmates to get various higher degrees of learning---
indeed most of the D.H. degrees (Doctor of Humorology) were possessed by hospitalized laughers. Another wonderful 
thing was that laughter tended to run in families, hence entire families were incarcerated together in the pure-laugh 
hospitals.  

Thus the conditions inside the pure-laugh hospitals were close to idyllic, except for one thing! The lives of the patients 
were clouded by their realization of the horrible fate of their unfortunate brethren at the laugh-scream hospitals! Good 
God, they said, how unfair that our brethren are screaming themselves to death while we are free to enjoy our laughter. 
And so every day they held religious services praying to God to relieve the sufferings of the patients at the laugh-
scream hospitals. After a while, they decided that mere prayers were not enough and that perhaps there was something 
they could do. And they did indeed find something to do. More about that shortly.  
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The laughers in the pure-laugh hospitals held the view that they were sane and the rest of the world was mad. They 
believed that there was nothing like a sense of humor to keep a person's sanity. Yes, they held themselves to be a sane 
subculture living in the midst of an insane culture. Some of the more enlightened psychiatrists actually encouraged 
them in these beliefs! Although they themselves knew the truth, that the laughers were mad, they felt that it was 
psychologically good for the laughers to have the illusion that they were sane.  

One of the laughers once said to a large group of his colleagues: ``What a world we are living in! It is harder to cope 
with than the most despotic dictatorship. At least dictators are deliberately evil; they know deep down that they are 
motivated by avarice and lust for power. But these doctors at the laugh-scream hospitals! They are the maddest of all! 
They actually believe that they are helping their patients! How can one cope with that? Is there nothing we can do? 
Surely we can find something!''  

And, as I said before, they did find something. In the first place, it occasionally happened that patients would escape 
from the laugh-scream hospitals, and they immediately rushed to the pure-laugh hospitals, where they were cheerfully 
admitted. This gave the pure-laugh patients the idea they were waiting for: They themselves escaped en masse from the 
pure-laugh hospitals, organized raids on the laugh-scream hospitals, freed all the laugh-wards, and brought all the 
patients back to the pure-laugh hospitals. This started the Great Decline of the laugh-scream hospitals.  

Yes, indeed they declined and eventually went out of existence. Just how this happened is not fully known. It was 
partly the result of the raids from the pure-laugh hospitals. Another important factor was this: The laughers in the 
outside world all decided that it was too dangerous for them to remain where they were; they might get captured and 
sent to the wrong hospital. So they all voluntarily went to the pure-laugh hospitals for treatment and were all admitted. 
Thus came the day when no laughers were left in the outside world; the majority were now in the pure-laugh hospitals, 
and a minority in the laugh-scream hospitals.  

Then came a breakdown in the morale and discipline of the laugh-scream hospitals. More and more of the doctors 
began getting disgusted with laughazone treatments; more and more decided that it really was not humane. Some of 
them even began to suspect that laughter was not really a sickness at all, though they dared not voice their views on 
pain of having their medical licenses revoked. Also, there was much outside pressure in this direction; people granted 
that laughter was a sickness, but felt that screaming was even worse than laughing. And so one laugh-scream hospital 
after another changed over to a pure-laugh hospital, until the blessed day arrived when no laugh-scream hospital was 
left. Now all the laughers in the world were in pure-laugh hospitals.  

At this point in history, the pure-laugh hospitals got very overcrowded. Hence they spread into laugh-farms, laugh-
towns, and other types of laugh-communities. The conditions in the laugh-communities were really perfect. Although 
the inhabitants were not free to leave, they really had everything their hearts desired. They were almost completely 
happy. Their only sorrow was the thought of those outside the laugh-communities who never knew the joy of laughter. 
What could they do about that? Just about nothing, they decided. But here providence intervened in a very remarkable 
way. What happened was this:  

The outside world treated the laugh-communities with the greatest consideration. Indeed the standard of living inside 
the communities was far higher than outside. This had the extraordinary effect of producing a wholesale epidemic in 
the outside world of the insincerity psychosis. Yes, one by one the outsiders became insincere and pretended to be 
laughers in order that they might be incarcerated in the laugh-communities. These pretending laughers are not to be 
confused with the pseudo-laughers of the Middle Period. The pseudo-laughers were in genuine quest of humor, and 
thought that, by memorizing jokes and imitating the sound of laughter, they had acquired a genuine sense of humor. In 
other words, the pseudo-laughers never tried to deceive anyone else, but they had thoroughly deceived themselves. But 
the pretended-laughers of the present knew perfectly well that they had no sense of humor, and they couldn't have cared 
less; they deliberately lied just for the purpose of joining the laugh-communities with their high standards of living. The 
psychiatrists in charge of the laugh-communities were completely fooled and admitted them, but the inmates of course 
saw through the whole thing. But they were happy, because they correctly foresaw what would happen. What happened 
was that the lying-laughers being surrounded by an enormous majority of genuine laughers very soon caught the 
laughing sickness themselves, and in but a few weeks turned completely into genuine laughers. And so one nonlaugher 
after another lied his way into the laugh-communities and shortly became a genuine laugher. Then finally even the 
psychiatrists succumbed, and no nonlaughers were left in the world. The entire planet was now one huge laugh-
hospital. The Garden of Laughter had returned and spread over the entire earth. Mankind had at last found its own 
weird way of recalling the Lord and His ways. The Lord's prophecy had come true.  
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Epilogue in Heaven 

God lay luxuriously on His couch in Heaven, surrounded by His choir of laughing angels. Nemod (the green animal) 
lay at His feet affectionately licking His toes, and the Lord was affectionately stroking Nemod's head. One of the angels 
said, ``Lord, your ways are miraculous; how did you do it?'' The Lord laughed and said:  

``It really wasn't all that difficult! The main problem was for me to condition Adam and Eve to believe they had free 
will. These humans are really amazing; they are like children! The only way you can get them to do anything is to 
make them think that it is they who are doing it. Their pride is so great that without having the illusion of free will, they 
will never go forth and amount to something. So therefore I had to program their brains so that they believed they 
actually had free will. But how could I do this? How could I get any sentient being to believe something this fantastic? 
The problem was not easy! If I had gone down and simply told them that they had free will, they would have been 
totally incapable of believing me. They would have looked at me wide-eyed and said: `But this is fantastic! You must 
be kidding! We certainly don't feel any freedom!' Yes, I had been previously joking with them so much, that rather than 
believe such a fantastic story about free will, they would have dismissed it as another joke (and, in a way, they would 
have been right!). No, I was certainly not the one to tell them. Who then should? Well, our friend here Nemod seemed 
just the one, as indeed he turned out to be. I had to send them someone who seemed very serious and a little 
frightening. But to get Nemod to do this, I first had to convince him that he had free will. How could I do this? He 
obviously would not believe me if I told him; he is far too intelligent. So I had to use something combining hypnosis 
and mental telepathy. But to do this, I had to first condition myself to believe I had free will! The reason is I had to 
know how it felt to imagine oneself free, in order to telepathize this feeling to Nemod. Thus I first had to program 
myself. This was really the most difficult part of the entire operation! You have no idea how hard it is for one to 
deliberately convince oneself of something one knows is false just because one also knows that this false temporary 
belief is useful. And I had to make sure I would not permanently have this false belief, for if I did, I would have been 
permanently insane, and hence the whole universe would have gone insane, and the universe and I would then have 
gone out of existence. So I gave myself a post-hypnotic suggestion that the moment I had succeeded in getting Nemod 
to believe that he had free will, I would immediately regain my sanity and know again that I don't have free will. And 
this indeed is what happened. Well, once I got Nemod to believe that he had free will, then I was able to manipulate 
him to think of himself as being `evil,' `rebellious against me,' `hating me,' and so forth. I made him think that I, being 
his creator, somehow felt `superior' to him and was 'lording it' over him. This naturally pricked his sensitivity into 
making him say: `Who does that Lord think He is? I'll show Him!' In short, he opposed me. This was crucial for my 
plans. Then he stole away, went down to beguile Adam and Eve. The rest of the story is familiar history.''  

The angels laughed long and loud at the Lord's wisdom. One of them said, ``And you, Nemod, when did you first see 
through the Lord's game?'' Nemod answered:  

``Not really until the Garden of Laughter returned and took over the planet. Well, at first, after the Lord hypnotized me 
into believing I had free will, and after He programmed me to hate Him, I indeed slunk down with very diabolical plans 
to corrupt the planet. The day Adam and Eve were banished from the garden, I knew I had won. And soon after, when 
the couple went forth to `amount to something,' I rubbed my paws in glee! And then when humor started leaving the 
planet, how great was my joy! My plans were working. (I had no idea at the time that all this was really the Lord's 
plan!) But then when the Middle Period came, I became gravely concerned about the rise of the Laugh-Masters. It 
seemed quite possible that they might be able to restore humor to the planet. It was I who was responsible for the 
existence of the pseudo-laughers. It was I who whispered into their souls that they could acquire a sense of humor by 
memorizing jokes and training themselves to `laugh correctly.' Yes, since humor was valued, it was essential for me to 
deceive the people into thinking they had a sense of humor when they really didn't.  

``When the Modern Period came and people decided that humor was something `psychotic,' I was of course delighted! 
And when the laugh-scream hospitals came into existence, I was overjoyed! And when I heard all the agonized cries of 
the screamers, I jumped up and down with joy! Just think, I was responsible for all this pain! Yes, I had this power! I 
had opposed the Lord and brought all this suffering into the world! Yes, little me had done all this! I had really 
amounted to something! But then when the laugh-scream hospitals started to decline, I got extremely worried. What 
had gone wrong with my plans? Don't tell me the Lord was winning after all! Good God, had I really amounted to 
something, or had I only been fooling myself? And then when the last laugh-scream hospital had disappeared, I was in 
a state of total panic. And when the nonlaughers pretended to be laughers in order to enter the laugh-communities, and 
then became laughers themselves, I was in total despair; I knew the game was up. I no longer had a chance. So I could 
only gloomily wait for the day when laughter would totally return. And sure enough, it did!  

``Then the truth of the whole situation suddenly stabbed me like a knife. I had been duped! Yes, completely and totally 
duped! I suddenly saw how all my activities which I did in opposition to the Lord were merely part of the Lord's plan! 
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Good God, I had opposed the Lord only because He wanted me to! He had duped me into believing that I had free will 
and that it was I who did all the things I had done. I had been a mere pawn in the Lord's cosmic chess game!  

``Oh, how I raged and ranted and fumed and shook my fist at the Lord! I vowed eternal vengeance! But while raging 
and ranting, I suddenly realized I was doing this only because the Lord wanted me to; it was also part of the Divine 
Plan. In other words, do what I would, do what I could, there was absolutely no way I really could oppose the Lord; my 
every action was His! Then the humor of the entire situation burst upon me! I broke down and laughed and laughed and 
laughed as I had never laughed in my life! I rolled over and over on the ground and laughed until the tears came to my 
eyes! Never before had I had such a good time and felt so deliciously free. Free will was only a nightmarish delusion, 
and at last I was free from this horror. And as I laughed and laughed, I became purged and purified. Evil, pride, 
disobedience, meanness, love of suffering---all these things were washed away by my laughter. And when I was 
finished laughing, I was as pure as the day I was born. Now I loved the Lord, I loved the planet, I loved the universe, I 
loved everything. And so I ascended Heaven and embraced the Lord. I was nine times over the Prodigal Son.''  

The Lord smiled to the whole assembly and said: ``Wondrous are the ways of the Way. How happily all has turned out 
on this planet---just as I predicted.'' 

 
Note: The  way  the drummer’s brother rewrote  the above  for the purposes of his play was “nation without 
shame in planet without honorfriendliness”.  
 
545-549 
…OK, before going back to the nerd’s funeral let’s see a kind of goodbye his friend’s wife wrote,  a 
paraphrase of “Seasons in the sun” (preceding it with a motto not from Kazantzakis but from Kazantzidis) 
as a goodbye  which, rather correctly, she wrote not on her behalf to him, nor on his friends’ behalf   to 
him, but on his own   behalf to himself , such a monologist that he had been:       

 
A NERD’S GOODBYE 

Just like old ships battered by seas, like wor n  rocks who won’t give in 
I entered life the stranger’s way and same way now  I’m leaving. 
My God, the second time I’ll come, my second chance for living, 
no matter how much  heart desires, I won’t love, I  won’t give in. 

 
Good bye to you my trusted self 

we’ve been as carefree as a Tolkien’s elf 
it seems so long since we knew grief 

 even then it was so brief 
although hard beyond belief. 

After that we had sun 
we had lives that were pure fun 

and as much as starfish  
we loved all stars in our reach. 

 
Goodbye to you my own mind’s I 

I now just have to kiss our ass goodbye 
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hard times are knocking on our door 
though we can have some  fun  more 

seems like high time  for a chore. 
Reasons never were enough 
to miss fun or to play tough 

when  they told us: “pay a price” 
we just proved they had fool’s eyes. 

 
Good bye my errors big and small 

each of you  dumber and more loved than all 
together we end our fiscal year 
all the bills  due are now here 

whistle fun when taxman’s near. 
Some of you brought some pains 
which took turns as if in chains 
but the worst which hurt most 

made me a better  reader’s host. 
 

Good bye to you my reader dear 
I know how much you enjoyed it up to here 

together we climbed hills and trees 
we learned  much from ABC’s 

now each will learn what strengths are his. 
Learned for bodies and for minds 

 freedom told us what it binds 
but the best that we learned  

was to trust life like a friend. 
 

 :      … As expected Buzanos was at  the funeral and also at the memorial service and, as also 
expected, no other habitant of the village (except the priest of course) were , since, as we have 
said, unlike his friend who for parents  was an example to set to their kids when they wanted to 
tell them  to study, the nerd was the example to set when they wanted to say that somebody else’s 
kid was studying too much (so in this issue  too the nerd attracted people to others) and the kids 
frequently answered to parents pressing for academic excellence “What if I become like the 
nerd?” and this always (and instantly) won for them a leave to go out to play football etc since 
their parents never understood why he wanted  to live in their village nor why  he would want to 
live in any other village, or town or city, or smaller village or monastery or cave or anywhere at 
all, or why he would want to even live at all , especially since he did not even drink alcohol to at 
least be classified along with Buzanos whom everybody accused of just  living in order to drink. 
Of course this had much to do with his non having an immediately  identifiable way to make a 
living (Miyiaki was right in wanting only his friend who did have such an attribute to sign their 
joint articles when they addressed the public) Regarding his profession let’s see in more detail the 
time when  a bolder kid from still primary school approached him and told him, addressing him 
with “Sir” as kids addressed their teachers at school, “Sir, our English teacher said you have taken 
LSD in America, congratulations” “Did she also  tell you what LSD is?” “Yes, it’s the highest 
diploma universities give, but you have to study for at least another four years after the regular 
degree, to get one” “So you mean PhD” “Yes, sir that’s what I meant but I said the other which is 
easier to remember because they mention it sometimes on the TV. Say again how it was?” “PhD” 
“What initials are they?” “Philosophy doctor” “But you’re not like the  village doctor. So you are 
the village philosopher. That explains it” “That explains what?” “Some kids say you and  your 
friend our teacher are  poets  because every now and then you take out of you pocket a pen and 
some piece of paper,  and you scribble some small notes like those we students write to cheat in 
exams” “So people who cheat on exams are poets?” “Hahaha, you are much fun, sir. No, they 
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mean that you write down a rhyme so that you remember how it went when you managed to put it 
together. But now I know what you write, you don’t write poems, you’re a philosopher. So you 
write proverbs” “What! Who told you that philosophers write proverbs?” “Come on sir, admit it, 
it’s you the philosophers that write them. Who writes the proverbs? We all use them but 
somebody has to have thought of  them. Who thinks them up? Everybody else has to work, then 
to go to his family, then to take a nap, then to go to the café, then  to see TV. Or they have to go 
swimming when they have vacations. Only you the philosophers don’t have to do all that. How 
do they pay you? We don’t see you in the bank counter of the grocery store the first of the month 
like we see  the teachers. Sometimes you leave for a couple of days and come back. But rarely. Is 
that when philosophers have a meeting to say to each other what new proverbs they came up with 
and to discuss which are best to set in circulation and to get paid?”“Hahahahaha! Hahaha 
hahaaaaaa! All that is fantastic! What’s your name?” “Nick… come on sir, it’s very short, you’re 
not going to forget it, you don’t have to write it, oh you’re still writing? So you came up with a 
new proverb? It’s too long for a proverb, so you first philosophize about life and then you cut  the 
paragraph down to make it a short  proverb. So it’s not final. OK, when you decide how it goes 
don’t forget to say it to me. When it circulates and someone goes to tell me and surprise me with 
knowing a new proverb I’ll surprise him first, and I’ll know where it was discovered, and by 
whom. Unless you tell me that you philosophers are not supposed to put your name under the 
proverbs” “So we philosophers are paid not to work, not to have a family, not to take a nap, not to 
go the café , not to see TV, not go swimming during vacations, and to go on meetings and get our 
payment there? Did I get it right?” “You did. But how about me? Did I get right what you do?” 
“Me personally , yes you got me. But not all philosophers do the same thing, nor all PhD’s” “But 
they do have to go like you  to help to put out fires in the fields even  not having  property there.  
Are there philosophers that don’t get paid and who only consider proverbs and not having a 
family and not seeing TV and not working  just as  being hobbies?” “You have one in your 
village, and his name is also Nick, like yours” “Who?”…You mean Buzanos? Oh, come on, some 
people even say his name should be written like booze-anos” “But you do know the correct 
spelling” “Of course, his wife’s name was Buzana, which in Polish meant “divine”. I thought he 
only says lyrics of songs. Does he also say proverbs? You do philosophical talks with him sir? I 
wonder how they go” “Let’s imagine these talks  here and now. You play him. You start” “Early 
to bed early to rise makes a man healthy wealthy and wise” “I agree, the early bird gets the 
worm”  “But you have to be careful, haste makes waste” “And also one must not count one’s 
eggs before they are hatched” “Sir, you know what was the funniest?” “What?” “Can you 
imagine Buzanos teaching us  “Early to bed early to rise makes a man healthy wealthy and wise”? 
That’s why I said it” “So we ran out of proverbs? We stop? We didn’t even reach “An apple a day 
keeps the doctor away unless it’s rotten”” “I can continue if you want” “I want” “If shit  had a 
price then the poor would have no asses” “Where did you hear that?” “It’s Athens graffiti sir, the 
kids who become university students there  tell the high school students on their vacation here. 
You want to hear some more?” “Shoot” “Fucking with a condom is like washing your hands 
wearing gloves” “Is that graffiti too?” “No, it’s scribbling in the margins of  university students’  
books” …………………….. 
……………………...…………………………………………………………………………... 
Nick would of course have been to nerd’s funeral but by that time he had himself become graffiti 
on the high school’s walls like  “Nick will always  live in our hearts” because five years after that 
discussion on the street it was the nerd who had gone to Nick’s funeral, along with every single 
habitant of two neighboring villages, with his fellow students carrying the coffin (and crying as 
much as his three parallel girlfriends who, for a couple of years,  were in some breaks between 
classhours  quarreling in pairs and in some breaks walking hand in hand, while he was walking 
hand in hand with the third. When there was a staff meeting for the  issue that many fresh 
condoms had started to appear in the mornings in fields bordering  the schoolyard, the alarming 
tone of the opinions and proposals of each teacher in turn was ameliorated by the tone of the 
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question of the nerd’s friend “So we are all unanimously against the use of condoms?” which 
ended up in a general outburst of laughter) OK, his fellow students were carrying the coffin 
followed by the bikers of the island  moving slowly on  their bikes and honking since he was the 
boldest and more acrobatic of them until suddenly his back wheel went off  as he was driving on 
back wheel only and he went off the road as it was curving over a steep cliff (he had noticed he 
had a loose bolt problem, but he was so flying with joy for having been elected president of his 
class, first year of lyceum, that he couldn’t wait to fix it before he tried to feel his bike flying too. 
He was elected not because of academic excellence (actually the classmates he had started with 
were one year ahead since, through not  studying, he had flunked a year)  but because he was top  
loved by all and very admired for his athletic excellence as a thrower,  winning  since when he 
was 12 even prizes for categories over his age. Noticing the nerd and knowing that Nick and he 
were friends, his fellow students came to him too to ask if he wanted to write something in the 
album where they were each writing some lines about him. He took out of his pocket one cassette 
with one song only  and one page ready with the lyrics of that song (a song that Theodorakis had 
read in the funeral of a friend of his who had died young out of literal (anatomic and not 
metaphorical) bigheartedness (and who was a navy officer and besides the feat of once capturing  
an Italian submarine all by himself while he was on a row-boat, he was more admired and envied 
for being the man whom Melina (the Melina, the actress of “Never on Sunday” and of “Stella”) 
considered as her erotic mentor (their eyes had crossed once in a parade when she was a kid in the 
crowd watching and he was a flag bearer as a navy cadet and their looks meant a promise to meet 
for date  when she would grow up a little). The lyrics were about the way he was the hell of a guy 
in work and in fun and made all girls feel women and secretly include symbols of him in their 
needlework, and also was about the way his friends’ feelings now  reflected the feelings of sun, of 
sea,  of  wind, of churchbells and of  his mother). Some friends of Nick talked of him, his 
mathematician also did (… “you knew I had the students coming late to my morning class take 
pushups, yet you stood me up as much as you liked because you had the muscle to take any 
number of pushups you liked. How many pushups should I have you take for the way you stood 
us up today?”…) and the priest said “God’s love for every single one of us is infinite, and it 
doesn’t make much sense to say that one infinite is greater than another infinite. Yet sometimes , 
we who are finite at least, feel that the infinite love of  God for some persons is greater than his 
infinite love for other persons. For which persons do we have that feeling? For the persons we 
humans love  a lot. Because we think: Isn’t man made in the image  and likeness of God? Then 
isn’t man’s love in the image and likeness of God’s love? Then if we, humans, love someone 
more than others, as we all loved Nick, we feel it’s natural and it doesn’t make us jealous , to 
think God’s infinite love for Nick is very special. And it also helps us, to stand his loss to know 
how much God shows  him His infinite love right at this moment, although “moment”, “time” , 
“now”  and all those finite words cannot describe any of that relation. Nick, in God’s arms  now, 
doesn’t have a problem, we have a problem, and his brother,  his father,  his mother have a 
problem. And his , OK, what other name should we use, his widow…and not only one, he was 
very loved, have  a problem. It is a horrible problem, maybe some will not be able to stand it, 
maybe someone  will not be able to stand it not only on behalf  of himself  who is deprived of 
Nick’s presence but on behalf of Nick who was deprived of years of life and happiness. The other 
crosses near his cross show all his grandfathers lived to more than ninety. And it’s too cruel to 
know he was seventeen. But we can only be consoled of one thing. That God’s Infinite Love 
gives   Nick infinite happiness like the love  he would  take and give in the at least eighty years he 
had in front of him, so he is not deprived of it. I will propose to finish this funeral with the finish 
of the long and special funeral service  our Church reserves for the death of infants. By singing 
the hymn we sing at Easter for the Resurrection of Christ” (The young priest (a monk really,  
(called from a monastery to serve the village  until they would send a regular priest) who had 
become a monk after he fulfilled  his parents’ wish to become a lawyer and then had said to them 
“I fulfilled your wish, now I’ll fulfill mine”) was very dear both to the teenage students of the 
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village and to their  mothers, who took turns to send him food in tapers because he deposited his 
salary to the poor (and he also gave the poor the six or seven meals besides the one he kept for 
himself out of the seven or eight meals he found everyday hanging on his door’s rails , high 
enough for cats not to jump and reach them) , and a classmate of Nick with a particularly  
relentless sense of humor had nicknamed him “taper Alexis” in place of “pater (i.e. father) 
Alexis”. The same student , two years later, was participating in  a theatrical skit where three 
friends were  tried and condemned to death, and after one of them was executed some law 
changed and the other two lived, and later in life for every stage they met (e.g. marriage, kids, etc 
) they always made the thought how their friend would be if his life too had continued parallel to 
theirs. He said in the rehearsals to the nerd’s friend who was staging it: “That is the way we all 
feel about Nick”) OK,  the young monk had just come to the village and had immediately met the 
difficult part, not only the death of a youngster, but also the tragic death of an old woman. She 
had hanged herself on his first week in the village. His speech was: “The sin of suicide is 
considered by the Church as  the greatest sin of all since it destroys a gift from God that man 
cannot create, so great a sin it is considered that it has as penalty something that no other sin has: 
Not offering a funeral service to those who commit it. Yet  it is also the sin for which the penalty 
is never imposed , since the Church realizes that someone reaching that point must have been 
driven by factors pushing as nothing pushes or pulls to other sins. So if somebody wonders why 
we do have a funeral today he must also wonder whether he gave this woman the chance of 
telling him what factors were pushing her. We all have no idea why she did it and that tells us 
something. Also we must say today to anybody who in the future might set to mind to do a 
similar thing that if he finds nobody to say his such factors to, he should not take the last step 
without coming to the Church to speak about them”) Besides Nick, the other friends of the nerd 
that were not there at his funeral were Miyiaki, who as his own, rather more horrible  “horrible 
step-forum-floor” (in the terminology of that first Greek book Spring had read) had chosen the 
TV screen showing his decapitation scene in Iraq, and Amanda and the drummer who still were 
in  (separate of course) jails in US and who were selectively fed with external news, namely 
Miyiaki’s decapitation and the nerd’s belly being ripped open, until a little later, upon their 
simultaneous release, they had something of theirs ripped open too, their  hearts,  by being told, 
as we have said,  that Amanda junior and  junior Plucky had been taken by social workers from 
their unfit guardians and given to foster parents whose identities would never  be revealed to their 
unworthy parents for the sake of protection of the souls of the kids etc etc. So the friends  there 
besides the young priest, were  his friend and his friend’s wife, Spring and her husband and her 
husband’s sister and her husband (Amanda’s cross brother) with the babies of Amanda and 
Plucky that by now  had started much walking and some talking, and had not been removed from 
them yet, and also Buzanos was there as we said. Also his brothers were there  who had read 
about the killing in the newspapers and were also notified by his friend. (The young priest’s CV 
and above all his  funeral speeches  we saw above explain nerd’s sympathy for him that 
everybody noticed when talking of him, maybe we don’t have to  explain the priests’ sympathy 
for the nerd too, at the level of vibes, and maybe to explain that sympathy in terms of their beliefs 
is to explain the obvious (at the level of sharing pages, the only pages of the nerd the young priest 
had seen was the comedy starting with Buzanos, he had already shown it to him to discuss the 
best age his son should hear about it and to say to him to prepare before the play Buzano’s sister, 
who was raising the kid and who was working for the church, not to run out of the play before 
seeing it all  thinking, because of that dustbin prize by the village at the start,  that the play was 
ridiculing him, the humor of the play was not at him but from him, he was causing the laughter 
because the gags were his , not because they were against him. So only the priest had read the 
play before the funeral.  All others saw it after it))  

John Alevizos, summer 2005 
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Note on Spring’s ex husband: 
The presence of Spring’s daughter , along with Suzy, near her mother when Spring along with 
Helen and with the wife of the nerd’s friend and with Bill and with  the nerd’s friend , helped 
towards putting together the pages on Amanda and all their other dead friends and themselves, 
was not due to the fact that Spring’s ex husband saw “Bill the pervert” absent and his daughter 
safe; he was absent already before his death, but Spring herself was pervert enough for her ex 
husband , and thus herself dangerous to his daughter,  just through  having  fallen in love with 
that type of person. But when he saw him dead on that stage he trusted him immediately; actually, 
although we know he never saw him alive, we feel  he would trust him immediately even alive, 
because he trusted his body language  when he saw him sitting on that chair on stage  even before 
he realized he was looking at a dead person (as we may have not said he and the drummer were 
first placed on two chairs back to back  and with profile towards the audience and thus leaning on 
each other they did not immediately look dead, only when a third chair with Amanda was placed 
between them and their chairs were turned was it realized by everyone what had happened)    
 
Note on  Perle: 
The best  way to add some stuff on Perle that could be as well be skipped both on first reading 
(and on any reading if it continues to be related to Perle and is not disentangled from his vibes , 
from which it can, happily, very well be disentangled) OK, the best way to add some stuff that 
causes us these mixed feelings is to start from a discussion we had seen but was interrupted, 
somewhat abruptly and misleadingly (we did that to do imply that the shit talk did go away after 
Jimmy’s putting Perle’s shit back where it belonged to. But it was misleading to imply that it 
went away as quickly as in that photo subtitle. It lingered a while longer, psychoanalysts do know 
that exploded and evaporated notions do  hang around  for a while even after their debunking 
before parting or dropping or shedding). OK, let’s resume that discussion  adding what’s to be 
added as we’re going along.  
 

 
 
J:-And if after the shower the shithead  finally does come  here,  remind me  to tell him  that it 
was we who had stolen his shit the first time he had come. And that it was not in order to put it on 
display or  to send it to Mick Jagger or  to clone  his DNA that I was saving his shit  in the clay  
crock ,  but just  to put it  back to where it belonged: To his head which explodes so 
phenomenally with crappy  ideas that he shines forth shit  like a shit  supernova. And also remind 
me to tell him  that he’s not cut out  for westerns  but for slapsticks. 
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H:-Oh, so looking back to it was not a Bushtrap but a Perletrap. And the letter containing the 
greaser story* was the warning . 
S:-Mom, does slapsticks come from shitslap plus shit sticks plus not wanting to speak of shit 
anymore? 
H:-Wow! Look how proud your father is when he sees this gene of his DNA present  in yours too. 
S:-Which of the two genes mom? The shit-talk gene I take from you. The talk-no-shit gene I take 
from dad. Dad only played with shit today as a gift to you  because Mayday** is  your birthday 
and he also wanted to  help you to overcome shit-talk  and give his ears a break .  
J:-Helen, the kid is right. By the way, if the shithead  shows up for lamb then I’ll lose a bet to 
your husband and I’ll congratulate him publicly for patenting the shitron bomb. Like the neutron 
bomb kills life and leaves dead matter intact so as to kill people  but not destroy  their buildings  
and factories so as to just confiscate them, similarly  the shitron bomb just beats  only the shit in 
you, but leaves everything living intact. Well, for him to win the bet it’s enough if the top shitman 
changes to our side,  the second rate shitmen who were just complexic fans of him don’t count, 
since the new generation will imitate top men only, who would imitate a second rate imitator? 
And the reason we’ll forgive the top shitman if he joins is that there’s still some risk for him to 
take, the second raters have shit enough in them to try to harm him like he himself tried to harm 
Bill. Well , now that he knows how easy is to confront a shit man I’ll give him the clay  crock to 
defend himself with if they show up, I have some shit of his left to fill  his shitgun with, it’ll be a 
honor to them to be  shampooed with top shitman’s shit instead of with their own, I hadn’t 
abducted shit of theirs too when they had come. It was already getting out of my way to collect 
shit, it shouldn’t be second rate too… 
S:-Jimmy, if I say all that you said  in one short sentence will you and mom promise you’ll be 
like dad and not express your shit gene anymore?  I promise not to express mine either .  
J:-If your phrase is short enough and shitty-juicy enough, I will promise. 
S:-Shit is shit and I don’t give a shit if it’s first rate or second rate and shut the shit up ’cause 
we’ll be eating in a while. 
J:-OK Suzy I promise I won’t say sh…anymore , I almost said it, but it won’t happen again. Bill, 
you should be proud, you have an uncommon kid. 
B:-What’s so uncommon nowadays about such things? Such changes happen so often you even   
get used to them and don’t even notice them. About once every five hours some book review  
announces a paradigm shift. 
 
*Now we can explain what the whole “warning letter” , inspired by some slip of tongue or ear 
between Helen and Bill as we had seen that had brought Bill a free association about their friend 
Nick, the Buzanow character of the nerd’s recontextualization of  Lysistrata, OK, now we can see 
what that letter   consisted of: It was one big theatrical  play combining all the skits by the friends 
of Bill and Helen that we have seen, translated by Bill, plus Bill’s  translation of the of Lysistrata-
like play  under the title “Lysistrata in Overcloudcuckooland, Tongue Island” with a footonote 
like  “Overcloudcuckooland, Tongue Island”, like in “Paris , Texas”. Besides being a chivalrous 
warning to Perle before involving him in the therapeutic happening Bill and Jimmy were working 
on parallelly and almost independently, it was also a psychotherapeutic revenge of Bill on Perle 
in the sense of forcing him to read what he would never read just  in case there was something in 
it he should guard against or use against somebody, just like Bill and many people were forced  to 
be reading  stuff they would never read, written by neocons,  just in case it could be used to 
ridicule their writers. The only difference in these mirror functions was that the neocon stuff was 
considered by Bill as pure shit while the plays etc were considered by him as pure gold.   
**By the way, the birthday of the author’s wife is on  Mayday, but they have no daughter Suzy 
nor any daughter with any other name, and Helen is the name of the author’s mother not of his 
wife whose name is Maria,  but his mother’s vibes had nothing common with the vibes of Bill’s 
wife, whatsoever. 
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S:-Daaad! …Oh, you didn’t say sh….You said shift. What’s a shift? You mean sift? Like when 
parents and teachers say to kids “if you’re too  shy then a carry a sift in front of your face when 
you come out of the house”? I’m not too shy. Whose parents said  that? 
J:-What do you say of the kid, Helen? 
H:-I’d say it better if I  borrow a phrase like Bill does. 
J:-What phrase? 
H:-Original people are not necessarily the ones who don’t imitate. They’re the ones who cannot 
be imitated.*  
S:-Mom, are you talking about me? 
J:-Who said that? 
B:-Robert de Niro. Just about. As a  taxi driver.         
 
 
*Let’s not mix up two different things: Bill is inimitable in having managed to bring Perle all the 
way from  US to his humble abode to take  back a part of the shit he has  given to the world but 
the author’s task,  writing  the story about how this was done , a task that of course is much 
easier,  is both imitable and doable  in many different ways.  And the reader is encouraged to 
either imitate  or do  in any other way any similarly simpler task if , like the author, the reader too 
cannot do what Bill did do with a little help from his friends (from Jimmy and his wife). 
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Books containing some of their book reviews in their plots  
and  

self contained book reviews that are themselves books  
not needing their reader to have read the book they review.   

OR 
“What does Yiannis think he’s doing?” or “What Yiannis think he’s doing”? 

What I think I’m doing versus “What do I think I’m doing?” 
 

Chapter 1 
The possible meaning of the non-answer of one Bill of  our own world:   

-I’ll Bill you at the end of the month. 
-Very wise of you to skip telling me which month of which year but Bill me any time  

even if it’s not the end of  some  month. 
Wolfgang Pauli paraphrased*   

Chapter 2 
The possible non-meaning of the answer of one Dorothy of  our own world:   

   -Instead of answering your writing I’d rather gift you some books on the collective 
consciousness of USA and wish you a creative reading of them. 

-As an ancient host  had said  to one of the guests  for some dinner and talk: “If you are an idiot 
you were as silent as a savant; if you are a savant you were as silent as an idiot” 

Chapter 3 
The only meaningful KB of the sound of silence of another Bill of our own world: 

-I’ll Bill you at the end of the third episode. 
-Bill me any time before or after that, I’ll send it to you right after Easter. 

Chapter 4 
The possible meaning of the answer of four Nicks  of  our own world, 

Nick the physicist, Nick the chemist, Nick the pharmacist, Nick the universalist: 
  -I Nick’d ya. 

“Columbus could not have applied his ripe fruit method of genocide anywhere else but in the 
Caribbean ,  but this of course doesn’t cancel what you say  about  South America or about  

anything else….”  
Nick the universalist 

“Beware of Nicks even being Greeks”                           “Beware  of Greeks even bearing gifts” 
                                 Yiannis Alevizos                                                                                Homer 

Oh:  
“Beware of Nicks even non being Greeks and beware of Americans even non being Nicks” 

“The American mathematician John is real person  
and not a fictional character standing for an  

alter ego of John Alevizos or something?” 
One of Nick the Greeks 

To prove how feasible, at least in our decade,  intellectual universality is , for the first time or at 
last again after so long, and to prove how much simpler  and more genuine it is than the  
supposedly easier geographic/trans-national/etc globalization of identity, we won’t say which of 
the following “book reviews” belongs to whom i.e. which belongs to Nick  the physicist, to Nick 
the chemist, to Nick the pharmacist, to Nick the  universalist and to John the mathematician and 
we shall leave it to the reader to identify the specialty or the nationality of the reviewer. The 
author, John Alevizos, bets the perspective and the nature of the concerns   felt by the reader will 
sound absolutely global at the minute they will sound completely nationalistic and vice versa and 
they will sound completely American-nationalistic  at the minute they will sound completely 
Greek-nationalistic  and vice versa..   
*Answering  a Niels Bohr’s non letter long after receiving a letter writing “I’ll answer you on Monday”. 
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Let’s include here only  the first installment of the first  ,whether review-like or not, answer  that we 
received while the  writer of the letter had not yet finished the reading of the installment he had received , 
like most other friends had also received , before the writing had finished*. Let’s not even say whether he 
was  one of the Nicks we referred to or some of the universalists , whether Nicks or of other name (e.g. 
there is a mathematician universalist whose cutting humor has earned him the nickname “Dennis the 
menace”). Let’s also say that thinking back to  the invitation to review for a couple of days after the 
writing’s  end and after some finishing touches or paragraphs or phrases here and there,   we think it’s best 
for the present kind of book to exercise its influence not through reviews circulated in the way of  hand to 
hand giving of CDs costing less than a euro or dollar like the book , but through regular book reviews in 
magazines etc that one buys and which might refer the reader to some Xerox stands or DVD stands to find  
the book, or through reviews that are themselves books distributed in the usual way that leaves profit 
incentives to editors (…**) unlike the book itself. The best is for the book’s summary  to find some film 
representation;  then the reviews can be regular books that just refer to something anybody can have a very 
common  reach to, whether the reviewing books are film reviews solely by their authors or  are partly  
self-reviews of the scenariogpaher if those books’ authors are influenced by the present book version. 
Anyway, let’s cut the technicalities and come to the content of that answer (oh:  not forgetting to say that if 
no film representation exists then  maybe  the best way for the book to exercise its influence is through its 
points finding their way into books not necessarily being books about this book! After all  most  of its point 
were borrowed*** . OK, let’s cut the self evident trivialities and go to that letter’s content:) 
Where’s the man who could tell an ocean in words; unfathomed. Where’s the mind to contain  in its 
 re-enactment an eye-view of the whole, stellar-in-human, perennial farcitragedy? Is there perhaps 
someone, somewhere, not a whizkid but a whizripe, employing to this end, from an observatory hideout,  
the oldest means of homo sapiens? Namely: Intuition, conception, logic, and despite deluvial  frustration 
never giving up, undeluded, delving.  
What’s more, eager to bestow on readers counsel, to propagate enlightenment through enlightening while 
enlighting-alighting and while teaching; teaching ways of thinking of his and of his teachers; and teaching 
“ways of creative reading that are ways of creative writing while one reads, and ways of creative writing 
that are ways of creative reading while one writes”; and, last but not  least, teaching how when inspiring in 
one’s readers ways to share with their friends the passionate interests one’s characters share with each 
other,  a writer can avoid the frustration of living in an age that shares no passion of his.       
Got the hunch? We’ve got the man.  
Behind personae-masks he speaks, enwrapped in song, enticing-entwining merit, fall, expectation and 
history. In epic, Trojan horse. In vision, reconstituting realities. In curled and exploding dimensions. 
 In deafening eloquent matrix silence of Neruda’s verses, rehabilitating, amorphous in conscientious 
streamers. In kaleidoscope mineshafts of undepleted anima mundi depository. 
How could we thank you? (I mean in a way which, if it becomes part of your pages ,will  make it possible to 
know if this answer was e.g.  part of  the book’s monologs that were really dialogs and not part   of the 
book’s dialogs that were really monologs, and whether I myself am  a real character outside the book 
answering you and not  a fictional character and persona  that is part of your  book’s monolog) 
OK, how should I thank this friend? Answer: By realizing that authors would cut their right hand to have 
one book review, or even a total result, reaching up to such a poem about their book; and by saying how 
glad I was to see  somebody crosschecking with me, on his own initiative, my own self concept; his only 
opinion I disagree with is the one  about some non-sharing causing  frustrations since, on the contrary, I 
feel and know that  I’m just sharing the feelings of so many antiwar people writing on the internet. 
*I had sent out  the first two episodes  at around carnival time, while the third episode was still in 
preparation. 
**…before editors start to get used to becoming  the mere  manipulators of the easily reproducible 
electronic form of books and before the people who do feel, like the present author , a nostalgia for the 
traditional form of books convince, through their buying interests,   the electronic  companies to circulate , 
cheap and easy-to-use, electronic books (just books, not towers or lap tops available for other uses too) held 
open in one’s  hands like regular books but showing on  “two” screens two pages of the CD one has 
inserted in some slot and going to  the next two pages, like in usual books, after one “electronically” turns 
page.  
***Of course  nothing  should keep another writer from  making a plot based on some point by Mumford  
(like this book also did) without mentioning the present book through which somebody may have heard 
that point of Mumford’s but only mentioning Mumford himself. Of course these are self evident trivialities. 
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OK so, his need for being reviewed being  over in the best possible way, the  author can be left free from 
his book’s need to be written to possibly have an effect in the longer run, and thus free  to see, like 
everybody,  what he can do or what he cannot do, in the shorter run,  for the issues which are common to us 
all and which, from the perspective of being in Europe, sound like  having the luxury of the option of not 
being active “smokers of radioactivity” but merely “passive smokers” of it , in the global blackmail going 
like  “either you’re our allies and are not threatened with nuking as if you were Islamists but are only 
threatened by us through being near  countries that could be nuked and threatened by Islamists with  
becoming targets for bombs in your countries set by your minorities that are kin to the countries that could 
be nuked, or you are our enemies and since we can’t take chances with your intentions when you say you 
only need nuclear reactors to face  your present or future, post-gas,  energy problems like us and our allies, 
now and later on, and since  you’ll run out of energy some day and die , so why not die now and leave your 
present gas to us in your will, instead of selling it to China whom we only meant to help develop as  a 
market for our products , not a competitor producer, although it was self evident enough that a country 
having its people slaving twice as much as our people and having less than half our people’s buying power, 
would eventually sell rather than buy from us; don’t ask us why the way we  didn’t propose to arrest 
China’s development was to require  of it not to have its people work double time in order to admit it in the 
free peoples’ market; it’s obvious enough that we plan to push our own people to work as hard as the 
Chinese or like the third world countries whose workers we import or to which  we export our factories for 
this purpose. OK, in cold war days it was more convenient to call the Chinese work habits a bad side effect 
of communism since the  work habits of Russians seemed like a good side effect of it and couldn’t be used 
to defame it , even when we tried to call them too lax, and thus we had to leave  some decent margins to the 
work habits of our peoples, a thing which also helped Marx’s  predictions for aggravation of work habits  
appear as obsolete; but now we can afford to  fulfill the worst of those predictions…Say, if you wonder  
whether  nuking Iran is  a scare bluff  or an exaggeration that we or the media only say or leak and retract, 
just ask a physicist about the range to which radioactivity from mini nukes creates passive smokers of it, to 
check for yourselves, if it’s only joking , say cheese, or if it’s a real risk. If you also wonder whether Israel 
is a human shield for the area since it would become a passive smoker before Europe or whether Israel 
DNA or something is invulnerable even to radioactivity’s  side  effects ask if there also Christian Zionists 
in the Bush’s advisor tanks or if there are Jews in favor of a nuclear holocaust inflicted by the Jews 
themselves and just hope  that thinking about all possible possibilities makes you feel more secure instead 
of more insecure when you deal with gangs consisting of both greedy and lunatic personalities ”. What had 
this book to do with being free to see what one cannot do about this blackmail except exploring the only 
solution that consists in seeing what kind of alliances  in the West  can  impose  some kind of meaningful 
sanctions to the source of this blackmail and deliver a meaningful political slap to the axis of its western 
poodles? Wasn’t its author as free to see the same impasses before he wrote this book? Was it that much of 
a change  of mental constitution that this book created in its author, irrespective of its not having had a 
chance to create it in some readers? Answer: Some differences or changes of constitution, when   they 
make a difference to the facts only through being   more collective,  hardly make sense, of course,  to the 
people they characterize unless they concern the way they are internalized from the collective to the 
individual or the way they are carried from the individual to the collective. Books like the present, being 
ways for both of these directions of influence, must not leave their author free from them before they are 
finished, since what his own personal mental constitution is, or has become through any means, doesn’t 
have much  bearing to anything outside his immediate social circle and can’t help him offer something of 
use wider than the things that he and friends are free to offer like everybody else. Having finished this book 
the author is as free as the rest of his friends to enjoy and to offer what can be enjoyed and what can be 
offered in his circumstances,  and at the same  time he’s free to keep an eye on seeing  when and how and 
what this ready-now book can offer  to the goal of changing more collectively people’s constitutions and 
awareness and  instinctual attitudes towards the possible impasses or possible solutions that are in front of 
all of us. With the end of  this self book-review too, the book is over. I’ll wait until tomorrow to see if any 
addition comes up and I’ll sign with  tomorrow’s date. 

John Alevizos, May 1st 2006 
PS: OK, something did come up, but on May 2nd. And, anyway, let’s rather add it to the file “To be added 
right after….”) 
PPS: Since the present revisit to the present file was on August 20 let’s rather add something more recent 
that concerns something else that seems to be becoming a common concern, and which we’ll describe in 
Jimmy Carter’s wording, from an August 15 interview to Spiegel (August 15 2006  Jimmy Carter is 
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obviously something that should interest the reader, especially if its title is “US and Israel stand alone” , so 
we let it to his own googling and copy only one paragraph to see one crosscheck of some concerns of ours 
in an idiom quite unlike ours in the above paragraphs) 
Well, we did find a context for the whole thing. The interview is at the end of the present file , the only 
reason it could not be placed right here is because it would be between some pages possibly sounding like  
self aggrandizement  of the  present author and some pages certainly sounding like belittling of the present 
gang (they sound like doing  that because they do do that). The part we mainly wanted to choose for here 
was Carter’s views in his  answers to two questions about Christian Fundamentalists,  their relation to the 
Republican party , their stance in  “moral catastrophes”  like Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo etc.  
However,  that part of Carter’s  interview (which I only found on August 20) rather completes  a 
deeper analysis I read  on the same day by a Greek professor of theology and philosophy who was 
reviewing in a  newspaper a book by a Jewish writer, Steiner, making  the point that as it finally  
turned out the act of establishing a geographic Israel and not continuing its u-topic existence in 
the “abstract city” sense  (“etherialized city” as Mumford would call it) in which  it had survived 
spiritually, culturally,  humanly for millennia  and had made these same aspects of its God (plus 
His abstractness)  live and propagate among the other civilizations it came into contact with, and 
was both loved and hated by them for that, and was in closer  proximity to its  God through  that 
love and that  hate too, OK, it seems that the way   this etherealized city and etherialized  
historical/metaphysical function tried to materialize in geography, even with the good reason of 
avoiding another holocaust, most probably pulverized all it had ever stood for and terminated  
whatever  it still  had to offer; this  is no attitude like “a good Jew is a dead or crippled martyr 
Jew or a poor little protection needing Jew etc etc”.It is an insight which applies equally and even 
more precisely in the analysis of how the etherealized city of early  Christians became a city of 
sadists, inquisitors,crusaders, invaders,  slave traders, conquistadores, holocaust accomplices, 
pious Mafiosi and pious nukers and Islamophobics when the celestial City of Early Christians 
materialized geographically,  politically, institutionally etc.(By the way, the Greek analyst and 
reviewer’s context was not a contradistinction to what is  taking  place in Greece but the 
coincidence of these  views of a Jewish writer talking about Israel with the views this Greek 
analyst, Christos Yiannaras,  has about  Greece.The view of the present author about this issue is 
that the Greece of Theodorakis’“My religion is Greece” or Elytis’ “my country”etc is equally 
etherealized, hence capable of helping the birth of  models for universalization; the geogrpaphic 
Greece and its institutions frequently bestially persecuted that etherialized Greece, or at best made 
of it folklore for profit of any sort from tourists and foreign academicians; however  it is also of 
relevance that both Greeces in recent history hardly ever attacked  foreigners, except Nazis etc 
and except taking , by force or trick or idiocy, part in the plans of its ally US). In upshot: 
Etherialized cities dwell in some parts of any human DNA that relate to potentialities not  relating  
to particular  nations. What is up to nations to try is to set up institutions that try to materialize 
these potentialities and not others. Hasn’t this always failed in history? Well, who can say that a 
permanent war economy tried to set up institutions that tried to materialize these potentialities? 
So, where has it been tried?In individual bohemian lifestyles?Not even there: Very frequently, 
these styles are just childish, hopefully only passingly needed,  bitings of the baits of sellers of  
gadgets that make  any newly-unemployed feel like a Zen hermit,with or without a sex mate*. 
Some other times they are hopeless efforts to make meet all kinds of incompatible expectations: 
Be a philosopher, a businessman, a man of influence, a scientist, a politician, a millionaire, a 
charmer, a family man,  all at the same time. Of course it is possible to be a homo universalis 
encompassing most of that but not in the grotesque way most of these, one by one,  have claimed 
our attention! So all these Christian principles have (mostly) been tried in  prisons, concentration 
camps, torture chambers, exiles etc.(by both Christians and pagans-atheists-Jews-Muslims etc, 
persecuted by Romans-Muslims and Christians (or fellow Christians).So it’s no irony to say that 
Jews too pulverized their etherealized celestial city by becoming such persecutors of Palestinians.     
*Maybe one can spare oneself most of that just by applying to it too some usual slogans like “I don’t sell 
any bullshit, and I don’t buy any either” and  its dual that interchanges selling and buying.  
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TIDBITS: 
Let’s also see some pieces of  bullshit Bill couldn’t help writing for as long as the therapeutic, for 
themselves and others, happening  that he and Jimmy collaborated on had not been implemented 
but which did feel off-the wall and silly after the happening; actually it did feel like that even 
right after writing it, but not during writing it, so he could not help writing it. Also, being the best, 
among much-much worse stuff of this kind, he couldn’t help saving it as a sample of the bullshit 
Perle made him write. Let’s also say that the form that his self criticism took after writing such 
stuff was  a  disappointed look from Helen that he saw in his own imagination without ever 
showing her this kind of stuff. Finally, let’s say that although such  stuff  did have many of his 
usual vibes he couldn’t help making it in idioms which he could say he only imitated in jest, but 
then he considered this  attitude too as too timid and irresponsible a stance, and this added  even 
more  to his mixed feelings about both the stuff and about himself writing it. The idioms adapted 
in the tidbits we’ll see will be clearly identified as 1: the idiom of the kind of nerd he might have 
been  in his student days,  2: the idiom of the idiots who give interviews of the “how I did it” type 
and 3: the idiom of the gangster type of antipode of nerd that he must have been  admiring when 
he was a nerd. (By the way: needless to say that the volunteer sitting duck friend of his whom he 
referred to when he was speaking to George was the friend whom we have seen here called 
“Nerd” as naturally as if Nerd was a first name and whose vibes had nothing to do with the kind 
of nerdship Bill considered as characterizing his (own) student days)     

 
“…I wouldn’t say that before Helen started feeling a kind of so-to-speak  metaphorical breathing 
problem, our conjugal  life was coming to a standstill, let me just say that the highest compliment 
she had ever paid to her husband, I mean myself, was that during  a certain hour of the day’s 
daylight and from a certain angle of  viewing his head and with a certain way of combing and 
expression (not easily reproducible but all too happily immortalized inadvertently by a friend in 
an old Mayday feast on her birthday while he was listening to Jimmy’s advice on lamb 
marination) he looked like Robert de Niro. Perle’s becoming for their life, I mean our life,  an 
uncanny and collective symbol of the reason why a  metaphorical  shit-odor was filling the earth 
and was causing that  metaphorical breathing problem to Helen, OK, Perle’s becoming that was 
beneficial in the following sense: accentuating Helen’s problem and accentuating my being 
scared to death of the prospect of emptying a metaphorical shitbucket on Perle’s head (full of 
exclusively his own metaphorical shit of course) or rather scared not to death but to harakiri , 
through  Tarkofsky’s analysis of Hamlet ending like “…the real tragedy of Hamlet is that he does  
have to use criminal means , and if he did not die after  the duel, in which  he won,  he would 
commit suicide anyway” and encouraged by Pinter’s Nobel lecture which did tell him , I mean 
did  tell me, that through Pinter’s  path-breaking example, and through the briefness of Pinter’s  
argumentation I must add, even if it lacked  some foolproofness which could have been added in 
some footnote or appendix to be grasped upon  second reading , or second hearing , of his lecture,   
many people would now   listen to the final  argument that proved why hesitations like Hamlet’s 
are not worth having when facing  people like Perle, I mean nothing more intensive, of course, 
than hesitations like simply giving them back the shit which is all theirs;  all this made me all too 
simply say to myself “Jimmy was  right when, not  considering such a prospect  premature, he  
had just said right off and  from the outset, and has persisted on that throughout and all along , 
OK, he said: “Did you say Hamlet? What does business like to-be-or-not-to-be and like he-loves-
me-loves-me-not  and daisy plucking  have  to do with  turning a full crock of shit upside down 
over  the head of this  motherfucker who made mommies weep for their lads who instead of  
laying girls  on the grass and fucking them as they should be doing in their age now see the grass 
upside down as they push up the daisies? Find a way to bring the motherfucker here in this very 
room and I’ll tell you if I commit suicide after I make him wear the crock full  of shit like a 
helmet” . So, as a Perle trap,  I only had to invite the tycoon Bill to do himself  the DJ-ing of his 
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paraphrases and after CIA  confused the two of us and, consciously or unconsciously, the 
thinkgang, I mean the thinktank  got worried that what they count as stupid majority would do 
pay attention to an actualizer of the American dream like  the tycoon Bill, I did receive a phone 
call, then nature took her way, that includes Jimmy’s stealing his excrement  and also includes the 
fact  that Helen did do the long part of the talking which on my lips would become even longer 
and thus maybe difficult to follow,  and I was left with the short part, which I pride myself  in 
saying that on my lips  could  become even shorter  with hardly anybody even noticing, as Helen 
who knows me has painfully noticed time and again,   what a pain in the ears I can be when I’m 
expressing myself through words instead of through melodies, it’s only  an unfortunate 
coincidence that nature didn’t make me a musician but an analytical thinker but as Helen has said 
she never worried I might develop a Sallieri syndrome over that because…OK, let me not become 
that much of a self referential asshole right now… OK, all that story  was, after all,  a sting 
operation since I did produce a mirage,  in the sense of  a self contained chain of events  which 
did  not contain my nerdness which would make  very implausible,  to at least the non-nerdy part 
of the audience, the possibility that nerds  can be souls  flaming not only with respect to their 
library  interests but also for other humanistic concerns, but maybe all pranks have, or it is even 
impossible for them not to have, a point like the trick with Columbus’ egg , even in the  film “The 
Sting” Paul Newman says at the end  “We didn’t go exactly to the point you  wanted...” and Paul 
Redford  says “..but quite close” and they both seem happy. And at the end of   the Seven 
Samurai ,  the Yul Bruner’s counterpart character  says after the brilliant victory “another  defeat 
which however gave us so  much  valuable experience” and it’s quite obvious that the cool 
judgment which does make him realize the mistakes does not remove  either his satisfaction or his 
pride over the results. OK, I do have some loose ends , but these are like Columbus’  breaking of 
the egg’s tip. Cheney and Wolfowitz , even without Perle, may still try to say that all the toppling 
that did happen should be undone because the prankster who did it should have been a person 
who has not unbroken integrity because he left a telephone bill unpaid 25 years ago, well I’m not 
sure I left it unpaid as I was leaving , I don’t have a memory for this kind of thing like I do not 
have a memory for the colors of my friend’s cars, let alone their brand,   I don’t  think that at least 
the friend whom others call nerd like they call me would buy that part of the argument of 
Wolfowitz and Cheney. Also Wolfowitz might argue that all my arguments would only be valid 
on the lips of a person who had been admitted to Princeton like him, otherwise  they may have 
been the products of envy, and I do remember quite well that I had become admitted both as an 
undergraduate to Princeton and as a graduate student, but I was so hot on going to Caltech 
because of my admiration for Feynman; also as a graduate student I got admitted to Princeton 
twice, I mean I got admitted and then I wanted to postpone going there for a year because I 
wanted to marry Helen and so I had to reapply and I did and I was readmitted but I wanted to go 
to Berkeley because somehow I considered that school as more compatible with Helen’s interests, 
OK, if either somebody changes some  facts to the worse for me or if my memory plays me tricks 
and changes some facts to the better for me, then I still can prove that I have nothing personal 
against Princeton since I have not said anything against Stanford which rejected me both as an 
undergraduate and as a graduate student . So if somebody wants to prove I have something 
personal against Princeton he must change some facts about Stanford to prove I was admitted 
there while I wasn’t, but then the whole thing becomes like something in the chapter on Jewish 
jokes  in Freud’s book on humor , I mean the joke relating to some habit of Jews of giving false 
information to each other and making one Jew who was told correct information by another about 
going to Vienna exclaim protestingly “Why did you tell me the truth? To cheat me, eh? Because 
you thought that by telling me you go to Vienna I would think you don’t go to Vienna”; and now 
I’ll have to excuse myself for occupying so long  your attention with matters the discussion of 
which has a tone  which through their very nature tends to lapse into  the all too familiar and even 
more all too ball breaking tone that is worldwide known as the “how I did it” tone that 
complacent idiots assume when asked about their CV’s and their “c’est la vie”’s , I mean let’s 
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both cut the bullshit and go to do something meaningful each of us within his own  well known 
range of activities, for me this  ranges as widely and as narrowly as  from dishwashing  while 
listening to e.g. Neruda-Theodorakis cassettes to jotting down rhymes while proctoring exams. 
And I sincerely hope your activities make you equally  happy or even more. Oh, I almost forgot  
that I wanted  my sarcasm  right now to be in the format of an ironic acknowledgment to Perle, 
along with an non ironic acknowledgment to Mel Brookes, for the way he made his monster in 
“Young Frankestein”  express, while tap-dancing in circus,  his gratitude to Gene Wilder which I 
paraphrase here: The monster had said that he owed doctor Frankenstein  a more sophisticated 
way to express himself, I have to admit something which, among other things it offered in my 
life,  also improved my relation to Helen since she says she noticed that my involvement in 
Jimmy’s project of helmeting Perle with an inverted  shitbucket full of -I repeat and read my lips: 
full of exclusively his own shit- OK, my involvement in that project made me find a less 
sophisticat5ed way to express myself and this made me better as a person, or at least as a life 
companion to her; in short I owe to Perle a less sophisticated way to express myself; in this 
connection I  must also confess  that  this compliment from Helen is rather  much more flattering 
than her telling me that during  a certain hour of the day’s daylight and from a certain angle of  
viewing his head and with a certain way of combing and expression I look like Robert de Niro. 
Besides this, there’s nothing else I want to thank Perle for,  either on behalf of me or of any more 
collective being. Rich, I won’t ever say anything else about you, I exhausted your subject of you 
and of your likes for me and for my likes . Nothing will remain unforgettable in me from all the  
shit that everything you touch turns into unless the other has as his lifegoal to exhaust all his 
talent for sublimation, transubstantiation, transfiguration and magic into turning your shit into 
gold which I don’t have as a goal (I only said all the above as a periphrasis for just saying that if 
you think that my view of you is full of shit you should keep in mind that this is still gold 
compared to the shit you really are.  So the unforgettable things start from what’s after the  crap 
referring to you. . We have nothing more to  say to each other ,  I don’t miss you and  I don’t give 
a shit  whether in the next minute I hear on the TV you had a heart attack or that you found the 
enlightenment of  Buddha, so  if I ever say even a tidbit about you it will be something I wrote 
earlier than this complete and thorough flushing of your toxins out of my system and down the 
toilet*and I will only include it for the sake of the reader, I wouldn’t want him to miss any little 
bit of good laugh at you**.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
*Ask Yalom if deep down all successful psychoanalysis doesn’t end up with this  kind of 
equanimity towards a persons like you, either in their individual or in their collective roles. If 
your family thinks otherwise, then you’re lucky and stick to them to make the rest of people  
luckier than you make them by touching them. 
**Yes, this does mean I had something more written to Perle. I found it. See the PS after next 
page’s PS: 
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PS: 

 
I don’t include a photo of you because, after all, your think tank tried to identify with the 
American people through the body language of Bush, not of you; being the “obscure target of my 
satire”  doesn’t  mean you are my target group (this is much more imperfect than the line I’ve just 
paraphrased . But since the original of that line   does apply to you I borrow  that too from 
Tarantino and Harvey Keitel in “Pulp fiction” and dedicate it  to you. Here it is:  “being a 
character doesn’t mean you have character” . Something tells me the only answer you can afford 
is to convince  “Pulp fiction”’s producers  to tell me : “ having bought a ticket to see the movie 
doesn’t mean you can quote lines out of  it without paying royalties” . OK, that does  wake  the de 
Niro in me  too, like it would wake him  in  Bill, who is my idol, so let me charge myself with 
some royalties from these producers too by dedicating to them* some lines borrowed from Bill, 
just about:  
-So ha’ much p’rcent y’said y’ want? Did ya say 50%? OK, 50% Ha’aba’  90%? You wanna do 
thousands? No problem  I can also do thousands. Ha’ aba’t  15, 000%.?You want body language 
royalties too? We  can agree on  body language royalties, too . Ha’much makes one million 
percent of zero? Y’ also know how to make a zero shut the fuck up by using another  zero? If you 
know I’ll give you another  million percent . You still don’t know? I’ve just explained it to ya , 
ain’t I? And y’know something” That too is borrowed. I paraphrased a line I bumped into in the 
Army. You know what Army is? A big crowd with soldiers in it. The line was “you know ha’ to 
fill up seven holes  by using one hole? You stuff a flute up your ass”. You did stuff  those million 
percent of zero up your ass, didn’t ya? OK, you held it long enough, now take it out, put it in y’r 
pocket and split. Beat it. Get tha fuck outta here. Wha-wha-what’s tha  matta with you? Got a 
fucking auditory problem? You want your health even more impaired than that? You want some 
speech impediment? I can do some speech impediment, too. You want a funeral job ,  I got two  
friends who can do you a funeral job, too. Just  a spade job would only cost you only  eleven  
dollars. Why live if somebody can bury you at eleven dollars? . Or y’don’t know  the way  t’the 
door? Are’y  sure  you want me t’ show you  tha way t’tha fuckin’ door? Sidewalks are fine, 
y’know,  you fill your lungs with clean air on sidewalks. Sidewalks upgrade y’r  health. But only 
if you get   t’them   through tha fuckin’ door; you wanna git to   th’fauckin’ sidewalk through the 
window , we can arrange windows too.  You want to call it a defenestration? We can call it 
defenestration, fancy vocabulary will cost’ya a little extra but it’ll be worth it.Ha’aba’…OK, your 
turn to make offer. Ta pay I mean, you got no complaint, eh? Up  ta now I was doin’ the fuckin’  
 
*And to Tommy Idiot Friedman who also played these lines and their adolescent** tone.  
**And  also to all the idiots who had a problem with Pinter’s “adolescent tone” but not with 
Friedman’s pseudoadolescent and pseudoeverything pseudotone.  
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offerin’. Ha’ much y’c’n  afford no to be defenestrated? If you only want not  to be gone out by 
the window you can get a discount . Ha’a ba’ 90% discount? Cool n’ fair, ain’t it ? OK, j’st name 
a price you’d pay me not to defenestrate you…Whaaaat? You son of a bitch, that’s all y’pay me 
f’r not doin’ya a job with such a fancy name, y’ know many fellahs with a vocabulary as rich as 
mine?  What’s the fuckin’ matter with you? You don’t know what vocabulary means? I know ha’ 
I can help you increase your word powa’. With some extra fee I can  not-only not defenestrate 
you but also give on behalf of you with y’r genuine signature a recommendation letter  f’r people 
to go to Princeton. Why think twice? What’s wrong with fuckin’ Princeton? Y’ know many 
shitholes that are better? My best friends have graduated  from Princeton. You have a problem 
with me calling Princeton a shithole? I don’t say this to belittle Princeton, shitholes are fine with 
me!. I even call brothels “shitholes”. Do you think I would ever belittle brothels? My best 
memories are from brothels.  Why’re you throwin’ up? You got anything  either against brothels 
or against my values” Or with my vocabulary about them? Aaaah, get lost, who would enjoy 
going to a brothel with a siss’ who can’t appreciate fuckin’? Get goin’ and when you go stay gone 
or you’ll be gone, I don’t even care for you money . For the time bein’, I mean, so go until I count   
to three, one-two…Hi sweetheart, what’s for dinner? Are kids back from school? Straight A’s 
you said? Tell her she makes  dad proud. She’ll always be able to walk without crutches. No help 
from daddy’s powerful friends and their shitty recommendation letters. I really do worry about 
the quality of universities like Princeton, if you only knew what kind of alumni would give a 
recommendation letter to what kind of prospective students. I, too, wonder what the world’s 
coming to. I wonder how fathers who don’t do some extra  job for a extra buck can afford to pay 
private tutors to offer their kids some education of a decent quality…How much you said your 
friend can afford? Well , I’ll see what I can get. She needs a lecturer’s letter? A tenured guy’s 
letter? Ha’aba’ an ex-dean’s letter? She needs a politician’s letter? I can do a politician’s letter 
too…………...  Upshot of the above? Th’ plain bull fuckin’  shie abaa’v which contained the 
transition from  clean air of sidewalk to baser ethics and practices due to the association of the 
fellahs with Perle-like boys from Princeton* and in general of the last parts of what just went to 
show how  ….OK, let’s save this  for  the  last page…No, let’s not save it for anywhere. Let’s 
truncate it here and now, just like  Pisces Bill too would truncate it if he ever got so unreal by 
becoming so enthusiastic through  impersonating a de Niro character for a change after 
impersonating a Princeton or Caltech (ideal) nerd character: He would truncate it , if not through 
any other reason , through,  at least , sure becoming  landed back to normal by hearing Taurus 
Helen’s antilog (he would already hear his internalized Helen  in himself without even showing 
her what he wrote) OK, he would hear her antilog going like “But Princeton will never lose its 
top standards for talent and genius in the sciences, since much more than hosting Einsteins 
creating bombs or equations for them , it helps bombs by creating consent to them by becoming a 
pseudotemple of values through trapping real talent of extraordinary degree,  even talent of elves 
and Gandalfs  to suck their prestige. To bombs it contributes more by being a prestige trap than 
by being a trap of actual war making physics. It helps more by employing Einsteins  than by 
employing Tellers and Strangleloves. If I did not believe in human nature I would think it does it 
on purpose and  that  there never was a Brave Old Princeton which  was only disgraced by 
Rumsfeld,  Wolfowitz and Perle of  the Brave New Princeton but that it  had been something like 
this disgraced version all along and that hiring Einstein  and Godel  was a Rumsfeld-like OSP 
idea in the first place. But I believe in human nature enough to say that either this is an “as if” 
situation, I mean either  it was  “as if Einsteins and Goedels had been hired for OSP-like plans”,  
or that even it if all this  was made really on purpose, it will  have no effect  in the long run 
because civil disobedience of citizens informed and educated through the winds blowing through  
the internet will just blow away and blow out all the non humanist implications of talent used by 
personal  and impersonal mechanisms of death production , I mean death  of soul in the west and 
death of bodies in the third world”...(OK Let’s postpone related views of Bill for an appendix file) 
*I drop*. I truncate here. I also dropped the other PS I had to the assholes. Why? No more room right here. 
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Added notes: 
1.Let’s put together an upshot of how and why Miyiaki died: At the time of kidnappings and decapitations  
of  non-Muslim  hostages in Iraq  he went there and joined a group of kidnappers to talk to them from a 
close distance, he did prevent some decapitations, he did effect some prisoner exchanges but pretty soon he 
appeared on  TV screen  , himself as a would-be victim of imminent decapitation, but he managed, on live 
show (hence he had at least one ally among his own kidnappers, the camera man) to disarm  his beheaders-
to-be, to unmask them and tie them and to say that he had no idea about, or interest in, who they were and 
for which side they were working, and if  any of the TV viewers of their faces knew this  he was welcome 
to say it to whichever side would like to know it, he himself was not advertising karate or anything similar 
through that, in fact he thought it was pretty probable that next time he would be caught he would just be 
decapitated and that would be it; also  his own philosophy of karate and of life etc would not be possible to 
explain through just some minutes of TV time but friends of his and of his ideas would write on him or on 
other people of similar ideas; what was witnessed on the screen was just a trailer for some coming book,  
most probably by those others  not  by his own writing ; his own upshot about that possible future book was 
that in the dialog of civilizations he esteemed some elements of  the West  and some of Islam and  he 
despised some elements of each too, but having exhausted his attempts of inseminating the West with what 
he esteemed in Islam he also wanted to attempt to inseminate Islam with what he esteemed in the West just 
in case this insemination eventually proved happier, if of course there was time for earth to witness any 
eventual things at all. He didn’t mention his favorite ancient Greek myth  that the way the good still exists 
on earth despite the existence of so much evil is that the good enters the metabolism of life through the 
helpers of good becoming steaks and chops in the stomachs of the evil,  but he did mention that he was 
inspired by those Greek pacifists  who had once solved the dilemma between becoming barbaric scum for 
capitalism and becoming barbaric scum for Stalinism by joining the martyrdom of the Stalinists whom  
their country prosecuted but  working towards the goal  of  their being defeated and not making their 
county a satellite of USSR. Whether these personalities were factual or fictional did not change a thing in  
making them his inspiration because the result of  such a stance in our  present world would be beneficial  
anyway. Besides a factual stance like that did surely exist in the mirror hemisphere, where Sakharov did 
help Stalin to have an H-bomb to halt  capitalism’s attack on USSR  and did make himself a dissident to 
halt Stalin’s attack against their compatriots; some time later the TV news really showed him while 
decapitated by some masked people.   
2.Let’s also add that Miyiaki repeatedly stressed that  in his favorite painting, Blake’s “The River of Life”, 
the scanners and computer screens could not show clearly why the street was called a river, but anybody 
going to a library to see a photo of it would see the very light lines around the waist of the mother and the 
shoulders of her children, showing the street was a fluid, of a very amniotically transparent color, on which 
the rest of the figures were (miraculously) walking while they themselves were swimming (but not 
submerged up to neck) giving an impression they were flying.  
 
3. (Fall 2006. Follow up on the story of the coming films on the  Tower Firemen:) If Miyaki had seen what 
finally was Hollywood’s  treatment of the Twin Towers’ Firemen (Nicholas  Cage etc) what would he say? 
I haven’t seen it but I heard about an  interview given  by its stage director (his name eludes me right now, 
he is the director of “Platoon” I think, which however I haven’t seen either). To the question of why he did 
let hanging, as if possibly objective, the notion that the hijackers who had hit the Towers, were Saddam’s 
Iraqis he answered that  what is objective was that so many people in US  did believe that they were Iraqis 
even if they weren’t, and that he just based that part on this.  Since Miyaki , from where he is, cannot either 
confirm or turn down our impression that hearing this he would throw up or get as furious as with Thomas 
Friedmann’s sophistries, we just compare with this something he himself , and Amanda, did and let the 
reader see for himself the similarities or differences and their implications:  Concerning the issue of 
whether it was factual that the objectors  who endured the life on torture islands did that through their love 
for life’s values and not  through their brainwash by either communist or religious fanaticism, Miyaki and 
Amanda said that the difficult part of the proof of what man can do was the endurance they displayed and 
that was objective fact. Whether endurance can be inspired by ideals and not by fanaticism is an easier 
question after that fact. And whether it helpls life if some people  have the  ideals of the Firemen and of the 
objectors is something that can be knowledgeably decided in each case  by  just rational thinking.      
4.  (Februery 2007) An American soldier (or two) who raped a fourteen year old Iarqi girl and killed her 
whole family  got 100 years each. I still believe that  the US self-trial proposal in “Mount Bushmore” is 
more constructive as self-criticism on behalf of US but let some American reader opine on that too.    
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APPENDIX TO THIS APPENDIX TOO: 
(Some more pages from “Overground” mainly referring to how the nerd had pictured to himself and to the 
others the satellite period of our four astronaut friends, and to exactly what JohnCasti-like encyclopedias  
he had been writing before  the NATO bombings started) 

OCR-ing can wait for other priorities to be  completed*. 
(Addendum of X-mas 2006 break: * was for the encyclopaedia part. The rest we added right after 
Carter’s interview ; It starts at the bottom of  page. 438**)   
By the way why, just for a change,  not consider as such a priority Carter’s August 15 interview to Spiegel 
so as to, among other things, remember the decades where a Caltech dean, Brown,  who was a physicist 
could become Rumsfeld’s counterpart in a government of democrats and, Goldberger, a physicist too 
whom we all still knew through a joint paper of his with Treiman, Brown’s  counterpart in the Institute for 
Advanced Study at Princeton, could become Rumsfeld’s counterpart with a government of Republicans. 
The only objection to such a “good old (cold war)  days”  tone would be the “ignorance is bliss” argument 
for the nature of  days of innocence; and then Brezinsky’s interviews on how he views US’s use of 
Afghanistan, does remind us all that; and then his views on how Israel right now took  the whole population 
of Lebanon hostage and then violated the Geneva convention on hostages too, does remind us the saying 
“with the progress of time every year becomes better and better than the next”.       

Former President Carter: US and Israel Stand Alone  
         Der Spiegel Tuesday 15 August 2006  

Former US president Jimmy Carter speaks with DER 
SPIEGEL about the danger posed to American values by 
George W. Bush, the difficult situation in the Middle East 
and Cuba's ailing Fidel Castro. 

    Former US president Jimmy Carter: "I don't think that Israel has any legal or 
moral justification for their massive bombing of the entire nation of Lebanon." 
    Spiegel: Mr. Carter, in your new book you write that only the American people 
can ensure that the US government returns to the country's old moral principles. 
Are you suggesting that the current US administration of George W. Bush of 
acting immorally?  

            Carter: There's no doubt that this administration has made a radical and unpressured  
            departure from the basic policies of all previous administrations including those of both  
            Republican and Democratic presidents. 
 
*Finally it’s not hard to say all that without OCR and in a couple of lines: His two friends took a trilogy the 
nerd had written with the overall title “A Phantasy of the Real” (a title as a tribute to Martin Buber whom 
he admired for, among other things, his expression “Imagining the Real”) which consisted of  “Perennial 
Philosophy ’84”, “Phantasizing the Real or Atlantey”, “A Physicist’s Journey into the Courses of Creative 
Reading and Creative Writing of the Time of the End of Literature”, added some new footnotes, of theirs, 
to the footnotes  he himself had been adding to put the additional bibliography showing up along his 
Odyssey in it  into dialog with his previous footnotes and with his  initial pages (which started as almost a  
desperado-like  Atlantey but continued as  a happy Odyssey), continued the plots of the literary parts with 
follow ups after the ones he had already added and made it into a new trilogy  whose three parts were 
“Borgesian and non Borgesian Labyrinths”, “Mount Bushmore”, “Overground”. This trilogy can be started 
from any volume and be continued to any other or be  stopped at any other; any single book is as self 
contained as the whole triad and any couple of them, essentially, is a whole couple.   
**Full duplication of  some pages of Helen, Spring, the nerd’s friend’s wife, Bill and the nerd’s friend  
means  duplication of some of the nerd’s  pages  by them. In that sense he was a living member of  the 
writing crew***. Full duplication of some of Amanda’s pages by the nerd  means he loved them a lot. 
*** In exactly the same way the trio and Miyaki were present to the crew and in the crew’s pages through 
the versions of presenting Sikelianos and  Mumford  that their duplicated pages contained.   
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       Spiegel: For example?  

    Carter: Under all of its predecessors there was a commitment to peace 
instead of preemptive war. Our country always had a policy of not going to war 
unless our own security was directly threatened and now we have a new policy of 
going to war on a preemptive basis. Another very serious departure from past 
policies is the separation of church and state, which I describe in the book. This 
has been a policy since the time of Thomas Jefferson and my own religious 
beliefs are compatible with this. The other principle that I described in the book is 
basic justice. We've never had an administration before that so overtly and 
clearly and consistently passed tax reform bills that were uniquely targeted to 
benefit the richest people in our country at the expense or the detriment of the 
working families of America.  

    Spiegel: You also mentioned the hatred for the United States throughout the 
Arab world which has ensued as a result of the invasion of Iraq. Given this 
circumstance, does it come as any surprise that Washington's call for democracy 
in the Middle East has been discredited?  

    Carter: No, as a matter of fact, the concerns I exposed have gotten even 
worse now with the United States supporting and encouraging Israel in its 
unjustified attack on Lebanon.  

    Spiegel: But wasn't Israel the first to get attacked?  

    Carter: I don't think that Israel has any legal or moral justification for their 
massive bombing of the entire nation of Lebanon. What happened is that Israel is 
holding almost 10,000 prisoners, so when the militants in Lebanon or in Gaza 
take one or two soldiers, Israel looks upon this as a justification for an attack on 
the civilian population of Lebanon and Gaza. I do not think that's justified, no.  

    Spiegel: Do you think the United States is still an important factor in securing 
a peaceful solution to the Middle East crisis?  

    Carter: Yes, as a matter of fact as you know ever since Israel has been a 
nation the United States has provided the leadership. Every president down to 
the ages has done this in a fairly balanced way, including George Bush senior, 
Gerald Ford, and others including myself and Bill Clinton. This administration has 
not attempted at all in the last six years to negotiate or attempt to negotiate a 
settlement between Israel and any of its neighbors or the Palestinians.  

    Spiegel: What makes you personally so optimistic about the effectiveness of 
diplomacy? You are, so to speak, the father of Camp David negotiations.  

    Carter: When I became president we had had four terrible wars between the 
Arabs and Israelis (behind us). And I under great difficulty, particularly because 
Menachim Begin was elected, decided to try negotiation and it worked and we 
have a peace treaty between Israel and Egypt for 27 years that has never been 
violated. You never can be certain in advance that negotiations on difficult 
circumstances will be successful, but you can be certain in advance if you don't 
negotiate that your problem is going to continue and maybe even get worse.  

    Spiegel: But negotiations failed to prevent the burning of Beirut and 
bombardment of Haifa.  
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    Carter: I'm distressed. But I think that the proposals that have been made in 
the last few days by the (Lebanese) Prime Minister (Fuoad) Siniora are quite 
reasonable. And I think they should declare an immediate cease-fire on both 
sides, Hezbollah said they would comply, I hope Israel will comply, and then do 
the long, slow, tedious negotiation that is necessary to stabilize the northern 
border of Israel completely. There has to be some exchange of prisoners. There 
have been successful exchanges of prisoners between Israel and the 
Palestinians in the past and that's something that can be done right now.  

    Spiegel: Should there be an international peacekeeping force along the 
Lebanese-Israeli border?  

    Carter: Yes.  

    Spiegel: And can you imagine Germans soldiers taking part?  

    Carter: Yes, I can imagine Germans taking part.  

    Spiegel: ... even with their history?  

    Carter: Yes. That would be certainly satisfactory to me personally, and I think 
most people believe that enough time has passed so that historical facts can be 
ignored.  

    Spiegel: One main points of your book is the rather strange coalition between 
Christian fundamentalists and the Republican Party. How can such a coalition of 
the pious lead to moral catastrophes like the Iraqi prison scandal in Abu Ghraib 
and torture in Guantanamo?  

    Carter: The fundamentalists believe they have a unique relationship with God, 
and that they and their ideas are God's ideas and God's premises on the 
particular issue. Therefore, by definition since they are speaking for God anyone 
who disagrees with them is inherently wrong. And the next step is: Those who 
disagree with them are inherently inferior, and in extreme cases -- as is the case 
with some fundamentalists around the world -- it makes your opponents sub-
humans, so that their lives are not significant. Another thing is that a 
fundamentalist can't bring himself or herself to negotiate with people who 
disagree with them because the negotiating process itself is an indication of 
implied equality. And so this administration, for instance, has a policy of just 
refusing to talk to someone who is in strong disagreement with them -- which is 
also a radical departure from past history. So these are the kinds of things that 
cause me concern. And, of course, fundamentalists don't believe they can make 
mitakes, so when we permit the torture of prisoners in Guantanamo or Abu 
Ghraib, it's just impossible for a fundamentalist to admit that a mistake was 
made.  

    Spiegel: So how does this proximity to Christian fundamentalism manifest 
itself politically?  

    Carter: Unfortunately, after Sept. 11, there was an outburst in America of 
intense suffering and patriotism, and the Bush administration was very shrewd 
and effective in painting anyone who disagreed with the policies as unpatriotic or 
even traitorous. For three years, I'd say, the major news media in our country 
were complicit in this subservience to the Bush administration out of fear that 
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they would be accused of being disloyal. I think in the last six months or so some 
of the media have now begun to be critical. But it's a long time coming.  

    Spiegel: Take your fellow Democrat Senator Hillary Clinton. These days she 
is demanding the resignation of Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld. But she, 
like many others, allowed President Bush to invade Iraq under a false pretext.  

    Carter: That's correct.  

    Spiegel: Was the whole country in danger of losing its core values?  

    Carter: For a while, yes. As you possibly know, historically, our country has 
had the capability of self-correcting our own mistakes. This applied to slavery in 
1865, it applied to legal racial segregation a hundred years later or so. It applied 
to the Joe McCarthy era when anti-communism was in a fearsome phase in the 
country like terrorism now. So we have an ability to correct ourselves and I 
believe that nowadays there is a self-correction taking place. In my opinion the 
election results in Connecticut (Eds: The primary loss of war supporter Senator 
Joseph Lieberman) were an indication that Americans realized very clearly that 
we made a mistake in going into Iraq and staying there too long.  

    Spiegel: Now even President Bush appears to have learned something from 
the catastrophe in Iraq. During his second term he has taken a more multilateral 
approach and has seemed to return to international cooperation.  

    Carter: I think the administration learned a lesson, but I don't see any 
indication that the administration would ever admit that it did make a mistake and 
needed to learn a lesson. I haven't seen much indication, by the way, of your 
premise that this administration is now reconciling itself to other countries. I think 
that at this moment the United States and Israel probably stand more alone than 
our country has in generations.  

    Spiegel: You've written about your meeting with Fidel Castro. He appears 
seriously ill now and Cuban exiles are partying already in the streets of Miami. 
You are probably not in the mood to join them.  

    Carter: No, that's true. Just because someone is ill I don't think there should 
be a celebration of potential death. And my own belief is that Fidel Castro will 
recover. He is two years younger than I am, so he's not beyond hope.  

    Spiegel: You sought to normalize relations with Castro, but that never 
happened. Has anything been achieved through Cuba's isolation?  

    Carter: In my opinion, the embargo strengthens Castro and perpetuates 
communism in Cuba. A maximum degree of trade, tourism, commerce, visitation 
between our country and Cuba would bring an earlier end to Castro's regime.  

    Spiegel: You've been called the moral conscience of your country. How do 
you look at it yourself? Are you an outsider in American politics these days or do 
you represent a political demographic that could maybe elect the next US 
president?  
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    Carter: I think I represent the vast majority of Democrats in this country. I think 
there is a substantial portion of American people that completely agree with me. I 
can't say a majority because we have fragmented portions in our country and 
divisions concerning gun control and the death penalty and abortion and gay 
marriage.  

    Spiegel: As president, your performance was often criticized. But the work you 
did after leaving office to promote human rights has been widely praised. Has life 
been unfair to you?  

    Carter: I've been lucky in my life. Everything that I've done has brought great 
pleasure and gratification to me and my wife. I had four years in the White House 
-- it was not a failure. For someone to serve as president of the United States you 
can't say it is a political failure. And we have had the best years of our lives since 
we left the White House. We've had a very full life.  

    Spiegel: Do you feel you achieved even more out of office than you did as 
president?  

    Carter: Well, I've used the prestige and influence of having been a president 
of the United States as effectively as possible. And secondly, I've still been able 
to carry out my commitments to peace and human rights and environmental 
quality and freedom and democracy and so forth.  

    Spiegel: Does America need a regime change?  

    Carter: As I've said before, there is a self-corrective aspect to our country. And 
I think that the first step is going to be in the November election this year. This 
year, the Democrats have good chance of capturing one of the houses of 
Congress. I think the Senate is going to be a very close decision. My oldest son 
is running for the US Senate in the state of Nevada. And if just he and a few 
others can be successful then you have the US Senate in Democratic hands and 
that will make a profound and immediate difference.  

    Spiegel: Mr. Carter, thank you for the interview. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the next page’s title, one of the reasons of “heavenly” in the second line, is that the nerd’s 
version focused on the satellite  period of his friends’ life. Some duplications with the version 
we’ve seen, we’ll leave in these pages but some we’ll replace by dots leaving room to the parts of 
the nerd’s version not overlapping  what we already know. What now follows is the abstract nerd 
put in front of his full version of which, maybe, we’ll see a few parts, after the abstract is over. 
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OVERGROUND 
THE HEAVENLY BLUES OF AMANDA ROBBINS 

IN A PARALLEL UNIVERSE 
 

                                                                “Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land” 
William Blake («America») 

In one of the many parallel universes which, whether physicists turn out to find as existent in 
some literal and not just metaphorical sense, or not , the sure thing is that art was always eyeing 
them in the manner “poet, look into your century and tell us what you see”, i.e. not so much in the 
Nostradamus sense  (or was it Paracelsus?) ,as in order to draw  examples to emulate or to avoid 
and to be inspired proposals for the improvement of our own universe, OK, so on the parallel 
earth of one of those parallel universes, in the time of the parallel Clintonian liberalization,  they 
started accepting as astronauts not only technocrats and army people but also hipsters and 
philosophers without a university degree and karate  experts without a black belt, and thus in two 
satellites, that would soon  come to a space rendezvous,  there were found , on the one a hipstress, 
Amanda, with two lovers, a drummer who was called drummer and who would only take part in 
concerts with tickets of the “whatever you have the pleasure to give”-type,  and a karate expert 
who did have a black belt and who  was called Plucky and who was wanted, but not  identified, 
by the police, and who, along with Amanda and the drummer, before they were launched into 
space, sold hot-dogs on a trailer-canteen,  and on the other, satellite,  was found, a Chink or Jap 
doorkeeper-superintendent- maintenance/repair-man of a block of apartments, who was called 
Miyaki and who audited night courses on Eliot’s  poetry, on Taoism and on Jungian archetypes in 
his neighborhood’s college, and who also was a karate master  but with a belt from just 
J.C.Penney’s and which just happened to be black. So much the trio as also Miyaki (under the 
pseudonym “Chink”) had inspired   a writer parallel to Tom Robbins  of our own universe, and 
Miyaki had also inspired a film parallel to our own universe’s “The Karate Kid”. What did such 
characters want up there? How did “the free association occur to them” as the expression goes? 
Miyaki wanted “to see the world from above”, as the expression goes,  just in case a free 
association occurred to him on  how to write a poem to either sensitize and energize people to 
fight for the salvation of the earth   from ecological destruction if it was not already too late for 
that, or, if it was too late,  to lament the earth and to sensitize people, during their dying with their 
planet , not to die in ugly ways biting at each other (or eating each other, killed or still living,  or 
already dead and rotting)  but in solidarity and decency and giving their best selves, in the global 
disaster,  as so many people in history who died in epidemics or in  states of siege or in natural 
catastrophes in which they knew that in their local disaster there was no way out for them, 
personally. Amanda, partly as a result of several substances she had gulped down and taken in, in  
her days as child of the flowers, but also as a result  of her exposure to several Californian 
concerns, and also as a  result of some, common  in the  brainscape of the seventies, images,  
mainly of  Cubrick’s foetus-in space image in  his “Space Odyssey”,  exposures and images  
taken in and registered deep enough for her to pronounce ideas that were outrageous superstition 
but also correct, and correct but also outrageous superstition, bull but precise ,and precise but bull 
(i.e. OK,  there was not always a clear line between the two classes) , OK, deep enough for her to 
back the most outrageously correct or outrageously incorrect ideas  with sole proof and argument 
an either wise or merely silly-jolly “why not?”, OK, as a result of all this and of a concern we’ll 
see she had at that point,  Amanda too wanted to  see the world from above just in case Mother 
Earth could be seen by  her from the  perspective She is seen by an unborn or rather un-conceived 
little baby, something that would help her  make some heads or tails about whether the coming to 
the world of a baby  with two dads would create to it, whether  this “it” meant a her or a him, any 
problems if its mom, i.e. Amanda, did not want, for reasons of principles, anyone, including 
herself, to know who of her two lovers was its father, unless of course some quite revealing 
hereditary features made that ignorance impossible. In plainer terms, this is what was her   
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………The previous page plus its sequel is “Overground, as space movie” which, in one sense, could also 
be seen as the part of the story  really above ground.  We can read it on the separate file or we can take that 
file from  page 2 onward and copy it on the page next to the present and continue within the present file.  
 
However none of that rendering, not even any of the recounting we have seen so far, is a prerequisite for 
seeing the follow up of the lives of Amanda, the drummer and his brother contained in parts of the story in 
the folder titled “Mount Bushmore”.  
 
 
Addendum:  
Although, logically speaking ,  both renderings of Overground  are self contained, and although with 
respect to some questions about some characters’ follow-backs   that would make Overground A non self 
contained or some questions about some characters’ follow-ups that would make Overground B non  self  
contained the pair of both A and B is self contained (and although, as we said,  this pair’s own follow-up is 
Mount Bushmore and Mount Bushmore’s follow-back is this pair, these two sets, too,  being readable in 
either order, either as going back or going forth in time) yet with respect to being based on factuals (on 
accomplished facts at least) nothing is complete, let alone self contained,  if it does not give an account of 
what  factual things gave rise to the overall story.  These things do not have to be newspaper-like, they can 
be fictional possibilities provided they are themselves based on  some initial solid facts as their solid core 
(like e.g. the fact from the battle of Crete became the solid core in “Captain Michael” as we saw in footnote 
** page 456). Also, completeness is not the same as selfcontainedness , completeness might just mean the 
existence of  enough data to clearly outline where its non selfcontainedness points to, things that are 
lacking not from the accomplished past but from the unaccomplished future. So let’s add the following 
remarks: Regardless of what the satellite Overground  was to its inhabitants , to their outside world it was 
primarily a broadcasting station, and regardless of the fact that it itself was finally not bombed down, its 
factual counterparts were bombed down either from airplanes  or from ground tanks e.g.  Yugoslavia’s 
news station was bombed, Al Jazeera was bombed,  and the Baghdad hotel of unimbedded journalists 
(hotel “Palestine”) was bombed.  Likewise, on November 17 1973  the Polytechnic school of Athens  
Greece was invaded by a tank and fire  was opened on students  after  orders of a military junta, when a 
broadcasting station was opened in the school to transmit what the junta would  want to silence.  Thus let’s 
put that solid core of facts as epilogue here. An epilogue that, of course, is completely independent from 
anything titled  Overground.  The format we’ll use is the  teenage idiom of theatrical events and skits 
played by high school students in anniversaries of historical events to replay and relive their atmosphere.   
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November 17 1973, Athens Polytechnic 
Program of a theatrical reliving 

at the high school of Glossa Skopelos 
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Juntas and  liberators                                                                                    
A couple eternal? 

Alas to a nation that with every tyrant                                            I was happy my bomb missed him. He is a 
it doesn’t also give  birth to a tyrannicide                            replaceable puppet and I’m a fighter, not a killer                                
                               Alexandros Panagoulis                                                                   Alexandros Panagoulis 

 
Contents: 
The bug  

The present  
The absent  
The guards 
The street   

The apple below the apple tree  
The apple tree over the apple  
The in-laws and the outlaws 

Choir rehearsal 
Are history lessons a brainwash? A cinematographer’s  answer.   

Upshot  
 

 “…In one sense I was happy my bomb missed his car by one meter. I’m not  a killer, I’m a 
fighter. And to fight against a junta doesn’t mean to kill its leader who is just a puppet buffoon 
played by foreign interests, nor to kill some of its quite replaceable  policemen or soldiers ,whom 
I would not stand the remorses to kill. To fight  a junta means  to disarm it, and disarming it 
means that a great number of soldiers will not obey their orders, and somebody telling them to do 
so means  he proves to  them that it is humanly  possible to stand the consequences, as I did prove 
by only writing to your leader that he is a buffoon and a clown on all  grace pleas and petitions 
you brought me to sign, in order for you  not to expose your   regime  in front  of international 
organizations which objected to my execution and at the same time for you not to look powerless 
in front of the people that you wanted to terrorize. My oration is  not contempt of court martial , 
because you are not a court but bosses of  torturers some of whom even have a sick thwarted 
surgeon’s sexual imagination; and you are not martial either since  you are deserters not soldiers; 
I deserted your army to serve my country, as I do serve it everyday in the torture chamber; you 
deserted your country by not deserting an army that receives orders against its  country and its  
people. Alas to a nation not giving birth to a tyrannicide when giving birth to a tyrant.”         

  
Alexandros Panagoulis 
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(Songs to be played during the arrival of the audience are the well known anti-junta  resistance songs by 
Theodorakis. But the last song before the  curtain opens for the first skit is the following , by Savopoulos)   

 
Follow my eyes to see our country  

a run down hut trying to play up and look like dandy 
run down, run down, run down, no central heating  

apply to good old immigration just for eating. 
 

The people  is on central sidewalks  selling bagels 
and lottery tickets,  there’s a better fate for angels 

Dorothy’s not among the country’s calmest sleepers 
virginal beds are sometimes sold to highest bidders. 

 
Priests, philanthropists and ladies  

be one of us and you will join the club of plenties. 
What can you do to be unlike a corpse decaying 

whether you’re eighty or just twenty and complaining? 
 

In soccer fields the country arrested is still sighing  
in coffee shops jokes, decks of cards and state TV 

this is no song, it’s a roof leaking on the dying 
a cigarette butt, cop in civilian shadowing me. 
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THE BUG 
 

Iro (coming back from long shopping if we judge by the number of bags): 
-Can you at least tell me what you’ve been  hearing all day? Is it a policeman or a rocker that I 

have married? All day long with that headset! You want me to bring you your uniform so that at 
least I remember your job? 

(Stamatis gestures that he doesn’t hear her) 
Iro: 

-That much I do know! Yet, let me check. You know the puzzle with Theodorakis and the cop? 
(Again Stamatis gestures he doesn’t hear her) 

Iro: 
-Good! If he hears that he will either laugh or start yelling. Which one I’m not sure. Who knows 
these days the political beliefs of even his own people. Who dares to speak openly? But if he 
hears me he can’t help reacting. Well, why did the cop whistle Theodorakis songs in the 
street?…To arrest passersby because they were listening to Theodorakis’ songs since they are 
forbidden. Ha. Ha. Ha. Gee, what loneliness. I’m only talking to myself and only hearing myself. 
Yet from one point of view that’s good, I can express myself more freely. It’s all my father’s fault 
who wanted to marry me to a cop, son o f a rightwing friend of his, lest the opportunity for kosher 
stuff should be lost. My blindness is to blame too, I still wanted to receive the golden medal of 
the good girl, listening to her dad. Here’s what all that led to. Me speaking my mind to him only 
when he has his ears plugged. Let me tell him something hairier but neighbors shouldn’t hear 
that… 

(Iro goes to close windows) 
…we are even more afraid of them than they of us, the cop family. So? Should I try escalating or 

I’m playing with fire? 
Iro: 

(Rhytmically as in demonstrations, but not loud) 
You beat up people of all ages 

and get paid the cheapest wages. 
No reaction, if he had heard that he would have beaten me even for no wages at all. So let me get 

it all out full volume.  
You get paid the cheapest wages  

to beat people of all ages 
Aah! What pleasure! I really enjoyed this one. 

Suddenly Stamatis reacts. He removes half of the headset, she is startled) 
Stamatis: 

-OK woman, I know we don’t get paid well, that’s why I work overtime, and bring some work 
home. Our bugs tape people all day and then we listen to the tapes to see if they say something 

illegal or secret or conspiratorial. 
Iro:-Was it James Bond that  I married? 

Stamatis:-Well, I shouldn’t be boasting but… 
(He puts on the headset again) 

Iro: 
-Phew! For a moment I thought I got caught! But he didn’t hear the whole thing! Let me try 
another antijunta joke. Our vice president passes in front of our national poet’s statue and he 

hears him speaking to him asking him why they gave marble horses to the generals’ statues and 
not to the poets’ too. He mentions it the president and he doesn’t believe him so he takes him 

there and the poet’s statue says “I asked you for a horse, not a mule” 
(Stamatis gives no sign of life) 
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Iro: 
-At deaf man’s door take the door and leave, as the saying goes. Do I love that headset! Two 
birds with one stone! We pay those installments for our new living room and I can also talk 
freely. That’s what I call conjugal communication. I’ m going to make dinner, see you later  

night coppee. 
(Stamatis removes the headset again) 

Stamatis:-What did you call me? 
Iro: 

-I said something about night coffee. Keeps one awake. I’ll fix something light for dinner. 
(As soon as Iro leaves Stamatis removes the headset and talks to himself in low voice) 

Stamatis: 
-Fuckin’ gadget, gives me an ear itch all these hours. I could hardly keep my cool and not laugh. 
Terrific jokes. Yet she may be fishing me. Am I going insane? OK, they told us at the seminar not 
to trust even our wives, but they meant she might be a leftist, whereas what I fear is her spying 
me on behalf of my department in the police. How much I want to  to tell her a joke I heard on 
that buggin’ fuckin’ headset, but can I trust her? Well, I mean even if she is not a spy maybe part 
of what she liked in me was being the rightwinger her father saw in me. I myself thought high of 
her beliefs when my father…Aaah! Forget all that! Anyway, apart from all that crap she was the 
hell of a girl when we were newlywed. And she thought as much of me. And here we are the hell 
of two shitheads speaking to each other only when the other is not listening, this fucking job has 
really made us weirdos talking to themselves. How I wish she had changed her beliefs like me. 
Fancy us sharing jokes and plans against the junta. Aah! Forget it . Such things don’t happen in 
real life, only in serials. But I’m going to tell her that joke, even if I only mumble it to myself. 
When our president passed the slogan “Greeece of Orthodox Greeks” the ol’ man of democracy 
commented “Greece of Orthodox Greeks catholically protesting”, as sharp as always the ol’man. 

Iro:-Darling, what the ol’man said was fantastic! 
                  Stamatis:(Startled) 

-Aah!You were spying on me? Not cooking? 
Iro: 

-No, I was just coming to tell you dinner’s ready because with that headset you wouldn’t hear me 
and I just happened to hear you talking loud to yourself. 

Stamatis:-How do you know I was not fishing you with that joke?  
Iro:-Do you also suspect yourself now? 
Stamatis:-Don’t you suspect me too ? 

Iro: 
-I would suspect that you were fishing me if you had only said jokes, but you also said some thing 
about our honeymoon. And if you could only hear with what voice you said them…you would be 

as sure as I am that you too are against the junta. 
Stamatis:-Not so loud! We might have a bug. 

Iro: 
-After so many bugs you cops put everywhere you now suspect each other too? 

Stamatis:-Say that again!…But not loud. 
Iro:-Whom were you listening to? 

Stamatis: 
- Somebody we were bugging had a cassette of Mikis, “songs of struggle” it’s called, terrific 

songs, it really beats me how the tall sent them from abroad, when his son came to see his 
grandpa we had searched his coat even in the inside for cassettes, we tore it up, somebody told us 
later he might have kept only the reel and rolled it around on of those big coat-buttons, they may 

be hollow. Well we didn’t think of that. 
Iro:-Are we going to hear it together too? 

(They hear together “Beginning of Struggle” with their fists lifted) 
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Stamatis:-What if some bug’s bug is hearing us? 
Iro: 

-His marriage with his wife is going to be saved like ours was just saved 
Stamatis:-What d’ you mean? 

Iro: 
-He’ll take the good example from how we came to terms with each other and will come to terms 

with his wife too. Aah! Whoever is the guy you were shadowing and  wherever he is, he did 
something good for us. What you think he’s doing now? 

Stamatis:-Maybe writing a poem. He’s a poet. 
 

Iro: 
-Really? And they keep calling poets sissy? I think they’re the ones taking the weather with all 

you after them. Does he know you have bugged him? 
Stamatis:-He suspects it. 

Iro:-What does he do about it? 
Stamatis:-I think he takes it like you do. 

Iro:-What d’ you mean? 
Stamatis: 

-I heard him mumbling some verses as he was writing them, something about giving a good 
example to the bugs. 

Iro:-Wow me! Great minds think alike! 
Stamatis:-You think I may have married a poetress and not known it? 

Iro: 
-This should be underlined by some people in this very room who thought that their very wife 
spied on them. Will you do me a favor? Can you ask to become his exclusive bug so as not to 

miss that poem when he completes it? 
Stamatis:-Are you very curious? 

Iro: 
-Are you very jealous? My poor little dumb-dumb can’t think that now that I feel we’re a real 

couple again I wouldn’t have eyes for anybody else? That I only want to hear that poem to know 
how my words would sound if I had a talent for writing verses? 

Stamatis:-In that case let’s bug him together from now on. 
 

(In the next scene the poet, Mihalis, rising from a table, holds a page in his hand and in another 
part of the stage the couple is listening to his reading wearing one headset each) 

 
Mihalis: 

-Hmm. Let’s see how it comes out: 
(he reads) 

My feelings are real brotherly and best 
for all poor hounds who all the time surround my nest, 

who, with snow or even rain, 
my keepers all around the clock have been ordained, 

who have to use their bugs and mikes to hear 
whatever passes through my mouth or even near, 

songs, swears, and jokes stupid or clever 
within the kitchen or the toilet or wherever. 
My brother cops and hounds you do remain 

listeners and knowers of my every human pain, 
you are and will remain the main witness 

that my passion for my cause and that my sweetness 
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are as constantly with me as I with them. 
Words that otherwise would be forgotten, 

all in your tapes have been recorded and safeguarded 
and when at home in bed at least you’re free to sleep 

through whispers from your lips my songs can find some leaks. 
My gratitude to you for this is really deep. 

Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues. 
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues. 

 
In the next scene the poem is heard played as a song in both the poet’s and in the cop’s house, the 

poet dances it alone and very energetically and acrobatically, on chairs and tables, the couple 
dances it tango-like with many fancy dance postures showing how much in love they really are 

too. In the protracted and ironic “Collea-ea-ea-ea-gues” they all have their legs raised to the same 
direction and same angle and in the manner of musical reviews, burlesque etc.  

Follow up: Stamatis finally combined also tsamiko and zeimbekiko, Iro added ballet 
poses  on toes and also she had the idea to put a red tablecloth  on the dinner table in 

order to remove it and wave it to him like a toreador to make him dance in bull-like poses  
against its redness (symbolic of communism too of course etc) 

(The song is by the German poet Wolf Birman and was put to music by the Greek composer 
Thanos Mikroutsikos) 
 

Suddenly the phone rings at the policeman’s house. He picks it up: 
“Hello…What? I’m coming” 

“What happened?” 
“Turn on the radio and you’ll see. I’m leaving. Oh! My uniform” 

 
The phone rings at the poet’s house. He picks it up: 

“Hello…Didn’t I tell you not to call here. I’m sure I’ m bugged. Oh, you call from a booth. Then 
OK. What? Why didn’t you tell me? I’m coming. Radio? Fuck the radio. I’ve  run out of 

batteries. I’m coming there” 
He puts on a jacket and leaves.  

 
Iro turns on the radio, changes some stations and suddenly she hits on:  

 
“This the Polytechnic. This is the Polytechnic. You are listening to the radio station of  

the free fighting students, of the free fighting Greeks” 
 

Shouts of demonstrators around the Polytechnic are also heard on the radio. They also shout to 
people on buses passing by to get down and join them :  

Down with the junta 
Down with the junta 
Show us solidarity 
Show us solidarity 

Get down from the buses 
Get down from the buses 

Bread schools and freedom 
Bread schools and freedom 

 
CURTAIN FALLS AND REMAINS CLOSED BECAUSE  

A LONG PART OF THE NEXT EPISODE IS PLAYED WITH CURTAIN CLOSED 
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THE PRESENT 
 

(A DVD player plays a scene where a teenager hearing on the radio the broadcasting from the Polytechnic 
stands up, finishes his coffee standing, kisses his mom and  leaves. We freeze the scene where his mom sits 
and listens to the radio on the kitchen table.    
The theater actors are still behind the curtain, we can only hear them  like, at that time, the listeners to the 
radio could only hear the students inside the Polytechnic or  the demonstrators on the streets) 

 
Emmanuelle:  

This the Polytechnic. This is the Polytechnic. You are listening to the radio station of  
the free fighting students, of the free fighting Greeks 
 

The others shout: 
Down with the junta 
Down with the junta 
Show us solidarity 
Show us solidarity 

Get down from the buses 
Get down from the buses 

Bread schools and freedom 
Bread schools and freedom 
We are united and decided 
We are united and decided 

This night will be the death of fascism 
This night will be the death of fascism 

People remember tonight it’s now or never 
People remember tonight it’s now or never 

Sit up and fight they’re sucking your blood dry 
Sit up and fight they’re sucking your blood dry 

People you’re hungry why bow and not get angry 
People you’re hungry why bow and not get angry 
You are in hunger go get some rope  and hang’em 
You are in hunger go get some rope  and hang’em 

MP, SS, you’re people’s torturers/ you’re trash you’re scum, the shame of this land 
MP, SS, you’re people’s torturers/ you’re trash you’re scum, the shame of this land 

 
Emmanuelle reads:  

We need serum injections, fenergan, valium of two milligrams and of five milligrams injectible 
 

Thanasis :  
(sitting next to Emmanuelle and the common microphone but still behind curtains)  

And we need lots of lemons. Tear gas has well started . We also need paper handkerchiefs, and 
plastic gloves and doctors, and whatever an organism needs in lack of air.    

 
MP, SS, you’re people’s torturers/ you’re trash you’re scum, the shame of this land 
MP, SS, you’re people’s torturers/ you’re trash you’re scum, the shame of this land 

This night will be the death of fascism 
This night will be the death of fascism 

 
 (We’re still behind the curtains  but the scene frozen on the DVD is the tank ready to break down the gate 
to Polytechnic. The shouts behind the curtain continue)      
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Voice of Thanasis: 
(still behind curtains. Thanasis  wears a uniform. He deserted and came straight to Polytechnic without 

even changing clothes): 
The soldiers will not shoot  their brothers. Long live the unbent morale of  Greek soldiers. Let’s 
call them to get down from those tanks. 

All shout: 
Get down from those tanks 
Get down from those tanks 

 
Isolated distant shots are heard 

Pause. 
 

Voice of Emmanuelle:  
It’s unbelievable. They tell us Greek officers shot Greek soldiers inside tanks because they 
refused to raise  up arms against their brothers. 
Suddenly the DVD becomes energized. The frozen  tank moves on the screen and  breaks 
down the gate of the Polytechnic and enters the campus’ front yard. The curtain opens and  
for the first time we see the students, standing behind Emmanuelle and Thanasis A. who are 
sitting in front of the microphone on a table. Now they two also rise. The soldiers have not 
reached this room yet but we hear repeated shots from closer distances closer and closer 
and  the sound of caterpillars of tanks rolling. The only slogan they shout before they start 
singing the National Anthem is: 

This night your children are getting murdered 
This night your children are getting murdered 

(the loudspeakers transmit it for repetition into the campus yard and it is repeated as if  by as single huge 
mouth heard on the radio too, like all other slogans so far,  although the people in the yard are also running 
for cover)   

Then the students in the room start singing the National Anthem:  
  

Freedom I  can tell your face by your sword’s horrible sight  
dust and earth you count and measure by your cutting edge’s stride…   

 
At “cutting edge’s stride…” they are interrupted by soldiers jumping onto the stage after  
breaking  into the theater room from its side doors with shots in the air and dashing  with club-
sticks on the shouters. To Thanasis who is seen in uniform and near a microphone two soldiers 
dash and take him away with one pistol at each temple of his. Same treatment for Mihalis  the 
poet who was among the shouters standing and, as it seems, had been not only bugged but also 
known as face to some of the invading personnel.  They hit and make arrests by putting handcuffs 
on people and letting them lying down and guarded by a couple of soldiers, and the rest to go to 
search other rooms too.  
 

 
 
 

CURTAIN 
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THE ABSENT 
(excerpted from the book by Kostoula Mitropoulou “The chronicle of three days”) 

 
(On the stage we see students. On the side doors of the theater room which are left open  

two  of the soldiers who were making arrests walk back and forth dressed in civilian) 
 

On Athens December 3 1973 universities reopened: 
 

Dimitris (somewhat lost, leafing and re-leafing his papers): 
Andreas Zenakos (pause) Alekos Gavriel (pause) Evangelos Anakreontas (pause) Are these 
students absent? 

Nina: 
They’re dead 

Dimitris (angrily): 
What’s your name? 

Nina: 
What’s your name? Who are you? We don’t know you. Our professors are in jail. 

Dimitris (with firm voice):  
Starting today you will have with me eight hours per week. 

(He leans back into his papers, then asks:) 
Who wants to attend class today? 

Vasilis: 
Nobody 

 
(students are leaving one after the other)  

 
Dimitris (loud):  

Where are you going? Come back to your class 
Christos: 

The class is elsewhere. You come there too. This class is full of dead. 
Nina: 

Teach to them patience and prudence if you insist. They’ll sure hear you with full attention. 
Dimitris (baffled):  

Come back. There will be consequences. 
George: 

We know that  
 

CURTAIN 
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THE GUARDS 
 

(A jail setting. Some students are sitting on chairs with their arms handcuffed in front of them so they can 
use them e.g. to smoke as cigarette. Some of them are among the ones arrested in that microphone room. 
George, whom we  also saw walking in civilian in the corridors of the school of the previous scene is the 
guard whom we now see standing in front of them and talking to them)  

 
George: 

If some of you wants to tell us, without any fuss,  who made that radio station let him  think of it 
and in one hour that I will pass again  let him tell me. I’ll come and put you in solitary cells so 
nobody who tells me is seen by the others. I just make this proposal for your sake, because the 
guard coming after me won’t see things my way. I neither want to see you crippled or your 
mothers crying . Some colleagues in here just didn’t give a damn if you end up dead. People who 
answer me always feel a great relief afterwards. If you want to feel relieved talk to me and we’ll 
have coffee together. Until then have a cigarette. Here’s a pack. I’ll light it for you, you’re tied.   

(He approaches  Philip S.) 
Philip: 

It’s not the brand I smoke 
Dimitris: 

OK, you play good guy on Monday-Wednesday-Friday and bad guy on Tuesday-Thursday-
Saturday and your colleague vice versa. And on Sunday you both go to church with your family. 
I’ve seen the movie again.  

George: 
Don’t listen to him. He either confuses me with somebody else or he wants to play smart to you.  
(Kostas and Tasos enter. Kostas is one of the invaders of that night but was not  seen in the corridors of the 
school during class. Tasos was seen both in the corridors with civilian and as an invader in uniform. Now 
they both wear uniforms) 

Kostas (Shouting): 
Hey! Why are you wasting your words with those fucking  assholes? They’ll think we’re in some 
need of asking them, commies,  to please oblige us telling us. Listen here: Truth begins. 

Tasos (calmly but menacingly): 
Listen: here we don’t hug and caress. You’re going to spit blood. Even tough guys who were on 
the streets for years and could get a trimming elsewhere, did spill the beans here. And you nerds 
and teacher’s kids and mom’s kids and butter-ass-kids, think you can take the weather in our 
place? You, for example: Do you know who I am? 

Philip: No, I don’t. 
Tasos: You don’t? Hlaaats! (=slap) 
Kostas: Do you know who I am?  

Vangelis: Yes,  I do.  
Kostas (howling): How can you know me, fucking idiot? (Hlaaats!) Do you know my job? 

Vangelis: No, I don’t. 
Kostas (howling): You don’t? Shithead! Don’t you see I’m a  torturer? (Hlaaats!) 

Tasos to Vangelis:  
So you are the one with the same last name as the shithead next door? You even have the same 
looks. Brothers eh? You big brother betrayed you, sucker! What kind of fucking families are you?  

Vangelis: I don’t believe you. 
Tasos: Are you calling me a liar? (Hlaaats!) 

Vangelis: In front of my brother you’re not even a half-man. He can beat you up even with his 
hands tied. 
Tasos (to Kostas and George) :  Take him downstairs and do to him what I did to his brother 
and he’ll believe me. 
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Before they do that they do something else: They go and bring his brother who is Thanasis. They drop him 
on the floor handcuffed and take Vangelis.  
Thanasis (towards the door): Leave my kid brother alone you stinking farts. He hasn’t even 
finished high school…which you never even started.  

(He rises and sees Tasos who is the only torturer in the room:) 
Aaaah! My little birdie! Remember I told you that if we ever were alone we two I would beat the 
hell out of you even with my handcuffs on? 
Tasos starts running. Thanasis  starts chasing him around the chairs with prisoners. Phillip stretches  his leg 
for Tasos to trip over and Thanasis falls on him and starts beating him with both his fists united since he’s 
tied. 
Look at  the faggot , he doesn’t even defend himself. You bloody cuntpad tell them  to stop that 
on my brother or I’ll kill you here and now. Ah! I found what I’ll do. I’ll keep beating you until 
you ask for help to bring them here. You have a whistle,  don’t you? All you shitmen have. I’ll be 
beating you until you start whistling. I won’t keep you from whistling. If my brother was not 
there I’d first kill you and then I’d make you whistle. I know a way. OK, we start.  
Tasos, still lying down on the floor, face  down,  gets out of his shirt a whistle hung around his neck and 
whistles.  

Thanasis: You blow well. 
Kostas enters and starts laughing at his colleague: 

Kostas:  He did beat you up with his hand tied as his kid brother said? Hahaha! There’s only one 
real man around here.  
Thanasis: And that means you?. Remove my handcuffs and I’ll beat and fuck all three of you 
together. Go bring that other weeping-fart, playing good Samaritan, too. Now you shut your traps 
eh? Scared shitless! Look at some men!    

 
CURTAIN 
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THE STREET 
(Setting : A street on some hour well after midnight. Yiorgos holds a spray and Yiannis holds a bucket) 

Yiorgos: Are you out of your mind? You came with a bucket? 
Yiannis: We’re going to paint aren’t we?  
Yiorgos: We give ourselves away. Are you a look-out help or a loudspeaker for selling things?   
Yiannis: We’ll say we’re wall painters.  
Yiorgos: Who will believe us? Have you seen many wall painters working at 3 in the morning? 
Yiannis: And what are you going to paint with?   
Yiorgos: With the brush of the latest technology. It’s called spray. 
Yiannis: So you’re the painter of the future?   
Yiorgos: We didn’t come here to have  a chat. Be on the look-out until I write “BREAD   
                SCHOOLS AND FREEDOM” 
Yiannis: Come again. I did like that one.   
Yiorgos: Bread schools and freedom 
Yiannis: What does it mean? Did you think it up by yourself?   
Yiorgos: Is it now a time to talk about that? We’ll wake up three buildings  by  the time you                   
                understand. Look what look-out they gave to me! Who ever took into the organization?  
                Who guaranteed for what qualifications of you? Stop talking. 
Yiannis: I won’t stop if you don’t explain to me.  
Yiorgos: What  have we got into! OK: If you have bread and you don’t only think of hunger then  
                you demand schools and education. And he who has education  is not fooled  and   
                knows how to defend his freedom. 
Yiannis: Aaah! That was nice. But it made me hungry.  
Yiorgos: Because it made you think? 
Yiannis: No; because you mentioned bread.  
Yiorgos: Why am I listening to you? Go to the corner to see if anyone’s coming. 
Yiannis: To the corner forward or to the corned backward?  
Yiorgos: I don’t know. Say forward.   
Yiannis: Forward the way you’re looking at me or forward the way I’m looking at you? 
Yiorgos: Get your bucket and get lost in either direction.   

Yiannis (monologizing): 
I play head-or-tails with my life. 

He takes out a coin and tosses it to see in which corner he’ll stand to look out. 
As he goes around the corner for the look-out, Kostas comes round the other corner and noiselessly he 
approaches Yiorgos from behind and taps him with his finger lightly on the shoulder. Yiorgos freezes and 
the spray-writing stops at: BREAD SCHOOLS AND  Also his spray falls from his hand  
Kostas: So we just  had sleeplessness  and we just came for some  night painting to help us go to  
              sleep. Well-well-well, what do I see? Bread and schools. And after schools we’ll also      
              have freedom. You did learn your cute little poem and so did I. Enough talk; just a     
              minute; I’ll  whistle to my colleagues and then first stop is at the police station for a very  
              special sleepless night.  
He takes out  a whistle but in the meantime Yiannis the look-out has come behind him and although he is 
very short jumps high as if in basket ball and buckets him. His whistle falls down , Yiannis picks it up, and 
they both start running while Kostas tries to get the bucket off his head and bangs somewhere falling down 
with the bucker still on his head. Curtain closes and opens and we see the two runners stopped and panting.     
Yiorgos: Fortunately you had the bucket with you. Now I know what the organization saw in  
                you. Guts. This had never happened to me. How about to you?  
Yiannis: I already had three whistles. And this is the fourth one.   
Yiorgos (giving him five): Have you bucketed another three cops you champ?! 
Yiannis: No, I always run into the same cop.    
Yiorgos: Hahaaaa! Oh, how nice that too makes me  feel. That’s terrific! The struggle is now  
               vindicated, as they say. You have seen that graffiti, haven’t you?   
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Yiannis: Yes, but in our case  something else applies even better. 
Yiorgos: What? 
Yiannis: The bucket is now vindicated.  
Yiorgos: You like to joke too, you son-of-gun, eh? Let me kiss you…(smooch)… 

They leave with their arms  on each other’s shoulder.  
 

CURTAIN +CHOIR SINGING THE FIRST STANZA OF THE SONG “THE STREET” 
 

Our neighborhood had its unique and famous story 
not ink on paper, only some paint on some wall 

with one word  “freedom” our own street was full of glory 
some say ’t was  written by some kids while playing ball. 

 
Notes:  

1. It is crucial for the cop bucketed here to be played by the same actor who played the “invincible torturer” 
of the previous episode since younger kids would otherwise remain either terrorized or “convinced”  by his 
“manliness”. So it was played by the same Kostas.                                            
2. Yiorgos had also been played by Christos and by Vangelis P. with the corresponding Yiannis  played by 
Yiannis X and Yiannis L. while Kostas was played by Kostas D . and Yiannis S. Tasos was then played by 
Yiannis P.                                                                                                                                                                     
3. The reason why we say e.g. “Yiannis  was played by…” rather than “the look-out was played by…” is as 
interesting as it is amusing:  It’s only remarkable, understandable and natural (and possibly “expected (at 
least by hindsight)”) that kids entering high schools and seeing the plays by the kids finishing high school, 
when, later on, want themselves to play some of those roles they don’t say “I want to play so-and-so 
fictional or even so-and-so real (even real-and-glorious) character  but say “I want to play e.g. Mihalis (the 
kid who was incarnating the role they liked. Another factor: E.g. Emmanuelle was first played by her older 
cousin Tasa. That’s why we here kept the names of the  acting students  and not some role names.                                                     
4.  The  coin toss to see which corner he would choose was an improvisation of Yiannis S. The basket-ball-
like bucketing of the cop, in Jordan-like style too, was an improvisation by Yiannis L. (a kid whom Yiannis 
wanted to emulate choosing this role).  A common improvisation, or rather initiative, of all students having 
played this skit was to dump the following  protraction of the play (maybe for a good reason they all 
considered that leaving embraced and having the curtain fall, while choir was singing, was the best ending): 
Yiorgos: Oh! The  graffiti was left unfinished. If  the spray had not fallen off my hand when I   
                felt his finger on my shoulder I would say to go back and finish the job. You think they  
                would be there expecting us to ever go back? 
Yiannis:  I did pick it up. It was next to the whistle.  
Yiorgos: What! You’re unbelievable. You’re something else! OK, so let’s go back.  Letting  
                things like  “Bread schools and…” gives me  a bad feeling. It feels half or less than  
                half. The most  important thing is missing. What will people say if they see it half? 
Yiannis: That it was written with  real risk. Its  writer was either caught or had a narrow escape.  
Yiorgos: Can’t you  find us  a better reason for not going back there? 
Yiannis:  Now we are unarmed 
Yiorgos: We were unarmed before too. 
Yiannis: We had the bucket.    
Yiorgos: OK, you convinced me. Yet I leave with a heavy heart.  
Yiannis: You need a nut doctor. 
Yiorgos: What would he say? 
Yiannis: That you have unfulfilled fantasies. Oh! I know a cure. Just write “FREEDOM” on this  
                wall right here and now.  
Yiorgos: OK, that will help. I don’t know what the other people will say when they see a half  
               finished graffiti but I do know what the people of this street will say.  
Yiannis: I know what you mean. I’ll be whistling it while you’re spraying. Don’t jump up. I’ll be  
                whistling it to myself  

Yiorgos writes “FREEDOM” while Yiannis whistles  to himself  and we only see his lips as if whistling 
without sound  and his hand waving  as if he’s conducting. But we do hear the song: from the choir…. 
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THE  APPLE  BELOW  THE  APPLE  TREE 
 

(Mihalis , the poet of the first episode who was arrested with the shouters in the Polytechnic, is in jail, in 
the same cell with  the friend George C. who called him on the phone and was also among the shouters. 
They’re both sitting on a bed. Suddenly George sits up and starts walking up and down) 
 
Mihalis: Do you feel uptight? 
George: What else could it be? Heavy stomach? It’s empty for both of us, isn’t it?  
Mihalis: My uncle was right telling me that it’s better to be beaten yourself than hearing others  
being beaten. It breaks your nerves. It was on purpose that  they put  us here to be hearing all that 
for hours. Let’s concentrate to see how we can react. Panagoulis says that the best break one can 
give himself when in pain is to pass out. That’s why the methodic among  the military police men 
hit with self control so that they don’t make you pass out. So the best thing is to make them so  
angry that they lose self control.  
George:  How did  you recite by heart this whole theory? You sure are a culture-freak.  
Congratulations! You must  have taken after your uncle, the intellectual. Through genes I mean, 
not through studying, since you’ve been playing as much football in the streets as the rest of us. 
So: If we make them angry we did solve out problem? Or we got a sure ticket to getting crippled 
for good?   
Mihalis: No we didn’t solve it, for I don’t know how to make them angry.  
George: What are you talking about? You did solve the difficult part and you got stuck in the 
easy details? Just tell them something involving their mothers or sisters and the four-lettered word 
and they’ll  fly off the ground with rage.  
Mihalis: No, I can’t say  any such thing; it’ll lower the level. 
George: Listen to that guy! And how will we make them angry then? OK, I can only explain 
what you say by your  going bananas with anxiety, just like me. Any different advice? From your 
uncle possibly?  Let me sit down before my knees melt.  
Mihalis: When we were kids my uncle didn’t tell me such advice. Only after I got from high 
school to the university did he. He used to say that between you and the torturer there’s a personal 
battle minute by minute, second by second. He tries to bend you, you try to keep  straight. You 
bring to your mind some nice memories from nature or from girls and you say to yourself: Let’s 
hold a little bit longer, let’s hold  a little bit longer/A little bit longer, let’s now last longer/  
let’s just keep straight a little, control ourselves  a bit, a little bit longer still/we’ll  see the almond 
trees flower, we’ see the almond trees flower, we’ll  see the almond trees full of flowers/ Let’s 
hold a little bit longer, let’s hold  a little bit longer, we’re going to see the marbles, they’re 
shining in the sunlight, the sunlight will make sea waves  glimmer / as the poet and the song go.                                    
George: Oh, my God! You’re in far worse shape than I am. You try to keep straight by 
murmuring  poetry and chanting Mass. Is that some kind of yoga trick from India  or you went 
completely nuts by anxiety? Forget about your uncle, tell me about Panagoulis’ advices . He 
sounds a reasonable guy in comparison. And he’s in jail now. Like us.     
Mihalis: He  writes in a poem  “Let free the proud sobs of your pain but keep your mouth shut at 
the questions of the interrogation. Complete your offer. Go on having pain”. 
George: I got the picture. Invite him to your wedding and he’ll wish you “many happy returns” 
as the saying goes. Tell me: Are you putting me on, or something? I just can’t picture how  you  
say that to a guy in pain. You go over him like a spaced out E.T. and recite poetry not even 
showing proper respect to his suffering?     
Mihalis: (Jumping up from where her was sitting, and howling very wildly over George’s head):                 
                                  Hold strong don’t tell  them nothing. Stand  under the baaar! 
George (Startled so much that he falls on the floor): OK, you big! You convinced me, your uncle 
too, and Panagoulis. But above all the coach of the weightlifting champ who was shouting like 
that about the weight-bar convinced me. OK, I’ll be thinking of you shouting like that to me; and 
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you too think of me shouting that to you, or think of your uncle or of Panagoulis. Or let’s both  
think of the coach. 
Mihalis: If enough of us stand and last a little, the people who want our signatures that human 
rights are respected in these jails  will be unmasked and stripped down in front of the red Cross 
and Amnesty International and they’ll have to release us whether  they want it or not.  
George: Yes I know: Consolation to the dying till they’ve given up the ghost. It’s been nice 
chatting with you but let’s see how we’ll do on the act.  

Iron bars opening and closing are heard  
Mihalis: I’ve just thought of something decent to say to the MP-guards to make them angry. 
George: I admire your timing. As if they are going to have a chat with us.   
 

George G (with a grey moustache) and Miltos enter. First enter George G. , stops, then enters Miltos.  
Both prisoners shout at the same time as if they had arranged it: 

You get paid the cheapest wages  
to beat people of all ages 

George G and Miltos, silent and with abrupt pushes get them out of their cell. 
CURTAIN FALLS AND  REMAINS  CLOSED  AS CHOIR  SINGS THE FOLLOWING:  

There’s two of us, are you uptight?/the clock is striking eight at night/ 
the guard is near, turn out the light/I knew they would be back tonight/ 
Now I can hear, it’s the headguard/the rest are near, the aisle is black/ 
silence in dark before they start/what is well known and they’re good at/ 
The blows are two, the blows are three/they are one thousand twenty three/ 
that hurts in you, that hurts in me/but who’s more hurt we can’t yet see/ 
but who’s more hurt in time we’ll see/But we are two, but we are three/ 
we are one thousand twenty three/we ride the weather and the time/ 
weather with rain and time with pain/counting the hours with blood’s drain/ 
and with the feel of our wounds’ nail… 
 
Let’s go a little bit further, let’s go a little bit further, 
to see the almond trees flower, to see the almond trees flower, to see the almond trees full of flowers 
Let’s go a little bit further, let’s go a little bit further,                                                       . 
we’re going to see the marbles, they’re shining in the sunlight, the sunlight will make sea waves glitter 
A little bit higher, let’s now rise higher, 
let’s raise ourselves a little, let’s raise ourselves a bit, a little bit higher still. 
A little bit higher, let’s now rise higher, 
let’s raise ourselves a little, let’s raise ourselves a bit, a little bit higher still. 
 
The scent of thyme filled up the slaughter house we live in  
the red of sky filled up the ceiling of our cell 
you know the reason guys like you or me are living  
we’re cattle raised just to be slain each in its turn. 
This noon again they came and took you to their office 
I’m counting blows to know exactly how much blood 
they’ll bring you back and we’ll be near behind just one wall 
tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock 
and what could mean this wordless message in between? 
I still hold strong, I still hold good. 
Then in our hearts begin parties and celebrations 
tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock, tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock 
After a while , behind curtain, irons bars with heavy metallic sound, resounding like shots, are heard, like 
every time MP men are going to make their appearance. George G. amd Miltos bring into the cell Mihalis  
and George , with their clothes torn and bloody , and throw them with kicks and pushes to the cell’s ground  
Miltos: Go to hell donkeys’ asses.  
George G: Is your skin made of donkey leather? Hitting you makes our hand more hurt than you. 
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Before leaving the two MP men take their time have a discussion in front of  the prisoners as if all this is 
just business as usual and  routine they’ve grown quite accustomed to.  
The two prisoners turn to their side and are listening to them more and more surprised: 
George G. That’s true. We do get the cheapest wages to beat people of all ages. I’ve been saying  
that since a long time.   
Miltos: You complain? What should I say for doing it for free, just because  I’m doing army 
service? I wish I had even those cheapest wages, to at least get some face in front of my fiancée 
who keeps calling me  penniless, as if she herself had a dowry.  
George G. There’s also another side the issue: Psychological wear and tear. Who pays that to us? 
I haven’t received a bonus after years and years in the service. As if it’s any pleasure for me to 
beat up every random bum and asshole and instead of hearing a “thank you” from the Service, 
having my people in my neighborhood thinking of me as a ruffian and changing streets when 
walking so as to avoid meeting me and telling me a “good morning”. How much should I charge 
the Service for such social isolation? I do get angry but again I take it out on the bums. Whom 
should I beat up? Our boss? Do you think this might be the reason they don’t pay us well? To 
make us feel angry and thus do our job better? Two birds with one stone?  The Service does save 
money and has the job done better at the same time. What a fucking job! The worse they pay you 
the better you do it. What do you say? 
Miltos: These are small details for me. Let me first get to where you are and then I worry for the 
extras.  He who wants too much misses even the little, like the proverb goes. 
They leave but without resounding iron doors, just squeaking. The prisoners remain on the floor while 
talking  
George: So the only thing they didn’t say was that we should also fight for the rights of their 
profession. 
Mihalis: Is it possible that so stupid people do exist? At the beginning I thought I wasn’t hearing 
well because my ears were ringing because of the slaps. Then I saw how attentively you  were 
listening and I said myself that I do hear OK.  
George: You noticed? Each was hearing only what he himself was saying. One was stuck with 
his fiancée not kicking him off for being   penniless,  the other stuck with psychological wear and 
tear.  
Mihalis: He was so close to touching perfection that the only thing that was bugging him was the 
psychological wear and tear.  
George: He must have heard the expression somewhere and he liked it and picked it up for his 
case. 
Mihalis: A case of cerebral shakedown? Or abyss is the souls of man? Answer: Who gives a shit?  
George: Their cheapness is so gross that it’s like a painkiller. I feel as fit as a lark.  
Mihalis: Me too. So why are we lying on our backs like turtles upside down? What are we?  
Women  after  childbirth? Let’s stand up!  
George: Ouch! Aaah!  Can we afford it? 
Mihalis: Ouch! Aaah!  We can’t afford it. 
George: I see the kind of lark you are. 
Mihalis: The same kind as you. 
George: Any Panagoulis verse for our condition? OK, forget it. It will sound like “Surgery 
successful. Patient dead”, or “take him to a funeral and he’ll tell you “may happy returns””. 
Mihalis: Is Mikis OK? “That hurts in you, that hurts in me/but who’s more hurt we can’t yet see” 
George: Such I can make up myself: You be like Christ I like Allah, the two of us all ouch and ah 
Mihalis: You’re fun! You think one day we’re going to be saying this to our nephews and laugh? 
George: You say them to your nephews. Like your spinster uncle.  I’ll be saying them to my 
gran’children. What an idea! Not having a family so as to be free to go to jails and exiles without 
making them unhappy. That’s why people like him are always sour-face. I always preferred his 
friend who was telling us about the greaser’s shit-bucket. Remember?   
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THE APPLE TREE OVER THE APPLE 
(Based on facts from the books by Chronis Missios “Oh, well, you were killed early” and  “Smile, you. Is it 
too much to ask from you?”, and from the book by Kostas Mardas on A. Panagoulis “Rehearsals of death”)   
 
(Two of the students who just entered high school play Mihalis and George C., the two friends we saw in 
the previous skit. They have some similarity in the faces and the bodily build ups of Mihalis and George  
Mihalis’ uncle (a Mihalis too) and his friend George, chatting with him, were played by the older students 
Kostas K., Yiannis L, later by George M., Yiannis  S.) 
Mihalis: Uncle, tell us  the story with  that friend of yours. 
Uncle: Going over the same again? I’ve told you ten times.  
Mihalis: George hasn’t heard it. 
Uncle: What a headache! You   tell him that.  
George: I want to hear it first hand 
Uncle: So you want it first hand. And this means I should get my tongue dry and stiff  by 
repeating it. Aah, if the greaser had  ever imagined what a celebrity he would become!    
Adult George: Hey! Is it the greaser’s story you’re bored repeating to the kids? Shame on you! 
Uncle: But it’s become a full time job! He brings me one by one all his fellow students and there 
we go over and over again. It starts to remind me the proverb “To whom God gives no kids , the 
devil gives nephews”.  
Adult George: OK, since God gave me kids but not nephews, I’m going to tell tem the story 
myself.  
Mihalis: You too  knew the greaser?  
Adult George: I and you uncle were together all those yeas we were carrying rocks. We slept in 
the same tent and in the morning “counting grief by counting  rock stones” as the song goes…  
Uncle: Cut it out. 
Mihalis: Was my uncle such a sour-face  even then?  
Adult George: Has you neck’s back  tried  his hand’s smack, so far?  
Mihalis: No.  
Adult George: Don’t try it in the future either. My neck’s back still remembers it after twenty 
years and it will still remember it for another twenty if I’m still around. 
Uncle: OK, I wish you to live long so as to remember it, but are you ever going to tell the  kids 
about the greaser or are you going to give a speech about us? 
Mihalis: We want to hear about the smack. George wants to hear about the smack too. Right 
George? 
George: Right. 
Adult George: That’s a deal name-mate. Give me five. 
Uncle: See to it that I give you five somewhere  else. My palm feels that itch again. That stuff of 
ours is for us to just remember it, not to say it around.  
Adult George: OK, kidoes, you do see what heat I’m getting from higher up. He feels  itch on his 
palm, I feel  itch on my neck’s back. So we were talking about the greaser:  OK, we had our 
grief…I mean we  were counting our grief …OK, I mean we were carrying rocks at high noon, 
when we heard we would be visited by high officials of the state and their ladies, the guards told 
us to get in shape, washing, saving and all, they gave us decent food, even wine to be in good 
mood and make a good impression when the officials would deliver speeches on our glorious 
ancestors to make them a model for us who had started on a wrong track and help get us back on 
the right one, but the greaser was nowhere to be seen; suddenly, as an official was giving his 
speech, the greaser shows up as naked as born from his mother and carrying two buckets spilling 
shit over the brim ; but he has  also smeared himself all over with shit. He goes near the platform 
and starts, in  a plasterer’s manner,  throwing handfuls of shit to the camp commander and the 
officials and their ladies and their guards, to all of them. The crapfuls were splashing on them, we 
were  blue with  laughter, watching the commander order soldiers to arrest him, and nobody 
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approaching him so shitty, slimy and loathsome he was the way he had smeared himself. What 
could the commander do? Threaten him? With  what? Is a soaked man afraid of rain? He was 
already condemned to death. Would they beat him up? They had already exhausted on him every 
way of beating. So nothing worked with him. So the commander started threatening the guards 
with punishments and during all that the greaser, unhindered, was going on splish-splash 
plastering their suits and uniforms and faces , that’s why he also was called  “plasterer”  after this. 
Then they thy dashed on him, but  the way he was smeared he was also slippery and they could 
not hold him; that’s  how he was named greaser too. Also he was smearing their faces too when 
they were approaching to an arm’s distance. OK, they did beat the hell out of him later. But they 
had already done it before too, anyway. And now he had taken his revenge, on our behalf too,  to 
his heart’s , and to our heart’s, delight. So he became a hero; or rather a celebrity, a hero he was 
already anyway, that island was full of heroes, but he became a celebrity too.  
George: Did you ask him for an autograph?  
Adult George: We did , but he said that his pen had run out of ink and that he only gave 
shitographs. 
Mihalis: Uncle, you had not told me so many details. We were lucky your friend was here and 
told us everything. George, we’re going to tell everything to the rest tomorrow at school breaks.     
George: No, we’re going to tell them at the game’s half-time. Now let’s run to the soccer lot 
early enough or they’ll put other players in our places. 

They  leave running 
Notes: 1. It goes without saying that especially the long paragraphs (short too) are not “actor lines to learn” 
but stories for actors to hear and then just recount them as they would recount some story they had heard.   
2. The uncle’s name was  Mihalis too. Sometimes brothers and sisters of such people gave their kids their   
names  to make them better feel they had a family, since their tribulations did not let them have their own.  
Mihalis: How did you retain every single detail? 
George: It’s because every now and then I brought it to my mind just in case I could answer a 
question I had. How did the greaser think of it? How did he get all that idea? Where do such ideas 
come from?  
Mihalis: I had that question too. I did figure it out , but only after many years. 
George: Shoot. 
Mihalis: He must have though to himself: “You who are brazen enough to suggest, with speeches 
and all,  that the true descendants of Leonidas and the 300 are you and not us who venture to get 
the snake out of its hole. You are up to the neck sunk in shit and wherever one touches you he 
soils himself. I mean that instead of answering us when we tell you to come out like men and say 
what is happening in our country in places like this so that  everybody knows, you blackmail us 
by firing from their jobs our relatives too so as to make not only our own families starve and live 
on neighbors’ alms but also the families of our relatives and friends and so as to make it look as if  
anybody who touches us is polluted. Whereas it’s the other way around. If we touch you and get 
this kind of response,  it’s like we got soiled. Well, I’ll make myself as untouchable as you and 
make you get soiled if you touch me anywhere , but I’m going to make it with real shit, not with 
power’s shit like you do it”. That must be how  the idea occurred to him 
George: That’s why I always called you big! But now the question becomes how did you think of 
it? OK, that’s what intellectuals are for. Ahaa! Now I too got an idea: The greaser must have 
thought to himself: “and then, to rinse shit away I just take a shower or a swim  and that’s it. 
Whereas your shit is here to stay because it’s stuck in your mind and in your soul; in order for 
you too to rinse it off you have to resign from the position you have climbed to and stretched out 
on, and kindly allow me to bet you will never do that. Besides, if you did, you would soon be put 
in our positions on the island and not on the stage giving speeches. So please kindly allow me to 
let you receive this crapful too: Splash! Now how did I think of it? Wow to me! And re-wow! 
Look at myself! Who am I? An art critic? You did make a culture-freak of me too! Sleep under 
the same tent with culture- freak  and next morning you’ll wake up being an intellectual yourself.  
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Mihalis: Look at him! His cackling over his egg  is longer than his hatching. And your reflexes 
are world record. We slept together over twenty years ago and the idea only occurred to you now; 
Hmm! It was fun OK, but admittedly it also was quite an idea; I mean the one with “I’ll take a 
bath and the shit will  be rinsed off ” 
George: So you did like that? Oh! I thought it might make your palm itch for another smack on 
me. Remember?      

CURTAIN FALLS TO CHANGE SETTING 
 

CURTAIN REOPENS   
 
(George and Mihalis  looking twenty yeas younger (i.e. at their mid  twenties) and a third friend,  Philip 
(played  by Philip G.) are in suits , all three wearing neckties too (which George and Philip are loosening), 
coming out of a courtroom)  
 
George:  Did you realize what penalty we received? Can you figure it out? Each got five times a 
life sentence and four times a death sentence. How many times crazy or drunk are they? What are 
you talking about your honor? If you execute us even once why are we going to serve out  the life 
sentence? And if we live to serve out even one life sentence how are you going to execute us? Let 
alone serving five life sentences.  Can we guarantee you we can reach Noah’s age, or whoever it 
was who lived to be five hundred? Did you, by any chance, get drunk first thing in the morning? 
To pay all due respect to your court we dressed in out best clothes, I even borrowed my brother’s 
suit. And you, instead of honoring your own  courtroom, came drunk? And then you went on us 
like “get that many years and deaths, just in case you felt a shortage”. 

 
Enters George G. (without a moustache and looking twenty years younger too) 

 
George G: Are you taking your time, chatting? Come to the cage-van quick; before I get angry. 
We’re going back to jail. 
Mihalis: “Get angry”? You clown didn’t hear what sentence we got? From now on all you can do 
to us is to fart our balls. 
George: You clown made the intellectual speak like us the dock-porters? I’ll let my union know 
that you want to make us unemployed. 
 

The voice of his mother, Despoina, is heard “Mr Policeman! Mr Policeman!” 
 
George G. (to Mihalis and George): I would show you but somebody’s calling me. 
 

He returns with Despoina at his side: 
 
Despoina: There is God. The shameless will find it from Him. God  how do I hold myself up? 
George: Oh, mom, c’mon! Cool it. Go home to calm down. You’ll also freak us out if you stay 
here. Come tomorrow to get the suit before I ruin it in the execution. 
Despoina: AAAAH!  (sudden, short and heart-rending because of the sudden image he caused 
her. And she falls down because she passed out)    

HLAAATS! (Mihalis smacks George shouting to him:) 
Jerkoff ! Is that a thing to say to one’s mother? 

 
CURTAIN FALLS TO CHANGE SETTING 

 
CURTAIN REOPENS   

All three of them in a cell. No neckties.  Low lighting indicates it’s just before dawn. They are dressed and 
sitting on the same bed. 
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Three heavy metallic sounds in a distance are heard. Resounding like shots. Philip speaks for the first time:  
 

Philip: Well, well, well! Guess who is coming for a social visit! 
Mihalis: Life goes uphill  
George: Culture up to death! What would happens to a culture-freak if he didn’t make such 
comments? Death by lack of air?  

Rhythmic steps,  as if by a small group walking synchronized, approach and stop in front of their cell. 
George: Hello Georgie boy! Come on in! What’s keeping you?  Did we lock by mistake? We 
didn’t mean to! 

The lock is heard unlocking. George G., enters 
George G:…….before opening his mouth he stares at each of them successively………. 
Finally he says: 
George G: Philip Ioannou 
 After a short pause Philip rises in a decisive manner , as if ready since long enough,  saying to  George G. : 
Philip: Let’s go. 

George G. doesn’t move , nor speaks. Philip goes to the door looks again at the guard and says: 
Philip (more loudly): I said go. 

When George G. starts moving Philip looks at the others and says:  
Philip: We, have already said our goodbyes.  
The others are as if frozen by gloom, and don’t even sit up. When the door has been locked and the 
rhythmic steps start to go away, they spring up at the same moment and run to the door and sticking to it 
they shout at their top of their lungs:    
Mihalis: Goodbye Philip brothaaaaa! 
George: We’ll remember you forevaaaaa! 

Both aaaaa’s (at the end of brothaaaaa and forevaaaaa are loud not only in order to be heard but  also  
in order to cover the rising sob; in a way each aaaa is also the sob that it covers.  

They drag their steps back to where they were sitting and sit in the low lighting in gloom.  
While still walking George says: 

George: Well, forever is relative. We mean forever until our turn. Any day now.  
The steps are lost in the distance , then the door with the three metallic sounds is heard. A few seconds later 

we hear howled orders:  
At readyy! Fire 

Resounding shot  of some guns in unison. Immediately after the shot the following song is heard by a 
cassette so as to contain the resounding instrumental, drum based,  ending after the ending of the lyrics:  

…It shines behind those iron bars 
     and life calls brothers buried 

     It shines behind those iron bars 
     and life calls brothers buried 

Dead called to life by bells’ toll calling to the living  
Dead called to life by bells’ toll calling to the living 

This earth belongs to them and to us as long as we’re breathing 
This earth belongs to them and to us as long as we’re breathing 
With so many colors and so many leaves sun calls you to life 

with so many nods and so many shouts freedom shines earth to sky 
It shines behind those iron bars 

and life calls brothers buried 
It shines behind those iron bars 

and life calls brothers buried 
Dead called to life by bells’ toll calling to the living  
Dead called to life by bells’ toll calling to the living 

This earth belongs to them and to us as long as we’re breathing 
This earth belongs to them and to us as long as we’re breathing 
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When some of us get killed, when some of us get killed  
When some of us get killed, when some of us get killed  

we and life continue to go uphill 
we and life continue to go uphill  

 
CURTAIN FALLS TO CHANGE SETTING AND REOPENS 

A projector   projects, at the same time, as snapshots on the wall of the cell facing the audience, two scenes  
we have seen:  The three prisoners (George, Mihalis, Philip) sitting, facing entering George G., the guard, 
in his young age, then the two other young prisoners  (George Jr. and Mihalis Jr.) sitting in the same cell 
facing entering George G., the guard, in his older age (with a grey moustache). It is kept on the wall for as 
long as the following song is heard from the choir.        
 

Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry, 
one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry. 

Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them 
will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world. 

 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, again you’re going to hate them, 

one, strong and youngest won’t be found, 
for the most bitter turn he’s bound, 

the lonely one, lonely and brave and the most beloved. 
This one you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses, 

you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces. 
 

This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded, 
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too, 

now that they’ve taken him from here, 
the lonely one, the young, the brave, the one the most beloved, 

for him only I, 
I, I, I, I am waiting. 

 
The last stanza is sung by the leader of the choir (Despoina A.)  alone.  

The projector now projects two  short film at the same time , next to each other. George G. as young guard, 
is seen closing the prison door to the street outside behind the two young friends their personal things rolled 
under armpit, and  George G, as graying guard, is seen closing the same door behind their two new 
counterparts. Both scenes under the song:  
 

  When I step out of this jail’s door,  
nobody for me will be waiting, 
cafés will empty as I walk in,  

and old friends will have been migrating. 
 

CURTAIN FALLS TO CHANGE SETTING AND REOPENS 
 
The two young men will be sitting at a park’s bench, then they will be talking in a hut with the two older 
friends, who were possibly in hiding as experienced organizers of anti-junta resistance. The encounter 
scene will be silent, then  the two young men, on the bench again, will have the following conversation:  
George: Now I see  why our name-mates used to be so uptight about discussing those old days. 
Mihalis: It was a coincidence that it was Philip and not one of them who was shot that night after 
which legislation changed.  
George: Ever since, with every change in their life, marriage, kids etc, they would think of what 
Philip would be doing if not shot.  
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 (Is there any kind of happy ending or catharsis for this story? The projector  shows (as snapshots; not  in 
motion) the faces of the two couples of friends  thirty  years after the fall of the junta , in two parallel 
photos . The younger couple is graying the older is completely white haired. Then the picture of the white 
haired couple becomes animated:) 
Mihalis: What triggered all those memories we’ve been reminding to each other? 
George: God bless the big tall, Theodorakis, who’ll give the concert on the island itself, for those 
of us who are still living  to show it to our gran’children and to pride in having helped a bit 
ourselves to the world’s change. 
Mihalis: To have concerts there where we know what was happening.  
George: History’s comeback as the big tall calls it. It turned out real. Remember when we were 
asking the guards what would they have to tell their gran’children? I mean us who did not plan to 
remain  eternal bachelors. And the tall was telling the guards “When your tanks will have become 
rust, people will still be singing my songs. And even  on this very island there will be a concert.” 
Wow! Was it I who remembered that ? Not you? Culture is contagious it seems. You’re tall too, 
that explains it. You the tall ones, contact it to us*. Will we   go to the concert! Hell, even 
swimming we’d go! I’ll go with children and gran’children. Are you coming with our bunch? 
Mihalis: My nephew Mihalis and his friend George, your name-mate, have also invited me. But 
we can make the two bunches join each other. 
George: Who? The two brats who were asking us about the greaser on their way to streetfield-
ball? What became of them? Are they now students? What am I talking about? We lost each other 
for so many years that I didn’t ask you. They already were students when they had come to the 
hut, so now they have bunches with kids about to get married or even have gran’kiddies of their 
own. They’ll be asking us again about our youth? 
Mihalis: No, we’ll be asking them about their youth. They have their own stories. Theirs was the 
Polytechnic’s generation.  
George: How years pass! 
Mihalis: But…OK, “Drop it. It hurts”, as the song goes. 
George: I got it. That’s what I too thought, but I didn’t mention it because it always  makes you 
either angry or spooked. Aaah, Philip, you should have seen the comeback of history, but you see, 
you were killed early, it was your number that came out on the lottery-wheel that night…Early? 
Early, my foot! It was only  the next day all death sentences became life sentences. Yours was the 
last execution in the country for years to come…OK, I’m spooked too. I drop it. Tell me about 
our name-mates in the Polytechnic. What a generation that one too! Remember the kind of men 
we saw in those days? What a catapult Panagoulis was to his judges! And his guards sometimes 
were pleading with him, or sometimes they were crucifying him, to make him sign a petition for 
grace so as to  spare the junta the obligation to either kill him and be exposed to the international 
community or to not apply the death sentence and look  yielding to the people they wanted to 
terrorize. And on those petitions , instead of signing, he just wrote messages to their leader  like 
“Hi arch-clown and arch-buffoon”; and they went from mock execution to mock execution  just 
in case they could scare him. But they made  more and more ridiculous asses of themselves, not 
being able to bend him even with subjecting him to Christ’s passions as the expression goes or, 
rather,  in his case it was not an expression. It was their everyday routine and practice for years.        
Mihalis: It’s like the proverb “May God  keep  you  from what your strength can stand”. Just 
imagine: he had said that before he got into  this  he was te kind of person who faints at the 
dentist’s if he sees blood. You see he was a poet too, like those on the island. But when they 
started asking him about names and hideouts of the people he worked with he became a rock. 
They never got one word from him.      
George: And Ritsos as young poet on the island?! When we asked him how he could stand as 
much as a tough guy like the greaser he said that to get used to seeing blood before ending there  
* We conclude that this Mihalis is taller than this George. To make the song “…you’ll see them again” 
apply, all the Mihalises are chosen to be students  taller than all their peer Georges. 
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he used to go to the slaughter houses. And Panagoulis’ poems, since he didn’t have pen and 
paper, started as poems on the wall written with blood. And some guards, seeing what he stood 
through, felt as such total zeros that they risked not only bringing him pen and paper but also 
smuggling the poems out of prison to pass around from hand to hand. Some people’s will woke 
up only after they saw his will.  
Mihalis: My nephew told me that in those times he was the idol of all the young and that the 
feeling somehow was that he was the one giving the people outside jail courage and support, not 
the other way around, and that when some of them were also caught they felt a giant was backing 
them from wherever he was,  and was telling them to go on and not be bent by anything. A 
Chinese proverb says that if you try to silence truth  through freedom , then the prison walls 
become loudspeakers and  shout it louder. Wasn’t this what happened here? The jailers 
themselves propagated the poems.     
George: I wish I saw the face of that bigshot  politician hearing that! I only saw his mug  when 
he said that bullshit about “poets being lumps”. Hey! You made me listen to Chinese proverbs? I 
thought proverb books were sissy stuff. Sometimes you even make me think that “culture-freak” 
is not an insult. By the way: Remember when in the trials of the torturers after the junta’s fall that  
torturer was shouting that Panagoulis was very cruel to his torturers  because he despised them 
and was swearing at them all the time and that he continued this in court by not calling him a 
mister?  What a brain-shake! That clown was quite an event. 
Mihalis: The craziest of all things was that he went over to congratulate Panagoulis for his 
oration as a witness, when he testified against him.  
George: You only know up to there? 
Mihalis: Is there a sequel? 
George: You missed the best: he pushed his hand into Panagoulis’ to congratulate him and when 
Panagoulis said “I again feel the touch of shit on my hand” he said to him “My Alekos, you had 
said  that to me so many times that I’ve grown  used to it”. Is there a Nobel for brain imbalance? 
This guy sounded almost nostalgic as if sharing nice memories! Just fancy that one!: “You had 
said that to me so many times , my Alekos…”. Oh, I just conceived a slogan to shout:  “Follow 
the way, opened by the greaser”. It must be because of the shit line I’ve  just quoted. History 
repeats itself, “each one you see now you’re going to see again” as the song goes. You’re making 
a culture-freak out of me. Only when I’m with you I feel verses coming.  
Mihalis: Strange: Only when I’m with you I hear about shit and feel I’m hearing about poetry.  
George: So our collaboration does pay off. Oh: So the song “Each one you see now you’re going 
to see again” was not only about predicting that we would get out of jail at some point, and our 
families would see us again  because the trials that gave us life sentences were illegal, but also 
about predicting that the new generation would have the likes of us going on with the story we 
too helped go on. 
Mihalis: Most  true.   
George: Let’s go and  have something to eat. Too much thought makes me hungry. Or better 
postpone more thinking for tomorrow? Or how about next Monday? 
Mihalis: Do you want me   too to surprise you too  with a funny story that you don’t know? If 
you knew it you would have mentioned it right  now. 
George: Shoot. 
Mihalis: OK, Panagoulis had that cell specially built to be like grave with not even enough room 
to stand up.  But it was in the middle of the MP camp’s yard so as to have no neighboring cells 
and to be visible from anywhere lest he escapes or is approached by anybody. This positioning 
gave him one advantage. Every evening, when the soldiers who had an exit were preparing to 
leave, Panagoulis made a voice theater show playing two voices, the penniless folk comic hero 
for centuries , Karagiozis and  the folk poor-devil symbol, Hatziavatis,  to whom  Karagiozis is  
always sarcastic for reasons depending on the title of each episode, e.g. for trying to be a newly 
rich,  a charmer, an ass-kisser of some bigshot etc.,  and whom by the end he always gives a 
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beating. So Panagoulis put himself in the position of Karagiozis  and the director of the jail in the 
position of Hatziavatis and made a new episode every evening, specially timed to be just a while 
after the exit, so that the director seeing the soldiers not leaving, knew they did want to hear the 
episode and were not just passive listeners. To the beating that Karagiozis gave to his victim,  
Panagoulis added a fucking. So he was making all the time an ass of the jail’s director who just 
could not  do anything to stop it since he did not have any means with which to threaten 
Panagoulis. The only thing that had not been tried on him was to expel him from prison. At one 
point, under the pressure of international public organizations and foreign governments, the junta 
gave amnesty to all political prisoners and they had to announce to him too that he was free. But 
he said “Just for you not to think that you are doing me a favor,  since I do you a favor if I leave, 
since you need to satisfy the people who pressure you, I will not leave unless you bring me 
French cologne and a passy of soldiers to give me honorary salute as I will be getting out of the 
yard”. To at last get rid of him and of his evening  voice-show the  director , fed up, sent for the 
cologne and for the soldiers, most of whom did mean their honorary salute to him anyway. That’s 
the way he got out. What do you say? Hasn’t Panagoulis left  you speechless once more?  
George: He  made my day and my night and my tomorrow day. And my week. And…Oh, this 
calls  for a  big-big treat to you who made my night and day etc by telling me all this. So I won’t 
treat you dinner in a souvlaki stand. We’ll go to a bouzouki place. I’ll also treat you a basket of 
gardenias. I give them to you, you   offer them to whoever you like, I can’t make suggestions to 
you wild bachelors or monks, I’ve never figured which of the two you intellectuals are. Some, 
even good friends,  have even said that you are either…Oh! What an asshole I am. What am I 
talking about after eighty years of friendship? And on such a day of celebration! Gaaad! What a 
story! Aaah, Philip, it’s such stories too I feel sad you lost. Greaser, Philip, Panagoulis,  to your 
health we’ll drink, we’ll wish you to live one thousand years…Well, where you are you’ll live a 
thousand and a million….Oh, I also mean you’ll be remembered for as many. Did I think of that 
too? Thanks for the story culture-freak… 

 
CURTAIN FALLS  

 
Until the setting changes (not much. This was a living room, now we’ll only go to a living room somewhat 

less ascetic  than an a leftist intellectual’s) 
              
A projector in the meantime projects on the curtain, or on a screen attached to it,  the following paragraph, 
(or a student or instructor, among the ones  who help students rehearse, reads  it or freely renders it)  

 
It has been customary in Greece since even antiquity to accompany the recounting of tragedies, 
after their catharsis, with comedies on  related subjects. Like happy ending doesn’t necessarily 
mean comedy as we saw, conversely, too, comedy does not necessarily mean happy ending, it 
just means not skipping the comic details that are a frame around tragic pictures , as frequently as 
the tragic details may be frames around comic pictures, since the separation into comedies and 
tragedies is made by human  activities like classification, it is not made by life herself. The 
comedy accompanying the tragic trilogy “Prometheus fire bearer” , “Prometheus bound” and 
“Prometheus unbound”  was “Prometheus inadvertent arsonist”. Is there any kind of comedy that 
can accompany the catharsis and happy end to the stories we saw of juntas and liberators and is as 
accurate historically as they were? Yes there is, and no need for bibliography is needed to 
confirm what we’ll see; a mere  glance at the memory archives of all of us about us, our families, 
and our  relatives will show  more parallels to all of the people  we will now meet than parallels 
to the people we’ve already met. 
 
 

CURTAIN OPENS: 
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THE IN-LAWS AND THE OUTLAWS 
 

(Cast: Mom played by Rosa, dad by Vangelis, mother in law by Kelly, couple (Iason and Effie) played by 
Panagiotis and Vaso. Later Rosa was played by her younger sister Olga and Vaso by Emmanuelle) 

 
(Setting: Living room) 

 
Vangelis: 

-That was it! She’s going to hear it even in jail! Everybody knows. Our only daughter has made 
asses of us in the whole neighborhood. And it’s not just the neighborhood. In the office even the 
chairman knows. A director like me who had never given the least...Aah! here we are now, a 
director looking for acquaintances in the police...I even called up that asshole cousin of yours 
who had trapped us out of that inheritance. I don’t even want to remember what he told me. 

Rosa: 
-What did he tell you? His daughter’s father in law is in the police. He could help. 

Vangelis: 
-Nope! He said that our so smart and cute daughter has no right to make an ass of him too just 
because she liked the company of bums. What we let her become a student for? That’s what he 
asked me. He kept his daughter at home until marrying her. That’s a daughter’s place. Her place 
is not near students with whom God only knows what they discuss and what they do when they 
are together. 

Rosa: 
The good-for- nothing idiot is again talking out of jealousy. He’s never talked good of anybody! 
And quite a bargain of a husband he did find for his daughter. Drugstore assistant. Big deal! 

Vangelis: 
-Jealousy or non-jealousy, it’s me who will be losing face and asking for favors with the kind of 
upbringing you gave your daughter. 

Rosa: 
-Aristidi,. read my lips. Cut all that about upbringing. My kin did not include fellahs like your 
cousin Miltos. And you almost insisted on our daughter making his valuable acquaintance 
because not having married and not having kids he wanted to see his nephews and nieces. What 
was Miltos looking for in exile islands, Aristidi? And why was he caught among the first this 
time? And why was it your daughter who would visit him in jail to take him cigarettes? Don’t you 
think they have a record on her? Or even on you? And you have the nerve to talk about my kin? 
And the upbringing I gave her? 

Vangelis: 
-OK, OK, that’s beside the point right now. 

Rosa: 
-Oh yeah? When it’s about your kin it’s beside the point? 

 
Vangelis: 

-Woman, quiet down. We got to figure what to do. 
Rosa: 

-Sorry Aristidi, you’re right. I’m just too upset, and the least detail gets on my nerves…And what 
about our in-laws? Have you thought of that? 

Vangelis: 
-I’ve told you not to see them as our in-laws until you see the wedding. 

Rosa: 
-You and your jinx! Bite your tongue. 

(Knock-knock on the door. Rosa opens and says:) 
-Oh! You name her, you see her. We were just talking about you, fellow-mom-in-law! Coffee? 
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Kelly: 
-Such a problem in your family and you find the time to talk about me? Aaah! Youths today have 
lost heir minds. I’ve not sat down since early morning visiting people who might be of help. But 
I’ll tell you straight because I never lie. I absolutely disagree with the kind of upbringing you 
gave your daughter. May God forgive me for what I’ll say but I’m only striving for my son who 
has lost his sleep and not for you daughter who, after all, asked for it. I almost reached divorce 
with my own husband. Agisilaos has not talked to Iason for two days. He started softly “Iason, 
son, a student with a scholarship like you having company like that!” and in no time they were 
quarreling at the top of their lungs, and I was running around to close windows, these are not the 
days neighbors should hear a family’s political arguments. But I tell you to your face. If it 
becomes a matter between me and Agisilaos I’d rather my son left your daughter and be spared… 

Rosa: 
OK, I do see your point, but don’t stretch it that far! Effie was disoriented in a way that Iason 
could have been disoriented too. 

Kelly: 
Yes, but Agisilaos was always watching over. A real watchdog. 

Rosa: 
D’you hear that Aristidi? And if he was such a watchdog over a son , imagine what a watchdog 
he’d be over a daughter! 

Vangelis: 
-To the point!. Come to the point! Any acquaintance found finally? 

Kelly: 
-Fortunately. Iason’s godfather is a general. He called up the prison director and he said that it’s 
up to him to let Effie out. But we should be giving a hand too. 

Vangelis: 
-We?! 
Rosa: 

-In what way? 
Kelly: 

-Some foreign journalists will be visiting the jail. Effie speaks good English. You can tell her to 
speak on behalf of all prisoners and say that the jail conditions are good. And to be smiling not 
look down or worn out, nobody will be mistreating her. Take her a bowl of her favorite dish to 
improve her mood. 

Vangelis: 
-She’s real pig-headed, but I do have something in mind that is worth trying. 

Rosa: 
-Why don’t you say to Iason to come along? I too have something in mind but Iason with us will 
make everything easier. I’ll tell her to dream with him about their household, I’ll tell her about 
the furniture you and I ordered, I’ll tell her what joy it’s going to be for all of us if they give us 
the grandchildren we’re waiting for. 

Kelly: 
OK, but don’t overdo it because she’s a smart girl and she’ll give you the cold shoulder. You 
cook Effie’s plate and I’ll tell the general to ask when visitors are allowed. 
 

Curtain falls to change to the setting  a jail’s visiting room setting.  
Waiting for it to re-open we hear the following song from the choir:  

 
We’re law abiding citizens our own business we’re minding 

we never had any mix-ups for which we should be hiding 
we just cared that our interests to our way would be coming 

and all our deals, medium or small, like clock were always running. 
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The way the things have now turned out, prison with chain and fetter 
a rebel in the family makes us look worse not better 
a rebel in the family makes us look worse not better 

 
What shame what shame this kid brought to our name, 
what shame what shame this kid brought to our name. 

 
Curtain reopens  

(Prison, wire net between parents and imprisoned daughter ) 
Rosa: 

-But my little girl always liked meatballs. Even as a baby. What’s wrong now? Is it out of 
solidarity to your fellow prisoners you don’t eat? Oh, my poor little baby! Always sacrificing 
herself for others. How well I understand you! You take that from me. I’m such a humanitarian 
myself. Share them with everybody. That’s why I cooked them in our big pot. 

Vaso: 
-Mom, are you out of your mind? Do you really mean to tell me to take your meatballs to the 
prisoners and then all play happy to the foreign journalists that will come to ask about the jail 
conditions? 

Rosa: 
-Oh, well, our nation is poor and can’t feed all prisoners good dishes, but out of kindness it allows 
relatives to bring their own food. Don’t you at least recognize that? 

Vaso: 
MOM! Do you know what’s going on in here? I’m only not telling you to spare you some deep 
worries. 

Rosa: 
-Is this a way to speak to your MOTHER? Aristidi , say something, too! Am I supposed to say 
everything myself? 

Vangelis: 
-You the young forget one thing. It’s not you who’ll change the world. If the world was going to 
be changed by the young it would have already been changed since we ourselves too have been 
young. And what did your uncle Miltos accomplish? He impaired his health, his life is full of 
wear and tear and the grand total sum is zero. No result. No change. 

Vaso: 
-Let’s leave that subject or we’ll have an argument and this is not what I want. You are quite 
upset already, I see no reason to stop saying “hi” on top of that. OK? 

Rosa: 
-Listen to the way she’s speaking to her parents themselves! Aristidi what was the idea of 
bringing up Miltos at this hour? Baby, listen, Iason adores you, get out of here and marry him. 
He’s right here out of the door longing to talk to you. We leave you two little birdies say all you 
so much wanted to say to each other. So we don’t say good bye yet. Say your own things and 
we’ll be back. 

Vangelis: 
And hey, man, be a realist. You’re an idealist? You want to change society?. Right on! I’m with 
you! I congratulate you. I admire you. But find first a position with power and prestige so that 
your opinion can count and so that what you propose can make a difference. Be somebody. 
Amount to something.. How are you going to do it? Are you going to kick on the pricks barefoot? 
More pricks than kicks, as the saying goes. 

Rosa: 
-OK, Aristidi, OK! Well done! And quite enough! Let’s leave now, the kids will have so much of 
their own to talk about. Let’s go. 
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Act three 
(They go out, Iason comes in almost running) 

Iason: 
-Effie, are you alright? I haven’t closed an eye. Shit! What am I talking about? Is it my staying up 
that counts or yours? In this hell! Fortunately my godfatheris a general and they allowed me to 
see you. 

Effie: 
-Iason, it’s not enough to stay up about me. Solidarity to me can’t help much. It’s on the night of 
the invasion to the Polytechnic you should have stayed up. To express your solidarity to the 
struggle like we all did.  

Iason: 
-Effie this is no time for heroism. Things will only change gradually. Foreigners will also help. 
We can help too by taking our degrees and finding positions with power and prestige. 

Vaso: 
-How will the foreigners help? Finding even prisoners well-fed with borrowed meatballs? 

 
Iason: 

- Effie, you’re something else! You never lose your sense of humor! 
Vaso: 

-I don’t lose it so that my folks not lose their sleep. I would pity them if they could even imagine 
what goes on in here. But I wouldn’t hide it from you. 

Iason: 
-Don’t tell me. I heard about it. Did they hit you too? 

Vaso: 
-If that is the only thing you care about I don’t answer you. Why don’t you ask whether they hit 
others? Must it be my turn before you care?  

Iason: 
-If I only had some high position of power and prestige and resign and make asses of them in 
front of the foreign journalists! 

Vaso: 
-But you even went along with my parent in the plot of deceiving foreign journalists with those 
meatballs! Are you that influenced by them? Are we going to implement things we were taking 
as jokes? You know what my mother used to say to my uncle Miltos? Vote for the right for the 
time being until we straighten out our finances and when the elections can’t rock the boat 
anymore we can all vote left and straighten out our beliefs too. 

Iason: 
-Oh, Effie, joking even in jail! I can’t help saying it again. That’s why I admire you. 

Vaso: 
-No, I’m not joking. And find something harder to admire. It’s in this jail that my eyes opened. In 
your school not everybody has been caught. The organization is still in business. The kids are still 
there. Waiting for you like for others. 

Iason: 
-So what do you propose? 

Vaso: 
-Make up your mind. Don’t waste your time visiting me here. Do something against the junta and 
if you get caught you’ll feel me near you either in this jail or in any other. But try not to get 
caught so that you manage to have some action. If you only dream of our household and our 
moms’ furniture and of their grandchildren and of positions of power and prestige, then just find 
another bride. With some dowry too. 

Iason: 
-Effie I don’t recognize you. 
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Vaso: 
-I wonder if I ever knew you. 

Iason: 
-Effie, I’m not saying this in a bad sense. I mean I admire you and I’ll think very seriously 

everything you’ve told me. 
(Suddely mom rushes in, outraged, dad is following, obviously they were eavesdropping) 

Mom (Rosa) to her daughter: 
-You shithead made a moron out of him too and he sits and listens to you instead of slapping you 

back to your senses? We had hoped he would take you out of here and this idiot has almost 
signed in here. I knew all those come-and-go’s with Miltos’ cigarettes in jail would not have a 

happy ending.  
Vaso: 

-Iason, please just take them and go away before I say any words I don’t want to. 
Dad (Vangelis): 

-But visitor’s time has not ended. You’re still free. 
Vaso: 

-I end it myself. And concerning  “free” just forget it. The prisoners are you out there, not us in 
here. Bye. And have a nice freedom. 

Curtain falls under the sound of the song “The free and the beautiful live behind bars” 
(All the beau-, all the beautiful and free now 
live behind, live behind some prison bars…) 
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Instead of bowing to the audience before leaving , the actors all go on stage, the choir also joins them there,  
and all of them together sing “Sun of Justice” which most of the audience knows and can sing with them:   

 
Sun of Justice 

Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind 
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize 

please don’t turn your eyes away from my 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my 

please don’t turn your eyes away from my country 
my country. 

 
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine 

her high mountains are proud and eagle-like 
and her houses when painted white 
and her houses when painted white 

and her houses when painted white shine 
when her sky is blue and bright. 

 
I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time 
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right 

and I call my old friends and pals 
and I call my old friends and pals 
and I call my old friends and pals 

shouting threats and splashed with blood. 
 

Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind 
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize 

please don’t turn your eyes away from my 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my 

please don’t turn your eyes away from my country 
my country. 

 
 

A minute’s silence for the fallen students 
 

National Anthem by actors, choir and audience  
 

Departure of the audience  
(under the sounds of a happy and sunny song , “The ballad of  Andrew the hunchback”.  See next page:)   
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Andrew was sleeping rocked by sea,                                                                                   
cool in the shadow of his tent boat,                                                                                    

breeze just caressed him and his dream                                                                                 
was full of sun and full of girl’s talk. 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                   
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                   

oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                       
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

 

Hot summer noons Andrew and we,                                                                                   
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,                                                                                  

we dived and swam in open sea,                                                                                      
never so glad before or after. 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                    
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                   

oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                        
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                            
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

 

Then came old winter’s bad long face,                                                                                 
our crazy team went back to city,                                                                                     

something pushed your heart out of pace,                                                                              
hold on, old Andrew, what a pity! 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                    
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                  

oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                        
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

 
 
 

The material after this page  is distributed in Xerox form by way of theater program as home reading. 
(But out of the material announced on the program of page 512 we’ll only include what does not   
overlap things we have seen in detail in the context of Overground. E.g. the cinematograher’s  views 
on brainwash versus history lessons were part of Bunuel’s points(see pages 471-472)) 
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Upshot: 
Many people wonder sometimes if the events in the Athens Polytechnic on November 17 of 1973 were  the 
reason of the fall of the junta. Some wonder in order to learn, because they were then small kids or not even 
born; others wonder in order to answer that that sacrifice had no meaning because it had nothing to do with 
the fall of the junta; and others wonder in order to answer that this sacrifice did have a result because it was 
the beginning of the end of the junta. Some, thinking in a more coolheaded way and not through discharges 
of an  emotional charging up, whether positive or negative, answer to this question  that this sacrifice, like 
also the events in the Athens Law School and the events in the funeral of George Papandreou, were what 
exposed the junta to the international public opinion which the junta was trying to convince that Greeks , in 
their majority, did accept the dictatorship; and, therefore, that these events canceled the plan of the junta to 
create a situation in which political parties would, supposedly, do exist,  mock elections would do take 
place, but behind everything , the junta would again be the supervisor, coordinator and decision maker. It is 
also natural to wonder about the result expected, and about  the answer  given to themselves, by those 
young men who in those three days had closed themselves in the Polytechnic without knowing if they 
would get out alive or if they would even  end up in one of the junta’s torture chambers.  Many of them had 
the hope that in this way they might contribute to the awakening of the awareness of many fellow citizens 
or to the activation of those of them who needed no awakening. Many had the hope that in this way they  
might help to brief and sensitize  the international community.  Some might have heard that some foreign 
journalists , prior to the events in the Athens Law School about ten months ago, had written that Greek 
youth was the most docile youth of Europe  and did not  walk in pace  with the movements that disputed 
the establishment and had started to often  stir other nations.  Some were responding to concrete political 
analyses and a conscious political stance, others had been awakened by the ordeal suffered by a  beloved 
person who, more conscious and more active than them, had made some act of  resistance and  happened to   
have been arrested.  Some were just acting on pure Greek  sense of honor towards either solidarity or 
giving a message of defiance to any Papadopoulos who had dared to threaten , during the events at the Law 
School, that he would bust the head  of any student who would dare to obstruct the work of the “revolution” 
(this was the name he called his dictatorship). So we see that there were many different motives that led 
different young men to the Polytechnic. One realization however was common to all, maybe without being 
easy for all to put in words.  This realization, which also constitutes the answer to if  this sacrifice was 
going to have  a result or if it finally had a result, was written with spray on the Polytechnic’s wall and was 
given through a phrase from Kazantzakis’ “Saviors of God” and made the round of the world through the 
photographs of the foreign press.  This phrase, that was transmitted to all foreigners, but not  always 
translated,  was “Don’t ask if we win or lose. Go on!”. This is the phrase that gives the meaning of the 
events at the  Polytechnic. When the time has come to give one’s all, then the only thing that  makes no 
sense is to weigh the results, the consequences, what you gain or what you lose. When the fighters of 1821 
wrote on  their banner “Freedom or death” did it cross anybody’s mind that if  he died he would have lost 
or been defeated? When they started for a battle wishing each other “have a good bullet” did they consider 
the killed a loser?   The killed of such fight were also considered as winners by ancient Greeks. These 
things lead us to discern in the Polytechnic the answer to one more question: many times, many people ask  
if the modern Greeks are really the descendants of the ancient Greeks. The answer is easy to put in words 
but difficult to put in action.  Descendant of an admirable  ancestor is not  he who went to a microbiology 
lab and made a blood  test  or DNA test and checked that his blood or DNA do resemble the ones of that 
ancestor. Descendant is he who can do something equally admirable.  Otherwise, even if the same blood 
runs in his veins, it will be a  shame, not an honor, to say he had him as an ancestor.  It is in this sense that 
the fighters of 1821 proved, with the blood they gave to fights  and not to microbiology labs,  that they 
were indeed  descendants of the ancient. And the young men in the Polytechnic did prove they were 
descendants of the ancients and of their  grandparents of 1821. These things also lead us to answer a third 
question: The foreign press had asked if the Greek youth could walk in pace with the youth of other 
nations. Let’s leave behind the proud answer that, after the Polytechnic, Greek youth might give inverting 
the question to “can the foreign youth walk in pace with the Greek?”. So let’s leave behind this question 
and let’s ask: “Between peoples which that  do not have common ancestors what makes them consider each 
other as a brother people?”. When things inside each country are orderly, what makes them brother peoples 
is the harmonic collaboration and the peaceful solution of common problems or of the differences 
separating them. But when things inside each country are disorderly and violent, then what makes them 
brothers is the similar fights against similar enemies. Let’s not forget the verse of the Turkish activist-poet 
Nazim Hikmet “With every new dawn my heart is shot anew in Greece” written when political prisoners 
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both in Turkey and in  Greece were treated in the same way by their  corresponding governments. Thus a 
meaning of the Polytechnic is also the fraternization  of Greek youth with other youths that had equally 
difficult problems to confront. Finally let’s answer one more question: “But is it only in this way, through 
uprising , that students must respond? Must them not strive, through the content of their studies’ field, to 
bring about results in the country’s development , thus helping both themselves and the whole of society? 
The question is almost funny, and its answer goes without saying, yet we must pose it again and again 
because it comes up again and again in a new form, since we often see young men in revolt to appeal to that 
1973  uprising when they destroy educational and research equipment of the Polytechnic in the process of 
demonstrating for their problems (unemployment, repression by the state etc) Their problems are both 
existent and to be respected but their analogy with the problem that the students of 1973 dared to pose and 
to confront is far fetched. The students of the Polytechnic of 1973 were exactly the ones who would not 
face an unemployment problem. A  degree from that top-competitive institution at that time carried great 
weight and prestige jobwise,  its BS’s five long and hard years of study  being equivalent to a master’s 
degree from abroad. In a sense its  students were so-to-speak  pre-accommodated. And they  
de-accommodated themselves by their own hand to put themselves into tribulation because they judged that 
it was necessary and demanded by the circumstances. But let’s not emphasize any further this issue since 
resistance was a common concern of all who dared to rise up and not only of some elite. There’s only one 
difference to be noticed, besides the fact that the destructions of equipment and of other public property  in 
1973 were made by the invading soldiers and police and not by the barricaded people: The destructions 
now are made with the use of the legislation for campus asylum while the uprising at that time did involve 
utmost risk. It was expected  that not only policemen with club-sticks would be used but also soldiers with 
firearms and even tanks.  And they were used.  Wasn’t there hope that the soldiers themselves would object 
and disobey orders? Yes there was such hope, and there were such soldiers; some crossing over to the 
students’ side with all expected consequences , and some disobeying orders to shoot; some of them were 
executed inside the tanks by their superiors. So the circumstances at that time were completely different. 
But let’s return to the question about whether in such times the students should give  priority to uprising 
and not to their studies, even if somebody told them that studies too  are a way to contribute to the common 
good, since they do not only help towards their own private professional  settlement but also towards  the 
country’s development. In one short sentence the answer is: In so disorderly circumstances the concern 
over the common good cannot be expressed in the way it is expressed when all is, be it just relatively, 
business as usual. But more intensely, and in an incomparable way, this answer has been given by, again,  
Nazim Hikmet  in a poem which Yiannis Ritsos chose to translate and Thanos Mikroutsikos chose to put to 
music. Let’s hear it sung after we first read it:  

Of stars and men  
What now, I have to say and let you know, 

somewhere in Indies within the city of Calcutta 
they put in chains a man, a man like you and me 

they put in chains a man like us as he was walking. 
That’s why I don’t and I will never condescend 

to raise my eyes to see what shines in starlit spaces.                                                                    
You’ll counter: Our earth is just a teeny weeny moon 

and there are stars that shine so bright your mind spins dizzy                                                                       
Well, whatever all those stars may be I stick my tongue out to their brightness 

For me, the most amazing thing , 
the most imposing ,the most grand, and most uncanny                                                                      

is man obstructed in his walk, a man when put in chains                                                                              
any man in flesh and blood who now is being arrested, 

is man obstructed in his walk, a man when put in chains                                                                     
 a man in flesh and blood who now is being arrested. 

 
Similar is the answer to the question “How come that Greeks who produced such super-brains in antiquity 
did not give an equally high percentage of  great scientists in the more recent centuries?”. But a  great spirit 
is not detached form his times. Actually, the greater it is , the more titanically it lives the disorderliness  of 
its times.  E.g. let’s not forget that the social and historical unrest of  Beethoven’s  times did find its way 
into his musical inspirations. Similarly here, with four centuries of Turkish occupation, the spirit gave men 
like Solomos and Kalvos, not men like Archimedes, Newton, Einstein, Gauss, Riemann, and Edison.  And 
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descendants of Solomos and Kalvos were men like Kazantzakis, Sikelianos, Ritsos, Elytis and so many 
others. With the argument “what would be offered by the self-sacrifice of men who would have so many 
results if they  implemented the content of their field of studies?” (as if those who would be inspired by 
their example in the difficult decisions would not also be inspired by their example in the less difficult 
matters, like studying hard, to take over their struggle in that too in better  times), OK, with this logic 
neither the Polytechnic’s uprising should have existed, nor the Sacred Battalion of students should have 
sacrificed itself in the beginning of the revolution against the Ottoman Empire.  And Kalvos’  Ode to the  
Sacred Battalion should have been lamenting them and not consider blissful the dust covering them in their 
graves, nor to end  with a mother’s prompting to her children to imitate the students of that body.  
The logic of sacrifice is as simple as it is relentless: To live  life with all those  little joys that make one say 
about her “it’s worth it” and for sun to continue to exist, or “for  sun to return”, it sometimes “takes 
thousands of dead at the wheels” and “takes the living giving their blood”. Otherwise, even the smallest 
joys, the simplest iridescences of sun in the wine in a glass, the best or simplest tastes, the most everyday 
caress  from a passing breeze , that make man say life is worth living , “Axion Esti”- “praised be” as Elytis 
puts it,  become  an object of indifference and of consumption in the inept way of the uninvolved type of 
tourism. The women of Souli, fall one by one , dancing and with their babies in arms, over the cliff, not 
because they do not consider life desirable. On the contrary, their dance song’s first verse  is “bye-bye poor 
world, bye-bye sweet life” . But they feel certain that if they go on living in a worlds without freedom , 
then those same things that seemed to give to life  her sweetness, the simple things they now say their 
goodbyes to, the fountains, the thickets, the mounts, the slopes, in a while will  make life something bitter, 
not sweet. If all this is not lighted by the sun of freedom then the end is better. “These trees are not 
comfortable with less sun, these hearts are not comfortable with less right” is what Ritsos writes about this. 
To live a life worth living sometimes a fight with no gradations and no intermediate alternatives is 
necessary, in which “Axion Esti” is said about life’s sacrifice as it was said before about life. Either 
freedom or death. This was the sensation that touched the hearts of the boys and girls in the Polytechnic 
and in a while it overtook them  completely and, as they would say later, it made them feel they were parts 
of something greater than the partial ego of each of them. So much greater  that it did not matter anymore 
to each of them if some partial ego, their own ego, was lost.  “They rose high, very high; hard to go back 
low again, hard to see their height too” Ritsos wrote for the fighters of one generation before the 
Polytechnic’s. But these verses became valid again because such crest moment come and come again 
without belonging to individuals or to periods. Conversely, individuals and periods, if they can be worthy 
of it, belong to such moments. “Each one you see now you’re going to see again, one’s name may then be 
Constantis”   or Tom or Dick, “another’s Mihalis” or Harry,  was writing for the Constantises  and 
Mihalises and Toms and Dicks and Harries of his generation the poet Katsaros  and Theodorakis was 
putting to music. And we saw then again indeed in their name-mates of the Polytechnic’s generation.  
 Already since the beginning of their gathering they had felt an overcoming  of the ego like the one Ritsos 
has described with the  words “…here it’s not a matter of whether I am above you  or you above me, here 
it’s matter of all of us being each above himself…” and they  ended up with the absolute self-transcendence 
where, as we said , each one of them was connected with something which, as if it was metaphysical or 
cosmic, overcame them all and kept them company and gave strength to the ones that had to lose their lives 
saying among their last words “it takes strength to die when you’re nineteen”. This was what gave them the 
strength to walk unarmed against the tanks. The same strength that the “free while besieged” of the 
previous generation had, for whom Ritsos had written “They ran out of bullets and gunpowder and now 
they’re filling their cannons only with their hearts”.  
But we will not have completed our recall to our memory of those persons and of those moments if we do  
recall to our memory one of  them all, who opened way before them and who was to them example, source 
of inspiration and source of strength with all thing he was going through concurrently. Five years before the 
events we are talking about, a young man who had earlier been himself a student of the  Polytechnic too, 
made the first act of resistance. He missed nearly killing Papadopoulos, the junta leader. It would be 
morbid to mention here the forms of torturing  he went through, like morbid was the imagination of those 
who thought them up and morbid were their reactions in the torturers’  trials  after the fall of the junta. Here 
let’s only mention that when, later, he was asked what he considered he had offered he said “if pain is a 
form of offer , then this is what I offered” and that in a poem of his that from his cell  he addressed to all 
others being tortured he was writing “Complete your offer. Go on having pain”. Panagoulis, about whom 
we are talking right now, was the first move that was a credit to Greeks. A rumor says that some “anti-junta 
fighters from abroad” tried to contact a member of IRA wanted by the British and pay him to come and kill 
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Papadopoulos and that he slapped the whole of Greece by saying “What sense would it make if a foreigner 
killed Papadopoulos on pay? If Greek liberators do not show up then Greece does not deserve freedom”. 
Panagoulis did not even know that such things were being said when he was making up his mind to take up 
all the actions needed towards  his bomb attempt (one and a half years after the coup d’etat).  The murder 
of his brother by the junta triggered a state that was very intense in him, something like whispers from 
heroes poked and kindled his soul with verses like the following:        
                In Greece today                                                                   The first dead 
Extinguished fire that’s always burning                      The funerals are over. Shed no more tears 
gravestone that covers grave with no dead                  The first dead are going to be leaders of hope 
looks from some eyes that are full of dried tears         The rest they now need is unity and struggle 
people’s thoughts hidden nodding to you.                   Beginning of struggle have become the first dead. 
 
Beliefs and hopes that their last are breathing             The first dead are now fertilizers of freedom 
Spirit and Truth that are now in jails                           A flower of fire comes out of their graves 
Holy endeavors floating like shipwrecks                     The answer to this message is unity and struggle 
Voices of people nodding to you.                                Beginning of struggle have become the first dead. 
 
A grain of wrath to the soil is falling 
A struggle’s  message breeds pairs of wings 
A sparkle’s light shows up in the darkness 
New fights and struggles nodding to you. 
 
In other words  the fertilizer of freedom that the first dead became, became for him beginning of struggle in  
new fights and also verses prompting others too, verses that, smuggled out of prison and put to music by 
Theodorakis,  were passing around from hand to hand and from mouth to mouth, nodding, prompting, 
encouraging, supporting , and stating clearly the facts of life. In his interview after the fall of the junta he 
described very epigrammatically his motives, with which would agree  every Irish counterpart of his too: 
“Alas to a nation not giving birth to a tyrannocide when giving birth to a tyrant.”  Of course, the story of 
Panagoulis is very well known, and not only here where books like “The cell of poetry” and “Rehearsals of 
death” were written. A big book, first  in English and then translated in many languages, titled “A Man”,  
was also written about him, by a famous Italian journalist. How does this story connect with the story of all 
those boys and girls  who were “the movers of  history” in that historical event now called “the 
Polytecnheio”, all those “anonymous” who made that Polytecnheio possible and who go with expressions 
like “every Constantis and Mihalis” or “every Tom, Dick and Harry”, and of whom Ritsos sings “we were 
reading the world’s history in first names”? How does the story of “those whom we saw and we’ll see 
again”  connect with the story of him whom only the arms of poetry  are wide enough to embrace, and 
whom only She awaits and gifts him, like the ancient myths, a place among the constellations of the 
anthropomorphic celestial firmament? The answer is given by, again, Mihalis Katsaros in , again, the same 
poem,  “you’ll see them again”,  that Mikis Theodorakis put to music and  Grigoris Bithikotsis  sang.             

You’ll see them again 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry, 

one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry. 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them 

will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world. 
 

Each one you see now you’re going to see again, again you’re going to hate them, 
one, strong and youngest won’t be found, 

for the most bitter turn he’s bound, 
the lonely one, lonely and brave and the most beloved. 

This one you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses, 
you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces. 

 
This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded, 

the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too, 
now that they’ve taken him from here, 

the lonely one, the young, the brave, the one the most beloved, 
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for him only I, 
I, I, I, I am waiting. 
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The upshot:  
 

“How many roads  must a man walk down before you call him a man ?” 
 Bob Dylan 

 
“…In one sense I was happy my bomb missed his car by one meter. I’m not  a killer, I’m a 
fighter. And to fight against a junta doesn’t mean to kill its leader who is just a puppet buffoon 
played by foreign interests, nor to kill some of its quite replaceable  policemen or soldiers ,whom 
I would not stand the remorses to kill. To fight  a junta means  to disarm it, and disarming it 
means that a great number of soldiers will not obey their orders, and somebody telling them to do 
so means  he proves to  them that it is humanly  possible to stand the consequences, as I did prove 
by only writing to your leader that he is a buffoon and a clown on all  grace pleas and petitions 
you brought me to sign, in order for you  not to expose your   regime  in front  of international 
organizations which objected to my execution and at the same time for you not to look powerless 
in front of the people that you wanted to terrorize. My oration is  not contempt of court martial , 
because you are not a court but bosses of  torturers some of whom even have a sick thwarted 
surgeon’s sexual imagination; and you are not martial either since  you are deserters not soldiers; 
I deserted your army to serve my country, as I do serve it everyday in the torture chamber; you 
deserted your country by not deserting an army that receives orders against its  country and its  
people. Alas to a nation not giving birth to a tyrannicide when giving birth to a tyrant.”         

  
Alexandros Panagoulis 
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Bibliography: Chronis Missios’ “Oh, well. You were killed early”, “Smile, you. Is this too  much to ask 
from you?”, Kostas Mardas’ “Rehearsals of death”, the newspaper pages dedicated to Che Guevara in 2003 
and also their pages dedicated to  Makronisos that same year on the occasion of the concert of Theodorakis 
there, our  student Anastasia’s idea for the skit ‘The Present”, my colleague G. Daglas’ suggestion and his 
pages on K. Mitropoulou’s “The Absent” for the context of a school anniversary; also previous 17N-73 
anniversaries from one of which we now show an excerpt (one that explains in which sense these 
anniversaries are also the factual part* of the bibliography of “Mount Bushmore” especially with respect to 
Bill’s wife Helen):  
(*Let’s also note that the ease with which just thirty  pages of  high school theater, about events based on 
facts, substituted many parts of “Overground” that needed pages many times over that number to convey 
the same, shows that existence of history in a nation or people does play a mirroring  role which nations 
with shorter history or no history  need long and deep analyses, psychoanalyses, imagination (and art- 
analyses of it) etc to  replace  and mirror themselves in order to deepen their self-awareness, self-
understanding and self-knowledge (and this only when their men of spirit undertake such mirroring at all)    
The next few pages do refer a little to some corresponding things outside Greece however (mainly through 
some rock**) 
**Which does show once more  how these anniversaries are the central part of the bibliography of  
Overground too)  
 …Some might have heard that some foreign journalists , prior to the events in the Athens Law 
School about ten months ago, had written that Greek youth was the most docile youth of Europe  
and did not  walk in pace  with the movements that disputed the establishment and had started to 
often  stir other nations. 

Helen  
Such  movements were the May ’68 movement in France and the antiwar movement whose 
protagonists  were the American youth and the conscientious objectors of the Vietnam war. Let’s 
see indicative antiwar poems of that age. We start with one from US, one from Savopoulos here:  

Anna                                                                                                             Angelos 
         The bombers                                                                                              Vietnam ye-ye 
We are the Americans,                                                               In Vietnam they set the rice on fire, 
the coffin fillers.                                                                                            they set the rice on fire,  
We are death grocers                                                               in Saigon you just can’t go on living, 
we pack deaths in crates                                                  the air was not enough to go on breathing. 
like cauliflowers.                                                                                 Now, you’re hiding in a river 
The bomb opens like a shoe-box                                                  reeds can be snorkel and breather 
and the kid is, of course, not yawning        oh, yeah, use a reed to breathe and live under the river. 
And the woman?                                                           Ho Mi Tsi, what would you do, say frankly,  
The woman is shampooing her heart                          now man to man, come on, and say it loudly,  
It’s detached; and because it’s burned          your girlfriend you would be taking for some strolling  
and as a last act, she rinses it in the river      into the forest if trees had leaves like b’fore defoliants  
This is the death bazaar.                                   hand in hand with your girlfriend you’d be walking. 
                                                                                      Ho Mi Tsi, what would you do, say frankly,  
America,                                                   if the rain did not burn huts, if  kids didn’t eat from trash 
Show me  your papers.                               you and your girl might just like rock to be your dance:         
                                                                        ye-ye-ye, ye; ye-ye-ye-ye-e-e …(played by DJ (student)) 

Irene (student): 
Let’s also hear a song, after we read its lyrics, written in that age by the Beatles, and expressing in 
the way of youth of the times the quest for a life not mechanized, lonely and alienated.   

Eleanor Rigby 
Aah, look at all these lonely people! 
Aah, look at all these lonely people! 

 
Eleanor Rigby picks up the rice in a church where a wedding has been, 

lives in a dream, 
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waits by the window, wearing a face that she keeps in a jar by the door, 
who is it for? 

 
All the lonely people, where do they all come from? 

All the lonely people where do they all belong? 
 

Father McKenzie is writing the words of a sermon that no one will hear, 
no one comes near, 

look at him working darning some socks in the night when there’s nobody there, 
why does he care? 

 
All the lonely people, where do they all come from? 

All the lonely people where do they all belong? 
 

Eleanor Rigby died in the church she was buried along with her name, 
nobody came, 

Father McKenzie is wiping his hands from the dust as he walks from the grave, 
no one was saved. 

 
All the lonely people, where do they all come from? 

All the lonely people where do they all belong? 
 

Adrianna: 
Another song, that became a banner for the antiwar movement of the times was Bob Dylan’s 
“Blowing in the wind” .Let’s read its lyrics before we hear it:  
 

Blowin’ in the Wind 
  How many roads must a man walk down 

Before you call him a man? 
Yes, ’n’ how many seas must a white dove sail 

Before she sleeps in the sand? 
Yes, ’n’ how many times must the cannon balls fly 

Before they're forever banned? 
The answer, my friend, is blowin’ in the wind, 

The answer is blowin’ in the wind. 
 

How many times must a man look up 
Before he can see the sky? 

Yes, ’n’ how many ears must one man have 
Before he can hear people cry? 

Yes, ’n’ how many deaths will it take till he knows 
That too many people have died? 

The answer, my friend, is blowin’ in the wind, 
The answer is blowin’ in the wind. 

 
How many years can a mountain exist 

Before it's washed to the sea? 
Yes, ’n’ how many years can some people exist 

Before they're allowed to be free? 
Yes, ’n’ how many times can a man turn his head, 

Pretending he just doesn't see? 
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The answer, my friend, is blowin’ in the wind, 
The answer is blowin’ in the wind. 

 
Pulkheria (student) 

These verses ask very vital questions: To trust the answers to such vital questions to the blowing 
of the wind, is poetic license and possible reference to some Celtic tradition  with seers based on 
the  wind like other seers were based on the rustling of leaves in the forest or on the look of 
intestines of animals sacrificed on the altar. Maybe to someone who only thinks,  such an answer 
just reminds the Druid in the Asterix comics, and maybe to him it would be a surprise that results 
can come even from just asking without answering, but the fact is that this song did act as a 
banner and as an awakener and was among the things that did have a result in the efforts to stop 
the Vietnam war.  Maybe it could have been, right from the start, inspired by, or at least in 
retrospect  applied to, the death of Che Guevara in Bolivia in those days, a death that was the 
answer to song’s opening question “How many roads must a man walk down before you call him 
a man?”. Here at that time there was censorship by the junta and so the comment of Savopoulos’ 
rock to that death was a song that could apply both to Che Guevara and to a hero of the Greek 
revolution of 1821 a song which,  of course, the junta would not censor. Let’s read the lyrics 
before we hear it played:  

Liana (student): 
Ode to George Karaiskakis 

The screen is now sinking , the crowd is now moving  
images gushing and springing all at once  

where are you now going, man of myth, man of beauty   
straight to your death swimming as light as if you dance? 

 
And all the antennas of a planet grief-stricken 

loudspeakers, wireless and radios from all our earth  
join their  lulls and their farewells as you rise and keep going  

and one more king in heavens comes to birth. 
 

Do I know, deep down, what I’m doing 
with all those images in mind, for where I’m bound? 

Their light is blinding and I want to  kneel down  
and kiss your blood that’s still fresh on the ground. 

 
Pulkheria: 

Manos Loizos, whom everybody knows here since that’s where he had  spent all his summers 
after he discovered our village and everybody knows where he was going to build a house, also 
wrote a song for the death of Che Guevara and for the climate of the junta:   

 
Helen (student): 

Che 
A poster with your photograph also came to my hands 

a photograph with your face mailed from far lands.  
One of them that on walls at night they hang  

One of them that the cops are there to tear 
One of them that the students can just hang  

on their hearts  
Che Guevara, Che Guevara, 

Che.  
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Shut the windows and the blinds, can you seal all doorways  
the man in boots just made me tremble like always. 

What he wants? In the shadow now he walks. 
What he wants and about you now he talks? 
What he wants and is looking at our home 

every evening?   
Che Guevara, Che Guevara, 

Che.  
 

Just how many roses’ buds snow this year has bitten 
Ah, this Spring has made my heart go bleeding. 

 
 

Vangelis: 
We will  better realize what was the atmosphere in the dictatorship years if we think that the 
censors  had even forbidden Hatzidakis’ limerick song  “John the ripper-hangman” .Whether 
Gatsos who deliberately made the lyrics gross did have  the torturers in mind or not, the junta did 
recognize itself in the mirror and censored the song:  

George (student): 
John the ripper-hangman 

I’m John the ripper-hangman, hai-ho, hai-ho 
my friends are now all slaughtered, hai-ho, hai-ho. 

They didn’t treat me ouzo, they didn’t give me wine  
this made me start the shouting, you knew the shouts were mine. 

 
I’m John the ripper-hangman, hai-ho, hai-ho 

my brothers are all slaughtered, hai-ho, hai-ho. 
I wouldn’t take an order, I didn’t like strange looks 

I turned the key in my house and hanged them on some hooks. 
 

I’m John the ripper-hangman, hai-ho, hai-ho 
my mother I have  slaughtered hai-ho, hai-ho-o-o-o. 

 
Yiannis (the instructor who had read the opening paragraph) resumes the starting subject: 

The reconstruction and reliving  of  some features of the atmosphere of the junta years is 
illuminating , or at least informative, but let’s return to the question of what was pushing the 
young men to the Polytechnic that day:. 

………………………………….. 
 
How does the story of “those whom we saw and we’ll see again”  connect with the story of him 
whom only the arms of poetry  are wide enough to embrace, and whom only She awaits and gifts 
him, like the ancient myths, a place among the constellations of the anthropomorphic celestial 
firmament? The answer is given by, again, Mihalis Katsaros in , again, the same poem,  “you’ll 
see them again”,  that Mikis Theodorakis put to music and  Grigoris Bithikotsis  sang:             
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Chrysa   
You’ll see them again 

Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry, 
one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry. 

Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them 
will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world. 

 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, again you’re going to hate them, 

one, strong and youngest won’t be found, 
for the most bitter turn he’s bound, 

the lonely one, lonely and brave and the most beloved. 
This one you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses, 

you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces. 
 

This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded, 
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too, 

now that they’ve taken him from here, 
the lonely one, the young, the brave, the one the most beloved, 

for him only I, 
I, I, I, I am waiting. 

 
Yiannis, the DJ-ing  student, after playing the song by Bithikotsis, comes forth to the stage with a bouzouki 
and Alekos and Antonis, two younger students who also know how to play bouzouki, join him and Nausika 
(who plays  the piano below the stage), and  they all accompany instrumentally the choir (that also goes 
upstage) in the songs “Live man walking” and “Sun of justice”:     

 
Live man walking 

As he was walking down the street flying like an eagle 
the neighborhood was just admiring from their windows 

two fires like sun were sparkling in his black eyes 
live man was striding 
striding to his death. 

 
His calm and angry eyes reflect a cloud that’s passing 

his steps are straight just like the iron in his heart 
the sun gets ready to be covered with blood running 

his death was striding 
striding to live man. 

 
Eyes close and also tight are shut all hearts and windows 
as death comes dashing riding on wild black horseback 

when they’re back open they see live man dying 
dying and smiling 

smiling his known smile. 
 
 

Who goes or comes today below in everyone’s death’s land? 
Both neighborhoods are full of preparations. 

Why are the mountains, plains and sky so voiceless? 
Live man is striding 

striding to death’s land. 
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          “…as straight as the iron in his heart”    “The first dead become fertilizers of freedom…” 

 
      “…a flower of fire comes out of their graves”       “…smiling his known smile”          
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Sun of Justice 
(From  Odysseus Elytis’ “Axion Esti”) 

Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind 
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize 

please don’t turn your eyes away from my 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my 

please don’t turn your eyes away from my country 
my country. 

 
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine 

her high mountains are proud and eagle-like 
and her houses when painted white 
and her houses when painted white 

and her houses when painted white shine 
when her sky is blue and bright. 

 
I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time 
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right 

and I call my old friends and pals 
and I call my old friends and pals 
and I call my old friends and pals 

shouting threats and splashed with blood. 
 

Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind 
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize 

please don’t turn your eyes away from my 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my 

please don’t turn your eyes away from my country 
my country. 

 
 

Yiannis (instructor): 
Let’s all stand up and keep one minute’s silence for the fallen: 

Yiannis (another instructor, Helen’s husband, took a harmonica out of his pocket and played during the 
silence the melody of “Brothers you fell victims for a honest  struggle” 

 
National Anthem 

 
Helen   

If we do think that the goals of the Polytechnic’s uprising have been accomplished let’s also think 
from time to time what it took. If we don’t think they were accomplished, let’s keep them in our 
mind and let’s think if the Polytechnic’s  uprising inspires anything for their accomplishment… 
The song you’re going to be hearing on your way out is John Lennon’s “Imagine” which Irene 
thought was the best for the role of a goodbye to you… Oh! Whoever, among the older students, 
is willing can stay for  helping us  bring the theater-room back to its  classroom form…and for 
whatever else might come up… 

Follow up: 
…What did come up, in no time,  was a “broom sweeping party”, a dancing-cleaning combination under 
the sounds of a cassette of rock prepared for the occasion by Dimitra (instructor) and, as it was very natural, 
her free associations, maybe  due to the day, before ending to Blues Brothers and Johnny B. Goode,  had 
passed  from songs like Janice’s “Bobby Mc Gee” (the “freedom was just another name for nothing left to 
lose” song) and Kurt Weil and Morrison’s “Alabama song” (the “I tell you we must die” song). A very 
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interesting  piece of food for thought about the way music functions (and about the way Dimitra’s and 
Helen’s ears or minds or hearts function) is the fact that Dimitra is an instructor of French but  does not 
speak English, and did not know what the lyrics of Bobby Mc Gee and of the Alabama song were about  
yet she did  feel they were good for the occasion of a post-17N party. Also, Helen is an instructor of 
literature and also picked on Eleanor Rigby just through melody  for the purposes we saw in the paragraphs 
that were read (she even thought the song was called “Father McKenzie”) So the present instructor (of 
physics and, some time in the past, of English), surprised as he saw unfolding such fantastic  combinations,       
started throwing little bits of  paper with translations of some verses of both “Eleanor Rigby” and “Blowin’ 
in the wind” for  Yiannis (the DJ-ing student) to read loud on the microphone during the instrumental parts 
of the songs , decided not to ever again miss any rehearsals, realized that he should have broken his long 
speech-in-monologue-format to many pieces  assigned to several students  and, like Helen had done with 
her rock selections and her comments, he should  either have rephrased them  to fit the students who would 
read them  or should have  proposed them to student only after their choosing the paragraphs as fitting them 
after hearing them in the rehearsals; also  I realized that this way of  presentation was more fit for radio 
than for live presence. Actually even on radio one could write so that students read to each other and not to 
the audience, so make it like a theater, but only two years later , when George (instructor  of literature)  
suggested a skit by K.  Mitropoulou, did we start writing skits like videoclips to some songs or to some  
scenes from books to  make their point more live (especially with respect to songs, the point was that since 
none of us could compose music  to create soundtracks for skits we could well write skits to have some 
given (and excellent songs) as  soundtracks, i.e. write “videoclips”. Besides, writing skits by starting from 
the soundtrack was dictated to us from the fact that music , as noticed above too, can convey  its meanings 
and moods almost without the lyrics. And the lyrics can be said through skits instead of through just being 
read before being played by a DJ or sung by a choir. And the scenarios of the videoclips could be easily 
related to scenes from the books we wanted to present).Upshot: The phrase “Earlier 17N anniversaries”  in 
the bibliography of the skits meant, in more detail,  exactly the follow up finished right now.   
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Back from theater to the  real world  of Glossa:  
An excerpt from one grandpa’s diary.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DIARY OF   
VANGELIS YIANNOPOULOS 
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In 1927 I became conscious of myself and went around several jobs. 
In 1934 I was drafted. I was released from service in ’36  because the revolution intervened. 
General Kamenos  was a democrat. Kondylis wanted to bring the king. They did not agree and 
that’s how the revolution came about. It lasted for forty days, I was released from duty and came 
home. 
 With my father’s help and my  savings  I bought a caique and started work.  
In ’37 I got engaged and in ’38 I got married. 
And in ’40 I went to Albany to the war and in ’41 I came back. On May 17. 
From this point my activity starts. Until October  I was carrying patriots. I took them to Psarra 
and there major George Kalambokas received them. 

…..More than 10 very dense pages intervene full of action, risk, shipwrecks, arrests, bombs, Germans, 
British, Italians, traitors, hideouts, just like in movies. We go to the last two pages.…..  

I got dressed and six policemen took me to the criminal court to be tried. There I was tried for 
having a craft with cannons etc and killing people by firearms and the like. The president of the 
court was  a Cretan, I don’t remember his name,  something like Varouxakis maybe. The 
commander himself spoke and said “This man did not kill men. He saved men. He saved me too». 
And  I was acquitted with 11 votes. Another witness came, named Grigorios Filios, a warrant 
officer serving  in Skopelos. He said it was me who freed the whole of the Aegean. He said I 
drove 40 Italians out of Skopelos and similarly in Skyros. I was acquitted, the commander gave 
me 5000 drachmas and four policemen took me,  and he himself gave a file that I had saved him 
and they sent me to “Pavlos Melas” in Salonica. They took me to “Pavlos Melas”  and next day  
four policemen took me to transfer me to the Prison at Polygyros. After they took me they did not 
take me to prison but to a Turkish dungeon, one kilometer far from the prison.    
They locked me in there, it was horrible, it had three steps, up to the lowest it was  full of garbage 
and waste water and the place was stinking. They locked me in and left. In the prison of 
Polygyros there were 250 detainees. It had three rooms. One was called Varkiza, one Potsdam, 
the other San Francisco. In San Francisco there lived seven men. General Vouros, colonel 
Kallikratidis Nicholas from St Nicholas of Chalkidiki, a Venizelos Kollias, major of the 
gendarmerie from Mytilini, a professor of theology from Salonica, his name I don’ remember, a 
Bolkas from Paliouri in Chalkidiki, and two others from Chalkidiki whose names I don’t 
remember. And they notified them, the general because every prison has its president,  that 
captain Kanaris is coming (…this was my pseudonym during resistance…).They waited for me 
and every day they asked the jailer “Where did detainee Kanaris go? Where do you have him?” 
and he said “We don’t know. They sent him three days ago” and indeed the man  didn’t know. I 
was locked up in that dungeon, that horrible place. On the second day a policeman and a soldier 
came. They brought me a metal plate  of food, mixed with  spittle and snot , I threw it to their 
feet. On the third day they brought me a white sheet of paper and a pencil to put my signature. I 
tore it and threw it away. And broke the pencil and threw it into the garbage. Then the soldier 
tried to hit me in the eye with the lance of  his rifle to, I pushed the rifle aside and the lance went 
to my nose. I fell bleeding, blood was coming out my mouth and nose, they left thinking they had 
killed me. Across, about two hundred meters beyond the barbed wire, there were two tents with 
gypsies. I started shouting and a young gypsy heard me and immediately went to the police. 
Immediately came the commander, the prosecutor, the judge and a doctor. They came, they cut 
the wire, they entered, and they took me to a drugstore. They sewed my wound and took me to 
the prison of Polygyros. After four days I was alright, I could talk, the prosecutor called me along 
with the head of the police in the office of the head of prison guards and asked me who had hit 
me. So I told them “a policeman and a soldier. He who hit me was the soldier”. They asked me 
“What kind of place was there?” and I told them “The place stinks. There must be corpses in the 
waste water”. Indeed they made a search in the mill with that Turkish dungeon and they found a 
corpse in decay and two killed men in a horrible state, that’s why that place was stinking so 
much. They took me to recognize the policeman and the soldier, they put all of them in line, but 
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they were not among the ones I saw. I remained in that prison until March 15. I got out of there 
with Sofoulis’ decongestion. I came to my house and started working here and there because my 
family was in a terrible state. It was in the beginning of ’47. They arrested me again on arrest 
warrant and took me to Larissa.  I stayed there until 1948. On March 22 of ’48 I was tried in court 
martial on charges like I caught crafts in open sea , killed the crews, sank the crafts and took their  
belongings to my house. Then there was a newspaper coming out in Volos, called “Anagennisi” 
(=Regeneration) and someone wrote there that one of us is being tried in Larissa for killing crews 
and sinking caiques. This was read by two captains, one Stavros Tsoukas from Limnos who 
happened to be in Volos and Dimitrios Paxinos who was from Volos. They read the paper , they 
saw my name. The Germans had taken their caiques, and them two along too, they had loaded 
loot, and they were taking them to Salonica. I had caught them in Skantzoura, got their paper, 
also took the Germans,  and then took them to my base Agrelia and took the Germans to Cyprus. 
On the day I was being tried they came as witnesses without me knowing it, I don’t remember the 
date.  The military judge, a colonel named Doganis, and the royal judge advocate, major George 
Papageorgiou, when I rose to defend myself against the charges against me made by the president 
of Glossa George Mitziliotis and his council, the moment I rose, the military judge asked me if I 
had a lawyer or a defense witness. I told him “I have neither lawyer nor defense witnesses”. 
Immediately a lawyer rose, his name was Antonios Sitras and he was a nephew of Plastiras. He 
immediately said “Sir, I am his lawyer and he has two witnesses who are captains whose caiques  
the Germans had taken and loaded with loot and he caught the Germans and took them to 
Cyprus” The military judge immediately called them and interrogated them and they said that all 
these things were lies out of hatred, because this man had freed all the islands. Which caiques did 
he sink? Which men did he kill? They were all lies. I was acquitted but I was held in prison.  
 
My wife was arrested on October 13 of 1948. They tied her by the feet behind a caique and 
dragged her  at 8mph around the harbor. One of them boasted: “The woman we’re dragging is 
captain Kanaris’ wife. The captain, George Houlis, being a friend of mine, took a knife out slowly 
and in the night’s darkness cut the rope, and shouted “Guys, the woman got drowned and she got 
stuck in the bottom. The rope broke”.There was a guard at the harbor,  Ioannis Karvelis, and the 
Customs Inspector, Christos Politis, friends of mine both. They each shot once and the captain 
shouted “Guys, it’s her husband. He’ll kill us all”. Right away they left for Skiathos. The woman, 
managed to swim because the rope tied around her legs was a little loose. She reached a craft and 
grabbed an iron part and shouted “help”. In the craft itself lived a couple, Vasilis Orfanos and his 
wife Dimitra. Immediately they got hold of her and took on board but her head and her whole 
body were full of blood, the sea was dyed red, they had given her a haircut and along with hair 
they were cutting flesh, it took eighteen stitches to sew the wound. It was 2 after midnight, they 
made a stretcher with a bedsheet and took her to the village uphill, there were no cars then, only 
goat roads. They woke up the two doctors that existed, Papadimitriou and Diomis, they also 
called the pharmacist, they washed the wounds, the blood could not stop running, eighteen 
stitches were needed for her head. The woman had had  intense pains  from waist down ever 
since. Her husband got out of jail in 1949. He had seen  in the newspapers that they had hit her 
and then , as grace, he was released. I came to the village, Glossa. I found  my wife in a terrible 
condition, she had terrible pains, and I took her  to a famous doctor in Salonica. He passed her 
through X-rays and he told me that if he had  a gun he would kill me because I only took  her  to a 
hospital so late. I laughed and the doctor told me “Your wife’s made useless and you laugh, 
captain?”. Then I told her of my past and he said “You’re right. The people who did this are to 
blame”. Since then, from ’50 to 1998, my wife could not go to the toilet, she was on an invalid’s  
chair, her legs were rotting, the bones under her waist had gone out of place during the dragging 
and couldn’t go back in place because she had not gone for surgery in time. By  1997 she had 
become confined to bed and I was paying 70.000 to a woman to be taking care of her. In ’98 she 
died. Whatever I had or didn’t have I sold out to protect my wife. There’s nothing else to say.   
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Today, May 17  2006, after funeral mass in the church of St Nicholas in Loutraki, kyr Vangelis was buried 
in the cemetery of Glossa. He was 95 and died very quickly without time to collapse. He looked all alive in 
the coffin. He had overcome a little problem he had with a  leg sprain lately and he had started going on 
foot, again,  from Kolonaki to Loutraki.. It’s just that he had some pains which he preferred to stand than 
tell his people about, and by the time he did tell them it was too late for the hospital to do anything. Besides 
being so loved by everybody, he had written , with his deeds, history, so it’s proper to accompany his 
funeral with a couple of words: not more than a coupe because everybody knows him. And if someone  
among the younger hasn’t heard the name Vangelis Yiannopoulos , then he just knows him as “the 
grandpa”. Many also often accompanied “grandpa” with the phrase “grandpa’s a nobleman. “Words are 
poverty” so we won’t say more about him, especially in front of people who already know him. And only 
for  the ones who still haven’s heard enough  from their parents or grandparents about the grandpa and his 
wife Moshoula, we have copied everything from a notebook of his and we have added what he told us in 
the joints that he frequented, and those pages we’ll put in the Glossa library and we’ll say to parents and 
grandparents to tell their kid to go there and tell Diomitsa to give them the notes to read. And for his friends 
to feel they “see him off” once more, like  they saw him off in this funeral, we’ll leave a copy of what he 
was saying at each of the joints where he might have said it  at some point in his life; his friends may thus 
feel they hear him once more. So we’ll leave a copy, at Maria Varlami’s, at Karveli’s, at Petrino, at Dina 
Mada’s. If there are more such  joints and want  a copy let them call us at the high school , 33698, and we’ll 
photocopy the pages for them at once/Yiannis Alevizos    
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PS:  
Many grandpas of Glossa are dying of deep old age and we’d better hurry to hear and record them 
(or hear dictations from them  like the present instructor did with writing in cafés  while hearing 
kyr Vangelis on what he  had to add to the diary he had written in a notebook many-many years 
ago) Some of those grandpas had reached all the way to Nazi concentration camps. Kyr Vangelis 
was the president of the body of Glossa’s 2nd world war resistance fighters and we first saw him 
as he was laying a wreath on the monument  of the Glossa’s fallen of that war  on an anniversary 
of the “No” of  October 28 of 1940.   
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CHOIR  REHEARSAL  
In the directly following pages there is some material that, a few days before the rehearsals (or in 
parallel to them) would help the girls of the choir, through poems and songs that are not 
necessarily  the ones to be sung, feel better the content of the verses to be sung and the relevance 
of these verses for the present. Also, some of these pages would help the boys who play roles 
related to the torture island of Makronisos 
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…all the way to You I was calling, companions! 

 
A flower of fire comes out of their graves… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The first subtitle is the last verse of  Sikelianos’ “March of the Spirit” and the second is from the 
Panagoulis’ “Beginning of struggle” (“The first dead are now fertilizers of freedom…” etc which 
you have sung so many times).The photos are from the recent  anniversary editions on Che 
Guevara. We’ll see more of them further along. 
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YOU’LL  SEE  THEM AGAIN 

 

 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again*, maybe on another ferry, 

one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry. 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them 

will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world. 
 
 

 
 
*It just happens that one of them all, in the second picture, we all saw again and thus recognized too,  it’s 
Grigoris Bithikotsis**. In the first picture that could have been subtitled “The soldiers walk smiling not 
only to the trains for the war front but also to the ferries for islands like Makronisos to give a different 
battle, not with firearms, which have been removed from them, but with different weapons” (“ they ran out 
of bullets and gunpowder; they now fill the cannons only with their hearts” , as Ritsos would write of 
them). Out of the 80,000 who, passed from that island, the 30,000 were conscientious objectors who 
refused to take arms in a civil war against their compatriot, but communist, guerrillas who were their fellow 
fighters in the war against the Nazis just a while ago. In a nation of seven million there were found 30,000 
people who did take the consequences of such a refusal. If in a nation of 250 million the same percentage of 
conscientious objectors could be found would there be a war against Iraq? However in the Vietnam war 
there were finally many American conscientious objectors. And what they refused to do was  to kill even 
foreign people, not just compatriots of them, which of course is impressive.       
**In the next photo, in front of tents again, we’ll recognize one more of those soldiers, Theodorakis. They 
themselves however were not so much proud of having become art celebrities later as of having also been 
“raw matter for art” , i.e. among the anonymous people of whom the expression has been created “they read 
(and write) the history of the world in first names”   
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Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry, 

one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry. 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them 

will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world. 
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YOU’LL SEE THEM AGAIN 
(this time in a military hospital before their being shipped back to Makronisos 

 
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, again you’re going to hate them, 

one, strong and youngest won’t be found, 
for the most bitter turn he’s bound, 

the lonely one, lonely and brave and the most beloved. 
This one you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses, 

you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces. 
This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded, 

the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too, 
now that they’ve taken him from here, 

the lonely one, the young, the brave, the one the most beloved, 
for him only I, 

I, I, I, I am waiting. 
 

 
Who waits for those for whom  nobody will wait because their  relatives have long received a 
death notice? Who says “for him only I,I, I, I, I am waiting”? Poetry of course. 
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LETTER FROM LABOR CAMP 

  
I’m fine, I’m well, I’m well, I’m fine, thank you, thank you, 

I wish the same to all of you. 
To all who ask just give my kisses and my love, 

my love and greetings the most warm. 
 

Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago, 
please don’t spend all that much for me. 

My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors 
when I was near you and you near me. 

 
Tomorrow only half of us are staying here 

I will be leaving with the rest, 
maybe for islands, maybe land away or near 

let it be what God thinks is best. 
 

Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago, 
please don’t spend all that much for me. 

My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors 
when I was near you and you near me.  

 
“…Counting grief by counting rocks…” 

 
“Stone after stone, tree after tree, they passed the world, 

with thorns as a pillow they passed sleep, 
they brought  the river of life in their dry hands” 
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       A poem by Nazim Hikmet translated by Yiannis Ritsos: 

Of stars and men  
What now, I have to say and let you know, 

somewhere in Indies within the city of Calcutta 
they put in chains a man, a man like you and me 

they put in chains a man like us as he was walking. 
That’s why I don’t and I will never condescend 

to raise my eyes to see what shines in starlit spaces.                                                                    
You’ll counter: Our earth is just a teeny weeny moon 

and there are stars that shine so bright your mind spins dizzy                                                               
Well, whatever all those stars may be I stick my tongue out to their brightness 

For me, the most amazing thing , 
the most imposing ,the most grand, and most uncanny                                                                     

is man obstructed in his walk, a man when put in chains                                                                   
any man in flesh and blood who now is being arrested, 

is man obstructed in his walk, a man when put in chains                                                                   
 a man in flesh and blood who now is being arrested. 

A sunset* 
Sunset was in flames, sunset was in flames, sunset was in flames 

when on the cross they had you nailed, 
they had you nailed by your hands, they had me nailed by my entrails, 

they tied a black band around your eyes, oh-no, they tied a black band around my soul. 
Sunset was like you, sunset was like me, sunset was like me and you 

just when they broke me in two, 
when they removed my sense of touch, when they removed my vision, 

and only left my two eardrums, oh-no, and only I could hear you. 
Now find a sunset, now find a sunset, just find a sunset now 

and just like an eagle from up there, 
dash right through air and reach the seas, dash right through air and reach the plains, 

make mountains flower and turn green, oh-yes, make people glad and happy. 
 
*A well-known zeimbekiko. It sure must have been on the mind on the poet who wrote the Greek version 
of “Staircase to heaven” going like “Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko/it’s to be danced when 
crucified in empty space/Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko/staircase of ours, heavens of ours, 
our steps and pace”. 
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How many roads must a man walk down, before you call him a man? 
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THE  COMEBACK  OF  HISTORY AND  THEODORAKIS’  CONCERT  ON  MAKRONISOS*  
 

 
What’s the great tall of Greece singing? The song you have sung so many times in choir: Ritsos’ bell’s tolls 

 
With so many colors and so many leaves sun calls you to life 

with so many nods and so many shouts freedom shines earth to sky 
It shines behind those iron bars 

and life calls brothers buried 
It shines behind those iron bars 

and life calls brothers buried 
Dead called to life by bells’ toll calling to the living  
Dead called to life by bells’ toll calling to the living 

This earth belongs to them and to us as long as we’re breathing 
This earth belongs to them and to us as long as we’re breathing 

When some of us get killed, when some of us get killed  
When some of us get killed, when some of us get killed  

we and life continue to go uphill 
we and life continue to go uphill 

 
 
 
 
 
*The young detainees used to say to the guards “we’ll have these things to say to our grandchildren one 
day. What are you going to  have to say to your grandchildren?”. Theodorakis used to tell the guards “In 
this place one day there will be a concert”; and here goes the concert, August 30  2003, two weeks before 
this school year started. He also used to tell them “Your guns will have become rust and the songs we’ve 
started  singing here will be still sung”; and here go  you choir preparing to sing  them again. Let’s see him 
preparing to turn  to face those grandchildren. And the children of course. And  those of his fellow 
grandpas who are still living For those of you who do take signs seriously: Is he a typical Leo? Face? 
Heart? Haircut? Roar? :       
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The demon of coincidences made the projector look like a torch in the hand of the tall and made the tall 

look like a statue of liberty which he really is.  
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Show me your friend and I’ll tell you who you are. Mug is evidence enough. Will you be wearing that look 
all the way to Christmas? etc etc. Golly what a couple of kidoes! Use the one’s blockhead as a brick to hit 

the other’s 

 
                 -How many roads must a man walk down 
                   before you call him a man? 
                                                                            -Take a good look at me and try to look as robust 
                                                                              to make Europe as robust as America. 
                  -North or south? 

 
-Just take a good look at him to know what not to look like, eh? 

-Whom should we look like then? The guys upstairs? This one looks more live. Has there been an autopsy 
on them yet?  
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Before she became Statue of Liberty she was a painting in Europe. At that time both in  America 
and in Europe all were fighting for such a woman. Let’s see our own such woman whom we’ve 
been seeing on classroom walls since we were small kids: 

 

 
Our National Anthem is called Hymn to Her, she is depicted there as sister to the “Freedom of  
Washington’s Land” and to “French Democracy”. We have all sung the fist verses of the Hymn 
to our Freedom:     Freedom I  can tell your face by your sword’s horrible sight  

dust and earth you count and measure by your cutting edge’s stride… 
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The two grandpas interviewed, twenty years ago, by the gentlemen on the right were one year 
older than you girls, and one year before graduation from high school when they inaugurated 
resistance against the Nazi occupation by climbing on the Acropolis one night and raising the 
Greek flag in the place of the Nazi flag making all Greeks’ day next dawn. At least the gentleman 
on the far left is still living, I saw him in the history comeback concert on Makronisos two 
months ago. He just had  much longer white hair now. He too was a detainee there. The 
grandfather of your philologist Miss Kate was also a detainee there. The father of your other 
philologist Mrs. Catherine was also a detainee there, through an unbelievable route: In his last 
year before graduation from high school too he joined the resistance but he was caught on his first 
operation and was sent by the Nazis to a labor camp in Germany. There he was reduced to less 
than thirty kilos in weight and he and his fellow prisoners survived through the secret help of 
Germans who hid food for them under stones in places they labored at, without their guards 
noticing. After release he thought he would leave for England invited by a British fellow prisoner, 
but , unbelievably, a Greek army group came over  and took the Greek detainees straight to the 
Greek labor camp on the Makronisos island  just in case they were communists as so many 
resistance fighters were. OK, these are stories and photos and body language of the fighters who 
write history in first names and are “the raw matter” of poetry. But how do the poets themselves 
look? Judging by Theodorakis , Hikmet and Ritsos they  don’t have the looks of ET’s that are 
spaced out or even spooked. How do they walk or talk? Let’s see more of them. Let’s see 
Sikelianos and Palamas before and during the funeral of the latter just before the former  reads, as 
obituary, his poem “Drums of war roar, horrible banners unfurl, on this coffin Greece is leaning” 
to the tenths of thousands of people who had come both to see off the national poet and to 
demonstrate against the Nazi occupation. When later in the day he was asked why he was crying 
he said “I’m not crying for him but for myself, for it was not me who died. This was a poet’s 
funeral” 
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Sikelianos, Elytis, Ritsos,  
Ritsos-Theodorakis 
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Panagoulis’ picture of the newspapers on the day he was a arrested for his attempt  on the 

dictator’s life  (his arrest picture was in bathing suit) 

  
Panagoulis in court martial  
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Sikelianos, Elytis, Ritsos in two different ages each.  

The second was a right winger and received a Nobel prize. The third one was a communist and 
received a Lenin prize. The first one whom the other two considered their mystic teacher and 
Kazantzakis considered brother and idol was equally disliked by rightists as red scum, by leftists 
as a fascist and a religion freak  and by religious people as an atheist and, possibly, a free mason. 
Theodorakis put to music the poetry of all of them. Ritsos was sent to Makronisos as a detainee.      
When Kazantzakis was nominated for the Nobel prize he said he would not accept it except 
jointly with Sikelianos. A Greek intellectual  was sent to the Swedish academy to represent the 
government in saying that if these two persons received a Nobel prize it would be a triumph for 
the left in Greece. The Nobel went to Albert Camus who right  away sent  a telegram to 
Kazantzakis saying “You deserved it  more than I did”. Anyway. Upshot of the pictures here and 
on the previous page is: Poets don’t have the looks of spaced out dreamers. Far from it.  
Let’s go to Ritsos “Epitaph” (1936), written when he saw in the newspapers the photo of the 
mother of a killed Mayday demonstrator lamenting over her son’s body brought to her on an 
unhinged door.  
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EPITAPH 
 
 

Days of ’36 (Salonica) 

 
 

 
Days of ’70 (Kent) 
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Hair’s touch like love’s 

Your faint last breath  still on my cheek 
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Let’s now hear from a cassette some epitaphs even if they’re not going to be sung: 
 

HAIR’S TOUCH LIKE LOVE’S 
 

Hair’s touch like love’s in my palms every time I stayed at your side 
to fill my soul with your sleep’s smile in darkness filled with your sight. 

 
Eyebrow like supple twig, like arc, eyebrow like drawn by painter 

carved arch in which my eyes could nest in warmth and rest forever. 
 

Calm drowsy eyes that inside them could mirror clear blue sky 
to keep tears’ spears far I would fight, for such eyes shouldn’t cry. 

 
Precious lips full of flower scent, your chirp made flowers blossom 

made blossom stones and dried up trees and songbirds danced and stopped songs. 
 

You  have set , my star 
 

You have set, my sun, you have set, my star                                                                            
since that hour the whole world has been setting 
You have set my son and a black morning sun 

has pulled back its light rays and stopped rotating 
 

By people and soldiers I’m now stepped on 
but no one turns an eye,                                                                                             

they just don’t go to leave you alone                                                                                   
nor do they just pass by 

Your faint last breath I still feel on my cheek 
and it’s warm not like your hand that I’m holding 

and I see a light, it’s a big floating light 
at the end of the street and it’s nodding. 

 
My tears are wiped by  light’s soft palm 

my eyes are almost drying 
your voice like droplets has sprinkled my gut 

your life has dripped in mine. 
 

And here I am now standing up 
but still my legs are here bound 

a live joyful light, my strong brave boy, 
has just helped me up from the ground. 

 
With flags your friends now have covered you* 

just sleep and don’t you mind 
I’m heading for your brother pals 

your voice is now mine. 
 

 
*Unfortunately I could not find on google a photo from  Panagoulis’ funeral where Ritsos is kissing him in 
his coffin and the subtitle in the newspaper was “With flags your friends now have covered you” 
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Before we hear some more epitaphs let’s hear a lullaby whose lyrics  could be sung by the 
Palestinian mother we saw if her baby were really sleeping and not killed by a cartridge of tear 
gas in Hebron. Both the music and the lyrics were written by Mikis Theodorakis:   

 
Sleep little angel 

 
Sleep calm my little angel love, 

my baby nanny-nanny, 
sleep to grow fast like tall plane trees, 

so hush and nanny-nanny. 
 

Sleep as to grow a man strong in your body and mind 
so you can walk straight and keep on the road of right. 

Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 

 
Sleep calm my little angel dove, 

my baby nanny-nanny, 
to feel your heart grow big like Christ’s, 

so hush and nanny-nanny. 
 

Grow not to ever say “I just cannot” 
and be like steel if you must lift a cross and walk. 

Sleep calm my baby with my song, 
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love. 

 
 
Let’s go to hear some more epitaphs: 

EPITAPH 
 

You are not lost 
 

My son, which fate had written down for you, which fate for me had all this written 
such hurt, such pain, such flame, such fire, oh heart, such teeth to leave me bitten. 

 
No son, my sweet you are not lost, oh god, within my veins you are now living 

deep in the blood of everyone get in and live. Their veins they’re giving. 
 

Immortal water 
 

God how I wish I had that flask, that flask of living water 
to give you a new soul just for a lightning’s glance, to wake you for a moment. 

 
To come and see and laugh with joy, your whole dream real and live 

standing up full of life and pride and smiling at your side. 
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A fine day in May 
 

You left a fine day in May, a fine day in May I missed you 
a day in Spring like those you loved and went where sun could hit you 

and in that blaze you looked around and hungry like in my arms 
you sucked like milk the light of God’s world through innocent, clear and wide eyes. 

 
And you kept telling me in a voice strong, sweet and warm and manly 

as much as the pebbles of the beach could not have been as many 
and made me feel that all those stars one day will come to be ours 
and now your shine has been turned off and ours are fireless hours. 

 
God were you good and sweet 

 
God, you were good and you were sweet, you had the nicest graces 

all wind’s caresses had your touch, all flowers your embraces. 
 

Your lightstepped foot at our doorstep just like a tender baby deer’s 
left just a light and velvet trace that had the shine of diamond beams. 

 
Your youth gave second youth to me, your smile could keep me smiling 

old age to come I feared no more, from death I was not hiding. 
 

And now what can I hold on to, where can I stop or move or go 
now that I stand like dried up trees on land all covered with iced snow. 

 
You were standing at the window 

 
As you were looking out of the open window 

I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad 
as they were barring all the view of the horizon 

the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats. 
 

Your shadow like our childhood’s guarding angel 
flooded our house with the cool breeze of gentle wings, 

right by your ear I saw the first of sunset’s fires 
like our garden’s flowers sparkled just like an earring. 

 
As you were standing looking at the sunset 

lighting and flaring all its flames for you and me 
you just looked great and grand and dressed up like a captain 

and our poor little room felt like a fancy ship. 
 

After those flames, in the starlight so warm and bluish 
just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of bay 

your calm and gentle steer just rocked me as if in cradle 
and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way. 

 
And our window was our door to God’s whole creation 

our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds 
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and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised 
where stars were flowers and their shine came from your glance. 

 
And our ship sank just leaving no lifeboats above waves 

and its steer broke in bits afloat or down 
and in the bottom of the sea alone I wander 
for no destination and direction ever bound. 

 
Yet I don’t seem to manage to get drowned 

nor can I get back to the sea surface 
I grope to reach for something to hold on to 

all I grab is seaweed that can’t be a staircase. 
 

The seaweed breaks and ocean waves just drag me 
sometimes to places where no humans have been found 

and I can’t tell even such simple little things like 
which way is up or left or right or which way is down. 

 
By the way, speaking about open windows: in another poem of Ritsos too , titled “Smoked pot” because he 
simulates his heart with a smoked pot that went many times into fire to cook verses for all people from all 
walks of life, he says about some grandpas (whom he met because they , like he himself, although they 
were not his age,   followed the young into the tribulations of torture islands, labor camps and exiles) that 
they are like saints and  “their every word is like a bite of bread, like a sip of wine, like a window open to 
the sunshine”. Ritsos went into a fever both as a human soul and as a poet and wrote all the epitaphs in an 
evening and night when he saw that photo. Theodorakis then was still one of the  teenagers  who  read 
Ritsos in poetry nights and had heard of his life in jails and felt him like an older brother and were on their 
way to meet him,  later, as they themselves started  getting in and out of jail. He put to music the epitaphs 
in one feverish evening in the ’50s (and not only the eight epitaphs that became a vinyl record but many 
more whose page he lost and only found years later) and gave them for singing to a plumber he knew who 
had a golden voice, Grigoris Bithikotsis, whom he had met in Makronisos as a very human guard (we 
recognized him in the center  of the first photo from Makronisos). As a bouzouki virtuoso Theodorakis 
invited Manolis Hiotis and as woman voice, in many songs, he had Hiotis’ wife Mary Linda all of whom 
we’ve seen in old Greek movies as entertainers. But the songs of the  mother of the Epitaphs were sung by 
Bithikotsis, a man, and this at the beginning was considered by all poets , even Ritsos, as crazy, or 
eccentric, or one of  the tall’s  pranks. Yet, although they have been sung by women of international 
reputation as singers, as Nana Moushouri, they remained imprinted in history and in the people’s mind 
through  the vinyl  engraving by Bithikotsis’ voice. Maybe, somehow, the songs’ vibes were received by 
the people (even of “center” or “right”)more through  the role of  the poet, the composer and the singer 
during those “years of stone” than through  lyrics. But, OK, when Theodorakis became a deputy of the 
communist party some of  rightist lovers of his music broke the records feeling “betrayed by his not 
belonging to all Greeks anymore”.  

  
                                      Ritsos and Theodorakis                 Hiotis, Theodorakis and Bithikotsis 
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RECAPITULATION: 
THE   EPITAPH,  ITS  ANSWER,  AND  ITS  FOLLOW-UP 

 
Days of Epitaph: 

 

 
 

Days of answer:  
Steps 1-2: 

 
You’ll see them again 

 
for him only I, I, I, I,  am waiting  
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The answer cont’d: 
Steps 2-3-4:  

                                “Stone after stone, tree after tree…. 

                          
                                      …they passed the world,     with thorns as a pillow        … for him only I 
                                                                                       they passed sleep             I, I, I, am waiting 

                      they brought  the river of life in their dry hands 
                 with every step they gained a stripe of sky to give away  

 
Steps 3-4-5: 

…maybe for islands, maybe land away or near, let it be what God thinks is best. 
The answer continues: 

                        
                 From camps            …………                                   to exile  

 
Their every word a bite of bread, a sip of wine, … 

 
…a window open to the sunshine 
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The answer continues: 
Step 6: 

…a window open to the sunshine 

 
You were standing at the window 

 
As you were looking out of the open window 

I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad 
as they were barring all the view of the horizon 

the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats. 
 

Your shadow like our childhood’s guarding angel 
flooded our house with the cool breeze of gentle wings, 

right by your ear I saw the first of sunset’s fires 
like our garden’s flowers sparkled just like an earring. 

 
As you were standing looking at the sunset 

lighting and flaring all its flames for you and me 
you just looked great and grand and dressed up like a captain 

and our poor little room felt like a fancy ship. 
 

After those flames, in the starlight so warm and bluish 
just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of bay 

your calm and gentle steer just rocked me as if in cradle 
and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way. 

 
And our window was our door to God’s whole creation 

our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds 
and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised 

where stars were flowers and their shine came from your glance. 
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Days of follow-up: 
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“You were standing at the window” cont’d: 

 
 

Instead of having it turned towards the outside to illuminate others, North Americans should turn 
it, for a long time,  towards  the inside just in case it can illuminate them themselves; or to look at 
it  from behind as it is looking out and wonder what it sees from the high window up there and 
ask it just in case it can recount it to them and just in case they can hear it; and if they hear and 
understand it they should be singing to it “As you were looking out of the open window” and 
“your shadow like our childhood’s guarding angel flooded our house with the cool breeze of 
gentle wings”. Right now they should first of all sing to it the following three last stanzas (out of 
which only the first one had been included in the record, as last stanza)  

 
And our ship sank just leaving no lifeboats above waves 

and its steer broke in bits afloat or down 
and in the bottom of the sea alone I wander 
for no destination and direction ever bound. 

 
Yet I don’t seem to manage to get drowned 

nor can I get back to the sea surface 
I grope to reach for something to hold on to 

all I grab is seaweed that can’t be a staircase. 
 

The seaweed breaks and ocean waves just drag me 
sometimes to places where no humans have been found 

and I can’t tell even such simple little things like 
which way is up or left or right or which way is down. 
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Concerning statues of liberty standing at the window we have our own. And they are all live,  
with flesh, blood and bones, not “nature morte”:    

 
BLOWIN’ WIND’S* ANSWER: 

LAST STEP 
WIND’S FINAL WORD: 

DON’T SPIT AGAINST THE WIND OR YOU KNOW WHAT WILL HAPPEN 

 
 

* Bob Dylan was asking: “How many roads must a man walk down before you call him a man?” and 
answering “The answer is blowin’ in the wind”. For the time of the American conscientious objectors of 
the Vietnam war this song did play the role of  a symbol. Now? OK, Bobby, c’mon! Don’t give us that 
vague stuff  by way of poetic license. Help us grow up by telling us the facts of life. OK, if you do mean it 
that the blowing wind is not just something that you try to figure out like some Druid seer then you will 
make valid for your case what the tall made valid for his: Sikelianos was saying for Heraclitus “.. for long 
years for the Eternity  he  hammered his  iron heavy thoughts  and hung them like arms in the temple of 
Ephesos”. Turn page to see , in context, what the Tall made valid for his case. (“Eternity” will be replaced 
by “mankind” so as to  refer to whose struggles and to whom as listeners the Tall and Ritsos  immortalized, 
through  their art, what they saw and lived).  
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BLOWIN’ WIND’S ANSWER 
WIND’S FINAL WORD: 

DON’T SPIT AGAINST THE WIND 
OR YOU KNOW WHAT WILL HAPPEN 

 

 
The Great Tall: Statue of Freedom 

 
…shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, 

…shout filled with soul left loud, just as if suddenly Life Herself had spoken 
of sounding copper or as if I had 

spoken clear and loud not just whispering  
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, 

spoken through us in torture islands, 
where, for long years, 

where for long years 
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts 

for all humanity we worked out iron heavy hopes 
and hung them like arms 

and hung them like arms 
in the Temple of Ephesos, 

in islands like Makronisos,* 
all the way to You I was calling, all the way to You I was calling, 

all the way to You we were calling, all the way to You we were calling, 
companions! 

companions! 
 

*We don’t think it’s that improper or out of proportions, nor frivolous, if, for such  “men 
for all seasons”  who found this way to immortalize the struggles of the people of such 
islands, we add here the limerick-like paraphrase “..where for long years the poets and 
composers among them hammered their iron heavy verses and scores for mankind and 
hung them like arms in the temple of Makronisos etc etc”. 
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…all the way to You I was calling, companions! 

 
A flower of fire comes out of their graves… 
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Class or, rather, choir, dismissed. Or rather if some of you stay we’ll hear the last part, the 
“Praised be” part  of the cassette of “Axion Esti” without much analysis. Break for all  now. Oh! 
if you need to call your parents to tell them you’re here take my boothphone card………………. 
Theodorakis put to music the  “Epitaph” by way of , also, some training of the people’s ear to the 
project he had conceived of  putting to Greek folk music tunes the highest poetry of the country 
and of other countries too, to thus set up a “cultural revolution” and help education break out of 
the university classrooms which had been devoted to bourgeois audiences and had confined 
accordingly even their subject matter, not just  their audiences. Epitaph, being, by its poet too, put 
in the format of demotic poetry’s rhyme-and-meter patterns , was a more appropriate starting 
point for this familiarization. And  the oratorio format in which he put the long “Axion Esti” of 
Odysseus Elytis he left waiting for a little (for the “Epitaph” to sink)  before giving out; for that  
poem’s music he used  another  point of contact with the people. The sound of Christian 
Orthodox Mass. And of course he did use again folk tunes. But the use of bouzouki even 
estranged many  fellow communists from him for a while, since they thought  he was influenced 
by  lumpen drug-culture (on account of which  bourgeois governments had even forbidden  
bouzouki songs in the past). Later , when he put to music Neruda’s “Canto Heneral” he used 
South American  folk music guitar tunes and the Catholic Mass sound. By the way let’s see him 
next to Neruda and his wife whom to some extent we had come to know through the film “Il 
Postino”:  

 
 

Now let’s go to some part of the content of “Axion Esti”, a part in which, in a sense,  the dead son 
of the mother we saw in the Epitaph answers her and in his answers comments on how much both 
life and its sacrifice are worth it. “, Axion Esti”, borrowed by the poet from Church hymns, as 
you all know from the “Hails” on the Fridays of the weeks approaching Easter, means also “It is 
worth it”. But the part of the Mass including this hymn is also a praise of life and of sacrifice and 
is called “praised be”, so each time we hear in the verses “Axion Esti” we should have  in mind 
also “it’s worth it” and “Praised be”. Before  starting it let’s repeat some epitaphs to see some 
laments the son’s “it’s worth it” is an  answer to. Let’s also start the “Axion Esti” from some 
earlier parts of it sung by Bithikotsis and not by the Theodorakis’ choir like the “praised be” part .   
Oh! I’ve brought photocopies of the verses for all of us, so you can follow the cassette singing.         

 

EPITAPH: 
 

My son, which fate had written down for you, which fate for me had all this written 
such hurt, such pain, such flame, such fire, oh heart, such teeth to leave me bitten. 

 
No son, my sweet you are not lost, oh god, within my veins you are now living 

deep in the blood of everyone get in and live. Their veins they’re giving. 
…………………… 

God how I wish I had that flask, that flask of living water 
to give you a new soul just for a lightning’s glance, to wake you for a moment. 

 
To come and see and laugh with joy, your whole dream real and live 

standing up full of life and pride and smiling at your side. 
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AXION ESTI: 
                                   
                                   I pass the razor over my veins and dreams turn red 
                                   and in the children’s street games they turn into balls to play 
                                   and turn to bedsheets for the sleepless young girls 
                                   staying up secretly at nights to listen to loves’ miracles 
 
                                    I OPEN my mouth and open sea rejoices and shines 
                                   and brings my words to her remotest farthest caves 
                                   speaking with whispers to her playful little seals 
                                   at nights with the tears of the sufferings of men 
 
                                   I was anointed purple red in love’s own sacred blood 
                                   I was offered cool and shade in joys not to be seen 
                                   I was oxidized in the southwind of men’s land 
                                   Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose 
 
                                   Far out in the open sea they awaited me 
                                   Sailships filled with cannonballs waiting to unload 
                                   My sin was that I too would have a love  
                                   Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose 
 
                                   Someday in July I felt she started to open up 
                                   open up her two large eyes inside my entrails 
                                   just to shine on the virgin life for a short little moment 
                                   Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose 
 
                                  My figure has become again the land where I was born 
                                  Through stones around me now I’ve flowered and I’ve grown 
                                  And the blood of the killers I pay back with light only 
                                  Far and Distant Mother, my Unfading Rose 
 

God master Builder of worlds and me you built me in your mountain crests. 
God master Builder of worlds and me you closed me in the waves of your sea. 

 
                               May’s body has been taken by magicians coming from afar, 
                               they buried it in a sea tomb no one knows who they are. 
                               They sealed it up in a deep well, deep well not to be found. 
                               Its scent filled up all the darkness, wonder if it can come out. 
 

God Master builder of worlds and plants You too among the Easter lilac flowers, 
God Master Builder of worlds and Spring’s grass You smelled the Resurrection just like us!  
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Far out in the open sea they awaited me,  

sailships filled with cannonballs waiting to unload… 
…God Master builder of worlds and plants /You too among the Easter lilac flowers 

 

 
God Master Builder of worlds and Spring’s grass/ 

You smelled the Resurrection just like us! 
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WITH THE STAR’S LAMP I went out in the heavens 
In the frost of the meadows, the world’s only shore 

Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 

Now my girls are in mourning, they’re mourning for our ages 
My boys hold guns and rifles, they don’t know what to tell me 

Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 

My entrails feel the touches of hundred-handed nights 
They are stirred throughout heavens, the pain of this is burning 

Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 

With the star’s lamp I’m still roaming the heavens 
In the frost of the meadows, the world’s only shore 

Where can I find my soul, my soul the four-leaf tear! 
 

Elytis 
ONE solitary swallow and it’s been a costly Spring. 
To help the sun start turning again, we’ve got to get up our steam. 
Thousands of dead have got to be sweating at the wheels. 
It also takes the blood of the living given on their own free wills 

Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries; 
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world! 

Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 

Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 

push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 

Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us, 
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers 

Elytis’ “mystic teacher”, Sikelianos 
TO A FAR AND UNWRINKLED COUNTRY* 

I’M ON my way now to a far and unwrinkled country. 
Now I’m followed by dark blue girls 

and small stone horses 
with the sun’s tiny wheel on their wide brows. 

Generations of myrtle have recognized me 
ever since I trembled on the water’s sacred screen 

crying holy holy. 
He, the conqueror of Hades and the savior of Eros, 

he is Prince of Lilies. 
And I saw myself painted for a moment 

by those same Cretan breaths. 
So that the crocus might be vindicated by the skies. 

Now to lime I enclose and I entrust 
my true Laws. 

Blessed, I say, are the potent ones who decipher the Undefiled. 
For their teeth the intoxicating nipple 

on the breast of volcanoes and the vines of virgins. 
Let them follow in my steps! 

I’m on my way now to a far and unwrinkled country. 
Now it is the hand of Death 
that grants the gift of Life 
and sleep does not exist. 

The noon bell chimes 
and slowly on the scorching stones letters are carved: 

NOW and FOREVER and PRAISED BE. 
Forever forever and now and now the birds sing 

PRAISED BE the price paid. 
 

*From now on the translation is exclusively  Keely &Savidis’. Up to now it was mixed. 
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PRAISED BE the hand returning 
from terrible murder knowing now 

which the world that is really superior 
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”: 

 
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal    Now the cry of May 

FOREVER the utmost conscience    Forever the full light 
 

Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep 
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel 

 
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera 

Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries 
 

Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion 
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence 

 
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness 

Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation 
 

Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number 
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye 

 
Now the humiliation of the Gods    Now the ashes of Man 

Now Now the zero 
and Forever this small world the Great! 

 
 
 
 
Let’s now hear the “PRAISED BE” part from its beginning, which can also be seen as happy end to the 
previous part that is raving, before it continues again to ending in the raving posthumous trip and the part  
just finished : 
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PRAISED BE the wooden table 
the blond wine with the sun’s stain 

the water doodling across the ceiling 
the philodendron on duty in the corner 

 
The walls hand in hand with the waves 
a foot that gathered wisdom in the sand 

a cicada that convinced a thousand others 
conscience radiant like a summer 

 
THE ISLANDS with all their minium and lampblack 

the islands with the vertebra of some Zeus 
the islands with their boat yards so deserted 

the islands with their drinkable blue volcanoes 
 

Facing the meltemi with jib close-hauled 
Riding the southwester on a reach 

the full length of them covered with foam 
with dark blue pebbles and heliotropes 

 
PRAISED BE the light and man’s 

first rock-carved prayer 
the vigor in the beast leading the sun 
the plant that warbled so the day rose 

 
The land that dives and rears its back 

a stone horse the sea rides 
the myriad tiny blues voices 

the great white head of Podeidon 
 

THE TOLLING WINDS that perform liturgies 
that raise the sea like the Holy Virgin 
that blow and set the oranges on fire 

that whistle for the mountains and they come running 
 

Beardless midshipmen of the storming sea 
runners who’ve covered celestial miles 
those Hermae with their pointed hats 

and the black smoke’s heralding wand 
 

Maistros, Levantes, Garbis 
Pounentes, Graigos, Siroccos 

Ostria, Tramountana* 
PRAISED BE Myrto standing 

on the stone parapet facing the sea 
like a beautiful eight or a clay pitcher 

holding a straw hat in her hand 
 

*Names of winds of various directions. Meltemi on the previous page is also a (summer)wind.  
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The white and porous middle of day 
the down of sleep lightly ascending 

the faded gold inside the arcades 
and the red horse breaking free 

 
PRAISED BE, on the remembrance day 
of the holy martyrs Cyricus and Julitta 

a miracle burning threshing floors in the heavens 
priests and birds chanting the Ave: 

 
Hail Girl Burning and hail Girl Verdant 

Hail Girl Unrepenting, with the prow’s sword 
Hail Girl Burning and hail Girl Verdant                                                                               

Hail Girl Unrepenting, with the prow’s sword 
Hail you who walk and the footprints vanish                                                                            
Hail you who walk and the miracles are born 

Hail O Wild One of the depths’ paradise                                                                              
Hail O Holy One of the islands’ wilderness 

Hail Mother of Dreams, Girl of the Open Seas                                                                           
Hail O Anchor-bearer, Girl of the Five Stars 
Hail you of the flowing hair, gilding the wind                                                                            
Hail you of the lovely voice, tamer of demons 

Hail you who ordain the Monthly Ritual of the Gardens                                                                   
Hail you who fasten the Serpent’s belt of stars 

Hail O Girl of the just and modest sword                                                                              
Hail O Girl prophetic and daedalic 

 
PRAISED BE the soil that raises 

a smell of thunder as though from sulphur 
the floor of mountains where the dead 
blossom as the flowers of tomorrow 

 
The windless calm of a night in June 
jasmine and petticoats in the garden 
the pet animal of the stars climbing 
the moment of joy just before tears 

 
THE GIRLS, blue grass of utopia 
the girls, those Pleiades led astray 

the girls, those Vessels of the Mysteries 
full to the brim yet bottomless 

 
Astringent in the dark yet marvelous 
carved out in light yet all darkness 

turning on themselves like a lighthouse 
the sun-devouring, the moon walking 

 
Ersi, Myrto, Marina 

Eleni, Roxani, Fotini 
Anna, Alexandra, Cynthia 
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PRAISED BE the unmotivated tear 
rising slowly in the lovely eyes of children 

standing hand in hand 
of children staring speechlessly 

 
Love’s stammering upon the rocks 

a lighthouse discharging the grief of ages 
a cricket insisting like remorse 

a woolen sweater left to the frost 
 

PRAISED BE the hand returning 
from horrible murder knowing now 

which the world that is really superior 
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”, 

 
which the world that is really superior 

which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”: 
 

NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May 
FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light 

 
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep 
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel 

 
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera 

Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries 
 

Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion 
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence 

 
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness 

Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation 
 

Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number 
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye 

 
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man 

Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 

and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world,  
the Great! 
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Before wrapping up and walking out: 
(parts in smaller fonts were added  here from other meetings , they were not in the same sitting as the  rest) 
It was such a great joy and honor that you told your parents you would stay, that something that I had 
prepared for the whole class for another time as a surprise I cannot postpone showing to you, the choir, and 
the non-choir who came,  here and now. So instead of briefly analyzing  what we heard from “Axion Esti” 
I’ll let the cassette player play some happiness songs you’ve all heard many times in your life and,  with 
them as background, feel free to do whatever you feel like, sing, dance, talk to each other or to me or on 
your cell phones, or to just leave. First of all, do you have any questions? And before that. let me ask you a 
question? A question I mean, that is also an  answer: Do you now see what was in the background of 
Greece in the times that  kyr Vangelis, whom you call Grandpa on the street, was being transferred from 
prison to prison and was not released even after successive acquittals while the health of his wife, Mrs. 
Moshoula whom you all  remember only on wheelchair, was going from bad to worse?  
Despoina : -You only told us about Mrs. Catherine’s father in Makronisos, you didn’t tell us 
about Miss Kate’s grandfather there. We’ll do ask her herself too, but can you make a start? 
Anne-Marie: -And you owe us one more explanation: After some point you never came with us to 
any  excursion  longer that one day because you said you have a small health problem needing 
some surgery you postpone before you come again. So, did you finally have that surgery done or 
Makronisos is less than one day far form Athens? You said  you went to the concert, didn’t you?             
-let me start from the second question: The fellow-physicist you’ve been seeing me with the last 
three summers, after he discovered the island he comes every summer and lives in Tasoula’s 
rooms,  invited me to go there with him and his father, who now is eighty two, and had been a 
detainee when young. I started telling him exactly these questions, about how long the excursion 
will be and I heard  his father shouting form a distance so as to be heard by me “Tell Yiannis one 
day  is easy , I spent three years there”. Anyway, we would be back home for sleep so it was 
possible. But I would do feel terrible if it weren’t. 
Anne-Marie:-So you have one more grandpa to tell us about. 
-Even two more , but let’s not overdo it. I mean my friend’s mother, was the sister of  a fellow 
detainee that his father made friends with on the island. But he met her after they got out. 
Concerning the story of the grandfather of  Miss Kate I only know that he told her that once they 
were told by the guards that the wives of the prisoners, if they had been arrested too, would be 
brought to the same island but soon they realized it was no reason for celebration, they just 
wanted to blackmail them in one more way, by keeping them elsewhere on the island and 
promising dates if the prisoners  agreed to certain things. And when the wives  came they held the 
husbands behind some iron bars and let them see how they mistreated the wives getting off the  
ship, which made the men go berserk with rage. By the way, talking of Miss Catherine, or Miss  
Kate as you call her:  
After you finish with your  rehearsals and presentation of Lysistrata with her I want all of you to think of all 
of us together making a paraphrase of it into “Lysistrata in Glossa” and playing it live or videoscoped. I 
started from its soundtrack and that’s the happy cassette I told you I would play as background to the rest of 
the night. So the story of the other grandpa, my friend’s father,  can wait for another time, since I know 
quite a few details and it needs time; let’s now finish with the happy part. As a happy epilogue to grandpas’ 
Makronisos stories I can only imagine the following story, or rather two stories, one happy , the other even 
funny, that  I’ve heard from Theodorakis on a TV interview: He said that the reason he had been  
conducting concerts in stadiums dressed in black trousers and black shirt all his life, was that he felt like a 
priest with the kind of function his music had and with the number of dead fellow fighters and fellow 
objectors it was referring to. So the happy end of it was that on this concert we saw him for the first time 
conduct and sing dressed in white. The funny story is that one day  he received  an envelope with an old 
pentagram page which besides being yellow with age, also carried dried shit. The cover letter went like 
“Sorry Mikis, on the day of that collective punishment that we all had to run with our luggage and you were 
running dragging  your trunk of pentagrams and it opened and your pages scattered and some of us grabbed 
some of them for toilet wiping  because we all wiped  with pebbles at the time, I was one of those who 
could not resist using it. Then I had remorses that some valuable composition might have been lost due  to 
me so I kept it, but I couldn’t decide to send it to you. Now, old and not knowing our time I do send it……”           
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 Happiness as Usual 
(Business as usual in ordinary times for ordinary people: 
Days of innocence, Paradise lost and Paradise Refound 
in sweet old small personal life gains and losses such as 

happy or unhappy childhoods, timely or belated teens, loves, quarrels, separations, reconciliations 
etc etc and not such as forms of happy ends about which we would tempted to say: “Operation 

successful, patient dead”) 
 

THE BALLAD OF ANDREW THE HUNCHBACK 

Andrew was sleeping rocked by sea,                                                                                                    
cool in the shadow of his tent boat,                                                                                                
breeze just caressed him and his dream                                                                                                             
was full of sun and full of girl’s talk. 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

 

Hot summer noons Andrew and we,                                                                                                                               
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,                                                                                                          
we dived and swam in open sea,                                                                                                                        
never as glad before or after. 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

 

Then came old winter’s bad long face,                                                                                                                  
our crazy team went back to city,                                                                                                        
something pushed your heart out of pace,                                                                                                                    
hold on, old Andrew, what a pity! 

 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 
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MAGGIE MARGARITA LOVE 
Margarita-Maggie my star, my love, 
in sky in heavens like bird like dove, 
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes 
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above, 
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes 
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above. 
 
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom, 
she locks you every night in your room, 
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better 
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom. 
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn 
we’re pieces of silent booms. 
 
Margarita-Maggie you are terrific, 
a little boat rocked by the Pacific, 
give me your winds, my Pacific, 
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you, 
give me your winds my Pacific, 
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you. 
 
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom, 
she locks you every night in your room, 
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better 
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom. 
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn 
we’re pieces of silent booms. 
 
I am your Maggie I’m planted here, 
counting the hours till next time is near, 
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting 
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear, 
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting 
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear. 
 
My mom’s a witch and holds a broom, 
she locks me every night in my room, 
but then I drop you a silk rope and we know better 
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom. 
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn 
we’re pieces of silent booms. 
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THE MYRTLE 
I had an open sea in mind 
and a rose garden, open garden, of our sky, 
and a rose garden, open garden, of our sky. 
 
When I sailed out or thought I would 
for our nearby neighborhood, 
for our nearby neighborhood, 
when I sailed out or thought I would 
my open windows had a guest, 
a smiling myrtle looked for nest, 
my open windows had a guest, 
a smiling myrtle looked for nest. 
 
Ι no more felt I’d like that walk 
I only liked her smile and talk, 
Ι no more felt I’d like that walk 
I only liked her smile and talk. 
 
Myrtle just tell me a couple of words 
how can I build a nest for birds? 
How can I build a nest for love’s birds? 
Myrtle just tell me a couple of words. 
Will soil and water be enough 
if I just mix them with my love? 
If I just mix them with my love, 
will soil and water be enough? 
 
When to my windows I went near 
the smiling myrtle had a tear, 
when to my windows I went near 
the smiling myrtle had a tear. 
When I sailed out and thought I would 
for our nearby neighborhood, 
when I sailed out and thought I would 
for our nearby neighborhood. 
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INSIDE YOUR BLACK HAIR, LADY 
In the well-known night neighborhoods of moon 
I went out for some strolling 
to see the eyes of sky and try 
to kiss its lips and body. 
 
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars, 
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs, 
of spring birds that fly me on their wings. 
 
Inside my heart just see that bird, 
how much it longs and suffers, 
suffers although it chirps and sings 
and although its wings it flutters. 
 
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars, 
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs, 
of spring birds that fly me on their wings. 
 
You’re a real princess, a real queen, 
your eyes are such a dowry, 
nobility does not reside in 
mansions of gold and glory. 
 
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars, 
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs, 
of spring birds that fly me on their wings. 
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SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER AND COOL 
Saturday night is coming, say, mamma, 
did I hear you say my white shirt had been washed and cleaned, 
my friends that you know are already there and phoned me 
to say that my Juliet at her balcony was seen. 
Flower scent is coming from the balconies, 
flower scent is coming from the yards along the streets, 
flower scent is coming from love that’s all around, 
love, wave by wave, fills up the oceans, sky and ground. 
 
We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found 
                                    and rowing we will soon be really out 
                  and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht, 
                                      shipowners will be jealous of our lot. 
 
Saturday night is coming my princess, 
tonight I’m a prime minister, a prince and a tycoon, 
mine are all riches of the world and also mine are 
sky, sea and heaven and the city’s best saloon. 
Mine is your balcony and your doorstep, 
mine are your flower pots, your flowers and your plants 
and if you look into my two eyes, 
right away your faithful slave and subject I become. 
 
We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found 
                                     and rowing we will soon be really out 
                  and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht, 
                                      shipowners will be jealous of our lot. 

 
FIVE BY FIVE, TEN BY TEN 

Five by five I skip stairs, ten by ten I’m flying over walls and floors 
for two fires of magic, your two eyes of fire, 
one look from them into mine ten stabs of desire. 
 
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore, 
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door. 
 
Five by five my kisses, ten by ten all over I will give to you 
and after I have drunk you and my kisses made you drunk 
lullabies I’ll make for you with my happy song. 
 
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore, 
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door. 
 
Five by five stairs skip me, ten by ten they’re flying me over walls and floors 
immigration’s here and I have no choice 
and don’t cry for me, they say, they’ll find you better boys. 
 
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore, 
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door. 
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MY GAL’S NAME’S HELEN 

My April month, my April-May months blond, 
May-April full of flowers, 
my heart how can you stand, 
my heart how can 
my heart how can you stand 
in so much love and beauty, 
in so much loving and flower scent! 
 
Songs, kisses, sun and moon, 
over our neighborhood, 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
our secret to be known. 
 
My silver star, my silver star in skies, 
my moonlight beam in heavens 
your eyes have caught my heart 
your eyes have caught 
your eyes have caught my heart 
like twigtraps catch their birdies 
stupid or clever, foolish or smart. 
 
Songs, kisses, sun and moon, 
over our neighborhood, 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
our secret to be known. 

 
My heady flo-, my heady flower rose, 
my heady rose’s fragrance 
I’m coming to your folks 
I’m coming to 
I’m coming to your folks 
to ask them for their blessing 
and my match that I love and want. 

 
Songs, kisses, sun and moon, 
over our neighborhood, 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want 
our secret to be known. 
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I HAVE A LOVE SHE’S ALL FOR ME 

Ι have a love she’s all for me, 
my star my dawn my rose my sea, 
one thousand men would not be able 
to rock you as nice as I can rock you in my cradle. 
 
Your eyes inside are full of flames 
flaring at nights and sweet in days, 
flaring at nights and sweet in days 
your eyes inside are full of flames. 
 
When on your lips I feel I’m flying 
I can’t care less if I leave dying, 
when in your arms you set me cradling 
then aye-aye lady in your sea I’m going sailing. 

 
Without a boat and without sails 
the world is mine with all details, 
the world is mine with all details 
without a boat and without sails. 
 
You wear the sun like just a hairpin, 
moon is a button of your apron, 
your breast is home for singing crickets 
that for all concerts of the world give us free tickets. 
 
And from your kisses birds have learned 
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend, 
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend, 
right from your kisses birds have learned. 
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(The songs of this page are not by Theodorakis)  
 

MOUTHS FULL OF KISSES 
With your mouth full of kisses and love 
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove 
you fly and whistle your greetings to sun 
every morning, 
with your mouth full of kisses you bring 
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring 
your hair, your eyes, your lips and I drink 
your wind blowing. 
 
And at night, yeah!, 
warm, dark night, yeah!, 
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire, 
and you burn me like a twig yeah!, 
till next dawn my burned ashes retire. 
 
With my mouth full of kisses and love 
I feel just like those birds high above 
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five, 
yes, I’m flying, 
with my mouth full of kisses and scent 
that enwraps me the days that we spend, 
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad, 
as if dying. 
 
And at night, yeah!, 
warm, dark night, yeah!, 
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire, 
and you burn me like a twig, yeah!, 
till next dawn my burned ashes retire. 
 

THE QUARREL 
Tonight like kids we had again 
that quarrel for whatever,  
that quarrel for whatever.                                                                                                          
You sat enough your turn to stand, 
you talked enough now it’s my turn,                                                                                                          
now you leave and I remain,                                                                                                                                 
the same old tune forever.                                                                                                                       
Quarrel one and two and three                                                                                                             
and quarrel four and five,                                                                                                                        
I can’t stand you, you can’t stand me                                                                                                                        
our love just can’t survive. 
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TIRED OF HOLDING ΥΟU 
I’m tired of holding you by the hand, you my own pain in person, 
we two just walking side by side, me and you my joyless pain, 
having a sad wind on our face as our only consolation, 
like birds who just lost all their wings because they were battered by rain. 
 
Patience my voice, my song keep still, just hold it for one more short minute, 
forget the old pain and live again and let your soul play like we did. 
 
I’m tired of listening to my pain talking about pain only, 
I just can’t stand my own sad voice talking about the wound, 
talking of pain from here to grave, of dying and living lonely, 
of things we did and things we lived and things we could or would. 
 
Patience my voice, my song keep still, just hold it for one more short minute, 
forget the old pain and live again and let your soul play like we did. 
 

KNOCKING SHYLY 
Gently and sweetly peel your beautiful pine tree 
and let it drip its resin 
put it in your wine this year, I think it’ll make it sweet, 
I hope the same for your pains and dreams, 
                          for your pains and dreams. 
 
Our road was long, just very long, your patience just too little, 
I’m knocking shyly on your door, and a helpful wind just tilts it, 
                                                                                  yes, it tilts it. 
 
And if your fireplace had no fire those days and I, 
and I those days was fireless 
I saw it as a help from God that I couldn’t cry 
’cause tears would make me powerless, 
                                    really powerless. 
 
Our road was long, just very long, your patience just too little, 
I’m knocking shyly on your door, and a helpful wind just tilts it, 
                                                                                  yes, it tilts it. 
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I TOOK THE SKYWAYS 
I wish my hands could hold two swords 
to fight your pain with more than words 
and never let him touch you. 
I wish I were an eagle with widespread wings 
to hide you from time and what he brings 
and fly you where he’d forget about you. 
 
Our day is bitterly going away and night is coming near, 
desire into my song my blood keeps dripping, 
                                      blood drips desire, desire for you is still here. 
 
I took the skyways, I chased the clouds, 
I met the stars in their whereabouts, 
I asked them how souls are mended, 
I sought in south, I sought in north, 
to find joy and smile and bring you both 
but came back empty handed. 
 
Our day is bitterly going away and night is coming near, 
desire into my song my blood keeps dripping, 
                                      blood drips desire, desire for you is still here. 
 

MAKE UP YOUR BED FOR TWO 
The road is dark, and so is life, until again I meet you, 
come down your door and hold my hand to feel how much I need you. 
 
Make up your bedsheets now for two, 
for you and me, for me and you, 
hold me as I hold you right from start 
to feel that love and life are back. 
 
I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, we both were taken and given,  
I lost myself into your eyes and into your fate I am driven. 
 
Make up your bedsheets now for two, 
for you and me, for me and you, 
hold me as I hold you right from start 
to feel that love and life are back. 
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I WILL GIVE YOU A BALL MADE OF GOLD 
(Translation of a translation (of the original by Brendan Behan)) 

I will give you a ball made of gold, you might play it with kids in the hall, 
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend and all. 
 
I will give you the keys of my heart and my money no matter how much, 
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend and match. 
 
I will give you a golden chain watch, you might call all the kids to show off, 
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend right off. 
 
I will give you real gold real gold to fill whole lots of handfuls with crowns, 
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend right now. 
 
I will make you a meat pie a meat pie, I will hide you until all tough guys go, 
if you take me you take me as your girlfriend and you don’t just say no. 
 
But we first must see if we two really match, if we two really match the right way. 
 

FIRST TIME* 
Our eyes so close, that star above, and we as free as never, 
my God how would, oh if it just could, this hour should last forever, 
my God how would, oh if it just could, this hour should last forever. 
 
I feel your fever inside me, storm like pulsating fire, 
earth’s just too small, a tiny ball, can’t hold me as I go higher 
earth’s just too small, a tiny ball, can’t hold me as I go higher. 
 
First time I’ve loved you, first time I’ve known you, first man who’s heard me sighing, 
it’s the first time, it’s in your arms, I feel being born and dying 
it’s the first time, it’s in your arms, I feel being born and dying. 
 
*This song too is not by Theodorakis. 
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THE BALLAD OF ANDREW THE HUNCHBACK 

Andrew was sleeping rocked by sea,                                                                                                    
cool in the shadow of his tent boat,                                                                                                
breeze just caressed him and his dream                                                                                                             
was full of sun and full of girl’s talk. 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

Hot summer noons Andrew and we,                                                                                                                               
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,                                                                                                          
we dived and swam in open sea,                                                                                                                        
never as glad before or after. 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

Then came old winter’s bad long face,                                                                                                                  
our crazy team went back to city,                                                                                                        
something pushed your heart out of pace,                                                                                                                    
hold on, old Andrew, what a pity! 

Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,                                                                                                  
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,                                                                                                                        
oh how this life is full of joy,                                                                                                             
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,                                                                                                     
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry. 

 
Upshot? Maybe only people with as much love for life as the people who wrote these hymns to love would 
be willing to go through so much for life’s sake? Maybe only people who had gone through so much would 
love life so much as these love songs show? Maybe both? Maybe  neither? Whatever the answer to that is 
the songs are great. And the paradise of the song appearing both as first and as last is great for all ages. 
Being a rehearsing choir let’s make a finishing phrase that could be a hymn or at least a dedication to 
Theodorakis himself: Theodorakis had once said that inspiration is like lava, and if you do not touch it  
when it’s burning it has solidified and you cannot mold it. He had also said he felt like a priest when he was 
conducting. And also had said that he tried to make of himself a Prometheus of education, to take education 
from the university classrooms and spread it on the people of anonymous many that are the raw matter of  
art by being the prime mover of history. If we take all these things together we can make a dedication-like 
phrase that is a hymn to the Great Tall of Freedom and, maybe, also is an answer to the maybes of the 
questions right above:                                                                                                                                     
We can say that Theodorakis’ body language when singing or conducting is like immersing his 
big hands in burning lava, like Ritsos was immersing his big heart in fire like a smoked pot, and, 
after molding his great compositions, sprinkling the people whom he so much loved and served 
and who so much loved him and admired him  both in stadiums and elsewhere,  with dewdrops in 
the form of love songs.         
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PS:  
We still have not finished the story with Makronisos. Let’s see a part of it:  
…Kyr Spyros  was eighty two but had no fatigue taking us around on foot through five 
kilometers of rough ground rather than three kilometers of dust road by bus from port to concert 
place Everywhere was a smell of thyme so one verse of the well known Theodorakis song of the 
anti-junta resistance saying “our slaughter house smelled of thyme” was not a figure of speech to 
be explained, it was a direct free association of the poet-composer who, when in the slaughter 
rooms  of Athens jails later, freely associated the slaughter-area  on the island. We heard first 
hand from kyr Spyros about a special slaughter day (which some speakers also mentioned later in 
their talks, so it must have been a non-routine slaughter scale): the people who were unrepenting 
were provoked by being shot by machine guns so that they try to get the guards’ guns and then 
giving them the right to kill them in cold blood, but  instead they were answering bullets by just 
throwing stones , bending over to catch a stone my friend’s father had been hit in the neck rather 
than more lethally, and started bleeding and somebody who was  walking  to the ship that would 
take the wounded  to the hospital and had  two arms broken volunteered to carry the bleeding and 
fainting guy on his back and the guards were asking “is he a Bulgarian?” as they then called the 
communists, not the fans of the Salonica soccer team like now, because Bulgaria was the closest 
communist country and old disputes over the border, then had become disputes with communism) 
but to that question all were silent because the question “Greeks come over here, we’ll only be 
shooting Bulgarians” was posed to create a split which everyone resisted (even rightists who were 
adamant and upright did not want their solidarity to break after they had reached that point. An ex 
cadet fell and a soldier jumped on his head with his boots and squashed it because there is nothing 
more treacherous and dangerous than a communist army man) . The wounded  were loaded on a 
ship and taken to the military hospital in Athens and were kept there tied on their beds. The guy 
with the broken arms who had saved his life he never saw or heard of again, they just told him 
that he had to be tied on his back so as not to fall because he had fainted. He also took us to the 
place where he met his future brother-in-law… 
 
 
Later addendum on the occasion of  some greater publicity received by the position of some 
historians that Christians persecuted gentiles and men of Greek culture, at least as savagely and 
extensively as  Romans  had persecuted the early Christians*:  The fact that many of these “seeds 
of the tenacious plant” (as Gibran would call the objectors we saw) simulated themselves to the 
early Christians does not render their struggle obsolete and futile through such  hindsight of   
historians! Whether they call themselves “early Christian” or “last gentiles” Christ is the symbol 
of their struggles, not the symbol of their guards’ “divine right” and power . Similarly Bruno and 
not the inquisitors who burned him is the follower of Christ, and the freedom fighters of South 
America and not the Christian conquistadores who “brought them Christian religion” are the 
followers of Christ. In literature this point was made, among many other deep points too (about 
man’s fear of freedom),  by Dostoyevsky in the “myth of the Grand Inquisitor” in his “Brothers 
Karamazov” where Inquisition burns Christ himself on the stake, and of course by Kazantzakis in 
“The Last Temptation of Christ” where Christ is seen as the archetype of  man struggling for 
freedom. In cinema we already saw Bunuel’s version of this point in the beginning of the present 
file; and also Scorcese made Kazantzakis’ book into a film. Same point goes with respect  to the 
persecutions of dissidents by Stalin which were at least as savage and extensive as the 
persecutions of communists by some governments in the West, e.g.  Spain, Greece, Turkey, South 
America.   
*And doing on earth to non-repenting non-Christians in torture/extermination camps what during the 
Roman persecutions Christians  both  suffered and  pictured as their favorite show and pastime in their  
paradise from where they would watch the torturing of their persecutors in hell.  
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Opening to present and future: 
The continuing relevance of US’s megathinker “Lewis Mumford”. 

 
In the  previous some photos showed that we do share  the view that landing on the present in 
order to open to it and to the future involves both understanding-criticizing and criticizing-
understanding US, today’s  leading superpower. To exercise those two functions in a substantial 
way we must appreciate its sages, profiting from them, and criticize its not glorious antipodes of 
its  sages; while  at the same time we should do accept the criticism of its sages for our not so 
glorious bigshots and study their ways of  appreciating our sages and profiting from them. Our  
island has   the privilege  of hosting the translator and editor of a very recent American 
megathinker, Lewis Mumford (1895-1990). Before we use him to criticize his nation, as he had 
the lucidity, self knowledge and uprightness to do, let’s have the uprightness to borrow lucidity 
and knowledge from him to criticize our own nation’s most glorious periods, while at  the same 
time we will be comparing notes with, and profit from, his appreciation of our nation’s best  
pages and sages.   
 
“…It was in the theater that the Greek citizen saw himself and obeyed the Delphic maxim: Know Thyself. 
Best of all,  in the comedies…he learned  to see himself, wryly , as others saw him, chastened by their 
painful laughter. And in  the tragedies he beheld , in the larger figures of heroes and gods, beckoning 
potential selves whose imitation in moments of crisis would help him overpass the mediocrity of the safe 
and the habitual” 

                                                                                         Lewis Mumford (“The City in History”)  
 
…The Greeks, it seemed, had in some degree freed themselves from the outrageous fantasies of 
unqualified power that Bronze Age religion and iron Age technology had fostered: their cities 
were cut closer to the human measure, and were delivered from the paranoid  claims of quasi-
divine monarchs, with all the attending compulsions and regimentations of militarism and 
bureaucracy.  The Greeks broke down,  indeed they had hardly developed, the hard caste and 
occupational divisions that had come with civilization itself: at this early moment they had the 
flexibility and inventiveness of the amateur, not willing to sacrifice too much of his life to 
specialized competence. As the city developed, the democratic habits of the village would be often 
carried into its heretofore specialized activities, with a constant rotation of human functions and 
civic duties, and with a full participation by each citizen in every aspect of the common life… 
Colonization did not have the character of expansion of size that would change the way of life of 
the metropolis but aimed at preserving the original way of life when the population growth 
pushed toward undesired changes… The village ways made the post-Homeric Greeks distrustful 
of kingly power and centralized rule: even at Troy this was plain. The mystique of kingship did 
not fit well with either their village parochialism or their inbred self-respect...Agamemnon 
reproached Clytemnestra for her servile effusiveness of speech: “as a man, not as a god, let me 
be honored.” The delusion of divinity in a ruler was a product of their civic decadence. Even the 
growth of imperialism in the fifth century, though it turned Athens itself into a ruthless exploiter 
of smaller Greek cities, did not bring about the restoration of kingship or enlarge the dominion of 
the Olympian gods. Quite the contrary: not merely did the Greeks discard the more superstitious 
claims of royalty, making their leaders dependent upon popular support, cutting them down to 
human dimensions, but their gods are represented either to have the same build as other human 
figures, as in the Parthenon frieze, or as slightly larger creatures of the same mold. By the fifth 
century they even made the gods themselves a little ridiculous, if not contemptible, by playing up 
their amorous foibles and jealous rivalries…For a time the Greeks’ pride in their unfettered 
humanity possibly had a humanizing effect upon religion: it resulted , as Gilbert Murray pointed 
out, in a moralization of Olympus, in an effort to bring the gods up to at least the human level of 
conduct, and to cover over, as unworthy of godhead, the scandalous amours and knavish tricks 
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that the members of the Greek pantheon had carried over from the cosmic delinquents of an 
earlier day. Olympus itself must be turned into a polis of respectable citizens. So the least godlike 
of all gods, Hephaestus the blacksmith, found  a temple built for him, to celebrate his solid 
craftsmanlike virtues, hard by the old quarters of the potters and smiths below the Acropolis, 
while Prometheus, he whom Hesiod characterized as “sly”, became in Aeschylus’s drama, the 
moral superior of Zeus. Though Athens offers most of the ready examples of the deification of the 
polis, the spirit itself prevailed everywhere. God, city, and citizens became one compact 
manifestation of ego…Not till the barbarous Macedonian, Alexander, set out on his conquests 
were the aboriginal claims of the divine king revived…This sparse material culture, in many 
places little better than a subsistence regimen, gave rise to a new kind of  economy of 
abundance…The Greek poleis in their best days had no great surplus of goods: what they had 
was a surplus of time, that is leisure, free and untrammeled, not committed–as in America today–
to excessive materialistic consumption, but available for conversation, sexual passion, 
intellectual reflection, and esthetic delight . Is it an accident that in the short Ephebic Oath  the 
vow to do one’s duty “single handed  or with the support of all” is uttered twice?...Athens had no 
patent on these virtues: those who live in villages and value their intimacies do not confuse size 
with significance. Lonely courage played a part that mass obedience to the leader’s command 
could never rival. Such courage produced heroes of the mind as well as of the battlefield, often in 
the same person. In their formative period the Greek cities never lost their connections with their 
countryside or their villages… Independence and self-reliance were as ingrained in pre-
imperialist Greece as in Emersonian New England: there was pride in the old saying “Greece 
and poverty are twins.”…This new kind of  economy of abundance opened up virgin territories of 
mind and spirit that had hardly been explored, let alone cultivated. The result was not merely  a 
torrential outpouring of ideas and images in drama, poetry, sculpture, painting, logic, 
mathematics and philosophy; but a collective life more highly energized, more heightened in its 
capacity for esthetic expression and rational evaluation, than had ever been achieved before. 
Within a couple of centuries the Greeks discovered more about the nature and potentialities of 
man than the Egyptians or the Sumerians seem to have discovered in as many millennia.. All 
these achievements were concentrated in the Greek polis, and in particular, in the greatest of 
these cities, Athens…Somewhere between the second and first century B.C., Dicaearchus could 
observe: “The road to Athens is a  pleasant one, running between cultivated fields the whole way. 
The city is dry and ill-supplied with water. The streets are nothing but miserable old lanes, the 
houses mean, with a few better ones among them. On his first  arrival a stranger would hardly 
believe that this is the Athens of which he had heard so much.” The best one could say about the 
housing situation in Athens is that the quarters of the rich and the poor were side by side, and 
that except perhaps in size and inner furnishings, were scarcely distinguishable: in the fifth 
century,  noble poverty was more esteemed than ignoble riches, and public honors and family 
repute counted for more than public wealth…In the biggest cities of the fifth century the 
spottiness , if not the downright lack, of sanitary facilities was scandalous, almost suicidal: a fact 
that the great plague during the Peloponnesian War , which had crowded Athens with refugees, 
emphasized…To understand the full achievement of the Hellenic polis, one must take one’s eyes 
off the buildings and look more closely at the citizen…who had mastered Emerson’s great secret: 
Save on the low levels and spend on the high ones. What we regard as an unfortunate handicap 
may in fact be partly responsible for the greatness of Athens. The Greek citizen was poor in 
comforts and convenience; but he was rich in a wide variety of experiences, precisely because he 
had  succeeded in by-passing so many of the life-defeating routines and materialistic compulsions 
of civilization.  Partly he had done this by throwing a large share of the physical burden on the 
slaves; but even more by cutting down on his own purely physical demands, and expanding the 
province of the mind. If he did not see the dirt around him, it was because beauty held his eye and 
charmed his ear. In Athens at least the muses had a home…What distinguished the Greek polis in 
its developing phase was the fact that no part of its life was out of sight or out of mind. Not 
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merely was every part of existence within view; only the most servile mechanical activities were 
denied to the citizen: in most occupations, the free man worked side by side with the slave, and 
the physician received the same rate of pay as a craftsman. All that men did was open to 
inspection, alike in the market, the workshop, the law court, the council, the gymnasium; and 
whatever was natural was acceptable, so that the naked body would be proudly shown in athletic 
contests, and even its most repulsive physiological processes were not excluded from 
consciousness. In that sense the Greek had a completely open mind…The citizen not merely 
performed military service at call, contributing his own equipment, but  he served in the assembly 
and the law courts…Almost every male Athenian, at one time or another, had to take part in 
public business…As Fowler emphasizes, work now done by executives, permanent secretaries, 
inspectors, and magistrates, was done by ordinary Athenians, rotating in sections of fifty. 
Participation in the arts was as much a part of the citizen’s activities as service on the council or 
in the law courts…In a hundred years, Ferguson tells us, two thousand plays of picked quality 
were written and staged in Athens, while six thousand  new musical compositions were created 
and presented…every year something like two thousand Athenians, it has been estimated, had to 
memorize the words and practice the music and dance figures of a lyric or a dramatic chorus. 
This was an intellectual discipline as well as an esthetic experience of the highest order;  and as 
an incidental  result no small part of the audience consisted of ex-performers, expert judges and 
critics as well as enthralled spectators. Thus the public life of the Athenian citizen demanded his 
constant attention and participation, and these activities, so far from confining him to an office or 
a limited quarter, took him from the temple to the Pnyx, from the agora to the theater, from the 
gymnasium to the harbor of the Piraeus where matters that concerned trade or the navy would be 
settled on the  spot…That open, perpetually varied and animated world produced a 
correspondingly unfettered mind. Both in arts and in politics, Athens had largely overcome the 
original vices of the city, its one-man rule, its segregation of activities, its occupational 
narrowness, and worse, its bureaucratization–and they had done this for at least one generation 
without forfeiting skill or lowering the standard of excellence. For a while, city and citizen were 
one, and no part of life seemed to lie outside their formative, self-molding activities., This 
education of the whole man, this “Paideia,” as Jaeger has called it, to delimit it from a narrower 
pedagogy, has never been equaled in another community so large…If the Greeks were notably 
successful in throwing off the institution of kingship, which had hardly passed beyond the claims 
of the earliest tribal chieftains, their achievement of democracy remained slow, partial, fitful, 
never fully effective. Not merely did landed oligarchies and tyrannies long continue in powering 
many regions; but even where democracy prevailed, as it did in Athens, it retained the old 
principles of segregation and monopoly. Athenian democracy excluded  the foreigner and the 
slave: no small part of the total population…We must look  elsewhere for the forces of the mind 
that seemed ready to breach the invisible walls that had confined the new attributes of personality 
to the king and his nobles, and limited a general human development in the ancient city. To find 
the special secret of the Greek city one must look outside the bigger centers. And if one wanted to 
sum up in three words what supremely distinguished Greek urban culture from that of its 
predecessors, one might say simply: Olympia, Delphi, Cos. It was the contribution of these three 
centers that raised the whole ceiling of human achievement so high. None of these places had any 
pretenses to  being a great city. Each stands in fact for a specialized kind of town, with a power 
of attraction that drew men together, occasionally or seasonally, from the farthest regions of 
Magna Graecia, sending them back again, with their parochial limitations challenged, and with a 
salient aspect of their life renewed and lifted to a higher level. What the transport and 
interchange of goods had done to stimulate the daily life of the Mesopotamian city, the personal 
visits to Olympia, Delphi, or Cos did for the religious, political, literary, and athletic 
development of the Greeks. The first was the home of the Olympian games; the second held the 
chief shrine and the sacred oracle of Apollo, the one great unifying civic and religious influence, 
comparable to that of the Vatican in Roman Catholic countries; while the third was one of the 
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great health resorts and sanatoria, where a new group of physicians, the predecessors and 
followers of Hippocrates (460-375 B.C.), sought through a rational understanding of nature to 
cure disease and promote health. From these three centers flowed currents of vital energy, 
transmitted by pilgrims and participants, faring on foot and by boat, which brought into every 
Greek city  a whole stream of unifying and self-transcending ideas and norms of life. The 
characteristic work of each of these centers was carried on in many other cities: Cnidus  and 
Epidauros, the original home of the Asclepius cult, rivalled  Cos; and the Apollonian shrine at 
Delos turned that barren isle into both a pilgrim’s refuge and a center of international banking 
and trade despite its treacherous approach by water. Similarly, once the inter-urban games were 
started, many other cities competed with Olympia. Through the influence of these institutions, the 
more adventurous members of the polis came into direct contact with other cities, other peoples, 
other ways; and the participants experienced that process of “withdrawal-and-return” which 
both Patrick Geddes and Arnold Toynbee have demonstrated historically is an essential mode of 
human growth. These festivals and congregations challenged the ingrained parochialism of the 
polis. The four great Panhellenian festivals –the Olympian, the Pythian, the Isthmian, and  the 
Nemean –drew Greeks together from every part of  Hellas, along the sacred roads, where 
wayfarers were immune to attack at such seasons. Such mobilization and congregation forecast 
even freer movement in an even wider world…Olympia stood for the body as the active physical 
expression, through disciplined play, of the human spirit. Whatever the later sins of Greek 
dualism, in the formative days of their culture, the classic Greeks never identified spiritual 
development with incorporeality, still less with a contempt for the body or a monkish masochistic 
pleasure in degrading it or courting disease. Delphi represented through its oracle the 
combination of the unconscious, in its depths, accessible through darkness, sleep, drugs, 
intoxication, with open-eyed intelligence and a far-seeing providence: its twin gods, as Werner 
Jaeger reminds us, were Apollo and Dionysus, not just the orderly, clear-thinking, Apollo alone, 
himself a symbol of both solar and spiritual illumination. Those who were put to sleep by the 
priestess at Delphi were visited by the god in their dreams: probably under e influence of 
hypnotism or a soporific , even perhaps and anesthetic; for there is a report from that center of 
the lifting of a cataract from a sufferer’s eye during the night, unknown to the dreamer. It was 
such a Delphic priestess ,Diotima, who bade Socrates listen to his daimon; so that, at the moment 
rational thought left the temple to run the gauntlet of common experience in the marketplace, it 
was accompanied by a vivid reminder of its pre-rational cosmic beginnings in cave and grotto 
and animal rite. The masters of Greek tragedy never forgot that lesson. It was not for nothing that 
Delphi in Greek legend, like Jerusalem on medieval Christian maps, occupied the exact center of 
the earth. This was its precise position in the Greek mind. The original function of the Delphic 
priesthood was to determine the correct order of the religious festivals, and it is quite probable 
that Delphi as early as the seventh century sought, though unsuccessfully, to spread its 
recognition of a uniform type of calendar in the Greek world. Finally,  Cos was the great center 
from which a new concept of health radiated: at once a sanatorium, a hospital, a center of 
medical research, as George Sarton has pointed out, medical thought matured. But these centers 
were not just a collection of utilitarian buildings, half  factory, half  hotel, like most of our 
modern  hospitals. They also possessed the calm attributes of a cloister: here , for perhaps the 
first time, the  function of  the cloister, of withdrawal and inner dedication, escaped the confines 
of the temple, even while the temple of Asclepius itself remained close at hand. The physicians at 
Cos knew the healing qualities of seclusion and beauty, space and order: they set their sanatoria 
on a little island, famous for its grapes and mulberry trees, and its specially fine silk, with a wide 
view over the sea: a noble landscape freed from the clutter, the disorder, the smells and noises of 
the Greek  city. Perhaps no one has ever translated these ideals so effectively, if quite 
unconsciously, as Henry  James in his dream allegory, “The Great Good Place.” People traveled 
hundreds of miles by land and by sea to be under the care of such dedicated physicians, bound by 
their  noble oath, working in such a healing environment. By the very act of detachment through 
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travel, the patient took his first step toward rehabilitation; and the psychosomatic discovery of 
the curative properties of a change of scene may have been a contribution of Hippocratic lore, 
based on improvements the physicians observed in newcomers even before they applied their 
positive remedies. Can one doubt that the order that came into the  new cities of the fourth 
century registered , in collective form, some of the lessons that this great school of healers and 
hygienists applied to the individual patient? That sense of space and harmony , in nature and of 
nature and yet surpassing nature through man’s own ordered effort, left its mark on later cities… 
At Olympia the cities met, so to say, in person; and the contests were concerned with the body as 
an expression of the human spirit. These games brought together poets as well as athletes; and 
both were moved to give their utmost to the competition, since their audience was not merely 
their fellow-townsmen, but the assembled representatives of a larger commonwealth, wide-flung 
Hellas. Under the impetus from these games, a new institution entered the Hellenic city, and a 
new place must be found for it: the palestra or wrestling ground. This in time developed further 
into the gymnasium, an enclosed sports-ground, often set in a grove of plane trees…equipped 
with baths, dressing rooms and finally with classrooms; for,  following Olympic precedent, the 
mind was not left apathetic and idle by too violent physical exercise. Here is where the young and 
the old came together for friendly bouts of wrestling or boxing, for racing, for hurling the discus 
or javelin. Out of three such  sacred groves, already established in the sixth century, came three 
famous schools of learning, the Lyceum, the Academy, and the Cynosarges…But so ingrained 
was the sense of sportsman ship at first, that even wars between cities sometimes took the manner 
of a sporting contest, for honor than for more vicious stakes. Witness the “war” between Chalcis 
and Eretria, in the seventh century, held only as a contest, with all hurled missiles , spears, slings 
and arrows barred. These cities had emerged from the barbarous depravity of total war and had 
sublimated brutal aggression…The spiritual by-products of this new institution proved as 
important as its gifts to health; for here the old and the young came into constant companionship,  
not as parents and children, or even as teachers and students, but as partners in discussion, led 
by the older members, all  the more stimulating because of the difference in age and the escape 
from purely parental authority. Sometimes this intimacy proved an encouragement to a sterile 
homosexuality, in provoking passionate infatuations relieved from any threat of offspring; but it 
was also, as the Platonic dialogues remind us, a contribution to higher education. Did an 
authoritative priesthood have anything of comparable value to offer by way of method? And as 
long as the gymnasium invited physical exercise, it helped to overcome the bodily slackness that 
too often was the price exacted for adaptation to the constricted, sedentary urban environment. 
  The part played by the Delphic shrine is harder to describe, especially since the cult left behind 
no readable record other than its treasury and its votive monuments. Though the cult of Dionysus 
may have come from much farther afield, it was perhaps with the sanctions of Delphi, itself 
constantly bringing together Apollonian measure and clarity with Dionysian darkness and 
ecstasy, that the drama captured the Greek city. Here we may pause to take in the theater as an 
urban institution which entered te Greek city at about the same time as the gymnasium, perhaps 
first performing in the agora on improvised grandstands of wood, as depicted in three early  
sixth-century vases. But soon , because of the crowds attending in the growing town, the theater 
established itself on the slope of a hill on the outskirts, under the open sky. The festivals out of 
which the theater arose were religious festivals, long celebrated in the village; and the priests 
from the temple occupied the front row of the “orchestra.” If the Attic comedy grew out of old  
fertility rites , rooted in the neolithic past, tragedy wrestled with the problems of human 
development opened up by the new urban order: fate, chance, free will. As the city itself 
developed, the drama sloughed off both sides of its religious heritage: mere cerebral amusement 
took the place of bawdy  rites and horseplay as well as solemn edification. With this went a loss 
of cosmic perspective. At the very moment its pride and confidence became overweening , the 
human self began to shrivel. Cut off from its sense of the cosmic and the divine, it seemed more 
and more a prey to meaningless change and external caprice. In its own development, the drama 
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thus symbolized the course of urban development, as the vulgar, the trivial, the sordid, the 
spectacular displaced the sacraments of birth, citizenship, vocation, marriage, death. Yet in its 
post-tragic phase, when the religious connection was broken, the theater remained one of the 
distinguishing marks of the classic city, visible in the most distant of towns built for the colonizers 
and the pensioners of Empire. Even today, on the hillside of Fiesole near Florence, the semi-
circle of stone benches looking over the valley that spreads below and the mountains that rise 
beyond, recaptures the all but universal form of the Greek theater, and exhales a faint breath of 
the original culture that produced it. The beauty of ordered space within an ordered cosmos.  
If one mark of the end of the classic city is the termination of the Olympic games, the other is the 
abandonment of the theater. For it  was in the theater that the Greek citizen saw himself and 
obeyed the Delphic maxim: Know Thyself. Best of all,  the relentless comedies of Aristophanes 
tell us, he learned  to see himself, wryly , as others saw him, chastened by their painful laughter. 
But at the same time he beheld,  in the larger figures of heroes and gods, beckoning potential 
selves whose imitation in moments of crisis would help him overpass the mediocrity of the safe 
and the habitual. Self-consciousness and self-realization, even self-transcendence, became the 
new marks of the urban personality –or at least of an awakened minority. But even more directly 
and practically, Delphi worked still another change in the development of the Greek city. Because 
the founding of the city was for the Greeks, as it had been for earlier cultures, primarily a 
religious act, Delphi naturally assumed charge of the new foundations; and especially in the 
early period of colonization, the Pythian Apollo gave specific advice that dispatched new colonies 
in every direction, under the aegis of Apollo himself. Few cities would undertake such an 
expedition without consulting the oracle. Thus at the moment when the growth of the population 
might have led to congestion within the city, to random emigration, or to conflicts for arable land 
in the more densely populated regions, Delphi, willy-nilly, faced the population problem and 
conducted a program of organized dispersal. Through this program, the keepers of that shrine 
lessened both the acerbic economic competition and the wars of conquest, while it spread  Greek 
culture and the Greek polis to the thinly settled village communities of the perimeter. The control 
of city growth by orderly colonization, repeated as often as numbers demanded, was the first 
practical recognition of an organic limit to city growth. During the century in which it was most 
widely practiced, when the norm was maintained, the Greek city proved an extremely favorable 
environment for human development. The Delphic doctrine of the golden mean held for the cities 
as well as for men. Note that religious persuasion and voluntary action brought about this 
colonization movement: not centralized military control. The latter came under Alexander the 
Great, when religious authority had crumbled and civic norms had vanished. Cos, Cnidus, and 
Epidauros were no less symbols of the Greek concern for wholeness and balance  than the 
Olympic games or the Delphic shrine; and the lessons they taught played a part in later town 
planning, though they have not yet been fully assimilated even today. One of the most famous 
Hippocratic  treatises is “Air, Water, and Places”; a work which laid down the outlines of public 
hygiene in relation to the choice of sites and the planning  of cities. If Greek  love for the concrete 
object led these keen physicians to neglect forces and organisms below the ordinary threshold of 
sight, so that they apparently never suspected that diseases might be transmitted by invisible 
agents, they nevertheless did full justice to matters more easily discovered and handled: the 
orientation of buildings and city streets to evade the summer sun and catch the cooling winds; the 
avoidance of marshy lands and insanitary  surroundings; the procuring of pure sources of water, 
as a matter  doubly necessary for the sick, to whom wine must usually be forbidden. These 
prescriptions did not make headway quickly. It was easier for the wealthy and the leisured to visit 
a distant sanatorium when they were ill than for a municipality to provide the capital needed for 
great works of engineering that would bring pure water down from the hills, provide ample open 
spaces for recreation within the city, open up the crowded dwelling places and secure circulation 
of air…But gradually the Hippocratic injunctions would bring into the city pure water for 
drinking and bathing and spacious parks for exercise and spiritual rejuvenation…One phase of 
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hygiene is, however, strangely missing: the medical school left no text on public sanitation; and 
there are no references to the  proper disposal of excreta. Such were the decisive contributions 
the wide-ranging Greek assembling periodically in special centers, made to the culture of cities: 
the gymnasium, the sanatorium, the theater. Not merely did they remold the form of the city: each 
introduced, likewise, a motive for wider circulation and cultural interchange, by travel and 
pilgrimage. This was  a Panhehellenic influence. In the poems of Tyrtaeus even surly Sparta 
made a contribution to the common literary culture. The people who ventured forth, in trickles or 
in broad streams, to Olympia, Delphi, and Cos, and their sister cities, had temporarily detached 
themselves from the self-enclosed world of the polis. They became members of a larger  unity, 
brought about, not by encirclement and enclosure, but by a vivid attraction. At the point of 
meeting, they overcame the particularization and parochialism of their native city and gazed on a 
wider horizon. The sacred roads that led from Elis  to Olympia, or from many other places to 
Delphi, served as a visible bond of this unity. Potentially, these practices had within themselves 
the basis for a new kind of urban polity, based on  federated organization, operating over wider 
areas, not by centralized command but through voluntary transactions and mutual services. If 
these efforts had been more thoroughly understood and more consciously appraised by the 
political thinkers of Greece, even as late as the fourth century, they might still have left their 
mark on the city. But Greek practice was far in advance of Greek theory: indeed, theory 
accentuated the separate, the particular, the static, the archaic, and neglected the new tendencies 
toward dynamic cultural intercourse, and political federation. Aristotle examined the 
constitutions of 158 Greek cities, each sufficiently different to merit separate analysis; but there 
is no record of his paying attention to the efforts of trying to create a general league of cities, 
though this had begun as early as the sixth century, and before Rome had wiped out the last 
vestige of Greek freedom, Greece had produced some twenty  such confederations. The majority 
of these leagues , McDonald pertinently notes, got their start in a common religious festival, and 
in the organization needed to protect and supervise a special cult. And all too belatedly two new 
devices of urban government were introduced: the principle of isopolity, by which one city gave 
its citizenship to another city, while remaining separate and self-governing; and that of  
sympolity, by which a city became part of a co-operative group, under a co-ordinating  authority, 
with each citizen professing a double loyalty. In a peaceful world, these efforts might have 
multiplied and come to fruition. Even those whose knowledge of Greece is as exhaustive as that of 
Toynbee are inclined to attribute the divisiveness of the Greek cities to their topographical 
situation, to jealousy and rivalry, or to their narcissistic infatuation with their own image. That 
all of these played a part one cannot doubt: but the fact that so many efforts were made at 
federation demonstrates the existence of many counter-pressures. The earliest federal state in 
Greece for which J.A. Larsen finds an adequate description was the Boeotian Confederacy of the 
period 447-386 B.C. The appreciation of that effort dates only from the discovery of the Hellenic 
Oxyrhynchus papyrus in 1908.  Perhaps this innovation was favored by the absence of mountain 
barriers and strong cities in that wide fertile plain; but despite its Attic reputation for thick-
wittedness, Boeotia had in fact created a well-organized federal system, with a  board  of 
magistrates, a large representative council, a treasury and a command of an income, even a 
federal court or courts; and it was strong enough to impose uniform local governments  upon the 
member cities. In all a brilliant innovation. This achievement of representative federal 
government, with its combination of union and local autonomy, was a political development of no 
little magnitude. What caused it to fail was not the inveterate particularism of Greek cities, 
something fatally inherent in their character and constitution: on the contrary, this federal system 
was overthrown by a brutal specific act, namely the “King’s Peace” of 386, which stipulated that 
Greek cities were to be “free.” Under Spartan rule, this meant that they were not free to join 
together in  a federal union. All this occurred before Demosthenes sought to rally the cowed 
cities confronting Philip of Macedon. Had Boeotian federalism prevailed against Spartan 
isolationism the cities of Hellas might have fended off the fatal blow at Chaeronea.  If the force 
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and self-confidence of the Greek cities had not been wrecked by the series of wars that began  
among themselves, their later efforts at federation, born largely of desperation, might have given 
them a better chance against the empires that finally swept over them. But the larger concept of a 
federated urban polity, which would have rectified the failures of both urban isolationism and 
imperialistic political and cultural expansion, never had a career long enough to create a 
radically new pattern of civic life. War dragged the polis back to the more regressive pattern of 
the earliest king-centered cities, and finally wiped out all but  a vestige of their independence  
and autonomy. So it was as conquered refugees, subjects, and slaves, not as free citizens, that the 
Greeks ultimately carried the lessons of Olympia, Delphi, and Cos to the rest of the 
world…Athens , supreme in every department except colonization, was the embodiment of all 
fresh promises of civilization and of  the achievements of the Greek polis. But while Athens 
created a cultural legacy to which every succeeding age has been indebted, it sought to pre-empt 
for its own vainglory the goods that every other city had contributed to, and had a right equally 
to share in. though conserving, indeed cultivating, the benefits of internal democracy, Athens 
chose to act the king among lesser  cities, demanding homage and tribute in tyrannous fashion, in 
return for protection...Pericles’ funeral oration tells a different story from that Greek scholars 
often have drawn from it, once one escapes the hypnosis of Thucydides’ rhetoric. Covered by an 
affable mask of modesty and moderation, that speech is in fact a hymn of complacent self-
worship: in it ideals still only partly realized were treated as if they were solid actualities, and 
injustices all too palpably actualized were hardly even glanced at , still less repented of…The 
Parthenon, which was the public-works project of Pericles himself,  was  made possible by 
mounting acts of flagrant injustice and calculated terrorism, perpetrated by Athens upon her 
weaker neighbors and allies. This culminated in the wholesale extermination of the males of 
Melos, even after the surrender of its inhabitants. Such elaborate public works perhaps kept the 
surplus population of Athens in employment; but the money that made them possible was blood 
money, which degraded the taker…By the sixth century a new god had captured the Acropolis, 
and had by an imperceptible passage, merged with the original deity. This new god was the polis 
itself; for the people who built these great  temples were seized with an ecstasy of collective self-
worship…to set high upon a hill their image of order and beauty they would show exorbitant 
pride and shocking moral callousness…Parthenon itself presented this insidious inflation of the 
collective ego: the moral weakness is not less visible because it had materialized in a flawless 
esthetic image: the Panathenaic frieze is an idealized presentation of the actual  procession that 
wound about the narrow streets and climbed upward into the temenos of Athene, the members 
beholding themselves…the self looked admiringly upon the self that looked upon the self: a statue 
of enraptured narcissism…deepened, no doubt, by reason of the final triumph over the 
Persians…Pericles used words woven out of the deeds of  free men to conceal a policy of 
“colonial”  exploitation, enslavement, and merciless extermination…The excrement of early 
civilization – war, exploitation, enslavement, mass extermination – backed up on Athens as from 
an ancient sewer. In the end these forces overcame a movement toward a wider fellowship, with 
more humane goals, that was already visible in the seventh  century. Had Greece’s intellectual 
leaders fully grasped the implications of this universalism, they might have liberated urban 
culture from its chronic involvement in the practice of human sacrifice for perverse and irrational 
ends. Between the forthright Solon, who cast off , as it were a soiled garment, the political power 
he had gathered into his hands,  and the devious Pericles, between these polar opposites there 
was less than the span of a century. But in that brief period Athens was rich in citizens as no city 
had ever been rich before…The secret of   creating such citizens as the polis had briefly produced 
was eagerly sought by philosophers and educators, from Plato to Isocrates; but it was never 
successfully analyzed or revealed , and much of it doubtless still eludes us…For a brief 
generation in Athens, the ways of the gods, the ways of nature, and the ways of men came close to 
a common point: it seemed as if the arrests and fixations, the aberrations and perversions 
embedded almost from the beginning in the very stones of the ancient city might be overcome. 
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And it was not merely in sculpted figures that a new ideal of the human form, indeed of the fully 
developed personality at each of the climactic stages of life, had taken shape: that was but the 
crystallization of a more living moment that life itself had held in solution. In the generation that 
had thrown  back the Persian invasion, a new idea of human wholeness took possession of this 
society and pervaded every life. In the activities of the polis, if not in all its architectural 
furniture, human nature suddenly  rose to fuller stature. In two men whose overlapping lives span 
the fifth century, the new idea of wholeness, balance, symmetry, self-discipline became incarnate: 
Sophocles and Socrates. And not by accident was each in his own way a master of the dialogue; 
for it was by struggle and by opposition, not merely by symmetrical growth, that they rose to their 
fuller stature. Sophocles , the  older, handsome in body and face, the leader of the dance, skilled 
in warfare as a  general, carrying on through his tragedies the new form of the drama, itself 
suddenly released from ancient village ritual–here was such a man as Solon had first 
foreshadowed, in his detachment from all jealous preoccupations of power. Sophocles was the 
opposite of the archetypal specialist, the crippled, fragmentary man, molded by civilization to fill 
his little role and to serve with antlike devotion the needs of the hive. Just the contrary, here was 
a personality capable of facing life in all its dimensions, even in its furious irrationalities and 
obscure compulsions: at home in every environment, equal to every occasion, ready to assume 
moral responsibility for his choices, though the whole community might oppose him. “Single-
handed or with the support of all.”  Alongside Sophocles stands the contrasting figure of 
Socrates, likened in his old age to a Silenus, snub nosed, far from handsome, but with a 
magnificent physical frame and a constitution impervious to the rigors of war or climatic 
extremes; cool-headed  in the midst of fighting, clear-headed in his cups, when others were 
reeling drunk: introvert and extrovert: capable of both solitary mental rapture and endless 
conversational inquiry.  Like many other freemen, he was a stonecutter by training, and the son 
of two working people, a stonecutter and a midwife, but entirely at home in every part of the 
polis: an athlete among athletes, a soldier among soldiers, a thinker among thinkers. These men 
were but two outstanding representatives of the new city, the city that was latent as an idea but 
was never adequately realized in brick or marble. They were not alone, for they were surrounded 
by people of similar dimensions, figures like Aristides and Aeschylus, Themistocles, Thucydides. 
Euripides, Plato. By their very existence these spirits gave evidence of that sudden mutation 
which produced, among a few million people, within a space of less than two centuries, a far 
richer efflorescence of human genius than history anywhere else records, except perhaps in 
renascence Florence…When this moment was over, buildings began to take the place of men…By 
the time Plato was ready to put the question [of how Athens was as rich in citizens as no other 
city had ever been] the original synergy had turned partly into a concentration of stone, and part 
of it was dispersed in the wastage of war: Plato’s own answer to the problem showed only the 
courage of desperation…he never suspected, apparently, that the Athens of Solon and of 
Themistocles was itself a greater school than any imaginary commonwealth he was capable of 
creating in his mind. It was the city itself that had formed and transformed these men, not alone 
in a special school or academy, but in every activity, every public duty, in every meeting place 
and encounter…As a result, the philosophers who followed Plato and Aristotle, if they still sought 
balance and fullness of life, no longer dared to seek it in the city. They betrayed their own creed 
by dodging their civic responsibilities or by turning to an idealized empire or a purely heavenly 
polity confirmation…The naive utopia to which Plato regressed would be a city in which Socrates 
would have remained a stonecutter, but Plato never realized that…Till now mankind  has been 
saved from Plato’s dream by its technological innocence – and impotence. But we today, who 
have the means of achieving Plato’s ambition without yet having plumbed its horrible 
implications, would do well to pause and examine the prospect. If we continue in science and 
technology along the lines we are now following, without changing direction, lowering our rate 
of speed, and re-orienting our mechanisms toward more valid human goals, the end is already in 
sight. Cybernetics, medical psychiatry, artificial insemination, surgery and chemotherapy have 
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given the rulers of men the power to create obedient automatons, under remote control, with just 
enough mind left to replace the machine when its cost would be prohibitive. The polite name for 
this creature is “man-in-space,” but the correct phrase is “man out of his mind.” Another 
century of such “progress” may work irreparable damage upon the human race. Instead of 
deliberately creating an environment more effective than the ancient city, in order to bring out 
the maximum number of human potentialities and the maximum amount of significant complexity, 
our present methods would smooth out differences and reduce potentialities, to create a state of 
mindless unconsciousness, in which most of man’s characteristic activities would be performed 
only by machines. Even if the infamous nuclear and bacteriological weapons that already 
threaten wholesale extermination remained unused, historic man, he who lives in cultural time 
and space, who remembers and anticipates and makes choices would disappear… 
…Is the city of …Plato and of beautiful-goodness [kalon-k’agathon] in which , as Anaxagoras 
said,  mind “sets things in order”, and in which the forms of art mirror a super-mundane 
perfection–is all this an illusion? Did the forms of Phidias rise in this barnyard scattering of 
workshops and booths and cattle-pens and shrines and fountains, mid these mud-walled huts,  
hardly to be dignified with the name of houses?  Is there no counterpart in the outer city to the 
order and clarity of the Greek mind? There is no better place to confront the paradoxical relation 
between the mind and the body through which it expresses itself …than in the Greek polis , above 
all in Athens. One aspect of the order we find in the Greek mind was indeed passed to the city 
during the later Hellenistic Age; but what we find in the fifth century was something more deeply 
organic, closer to the quick core of human existence. That order had emerged as idea in the 
seventh and sixth  centuries, a wild union of opposites, restriction and exuberance, Apollonian 
discipline and Dionysian delirium, rational intelligence and blind intuition, skyward flight and 
muddy tumble: the very opposite of all that one would now characterize as classical. The highest 
product of that experience was not  a new type of city, but a new kind of man. For a little more 
than a generation–between 480 and 430 B.C., roughly, –the polis for the first time assumed an 
ideal form that distinguished it from all earlier villages and cities: an ideal form not primarily in 
stone but in flesh and blood. In a great succession of citizens the new urban order, the ideal city, 
became visible, transcending its archaic outlines, its blind routines, its complacent  fixations. For 
the Greeks added a new component to the city, all but unknown to earlier cultures, dangerous to 
any system of arbitrary power or secret authority: they brought forth the free citizen. Like 
Sophocles’s lonely heroes, he was a king if not a god in his own right: acting alone and seeking 
by the exercise of his intelligence to “hold a hand uplifted over fate.” Whatever the city  
possessed  the citizen considered as his own birthright: between citizens as between friends there 
were to be no secrets, no professional walls, no presumption of  inequality. The freeborn citizen 
owed nothing to princely favor or to his economic or official function: he resumed the place he 
had once in village culture, that of being first of all a man, endowed with every human dimension, 
to whom every part of life was open and accessible. This at least was the ideal. And it is by its 
capacity to formulate that ideal–not by its failure to achieve it–that we still properly measure the 
Greek polis… The role of the polis was admirable: every part of the city had come to life in the 
person of the citizen…Never had the life of men in cities been so significantly animated, so varied 
and rewarding, never had it been so little blighted by external mechanisms and compulsions, as 
during the period I have sought briefly to characterize. Work and leisure, theory and practice, 
private life and public life were in rhythmic interplay, as art, gymnastic, music, conversation, 
speculation, politics, love, adventure, and even war, opened every aspect of existence and 
brought it within the compass of the city itself. One part of life flowed into another: no phase was 
segregated, monopolized, set apart. Or so at least it must have seemed to the full-fledged citizens, 
however doubtful the  proposition might appear to their slaves or their womenfolk. In such a 
human constellation, temple ritual might turn into tragedy and the boisterous bantering and the 
rude horseplay of the marketplace might become satiric comedy; while the gymnasium, at first 
meeting place for athletes, would become in the Academy of Plato, in the Lyceum of Aristotle, or 
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the Cynosarges of Antisthenes, the gathering place of a new kind of school, a true university, 
wherein learning became socially responsible, linked to a moral system that had become self-
critical and rational. But that inner unification never quite produced an outward form that 
reflected and sustained in equal degree the life that had brought it into existence…despite the 
admirable role of the polis, the worship of that institution and that role was an obstacle to further 
development, for however great the goods Athens achieved, they could not remain transfixed into 
a static image of perfection. No human institution, be it polis or papacy, can claim its own being 
any ultimate perfection, worthy of worship…In the division that had taken place during the sixth 
century between natural philosophy, which considered the cosmos as a thing or a process apart 
from man,  and humanistic wisdom, which considered man capable of existing in a self-contained 
world outside the cosmos, the older insights into man’s conditions, truer if more confused, had 
been largely  lost. Even in Socrates, at least in Plato’s Socrates, the limitations of the worship of 
the polis became patent , just at the point where they should have disappeared. For exclusive 
preoccupation with the polis further widened the distance between the understanding of the 
natural world and the control of human affairs In the “Phaedrus,” Socrates declares that the 
stars, the stones, the trees could teach him nothing: he could learn what he sought only from the 
behavior of “men in the city.” That was a cockney illusion: a forgetfulness of the city’s visible 
dependence upon the country, not only for food, but for a thousand other manifestations of 
organic life, equally nourishing to the mind; and not less, we know now, of man’s further 
dependence upon a wider network of ecological relations that connect his life with creatures as 
obscure and seemingly as remote as bacteria, the viruses, and the molds; and ultimately with 
sources of energy as remote as the radiations from distant stars. Babylonian superstition was 
closer to the truth in its erroneous associations of the planets’ movements and human events than 
was Greek rationalism in its progressive dissociation of man and nature, polis and cosmos. To 
know oneself, as Socrates advised, is to know that one is not a disembodied mind or a walled-in 
city dweller, but an integral part of an enveloping cosmos, glimmering at last with self-
consciousness. Neither the Greek polis nor the Greek cosmos took the full measure of man: both 
were conceived in a static image that allowed for neither time nor organic development. By 
making the city their god, the Greeks generally and the Athenians particularly, lost hold of the 
greatest gift of divinity–that of transcending natural limitations, and pointing to goals beyond any 
immediate fulfillment…Though his years had witnessed an extraordinary burgeoning of human 
powers, the fifth-century citizen did not find a way of producing a city capable of continuing the 
process itself: he sought only to fit the mold already achieved. But  the polis could not become a 
cosmos, and a cosmos that did not allow for change, for transcendence and  transformation, 
could not produce a higher order in the city… For Aristotle, the ideal was not a rationally 
abstract form to be arbitrarily imposed on the community: it was rather a form potential in the 
very nature of the species, needing only to be brought out and  realized…he did not overlook the 
role of time and the way he went beyond the limitation of using geometry like primitives used 
magic was that of a  biologist , rather than a mathematician… which  a future generation will 
perhaps  consider a limitation  of our days…Aristotle  was not handicapped by the restricted 
conception of causality that 17th century physics imposed on modern thought, in order to keep all 
changes on the plane of the external and the observable…He was forced to use an abstract  noun, 
entelechy, to describe the form-determining elements; thus he turned an observable process into 
an extraneous and unobservable entity. But Aristotle’s static terminology should not lead one to 
overlook the familiar  facts that it points to. To use the word “mechanism” when faced with the 
need to recognize a teleological process is to overlook the fact that machines are themselves 
exquisite examples of purpose…Though he brought to the discussion of the cities something that 
Plato lacked, a knowledge of the immense variety of species and an appreciation of the endless 
creative manifestations of life itself…neither Plato nor Aristotle had any just insight into the 
happy moment that Athens, and in some degree all other Greek cities, had lived through, from the 
time of Solon to that of Pericles: therefore their ideal cities made no provision for continuing and 
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strengthening these creative forces. They had no vision of a wider polis, incorporating the ideal 
principles of Cos, Delphi and Olympia and working them into the generous complexities of an 
open society. Their ideal city was still just a small, static container, under the grim direction of 
the citadel…but on such terms the burgeoning mind of the actual polis would have withered and 
wilted. “It needs a whole society to give the symmetry we seek” observed Emerson. Aristotle and 
Plato  sought this symmetry in less than half a society–not even a full polis but a class segment 
frozen in archaic image. Not Athens or Corinth, alone, not Sparta or Delos, could flourish apart 
from its neighbors. Nor indeed could any of the cities of Hellas embody the Greek ideal of life 
without calling upon men and ideas and institutions that no one could appropriate exclusively for 
itself. Still less could any single class achieve the noble symmetry these philosophers sought. As a 
result, the growing polis, in its flux and disorder, swelling beyond all previous bounds, did more 
justice to the ideal possibilities of urban society than did those utopian projections , for all their 
crystalline perfection. This failure to understand the dynamics of human development as a key to 
urban form was not overcome by any further progress in the natural sciences after Aristotle. 
Under tyrannous rulers it is safer to pursue the physical sciences than to study human nature and 
society. The Hellenic polis was arrested by another weakness: inability to understand the human 
contribution of the slave, the industrial worker, the foreigner, and the barbarian: that is to say, 
the rest of mankind…The notion that the whole community must share the active life of the city, as 
all the peasants shared the life of the village, did not occur to Aristotle any more than to Plato. 
The good life could be found only in noble leisure; and noble leisure meant that someone else 
must do the work. This exclusion of a large portion of city dwellers from citizenship partly 
accounts for the debacle of the Greek city. By keeping the majority of its inhabitants outside 
politics, the area of full citizenship, the polis gave them a license to be irresponsible. What was 
equally bad, it gave them no other occupation than self-promoting economic activity, and 
relieved that of any moral end or obligation even in those affairs they could govern. Thus it 
prompted the traders, in Plato’s words, “to seek inordinate gains, and having people at their 
mercy, to take advantage of them.”…Except the commercial cities of Ionia, which had thrown off 
the aristocratic customs of Homeric Greece…the Greek citizens rejected trade as a possible mode 
of the good life. Thieving and cheating , if we may judge from Homer, were not incompatible with  
the aristocratic virtues; but plain dealing, on the basis of value given and received, was treated 
as more ignoble than one-sided expropriation by forceful means. The Corinthians alone were 
sufficiently proud of their success as merchants to be exempt of this prejudice. This de-moralized 
money-making paved the way for other forms of demoralization. The Greek contempt for trade 
was self-defeating: the good faith and reciprocity needed in all forms of long-distance commerce, 
dependent upon credit, never spread from business to politics; indeed, just the opposite 
happened, for Athens turned herself into a ruthless exploiter of the helpless, and the systematic 
enemy of her economic rivals, at a moment when her own growth of population demanded a 
widening of the whole field of joint effort for the common good. In building up her empire, Athens 
used the strong-arm methods of the nobility, with an extra twist of civilized brutality, in order to 
claim exclusively as hers the surplus that should have enriched all of Hellas*…The movement 
that had begun in fact with Socrates and his lower class follower, Antisthenes, to open up the best 
life possible even to the handicraft worker and give him the full benefits of spiritual growth, 
halted in thought as it halted in action.…The goods that the Greeks had imagined and created 
were human goods, not limited in their origin or their destination to the Greeks alone. Plato 
might recognize, after his travel to Egypt, that the Egyptian priesthood had funded esoteric 
knowledge that surpassed any he had access to: but the fact is that other peoples–the Jews, the 
Persians, the Babylonians –had much to contribute to the Greeks, and it should have been 
possible to embrace this otherness without being looked upon as a renegade or a traitor. That the 
Greeks never repaired the error of slavery, that some of their best minds could not even admit 
that it was an error, shows  how easily they submitted to arrest, how far they fell short even in 
*The repetitions seen  here, above, and below, of course go to show how relevant it now is to learn history.      
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their concept of democracy of the generically human… *By making the city, the artifact they had 
themselves created  into their god, the Greeks lost hold of the greatest gift of divine experience –
the impulse  and the capacity to transcend natural limitations. The invisible city, as yet only 
incarnated in a handful of great citizens, whose new lines of magnetic force had issued from 
Olympia, Delphi, and Cos, never assumed a more effective political and physical structure. While 
that city was still in fluid form, it had nurtured men of larger stature, of higher potentialities, than 
had ever before in such numbers, among such a small population. But when the moment to pass 
from individual ideation and incarnation to collective embodiment took place , the city, self-
infatuated, returned to an earlier form, highly organized and ordered, sanitary, wealthy, even 
sumptuously beautiful; but sadly inferior to the inchoate polis of the fifth century in its capacity 
for creation…We have here perhaps an explanation of why the Greek idea of  wholeness and 
beautiful-goodness, incarnated in great personalities who flourished during and immediately 
after the Persian War, never fully created a city in its own image. What took the place of such an 
image was the Hellenistic city: sanitary, orderly, well-organized, esthetically unified; but grossly 
inferior in its capacity for fostering creative activity. From the fourth century on buildings began 
to displace men…Except in the physical sciences, in the more quantitative scholarly disciplines, 
and in the production of material goods, nothing prospered in the post-Hellenic city. For as 
technological organization and wealth increased, the ideal purposes of the city no longer found 
expression in the daily life. Even the mind was starved, not for lack of food, but by its being 
overstuffed with depleted and sterile nutriment. The museum and the library took precedence over 
life and experience: academicism replaced the organic balance of the original academy: 
collection and classification became the chief avenues of intellectual activity. The proliferation of 
devitalized knowledge, knowledge treated as a substitute for responsible action, not as instrument 
of  life, properly takes its name from the great metropolis of Alexander. “Alexandrism” brought 
such knowledge to height s rivalled only by the suavely empty productions fostered by the great 
educational foundations of our own time. This sterile, academic knowledge, like a dangerous 
virus prudently killed and diluted, must, if we can judge by  present experience, often give  
complete immunity against original thought or fresh experience for a whole lifetime. Yet, as with 
various other features of the Hellenistic city, something permanently valuable –a patience, an 
order, a discipline, an ability to cope mechanically with large quantities–was passed on through 
the  devious channels of classical scholarship to later cities in Western Europe. But quantitative 
expansion was not confined to the market or the museum: every part of the city underwent the 
same process.The streets grew longer and wider, the buildings bigger, the external regimentation 
became more oppressively evident. But the more effectively the centralized controls and 
beneficent handouts of the great empires worked, the more plainly did the Greek city depart from 
its original premises and–what is more important–its original promise. Whatever it was, after 
300 B.C. the polis no longer was internally strong enough to challenge, even in thought, the 
political oppressions, the class divisions, and the irrational sacrifices, the futile war  and pillage 
and destruction, that characterized the ancient city…Doubtless the physical structure of the 
Hellenistic town improved as technological  facility increased: Archimedes’ feat of destroying the 
enemy’s ships by using the sun and a mirror to set fire to their  sails may serve as a symbol of the 
kind of ingenious activity that began to pervade this fading classic culture,whilst it kept repeating 
the old myths and going through the old motions, ever more empty, for a full thousand years. But 
to the vacancy and triviality of the life there is little doubt. The old polis was dead. Nightmarish 
fears and superstitious auguries overwhelmed men at the very moment the sciences were becomin 
more rigorous in their method and ever larger parts of the physical world seemed “under 
control”. We have seen the same dark fantasies rising under similar conditions in our own time.   
 
…The outward form of the Hellenistic town hardly betrayed a hint of what was going on below  
the surface of its life. For a counter-movement of the spirit, challenging all the assumptions of 
*The next few of  Mumford’s thoughts illuminate the previous by both extending and recapitulating them.  
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civilized power, had been gathering headway from at least the sixth century. This movement 
arose in the classes that the old polis had excluded from citizenship; that is, among women, 
slaves, and foreigners, to say nothing of disaffected and alienated citizens. As the common life of 
the polis , apart from spectacles, became emptier–and perhaps the “spectacle” was itself the 
emptiest of all manifestations–a new life sprang up, private , hidden, in clubs, friendly societies, 
burial groups, fraternities: above all in those secret congregations that met together for the 
worship  of Bacchus, god  of  the corn and the vine, and Orpheus, god of the lyre, or later still, 
the more ancient Phrygian goddess of sex and fertility, the Great Mother  herself, a carry-over 
from matriarchal days. Most of these clubs, according to W.W.Tarn, were small, a membership of 
even a hundred was uncommon; they were usually grouped around a small temple, and were 
apparently, after 200 B.C., often family associations, to perpetuate the family memory. With the 
polis in dissolution, these clubs formed, as it were , a private polis that served the needs of 
excluded foreigners and even sometimes of slaves. The old shrines and temples with their daylight 
rituals and their bloody sacrifices were not for these new  cults. The mystery  religions, at first no 
doubt houseless, meeting far outside the city on the wooded slopes of mountains, finally brought 
into existence  a new urban form, an enclosed hall, whose darkness corresponded to the darkness 
of the underworld from whence Bacchus was reborn , where Orpheus sought Eurydice. This was 
no longer a temple, maintained by a priesthood, but a meeting house (synagogue)built to enclose 
a congregation. Those who were purified, and who believed in the new god, were included into 
the mysteries and were saved: that is, they formed a new polis, more universal than any empire, 
but a polis “not of this world.” No matter how hard life pressed on the believers now, they had 
the promise of a life beyond the grave, a real life, not as leaden shadows in a Plutonian world. 
Thus the participants in the mysteries  seem to have escaped the limitations of the old polis: each 
found himself the member of a wider society that recognized neither temporal nor geographic 
boundaries. A political wisdom that the wisest members of the ancient city lacked, a wisdom 
unknown to Thucydides or Aristotle, to Socrates or to Plato, became the working creed of the 
mystery religions. The classes and groups that had been rejected by the polis became the leading 
members of the Great Society. But apart from their formal meeting places, like the great 
Telesterion , or “Hall of the Mysteries,” in Eleusis, the home of one of the new cults, the new 
polis existed only in the mind. Those who sought salvation renounced the earthly city: they put 
behind them the  transitory and corrupt body of the polis, courting only those moments of ecstasy 
or illumination that might offset a lifetime of frustration. After the sixth century B.C. this new 
spirit began to express itself everywhere, in new religions and new philosophies, alike in China, 
India, Persia, the Near East, and the West: whatever their individual accents, these axial 
ideologies revealed a profound disillusion with the fundamental premises of civilization: its over-
emphasis  on power and material goods; its acceptance of grade and rank and vocational 
division as eternal categories; and along with this, the injustice, the hatred, the hostility, and the 
perpetual violence and destructiveness of its dominant class-structured institutions. But those 
who sought to reverse the polarities of civilized life could not do so and yet remain within the city 
that had first contained and increased the potential of all those destructive powers. To achieve a 
new life , the holders of the new vision must desert the city: they must either establish themselves 
in the rural hinterland , in lonely forest or hillside cave,  at least on the outskirts of the city, in 
gymnasia or in garden colonies, a few dozen or a few hundred, hardly enough to form even a 
village. Witness Pythagoras and Epicurus, witness the followers of Lao-tse, of the Buddha, of the 
Master of Righteousness. If they enter the city,  they must form a secret society and go 
underground in order to survive. The movement that resulted in the creation of these new 
religions and cults must be interpreted, I submit, as a profound revolt against civilization itself: 
against its lust for power and wealth, its materialistic expansion and repletion, its degradation of 
life to the servitude of the body, its degradation of life by vacant routine, and the 
misappropriation of higher goods of life by a dominant minority. All this began far earlier than 
the sixth century B.C., for the emptiness of civilization that had no other goals than its own 
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existence had become visible, as I  have pointed out, long before: Vanity of vanities, all is vanity 
under the sun. The spirit expressed in te new religions had found utterance as early as the 
Assyrian tablet on Utnapishtim, Noah’s alter ego: “Give up possessions, seek thou life: Forswear 
[worldly] goods and keep the soul alive.” Since the new fraternities and the religious groups had 
no part in the city and could not keep either their possessions or their city secure, they were  
driven, in compensation, to make the soul their chief object and to retain only so much of the city 
as would serve their cult. The polis , now, shrunk to a church, at last could in the great dispersion 
of emigrants, refugees, colonists, expand beyond the city’s walls. Many centuries must pass, 
indeed, before the new religions could overcome their original alienation from the city and all its 
works. And an even longer time must pass before they seek even in theory to overcome the 
dualism between body and spirit , between the earthly and the heavenly city, which lay at the 
bottom of both this alienation and this special system of salvation. So before the prophetic 
religions and mysteries leave their imprint on the city, the scene shifts. Rome conquers the 
Hellenistic conquerors, and overcomes the surviving free or semi-free cities of the Mediterranean 
and the Aegean seas. In the Roman world the principles of Hellenistic town planning were 
carried further , and mingled with other urban elements derived from remoter municipalities in 
Africa and Asia.  The muscular-cerebral culture of the Greeks gave way to the massively visceral 
culture of the Romans: the lean Attic diet was replaced by daily feasts on the most colossal scale. 
What the  oral Greeks lacked almost entirely in their cities in the best Hellenic days, the anal* 
Romans acquired in suffocating  abundance.  What the Greeks originally had in abundance, the 
gifts of improvisation and spontaneous creativity, qualities as visible in the small dimensions of 
an epigram or a tombstone as in an epic or a temple, the costive Romans could hardly show at 
all, at least after the death of the Republic, except by vulgar imitation and  inflation……………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Is Mumford’s “The City in  History” relevant after more than 40 years? 
 
“…Modern man’s only alternative is to emerge once more into the light and have the courage, not to 
escape to the moon, but to return to his human center –and to master the  bellicose compulsions and 
irrationalities he shares with his rulers and mentors. He must not only unlearn the art of war, but acquire 
and master, as never before, the arts of life.”  

                                                                                            Lewis Mumford (“The City in History”) 
   
   In  1938 Mumford wrote “The Culture of Cities” many parts of which he included or extended 
in “The City in  History” in 1961. One of these parts , with a different title, was  the chapter  
“Brief Outline of Hell” which many critics considered , as he himself writes in 1961, “unduly 
pessimistic, indeed perversely exaggerated and morbidly unrealistic”. And he continues : “Many 
were sure then that no dangers worse than chronic unemployment threatened the Western World; 
and above all they were certain that war and  the total destruction of cities were both highly 
improbable...” in 1961 , years after “the large scale-destruction of Warsaw in 1939  and that of 
the center of Rotterdam in 1940, the total destruction in five years of vaster urban areas and the 
extermination of large populations from London to Tokyo, from Hamburg to Hiroshima, the 
killing of millions of people-six million Jews alone- by Germans in their suburban extermination 
camps , by starvation and cremation…” this  chapter seemed to have lost its relevance in the way 
predictions that were fulfilled but could not stop anything, lose it .  We know that Mumford 
wished  the following could  become applicable as a writing on his tombstone “Herein lies a fool 
who would be happy if he learned that none of the predictions he so reluctantly made came true”.  
We know that as the greatest threat to life on the planet he considered , as  he was writing in the 
’50’s, the “post historic man”* who would try to intervene in the biological evolution, too, and 
would do it with  optimization criteria  inspired by the laws of free market,  and we know that as 
the only margin for optimism  he considered the emergence,  from “the race  between destruction 
and education” in which humanity finds itself, of a new kind of universalized  man , not the 
globally homogenized construct of electronic media that are sustained ,  through advertisement ,  
by the competition of different brands of  similar products that are equally useless. We already 
see companies promoting genetically modified food trying to beat ,  following  the laws of  free 
market ,  not only each other but also nature itself; and achieving as a result the undoing ,  in a 
few years, of equilibria that nature had stabilized through the experimentations of millions of 
years . And we also see “rulers  and mentors” thwarting , through undisguised and extravagant 
destructiveness , wishful thoughts of analysts unable to see not half a century but not even half a 
year ahead. Upshot? Is the work of Lewis Mumford relevant in an essential way at this moment? 
That is, can  its reading inspire some idea worth trying out with respect to the efforts, that we are 
all seeking, to prevent worse things that possibly are still  not inevitable?  Or the only thing still to 
do with the ideas , of even such a man, is what is essential only in the so called “days of 
innocence” (which every now and then not only seem lost but also seem as if , possibly, never 
having really existed). In those days, OK, it feels  substantial to enjoy the work of any Mumford, 
e.g. about the city, with regard to how many details he discovered in the course of its writing ,  
how carefully and painstakingly he substantiated them from  which exotic sources , how original 
or even revolutionary in comparison with other researchers he had been, in how beautiful and 
pedagogic ways he presented his findings, how much food for further thought and how many 
sparks  for further inspirations and  sequels he gave etc. (And in particular, for this work, on the 
city, what would constitute success would not be academic recognition but , of course, the 
application of some proposal of his or of people  he presented, to city planning)  
But in our days? Days like those of ’38 in which Mumford in USA was writing “Brief Outline of 
Hell”  and about which Sikelianos in Greece was writing , correspondingly, “the threat this time 
is that life can roll back to the pre-ontological abyss”?  In what ways should we read Mumford in 
*A term coined by R. Seidenberg which we’ll see Mumford use  in its original context later.     
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days for which A. Xyftilis  of “The Perfect State. The night of the reptiles” finishes his book 
writing “The only hope I have that we are not entering an everlasting and very dark night  is that 
my analysis is wrong despite my not being able myself to find where I am making a mistake”. 
Mumford himself helps us in this by saying in which spirit he himself wrote this book of his  (the  
fact that he wrote it in 1961 does not change anything since at that time he , with “the reluctant 
predictions of his analysis which he would be happy to see not coming true”, did not only live  
“the days of innocence” like most of us in Western conditions , but also lived , through his 
concerns, the hell of today, as well; and  he had already lived the previous hell (not only as he had 
outlined it before it took place but  in reality : like an overseas spectator through seeing the 
second World War and Hiroshima; and in his immediate circle through the death of his son in one 
of the last battles of the war)), OK, he writes: “Now, if the total picture were as grim as that I 
have painted in the present chapter , there would be no excuse for writing this book, or rather, it 
would be just as irrational a contribution as the many other irrationalities and futilities I have 
touched on . If I have duly emphasized the disintegrations of the metropolitan stage, it has been 
for but one reason: only those who are aware of them will be capable of directing our collective 
energies into more constructive processes. It was not  the die-hard Romans of the fifth century 
A.D., still boasting of Rome’s achievements and looking forward to another thousand years of 
them, who understood what the situation required : on the contrary, it was those who rejected the 
Roman premises and set their lives on a new foundation who built up a new civilization that in 
the end surpassed Rome’s best achievements, even in engineering and government. And so 
today : those who work within the metropolitan myth, treating its cancerous tumors as normal 
manifestations of growth, will continue to apply poultices, salves, advertising incantations, public 
relations, magic, and quack mechanical remedies until the patient dies before their own failing 
eyes”. OK, in his book, Mumford means all this in the context of the monstrously gigantic 
megacities, not of the issues upsetting us today. As quack mechanical remedies he considers 
solutions like slum  demolition ,  model housing, civic architectural embellishment, suburban 
extension, urban renewal etc. But , on the one hand, the issues are not only analogous at places 
but also mutually overlapping indeed; on the other hand ,  our passions for the issues of today’s 
TV news  must not make us forget that the problems  Mumford analyzes belong to today, too, 
since they have not been solved and since, as we will see, his book also refers to city planning 
proposals which will be opportune in a valuable and indispensable kind of way for a long time to 
come. Lastly, one of the many components of his book and of the way in which it is written, not 
only transfers to our days but is also significant in the most pressing and urgent way at this 
moment. The book is written as to also function like a collective psychoanalysis of the collective 
man in the present moment of civilization with the help of a collective psychoanalyst and  most 
lucid and wise mirror. Mumford does not base his final optimism on a wishful analogy with 
Rome but on things he does see and which he points out to us : these are the good points of the   
monstrously gigantic megacity whose bad points and their consequences in short and long runs of 
time he has analyzed throughout the whole book  with a profundity of the most rigorous logic and 
with a sarcasm of the most humane lucidity. These good points, by being situated towards the end 
of the book , also function as a catharsis to de-depress us , but we cannot just mention  them right 
off  because they are of the kind also presupposing the previous analysis.  So, for us  to realize 
that the catharsis is believable as real and not just wishful , we too have to leave those good points 
for the end of our summary, a summary which , by the way, we allow to be very imperfect since 
no presentation of such a book can aspire to any degree of perfection.  
   Mumford ,  as a precedent of  city  and village, does not even consider the villages , colonies 
and architectural works of castors (which has drawn the attention of the “philosophical writings”  
of Marx’s youth) but already the somewhat more permanent settlements groups of fish or birds 
make to secure food . As one of the first needs that differentiate the existing practical activities of 
human groups  from those of animal groups, he considers the concern, checked in all paleolithic 
findings, to create a cemetery in all settlements. Man’s respect for the dead makes the necropolis  
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a nucleus of every living city, already since that time but also up to the closer times when the 
traveler entering Egyptian , Greek and Roman cities would first meet the dead ancestors of the 
inhabitants, and maybe also the remote mythical and deified founders of  the city , before meeting 
the inhabitants themselves. Another repeating feature, already since paleolithic times, is the cave 
which, frequently, was found at the end of a difficult road and concentrated the artistic expression 
of  its time and also attracted as a magnet ,  like sourcesprings and glades attracted too, the 
dwellers from around in regular intervals for rites, and was , as it seems, the ancestor of  the 
pyramids, the ziggurats, the Mithraic caves and the Christian crypts, and also of the astronomical 
observatories , of the theater and of the university.  Thus, part of the history of the city,  according 
to Mumford,  is that even before the city’s creation, immediately after the human mind became 
liberated from immediate animal needs, it played freely with the whole spectrum of existence and 
began to leave its trace in caves, trees and sourcesprings. In the mesolithic period, maybe 15,000 
years ago, man begins to store food ,  learning to salt it and smoke it , and  is released from the  
hunter’s everyday starvation anxiety, this releasing for him both time and energy for erotic 
activities and it may  even be that  a sexual revolution preceded the agricultural revolution that 
was led, in the neolithic age, by the woman, as is rather well known. The village became for the 
young a collective nest where they could play and be fed for extended periods of time, and the 
stored food supplies created a feeling of security for the adult too. Without this feeling and 
without the foresight and planning that were then cultivated ,  maybe the creation of city would 
not have become possible. The presence of woman became felt everywhere in the village and the 
similarities with her protective enclosures presented  either by granary and oven etc. or, later, by 
the wall and the moat etc. do not need the  belated speculation by psychoanalysis to be noticed, it 
suffices for that to know that e.g. in Egyptian hieroglyphics “home’ and “city” also represent 
“mother” and that, in the somewhat more primitive constructions, houses, rooms and tombs have 
round shapes. Phallus and vulva, sometimes symbolically as obelisks and enclosures and 
sometimes quite literally , have a constant presence in the village. Also, fences protect from lions 
and tigers the children playing during the day and  the domestic animals during the night. “The 
village, in the midst of its garden plots and fields, formed a new kind of settlement: a permanent 
association of families and neighbors, of birds and animals, of houses and storage pits and barns, 
all rooted in the ancestral soil , in which each generation formed the compost for the next. The 
daily round was centered in food and sex:  the sustenance and reproduction of life…Village life  
is embedded in the primary association of birth and place, blood and soil. Each member is a 
whole human being, performing  all the functions appropriate to each phase of life, from birth to 
death, in alliance with natural forces that he venerates and submits to…Before the city came into 
existence, the village had brought forth the neighbor :  he who  lives near at hand, within calling 
distance, sharing the crises of life, watching over the dying ,  weeping sympathetically for the 
dead ,  rejoicing at a marriage feast or a childbirth. Neighbors hurry to your aid , as Hesiod 
reminds us, while even kinsmen “dawdle over their gear”…What we call morality began in the 
mores , the life-conserving customs, of the village. When these primary bonds dissolve , when the 
intimate visible community ceases to be a watchful, identifiable, deeply concerned group, then the 
“We” becomes a buzzing swarm of “I’s”, and secondary ties and allegiances become too feeble 
to halt the disintegration of the urban community. Only now that village ways are rapidly 
disappearing throughout the world can we estimate all that the city owes to them for the vital 
energy and loving nurture that made possible man’s further development.”   
And running a little ahead in the story, we must remark that according to Mumford one of the 
most outstanding reasons why “the Greek city, and Athens particularly, became a symbol for 
what was truly human and ran in two centuries through stages of evolution through which  other 
cities  had not run in millennia… and created a human  ideal in which  being  human was more 
divine than being a god of the past”, the reason for that was that the Greeks found the size up to 
which a city can continue to be a village. But let us return to the history of the city in temporal 
order: The paleolithic phase, with man as a hunter in the protagonist’s role, was not replaced by 
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the neolithic-agricultural phase, with woman in the protagonist’s role, overnight.(Even now, on 
weekends, so many people become engaged  in  the paleolithic occupation of fishing, a tendency 
that would be even stronger at those times). The adventurous hunter man who had become used 
to risking had no reason to lay down his arms, on the contrary he used them,  e.g. to protect his 
fellow villagers or their cattle  from being attacked by savage beasts that would never become 
domesticated, yet it would not be infrequent that his fellow villagers would need protection , from 
his attacks on them, but this protection they would not find. Regarding when the existence of war 
begins , the examination of  various conjectures (of course there are no monuments dating from 
that time) tends to conclude that the first conflicts were not  between different communities but 
within the interior of each of them and ended with the prevalence of the “noble” over their 
“peasants”.  Thus the protector lives in the elevated , inaccessible and , by now, guarded citadel 
of the village (and the inaccessible shrine of the village sometimes has its own wall against its 
own , supernatural,  enemies, and sometimes it is within the citadel, like the roles of the leader 
and the priest too sometimes are differentiated, sometimes they support each other and sometimes 
coincide. In the task of coercing others the two roles usually collaborate in ways that gradually 
help the scale of the imposition to  take off ). But the feats of the muscular strength and courage 
of such a protector-hero are not limited to the confrontation of wild animals but extend to the 
confrontation of dangers from the physical environment, through carrying out tasks more 
demanding than e.g. simple and usual cultivation. Also, his decisiveness and his imposition  help 
at moments at which the council of elders would take too long to face an urgent  situation (elders   
because in the times when  only an oral transmission of experience was possible one became wise 
only by getting old and accumulating lots of experience). We already see clearly some latent 
possibilities that could, with the creation of towns, emerge and  further  themselves; e.g. an 
extended physical destruction, like a flood destroying cultivations, could only be confronted with 
works necessitating the collaboration of many villages and with the continuous work of people 
(who would identify with their superhuman protector in feeling heroes when they would give 
their all , if only to avoid the whip of their supervisor). In general, excruciatingly painstaking 
works are assumed that no small community would ever start , the aesthetics of the ceramics and 
sculptures is not equal to that of the paintings in the caves of the paleolithic hunters,  but the pains 
necessary for hunting now extend to the handling of all the natural environment. The evolutionary 
changes leave no traces, only later crystallizations  suggest what could have happened, the 
monuments show images from the unconscious that accompany the magnification of the human 
ego, the superhuman hero-idol we saw crystallizes as Gilgamesh and Hercules. In a few millennia 
we reach 3,000 B.C., witnessing (there are proofs for that) the simultaneous appearance of  grain 
cultivation, the plow, the potter’s wheel, the sailboat, the draw loom, copper metallurgy, abstract 
mathematics, exact astronomical observation, the calendar, writing...We will better understand 
the nature of the change if we compare it to the change we are now living : “We live in fact in an 
exploding universe of mechanical and electronic invention whose parts are moving at a rapid 
pace ever further and further away  from their human center, and from any rational, autonomous 
human purposes. This technological explosion has produced a similar explosion of the city itself : 
the city has burst open and scattered its complex organs and organizations over the entire 
landscape. The walled urban container indeed has not merely been broken open: it has also been 
largely demagnetized, with  the result that we are witnessing a sort of devolution of urban power 
into a state of randomness and unpredictability. In short, our civilization is running out of control 
overwhelmed by  its own resources and opportunities, as well as its superabundant fecundity. The 
totalitarian states that seek ruthlessly to impose control are as much the victim of their clumsy 
brakes as the seemingly  freer economies coasting downhill are at the mercy of the runaway 
vehicles. Just the opposite happened with the first great expansion of  civilization: instead of an 
explosion of power, there was rather an implosion. The many diverse elements of the community 
hitherto scattered over a great valley system and occasionally into regions far beyond, were 
mobilized and packed together under pressure, behind the massive walls of the city. Even the 
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gigantic forces of nature were brought under conscious human direction: tens of thousands of 
men moved into action as one machine under centralized command building irrigation ditches, 
canals, urban mounds, ziggurats, temples, palaces, pyramids, on a scale hitherto inconceivable. 
As an immediate outcome of the new power mythology,  the machine itself had been invented: 
long invisible to archaeologists because the substance of which it was composed-human bodies- 
had been dismantled and decomposed. The city was the container that brought about this 
implosion, and through its very form held together the new forces, intensified their internal 
reactions, and raised the whole level of achievement. This implosion happened at the very 
moment that the area of intercourse was greatly enlarged, through raidings  and tradings, 
through seizures and commandeerings,  through migrations and enslavements, through tax-
gatherings and the wholesale conscription of labor. Under pressure of one master institution, that 
of kingship, a multitude of diverse social particles, long separate and self-centered, if not 
mutually antagonistic, were brought together in a concentrated urban area. As with a gas, the 
very pressure of the molecules within that limited space produced more social collisions and 
interactions within a generation than would have occurred in many centuries if still isolated in 
their native habitats without boundaries, or to put it in more organic terms, little communal 
village cells, undifferentiated and uncomplicated, every part performing equally every function, 
turned into complex structures organized on an axiate  principle, with differentiated tissues and 
specialized organs,  and with one part, the central nervous system, thinking for and directing the 
whole. What made this concentration and mobilization of power possible? What gave it the 
special form it took in the city, with a central and political nucleus, the citadel, dominating the 
entire social structure and giving centralized direction to activities that had once been dispersed 
and undirected, or at least locally self governed? What I am going to suggest as the key 
development here had already been presaged , at a much earlier stage, by the apparent evolution 
of the protective hunter into the tribute-gathering chief : a figure repeatedly attested in similar 
developments in many later cycles of civilization. Suddenly this figure assumed superhuman 
proportions : all his powers and prerogatives became immensely magnified,  while those of his 
subjects, who no longer had a will of their own or could claim any life apart from that of the 
ruler, were correspondingly diminished. Now I would hardly be bold enough to advance this 
explanation if one of the most brilliant of  modern archaeologists, the late Henri  Frankfort ,  had 
not provided most of the necessary data, and unconsciously foreshadowed if not foreseen this 
conclusion………………I suggest that one of the attributes of the ancient Egyptian god, Ptah, 
…-that he founded cities-  is the  special and all but universal function of the kings. In the urban 
implosion, the king stands at the center: he is the polar magnet that draws to the heart of the city 
and brings under the control of the palace and temple all the new forces of civilization. 
Sometimes the king  founded new cities; sometimes he transformed old country towns that had 
long been a-building, placing them under the authorities of his governors: in either case his rule 
made a decisive change in their form and contents…In the final creation of the city , the “little 
city”, the citadel, towered above the village and overwhelmed the humble village ways. No mere 
enlargement of its parts could turn the village into the new urban image; for the city was a new 
symbolic world, representing not only a people, but a whole cosmos and its gods”.  
Before going on to the history of the city in temporal order, let’s also go to the last paragraph of 
the book, this really helps, and Mumford himself , before even starting the book, in the prologue, 
mentions things from that end , maybe because he knows that it would help us in our 
understanding if we knew what he was driving at. So let’s see the first paragraph of the prologue 
and , after the dots, let’s see the last paragraph of the whole book and ,  if it sounds to us  overly 
poetic to inspire tangible optimism, let’s keep in mind that we keep saving for the end the 
tangible optimistics of Mumford because it is based on the  analysis still to be carried out ,  and 
out of which we have only seen the beginning of the beginning.  So : “This book opens with a city 
that was,  symbolically, a world; it closes with a world that has become, in many practical 
aspects , a city. In following through this development I have attempted to deal with the forms 
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and the functions of the city, and with the purposes that have emerged from it; and I have 
demonstrated, I trust , that the city will have an even more significant part to play in the future 
than it has played in the past, if once the original disabilities that have accompanied it through 
history are sloughed off.............The city first took form as the home of a god; a place where 
eternal values were represented and divine  possibilities revealed. Though the symbols have 
changed the realities behind remain. We know now, as never before, that the  undisclosed 
potentialities of life reach  far beyond the proud algebraics of contemporary science; and their 
promises for the further transformations of man are as enchanting as they are inexhaustible. 
Without the  religious perspectives fostered by the city , it is  doubtful if more than a small part of 
man’s capacities for living and learning could have developed. Man grows in the image of his 
gods, and up to the measure they have set. The mixture of divinity, power and personality that 
brought the ancient city into  existence must be weighed out anew in terms of  the ideology and 
the culture of our own time , and poured into fresh civic , regional, and planetary molds. In order 
to defeat the insensate forces that now threaten civilization from within , we must transcend the 
original frustrations and negations that have dogged the city throughout its  history. Otherwise 
the sterile gods of power , unrestrained by organic limits or human goals, will remake man in 
their own  faceless image and bring human history to an end. The final mission  of the city is to 
further man’s conscious participation in the cosmic and the historic process. Through its own 
complex and enduring structure , the city vastly augments man’s ability to interpret these 
processes and take an active formative part in them, so that every phase of the drama it stages 
shall have , to the highest degree possible, the illumination of consciousness , the stamp of 
purpose , the color of love. That magnification of all the dimensions of  life , through emotional 
communion, rational communication, technological mastery, and above all, dramatic 
representation, has been the supreme office of the city in history. And it remains the chief reason 
for the city’s continued existence”. It is also worth here seeing the last phrase of “The Myth of the 
Machine” which he wrote some years later, where, among other things, he saw the machine in 
history from the time of the megamachine made of human bodies up to the time of the writing of 
that book (or rather , because of the possibility for happy end which he traced in that book,  too, 
let’s wish he saw the history not only up to now but also for many future years) 
“On the terms imposed by technocratic society, there is no hope for mankind except by “going 
with” its plans for accelerated technological progress, even though man’s vital organs will all be 
cannibalized in order to prolong the megamachine’s meaningless existence. But for those of us 
who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for the gates of the 
technocratic prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we 
choose to walk out”.  
Before we return to the history of the city in temporal order, it’s worth also seeing the, not poetic 
but practical, last but one paragraph of Mumford’s book, if not for any other reason at least  to 
also add to our , positive or negative,  first impressions as to where he’s driving at,  the, be it 
oversuspicious,  question of whether he’s simply a daydreamer, and then see if his analysis will 
confirm this mistrust or will prove it unnecessary. It is not unusual nor unreasonable for a reader 
to take glances at the last pages of a  book as he is reading the first ones, especially if it’s thick. 
It’s in this way we’ve read this book of Mumford’s and it’s in this way we are  presenting  it. The 
only “made up” thing is the mistrust we pretend we’re having in him: we would indeed suspect, 
during our first back-and-forth leafings through the present book of his, that  he might be a 
blissfully naïve daydreamer , but  it is not the first book by him we’ve read so this  mistrust was 
not really there. So let’s go to his last but one paragraph and to a photo of his (to also see the 
body language with which he said the things we’ll immediately see, and with which he 
expounded the analysis we’ll see in the sequel) : 
 “As of today, this resurgence of reproductive activity might be partly explained as a deep  
instinctual answer to the premature death of scores of millions of people throughout the planet .  
But even more possibly, it may be the unconscious reaction to the likelihood of an annihilating 
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outburst of nuclear genocide on a planetary  scale. As such , every new baby is a blind desperate 
vote for survival: people who find themselves unable to register an effective political protest 
against extermination do so by a biological act . In countries where state aid is lacking , young 
parents often accept a severe privation of goods and an absence of leisure, rather than accept 
privation of life by forgoing children…(Note: This also  reminds  Palestinian mothers shouting to 
TV cameras “We’ll bear more children to become human bombs”)…The automatic response of 
every species threatened with extirpation takes the form of excessive reproduction. This is a 
fundamental observation of ecology. No profit-oriented, pleasure-dominated economy can cope 
with such demands: no power-dominated economy can permanently suppress them. Should the 
same attitude spread toward the organs of education, art ,  and culture, man’s super-biological 
means of reproduction, it would alter the entire human prospect : for public service would take 
precedence over private profit ,  and public funds would be available for the building and 
rebuilding of villages, neighborhoods, cities , and regions, on more  generous lines than the 
aristocracies were ever able to afford for  themselves. Such a change would restore the discipline 
and the delight of the garden to every aspect of life; and it might do more to balance the birth 
rate, by its concern with the quality of life , than any other collective measure. As we have seen , 
the city has undergone many changes during the last five  thousand years; and further changes 
are doubtless in store. But the innovations that beckon urgently are not in the extension and 
perfection of physical equipment: still less in multiplying automatic electronic devices for 
dispersing into formless sub-urban dust the remaining organs of culture. Just the contrary: 
significant improvements will come only through applying art and thought to the city’s central 
human concerns, with a fresh dedication to the cosmic and ecological processes that enfold all 
being .  We must restore to the city the maternal, life-nurturing functions, the autonomous 
activities, the symbiotic associations, that have long been neglected or suppressed. For the city 
should be an organ of love; and the best economy of cities is the care and culture of men.” 
 

 
Lewis Mumford 

 
Let’s return at last , to the history of the city in temporal order, without very much interrupting 
him from now on:  
 
Note:  From now on the dots may mean not only missing phrases or paragraphs but also missing pages or 
even whole chapters. But the selection of excerpts will be such that the text here can be, almost, self 
contained and also “continuous with respect to reading” (in the sense that if an “oral reading” didn’t 
mention the dots  they would be hardly audible. Also in the sense that we will, almost*, not at all separate 
paragraphs or even chapters) 
*Roughly , we’ll  separate , by one spacing , the story–life and death–of cities  before the Greek city, then 
that  story from the story of the Roman city, then that from the story of the medieval city, then that from the  
story of  the city of modern times and ours.  Extra separations will be self-explanatory where they  occur. 
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…The early city, as distinct form the village community, is a caste-managed society, organized 
for the satisfaction of a dominant minority: it is no longer a community of humble families living 
in mutual aid. At that point kingly power claimed and received a supernatural sanction: the king 
became a mediator between heaven and earth, incarnating in his own person the whole life and 
being of the land and its people. Sometimes a king would be appointed by priesthood but even if 
he were a usurper, he needed some sign of divine favor, in order to rule successfully by divine 
right…Does all this not indicate a fusion of secular and sacred power, and was it not this fusion 
process that, as in a nuclear reaction, produced the otherwise unaccountable explosion of human 
energy?...Out of this union, I suggest, came the forces that brought together all the inchoate parts 
of the city and gave them a fresh form, visibly greater and more awe-inspiring than any other 
work of man. Once this great magnification had taken place, the masters of the citadel  not 
merely commanded the destinies of the city: they actually set the new mold of the civilization, 
which combined the maximum possible social and vocational differentiation consistent with the 
widening processes of unification and integration. Kingship enlarged the offices of the 
priesthood…which measured time, bounded space, predicted seasonal events. Those who had 
mastered time and space could control great masses of men. Not merely the priesthood, but a new 
intellectual class , thus came into existence, the scribes, the doctors, the  magicians, the diviners, 
as well as “the palace officials who dwell in the city and have taken an oath to the gods” as 
quoted … from a letter. In return for their support, the early kings gave these representatives of 
the “spiritual power” security, leisure, status, and collective habitations of great magnificence… 
Was the building of the temple with all the vast physical resources the community now 
commanded the critical event that brought the sacred and secular leaders together? Surely the 
approval of the priesthood and the gods was as necessary for the exercise of the king’s power as 
his command of weapons and his ruthless domination of large human forces was required to 
enhance theirs…The rebuilding and restoration of the ancient temple was no mere act of formal 
piety, but a necessary establishment of lawful continuity, indeed a re-validation of the original 
“covenant” between the shrine and the palace,…and transformed the local chieftain into a 
colossal emblem of both sacred and secular power, in a process that released social energies 
latent in the whole community…The development of kingship seems to have been accompanied by 
a collective shift from the rites of fertility to the wider cult of physical power…Although never 
complete it brought , at the opening of civilization,  a change of outlook, accompanied by a 
progressive loss of understanding of the needs of life, and a gross overestimation of the role of 
physical prowess  and organized control as determinants of communal life not just in a crisis but 
in the daily routine. Backed by military force, the king’s word was law. The power to command , 
to seize property, to kill, to destroy–all these were, and have remained, “sovereign powers.” Thus 
a paranoid psychal  structure was preserved and transmitted by the walled city: the collective 
expression of a too heavily armored personality. As the physical means increased, this one-sided 
power  mythology, sterile, indeed hostile to life, pushed its way into every corner of the urban 
scene and found, in the new institution of war, its completest expression. To understand the 
nature of this regression …and to understand an infantile trauma of the civilization that created  
war and left its unmistakable mark upon the structure of the city… and has remained in existence 
to warp  the development of all subsequent societies , not least our own,  one must go further into 
the origins of kingship itself …(Hocart,…Frankfort,… Frazer)…All over the world one finds 
evidence of totemic rites, with almost identic  formulae, aimed at securing the abundance of food. 
These rites indicate a fertility cult that may  even be older than the practice of agriculture. 
Everywhere, in both Old World and New, the birth and death of vegetation was associated with 
the birth and death of the corn god, the lord of the human arts of sowing and planting. With 
kingship, the two figures, god and king, became virtually interchangeable, for with his 
assumption of divine powers the ruler himself personified the pervading forces of nature…At the 
same time he  accepted responsibility for its biological and cultural existence…With the growth 
of population under neolithic agriculture , the proto-urban community became increasingly 
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dependent upon natural forces outside its control: a flood or a plague of locusts might cause 
widespread suffering or death…to mobilize new forces and to bring them under control the king 
gathered to himself extraordinary powers; he not only incarnated the community, but by his very 
assumptions held its fate in his hand. This shifted the ground for a state of collective 
anxiety…Urban man sought to control natural events his more primitive forerunners once 
accepted with dumb grace. Did kingship pay for this exorbitant increase of magical power? 
There is scattered evidence , too ancient  and too widespread to be wholly disregarded , that 
fertility rites to ensure the growth of crops were consummated by human sacrifice…Very possibly 
the original subject of the sacrifice was the most precious member of the community, the god king 
himself… Frazer sardonically points out that this practice somewhat lessened the attraction of 
the noble office of the king and as his organizational skill and intelligence became as important 
as his implied magical functions, a  more rational method would suggest itself: the selection of a 
“stand-in,” who would first be identified with the king by being treated with all the honors and 
privileges of kingship, in order finally to be ceremoniously slaughtered in his place on the 
altar…Among the Aztecs, the need for sacrificial victims–as many as twenty thousand in a single 
year–was the main reason for the ferocious wars these people waged…Invasions in force to 
round up captives for slavery, rather than sacrifice, may well have been an independent source of 
war…If the city had not served as a focal center for organized aggression, the search for 
sacrificial victims need never have gone beyond the relatively innocent limits that were  still 
visible  in many primitive tribal communities  down to the 19th century–a perverse but selective 
effort  to obtain a few symbolic captives from another community. This practice was 
misinterpreted by missionaries and even by anthropologists…who took for granted that “war is 
as old as humanity” and never bothered to look carefully at the actual evidence…But the object 
of primitive interchange of blows between armed men was not the killing of a mass of people in 
battle or the robbing and razing of their village–but rather the singling out of a few live captives 
for ceremonial slaughter, and eventual serving up in a cannibal feast, itself a magico-religious 
rite. Once the city came into existence, with its collective increase in power in every department, 
this whole situation underwent a change. Instead of raids and sallies for single victims, mass 
extermination and mass destruction came to prevail. What had once been a magic sacrifice to 
ensure fertility and abundant crops, an irrational act to promote a rational purpose, was turned 
into the exhibition of the  power of one community, under its wrathful god and priest-king, to 
control, subdue, totally wipe out another community. Much of this aggression was unprovoked, 
and morally unjustified by the aggressor; though by the time the historic record becomes clear, 
some economic color would be given to war by reason of political tensions arising over disputed 
boundaries or water rights. But the resulting human and economic losses, in earlier times no less 
than today, were out of all proportion to the tangible stakes fore which they were fought…Thus 
by a curious act of transvestiture a ceremony that began by the invocation of more abundant life, 
turned into its very opposite: it invited a centralized military control, systematic robbery, and 
economic parasitism–all institutions that worked against the life-promoting aspects of urban 
civilization, and finally brought one city after another to its ruin. That was  a final ambivalence 
and contradiction: for the many gains made through the wider associations and laborious co-
operations of the city were duly offset by the negative economic activity of war. That cyclic 
disorder was embedded in the very constitution of the ancient city. But this much must be 
conceded: as soon as war had become one of the reasons for the city’s existence , the city’s own 
wealth and power made it a natural target. The presence of thriving cities gave collective 
aggression a visible object that had never beckoned before: the city itself, with its growing 
accumulation of tools and mechanical equipment, its hoards of gold, silver, and jewels,  heaped 
in palace and temple, its well filled granaries and storehouses: not least , perhaps, its surplus of 
women. If war had originated in one-way raiding parties, sent out by the city, the existence of a 
new professional caste, armed warriors, may have turned those raids more and more away from 
the source of raw materials to the places that held the  largest store of finished products. Cities 
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that had first drawn tribute from primitive folk now learned to prey on each other…Too easily 
have historian imputed war chiefly to man’s savage past, and have looked upon war as an 
incursion of so-called primitive nomads, the “have-nots” against normally “peaceful” centers of 
industry and trade… with naïve projections– lacking both imagination and factual knowledge–
from the 19th century imperialist and capitalist on the primitive man…War and domination , 
rather than peace and co-operation, were ingrained in the original structure of the ancient city . 
No doubt the urban surplus tempted poorer folk, for each city must have seemed a sitting duck to 
swift-moving raiders from the highlands or steppes: but the very facilities that enabled them to 
move swiftly, with horses and boats, came only after the city itself…And though anything like 
satisfactory proof of the early connection between kingship, sacrifice, war and urban 
development will always be lacking, I have put together enough  evidence of the surviving 
fragments to cast serious doubts on the assumptions of either a biologically inherited 
belligerence or an “original sin” as the sufficient operative cause in producing the complex 
institution of war. But here, if anywhere, the doctrine of natural selection worked with classic 
exactitude, for in the course of five or six thousand years many of the milder, gentler, more co-
operative stocks were killed off or discouraged from breeding, while the more aggressive, 
bellicose types survived and flourished at the centers of civilization. The peripheral successes of 
urban culture bolstered up its central failure –-its commitment to war as the elixir of sovereign 
power and the most effective purgative for popular discontent with that power…If anything were 
needed to make the magical origins of wear plausible, it is the fact that war, even when it is 
disguised by seemingly hardheaded economic demands, uniformly turns into religious 
performance; nothing less than a wholesale ritual sacrifice. As the central agent in this sacrifice 
the king had from the very beginnings an office to perform. To accumulate power, to hold power, 
to express power by deliberate acts of murderous destruction–this became the obsession of 
kingship…By the very  act of war the victorious king demonstrated the maximum possibilities of 
royal control and invoked further divine support by wholesale infliction of death…With the king’s 
command of its entire manpower, the city became, so to say, a permanently mobilized standing 
army, held in reserve. This power of massed numbers in itself gave the city a superiority over the 
thinly populated widely scattered villages and served as an incentive for further growth both in 
internal area and numbers. To meet this challenge, the aboriginal villages may themselves have 
often combined into larger urban units…Not merely  did the walled city give a permanent 
collective structure to the paranoid claims and delusions of kingship, augmenting suspicion, 
hostility, non-cooperation, but the division of labor and castes, pushed to the extreme, normalized 
schizophrenia; while the compulsive repetitious labor imposed on a large part of the urban 
population under slavery, reproduced the structure of a compulsion neurosis. Thus the ancient 
city, in its very constitution, tended to transmit a collective personality structure whose more 
extreme manifestations are now recognized in individuals as pathological. That structure is still 
visible in our own day, though the outer walls have given way to iron curtains.  
(Of course  Mumford who would only be very happy to have known that his reluctant pessimistic  
predictions were proved wrong  after his death, would*  barely have time to rejoice for the 
undoing  of the iron curtain before he saw in the everyday news, like we all see today, the 
“paranoid, parasitic, and military in an extremely violent way” repetition of the stages he 
describes; and  so conspicuously that we all become, whether we wished it or not, reluctant 
pessimist  prophets of the Mumford  type; of course  only for the events of the next day– 
that Mumford too predicts along with us but not the day before but in 1961 (and in 1938).Now we 
also learn (one thing or two) about the way he does it: on the one hand he thinks rationally and 
directly what he himself would do of he were e.g. a cultivator, a warrior, a priest, a bandit, a 
cannibal etc in such and such an age, so as to fill in  the data he lacks in the same way he would 
fill them  in if he were thinking about the future (for which the data are always lacking!) and on 
the other hand he looks very carefully into the existing data on those ages so as to spell out their 
*Actually this is not a “would” but a “did” since he died in 1990. 
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differences from the contemporary and recent data  and not have his imagination  blocked  by  
them* (e.g. if  what is needed is to think like a cannibal , then to think like a cannibal of those 
times and not like a cannibal of the British  colonialist type in India). The image that then results, 
though  he is still in 1961, reminds aspects of  1999-2006 through reminding aspects of 3000 B.C. 
(not only because of the ignorance of the past that neocons have! After all, if they knew how 
extremely violent that past was, it is not at all certain that they would know, or care, to be taught 
how not to  imitate it; maybe they would  boast of having rediscovered it unaided or would 
consciously imitate it since CIA did learn  brainwash methods from Nazis, Nazis did learn  
genocide methods from Turks and since neocons use even Orwell’s “1984” for shortcuts towards 
fulfilling  rather than avoiding its predictions. Besides, some of the ones among them who do not  
opt for violence consciously might not recognize it even in the past in the same way that they do  
not recognize it in the present). The past may remind the present for deeper reasons too (like the 
reasons that make the citadel, as the  politico-religious nucleus of the city,  remind the nucleus of 
a cell, with respect to its functions of centralized management). The break with the past  for 
emergence of new functions etc (to any direction that may be in the mind of he who makes it)  
would surprise, with its leaps  and bounds and backfires,  even the deepest  knower and analyst  
of the past and  the philosopher and/or  biologist of emergence of new forms, of ontological 
creation etc ; and even more it would surprise somebody ignorant of all that – or would surprise 
him even less,  or not at all, if he, once more, did not notice or did not even see whatever was to 
see  even in front of his eyes in the present. Example:  Americans who program military actions 
on the basis of data, on history or human nature,  collected from Hollywood films  and which 
Iraqis –even if they had any reason, or wish,  to, obligingly,  fulfill– just don’t  know about or 
cannot imagine,  have one educational surprise/contact with the outside world after another (with 
scores of dead Iraqis and Americans per educational experience). Indicative is also the critique of 
a neocon to a journalist who spelled this out: “Your critique is too reality-based. A nation that can 
impose itself does not have to learn about reality. It creates its own realities”.  A rationale 
supplementing another  rationale (that used to drive CIA’s Colby crazy, when Rumsfeld and 
Cheney and other members of the present gang , then still  promising young men, who then were 
his employees and were called “the crazies” by their not so avant garde–or  rather “avant 
garbage” as an expression goes–colleagues) going like: “it  is not so relevant that US Intelligence  
learns what Russians are up to, as to make Americans believe the Russians are up to what US 
Intelligence says Russians  are up to”)  
…The walls bring to light another urban ambivalence. In a townless culture, like that of the 
Spartans, living in open villages and declining to take refuge behind  walls, the ruling classes had 
to remain savagely alert and threatening, under arms at all times, lest they be overthrown by the 
enslaved helots. Whereas such rulers had to back their naked power by overt terrorism, in walled 
cities the wall itself was worth a whole army in controlling the unruly, keeping rivals under 
surveillance, and blocking the desperate from escaping…In the early cities the  inhabitants were 
“all in the same boat”, and in a ship all learn to trust the captain and to execute orders 
promptly…But for religion, and all social rites and economic advantages that accompanied it, the 
wall would have turned the city into a prison, whose inmates would only have one ambition: to 
destroy their keepers and break out. From the beginning, however, law and order supplemented  
brute force. The city ,a s it took form around the royal citadel, was a  man-made replica of the 
universe. This opened an attractive vista: indeed a glimpse of heaven itself. To be a resident of 
the city was to have a place in man’s true home, the great cosmos itself…and witness the general 
enlargement of powers and potentialities in every direction…Living in the sight of the gods and 
their king, was to fulfill the utmost potentialities of life. Spiritual identification and vicarious 
participation made it easy to submit to the divine commands that governed the community…Once  
*About some  aspects of  human  history, even  earlier than the above, at least those that  relate to the 
emergence of language ,  Mumford  shows that one can similarly use some anthropological data, thinking,   
and imagination, and do infer some things. But this needs a different context to describe (e.g. an appendix).  
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the urban transformation had been effected, the city as a whole became a sacred precinct under 
the protection of its god: the very axis of the universe went, as Mircea Eliade has made clear, 
through the temple; while the wall, under  pressure of the new institution of war, was both a 
physical rampart for defense and  spiritual boundary of even greater significance, for it 
preserved those within from the chaos and formless evil that encompassed them. The “innerness” 
needed for  further human development found in the city–and above all in the sacred precinct–the 
collective form that would help call it forth. Behind the walls of the city life rested on a common 
foundation, set as deep as the universe itself: the city was nothing less than the home of a 
powerful god. The architectural and sculptural symbols that made this fact visible lifted the  city 
far above the village or country town. Without the sacred powers that were contained within the 
palace and the temple precinct, the ancient city would have been purposeless and meaningless. 
Once those powers were established by the king , widening the area of communication and 
unifying behavior through law, life prospered here as it could not hope to prosper anywhere else. 
What began as control ended as communion and rational understanding . Without the religious 
potencies of the city, the wall itself could not have succeeded in molding the character as well as 
controlling the activities of the city’s inhabitants…But  all organic phenomena have limits of 
growth and extension, which are set by their very need to remain self-sustaining and self-
directing: they can grow at the expense of their neighbors only by losing the very facilities that 
their neighbors’ activities contribute to their own life…Urban communities, engrossed in the new 
expansion of power, forfeited this sense of limits: the cult of power exulted in its boundless 
display: it offered the delights of a game played for its own sake, as well as the rewards of labor 
without the need for daily drudgery, by forcible collective seizure and wholesale enslavement. 
The sky was the limit. We have the evidence of this sudden sense of exaltation in the increasing 
dimensions of the great pyramids; as we have the mythological representation of it in the story of 
the ambitious Tower of Babel, though that was curbed by a failure of communication, which an 
over-extension of linguistic territory and culture may in turn have repeatedly brought about. That 
cycle of indefinite expansion from city to empire is easy to follow. As a city’s population grew, it 
was necessary either to extend the area of immediate food production or to extend the supply 
lines, and draw by  co-operation, barter and trade, or  by forced tribute, expropriation and 
extermination , upon another community. Predation or symbiosis? Conquest or co-operation? A 
power myth knows only one answer…If I interpret the evidence correctly, the co-operative forms 
of  urban polity were undermined and vitiated from the outset by the destructive, death-oriented 
myths which attended, and perhaps partly prompted, the exorbitant expansion of physical power 
and technological adroitness…Thus the most precious collective invention of civilization, the city, 
second only to language itself in the transmission of culture, became from the outset the container 
of disruptive internal forces, directed toward ceaseless destruction and extermination. As a result 
of that deep-rutted heritage, the very survival of civilization, or indeed of any large and 
unmutilated portion of the human race, is now in doubt–and may long remain in doubt whatever 
temporary accommodations may be made. Each historic civilization, as Patrick Geddes long ago 
pointed out, begins with a living urban core, the polis, and ends in a common graveyard of dust 
and bones, a Necropolis, or city of the dead: fire-scorched ruins, shattered buildings, empty 
workshops, heaps of meaningless refuse, the population massacred or driven into slavery… “And 
he took the city,” we read in Judges; “and slew the people therein; and he beat down the city and 
served  it  with salt.”… The terror of this final episode , with its cold misery and blank despair, is 
the human climax toward which the “Iliad” moves; but long before that, as Heinrich Schliemann 
proved, six other cities were destroyed; and long before the “Iliad” one finds a lamentation, 
equally bitter and heartfelt, for that marvel among ancient cities, Ur itself, a wail uttered by the 
goddess of the city: “Verily all my birds and winged creatures have flown away. “Alas! For my 
city,” I will say. My daughters and my sons have been carried off .  “Alas! For my men,” I will 
say. O my city which exists no longer, my city attacked without cause, O my city attacked and 
destroyed!”. Finally consider Sennacherib’s inscription on the total annihilation of Babylon: 
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“The city and its houses, from its foundations to its top, I  destroyed, I devastated, I burned with 
fire. The wall  and the outer wall, temples and gods, temple towers of brick and earth, as many as 
they were, I razed them and dumped them into the canal. Through the midst of the city I dug 
canals , I flooded its site with water…I made its destruction more complete than by a flood.” Both 
the act and the morals anticipated the ferocious extravagances of our own Nuclear Age; the only 
things the destruction described  in the above inscription lacked was our swift scientific dexterity 
and our massive hypocrisy in disguising our intentions even from ourselves. Yet again and again 
the positive forces of co-operation and sentimental communion have brought people back to the 
devastated urban sites, “to repair the wasted cities, the desolation of many generations.” 
Ironically–yet consolingly–cities have repeatedly outlived the military empires that seemingly 
destroyed them forever. Damascus, Baghdad, Jerusalem, Athens still stand on the sites they 
originally occupied, alive though little more than fragments of their ancient foundations remain 
in view. The chronic miscarriages of life in the city might well have caused their abandonment, 
might even have led to a wholesale renunciation of city life and all its ambivalent gifts, but for 
one fact: the constant recruitment of new life, fresh and unsophisticated, from rural regions, full 
of crude muscular strength, sexual vitality, procreative zeal, animal faith. These rural folk 
replenished the city with their blood, and still more with their hopes. Even today , according to 
the French geographer Max Sorre, four fifths of the world lives in villages,  functionally closer to 
their neolithic prototype than to the highly organized metropolises that have begun to suck the 
village into their orbits and, even more swiftly, to undermine their ancient mode of life. But once 
we allow the village to disappear, this ancient factor of safety will vanish. That danger mankind  
has still  to reckon with and forfend………………………………………………………………. 
Later addendum  on the occasion of  a public dispute, both in Greece and in France (at least. Maybe in 
other European nations too), about removing from  history books taught in primary and secondary 
education  things related to the Enlightenment, French revolution , struggles during the formation  of 
national  states and identities,  Greek revolution against the Ottoman Empire, and in general anything 
beyond the least common denominator of European nations, and characterizing it as nationalistic, localistic, 
parochial, while at the same time encouraging, and instructing,  teachers , explicitly,  to promote the 
“deconstruction” of nationalistic consciousness and identity. Answer: The things mentioned just above 
from such a non-nationalistic, non-localistic, non-parochial, homo-universalis and multiversalis,  as 
Mumford, a universal spirit incomparable to, and light-years beyond,  any illiterate monkey-globalis, a 
spirit able to see, and daring to really go beyond,  his country and to criticize it even when nobody else had 
suspected the coming deterioration of its ideals we now all witness, are a fantastically exhaustive answer; 
it’s universal to the degree of being cosmic while at the same time it’s not even  nation-size narrow  and 
parochial but even village-size narrow. Yet who of all the beyond-nation savants went one hundredth as 
universal and nation-critical as he?  With the help of his thoughts and of the music and poetry and activism 
of other men of all seasons too (like Theodorakis, Ritsos, Elytis, Neruda, Sikelianos) and with the help of 
the vehicle of the everyday-like simplicity (and understandability by all) of dialogs of high school theatrical 
events and of actual stories of actual  everyday people in moments as borderline as wars , we  showed  that 
the really free opening to the future is more similar than different  to the deepest roots of national identity 
and more deconstructing than helpful towards the principles on which some idiot-illiterate-hired savants on 
leash (like Beckett’ s Lucky-Lackey, the catatonic monkey on leash in “Waiting for Godot”)  base 
globalization, free market and  the deconstruction of national identity.  We mean   people like Fucuyama 
and Huntington who are to intellectual life’s freedom  what Andy Warhol was to erotic life’s freedom. Why 
don’t we mean re-contextualizers/deconstructionists like Derrida? Derrida could think hard enough to know  
that the US analog of what he was up to was not some Rorty type of ex-Princetonian but the Rumsfeld type 
of ex-Princetonian; and he had enough  esthetic sense to loath it and despise it. Can we find a school-kid’s 
language to convey these things too? Yes:  By skipping the concept of  deconstructionism (let kids run into  
it when they get older, if ever) and introducing the more fruitful concept of decomposers, to say: “Great 
minds like Mumford who draw their inspiration from organic sources, find in one civilization after another 
(neolithic, Babylonian, Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Christian…) what is life’s to be used again for rebirth and 
re-composition like life recycles inorganic matter after some bacteria decompose the live matter that died.” 
(But savants who can’t also compose, just act like viruses when they “deconstruct” , i.e. like lifeless killers 
of the life  they parasitize on; unlike life which includes decomposers  they don’t decompose deceased life) 
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    TOWARDS A NEW BEGINNING FOR ALL OF US, WESTERNERS: 
DO JOIN THE “CLASH OF CIVILIZATIONS” YOU SEE BELOW: 

 
 

 
      -What do you think of Western Civilization?             -That it would be a good idea 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Notes: 1)Of course the above captions’ dialogue was from a Gandhi interview 
                         2)Of course the first photo is the cover of Tariq Ali’s “Crusades and Jihad, 
                                                                                                    the Clash of Fundamentalisms” 
                         3)Of course the above photos are an upshot that says this book is full of    
                              anti Americanism  (it’s a do-it-yourself manual for it, a “…made easy”            
                              kind of comics for it, even a gospel of anti-American arguments) and …:                                     
                         4) Of course  there is nothing racist against Americans in it. Their DNA is as                   
                              good as anybody else’s  and anybody else in their present context, as         
                              “leading the developments  on the planet”, would be as bad if he, too, did   
                              not think  hard as Americans should think but mostly don’t.)  
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“…It was in the theater that the Greek citizen saw himself and obeyed the Delphic maxim: Know 
Thyself. Best of all,  in the comedies…he learned  to see himself, wryly , as others saw him, 
chastened by their painful laughter. And in  the tragedies he beheld , in the larger figures of 
heroes and gods, beckoning potential selves whose imitation in moments of crisis would help him 
overpass the mediocrity of the safe and the habitual” 
                                                                                         Lewis Mumford (“The City in History”)  
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Addendum on a priority on March 9  2007*: 
To the  extent that  intervention, in options of decision makers and in history and in our  individual fates, 
also depends on being educated, and before we think of something more tangible to contribute, we propose 
a way to help increase lucid awareness of the global state of affairs by asking writers and editors to also 
offer free of charge  some services to the public. To make the proposal more  definite and vivid we leave it 
in its  initial form, the format of the acknowledgements of some pages on Mumford:   
*This addendum is a sequel to some addenda  the reader may have  seen in the excerpts chosen here. 

Invitation to an initiative for free self-teaching and free mutual  education  
Acknowledgments: 

“We should all try to live within our means  
even if we have to borrow to do so”   

   First of all I thank the friend* who informed me that a person like Lewis Mumford has existed  showing 
me his books “The City in History”, “The Myth of the Machine”, “The Transformation of  Man”, and “The 
Story of Utopias” . Excerpting the first two in the manner that we’ll see in the sequel is the best way to 
describe what the above title means through an  example full of specific content rather than through any 
long or short outline full of irrelevant expounding that floats in a vacuum and absence of content, like the 
reformed “avant garbage” education of the present. Very particularly I also  thank all of this book’s 
prospective (for the time being they’re still just thinking of it) publishers for their mutual emulation instead 
of rivalry in the implementation of the author’s condition of  adding to the top best and to the top worst 
reviewers’ comments, on the back cover, the note “The whole of this book can also be downloaded  for  
free at our site…www. bla-bla-bla…editions”**. Finally I thank the friend* from whom I borrowed a line 
he had borrowed from an English  writer  and sounded fit for a motto on borrowing and on thanking.  

John Alevizos/Christmas 2006 
*Names to appear in a  later context in the sequel. 
**“…and an asterisk on the front cover sending to the back cover , and a trademark informing that  the 
editors have entered a group called “free editions”, free  in all senses of the word,  that agree to only be 
paid if the reader does want and does afford to pay; at least for some writers whom these editors  want to 
collaborate with and who demand this from them (Isn’t printing  out privately, or  Xeroxing ,  more 
expensive, for people who don’t want or don’t afford PC screens?  Not if one just prints out, or has a friend 
or store  print out, out of  a cheaply reproducible CD, only what,  each time, caught his eye. It’s as if 
reading , or as if  suggesting to friends, only the pages that one likes as one leafs through some book  taken 
down from  a library’s or bookstore’s shelf, but having all the pages available for such excerpting, not only 
the ones of a, supposedly  catchy, commercial preview); and that agree to have on their sites available all 
book reviews, good or bad*** , of the authors who demanded that deal , by all book reviewers who sent 
them to the editors, reviewers from both electronic review columns and of regular review columns if they 
did not only write reviews of books circulated the “regular” way…”. (Excerpt from an initiative for saving 
narration from a death  that was really vulgar****, and not like the death analyzed by Walter Benjamin) 
***So as to have author-provocateurs and reviewers-provocateurs of this movement be read in context;  
context would also eliminate editor-provocateurs who would  publish bullshit authors in the  above way; 
cheaper form of editor (or author) provocateurs who would demands big price for their books would be 
automatically self-eliminated by their also having to make available both a free of charge edition of the 
same; besides, they would have to compete paid editions of the same by  other publishers .  
****Death by selling , signed by free marketeers , some authors-editors- readers all alike. But this initiative 
should be seen as part of  a wider one, to be called “self teaching or self destruction” as to be a tribute to 
Castoriadis’  initiative “Socialisme ou le barbarisme”, to Mumford’s view that humanity is running a race 
between universal education and universal destruction and to Mark Twain’s advice to himself and to 
statesmen “I would never leave such a delicate and responsible matter as my own  education to the state”  
and  “You want to govern? Address yourselves to the stupid. They are the majority”.  
Note:  This book being an excerpting of Mumford just “belongs” to his editors and not to  other editors or 
to the excerptor (!) who obviously gives them permission to freely publish his excerptions of  their great 
author. But the above way of widening the circulation of ideas from usual hand to hand CD exchange 
doesn’t have to be restricted to excerptions. This is just a very meaningful example. 
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ADDITIONS  AND  CHANGES  IN  TALKS  WITH  STUDENTS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PS’s added in the academic year 2006-07: Shall we take for granted about Princeton, as we and as 
Princeton  should,  that in course Philosophy1 Princeton freshmen will learn how to identify the 
bullcrap level fallacy  in popular pseudoarguments like the following ?: 1. The film on the Twin 
Towers’ firemen is not factually inaccurate  even if it conveys the lie that it was Saddam’s men 
who did 9/11 because it is accurate in conveying the fact that this is what Americans believed in 
those days 2. The film on the 300 Spartans is not inaccurate because it never said that it was 
faithful to historical facts  but only faithful to the comix about them. 3. Americans in Iraq differ 
from Napoleon in Waterloo because they never said they would also win in streetfights; they had 
only spoken about bombings.  
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    -What was a bunch like you up there                              -How did an orang-outang  like you  
   doing with an orang-outang  like this?                               scrape through a place like that? 
                                                        -Now all fellow Germans  

among you guys, 
take a good look at me 

                                                     and try to look  equally robust  
                                                         or you’ll get no greencard.  
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HYMN TO JOY 

  
Holy Joy Gift from the Heavens 

Daughter from the Fields of Gods 
to your Altar I’m now kneeling 

Sacred Fire now moves my heart 
 

With Your Magic You unite us 
and You break the chains of Fate 

All the World you make our Brothers 
when Your wings all wide You spread 

 
Glory to whoever only 

one soul hosts within his heart 
let the rest with pain be parted 

and from us just live afar 
 

Oh You Joy Gift from the Heavens 
to the blissful mortal man 

You give Life and Love in Freedom 
and a faithful loving friend 
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UPSHOT TO ALL  US WESTERNERS: 
DO JOIN THE “CLASH OF CIVILIZATIONS” YOU SEE BELOW: 

 
 

 
      -What do you think of Western Civilization?             -That it would be a good idea 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(Notes: 1)Of course the above captions’ dialogue was from a Gandhi interview 
                         2)Of course the first photo is the cover of Tariq Ali’s “Crusades and Jihad, 
                                                                                                    the Clash of Fundamentalisms”)  
                         3)Of course  there is nothing racist against Americans in it. Their DNA is as                   
                              good as anybody else’s  and anybody else in their present context, as         
                              “leading the developments  on the planet”, would be as bad if he, too, did   
                              not think  hard as Americans should think but mostly don’t. To bring    
                              ourselves in their place and them in ours think of the play “Lys’strataki”   
                              that we had rehearsed  and all the fun and the discussions we had while  
                              rehearsing it.   
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FIREMEN AND FIREWOMEN 
in and from US and Europe  

and among  the Middle Eastern ones 
INTO THE FIRE 
The sky was falling and streaked with blood 
I heard you calling me, then you disappeared into dust 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love 
You gave your love to see, in fields of red and autumn brown 
You gave your love to me and lay your young body down 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need you near, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love 
It was dark to see, you held me in the light you gave 
You lay your hand on me, then walked into the darkness of your smoky grave 
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire 
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher 
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire 
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith 
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love… 

PRAISED BE IT, IT’S WORTH IT 
PRAISED BE the hand deciding the horrible sacrifice knowing now 

which the world that is really superior  
 which the world’s “now” and which its “forever” 

which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever” 
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May 

FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light 
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep 
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel 

Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera 
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries 
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion 

Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence 
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness 

Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation 
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number 

Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye 
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man 

Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 
Now Now the zero 

and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world 
the Great!  

MARCH OF THE SPIRIT 
Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries; 

come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world! 
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered, 

and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried! 
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power; 

push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud, 
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood. 

We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers! 
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us, 
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers! 
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All was flight in our land, like drops of blood and feathers 

the cardinals bled the dawn  of Anahuac 
Sun of Justice 

Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind 
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize 

please don’t turn your eyes away from my 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my 

please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet her name is Earth. 
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine 

her high mountains are proud and eagle-like 
and her houses when painted white 
and her houses when painted white 

and her houses when painted white shine  when her sky is blue and bright. 
Though it touches Europe and America on one side 

and though it touches Asia and Africa alike 
still it hangs in space and turns and roams 
still it hangs in space and turns and roams 

still it hangs in space and turns and roams the world’s ether  all by herself. 
There’s no other planet to make some thoughts like these for her 

and soon there won’t be any such thoughts by her own dwellers left 
there will be only death, dead and past fight 
there will be only death, dead and past fight 

there will be only death, dead and past fight and relentless light. 
I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time 
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right 

and I call my old friends and pals 
and I call my old friends and pals 

and I call my old friends and pals shouting threats and splashed with blood. 
Yet all blood has gone flat or shed in blind despair 

and all threats and hopes have been chopped to claims of mud’s fair share 
and what winds now hunt when they blow 
and what winds now hunt when they blow 

and what winds now hunt when they blow is only is only other winds like them. 
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind 

and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my 
please don’t turn your eyes away from my 

please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet her name is Earth. 
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ANALOGIES 
(1.The following can be sung in the melody of the previous song 

2. Homework assignment: Google “ZNet, Oaxaca” and come to discuss it) 
Seattle  ’99 

Why we are here 
(By anonymous activist poet who circulated it in the streets) 

Because the world we imagined, the world we’ve always known is leaving 
and the sun brings cancer and the planet’s getting hotter 
because the sky now has too many planes 
because the kids are starving in the shadows 
in the shadows of yachts and top meetings 
we’re here to tell you that we want something else  
because your coded world is unreal we’re here to tell you 
                                           we want something else to buy. 
 
What we want is not by your money even recognized 
we want to save live nature and to see our world humanized 
we don’t want some cheaper trees 
we want trees that are alive 
we don’t want our food with fancy genes we want our food 
                                 to live and grow in our neighborhood. 
 
This is not a mere political protest 
we’re not here to patch up your laws or see if they fail some test 
we’re here to change ourselves and you 
change you and ourselves from inside to outside 
thus this is an awakening and an uprising 
                                                   of spirit and of mind. 
 
We’re here by authority of nature and upon insistence of our mind 
thus we can rightly ignore what your recent laws can bind 
if you doubt the authority of nature 
if you doubt the rules of your mind’s truth 
if you doubt them for any amount of time then try not to breathe for just that time 
keep for just that time your breath inside and you will know just  
                                                                          the strength of our desire. 
 
So you see the reason we’re here is that some memory in our blood 
makes us hear a voice that says when awakening inside 
you’re not just a fund or a bank 
you’re the crest of a wave that went blind 
a blind crest of a wave that forgot its basic source 
                                               and now mounts in greed and lies. 
Against this blinded wave of greed we’re here to honor 
                                                what’s natural and what’s real. 
Against your mounting wave of greed we’re here to fight for 

                                                 what’s human and must be freed. 
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“…For those of us who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for the gates of the technocratic 
prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we choose to walk out…”                                        

Lewis Mumford  

Thursday, Nov. 14 at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. ET 
World Premiere 

A Soldier’s Story 
Vietnam vet George Mizo and his mission to help the victims of war  

UPDATE - November 7, 2002:  
 
At the International Committee meeting in Hanoi last week, the Veterans 
Association of Vietnam announced that there are now 120 children living at 
the Friendship Village. 
 
Also, last week, Micheele Mason, Jeff Schutts, the Hatfield Group and some 
other local Vancouver activists created the Canadian non-profit for the 
Vietnam Friendship Village Project and have joined the 
InternationalCommittee to try and raise this year's operating costs at the 
village.  
 
For more information about about the Vietnam Friendship Village Project 
Canada visit the Cypress Park Productions Inc. web site at www.cypress-
park.ca. 
 
In 1967, an American soldier named George Mizo went off to fight in 
Vietnam. More than two decades later, he embarked on a new mission: to 
undo some of the harm caused by his country’s war in Southeast Asia. 

The Friendship Village, a documentary making its world premiere on VisionTV 
Thursday, Nov. 14 at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. ET, tells the story of Mizo’s journey 
from war hero to peace activist. The hour-long film focuses on his efforts to 
help found a village for Vietnamese children and adults suffering from 
illnesses related to Agent Orange. 

The son of a Native American father, George Mizo grew up believing the best 
of his country, and felt duty-bound to enlist for service in Vietnam. He would 
later be decorated for his valour on the front lines. But Mizo’s experiences 
also caused him to question his assumptions. “We were killing the very 
people and destroying the very country I thought we were coming over to 
protect,” he told Vancouver filmmaker Michelle Mason. 

Badly wounded at Que Son in January 1968, Mizo discovered later that his 
entire platoon had been wiped out in combat. He returned home filled with 
anger, which he poured into protest against the war. As the years passed, his 
commitment to the peace movement increased. In the 1980s, he joined with 
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other Vietnam veterans in speaking out against U.S. policy in Central 
America. 

The seeds of the Friendship Village project were planted soon after. During 
the war, American forces sprayed more than 70 million litres of the defoliant 
Agent Orange on the jungles of southern Vietnam. Today, vast areas remain 
contaminated with dioxin, a component of the herbicide. The Vietnamese 
believe this toxic compound to be responsible for more than a million birth 
defects. (A Vancouver firm, Hatfield Consultants, is heavily involved in 
researching the impact of Agent Orange in Vietnam.)  

In 1992, Mizo and a group of other veterans from the U.S., Vietnam, 
Australia, France, Germany, Great Britain and Japan began work on the 
Friendship Village, a residential facility for victims of Agent Orange. Among 
his colleagues on the project: Sr. Lt-General Tran Van Quang, the same man 
who planned and led the Vietnamese assault at Que Son. 

A place of reconciliation and healing, Friendship Village now serves more 
than 70 residents. Fundraising for new construction, rehabilitation equipment 
and ongoing care continues. As Mizo says in the film, this remarkable project 
is proof that “we can make a difference – each and every one of us.” 

George Mizo died in March of this year. He was 56. 

The Friendship Village was produced, written and directed by Michelle Mason 
in association with VisionTV. 
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“…For those of us who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for the gates of the technocratic 
prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we choose to walk out…”                                        

Lewis Mumford  

Regaining My Humanity 

By Camilo Mejia 
, AlterNet. Posted February 28, 2005. 
Conscientious objector Camilo Mejia: "I was a coward not for leaving the war, 
but for having been a part of it in the first place." 

ALSO IN RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES  

This Song is My Song 
Raizel Liebler  

Laws of Gravity 
Deborah Pearlstein  

Are Babies the New Hot Accessory? 
Luchina Fisher  

Safe, Legal, and Never 
David J. Garrow  

For the Soul of the Church 
Ethan Vesely-Flad  

 
More stories by Camilo Mejia 

In March 2004, 28-year-old Sgt. Camilo Mejia turned himself in to the U.S. military and filed an 
application for conscientious objector status. On May 21, he was sentenced to one year in prison 
for refusing to return to fight in Iraq. He was released from prison on Feb. 15, 2005. 
I was deployed to Iraq in April 2003 and returned home for a two-week leave in October. Going 
home gave me the opportunity to put my thoughts in order and to listen to what my conscience 
had to say. People would ask me about my war experiences and answering them took me back to 
all the horrors – the firefights, the ambushes, the time I saw a young Iraqi dragged by his 
shoulders through a pool of his own blood or an innocent man decapitated by our machine-gun 
fire. The time I saw a soldier broken down inside because he killed a child, or an old man on his 
knees, crying with his arms raised to the sky, perhaps asking God why we had taken the lifeless 
body of his son. 
I thought of the suffering of a people whose country was in ruins and who were further 
humiliated by the raids, patrols and curfews of an occupying army. 
And I realized that none of the reasons we were told about why we were in Iraq turned out to be 
true. There were no weapons of mass destruction. There was no link between Saddam Hussein 
and al Qaeda. We weren't helping the Iraqi people and the Iraqi people didn't want us there. We 
weren't preventing terrorism or making Americans safer. I couldn't find a single good reason for 
having been there, for having shot at people and been shot at. 
Coming home gave me the clarity to see the line between military duty and moral obligation. I 
realized that I was part of a war that I believed was immoral and criminal, a war of aggression, a 
war of imperial domination. I realized that acting upon my principles became incompatible with 
my role in the military, and I decided that I could not return to Iraq. 
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By putting my weapon down, I chose to reassert myself as a human being. I have not deserted the 
military nor been disloyal to the men and women of the military. I have not been disloyal to a 
country. I have only been loyal to my principles. 
When I turned myself in, with all my fears and doubts, it did it not only for myself. I did it for the 
people of Iraq, even for those who fired upon me – they were just on the other side of a 
battleground where war itself was the only enemy. I did it for the Iraqi children, who are victims 
of mines and depleted uranium. I did it for the thousands of unknown civilians killed in war. My 
time in prison is a small price compared to the price Iraqis and Americans have paid with their 
lives. Mine is a small price compared to the price humanity has paid for war. 
Many have called me a coward, others have called me a hero. I believe I can be found somewhere 
in the middle. To those who have called me a hero, I say that I don't believe in heroes, but I 
believe that ordinary people can do extraordinary things. 
To those who have called me a coward I say that they are wrong, and that without knowing it, 
they are also right. They are wrong when they think that I left the war for fear of being killed. I 
admit that fear was there, but there was also the fear of killing innocent people, the fear of putting 
myself in a position where to survive means to kill, there was the fear of losing my soul in the 
process of saving my body, the fear of losing myself to my daughter, to the people who love me, 
to the man I used to be, the man I wanted to be. I was afraid of waking up one morning to realize 
my humanity had abandoned me. 
I say without any pride that I did my job as a soldier. I commanded an infantry squad in combat 
and we never failed to accomplish our mission. But those who called me a coward, without 
knowing it, are also right. I was a coward not for leaving the war, but for having been a part of it 
in the first place. Refusing and resisting this war was my moral duty, a moral duty that called me 
to take a principled action. I failed to fulfill my moral duty as a human being and instead I chose 
to fulfill my duty as a soldier. All because I was afraid. I was terrified; I did not want to stand up 
to the government and the army – I was afraid of punishment and humiliation. I went to war 
because at the moment I was a coward, and for that I apologize to my soldiers for not being the 
type of leader I should have been. 
I also apologize to the Iraqi people. To them I say I am sorry for the curfews, for the raids, for the 
killings. May they find it in their hearts to forgive me. 
One of the reasons I did not refuse the war from the beginning was that I was afraid of losing my 
freedom. Today, as I sit behind bars I realize that there are many types of freedom, and that in 
spite of my confinement I remain free in many important ways. What good is freedom if we are 
afraid to follow our conscience? What good is freedom if we are not able to live with our own 
actions? I am confined to a prison but I feel, today more than ever, connected to all humanity. 
Behind these bars I sit a free man because I listened to a higher power, the voice of my 
conscience.  
For general comments and questions, email or write to: The Free Camilo Committee, c /o 
Maritza Castillo, 201 178 Drive #323, Miami, FL 33160. freecamilo@freecamilo.org 
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“…In the face of the threat that history may roll  back to the abyss of the Arrhythmic, the Amorphous and 
the preontological,  nobody can avoid assuming responsibility. Those poets who feel born on the pulse of 
the Universe have  the additional responsibility to make Poetry take on her own horrible responsibility of 
breaking the causal deterministic sequence of events after first coming to know her own mystical origin in 
the infinity, the  inner freedom and the biological God deep inside us, and from there draw strength to lift 
again the universal symbols of cosmic continuity of man with his similars and with the Universe, the  
symbols that are  able to disperse his historical pseudoproblems and deliver man from all arbitrary myths of 
our  age, scientific myths, mechanical myths,  political myths, economic myths, artificial artistic myths, etc 
etc–that, through also exerting immense violence, have  displaced man from the center of his responsibly 
creative self  where is found the source of his freedom  and  have led to the dismemberment of the erotic 
core of  man’s experience of the world and have disintegrated society into heaps of unburied corpses–and 
place him again at the center of Life and of duration from where the world, placed at the center of our 
consciousness and not at the periphery will bring down walls and open up horizons , not altogether 
imaginary, that  have been waiting, since the beginning of time, to line up in perspective in front of us”* 

 
“…For those of us who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for the gates of the 
technocratic prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we choose to 
walk out… Modern man’s only alternative is to emerge once more into the light and to have the courage not 
to escape to the moon , but to return to his own human center and to master the bellicose compulsions and 
irrationalities he shares with his rulers and mentors. He must not only unlearn the art of war , but acquire 
and master , as never before, the arts of life…We know now, as never before, that undisclosed potentialities 
of life reach  far beyond the proud algebraics of contemporary science; and their promises for the further 
transformations of man are as enchanting as they are inexhaustible…Man grows in the image of his gods, 
and up to the measure they have set. The mixture of divinity, power and personality that brought the 
ancient city into  existence must be weighed out anew in terms of  the ideology and the culture of our own 
time , and poured into fresh civic , regional, and planetary molds. In order to defeat the insensate forces that 
now threaten civilization from within , we must transcend the original frustrations and negations that have 
dogged the city throughout its  history. Otherwise the sterile gods of power , unrestrained by organic limits 
or human goals, will remake man in their own  faceless image and bring human history to an end” 

                                                                                                          
“…We wanderers ever seeking the lonelier way begin no day where we have ended another day;  
and no sunrise finds us where sunset left us. Even while the earth sleeps we travel. We are the seeds of the 
tenacious plant…If aught I have said is the truth, that truth shall reveal itself  in a clearer voice, and in 
words more kin to your thoughts”  

                                                                                                    
*Such was, one, European answer in ’38 and closely  corresponded to, Mumford’s, US ’38 answer.                                                 
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How many doors  must a man walk out  before you call him a man? 
 

The answer of “a man for all seasons and for all countries”* 
 

“…In one sense I was happy my bomb missed his car by one meter. I’m not  a killer, I’m a fighter. And to 
fight against a junta doesn’t mean to kill its leader who is just a puppet buffoon played by foreign interests, 
nor to kill some of its quite replaceable  policemen or soldiers ,whom I would not stand the remorses to kill. 
To fight  a junta means  to disarm it, and disarming it means that a great number of soldiers will not obey 
their orders, and somebody telling them to do so means  he proves to  them that it is humanly  possible to 
stand the consequences, as I did prove by only writing to your leader that he is a buffoon and a clown on all  
grace pleas and petitions you brought me to sign, in order for you  not to expose your   regime  in front  of 
international organizations which objected to my execution and at the same time for you not to appear as 
powerless in front of the people that you wanted to terrorize. My oration is  not contempt of court martial , 
because you are not a court but bosses of  torturers some of whom even have a sick thwarted surgeon’s 
sexual imagination; and you are not martial either because you are not soldiers  but deserters. I deserted 
your army to serve my country, as I do serve it everyday in the torture chamber; you deserted your country 
by not deserting an  army that receives orders against its  country and its  people. Pity a nation that does not 
give birth to a tyrannocide when  it gives birth to a tyrant.”         

 
                                                                                                           

 
*To find a definite name and biography  look up Orianna  Falacci’s book “A Man” .  
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“…For those of us who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for the gates of the technocratic 
prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we choose to walk out…”                                        

Lewis Mumford  

 
Scientist and humanitarian Albert Einstein, when asked 

what weapons would be used in the Third World 
War:  “I don’t know. But I can tell you what they’ll use 

in the Fourth  —  rocks.” 

Stanislav Petrov — World Hero 
He averted a catastrophe that could have shaken the foundation of the Earth for many centuries to 

come —and the future of humanity forever . . .  

In 1983 in Russia, there was a man who would have been 
considered an enemy by the people of America. But as it 
turned out, he would become for them and for the world an 
unknown hero — perhaps the greatest hero of all time. 
Because of military secrecy, and political and international 
differences, most of the world has not heard of this man. 
He is Stanislav Petrov.The extraordinary incident leading to 
his heroism occurred near Moscow, in the former Soviet 
Union, just past midnight, Sept. 26, 1983. Because of time-
zone differences, it was still Sept. 25 in America, a Sunday 
afternoon.During the Cold War at this time, the United 
States and the Soviet Union were bitter adversaries. 
Thesetwo world powers did not trust each other, and this 

distrust led to a dangerous 
consequence:  They built thousands 
of nuclear weapons to be used 
against each other if a war should 
ever break out between them. If 
there ever were such a war, these 
nations would very likely devastate 
each other and much of the world 
many times over, resulting in the 
deaths of perhaps hundreds of 
millions of people. 
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It was Lieutenant Colonel Stanislav Petrov’s duty to use 
computers and satellites to warn the Soviet Union if there 
were ever a nuclear missile attack by the United States. In 
the event of such an attack, the Soviet Union’s strategy was 
to launch an immediate all-out nuclear weapons 
counterattack against the United States. 

On this particular day, something went wrong. Suddenly 
the computer alarms sounded, warning that an American 
missile was heading toward the Soviet Union. Lt. Col. 
Petrov reasoned that a computer error had occurred, since 
the United States was not likely to launch just one missile if 
it were attacking the Soviet Union — it would launch 
many. Besides, there had been questions in the past about 
the reliability of the satellite system being used. So he 
dismissed the warning as a false alarm, concluding that no 
missile had actually been launched by the United States. 

But then, just a short time later, the situation turned very 
serious. Now the computer system was indicating a second 
missile had been launched by the United States and was 
approaching the Soviet Union. Then it showed a third 
missile being launched, and then a fourth and a fifth. The 
sound of the alarms was deafening. In front of Lt. Col. 
Petrov the word “Start” was flashing in bright lettering, 
presumably the instruction indicating the Soviet Union 
must begin launching a massive counterstrike against the 
United States. 

Even though Lt. Col. Petrov had a gnawing feeling the 
computer system was wrong, he had no way of knowing for 
sure. He had nothing else to go by. The Soviet Union’s land 
radar was not capable of detecting any missiles beyond the 
horizon, information that by then would be too late to be 
useful. And worse, he had only a few minutes to decide 
what to tell the Soviet leadership. He made his final 
decision:  He would trust his intuition and declare it a false 
alarm. If he were wrong, he realized nuclear missiles from 
the United States would soon begin raining down on the 
Soviet Union. 

He waited. The minutes and seconds passed. Everything 
remained quiet — no missiles and no destruction. His 
decision had been right. Stanislav Petrov had prevented a 
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worldwide nuclear war. He was a hero. Those around him 
congratulated him for his superb judgment. 

But he had disobeyed military procedure by defying the 
computer warnings. And because of this, he later 
underwent intense questioning by his superiors about his 
actions during this nerve-racking ordeal. Perhaps because 
he had ignored the warnings, he was no longer considered a 
reliable military officer. Presumably in the military it is 
understood that orders and procedures are to be carried out 
unfailingly, without question. 

In the end, the Soviet military did not reward or honor 
Stanislav Petrov for his actions. It did not punish him 
either. But his once promising military career had come to 
an end. He was reassigned to a less sensitive position and 
soon was retired from the military. He went on to live his 
life in Russia as a pensioner. 

Because of Stanislav Petrov’s actions that day in 1983, the 
Earth was spared what could have become the most 
devastating tragedy in the history of humanity. Stanislav 
Petrov has said he does not regard himself as a hero for 
what he did that day. But in terms of the incalculable 
number of lives saved, and the overall health of the planet 
Earth, he undeniably is one of the greatest heroes of all 
time. 

There is yet something else unsettling about this incident. 
Stanislav Petrov was not originally scheduled to be on duty 
that night. Had he not been there, it is possible a different 
commanding officer would not have questioned the 
computer alarms, tragically leading the world into a nuclear 
holocaust. As it turned out, this incident ended fortunately 
for America and for the world. But unfortunately for 
Stanislav Petrov, it ruined his career and his health, and it 
deprived him of his peace of mind. This is one debt the 
world will never be able to repay. 
 

(More about this incident below) 
 

Article by Glen Pedersen 
©2003, Bright Star Sound 
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Dangerous Prelude 

In 1983 relations between the United States and the 
Soviet Union were severely strained. The timing 
probably could not have been worse for a mistaken 
nuclear attack warning. Had Stanislav Petrov declared 
the warning valid, as his computers indicated, the 
Soviet leadership likely would have taken his decision as 
fact. Consider what was happening in the weeks and 
months leading up to Sept. 25, 1983:  

• The Soviet military shot down a Korean passenger jet Sept. 1, 
1983 (only three weeks before this incident), killing all 269 people 
on board, including many Americans. Soon after, the KGB sent a 
flash message to its operatives in the West, warning them to 
prepare for possible nuclear war, according to CNN.  

• The American leadership began referring to the Soviet Union as an 
“evil empire.”  

• Throughout 1983 the Kremlin assumed the West was planning a 
nuclear attack on the Soviet Union, according to experts quoted by 
the Federation of American Scientists.  

• After President Reagan’s “Star Wars” speech March 23, 1983, the 
Soviets feared such a system would increase the likelihood the 
United States would launch a first attack since the United States 
would not fear retaliation, according to CNN.  

• The Russians saw a U.S. government preparing for a first strike, 
headed by a President capable of ordering a first strike. Russian 
strategy is to fire its arsenal as soon as possible after receiving 
indications of an attack, according to Bruce Blair, an expert on 
Cold War nuclear strategies (Dateline NBC, Nov. 12, 2000).  

• The United States and NATO were organizing a military exercise 
that centered on using tactical nuclear weapons in Europe. Soviet 
leaders were concerned this was a cover for an actual invasion. 
(IEEE Spectrum, March 2000)  
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An officer of  a fire brigade, in a letter to a newspaper, wrote after one of the last few months’ wildfires: 
“…If we consider earth as a big living organism and  the human species as a minimal part of its cells, we 
will realize, with fright, that the capitalist system has mutated the humans into cancer cells that  are  
recklessly seesawing the branch on which we all are sitting. The prudent do realize that the planet is ailing. 
The earth is ill! Gravely ill! At one moment it’s burning with fever, at the next moment it is run through by 
shivers. Half of the earth is burning with wildfires , the other half is drowning with floods. The ones 
responsible, enjoying the cool of their air-conditioning,   are talking about remorseless  arsonists, about 
unheard of heat waves, about extreme phenomena of  climate change, successfully faced due to timely  
actions of the governments. I close my eyes and dig into my mind to remember some of the coordinated 
actions of the governments having passed over my neck. Here they are:…(1…2…3…4…5…6…)… Maybe 
there’s more, OK. Imagine yourself a fireman looking, amidst so many fires and so many coordinated 
actions, to also locate and arrest the arsonists. 
Little mother earth, forgive us. I wish you come out a winner out of all this ugly adventure of your health. I 
wish to be sure  that your chemotherapy will be successful. It’s only that, well, it’s only that I won’t be alive 
to see your lovely little hair grow back up and cover the sores we opened on your body”                 
A great American thinker was writing just after the 2nd World War: 
“As of today, this resurgence of reproductive activity might be partly explained as a deep  instinctual 
answer to the premature death of scores of millions of people throughout the planet .  But even more 
possibly, it may be the unconscious reaction to the likelihood of an annihilating outburst of nuclear 
genocide on a planetary  scale. As such , every new baby is a blind desperate vote for survival: people who 
find themselves unable to register an effective political protest against extermination do so by a biological 
act . In countries where state aid is lacking , young parents often accept a severe privation of goods and an 
absence of leisure, rather than accept privation of life by forgoing children…” 
The same thinker was writing during the cold war: 
“…they are the prey of compulsive fears and corrupt  fantasies whose ultimate outcome may be universal 
annihilation and extermination; and the more they devote themselves to adapting their urban environment 
to this possibility [of nuclear  war], the more surely they  will bring on the unrestricted collective genocide 
many of them have justified in their minds as the necessary price of preserving “freedom” and 
“civilization”. The masters of the underground citadel are committed to a “war” they cannot bring to an 
end, with weapons they cannot control, for purposes that they cannot accomplish. The [“nuke protected”] 
underground city threatens in consequence  to become the burial crypt of our incinerated civilization. 
Modern man’s only alternative is to emerge once more into the light and have the courage, not to escape to 
the moon, but to return to his human center –and to master the  bellicose compulsions and irrationalities he 
shares with his rulers and mentors. He must not only unlearn the art of war, but acquire and master, ,as 
never before, the arts of life…” 
A great  European Poet was writing just before the 2nd World War: 
“…In the face of the threat that history may roll  back to the abyss of the Arrhythmic, the Amorphous and 
the preontological,  nobody can avoid assuming responsibility. Those poets who feel born on the pulse of 
the Universe have  the additional responsibility to make Poetry take on her own horrible responsibility of 
breaking the causal deterministic sequence of events after first coming to know her own mystical origin in 
the infinity, the  inner freedom and the biological God deep inside us, and from there draw strength to lift 
again the universal symbols of cosmic continuity of man with his similars and with the Universe, the  
symbols that are  able to disperse his historical pseudoproblems and deliver man from all arbitrary myths 
of our  age, scientific myths, mechanical myths,  political myths, economic myths, artificial artistic myths, 
etc etc–that, through also exerting immense violence, have  displaced man from the center of his 
responsibly creative self  where is found the source of his freedom  and  have led to the dismemberment of 
the erotic core of  man’s experience of the world and have disintegrated society into heaps of unburied 
corpses–and place him again at the center of Life and of duration from where the world, placed at the 
center of our consciousness and not at the periphery, will bring down walls and open up horizons , not 
altogether imaginary, that  have been waiting, since the beginning of time, to line up in perspective in front 
of us” 
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In Vietnam days, that same great American thinker was writing:   
“…This is not  a prophecy: it is a factual description of what is already happening before our eyes, with 
murderous confrontations and infantile tantrums taking the place of rational demands and cooperative 
efforts. Yes: the physical structure of the power system was never more closely articulated: but its human 
supports were never more frail, more morally indecisive, more vulnerable to attack. How long , those who 
are now awake must ask themselves, how long can the physical structure of an advanced technology hold 
together when all its human foundations are crumbling away? All this has happened so suddenly that many  
people are hardly aware that it has happened at all: yet during the last generation the very bottom has 
dropped out of our life; the human institutions and moral convictions that have taken thousands of years to 
achieve even a minimal efficacy have disappeared before our eyes: so completely that the next generation 
will scarcely believe they ever existed” 
Another great  American, when interviewed this summer, on the responsibility of intellectuals among other 
things,   was asked and answering the following:  
...........  
-But, in this case, the results of the Army Research Office’s mission statement in harvesting scholarly work 
for better weapons design, it’s professors, scholars, researchers, scientific designers, etc., who have these 
choices to focus serious intellectual effort and to be so used for such ends, and who aren’t acting 
necessarily from direct orders but are acting more out of freewill.  
-It’s freewill, but don’t forget that there’s a general intellectual culture that raises no objection to this. Let’s 
take the Iraq war. There’s libraries of material arguing about the war, debating it, asking ‘What should we 
do?’, this and that, and the other thing. Now, try to find a sentence somewhere that says that ‘carrying out a 
war of aggression is the supreme international crime, which differs from other war crimes in that it 
encompasses all the evil that follows’ (paraphrasing from Nuremberg). Try to find that somewhere. —I 
mean, you can find it. I’ve written about it, and you can find a couple other dozen people who have written 
about it in the world. But is it part of the intellectual culture? Can you find it in a newspaper, or in a 
journal; in Congress; any public discourse; anything that’s part of the general exchange of knowledge and 
ideas? I mean, do students study it in school? Do they have courses where they teach students that ‘to carry 
out a war of aggression is the supreme international crime which encompasses all the evil that follows’? 
So, for example, if sectarian warfare is a horrible atrocity, as it is, who’s responsible? By the principles of 
Nuremberg, Bush, Rumsfeld, Cheney, Wolfowitz, Rice—they’re responsible for sectarian warfare because 
they carried out the supreme international crime which encompasses all the evil that follows. Try and find 
somebody who points that out. You can’t. Because our dominant intellectual culture accepts as legitimate 
our crushing anybody we like. And take Iran. Both political parties—and practically the whole press—
accept it as legitimate and, in fact, honorable, that ‘all options are on the table’, presumably including 
nuclear weapons, to quote Hilary Clinton and everyone else. ‘All options are on the table’ means we 
threaten war. Well, there’s something called the U.N. Charter, which outlaws ‘the threat or use of force’ in 
international affairs. Does anybody care? Actually, I saw one op-ed somewhere by Ray Takeyh, an Iran 
specialist close to the government, who pointed out that threats are serious violations of international law. 
But that’s so rare that when you find it it’s like finding a diamond in a pile of hay or something. It’s not 
part of the culture. We’re allowed to threaten anyone we want—and to attack anyone we want. And, when 
a person grows up and acts in a culture like that, they’re culpable in a sense, but the culpability is much 
broader. I was just reading a couple days ago a review of a new book by Steven Miles, a medical doctor 
and bioethicist, who ran through 35,000 pages of documents he got from the Freedom of Information Act 
on the torture in Abu Ghraib. And the question that concerned him is, ‘What were the doctors doing during 
all of this?’ All through those torture sessions there were doctors, nurses, behavioral scientists and others 
who were organizing them. What were they doing when this torture was going on? Well, you go through 
the detailed record and it turns out that they were designing and improving it. Just like Nazi doctors. 
Robert Jay Lifton did a big study on Nazi doctors. He points out in connection with the Nazi doctors that, 
in a way, it’s not those individual doctors who had the final guilt, it was a culture and a society which 
accepted torture and criminal activities as legitimate. The same is true with the tortures at Abu Ghraib. I 
mean, just to focus on them as if they’re somehow terrible people is just a serious mistake. They’re coming 
out of a culture that regards this as legitimate. Maybe there are some excesses you don’t really do but 
torture in interrogation is considered legitimate. There’s a big debate now on, ‘Who’s an enemy 
combatant?’; a big technical debate. Suppose we invade another country and we capture somebody who’s 
defending the country against our invasion: what do you mean to call them an ‘enemy combatant’? If some 
country invaded the United States and let’s say you were captured throwing a rock at one of the soldiers, 
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would it be legitimate to send you to the equivalent of Guantanamo, and then have a debate about whether 
you’re a ‘lawful’ or ‘unlawful’ combatant? The whole discussion is kind of, like, off in outer space 
somewhere. But, in a culture which accepts that we own and rule the world, it’s reasonable. But, also, we 
should go back to the roots of the intellectual or moral culture, not just to the individuals directly involved. 
-As you mentioned before, whether students are taught serious moral principles: At my school, the 
University of Arizona, there are courses in bioethics—required ones, in fact, to hard scientific 
undergraduates (I took one, out of interest)— which mostly just discuss scenarios in terms of ‘slippery 
slopes’ and hypothetical questions within certain bounds, and still none at all in the social sciences or 
humanities. Do you think there should be? Would that be beneficial? 
-If they were honest, yes. If they’re honest they’d be talking about what we’re talking about, and doing case 
studies. There’s no point pontificating about high minded principles. That’s easy. Nazi doctors could do 
that, too.  Let’s take a look at the cases and ask how the principles apply—to Vietnam; to El Salvador; to 
Iraq; to Palestine—just run through the cases and see how the principles apply to our own actions. That’s 
what is of prime importance, and what is least discussed. 
-As a note to end on, there seems to be some very serious aberrations and defects in our society and our 
level of culture. How, in your view, might they be corrected and a new level of culture be established, say, 
one in which torture isn’t accepted? (After all, slavery and child labor were each accepted for a long period 
of time and now are not.) 
-Your examples give the answer to the question, the only answer that has ever been known.  Slavery and 
child labor didn’t become unacceptable by magic. It took hard, dedicated, courageous work by lots of 
people. The same is true of torture, which was once completely routine. If I remember correctly, the 
renowned Norwegian criminologist Nils Christie wrote somewhere that prisons began to proliferate in 
Norway in the early 19th century. They weren’t much needed before, when the punishment for robbery 
could be driving a stake through the hand of the accused. Now it’s perhaps the most civilized country on 
earth.  There has been a gradual codification of constraints against torture, and they have had some effect, 
though only limited, even before the Bush regression to savagery. Alfred McCoy’s work reviews that ugly 
history. Still, there is improvement, and there can be more if enough people are willing to undertake the 
efforts that led to large-scale rejection of slavery and child labor—still far from complete………… 
-I think at this point it may do well for us to go over a bit the beginnings and evolution of the ideological 
currents which now prevail throughout modern social intellectual life in the U.S. Essentially, from where 
may we trace the development of this strong coterie of technical experts in the schools, and elsewhere, 
sometimes having been referred to as a ‘bought’ or ‘secular priesthood’?...(And) given the, albeit, self-
proclaimed notion that this new class is entitled to decision-making, how close are they to actual policy, 
then? 
-…(And) my feeling is that they’re nowhere near as powerful as they think they are. So, when, say, John 
Kenneth Galbraith wrote about the technocratic elite which is taking over the running of society—or when 
McNamara wrote about it, or others—there’s a lot of illusion there. Meaning, they can gain positions of 
authority and decision-making when they act in the interests of those who really own and run the society. 
You can have people that are just as competent, or more competent, and who have conceptions of social 
and economic order that run counter to, say, corporate power, and they’re not going to be in the planning 
sectors. So, to get into those planning sectors you first of all have to conform to the interests of the real 
concentrations of power. And, again, there are a lot of illusions about this—in the media, too. Tom Wicker 
is a famous example, one of the ‘left commentators’ of the New York Times. He would get very angry 
when critics would tell him he’s conforming to power interests and that he’s keeping within the doctrinal 
framework of the media, which goes back to their corporate structure and so on. And he would answer, 
very angrily—and correctly—that nobody tells him what to say. He writes anything he wants,—which is 
absolutely true. But if he wasn’t writing the things he did he wouldn’t have a column in the New York 
Times. That’s the kind of thing that is very hard to perceive. People do not want—or often are not able—to 
perceive that they are conforming to external authority. They feel themselves to be very free—and indeed 
they are—as long as they conform. But power lies elsewhere. That’s as old as history in the modern period. 
It’s often very explicit. Adam Smith, for example, discussing England, quite interestingly pointed out that 
the merchants and manufacturers—the economic forces of his day—are the ‘principal architects of policy’, 
and they make sure that their own interests are ‘most peculiarly attended to’, no matter how grievous the 
effect on others, including the people in England. And that’s a good principle of statecraft, and social and 
economic planning, which runs pretty much to the present. When you get people with management and 
decision-making skills, they can enter into that system and they can make the actual decisions—within a 
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framework that’s set within the real concentrations of power. And now it’s not the merchants and 
manufacturers of Adam Smith’s day, it’s the multinational corporations, financial institutions, and so on. 
But, stray too far beyond their concerns and you won’t be the decision-maker. It’s not a mechanical 
phenomenon, but it’s overwhelmingly true that the people who make it to decision-making positions (that 
is, what they think of as decision-making positions) are those who conform to the basic framework of the 
people who fundamentally own and run the society. That’s why you have a certain choice of technocratic 
managers and not some other choice of people equally or better capable of carrying out policies but have 
different ideas……… 
-How crucial is it, in your view, that students particularly consider and understand…the  function in society  
of the highly technocratic social order of the academic community? 
-How important it is, to an individual, depends on what that individual’s goals in life are. If the goals are to 
enrich yourself, gain privilege, do technically interesting work—in brief, if the goals are self-satisfaction—
then these questions are of no particular relevance. If you care about the consequences of your actions, 
what’s happening in the world, what the future will be like for your grandchildren and so on, then they’re 
very crucial. So, it’s a question of what choices people make. 
-What makes students a natural audience to speak to? And do you think it’s worth ‘speaking truth’ to the 
professional scholarship as well or differently? Are there any short- or long-term possibilities here?   
-I’m always uneasy about the concept of “speaking truth,” as if we somehow know the truth and only have 
to enlighten others who have not risen to our elevated level. The search for truth is a cooperative, unending 
endeavor. We can, and should, engage in it to the extent we can and encourage others to do so as well, 
seeking to free ourselves from constraints imposed by coercive institutions, dogma, irrationality, excessive 
conformity and lack of initiative and imagination, and numerous other obstacles. As for possibilities, they 
are limited only by will and choice. Students are at a stage of their lives where these choices are most 
urgent and compelling, and when they also enjoy unusual, if not unique, freedom and opportunity to 
explore the choices available, to evaluate them, and to pursue them. 
-In your view,what is it about the privileges within university education and academic scholarship which as 
you assert in some of the things you’ve written, correlate with them a greater responsibility for catastrophic 
atrocities such as the Vietnam War or those in the Middle East in which the United States is now involved? 
-Well, there are really some moral truisms. One of them is that opportunity confers responsibility. If you 
have very limited opportunities, then you have limited responsibility for what you do. If you have 
substantial opportunity you have greater responsibility for what you do. I mean, that’s kind of elementary, I 
don’t know how it can be discussed. And the people who we call ‘intellectuals’ are just those who happen 
to have substantial opportunity. They have privilege, they have resources, they have training. In our 
society, they have a high degree of freedom—not a hundred percent, but quite a lot—and that gives them a 
range of choices that they can pursue with a fair degree of freedom, and that hence simply confers 
responsibility for the predictable consequences of the choices they make… 
...About the skipped parts (mainly discussing whether the  Nuremberg judges  
applied double standards like today’s) the reader can google “Chomsky, Schivone, 
War and responsibility, August 16 2007” from where we borrowed the above 
excerpts*. The names of the other persons we borrowed excerpts from, were  
Lazaros Gakilazos (the (Greek) fireman), Lewis Mumford (the great(American) 
thinker) and Angelos Sikelianos (the great European (Greek) Poet)...   
 
*Let’s also see what is frequently referred to as “Chomsky’s ant argument”:  "…(some believe)… that there is a moral 
difference between setting out to destroy as many civilians as possible and killing civilians unintentionally and 
reluctantly in pursuit of a military objective… Evidently, a crucial case is omitted, which is far more depraved than 
massacring civilians intentionally.  Namely, knowing that you are massacring them but not doing so intentionally 
because you don't regard them as worthy of concern.  That is, you don't even care enough about them to intend to kill 
them.  Thus when I walk down the street, if I stop to think about it I know I'll probably kill lots of ants, but I don't 
intend to kill them, because in my mind they do not even rise to the level where it matters.  There are many such 
examples.  To take one of the very minor ones, when Clinton bombed …the al-Shifa pharmaceutical facility in Sudan, 
he and the other perpetrators surely knew that the bombing would kill civilians (tens of thousands, apparently).  But 
Clinton and associates did not intend to kill them… because by the standards of Western liberal humanitarian racism, 
they are no more significant than ants.  Same in the case of tens of millions of others. 
 

…………………………………………… 
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OVERGROUND 
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land” 

 
When not obscur’d anymore , this is the form of the Angelic Land: 

(for US too like it is  for any other country) 

 
…this world the small the Great: 

 


